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PREFACE 

This is the third Volume 'of the Overlord Narrativ.e and 
deaJ.s for the most part with the assault on the coast· of 
No:rmand;y known by the code-name Neptune. The story as told 
here faJ.ls naturaJ.ly into two parts the first of whioh is con .. 
cerned with the gener~ history of the planning and execution 
of Neptune while the second part relates in detail the particu
lar contributions made by each R.A.F. Command and u.s. Air 
Force. 

It will be noticed that although this Volume is concerned 
pr:i.marily with the landing operations oommenoing on 6 June 
19¼, it also contains an aoo01mt of air operations oorranenced 
some months before D--Day. 'l'hat is because D-Da.y was only a 
landmark ... an important one - in a campaign that had been 
fought by the Allied Air Forces without interruption f'ram the 
time that the Allied Expeditionary Air Force had been 
established. The air operations preparatory to the assault 
had been carried out with a mounting intensity throughout the 
months of March, April and May I W1til they reached a climax on 
D,,.Da.y. Thus the form in which this Narrative has been pre
sented was necessarily dictated by the facts of the air war. 

Certain maps, Orders of Battle and other statistical 
information are to be found throughout the Volume but the 
reader is urged to stud;y the following documents which, because• 
of their bulk, could not be reproduced as Appendices:-

A.E.A.F. ~ Overall Air Plan 
2 T.A.F. - Air Staff Plan 
IX Air Force ... Tactical Air Plan 
No. 11 Group & IX Fighter Command ... Joint Air Plan and 
Executive Order (J.A.P.E.O). • • 
Despatch ... A/C/M Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory. 

This volume was completed in the Air HistoricaJ. Branch 
during the Spring of 194-9 and is subject to the limitations 
due to the state of information existing at that time. It is 
based largely on Allied, and more particularly, on· R.A.F. 
documents in the oustoey of the Air Ministry and other Depart ... 
ments. Very complete collections of historioaJ. ma.teriaJ. i'rom 
R.A.F. Commands, and Allied Headquarters such as S.ILA.E.F and 
Allied Expeditionary Air Force, in addition to Air Ministry 
F±les, have been preserved in the Air Historical Branch. 
There is also a gr<Wing list of German documents ma.n;y of which 
have been used in the preparation of this Narrative but 
unfortunately much temains to be done in the compilation of 
en€1Izy' records before effective use can be made of' that material. 
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CHAP.l'ERl 

-ALLIED STRATE;Y IN 1944 

Decision to re-enter N.W. Europe 

British and .American strategy in 1944 rested broadly 
upon the decisions made by Mr. Roosevelt and :Mr. Churchill 
in consultation with Generalissimo Chiang Ka:i;.shek and 
M. Stalin at the Conferences knovm as Sextant and Eureka held 
at Cairo and Teheran in November/December 1943, Since 1942 
it had been the ultimate intention of the Western Powers to 
re-enter the Continent from the United Kingdom concentratjng 

• the maximum of resources in the most convenient theatre so 
as tp force unconditional surrender upon Genna.ny • 

. • The importance of undertaking this operation while the 
bu.lk of the Gennan effort was engaged beyond her Ee.stern 

. frontiers in a grim struggle with Russia was fully appreciated 
by Anglo-American strategists but until 1944 the conditions 
which would give an invasion a reasonable chance of , succes.s . 
did not exist. The Allies had to be content with reinforcing 
and strengthening their defences in all parts of the world at 
the same time undertaking certain offensive operations of 
limited scope where a favourable opportunity offered. By the 
end of 1943 however the end of the u-boa t war was in sight and 
the shipping bottleneck had been broken. Victories had been 
won in the Mediterranean and the :Eacific. Air ascendancy had 
been won over Western Europe and new model annies had been . 
equipped and trained in a succes.sful technique. Thus for the 
first time we were justified in hoping that the liberation of 
N.W. Europe and the subsequent invasion of Ge:rniany could be 
brought to a successful conclusion. 

After the war had been won in Europe, .American and 
British forces were to be re-deployed for a s:imila.r effort 
against Japan. At Teheran, Stalin promised that Russian 
forces would also assist in that enterprise. 

Plans and preparations for the re-entry into Europe had 
been under the direction of Lieutenant-General F.E. Morgan, 
who had been appointed Chief of Staff to the Supreme Allied . 
Commander (c.o.s.s.A.c.) in April 1943. At. TeheraJ1, Stalin 
had approved of the c.o.s.s.A.O's plan for.Overlord but said 
that nothing was to be gained by concentrating large numbers 
of troops in Italy which could not be considered a suitable 
jumping-off ground for an invasion of Gennany. Instead, he 
urged the advantages of employing the resources already in 
the Mediterranean theatre in a pincers movement such as the 
proposed landing on the South Coast of France (Anvil) in 
conjunction with the major invasion through Normandy 
(Overlord). The Americans and British agreed to undertake 
this while the Russians on their part agreed to launch a 
major offensive to prevent the movement of German troops 
from the Eastern Front. 

Stalin made a point of insisting that a Supreme 
Commander to co-ordinate all planning for Overlord should be 
appointed at once. He was assured that this would be done 
and that a balanced ground ani.l. air foroa would continue to be 
built up for Overlord and that .. the forces available v.ere to 
be allocated as between N.W. France and the :Mediterranean to 
ensure the maximum success of Overlord. 



c.c.s. 403/1 
3 Dea~ 1943 

c.c.s. 398 
18 Nov. 1943 

2 

Air Strategy based · ori Operation Pointblank 

Our air strategy was to ··remain the same. Pointblank was 
stated to be an essentia~ }?re-requisite . to Overlord, and the 
Combined Chiefs of Staff directed that it was to continue to be 
accorded the highest strategic priority. It was the considered 
opinion of the G.C.S. that the effects of the continuous pounding 

• of . industrial centres in Germany b3~ Bomber Command, and of the 
stead.y attrition of the German Air :force resulting frc..m the day
light offensive of the U.S.VIIIth Air Force, were being 

. increasingly :t'el t by the Gennans and were making an invaluable 
•• Contribution to a inore favourable course of the . war • 

.Although there were no doubts as to its effectiveness, the 
Fointblank programme was about three months behind schedule when 
the. Chief of A:i.r Staff rendered his Progress Report to the 
Conference. This was because allocations of aircraft had been 

• smaller than expected. German fighter strel).gth and production 
were both higher than we had calculated, .as ·a result of tremen
dous enemy efforts; nevertheless, the bomber offensive had kept 
the G.A.F. 750 single-engined ·:righters below its planned strength 
and it appeared that Germany was "half way towards industrial 
de so~ tion "• 

. Apa.rt from the intensification of the combined bomber 
• offensive against the G.A.F. ,, it vras antioipated that the tine 
was at hand for the combined Air Forces to begin attacks more 

. closely related to Overlord, when the Supreme Commander (and 
his Air Corr.manders) would play a more important part in 
directing the strategic as well as the tactical bombing effort. 
This switch of strategic bnmbers to Overlord targets, in 
addition to targets in Gennany, was approved at .Sextant. The 
agreed statement of this policy reads:-

1 In the preparatory stage immediately preceding the 
invasion, the whole of the available air pov1er in 
the United Kingdom, tactical and. strategic, vrill be 
employed in D. concerted effort to ...:reate the 
conditi,ons essential to the assault 1 .(l) 

In the event, the policy of S1vitching heavy bombers from 
deep penetration targets to objectives in France was not 
accepted without a great deal: of co~troversy and heart-burning. 
'Ille Deputy Supreme Commander· strongly supported the Air c ... in-C., 
A.E.A.F. who had put forward a plan for bombing railway centres, 
with the object of. crippling the French transportation system 
before D-Day • • The Anny believed that this was the best possible 
help that the Air Forces could give to the invasion. Railway 
experts ~ncurred with this view. The Prime Minister and most 
of the War Cabinet had their doubts; especially in view of the 
possible heavy French casualties. U.S~St. A.F., Bomber 
Operations Staff Air Ministry, and Bomber Comr'.la.Ild vehemently 
opposed the plan, mainly on the grounds that it would divert 
effort from the attack on the G.A.F. and Germany's vrar making 
capacity to attacks on targets un.su:i..table for heavy bombers • .. 

(l) c.c.s. 398 dated 18 Nov. 1943 "Special Operations for the 
defeat of Germany and her Satellites - lkli:ao from the 
u.s. c.o.s. 11

• 
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The Directorates of Intelligence and Bomber operations 
of the .P..ir Ministry and U.S. Economic ·v1a.rfare Tupartment 
believed that the dislocation of railviay centres would not 
prevent the enemy frora supplying front line troops by rail. 
In general the Air lviin:i.stry feit • that experience gained in 
the Mediterranean theatre. of operations was not valid in the 
far more cor:iplex systern of northwest Europe. It suggested, 
as an alternative, the attack of much more specialized 
targets such as G.A.F. maintenance facilities, military 
camps and dumps and shortly before D-Day the attack of 
bridges and key communications in the immediate battle area. 
Like the Airericans, the Air Staff believed that the heavy 
bombers should make the G.A.F. impotent by D--Day and that, 
secondly, they should attack the German oil industry which 
would affect the enemy on all fronts and compel him to 
waste his front line fighter strength in the defence of 
these essential installations.· 

The Chief of Air Staff determined to keep an open mind 
on these conflicting plans and held that the right answer 
was a cor:ipromise betv,een the tvro main schools of thought, 
those .-,ho believed that bombs dropped outside Germany were 
merely wasted and those who advocated the switching of all 
resources to the attack of cor.unu.nications in order to hinder 
the German build-up to the landings. Ultimately, however, 
every plan for the employment of heavy bombersin the pre
Overlord phase had to be subnitted to the following test: 
would it or would it not immediately assist the Annies to 
gain a foothold on the continent? By the end of :March the 
principal · commanders in Overlord were cor.ipe;I.J.ed to agree that 
there was no satisfactory alternative to the Transportation 
Pl.3.ll. By~ tine political considerations had entered the 
picture. Did the bombing of targets in occupied countries 
justify the slaughter of friendly civilians? 

As a result of this and other opposition, it was not 
tmtil 17 April 1944- thai; the Supreme Commander was able to 
issue a directive instructing the Strategic Air Forces to 
add. their weight to the attacks already being ma.de upon 
Overlord tarqets by the British and U.S. Tactical Air Forces. 
While the Strategic Air Forces must continue their mission of 
reducing the German air combat strength, 'our re-entry on the 
Continent constitutes the supreme operation for 1944-; all 
possible support must, therefore, be afforded to the Allied 
annies by our Air Forces to assist in establishing themselves 
in the lodgement area, and subsequently to support too 
advance through France and Germany if required by the 
Supreme Commander. 

Ap;pointment of ·commanders 

After Sextant and Eureka events moved fast. In 
December 194-3, General Montgomery(l) was appointed to the 
command of the ~st Arnzy' Group in succession to 
General Paget and., with several officers of his staff trere was 
brought home frc,m Italy. At the same time, 
General Montgomery was also app~inted Commander-in-Chief of 
the .Allied Land Forces for the initial phase of the 

(1) . Arrived in London 2 January ·1944-• 
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operation. This was soon followed by the arrival on 
1.5 January of General-Eisenhower, who on 24 Decenbcr had been 
appointed to the ~ost of Supreme Co:rnmo.nder Allied Expeditionary 
Force (s.c.A.E~F.) with Air Chief Harshal Tedder as his Ieputy. 
On the 15 February Supreme Headquarters was set up in London. 

Air Chief Uarshal Leigh-Mallory had been one of the three 
· British I Cor:1bined Corunanders' responsible for planning Cross

Channel operations since January 1943 v1hen he becai-:ie A.O.C.-in-C. 
Fighter Command, He was .nominated Air c.-in-C. of a.11 Alliod 
air forces for the re-entry into the Continent as early as the 
Casablanca Conference but v,as not confir..1ed by the Co□bined 
Chiefs of Staffs as Air c.-in-0. (Designate) until 
20 August 1943 at . the Quebec Conference. . He received a 
directive on 16 November and set up H.Q., Allie9- ~ditiona.ry 
Air l<'orce (A,E.A,1<1,) at Stan'llOre on that date.1.1) - The appoint
ment of Admiral Ramsay as Allied Naval Commander Expeditionary 
Force (A.N.c.x.F.) dated from 25 October 1943. 

c.o.s.s.A.C's proposal to postpone Anvil 

c.o.s;s,A.C. had already considered the implications of the 
strategy laid down at Sextant and had reached the conclusion 
that the resources available for allocation to Overlord and Anvil 
would be insufficient to guarantee the success of both operations 
if they were launched in .May. Consequently, he recommended that 
.'!nvil be reduced to the status of a threat so that additional 
forces could be used in Normandy. His proposition to reduce 
Anvil for the sake of ensuring the success of Overlord had the 
support of Montgomery and EisenhoY1er but in January Montgomery 
criticised C.O.S.S.A.C's plan for Overlord because it provided 
for landings on too narrow a front. Montgomery advocated an 
assault by five divisions on beaches covering the Nonnandy coast 
from the mouth of the Orne to the Grande Rade on the Cotentin 
~ninsula. • 

General Montgomery' s Overlord Plan approved by British C.O.S, 

Though the Norfoll<; House Navy, Army, and Air planning staffs 
. were · against Montgomery' s revised plan, the complete proposals 
. for a five divisional !;l.Ssault and for the employment on Overlord 
-of about half of the resources to have been devoted .to Anvil, 
were put to the British Chiefs of Staff and approved. Reluctant 
as they were to abandon Anvil they agreed that it was better to 
insure the success of Overlord than to attempt both operations 
with a narrow margin of superiority. 

In asking the Combined Chiefs of Staff for their 
decision General Eisenhovrer said that he remained impressed 
with the strategical possibilities of Anvil and was therefore 
unvlilling to ask for its reduction or postponement. But Over-
lord and Anvil should be viewed as one whole and he was there
fore driven to the conclusion that if insufficient resources 
oould be found for both to be undertaken on an adequate scale 
then Overlord should take precedence, He would a_lso prefer 

• to wait a further month befo,re launching Overlord rather than 
risk failure by premature action with inadequate forces. 

(l) It is important to remember that the Air c.-in-C. was 
also responsible to the Chief of the Air Staff and not to 
the Supreme Commander for the Air Iefence of Great 
Britain. 
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Another reason for delaying the lanfil.ng date by one month 
was tha"t the change from a three to a five divisional assault 
entailed the. provision of much additional shipping of a 
specialized nature and this took time to amass. 

Revised Overlord and postponed Anvil approved by c.c.s. 

The decision was a difficult one for the Combined 
Chiefs of Staff. Stalin's warm support for the Anvil project 
carried some weight as his strategical judgment was highly 
esteemed by the President. The Allies were definitely 
committed to Anvil in conjunction with Overlord in til.a.y and 
although it vra.s believed that Stalin would not boggle over a 
short postponement when this was clearly advantageous, it 
might be difficult to convince him tha "t we were fulfilling 
our obligations if vre1 postponed the opera-cion for an 
indefinite period. 

l<urthennore, seven of the ten di visions it was proposed 
to employ in the invasion of the South of France were to have 
been composed of Fighting French troops who were supremely 
anxious to play_ their part in the liberation of their country. 
It was confidently expected that the arrival of these troops 
would be the signal for all French Resistance Groups to come 
into the open against the common enemy. 

The Anvil operation was therefore bound up with political 
as well as strategical considera"tions and the Combined Chiefs 
of Staff could not bring themselves to give up lightly all the 
advantages which might be gained from launching it. Bmding 
a decision on the question, forces continued to build up in 
both theatres. But as the spring approached it was realised 
that the Allies could hardly be in a position to launch Anvil 
by the target date because bases near to the French coast 
would not be in our hands in time for the operation. Rome 
was to have fallen in January but in early March the Anzio 
beach-head was still sealed off. 

Accordingly, the Combined Chiefs decided to postpone 
Anvil and to .transfer the resources requested by General 
Eisenhower to the United Kingdom for employment in Overlord. 
This transfer was to be made on the understanding that 
replacements would be provided to the Supreme .Allied 
Commander, Hediterranean by resources diverted from the 
Pacific and it was arranged that the new Operation Anvil 
(re-named Dragoon) should be launched in ihe micldle of July. 
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CHAPI'ER 2 

THE JOINT PLAN · TO LAND IN NORlIANDY 

. Selection of Lodgement Area 

c.o.s.s.A.C' s Planning Staffs at NorfoU:: House had . 
given prolon6ed thought to the selection of the lodgenent 
area before deciclin6 that the Normandy coast offered the 
best all-round chance of success. The considerations 
weighing in their choice vrere that while the initial landings 
would be eo.sier because .this area was less heavily defended 
than .the Pas de Calais, it also offered more favourable 
prospects for development, both from the beaches and from 
the ports in the vicinity. .AJ. though the Pas de Calais had 
been favoured by the earlier planners (Round U1) and Sledge
ha.mmer) on account of its proximity to South-Fast England, 
Morgan showed that it was the one area which was most 
suitable for defence by the enemy. Moreover, it was 
unsuitable for further developnent as a base area unless 
the ports to Antr,erp or those to Havre and Rouen could be 
quickly seized, n.nd this vrould be difficult to guarantee 
because of the water obstacles lying in the path of any 
advance. The fundamental factor ',ihich affected the 
selection of the general area in which the assault could be 
made vrus the 'radius of action of fighter aircraft at the 
t • ' J.l!le. 

Advantages of Normandy 

The Caen sector, on the other hand, was weakly held and 
reinforcements would be slow in arriving there, even when 
unimpeded. The beaches were hard and well sheltered from 
the West, North-West o.nd East. Air defence l,ould be 
difficult for the e11e.ny without uncovering the Ruhr and 
North-West Gem.any. It vrould, owing to the distance, be 
difficult for us to provide adequate air cover at first, 
but the terrain near the beach-head and inland to the 
South-East vras highly sui 'table for rapid airfield construc
tion. An operation in this area presented the choice of 
o. t tacking Houen . and Ha vre quickly or, if preferable, 
Cherbourg D.nd the Brittany ports. In ,either case we should 
thus secure ports large enough to nourish the large invasion 
forces. 'l'he element of surprise vras not neglected. The 
enemy would naturally expect the Allies to select an assault 
area which included established port facilities for handling 
mechanized equipment Yihich would put the Normandy beaches 
out of the question. • 

C.O.S.S.A.C's Plan 

Provided that the necessary air situation could first 
be achieved, ~.O.S.S.A.C., recomrnended that the landing be 
made on the Caen beaches, vr.i th a view to the seizure of a 
lodgement area comprising the group of ports from Cherbou.rg 
to Nantes. His proposals, developed into 1;he Outline l?lan 
for Overlord, , ,,ere approved at the Quadrant Conference held 
in Quebec in August 1943. 

Reference has already been made to General 1'1:ontgomery1 s 
contention in January, soon after combined planning began at 
'l\venty-First Army Group F.eadquarters, that General :Morgan' s 
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plan would be better if it provided for initial landings on a 
much wider front utilising -che additional resources thrown up in 
the even-c of the postponement of Anvil. C.O.S.S.A.C., had 
proposed a -chree-divisional assault on the beaches before Caen 
and Bayeux and airned a-c a comparatively deep pene-cration in the 
Caen area a -c an early stage. Development of a lod{;cment area 
would proceed in a southerly and easterly direction because of 
the pressing need for airfields and because this was the 
direction in which "the ultimate advance on Paris and Ge nna.ny 
would probably be made. An effort would then be made to capture 
Cherbourg and the Brittany group of ports. Airborne troops were 
to assist in the early capture of Caen. 

c.o.S.S.A.C' s scheme included a cover and deception plan 
(Fortitude) designed to give the impression that our main effort 
would be directed against the Pas de Calais area. Elaborate 
arrangemen-cs 'nere made. so that even after we were fully committed 
to the Normandy operation it might still appear to the enemy that 
this was only -che preliminary to a larger assault against the 
Pas de Calais. 

General Montgomery' s Plan 

General Montgomery1 s revised plan, as finally adopted, 
retained the conception of I<'ortitude in full, but the assault on 
Normandy was -co be r:18-de by five seaborne ~ visions ':i !h. anci],lary 
forces and the leading elements of "three airborre divisions.(1) 
General Montgomery' s plan vms based on the expectation that the 
size cf the initial assault would tw.ke certain that a substantial 
·foothold was won at the outset. By advancing from the 
Quineville beaches on the East Cotentin, he hoped to seize 
Cherbourg at an earlier stage in the campaign and thus ensure 
against complete dependenco on the Mulberries. Once the lodge
ment area had been properly secured and viith a major port in our 
hands, the operation was to be developed so as to widen the base 
to take in the Brittany ports .and, using the Caen sector as a 
hinge, to break through in the direction· of the Paris-Orleans 
Gap. The salient thus created was to be ·employed as the lower 
jaw of a. pair of nut crackers, the upper jaw of which Yras to be 
_ a s:imilar advance in the area Fo..l:i.ise-Lisieux. 

The revised plan obtained poY1erful ·support from the Prirae 
Minister who had always been in favour of the largest assault 
possible and had also advocated landing .on the East Cotentin 
beaches. At Quadmnt, the .Chief of "the Imperial General Staff 
and -che Joint Planning Staff (J.?.S.), had pointed out that 
C.O.S.S.A.C' s Outline Plan relied on too slender a margin of 
superiority over the enemy during -eh~ ~arly- stages, and that 
his estimated rate of advance ,vas over-optimistic. 'lbe other 
British Chiefs of Staff had agreed and al-though .:he plan had 
been strengthened since ·All.gust, 'and also the proposals for 
using Anvil resources had come from C.O.S.S.A.C. it was 
considered tha -c many of the orig;i.nal criticisms vrere still 
valid. 

(1) The final airborne plan was not completed until the 
end of May. 
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Neptrne 

.Although Overlord was inherently a joint undertaking, 
its first phase, because of its pre~ominant naval flavour, 
was lmoYm by the code nar:i.e Neptune. (1) Neptune might be 
regarded as e nded after the cross-Chn.nnel assault had won 
its initial success and the lodgement area had been 
stabilised sufficiently to perr.1it the development of further 
operations. Under the Sup:r;ene Comrnz.nder, responsibility 
for naval, air and ground operations was entrusted to 
Admiral Sir Bertrar.i Ramsay, Air Chief llarshe.l Sir Trafford 
I.eigh-}~:J.lory and General Sir Bernard :~ontgomery respect
ively. \2) 'Jhe beaches selected for the assault, stretching 
from Ouistrehrun in the east to Quineville in the west, were 
divided into five r.iain areas, each of ,7hich Yras assigned to 
one of the assaulting divisions and its supporting forces. 
1\¥0 areas west of Port en Bessin were assigned to U.S. 
forces, the Omaha sector lying between Port era Bessin and 
the mouth"of the Vire, and the Utah sector lying on the East 
of the Cotentin Bminsula. The Gold, Juno and Sword areas, 
lying betvteen Port en Bessin and the mouth of the Orne, were 
assigned to the British assault forces. 

The Naval forces assigned to the operation vrere divided 

(1) The code-word 'Neptune I had l:uai.ted use in the inter
ests of additional security and vras applied only to 
papers which included reference to the actual place and 
d.D.te of the assault. This cod.evrord nas thus used in a 
much more limited scale and by a severely restricted 
number of people in the interests of extreme security. 

(2) General l.Iontgomery wn.s raised fror.1 his position as an 
.Arr..y Group Command.er to the position of temporary 
Comr,iander--in-Chief of the Cor:ibined Land iorces alongside 
the Air and Naval Commanders-in Chief (see page 3) • 
Thus General Montgomery o.nd his staff worked on tvro 
levels, i.e. the Tactical Air Force/Naval Task Force 
level and the Haval/ Air Coumanders-:i..n-Chief level. 
This is :i.J:iportant as will be seen from the lessons 
learned frora the organization vrhich Air Chief lfa.rshal 
I.eigh-Mallory included in his Despatch. Failure to 
establish a c.-in-C. Land Forces as a separate appointment 
immediately belov1 the Suprer.ie Cornnander and on a level 
with the 1'1aval and Air Comnanders-in-Chief r.rade joint 
planning a very difficult ta.s:C. Senior R.A.F. offioers 
with experience of that; situation have insisted. that 
this lesson should not be forgotten. 
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-into Eastern (British) and Western (u.s~) Task librces ttn~'.\' 
the conunand of Renr ... Admiral::i Vie.ri anci Kirk respectively.l 1J 
Each of the five assault forces vras made responsible for the 
assault within it's own area, and the as:;ault force commanders 
had the assistance of liaison officers on board their H.Q. 
ships to help in the arranging of air and naval support until 
such time as the divisionru. ooJl1lI18.nders hnd established their 
Headqu.a:rters ashore. The assault .•forces were known by the 
initial. letters of the beaches to which they were assigned, 
i.e,, furces "U", 11011

, "G", "J" and 11 S11

, with the two follov~ 
Forces being known as furoe ''L" (British) a.nq. librce "B" (u.s.J. 

Airborne Operations 

The attaok on Cherbourg, was to be assisted by two u.s. 
Airborne Divisions, which were to be dropped· inland of the 
"Utah" area North of the Carentan Estuary in such positions as 
to protect the seaborne r-orces in their drive upon Montebourg 
and VaJ.ognes. British Airborne Troops wer.e to seize bridges · 
and other strategic points on the lef't bank of "Sword" area 
between the rivers Orne and Dives. 

Surranary of Overlord Plan 

:1-- -=-=--..c;;,.,......,~ - ~,---,---~ ~ - -...), !consequently be said to have been 
. . Q. - . . • n~ ma.in features: .. 

(i) An Assault on a 5-Divisional front in landing ships 
~nd craf't on the first tide of D-Da.y, 13uppo:rt ed by air
borne operations a;t dAw1~• : 

·(i:i,) Further seaborn; landings by fol],.ow-up _ formations on 
the 'second tide of )j..fuyo • 

(iii') Reinforcements by -sea and ·~ir 9£°the rema:ining follow-
up formations on •D 'plus one~' • 

(iv) Th~eaf'ter forces to be )),.i;Ut -up at an average rate 
of,. 1½ Divisions per dAy. . -- • :; 

"t . . -...-:-, 

Among initial objectives were a.:i.:rfields and airfield siites, 
the towns of Bayeux, Isigny, Caen and Carentan, mid the portof 
Cherbourg. This was to be succeeded by an advance by some of 
our foroes into Brittany :with the object of oaptwing its po:rt,f 
to Nantes inclusive. • 

The lodgement area having been ma.de into a secure base, 
preparations were to be undertaken to force a crossing of the 
Seine, capture Paris and, with the assistance of forces from 
the Mediterranean, to clear the eilllliliY ,fr_om Southern E'rance. 

The Allied Naval Commander's plan had to take into account: 
the strategy and tactics of the JTiain plan, with reference to 
the spec~al responsibilities. of the NE!.vaJ.' Force which not only 
included the preparations and marsha.J.1:Lng in U .K. waters but 
also their saf:e progress across the Chrumal. The Navies also 

(1) The total of warships, cxolucling m:i.neSVToepers, as.sa.ult 
ora..t't, etc • ., wo.s 702. mo.do up · as followss - . • ~.a:. . ; '. 

6 battleships • ' • 
2 15" Monitors 

22 cruisers 
119 destroyers 
113 sloops, frigates, corvettea 
80 :patrol oraf't 

.}60 motor vessels • .. •. . -

' ; 
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had to provide the lion' a share of the continuous bombardment 
af'ter dawn whioh was essential • to enable the troops to get 
ashore and secure a foothold. The Navy was e:iq:,ected to pro
vide a measure of early AoA• protection against enemy £drora.f't, 
surface protection ago.inst ·light naval forces o.rnl U-Boats, 
swept channels for all shipping and a large proportion of the 
control personnel to organise beaches, i111provised and 
permanont ports. Navo.l. personnel also shared with men of the 
Merchant Service in the manning of landing ship s and craf't. 
The Navai Forces engaged in the Mulberry and.Pluto projects 
alone continued to be considerable for many months. It is 
underctandable, however, that the share of the Navy in 
Operation Overlord diminished appreciably once the Naval 
Assault Forces had completed their task. 

Attention will be directed to the responsibilities of the 
•• Air Forces in later paragraphs. Here it is sufficient to 
remark that each plan was produced as a part of a comprehen
sive scheme af'ter the impli cations of all operations had been 
th9roughly e.:x;lJllined by Combined and Joint Staffs. The 

. comprehensive invasion scheme i _s to be regarded as the product 
of Allied strategy oonoeived and executed in the manner known 
in mod.em times as "Total Wa.r". 

Security of Overl9rd Pl~ 

A most important aspect -of 'this is that onoe the higher 
strategists had decided that the operation was to be mounted 
the most · thorough precautions were to be taken to prevent the 
enertzy' appreciating our exact intentions. The ban on entry 
into reotricted. areas, especially ooa::;tal areas in Southern 
England, and later, on travel to Eire, was only the other side 

• of the pblicy which intensified the $veeps over airfields in 
France o.nd the Low Countries and which impelled A.D.G.B., to_ 
make strenuous efforts to prevent enemy air reconnaissance 
across the Channel. The Deception and Cover Plan (Fortitude) 
the frequent amphibious and airborne exercises, the mining of 
Scandinavian and Baltic coasts, the air offensive over 
Western Europe, the threats against Greece, Yugoslavia and 
Southern France, were all · intended to puzzle and mystify the 
enemy. 

Deception Plan • 

• Finally, there remained that part of the Cover Plan 
oonneoted with the problem of blinding the eneqy to the faot 

JI(. that an !_nvasicn !'.Leet was on the wa:y onoe our forces had 
started, or if sur'prise ,was considered. lost, to its size, com
position and destination. Arrangements to the end that the 
enem;y should not l ec1rn of its depo.rtut'e through the use of 

. Radar or Signals Intelligence Syst ems v,ere in the hands of the 
Combined. Signals Doard,· S.H.A.E.F., hut as this was largely an 

• Air Force matter most of! the responsibility for working out 
' and executing . the -~lied ~ans was laid upon the .Air Signals 

Officer-in-Clu.ef, A.E .A.1<1
~, and upon. the Director -('...eneral of 

•. , · ... Signals Air Ministry.. . . • . • . • • ., 

A.E.A.F. · 
Air Signals 
Report 

The Counter Measures ,decided upon were intended, firstly, 
to prevent early warning of our approach to the enemy. Othara 

. wer~ to hinder radar-control;l,ed gµnfire aga;:trist the seaborne 
... ~ -a:j,rborne invaders, to ,i11t~rfer,e ·with German Fighter R/T 

control, and to create diversions so that the enem;y would be 
'UJlAble to appreoiate our true objectives. 

on Operation 
Neptune In the attempt to prevent the enemy reoeiving ea.rly warn-
See Chap.VIII ing of the . approach of invasion forces a.ir attacks were to 

be ma.de to destroy vital l:(nks in the :nem;y radar chain 
. stretching along the ~ort:q coast · of France and Belgium. 
These, together with shorter range coastal stations, backed up· 
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by others inland, were sited at short intervals and included 
installations of many types for long-nmge high-level and l~ 
level watcbing. In selectj_ng targets for air attack, 
careful attention was paid not only to creating gaps in the 
enemy cov-er of the approaches to the Baie da Seine and of its 
beaches, but also to the generoJ. security principle laid down 
at s.:r-r.A.E.F., that two objectives must be attaoked outside 
to every one nttaokad inside the Neptwio nrea. 

This dispersal of air effort might be regarded as undue 
waste in the interests of' security if a guarantee oould be 
given that the eneilliY' system could be put out of action at 
short notice. But it was decided not to rely on good 
weather and the availability of suf'f':i.oient effort at the 
eleventh hour. In any case, the general <lisruption of the 
enenzy- radar and radio facilities in north west Europe helped 
enormously when we wished to create the illusion that a m9.jor 
attempt was being ma.de against the Pas de CaJ.ais area, 

The detailed Air Signals Plan included ma.ey features 
designed to assist in the feint against the Pas de CaJ.ais area. 
Heavy bomber aircraft, suitably equipped, co-operating wlth a 
few snall Naval vessels wore to oa:rry out operations to give 
the improssion· that large convoys were sailing to attack 
Bou1.ogne (Operation Glimmer) and the Cap d 1Antifer 
(Operation Tromble). . Airborne radio jammers were to be 
directed against enenzy' tranrnu:i.s:tlons to heighten the effect. 
All aircra.f't opera.ting from tho United Kingdom were to be 

• routed so as to cause the maximum of' confusion. SpeoiaJ. 
missions were to be flo;m to simulate large-scale operations 
in areas not to be attaokedo Certain measures were designed. 
to protect the airborne .forces against air attacks. Dtliraey 
airborne operations were ph.nned to take pla.oe nea.r Havre and 
Boulogne. Other Bomber Co!llill8lld aircraft were to carry 
transmitters to jam enemy ooa.st watchers and night fighter 
oommuni oat ions • 
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CHAPrER 3 

THE OVERALL AIR PLAN 

Air Planning Staffs 

The _R.A,1'", Special Plo.nning Staff under Air Vice
Mo.rshal C,K • .E. Eilinonds and their. successors the R.A.F, 
Branch of C,O.S.S,A.C. nnder Air Vice-Marshal R. Graha.r:i, and 
Air Vice-I.iarshal V .E • . Groom had been continuously engaged 
in air planning for the invasion. ever since they were 
appoimed_by A.C.A.S. (P) (Air Vice-l'IIarshal Sir J. 3lessor) 
in May 1942, During most of the period they had been 
working as the representatives of the Air Cor:unander-in-Chief 
designate (Air liiarshal Sir T. Leigh-Mallory) along with Army 
and Navy planners - and more latterly Yrith U.S. colleagues -
at Norfolk House, but firm plans could not be produced until 
the Outline Plan for Overlord had been approved and Headr 
quarters for Naval, Ground and Air Commanders had been set 
up. ll) This was all done in the winter of 1943-4-4- when 
Air Commodore S. C. Strafford was· Air Head Planner at Norfolk 
House v1orking with Corrunodore I·,!n.nscrgh, R.H •, Brigadier 
via.clean of the British Army and a nuraber of American 
colleagues. The Planning staffs noved nith S.H.A.E,F. to 
Bushy Park .in March . 1944, but the 1;:ain Headquarters of the 
.A:rmy, Navy and Air Co!T'.na.nder--in,..Chief remained at their 
inconveniently separated locations of St. Paul's School 
(Hammersmith), Portsmouth and Stanmore respectively. 

Command and Control 

Before sur11oarising the· Air Plan that. was subsequently 
produced, a short note is necessary to explain the system 
set up for the cor:u:iand and control of the Allied Air Forces •. , 
Under the Supreoe Cor:unander, who derived his power fror;,i '.the • 
Combined Chiefs of Staff, the Air Cow:ia.nde:r:win-Chief " ·: • 
corrunanded all Allied Air Forces allotted for direct partic~ 
pation in Overlord. The control of planning and operations 
of both the British 2nd Tactical Air Force and the U.S. IXth 
Air Force were, for the limited perio.d :i.mmecil,ately before, 
during, and after the Assault, delegated by I.kigh-Mallory to 
the Commander Advanced A.E.A,F., a position held by 11.ir 
Marshal A. Coninghau, 11.ir r11trshal Ccr.u-:ianding, 2nd T.A.F.' • 
Control of the other forr.iations in the A,E.A.F. was retained 
by the Air C,-in-c:, at his own r:iain Headquarters~ • He also· 
retained in his ovm hands the direction of the U.S. Strategic 
Air Forces and R.A.F. Bor.1ber Cor.u-;iand when these Forces 
operated in ta;tical support of Overlord, as this involved 
coordinating these operations with those of the Tactical Air 
Forces in the saae area. 

This at all events was the plan envisaged in the 
original C.C.S. directive to Leigh Mallory and the scheme 
worked out in the Overail Air ?J.rui. However, as matters 
developed, the control of the Air Cmu:.,.ander-in-Chief over 
the operation:J of the strategic bonbing forces was so 
reduced as a result of differences of aims, ideals and 

(1) Air Marshal Sholto Douglas nas the first Air c.-in,-C, 
Designate. 

(2) For further details see this Narrative, Vol,I, Chap.2. 
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doctrines between the va.riou~ air authori"ties, with aifferences 
due perhaps to national pride and ambi "tions and to the clash of 
strong personalities, that even before D Day he was only able 
to set ou"t the objects of attack and co-ordinate their tllling. 

When the U.S. and British Strategic Air Forces operated in 
strategic support of Overlord, however, their operations Y10re 

airected and co-ordinated on behalf. of the Supreme Commander by 
his Ieputy, Air Chief l1ia.rsha1 Sir- A. Tedder. The latter had 
been appointed Toputy S.C.A.E.F. not only because of his triumphs 
in the YJBaiterra.nean, wh~re he had worked in harmony with the 
Americans and with the other Services, but also becau:3e it was 
recognised that the employment of the air forces would have a 
powerful influence on the course of the European campaign. It 
was the responsibility of the Toputy Suprer.1e Commander. to allocate 
British and U.S. Heavy Bombers to strategic or tactical tasks as 
the overall situation required. 

In order to· secure agreement and unifonnity of policy between 
all Air Forces, all the principal Allied Air Commanders from the 
Deputy S.C.A.E.F., downwards met a"t the daily Air Ccrnma.nders 1 

Conference held from the end of'May until September at A.E.A.F. 
Main Headqµ.a.rters under the Chairmanship of the Air c.-in-C. 
Here they discussed the battle as -it developed and received the 
decisions of the Daputy S.C.A.E,F. and the Air c.-in-C., regarding 
the employment of air effort in the :immediate future. 

'll1.e Overall Air ?la.n 

The Overall JJ..r :i?lan was issuecl on the authority of the 
Air C.-in-C., A.E.A.F. on 15 April 19411- and was intended to act 
as a guide to lower formations and to all other Staffs engaged in 
detailed planning. It stated that the general aim of the Air 
Forces would be I to attain and maintain an air situation which 
would assure freedom of aotion for our Forces vri thout effective 
interference by enemy Air Forces, and to render Air support to 
our Land and Naval Forces in the achievement of this object'. 

The requirements of this object were stated as lP.dncipa.l 
Air Tasks' in the following terms:-

(a) To attain and maintain an air situation whereby the 
G-.A.F. is rendered incapable of effective interference 
with Allied operations. 

(b) To provide continuous reconnaissance of the enemy's 
aisposition~ and movements. 

(c) To disrupt enemy communications and channels of 
supply by air attack. 

(d) To support the landing and subsequent advance of 
the Allied Armies. 

(e) To deliver offensive strikes against enemy Naval 
Forces. 

(f) To provide air lift for airborne forces. 
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Four phases of Air Operations 

To achieve these objects an.o. to carry out these tasks, 
Air operations ' v,rere plrumed in four phases. It was impor-· 

• tiint to bear in mind that Air operations differed funaa
menta.lly from those of the ll:rrn.y and, to SOO:l extent, fron 

• those of the Navy, in that the Air Forces had. been engaged 
in a kind of invasion of Europe for over two years. To 
the Air Forces - particularly the R.il..i<1

• - the war had been 
a continuous series of bo..ttles, and they regarded the 
re-entry into Europe as an operation requiring an intensifi
cation of effort,ro.ther than the opening of a new campaign. 
The operations planned in the Overall Air Plan, therefore, 
fell into four main phases, the first of which was subs tan-

• tially completed by the t:i.rae the docui.7£mt was issued. 

Preliminary Blase · 

This first or Preliminary B:)ase covered Air operations 
which had been in active progress for many months before 
Easter 1944 in order to win air superiority, to disrupt 
enemy communications, to, provide air reconnaissance of the 
Assault urea,. and to attack ener:iy Naval Forces. The 
Combined Bomber Offensive (Ope1·ation Pointblo.nk) had achieved 
cor-tsideroble success in reducing Gen-,-ian air power - in • 
particular, its fighter strength - ,·.hlch had always been 
regard~d)as it~ most valuable contribution to Overlord 
Plans. l;,l ?ointblank- had also done much to reduce Gerr:wJ'l 
industrial potentio.l, disrupt conmunications, and lower 
Gennan morale generally. It had also forced the eneny to 
concentrate defences upon the German Homeland and was, 
therefore, of great value, to operation Overlord. The Air 
Plan also referred to fighter sweeps which had air.led at 
reducing the G.A.1''. by bringing its fighters to battle in 
areas advantageous to ourselves. One of the most inportant 
results of these opera:tions was that the enemy had evacuated 
so many of the airfields within fighter range of the south 
coast of England that many of them were not :i.or.iediately 
available to hir.1 in the event of a sudden emergency and 
would require much tii-ne to be made operational. It had 
also reduced the number of airfields that would have to be 
attacked in order to cripple the G.A.F. :unmediately before 
the invasion~ 

F:i.nally, attention must be dravm "to the i.11portance of 
the work done by Reconnaissance Squadrons during the 
Preliminary I:hase of Air Operations. In the first place, 
the selection of the lodger.1ent area was only r.ia.de _after 
prolonged air reconnaissance of the ~vrhole of the western 
European coastal belt. After the decision to land in 
Normandy, innumerable sorties had to be flovm over an 
extended period so that -complete cover could be secured, 
and a detailed investigation carried out to catalogue all 1 

(1) The heavy o.ttn.cks on the Gen.inn o.ircrc.ft industr:;r in 
the spring of 1944 did not reduce production but due to 
a nur,1ber &Jf reasons, shortage of pilots, dispersion of 
eff0rts on other fronts, lack of fuel, transportation 
difficulties, there were insufficient aircraft in the 
west to oppose the lo.ndings. 
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the data required on the eneray 1 s dafences and installations in 
this area. The whole of the European coastline from Brest to 
Den Held.er had been photographed, elaborate target dossiers had 
been compiled, largely by the aid of photo recoxmaissnnce,, and 
the a.dvisabili ty of photographing selected targets in the Over
lord area was under inve_stigation. 

In February, nearly · a hundred siaa.11 areas in Normandy were 
surveyed .from the air in the endeavour to select suitable aiI'
field sites well in advance of the assault. In Larch, benches, 
ports, coastal batteries and other d.efences, airfield sites, 
V-1 sites, dumps and other military installations, radar stations, 
bridges, and countless other targets were subjected to scrutiny 
by photo--reconnaissa.nce. Without this preliminary work, a 

r successful assa.ul t would be unthinkable. 

An interesting and novel result of high-level work with 
survey cameras was the enonnous photo-map of the whole invasion 
area produced fron P.R. mosaics. The panorar:ui. of the beaches 
as seen froo the sea, photographed by aircraft from wave-top 
height, was also of great value in the study of gradients and 
obstacles on assault beaches. . The work of producing all this 
information was continuous but, of necessity, nuoh of it wo.s 
done during the ?reliminary aia.se of operations before detailed 
planning was oorapleted. (1) 

The Second or Preparatory Hlase 

The Air Plan regarded the Air Operations beginning in 
hlarch 1944 as entering on the second or Preparatory Ihase. It 
was intended that as D-Day approached the cor:1bined weigh-c of all 
air attacks would more ancl more be concentrated upon targets 
connected with the invasion itself, • Pointblank was undoubtedly 
of major assistance to Overlord, :5.n that one of its primary aims 
was to beat down the G.A.F. No assault could be undertaken if · 
the enemy enjoyed even local air superiority for any considerable 
length of t:i.nie; therefore the invasion planners considered that 
the Pointblank: Plan, with all its other features, was justified 
bece.use it had. resulted in the continuous attrition of the 
Gennan Fighter Force. !t should therefore remain in the first 
order of priority. But in the finn.1 weeks before the invasion 
fleets saile9--, much work remained to be done by the Allied Air 
Forces to ensure a good chance of s:ucce ss in the joint under-
taking. The number of these requirements was far too great for 
the Tactical Air Forces al.one, even if the targets were always 
suitable for attack by light or med:i.um Bombers, and in conse
quence it had been agreed that the heaYY bombers w-ere to be 
called upon, whe:i;e necessary, to undertake commitments in the 
Tactical area. The great majority of these commitments were 
bombardment operations. In essence, the plan visualised 
,further Pointblank attacks on enemy aircraft production b4t 
also specified planned offensives ~gainst railway commwrl.cations 
in North West Europe, Coastal bEJ;tteries, Crossbow and Naval 

(1) The reader is referred "to the . relevant Section of the 
A.H.B. narrative of Photo Reconnaissance: also to 
1 'lh.irty Four Wing', an illustrated unofficial account · 
of the work of No. 34 Reconna.issan~ Wing (A.E.A.F.) and 
to 'Air Reece', a joint production by the 1st Canadian 
Axmy and No.35 Wing (No.84 Group) R.A.F. 
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installo:tions, o.nd o.co.inst o.irfields vri thin fighter ro.n[;e 
of the Nornandy beaches. Operations in furtherance of the 
Railvmy Plan had o.lready begun in 1Jarch, but o.s this vro.s a 
lon~-term project the progro.r.1ne would not be corapletcd until 
the la.st r.i.onent, when it ,m.s to be supplemented by attaclrn on 
brid3cs o.s an additional ncthod of cripplinc the novencnt of 
eneny forces o.nd supplies. 

No date uas laid dO\m for ccr.imencing attacks on coastal 
batteries and Naval targets, but attacks on radar stations 
;Jere to start a □onth before ]>.Day and those on airfields three 
neeks before ]>.Day. Qi;erations against Crossbow targets 
rrere different, in that they had to be undertaken whenever 
possible owing to 'the fear that if allowed to develop 
without interference, Crossbow weapons migh't seriously 
affect the nounting and la.unching of the Ailied assault. 
Fim.lly, air reconnaissance was to be intensified to ensure 
that a constant natch was kept en enemy dispositions, 
r.iovencnts and constructions. This was essentinl to keep 
our informn. tion up to date. Despite the urgency of 
cornpletine all these tasks, the overriding necessity 
remined that in order to o.void the risk of disclosing our _ 
intentions, two-thirds of all the effort had to be expended. 
outside the Neptune area. 

Assc..ult and Follow~up Blase 

\ 
Vfi th the exception of , tv10 days before ]}..Dl'.y v:hen there . 

wo.s o. slight pause Yrhile squadrons attended to their ,_' -- _ 
serviceo.bility, operations preparatory to Overlord raer~ d 
imperceptibly into those in the Assault Phase itself~ The 
Planners anticipated two crises, the fil:'St during the 
progress of the assault when it hung in the balance Vlhether 
the troops succeeded in gettfug ashore or not, the second 
as soon as the ener.iy was able to concentrate enough armour 
to make his major counter-attack. In connection with 
these crises the Air c.-in-C., anticipc.ted that the enemy 
might 1:1ak:e a deterr.iincd effort to secure local o.ir supreno.cy 
as soon as the lo.nc.ingJ3 were begun. I.eigh-llallory believed 
that there would be n lnrge-scale nir bo.ttle, sinilar to 
that over Dieppe, ...-rhich might last o. vreek or so before the 
ene1:iy was defeated. He had no i;loubts about victoI"J, but 
did not consider tho.t it vrould come quickly or easily. 1.t 
no tiI:le wmtld the enemy ·find targets so favourable for o.ir 
attack, or an air situation so favourable to the estabJ.ish

·ment of o. limited supremacy, as the period while convoys 
were discharging off the beaches covered by Allied fighters 
based solely on airfields in. England. Consequently, the 
Air c.-in-C., attached great importance to the arrangements 
for air cover to the Expedition just as he had to those , ' 
made to prevent ener!ly reconnaissance and .to destroy enemy 
radar. 

The one great advantage which the Al.lies would enjoy 
over the enemy vras numerical superiority, and 'this he 
determined to e~loit to the utmost. He aimed at using 
his vast fighter resources so that there were at all times 
sufficient Allied fighters airborne in the battle area to 
ensure the raini11mm interfere nee by the G.A. I<' • . with the 
landing operations, the Air .C.-in-0. held in readiness a 
strong reserve fighter force available to be thrown into 
the air battle to meet any threatening concentrations of . 
enemy aircraft over the shipping lanes and, assault area. 
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The Overall Air -Plan J.da. J0vm tlie following as the func-
tions of the Air Forces durinr; the As,w.u1 t:-

(a) To pr-otect the Cror;:,-Channel movement against enemy 
aj.r a.ttack and assist Allied Nav:.l l10rces in the protec
tion of the Assault crai't and shi_ppj_ilg against attack by 
enemy Naval Forces. 

(b) 
the 

To prepare the way for the Assault by neutralising 
coastAbeach defences. 

(c) To protect the landing beache3 from enemy air attack. 

(d) To reduce the enemy's 
counter-attacks. 

ability ·to mount effective 

(e) To support the Land Forces in their advance from the 
Assault beach-head. 

Tasks of Fighter Squadrons 

The main Naval approach channels were to be continuously 
patrolled by five' Fighter Squo.drons, 'l.'eri Fighter Squadrons 
were to. cover the beao~s vi :i.th a further six Squadrons at 
readiness to be called upon if .l'<, quire<.l, Night Fighter and 
Intruder operations were planned to assist in protecting the 

• • Assault Forces. A large Stl'iking Forc:e of thirty-three 
Fighter Sguadrons was to be establiched for employment as the 
ai.r situation requirecl: their pr.i.mary 1·ole was to be offeru
si ve, but they could be diverted to dcfensi ve purposes if 
necessary, ' 

The protection of the whole expedition from attacks by 
enemy Air Forces was thus regarded as the most vital of the 
·services that the Air Forces could. rend~r to the Navy and Army. 
For this purpose, 54 Fighter Squadrons were allocated to Beach 
Cover and 15 Fighter Squadrons to Shipping Cover, Further 
Fighter Squadrons were eaI'!l'.arked for Bomber Escort duties, but 
the exact numbers, al though substantial, were not specified as 
the Plan allocated 33 squadrons to Offensive Fighter Operations 
and Bomber EscoPt, An unspecified number ·of squadrons from a 
Striking Force (33 Fighter type Squadrons) were also to be 
given escort duties-, in this case for ,airborne operations, 

~ut the majority of the Striking Force and of the Offen• 
sive Fighting Force were to be employed in offensive · opera,. 
tiona. Thirty-six FighterASquadrons were also allocated for 
Direct Support in the battle, · It w:Hl therefore be appre .. 
·a1.ated that the Overall Air Plan when making provision ai:;ainst 
determined air opposition during the critico.l hours of D-Day 
itself did not rely on purely defensive measures, It was • 

·[ proposed to carry .the war into the eneiey·'s camp by attacking 
enemy airfielrls during the thre(, v,eeks before D-Day. The Plan 

•• had endorsed the still earlier 1-'ointblarik Plan for wearing awey 
Gerr.ian Fighter strength. The Air C.-in-C., thus felt justii-
fied in asswning that his res1;ionsibilities for providing an air 
umbrella could be adequately covE;red without the necessity of • 
committing the bulk of his :;i'ighter resources to defence 
measures, 

Banbardments Ope:178.tions 

The Bombardment Operations to precede and aocanpany the 
\,.Assault were a joint ccimnitment nnd were therefore dealt with 
• in a Joint Fire Plan issued a week earlier. The Air Plan 

Chapter v. repeated in outline the progrrmme before ar{d after 'H' hour, to · i be undertaken in sucoession by Heavy Night Bombers, Medium 
~~ Banbers, VIIIth Air ForoelBcmbers; Fighter Bombers and Light 

4 Bcmbers. The timing of the vard.ous itelll3 in the Banbardmcnt 

DS 94352/1 (27) 
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· lTogramnte was a matter of delicate adjustment between the 
three Services, because it was intended that' from the mcment 
the first bcmb exploded there should be no interruption in the · 
attack until the All:i,ed troops were in oooupation of' the_ 
ground. • 

Fishter Reconnaissance 

Special arrangements were made to provide a flexible 
system of reconnaissance during this phase of operations. 
Each Army (First U.S. and Second British) was given one Fighter 
Reconnaisaance Squadron for service up to noon on D-Day, with 
the addition of a second one from that time onwards. These 
Fighter Reconnaissance Squadrons were provided out of four 
squadrons before noon end five squadrons after noon whioh were to 
be put; at the d:Lspoaa1 <:£ the Commander, Advanced A.E.A.F. for 
Fighter Reconnaissance purposes. The latter was to use . 
Fighter ·Reoonnaissance resources not allocated directly to 
First U.S. and Second British Armies for Strategical Reconnais
sance and for fulfilling aey additional Array tasks, and, in 
order to ensure quick response, Array requests for reconnais
sance were, _in the first instanoe, to be routed to IXth Air 
Force and 2nd T.A.F, Photo Reconnaissance Squadrons in .A.E,A.F, 
were to remain under the oontrol of H.Q. A.E.A..F. cll.lring the Assault fuule, 

Spotting f'or Naval gunfire during the bombardment of shore 
defences by Naval vessels was _to be done by Fleet A}r)Arm per
sonnel, helped out by one R.A~F. Spitfire Squadron,\ 1 Their 
work was to be supplemented by three 3pecially trained Mustang 
Reconnaissance Squadrons of 2nd T.A.F., who 'were expected to· 
help until approximately noon cin D-;Day. • 

. ' 

Tasks for Coastal Command 

. In addition to its normal. responsibilities for protecting 
Atlantic convoys and of undertaking offensive strilcea against 
enell\V shipping, Coastal C,ommand was entrusted with special res
ponsibilities with respect to ~eptune, . Two lines were to be 
established across the Channel fro~ Foreland to Calais and from 
Portland to Jersey, inside of which ai:i-craftwere not expected 
to operate. Thie Ccmunarid; however, was to prevent, in con
junction with the Allied Navies, the approach of an,y enerey sur
face or underwater craft to thl.s area, so t~t -they would be ;s; 
unable to threaten our Lines of CoDll!lunication and Supply. 

Airborne Operations 

There were two main a.rid several slibsidiary Airborne Opera- .. 
tions planne.d to support · Overlord. ·Paratroops and Gliderbornt 
p.ersonnel of 8'2nd and 101 s.t U. S, ;Airborne Divisions were to 

. seize !)Ositiqns in the St, Mere Eglise district of the Cotentin . 
~L[on the night of D-1/D-Day. . ,A,t the same time, positions on the 

, ·.. other flank between the .Rivers Orne and Div;es were to be oocu- . 
. pied by the Britis4 6th .Airborne Division. , Additional missions 

would be flown on D-Day a)'ld :re,-supply missions would be under
takell as .required ther,eaf:ter. ' Special operations were under
taken ; to ; c.reate diver.sionR and. tq ensure that the unprotected 

,., ~7.0op-ca.rrier ·a.µ-cra.ft would not be molested, by eneiey aircraft, 
A~A. and.searchlights. Fighter protection 'was to be provided 
to cover the withdrawal of aircraft.when ~perations had been 

:; : '~ I .· 

(1) In the eventJ two Spitfire Sg_uadrons (Nos.26 and 63), 
three Mustang Squadrons (Nos. 2, 268 and 1 Li-4) and se-yenteE!n U.S. 
Navy pilots in Spitfires assiste.d No. 3 Naval Wing F~A.A. • 
(Seafi.rea). . • 
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completed.(1) S,A.S, and S,O,E, Parties were to be dropped in 
Brittany and in the Neptune area before the touchdown and on 
subsequent nights, The aircraft carrying these parties were 
to operate under direct control of the Air Ministry on orders ' 
from H. Q, Airborne Troops, • 

Operational Control of Tactical Air Forces 

During the Assault Phase and during operations immediately 
before and after, a special scheme of operational control was 
devised to cept;ralise the management o-f 'the Tactical Air Forces 
so long as the tactic3.l ai:-ea rer.iained lirni ted. This was the 
air e@ivalent of the arrangement whereby all operations by 
Land Forces were, for a limited period, directed by C,-in-C,, 
Tvrenty !t'irst Army Group, A small Operational Headquarters, 
known as Advanced A.E.A,F,, was to be set up at Hillingdon 
close to No, 11 Group Head(Jl.larters, Uxbridge, where Air Marshal 
Coningham would co-ordinate and direct all 41.r 9Pera tions in tm 
battle area, He would be the one Air Commander with whom 
General Montgomery, in his capacity as C,-in-C,, Land Forces 
(during the Initial Phase), would deal, The Corruru:mder, 
Advanced A,E,A.F, would receive all re@ests for air action and 
would have the executive authority to implement them. The cn1,y 
exception would occur when Army re<Jl.lests were received for air 
action outside the battle ~one: in such cases, General 
Montgomery would apply direct to the Air c.-in-C. 

Air Marshal Coningham's functions would be exercised 
through three U.S./Eritish Organisations:-

(i) A Combined Operations Room for Light and Medium 
Bomber control. 

·(ii) A C9mbined Control Centre for Fighter O•)ntrol. 

(iii) A Combined Reconnaissance Centre for directing and 
co-ordinating Fighter and Photo Reconnaissance. 

Arrangements were also made for the Air Colllfl'.ander to be 
represented by Air Staffs on Flag Ships and H.Q. Ships. Three 
Fighter Direction Tenders were also to be provided for the close 
control of .ll'ighters engaged on what was admittedly the most 
vital air commitment, i.e. that of protecting the Assault Task 
Forces, Mobile control was also to be set up ashore as soon as 
possible for the control of Fighters a.nd of aircraft operating 
in direct support of the battle during the follow-up and sub
se@ent stages of the operations. 

Tasks of the Air Forces · subsequent to the Assault 

As might be expected,1 aetailed policy for the employment of 
the Air Forces after the '.Lodgement area had been established was 
less well defined than was that of the earlier phases, The 
general aim of the Air C,-in-C;, was to hold the German Air 
Force away from the battle area and to prevent it from inter-

, vening,_ Hardly less important, even at that stage was 
, Leigh-Mallory'3 desire to assist the iround forces by delaying 

the movement of enemy reinforcements towards Normandy. Direct 
et~ "1c-cl l support to ground troops in the day-to-day battle ,i,,supply 

s-t<\..,...lf.,,, missions an~ aireorne operations were all to be provided when 
~ re(Jl.lired, 

• { 1 ) The Airborne Plan as it appeared in the Overall Air 
Plan was replaced by a modified Fls.n to which refer<::nces are 
subsequently made in this narrative. 
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The tasks of the Air Forces during the phase subsequent 
to the Assault were stated in the :f'ollo,7ing terms:-

A.E.A.F. 
Overall Air Plan 
Pt. II para. 11 5. 

(a)' Continued attrition of the G.A.F. in the. Air and on 
the Ground and maintenance of bombing pressure on Germany. 

(b) Delay of the aniva.l of enemy reservr:is into and 
movement of reinforcements to the lodgement area. 

(c) Direct Support of the Ground Forces in the develop
ment of the lodg,c;ment • area • 

• 
(d) Providing air lif't for further Airborne Operations. 

(e) Providing air transport when necessary and practic-
able. • 

Attacks on.enemy airfields were to be continue3 for as 
],<?ng as necessary, and Fighter Cover over the beaches and over 

lie_.,...,.~.v.J>.-,llAJl"\'l""".PU'-Jthe'Mulberries would@_l!: Lo 15ii" wdu±ai;~t~ii the affiFt-cf 
.,k.,.A: @e G,.ib-7'.'.;> declined. What Leigh-Mallory regarded as a task of 

• ..-fl.~· I the most importance, however, was the continuence of air 
• • attacks on key points in the enemy's rail communications lead

ing. into the lodgement 3.+ea, 'The .primary aim vlill be to com
pel the enemy to detrain at a considerable distance and con
:inue by road ~ th: consequent delay and increased vulnerability'• 

At this stage, early and continuous reconnaissance would 
assume even greater importance if air attacks were to have the 
effect that was hoped. All types of reconnaissance aircraft 
were to be working at full pre.ssure during this period, first 
priority being accorded to enen,y rail and road movement, 
Night reconnaiscanoe (and photography) was to. ·be continued, as 
was spotting ·for heavy artillery_, . 

The pooling of all Troop-Carrier and Transport aircraft 
. was foreshadowed in the A.E.A.F. Plan, and allocations were to 
be made from the pool by the Supreme Commander through the Air 

• C.-in-C, • It was anticipated that after D-t1 sufficient hft 
would be available for one Airborne Division, if required by 
8.C.A.E,F. • 

Move of Air Fo:r:·oes to the Con-einent 

The Plan made it clear that, especially . for targets of 
.importance, the scale of Direct Air Support and the earliest 
moment at which it could be provided, would be directly depen
,dent upon the .a~rfield capacity made available in the expanding 
lodgement area.\1) While it seemed reasonably certain that many 
sites of existing airfields would be occupied by the British 

( 1) .• Arrangements made for the rapid construction of air-
- fields on the Continent were _fully g.;isc:usse_d from the adminis
tra ti ve point of view in th.S !Jo.'1'1'iitiv«,·Vol, t1f:s/ 1A&ninistrative 
:Preparations and Pl13.ns for Overlord'; Appendix F of . the Overall 
Air Plan contained the pho.s:ed B!lild..-up Programme for Air Forces 
and:Airfield req)lirements on the. Continent, including Airfield 
Specifications, System of Marking, etc. The detailed Airfield 
Construction Programme in the British Ol'ld U,S. Sectors were 
made at T,A.F. Army levels. • 
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Forces, it Yro.s expected that the tcrro.in in the U,S, Sector 
in the eo.rly stages of the :· opcro:j;ion would be unsuitable for 
'airfield construction. '.i'he r2.ove of fighters, fighte!'
bor.ibers nnd reconnaissance · aircraft to i;he Continent vould 

•depend upon the o.irfield situo.tion there and upon the 
anphibious lift o. vo.ilabl.~. Lisht ancl r:e dium-bcnbers Yrould 
no't move until advances by our i:.;round troops would ho.ve r:iade 
it unecono1.1icc.l 'to operate frou the U,K. ancl until it had 
become practicable to undertake supply and maintenance fron 
the Continent. • 

The u1ti.r.ia'te require□cnts of the 2nd Tacticnl Air Force 
were estioated to be 24- airfields, and those of the 9th Air 
Force 35 airfields after their build-up ho.d been co□pleted to 
the plnnned leve·ls, but the . Hlased Progra..-m:1e called for 18 
airfields by the end of the first fortnight and 27 by D plus 
24-. During the first fortnight, squadrons based on the U.K. 
were to Lnke use of airfields in Nonnandy only for the periods 
when they were engaged in opera'tions and uere to give way to 
other squadrons as soon as they had finished. This roulement 
syster.i enabled nany squadrons to opero.te from one airfield, 
up to 200 sortias per dny beirii; possible fron one le.na.ing 
ground. 

Overall Air ?lan ?a.rt 3. Air Defence of Great Britain 

The last part of the Overall !..ir Plan de.?..lt with I Air 
Defence, ConrJunication, Air :Ebergcncy and other Measures 1 • 

The invasion could not fail to have a profound effect upon 
the whole organisation for the defence of Great Britain 
against air attack, in that while certain areas in the south 
vould teoporarily be Emch more te;.1pting objectives, the 
situa'tion would gro.dunlly change as our Forces established 
themselves in Norr..andy. By the niddlc of April it was 
apprecia ted tha't little Yras to be feared fror:i duy attacks 
by orthoc.ox aircraft in view of the defence forces available 
before the move into France. Consequently, only 10 Day 
Squo.drons were at first allotted by the Air Commander--in
Chief to Air :Mn.rshal Hill of .il.ir Defence of Great Britain 
(.: •• D.G.B.) 

Night attacks might be nore difficult to meet and 
during 'the early stage s 17 l';ight Squadrons were placed under 
A.D.G.B. Six of these squaclrons belongecl to No.85 Group 

• o.nd they would ult:i.nately move to Fro.nee where they ,;rere 
oennt to be er,1ployed in defence of the beachhead when No.85 
Group and 9th i~ir De fence Cor.1nand took over that re sponsi-
bili ty. The syster.1 of static control then existing in 
A.D.G.B, was to continue but ni[)!t fi[;llter operations over 
the Continen't, would naturally assume a greater :inportance 
as Overlord develop:,d. 

A.I .• Defence of all vital Neptune areas would be a 
Tuenty-First Arrry Group responsibility in the early stages, 
but that responsibility v1ould subsequently devolve upon the 
Allied A.A. and ~oast Defence Cor.ru ttce, 

From Yamouth to Land's End, A.D.G.B. resources, 
suitably augmented, were to be usecl for Air/Sea Rescue 
during Neptune. Launches would be attached to Fighter 
Direction Tenders in the very early stages, but .Air/Sea 
:aescue aircraf't would not be based on the Continent until 
at least D plus 2,). 
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A Conbine d .Air Transport Operations Roon ( C .A. T. O.R.) ,rould 
be · set up · at A~E.;,..F., Headquarters to control Ar..erican and 
British transport aircraft used in support of Overlord. An Air 
Despatch Letter Service and a plan for the air evacuation of 
co.sualties were both to be put into operation early in the c...".!'.1-

paign. 1\.lthouj,. C.1:,.T.O.R., m:i. s established at H.Q., A.E • .f' .. 1'1 ., 
the authority upon ,,hich transport n.ircraft \'/er~ to be o.llocn.tcd 
was to be that of the Supre~.1e Cormantle r and not that of the :,ir 
c.-in-C., but the latter wa s responsible for the organization 
and :inpleraentation. 

Before proceeding to elaborate certain specific subjects 
in Appendices 'A' to 1N1 , a note was added to the Overall Air 
Plan to the effect .that separate plans were in existence relating 
to Signals, R.A.F. A&linistration, IXth Air Force Adr.tlnistration 
and Cover. 

Thus it was that Air Chief 1Iarshal Leigh-M:Ullory and his 
Staff laid dovm to all the .Ulied Air Forces taking any part in 
Overlord the aims of air oporutions and the roles they were 
expected to play. 
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CHA.Pl'ER 4-

PREPARATORY AIR OPERATIONS 

The :Employment of Air Forces 

The Air Operations in direct pre:p3.ration for Overlord 
were characterised both by their variety and their total 
immensity. They began as the complement of the Combined 
Bomber Offensive which, by subjugating the G.A.F. was . 
establishing that air superiority which was one of the 
agreed. essentials to a successful assault. On 
13 February 1944, the Combined Chiefs of Staff directed the 
Supreme Command.er Allied. Exped,i.tionary Force(l) to see that 
the A.E.A.F. assisted. in Operation Pointblrotlc where it was 
possible to do so without . detriment to preparations for 
Overlord. • 

At this period., the Air C.-in-C., A.E.A.F., and his 
integrated U.S./British Staff, in conjtmction with '.L\venty
First Arm:y Group Planners, were hammering out a policy for 
the employment of Air Forces in preparation for Overlord 
and were compiling progr£l.l!IL1es of targets whioh vrould be in 
hannony with that policy. • 

As the employment of Air Forces, and. of bombers in 
particular, has from the time that Air Forces were first 
created, been a subject of perennial controversy, it is not 
strange that the question was de-J>ated with great thoroughness 
and some heat on this occasion. The point of view that Air 
Forces, by striking independently as Strategic Forces, could. 
themselves largely win a war by destroying the mean.s and the 
will. of the enemy to prolong the struggle was upheld. by 
General Spaatz, Comrila.nding General, u.s.st.A-.F., and Air Chief 
Marshal Ha.:cris, CommandeI'-in-Chief, Bamber Command. 
General Spa.a.tz in particular considered that the ('lbject of 
the U.S. Strategical Air Forces was to attack objectives deep 
inside Genna.ny, not only because they were vital to German 
war e,conomy but in order to make the Gennan Air Force fight. 
Consequently, attacks on Overlord targets in North West 
France or Belgium were to him valueless and. outside the 
purview of his Directive. Air Chief Marshal Harris agreed 
generally with the U.S. General's views but also maintained 
that the use of his heavy night bombers against such sr.ia.11. 
targets would be uneconomical in the extrere. 

There was no outstanding protagonist of the view that 
the primary purpose of an Air Force should be merely to 
support the operations of the Navy or the iu:my, al though 
there were not wanting several officers of high rank in 
both A:r:my a.nd Navy whose ideas had not advanced far beyond 
this stage. Air Chief Marshals Tedder and. Leigh-Mallory 
and Air Marshal Coningham, while no doubt differing on 
smaller points, were in general agreement on the main question 
at issue and. believed that once the decision had been made 

(1) Telegram from Agllar to SHAEF ilil.ted Feb. 131425Z for 
Eisenhower from The Combined. Chiefs of Staff quoted. in 
Appendix VI/9 of the A.H.B. Na.:r:Tative, The Liberation 
of North West Europe, Val.I. 
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to win the war by re-entering the Continent, the whole of the 
Allied. Air effort should be made available for the supreme 
operation as an equal partner in u teo.m under one direction. 
All our Fighting Forces should. co-operate to accomplish one 
main task - the early liberation of Europe. Each of the Services 
ho.d its distinctive part to play but it wa.s essentiul that oJ.l 
should work together as one tea.:n. 

The view thut eventually prevailed was that expressed by the 
Chief of Air Staff when he info:rmed the c.-in-C., Bomber Command, 
that the criterion by which bomber operations would be judged 
when the date arrived on which Banber Comma.nd wa.s to support 
Overlord would be the extent to which they directly assisted. 
Overlord and not the extent to which they weakened Ge:nnany1 s 
power to make war. Bl,l.t although the· Initial Joint Plan was 
issued. at the beginning of February, the Chief of Air Staff 
evidently considered that that time had not arrived • 

. . . In. :their examination- of the tasks which would fall to the 
Air Forces in prepu-a.tion for Overlord, the. Planning Staffs came 
to the conc_lusion that nothing less than the whole of the Allied 
Air effort would be su.ff'ioient, ~ that to discharge those tasks 
adequately the prep:i.ratory bombing should begin at the earliest 
possible moment, some oi' it not later tha.ri D minus 90. They 
were impressed by the number and size of their probable cor.mtlt
ments and by the fa.et that the nearer D-Da.y a.pproached the 
greater would be the demands made for Air attacks. 

The Transportation Pl.9.n(l) 

It was agreed after exhaustive ciscussions by the Joint 
Staffs at NorfoJJc House and St. Paul's School, and more particu
larly by a new Allied Air Forces Bombing Comr.rl.ttee c..t Headquarters, 
A.E.A.F., that auring the preparatory period the Air Forces should. 
beg:ui. by bombing railway ta.r~ets, -followed at a later da.te by 
attacks on coastal defences (.batteries nnd radar installations)., 
airfields, bridges, roads and Naval and ·Military installations. 
The discussion of the Transportation Flan produced by the Allied. 
Air Forces Bombing ColllDittee brought to light the fuct that it 
would involve operations in two stages; a strategical phase when 
the general capacity of the Fren_ch and . Belgian rai:t.1a.y systems 
was to be reduced, and a tactical phase when railway and road 
centres, bridges and rolling stock were to be attacked in the 
attempt to stop movement at those points where attacks ,rere 
successfully delivered. Discussion of this plan began s:imul
ta.neously with the discussion of the larger q_uestion regarding 
the most effective employment of the Allied Bomber effort. 
While a decision on the larger question was awaited, a. start 
was ma.de by attacking a small number of railway targets by way 
of an experiment, the first attack being ma.de on 9 February. 

At the commencement, the Planning Staffs agreed that the 
success or failure of the Neptune Expedition would depend as 
mch on the outcome of the battle fought after the ener:ry 
reserves had arrived as upon what happened on the beaches. It 
thereupon appeared to an .. who accepted this thesis that there 
were two possible lines of action, both of which should be taken: 
the first vrould be to ensure that having won the beach-heads our 
awn builc1-up was as mpid as was humanly possible; the second 
would be to use all praciicable .reans of delaying the eneny 

(J.) For a detailed account of t11e evolution of the Transpor
tation Plan see this narrative, Vol.I, Cha.p.7. 
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'reserves. So far as the Air Forces were · concerned, the 
first could be assisted by the provision of adequate 
fighter cover over the swept chcnnels and the beaches, by 
the possible use of air transport after the Assault and by 
tactical air support of all kinds to get the troops and 
equipment firmly ashore. The second could only be done 
by executing a prograrar.1e of bonbini; o.nd sabotage directed 
against the French railways, roads and bridges, and begun 
early enough to guarnntee a reasonable chance- of ·completion. 

It was anticipated. that Gennan reserve and reinforce
ment divisions would move towards the battle area by rail, 
de-training as near as possible to the battle area and 
cor.ipleting their journeys by road. It was felt, therefore, 
tho. t in the race between our ovm build-up and the enemy's a 
vital contribution could be made by air power if it could 
be used to impose an appreciable delay in the rate of enemy 
raoveirent. By the beginning of June, this had becocie to 
Leigh-Mallory the supreme task of the. Air Forces, as he no I 
longer believed by that time that the G.A.F~ was capable of 
challenging the Allied air superiority. . • . . 

Discussions on the Zuckernian Report 

At the beginning of February, the Air Ministry 
recommended for study the Report on Air Operations :in Sicily 
and Italy, written by Professor Zuckenaan, with the conclu
sions of which the Air Staff and Railway experts were in 
general agreenent. The most important of those conclusions 
was that the best method of dislocating enemy rail communi
cations was to destroy railway centres in which were concen
trated the regulating, marshalling, and repo,ir facilities, 
as well as large quantities of rolling stock by means of 
persistent bombing. This was the doctrine which vias also 
being evolved by the Allied Air Forces Bombing Committee, of 
which Professor Zuckerman was an original member. The 
Committee had produced a progranr.-te of attacks on railway 
centres and airfields, which was embodied in the Initial 
Joint Plan and then modified on 17 February by the Suprem:l 
Commander. This programme listed attacks on the principal 
railway centres in the area between Flanders, the Seine Basin 
and the Rhine at ~!ulhouse. The first A.E.A.F. plan, and all 
later versions, enrphasised the fact that an• attack on communi
catiorui would not only interfere with military ll).Ovements, but 
would also destroy the economic system of Germany. Indeed, 
the plan was evolved as one which satisfied both tactical 
and strategical needs. 

The proposals to attack railway centres aroused detel:'-
mined opposition of all kinds. Such attacks would involve 
the risk of very heavy French civilian casualties at a time 
when we needed French goodwill more than ever. These 
misgivings were not conf'ined to :political c;ircles - although 
expressed by nearly all the Members of H.U. Government - but 
were shared by the Deputy Supreme Commander and the Air Staff 
at the Air Ministry. On technical grounds, apart from the 
tenns of his Directive (which co.uld have been ~nded) the 
Com.'llal1ding General, u.s.st.A.F. objected that; the technique 
of blind bombing employed by U.S. heavy bombers could not be 
used against any of the. railway· targets suggested. The 
c.-in-C., Bomber Col!lillru1d decl~_red that railway ta:rgets were 
unsuitable for attack by heavy night bombers vrhidh had, of 
course, been trained for area bOL1bing. 
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Even if' attacks had been successfully delivered by D-Do.y 
on a11 • the targets suggested, there were differences of opinion 
as to whether the Plan would succeed in reducing the French 
ro.ilways to the degree of paralysis reCj_uired. It was argued thnt 
the French railway network in tho.t region wn.s so dense and 
complicnted thnt it would be o.J.r.iost impossible to reduce tro.ffic 
to !l sufficiently low level. Only o. SJllD.11 pa.rt of it would be 
required to maintain the German Forces, a.nd nothing short of the 
complete destruction of the whole system would achieve the 
desired results, it .-ms declared. 

S10\vly and piecemeal all these and raany other objections to 
the Transportation Plan were r.io.de and countered. The opinions 
of railway e~erts like Mr. ~ITington-Wnrd(l), Capto.in 
Sherrington(2), and 21r. BrantDJ, and of Bombing Analysis experts 
like Professor Zuckerman gradually secured recognition. 

At the beginning of March, Leigh-r,hllory1 s Bombing Committee 
compiled a list of 75 railway to.rgets, consisting of mnjor 
servicing and repair centres in Northern France and Belgium, and 
applied for pennission to o.ttack ther.1. Successful attacks on 
these targets would, they were convinced, reduce the capo.city of 
the French railway system as a whole so tha. t by D-Day a growing 
dislocation and paralysis would force tra:f'fic on to a few lines. 
This would render the to.sk: of dealing with rail and road movement 
all the easier when the time came to put the tactical part of the 
.Plan into execution. The enemy would be compelled. to a.etrain 
and take to the roads at a distance of perhaps 150 ciles from the 
battle area. It v,as e~pected that the fighters and fighte!'
bombers of the Tactical Air Forces would then intervene, with 
great effect. Adding to this the extra dro.in upon the enemy's· 
oil supplies and the extra demands for motor transport that it 
would create, they were convinced that they had a battle...Y1inning 
plnn. The whole scheme vro.s to be; rounded off by a short-term 
progrru;nne of rail and road cutting to create rail and road choke
points by bombing at a suitable t:inl just before and :inmediately 
after the assault. Bridge cutting was to commence about n fort
night before D-Day, and traffic blocks v,ere to be created at the 
last possible moment. 

The beginning of the offensive on 9 February, when r.1ed.ium 
bombers began attacking .railway centres, has already been men
tioned.. ~lication vras then made_ ~();:~ssion to _QQm.P all 
the tar.gets Ol'!. the nev{_.;prag~. Even if -chis was granted, 
~ progress could be made with the allocation of these targets 
until it had been oocided whether they were suitable for attack 
by heavy bombers, and the programme could not be completed 
without the assistance of Bomber Command and VIIIth Air Force. 
On the l)ight of 6/7 March, the first of three F'rench railway 
centres\.4) was bombed as a trial case by Bonber· Command. The 
result was most gratif'y:Lng to the advocates of the Transportation 
Plan, tracks, engine-sheds, and rolling stock all being so 

-· heavily dar.Jaged that repairs were not effected for over a month. 
This offered convincing proof that heavy night bombers could be 
economically employed on such tasks and was a complete answer .. 

Railway Executive Committee and Manager of L.H.E.R. 
Railway Research Service 
Railway Adviser on Le igh-Ma.11ory1 s Bomb:ing Comrai ttee. 
Tra.ppes, South-West of Paris. 
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to those who had criticised thD Transportation Plan on 
such grounds. 

Long before this, the Deputy Supreue Coor.18.Ilder had 
become a convinced supporter of the Transportation Plan and 
had placed its merits before the Suprene Conr.iander o.nd the 
Chief of the Air Staff. As this policy had to be settled 
at the highest level, Air Chief ifarshal Tedder and 
General Eisenhower -cook full responsibility as -che main _ 
sponsors of the Plan fron March onwards. At the end of .2_t;. ,~.u4' 
March the C • .A.S. convened a r.1eeting of Generals Eisenhower 
and Spaatz, Air Chief Marshals Tedder, Leigh-Mallory and 
Harris, ,-dth Army officers and departmental experts to decide 
upon the bombing policy they would recor:inend to the Viar 
Cabinet and the c.c.s. as the most profitable to adopt in 
preparation for Overlord. They decided that with all its 
possible ·oditu:1 there v,as no pl~ for the enployraent of heavy 
bombers in support of Overlord,1) comparable with the Trans
portation Plan and asked the Chiefs of Staff for clearance 
of the railway targets as req_uested by I.eigh-Ha.llory. 

On 5 April the Defence Committee, with Air Chief 
Marshal Tedder, Air Marshal Bottomley, Air Col'!lr.lodore Bufton 
and Dr. Zuckerman :iJ1 attendance, considered memoranda by rl I 
Leigh-Mallory and the Joint Intelligence Committee on -che \l(\J. 

(1) 

- -----

The only alternative was the I Oil Plan1 sponsored 
ma.inly by General Spaatz but rejected because it was a. 
long term plan. 
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Transportation Plan and its probable results, The Chief of 

. Air Staff, the Deputy Supreme Commander, the Chief of Naval 
• • Staff and the Secretary of State for Air, all spoke in favour, 

while the Prime Minister, the Chief of the Imperial General • 
Staff and the Secretaries of State for Foreign Affairs, War 
and Supply were all against, mainly because of the French 
casual ties that would be incurred, In consequence, instruc-
tions were issued to the Air Forces that the railway attacks 
might continue only where there were no great risks to French 
civilian life, The Chief of Air Staff and the Deputy Supreme 
Co11T11ander were to review Lcigh-Mallory 1 s Plan to eliminate 
targets carrying the greatest certainty of danger to French 
lives, 

~ . o4 t,,.~t;/ A revised ;;J. ~· ·,was presented to the Defence Committee a 
~ w~a ter_, but ·met the same opposition, The Prime Minis,ter 

1'Vas st:iil'i'mconvinced of its merits and doubted whether it · . ! . ' 
. would have a material effect on the battle, However, suffi- ·~ 

cient approval was given to allow the bombing programme to 
.continue, 
, _ ______ \ 1,..., ~ \\ \,\-

By this time, the air operations preparatory to Overlord 
consisted mainly of attacks on rail,vay centres by Bomber 
Command and A,E,A.F., together with the battle for air 
superiority in which the U,S, Strategic Air Forces played the 

/ 

chief part, During this period, in addition to Trappes, rail
Cl«, h J(e.,_ way centres at La Chappelle, Juvisy and Noisy le Sec (all in 

r the Paris area), St. ~tin ( Charleroi) and Laon, Aachen, 

,. 

.Qttignies, Rouen, Namur, Lens and Tergnier were all attacked 
and severely damaged, Energetic attempts were made by the 
enemy to effect repairs, and through lines were usually opened 
for traffic within a very short time during this early period. 

/

But the attacks were not primarily intended to stop nnvement at 
that stage:. they were meant to reduce capacity to repair and 
maintain, by the destruction of servicing shops, sheds, ;Loco
motives and facilities generally, After the attack.a had been 
:in progress some weeks, it was b~oming apparent that French 
civilian casual ties, while often considerable, were . not on .the 
scale that had first been feared. It was also discovered that 
our attacks had 'on a few occasions even succeeded in killing 

''more German soldiers than French civilians; Advocates of the. 
Plan were able to :use these arguments against the constant 
stream of criticism that continued to be directed against the · 
bombing of the French railways, 

i.e_. IS-A~,( On the same day as the A.E,A.F. Overall Air Plan crone out, /4 
. · the Deputy Supreme Com1Jl8,l1der issued a comp~ete list of ' 

TLM/TS.136/15 Transportation Targetsl 1) to u.s.st.A.F. and Bomber Command and 
Encl. 21. informed them that the Transportation Plan had - with the 
17 April 4ll-. exception of a few targets in thickly populated areas - been 

TLM/TS. 136/ 15' 
Encl. 20 
17 April 4ll-. 

approved. Two days later, General Eisenhower issued 
Directives to the same Headquarters after being charged by the 
Combined Chiefs of Staff with the responsibility for control• 
ling the Allied Strategic Air Forces in support of Overlord(2), 

With the exception of two railway centres in Paris, all 
the targets in the Deputy Supreme Commander 1 s list had be.cm 
appr.oved by the Defence Connni ttee, but by the end of April 

(1) "Direction of Operations of Allied. Air Forces against 
Transportation Targets II dated 15 Apr., 1944. . • 
(2) This control was exercised by the D.s.c. when Strategic 
Bombers operated in Strategic . Support and by the Air c.-in-C, 
A.E,A.F. when they operatea in Tactical Support of Overlord, 
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:f\irther uneasiness was evinced by H,M, Goverrµnent when it was 
found that the U.S. Strategic Air Forces were still not co
operating fully in'. the execution of the Plan~ Out of the 
45 targets allotted· to the U ,S. Heavy Bombers only one 

0

had been 
attacked, whereas the R.A.F. had already completed nearly 4D 
per cent. of their programme, This meant that all the odium 
aroused by this type of attack was attached to the operations 
of the R,A,F. alone, and ILM, Government viewed the political 
consequences with deep misgiving. 

The Prime Minister wrote to General Eisenhower( 1) putting 
many of the arguments against the Railway Plan and asserting 
that the great majority of well-informed opinion was against it, 
Two days later Air Chief Marshal Tedder consulted Air Chief 
Marshal Leigh-Mallory on the implications of dropping the Rail
way Plan. The latter argued that to yield to any pressure not 
to bomb targets because they were situated in d\:)nsely populated 
areas woulq. bl:J dangerous because many of the targets which we 
must inevitably attack nearer to D-Day ,vere in or adjacent to 

,' densly populated areas. It would endanger our use of "battle 
winning air power". Air Chief Marshal Leigh.-Mallory had 
consistently taken the view that casualties to French people 
sh9uld be avoided if possible, but if unavoidable then they 
might be considered part of the French contribution to the 
joint cause, • 

General Eisenhower' s letter in reply · to the Prime Minister 
put these points a9-JT1irably when he said 1 Casual ties to civilian 
personnel are inherent in any Plan for the full use of air 
power to prepare for our Assault 1 • He believed in the Trans
portation Plan and saw no alternative, concluding that 'the 
Overlord concept was based on the assumption that our ,over
whelming air power would be able to prepare the wey for the 
Assault, If its hands are to be tied, as is now suggested, 
the perils of·an already hazardous undertaking will be greatly 
enhrulced. 1 

The refusal of S,H,'A,E,F, to abandon the scheme and the 
continued unequal share of the burden shouldered by the R,A,F., 
led Mr, Churchill to appeal to the President for his opinion. 
Mr, _Roosevelt replied that he left tl;le matter in the hands of 
'the responsible Military Commanders\2),, and there the matter 
was allowed to rest. From that time onwards, on the under
standing that all possible precautions would be taken in these 
air operations to minimise loss of life, the Prime Minister 
supported General Eisenhower and his Deputy. 

During April and May the destruction of railway facilities 
was proceeding apace, and although military traffic was not 
seriously affected at first, an appreciable change began to be 
apparent by the end of May. During the last week of llpril 
heavy attacks were made on Aulnoye, Villeneuve, St. Georges, 
Acheres, M.ontzen, St, Ghislain, Arras and Bethune. In May, 
¥1.antes/Gassicourt, Liege, Ghent, Courtrai, Lille, Hasselt, 
Louvain, Boulogne, Orleans, Tours, Le Mans, Metz, Mulhouse, 
Rheims, Troyes and Charleroi were hit, mainly with great effect. 
A growing paralysis was gradually creeping over the railway net
work of the Region Nord. To complete the dislocation it would 
be necessary .to carry out the remaining parts of the Plan: ... 

!
1l To bomb the Grande Ceinture of Paris 
2 To attack the "chief railway centres in the Loire area 
3 To destroy locomotives s.nd rolling stock 

- 4 To out the· bridges across the Seine and the Loire, 

General Eisenhower had, on .5..Ji?.Y, removed the suspension 
laid upon attacks on railway targets in densely populated areas 

(1) In a personal letter dated 29 April, 19¼. 
(2) Telegram No,537 from the President to Prime Minister dated 
16 May, 1944. 
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and thus left the way clear for complet:l.ng the programme before 
D...Day. He stipulated, however, that the high casualty targets 
should be bombed last. 

Q_ompletion of the Preparatory Bombing of Railways 

During tJ+e final fortnight the intensified attacks were 
completing thJ isolation of Normandy while continuing to create 

)the impression that the Pas de Calais was the threatened area. 
The VIIIth Air Force bombed Konz and Strasbourg with great 
effect, and Brussels, Rheims, Epinal and Mulhouse less effec
tively during this period. U$ing precision technique they 
also hit the Grande Ceinture, around Paris at Juvisy, Massy/ 
Palaiseaux and Versailles. Le Bourget, an important junction 
on the Northern Section· of the Grande Ceinture was deleted from 
the list of targets ori the insi:;tence of the Deputy Supreme 
Commander and General E:uierihower. :(t could only be attacked 
at high cost to French civilians, whatever bombing technique 
WllS used. Bomber Command carrie<:L out heavy and. successful 
attacks on Tours (both Stations), Samm.tt' (twice), and Angers in 
the Loire area, on Tergnier (half way between Paris and the 
Belgian frontier) and Trappes - partly repaired after being 
hit in March - was again wrecked by tvro attacks. ipie U.S. 
:X:Vth Air Force began operating against railway targe~s in 
Southern France during this period and in three dayst1) 
attacked fourteen targets, knocking out six of them. They had 
also been allotted railway targets in Germany but they did not: 
make any attacks ori them before D--Oay. 

A map from Air Chief Marshal Leigh..Mallory1s Despatch 
illustrating the campaign against enemy rail conmmications has 
been reproduced herewith. Of the eighty targets attacked , 
since 6 March fifty-one were damaged to such an extent that no 
f'urther attacks were necessary until vital repairs had been 
carried out (Category 1A1), twenty-five were very severely 
damaged but needed further attack because vital installations 
were still intact (Category 1B1), four had received so little 
damage that they needed further early attention (Category 'C'). 

Summary of Eff~~~inst Railway Targets 

.Approximately half of the railway targets listed on 
6 March had been attacked by Bomber Command, twenty-two with 
complete and fifteen with partial success. The VIIIth Air 
Force had attacked twenty-three targets, fifteen successfully 
and eight less successfully, The A,E,A.F. had severely 
damaged fourteen targets and had p~tially damaged two more 
dut of their allocation of eighteenl2J. Bomb tonnages were 
as follows:-

Force Targets Sorties Bombs (u,s. tons) 

R,A.F', Bomber Comnand 39 
U,S. VIIIth Air Force 23 
A.E.A.F. 18 

Totals .. ...... ... ................. 80 

8,751 
4,462 
8,736 

21,949 

44,744 tons 
11,648 II 

10,125 " 

66,517 

Attacks on Locomotives, Trains and Rolling Stock 
• 

By this period railway traffic had been so dis-organised 

(1) 25, 26 and 27 May. 
(2) See also Bomber Analysis Unit Report No.1 '!The Effects of 
the Overlord Air Plan to disrupt enemy rail o-ommunications" 

I dated 4 Nov., 1944, and the SHAEF ,G2 ."Survey of Attack on the • 
French Railway Centres" dated 12 Nov, 1944. 
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ancL.so-: reduced that it was considered safe to presume that moat 
of the ' trains still running were of prime military importance. 
Accordingly, the restrictions imposed on attacks upon trains • 
locomotives and all rolling stock were removed on 21 May so' 
that everything possible could be done to complete the dis
organisation of the enemy's rail col1lrllUJ1..ications. Fighter 
sweeps and "train busting" missions were organised on a very 
large scale. The results were impressive and intnediate. 

rfE:xperience was also to prove that the ' results were lasting, 
\ even to our own embarrassment. Fighters vrere sent by A.E.A.F. 
into France and Belgium, and by the VIII th Air Force into 
Germany. On the first day the former claimed to hav:e des
troyed 61 locomotives and to have damaged 91, with others 
attacked, ,vithout it being poss ible to observe the results. 
The long range Mustangs, Thunderbolts and Lightnings of the 
VIIIth Air Force claimed 91 locomotives destroyed and 134-
damaged, apa.r-t from all ·kinds of damage to trains and rolling 
stock, On the following days these attacks were contirnled1 
both by aircraft sent out for that specific purpose and by 
others which carried out such attacks incidentally. Al .. 
together-, about 4-,000 sorties were flown by fighters on such 
missions. No estimates have been discovered of the total 
damage caused by these operations, 

Beginning of Collapse of French Railways 

As a consequence of the destruction of repair and mainteh
.• ance facilities, as well as of locomotives, roll~ stockt . . 
. buildings and permanent way, and perhaps, too, of.~et,M~:J?riiii'i,:A

sabota.ge carried out by French Resistance Groups, movemeri-t by 
rail was a matter of extreme difficulty, exasperating slowness, 
and considerable danger for the Germans from this time onwards. 

·rMuch of it was carried out ·by night in a series of tortuous 
detours lasting an unpredictable time. There was no freedom • 
of movement possible. in a large part of France and Belgium, so 
that the marshalling of a decisive counter offensive after the 
landings had ta.ken place became impossible to the enemy, 
Troops and supplies had to travel by road, usually by night, 
because Allied air power ma.de movement by day practically 
impossible, This brought enormous demands for motor transport, 
petrol, oil and rubber, as well as a great congestion of 
traffic on roads often not well adapted to carry such loads. 

The Offensive ,against Bridges 

The last step -was the Allied offensive against bridges, 
planned asf..the concluding phase of the Transportation Plan,. 
This schen,e was, in the first instance, restricted in scope to 
efforts to isolate .the Assault area by destroying all rail and 
road bridges on routes leading into it. This would prevent 
reinf'orc·ements being easily moved into the area and would also 
impede the enemy 1 s retreat. At a later stage the same idea 
,vas extended to include schemes to establish successive lines 
of interdiction across which enemy movement would be made :,;' 
virtually impossible. 

Using the American terminology in the case of the 
Normandy battle area, tha first Line of Interdiction would 
mean the line of the Seine as far as Melun, thence across the , 
Nantes-Orleans gap to follow the line of the Loire down to the · 
sea~ As it was not ca.e,y to implement this plan of preparatory 
bombing without revealing the Allied interest in Normandy, no 

l systematic attempt was made to attack the Loire bridg,es until 
the Assault had taken place, 

Up to this time it had always been considereq, that 
bridges were amongst the most unsatisfactory of .bombing targets 
owing to the tonnages of bombs required to secure sufficient 



TIJ4,"TS .136/ 15 
Encl. 11/2, • 
para.xiii , -, ,. 

Ibid, Encl. 25 
para,8, 
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hits to destroy such small targets.. Professor Zuckerman' s 

ru,V1's .136/ 15/7A 
para. 7. 

Report on Italy had repeated the conclusion already reached 
elsewhere that bridges were difficult @fi(i ttl'l:flrof'f~ targets. 
At the Allied Air Commanders meeting on 6 May, General Spaatz .. 
had said that bridge bombing by Heavy Bombers was uneconomical. 
Air Marshal Coningham had previously asked for experiments and 
trials to be carried out by Fighter Bombers, and these had been 
very successful against bridges over the Meuse and Seine. It 
was soon di3covered ~hat Fighter Bombers, when employed on such 
tasks, could destroy bridges at an average expenditure of 100 
sorties, that is, using from 100-200 tons of bombs pa-lizridgl( 1) .. 
The Army had been pressing for early attacks on the Seine 
bridges, but until four bridges in the cover area had been des
troyed Leigh-Mallory would not permit this to be attempted, 

IX th Air Force . 
Invasion 
Activities 
p.9. 

N.J.C./00/74/38 
8 Apr. 44. 
Appendix 1A1 , 

I 
The main task of bridge-cutting was begun by the U ,S. IXth Air 
Force on 24 May and was so successful that by 6 June all the 
24 bridges between Rouen and Paris were blocked, 18 of them 
being completely broken. 12 other rail and road bridges over .-.,,, 
the Oise, Meuse, Mosel;Le, Doqie.T, Esca-u..t :., Albert Canal and 
Loire (one road bridge) werc"also im_iia..;sable or down, all at a 
cost of 5,370 tons of bombs (5,209 sorties) to A.E.A.F,, with 
the assistance of 367 tons of bombs (445 sorties) from the 
VIIItl1 Air Force. The American IXth Air Force low level 
Fighter Bombers prov;-ed particularly good at this work and soon 
specialised on i~ to such an extent that they could nearly 
always guarantee to destroy bridges rel~tively cheaply in ton
nage of bombs though because of the considerable A.A. protection· 
often afforded to important bridces, at considerable cost in 

'll:Oen and aircraft~ • • • 

_Preparatory Attacks on Coastal Defence5 

It has previously been stated that the TransportationPJan,. 
if the most important item, was only part of a general scheme 
of· air operations designed to pave the way for a successful 

f 
invasion, Attacks on railway centres, locomotiwes, rolling 
stock and 0ridges were all part of the Transportation Plan to 
be undertaken at different stages. But the Air Forces also 
had to shoulder a number of other commitments which absorbed 
a considerable proportion of the total air effort available. 
Of these remaini:r.g commitmer.ts, pride of place mtwt be given 
to attacks on Coastal Defences because· thes·e were obviously to 
make a great difference to the chances of a successful Assault. 

The arrangements made by the Neptune Joint Planners for 
neutralising coastal batteries while our Assault Forces were 
going into action were embodied in the Joint Fire Plan which 
will be inore fully dealt •,vi th in a separate ch,;;p ter. Of the 
seven lists of targets in that Plan the first consisted of the 
coastal defence batteries for air attack before D-Day(2 ), 
arranged in priorities so that two batterie~ in the 
Pas de Calais and Dieppe areas would be attacked to every one 
a ttn.c::ca. fa Normandy. On ~11 e~ o~..:the.~~.ries--i 
listed in the Neptune a~tlieconcrete casemates were still 
under ccnstruction ond thus it was considered advisable to 
attack these before their enormously strong casemates were 
completed, It was not considered that air attacks would be 
very effective against batteries after they had been proteated 
by casemates, • 

. . 
~ ( 1) Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Mallor;y1 s Despatch (parag_raph 8) 
sugBests that the great success attending the earliest attacks 
was4.due to lucky hits exploding demolition charges placed on 
bri'ages. · 
(2) For a general analysis of the results of the bombing of 
Coastal Batteries see B,A,U, Report No. 10 '!Attacks on 
Batteries on the French Coast prior to H-Hour on D-Day~~ __ : 
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The c.-in-:{:. Bomber Command had for many months asserted 

that his Heavy Bomber Force could not be economically employed 
on these as on other pin-point targets. The A.E.A.F. Bombing 
Collilli ttee differed from him, and both Army( 1) and Navy Plannera 

r 
were strongly insistent on the matter being put to the test. 

• Twenty First Arrrry Group wished that all heavy gun ( 170 m.m. • 
up,vards) el'Jl)lacements should be bombed as soon as it was dis

I covered that concreting had start~d .. 

Le ~'1'a....d C lo$ ba..l:te.11,i , L~ MG.l(Te, tJGS se4e.c.~ecA. fo.,.. o. t-noJ 
a.it~, eitlie.-,. by (Sc,..,.~,- Co.-.o,A~ ~ ... by j'filth A,T r-:c,.rc.<l, ne 
..lto.c.h 1.>C..S ,_i., t-hc eww, (;c1.TTle4 out' t,y Mo,-,AUcl~$ o~b"~
~ .. N.~ A-iT F~ o~ lO A.,...-it. No ,o.t-,~b,~ '\,u~ ~
ftive- apprecia-Gon75r~ne- resul ts -coulao€i omameci, and the 
1same was true of many subsequent attacks by Heavy and Medium 
Bombers on other batteries. On 13 May the c.-in-C. Bomber 

tl Oommand refused to sanction any repeat attacks on batteries -+ until credible evid~~ was available as to the results of 
previous attacks. • . ..Brigadier--General Sll)i th, Deputy Senior .Air 
Staff Officer, A.E.A.F., believed it unlikely that air attacks 

t could produce satisfactory results or that reliable evidehce 

)· 

I could be secured ·afterwards. But both the Army and the Navy 
believed that even if air attacks could secure a reduction of 
only 5 per cent. in the efficiency of coastal batteries, they 
were still well worth while. Lei~l'l-Ma.llory aould not, there
fore, repudiate these commitments, .>. 

Ten days before D-Day, A.E.A.F. had dropped 5,000 tons and 
Bomber Connnand 3,700 tons of bombs on coastal batteries. Only 
18 out of the 51 guns attacked in the Assault area were believed 
damaged. Approximately 420 tons of bombs were required to hit 

·one gun and 2,500 bombs had to be aimed to secure ons.strike 
within 5 yards of a target. From 26 May no further •attacks 
were directed on batteries still under construction. On 
D minus nvo it was reported that 21 batteries out of the 49 
which could fire on the Assault area had been attacked with 
6,000 .tons of bombs, while 38 b~tteries outside the area had 
reoeiyed 13,000 tons of bombs(3J. As these targets were diffi-

• cult to hit and still more difficult to damage even when hit, 
several attacks were made on the same batteries. 

------- .-.J~• •·~.r----------------------

( 1) 21 Arrrry Group attached so nuch importance to the prepara ... 
tory bombing of coastal batteries that they set up a special • 
pre...D-Day Bombing Sub-Committee to study this question. 
(2) It is interesting to note in this connection that the 
R,.A.F. Bombing Analysis Unit Report No,31 dated 13 April 145 
dealing with Coastal Batteries between Le Havre and Abbeville. 
concluded that after the bombing attacks 30 per cent. of all 
emplacements were so extensively damaged that it is hardly 
likely that guns, had they not been damaged direa:tly, could 
have continued to operate from their old positions (Paragraph 
15). 1The bombing both delayed further construction and was 
very successful in reducing the efficiency of the batteries, 
not only because of the damage it caused.out also because of 
the threat of further,attacks 1 • (Para. 27) 
(3) Attacks on Coastal Batteries in Neptune area 

for Period 10 April - 5 June Inside Assault area. 

Sorties ~' 

A.E.A.F. 1,755 2,8$ tons+ 
495 x 60 lb. R,Ps. 

R.A.F. Bomber G.nnunand 5"56 2,438 tons 
U.S. VIIIth Air Force · 184 579· tons 

--- · 
2,495 5,903 tons + 

49!2 x 60 lb. R.Ps1 
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On the final night, •.vhen preparatory operations merged 

A.E,A,F,/TS,22014 into t~ose_in direct support of the Assault, 10 important 
Encl,8a, batteries l.ll the Neptune area were attacked, each by 100 Heavy 
para,23., Bombers of Bomber Command. The result was stated to be that 

A,E,A,F, 
Air S i[¥181s 
Report 
on Operation 
Neptune. 

only 4 batteries were active during the Assault but it should 
, be added that these batteries had o.lso been subjected to a , 
Naval bombardment by that time, 

Destruction of Enemy Radnr Cover 

One of the cren,test ob:.,tacles to a successful invasion 
was the ex:L:.itcnce of the enemy radar cha.in extending across the' 
coasto.l urea of' Western Elu•ope with the closest coverage in 
north wc3t 1''rance and the Low Countries. Like our own it 
?onsisted of a coastal chain backed up by inland statio~s. 
Most of the stations possessed installations of two or three 
different types on the same site, The number of such stations, 
apart fr9m)any other considerations, precluded attaclw on all 
o±' them, l 1 and yet from a Naval and Air point of view it was 
essential to prevent the chain from functioning at aey consider
able level of efficiency, 

I 
It was decided by the planners that this should be done 

by a combination of peysical air attacks and Radio Counter 
Measures (R,C.M,). Co-ordin..-:ttion of all measures to secure 
thd.s end during the opening phase of Overlord was undertaken by 
a S.H.A,E.F. R,C,11, Advisory Staff, set up on 15 May 1944 under 
the direction of Air Vice~shal V, H, Tait, Director General,, 
Signals, Air Ministry. The Staff advised the Naval and Air 
Commanders-in-chief on technical matters connected with Counter 
Measures and their effects upon our own operations. One of 
their chief duties was the selection of targets suitable for.; 
direct air attack and others suit!;l.ble for jamming, Action was · 
thereupon initiated by the Air Signals Officer in Chief, H,Q. 
A.E,A,F, and his staff, 

Installations which were unsuitable for jamming, or which 
could report on shipping or be used to control batteries, or 
which were located -in areas where 'their presence might endanger 
our airborne forces, were all scheduled for destruction, .Apart 

from the fact that the number of such targets that could be ' 
selected for air attack had to be limited to tho ciapaci ty of , 
the effort available, it should be recalled that for purposes 
of security two targets of this type had to be 'attacked outside 
the Neptune area to every one attacked inside, 

It was also inadvisable to commence the attacks too soon, 
as this would give the enoTI\Y more time to improvise facilities: , 
to fill e:n:y gaps created, Attacks on long-range Aircraft 
Reporting Stations began on 10 May, This type of installation 
could not be quickly repaired and, on account of the narrowness 
of its beam, could not easily be countered electronically, A 
week later attacks were begun on the night fighter control 
stations and on radar installations controlling coastal 
batteries, During the last week, an intensive series of 
attacks was commenced upon 42 sites, most of which included mm-e 
,than one type of equipment. Finally during the last three 

1 days,· attacks v1ere ca:cried out on six sites selected by the 
Navy and on another six chosen by the Air Forces as being the 
most worthwhile targets, 

' -
, , ( 1) , The main links in the enemy Radar Chain between Dunkirk 

and Brest consisted of the following installations:~ 

Coast Watchers 
Aircraft Reporting 
Ground Control Interception 

5 Day-Fightrr,•- Control 
4- W/T Jamming. 
2 Navigational 
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·· J · Attacks vnried o.coording to the type of apparatus to be put 

k _ v-- ~\ out of action and to the number of installations grouped on eadh 
IV} , V.::: site, Most of the attacks were carried out by Typhoons of 2nd 

~ L't-/\}tl J T,A,F. which fired 4,517 R,Ps in 694 lm1 level daylight sorties. 
~· l . / Typhoon o.nd Spitfire bombers flew 759 sor~;ies, dropping .1,258 

• • / bomb~ :_illd firinrz count;ess. rounds of cannon and machine-gun 
0-1nMu;i~t"1o11 , o.k thase h~1 l,y d.<i.fe..,cled. tGl1;1ek.s tvio.~ 0¥ wk..,l, h~ lo 

/ A _bo ~ck.J. o-t 9.".~"J. _lev<i-t. ~ -- i~_fc..~~ c,f "~ h"-GW viem.-14 A.,A, 
~ ./, ~~encei. Lo&lelo: o~ ~~ we'T-1& cons~ue~very ~ ~-~. - - ·---

' Destruction_of Enemy 1Y1 H,Q, 
~-t,-~·-, -- · ' ' ~# ~.,-~ The most specboul.'.lr damage was caused by R,A,F. Heavy 

~-~ I · ~- Bombers using Oboe t3clln:i.qut, when they attacked four highly 
\ ~~ e,,.,..M' important W/T Jrunming Stations on the first nig,'.:its of June. 
v.' }~ l. ~~ y Attacks by cannon and machine-gun i'ire arf3 boltevod' to have been 
\r~· ~,.._.I\ most effective. in damar,ing delicate equipment and in upsetting 

,,.. _' Dl ~-h.- the morale of the operators, One of the attacks by Bomber 
•~· Col!llland .. that on the G'herbourr W/T Station situated at 

µrville-Hague - proved to be of historic :importance, al though 
95" h~~bowi~1 this vlli~~realiscd at the time. On the night of 3/4 June, 
o~_ wic.,"1'~,.. ➔.~G!W.lr>2)obliteratcd a station which, it was subsegµen_ tly 
lo.,1,d. by,.-· fearnt, was the German 11Y11 Intelligence Station for No:.-th 'ifest 
O\,oe t'lo-Sit111~ fr_ ance, • The loss must have had a power~influence on the • 

•• pattle which followed two days later. 
. . . • . . 

--------:~· esult of Air Attacks • . . 

Nepttme 
Signals Report 
Sec. VIII . ' · 
para, 14. · 

As n result of the air attacks, all six of the long-range 
Aircraft Reporting Stations south of Boulogne were destroyed 
before D-Day, and at least fifteen other installations in the. 
area were rendered unserviceable, Large stretches·of the 
Channel coast were thus bereft of their normal radar coverage, 
either because the installation had been destroyed or because 
they had been rendered tel!!Porarily tmserviceable, and the per-
sonnel marming these stations were tmdoubtedly suffering from 
a severe loss of morale as a result of these attacks. In fact, 
it vms calculated by the radar experts on the Headquarters Staf'f 
of A.E.A~F. that on the night of the Assault there was nwer 

; / more than 18 per cent. of the enerey radar apparatus located in 
Neptune . ·1'. North West France in ·operation, an parts of the night only 5 
Signals Rep~ _per cent. was operational. As thi~ was true of the cover area 
Sec.VIII · ~ .: £Ls well as of Normandy, a situation was created whereby it was 
para,30. • · '0--._ impossible for the enemy to appreciate the nature of the opera-

Air Chief Marshal 
Leigh--¾fallory' s 
Despatch 
p.25, para.117. 

tions tak:ing place. 

Leigh41hllory suminarised the position as follows:-

'The enerrcy did not obta:in the early vmrning of our approach 
that his radar · coverage should have made possible; there 
is every reason to suppose that his radar-controlled gun
fire was interfered with; no fighter aircraft hindered our 
airborne operations; the enell\Y was confused and his troop 
movements were delayed, 1 

The Airfield Plan 

It had been generally agreed that it would be necessary to 
mount a sustained offensive again3t the G,A,F, during the last 
weeks of the air operations preparing the ,,ay for our re-entry 

' into the Continent, In April 1941~, Germany was being forced 
to defend the Fatherland"against heavy day and night attacks by 
Allied Bombers. To do this it had been enemy policy to con
ser,re his aircraft resources, particularly his fighters, which 
were the special target of Operation Pointblank, and oonse- -
quently Allied aircraft ranging over France and Belgium rarely 
evoked any fighter opposition. This was reserved for .deep 
penetration raids only, , 
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But no one believed the Germans would permit a vast inva .. 

sion armada to sprawl across the Channel unmolested by air 
attacks. It was felt that the G,A,F, would wait until our 
forces had reached their side of the water so that their advan• 
tage of distance would operate to the maximum and that then 
there would be a grand onslaught on our sea, land and air 
force3:. It was universally expected that this would be 
accoll'!Panied by a great air battle on the Dieppe model, with the 
Allie1j enjoying the advantages of numbers and per-haps quality, 
while the enemy was making the most of his possession of the 
ground. 

By~, the position had changed somewhat. The Allies had 
won sucnan overwhelming asconda.ncy in the air over France and 
the Low Countries that many of our planners, while making 
prudent provision for a great air battle, began to think in 
terms of complete Allied air supremacy. The availability of 
numerous airfields in North West France and Belgium, howeyer 
constituted a grave potential throat which could easily • 
materialise if the Germans were determined to mount an all~t 
air effensive against our Neptune forces. It was therefore 
planned to destroy aircraft maintenance and repair facilities 
on main airfields within a radius of 150 miles of Caen as an 
insurance against this possibility. The destruction of these 
was to be followed by attacks on runways, airfield surfaces, 

\

hangars, parked aircraft, control centre~, and airfield 
ins·tallations at a late stage in the preparatory operations, 
'.Jlhe advantage of this position which the enenzy- would otherwise_ 
possess would thus be denied to him, and his aircraft opera~• 
ting over the beach-head would consequently have to be based 
outside this area. -. -

Two lists of airfields were scheduled in the Airfield 
Plan. The first, known as the Area 1 List, consisting of 4D 
major airfields within fighter range (about 150 miles) of Caen; 
the second, consisting of 59 Bomber Bases in North West Europe 
outside this range. This arrangement permitted attacks to be 
planned with due regard to the interests of security, because 
the airfields were well distributed geographically, with a 
denser distribution in the areas around Paris and the 
Pas de Calais. The attacks began on 11 May and were continued. 
intermittently up to and after D-Day, target priorities being 
revised from day to day by a Committee at A,E.A.F. Headquarters, 
Al together, 34- airfields were attacked befor·e D-Day, mainly by 
aircraft of the IXth Air Force, although the VIIIth Air For9e~ 
Bomber Command, and 2nd T .A. F. also played subsidiary parts!,. 1 J , 

By the time D-Day had arrived,· the Airfield Programme was 
far from completion, but the Air c .... in-C. was no longer worried. 
about the Gorman Air Force. There was still a possibility 
that the enemy might make a supreme effort, ·and just before 
D-Day Air Chief 11:ar shal Tedder, Air Marshal Bottomley ~ 
General Spaatz pressed for more effort to be devoted to air• 
field at1;acks. Leigh-MaJ.lory was confident that the provision 

(1) Statistical SuTIIllaI'Y of Attacks on Airfields 1 11 May ... 
D-Da.y. 

Attacks Sorties Bombs 
A,E.A.F, 

IXth Air Force 56 2,550 3,.197 tons 
2nd T,A.F, 12 312 4B7 II 

R,A,F, Bomber Command 6 119 395 II 

u.s. VIIIth Air Force 17 934 2,638 " 
91 3,"915 6,717 n 

J.j;r Chief Marshal Leigh~ory1 s Despatch, Para. 135. 
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he had ma.de for fighter cover would be adequate to deal with 
anything the G.A-,F, could do, and insisted that the most :import
ant task for the Allied Air Forces was. to· help the Ground Rlrces 
by delaying enemy· reserves( 1). On D-Da.y his opinion W'd.S fully 
vindicated. Enemy air reaction to the landings WM slow and • 

-_ in:effective. At no ,time did he show any desire to challenge 

( 
what really amounted to Allied air suprenacy, and very fevr air
craft ·were , moved into· the Neptune area) al though several air
fields were still available to the enetl\Y• 

,!-ir Reco~issance preparatory to Overlord 

Something has already been said of the contribution of our 
Reconnaissance Squadrons in the ci.µ Operations preparatory to 
Overlord. During the earlier stages of planning they were 
busy obtaining and verifying the necessary data about the area 
to be invaded, as well as about targets to be attacked, and 
this was continued up to the time that the Fleets sailed and 

l 
subsequently_ as long as the campaign lasted-:- When active air 
operations were in full swing from March onwards; there was a 
definite increase in the routine work of air reconnaissance. 
Typical examples of such routine work were the photographs 
taken in the compilation of target dossiers or in the search 

/ for targets. Then there were the innumerable damage assessment 
J?hotographs :taken after attacks on these targets. Photographs 
were taken of beaches and their exits, airfields or sites for 
possible airfields, dropping and landing zones, low-lying flood 
areas, camps, motor transport, parks, dumps and communication 

) 

centres, batteries, gun emplacements, strong-points, head
quarters and, indeed, of every ld.nd of military installation. 
The varied requirements and detailed information sought from 
photographic reconnaissance forced Reconnaissance Wings to fly 
a large proportion of :1ovr altitude sorties wer heavily defended 
areas. For this purpose, aircraft were equipped with oblique 

~11 cameras. The development in this technique was probably the 
outstanding feature of photogr~phic .reconnaissance during this 
peri0d of the war. 

Arrangements for.· the provision of' air reconnaissance by 
both the :British and U.S. · resources were not settled until ear'.cy 
April, up to which time the ma.in burden of providing strategical 
and tactical reconnaissance for Overlord had fallen on the 
R • A .F. .All air recol1JUlissance requirements for Overlord were 
co-ordinated, and priorities were allocated by a S,H,A,E,F, 
Reconnaissance Committee (G.2 Division} 'with a similar inter
service Air Reconnaissance Intelligence Section at Headquarters 
A.E.A,F. to allocate air effort to approved requirements, inso
far, as the elements under the Supreme CoT11I1ander were concerned. 
Strategical reconnaissaJ1ce beyond the resources of A.E,A.F. 
Squadrons was requested from A.D.I. (Ph) who woulcl call upon 
No. 106 Group or VIIIth Air Force Reconnaissance aircraft. It 
was the policy and practice for operational control and execu-

~~/-. ' tive action on demands forlreconnaissance to be deceintralised . 
down to Army/R.A.F. CoJ!!)os':ke Group Headquarters (and Army/ 
T.A.c.) level. 

As far as the R,A,F, was concerned, No, 34-Reconnaissance 
Wing was placed directly under the control of Headquarters, 
A.E.A,F., later to be transferred to 2nd. T,A.F,; No. 39 Wing 
was placed under No, 83 Group, working with the Second British 
Army; and No. 35 Wing was.under No. 84.Group which was linked 

I with t~e First Canadian Army. • No. 106 Group, of' JsOUrse, was 
} under, A.D.I.(Ph) until May 1941+- and. after that aatJ~der the 
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Joint Photographic Reconnaissance Committee (along with u .l:i. 
7th Photo. Group Strategical Reconnaissance -aircraft) but 

_continued to furnish strategical photographic reconnaissance 
for Overlord as required. U~S.-A,A.F. Reconnaissance resources 
in the IXth Air Force included one Photo Reconnaissance Group 
and one Tactical Reconnaissance Group. They also :had strate
gical reconnaissance aircraft (7thPhoto.Group of the VIIIth 
Air Force) which were associated with the R,A.F. aircraft off 
No. _ 106 Group under the J,P,R, Corrmittee. · 

It should be fully realised · that the demands of all three 
. • Services were extremely varied, · as well as being great in quan-
ti ty. Air Chief Marshal Leigh.Mallory remarks in his Despatch 

~

hat one R.A.F, :Mobile Field Photographic S:ection alone made 
. more than 120,000 prints for the A:rrrry in the two weeks before 

-Day. Reconnaissance aircraf~ under A.E,A,F. fl~w 3,215 
sorties between 1 April and 5 June, 1944-, while No. 106 Group 
and VIIIth Air Force Reconnaissance aircraft flew 1,519 • 
Overlord sorties during th~ same period. 

The Air Def' ence Plan • 

Operations to defend ~e Assembly Areas against enerey air 
•• attaok might with proprie!/,lf be regarded as air operations pre- . 
paratory to the Assault, 4ior this purpose, .Air Defence of 
Great Britain and the IXth Air Force produced ·a Joint Defence 
P~an for th~ execution ol' which No. 11 Group _in ~01;1junction 
with IXth Fighter Command, were made responsible~ 1 J. This 
subject is d0alt with in all necessary detail in the a:pprc
priate chapters of the A,H,B, Narrative on "Air Defence of 
Great Britain" • 

. It was not considered that there was any likelihood of 
the G.A.F. attempting a large-scale day offensive against 
Southern England, because they had insufficient resources to-
challenge Allied air superiority. All that .the eneJl1Y was; 
capable of· putting up was a maximum of 100-150 sorties :in one . . · 
night, and of sustaining an offensive at the :vate of 25 sorties; · 
per niGht. In these circumstances, and as eneJl'\Y air activity 
was in fact on a very small scale except for one or two nights, 
these qperations require little comment. 

But one aspect of 1:he Defence Plan was of great import.; 
ance to Overlord. Measures had to be taken - and they were 
outstandingly successful - to keep dovm enemy reconnaissance 
over Southern England to a. minimum. Standing high-level and 
low-level patrols were maintained far qut irt the Channel in 
all weathers and for ma:ny months by A.D,G,B. Out of 129 
reconnaissance·sorties flown by the enerey tOVTards this area 
in the last six weeks before D..J)ay, hardly any was allowed to 
approach the land. It was not expected, or even desired, 
that a complete blanket could be throvm. over all invasion pre
parations in England, That was why t,he C_ov_er Plan sowht to 
hide the timing and direction of our operations rathe;, than 
their general imminence. But whan credit is being ~d.vcm for 
the tactical surpr1se that was achieved in Normandy, due weight 
nrust be accorded ,to the value of the ii iron curtain11 that was 
lowered over the Channel. 

Crossbow Operations 

It · was neve:r,.. necessary to put into dperation most of the 
measures designed by the Joint Defence Plan. On the other 

(1) No, 11 Group and IXth Fighter Cotnma.nd Joint Air Plan for 
Neptune (short title J.APEO) dated 25 May, 19M.. _ 
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hand, though this was entirely true before D-illay, considerable 
use was made after that date of provisions which had long been 
made against attacks by flying-bombs and rockets. 

Finally there were very :important offensive air operations 
against V-weapon sites which, though not contributing to Over
lord pecause there is little evidence that V-weapon attacks were 
ever planned on an appreciable scale against invasion bases, 
nevertheless had an important nuisance value • . The diversion of 
air effort against these sites (Crossbo,v Operations) was emn:nous 
and lasted from the beginning of December 1943 until a year • 

. later. In the six months from 5 December 194:3 up to 5 June 1944 
over 30,000 short tons of ·oombs had been dropped in about 30,000 
sorties by aircraft of the VIIIth Air Force>R.A,F, Bomber 
Command and A,E.A,F. on Crossbow Operatio!l:'3~. 

i 

Miscellaneous Air Operations in Preparation for Overlord 

The Air Forces were requested by the Army to take on a 
number of miscellaneous targets of military :i.rrportance in France 
and Belgium. These included ammunition, fuel and vehicle dump1l, 
Headquarters, camps, tank depots, etc., and attacks on such 
targets during the month of May accounted for 1,500 sorties and 
5,000 tons of bombs. During the Preparatory Phase, R,A,'F·; ·' 
Coastal Command was very active in the Biscay;Channel, and Dutch 
Coastal Areas, flying 5,384 anti-U-boat and artti-shipping patrols 
between 1 April and D-Day. Sea-mining, to assist the Overlord 
Plan was also undertaken by Bombe_r Command at the request of the 
Admiralty. 

Results of the Air Offensive 

Before leaving the subject of air operations preparatory to 
the invasion, it is worth pointing out that the aggregate of 
these operations far exceeded the scale of any other air offen
sive ever undertaken up to that time, Nearly 200,000 aircraft 
were despatched on Overlord missions of all tJpes in the two 
months under review, and about 200,000 tons of bombs, apart from 
other missiles were rained upon the enerey, On an av.erage, only 
one aircraft in every thousand was lost in combat, and conse ... 
quently it must be considered that the cost was, on the whole, 
a small 9ne when compared vii th the value of the results • 
achieved.l 1) • 

(1) Preparatory Operations. Period 1 April to 5 June, 19¼ 

Tons of Aircraft Enenzy-

Forces - Aircraft bombs lost in aircraft 
Despatched dropped combat destroyed 

in combat 

A,E,A,F. 
1 IX th Air FO'I'ce 53,784 30,657 197 189 
2nd T,A,F. 28,587 t 6,981 

133 66 
I A.D.G.B. 18,639 • 46 111 
1 R,.A,F, Bomber Command 24,621 87,238 557 77 
i ll!]Jd, Air Force 

Yrrrtii Bomber Command 37,804 69,857 763 724 
Wiij, Fighter Command 31,820 647 291 1,488 

• -,JT.otals ...... .......................... 19~,255 195,380 1,987 2,655 
----

Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Mallory's Despatch, P• 36. 
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German reconnaissance had been so ineffective that complete 

surprise app'ears to have been achieved when the -f'leets sailed. 
Enemy radar was so disorganised that they did not ·even receive 
early warning of the approach of surface and airborne forces. 
Until 1500 hours on the afternoon of D-Day the .Allied sea, lang, 
and air forces enjoyed complete immunity from air attack by the 
G-.A.F,, by which time the greatest danger period had passed. 
Even then, the enemy effort was on nuch too small a scale to 
hnve any appreciable effect, 

The co~stal batteries had been subjected to such heavy 
Rttacks that their personnel ,,·ere overwhelmed when the final 
phast:s of the Joint Fire Plun were put into operation. The 
result was th .. 1.t their ineffectiveness at the critical period . 

• was out of all proportion to the physical damage that was done 
' to the :batteries, Most important of all of the rosul ts of 

, three months battering was the breakdmm of the French Railway 
System at the moment of crisis. This part of the Preparat9D-,. 
Bombing Programme ·.vas crowned with almost complete sucoess l"f\ 
Railway communications not only collapsed but proved inca:pable 
of rehabilitation while the campaign lasted. As a result, the 
enemy had to t.::.ke to the roads, often at a distance of a hundred 

.miles or more from the battle, and thus offered targets eagerly 

!
accepted by our fighters and fighter-bombers, Finally, the 
destruction of all the Seine bridges between Paris and the sea 

clid. rr,11ch t.o/~cut off Normandy from the ma.in area of reinforcements 
n.d. supplies, a~ also served to perpetuate the enemy's doubt 
3 to whether the N ormand,y attack ,vas only a prelude to the 
:;al invasion to follow in the Pas de Calais area. :' • 
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CHAPl'ER 5 

THE JOINT F.rRE PLAN 

The problem of how to make the best use of' all the f'ire 
power from Allied NavaJ. and Air Forces that would be available 
to assist the assault on the coast of north•••.vest Europe had 
been discussed by the Joint Corruna.nders ever since planning for 
"Round Up" had been in progress. The particular problem con
cerned with the provision of fire support when landing sea.
borne forces on a heavily defended coast, was studied at 
Combined Operations H.Q. in the second half year of 1943 by 

• an Inter-Service Committee headed by Air Vice~shal 
Ronald Graham, which submitted a: r0port to the Chiefs of Staff. 

This R ort • while not wholly up licable to Overlord, 
soeing that the Normandy coas wa • • ~ lo.id 

down general principles which wero accepte y c • , and 
British Services and were approved by the Chief's of Staff. 
The main principle, that the Army was responsible for stating 
the fire support requirements both as regards type and quantity, 
and the Navy and Air Force for agreeing to the method of meet- • 
ing the Arrrry 1 s needs, crone first. Recommendations were 
therefore made regarding the a.1.:;_ocatich of tasks amongst the 
Services on the buses of their kr.c:1m powers and limitations, 
and the Overloru planners ·.1ere invited to make une of the 
Graham Report as a method of approach in building up a Joint 
Fire Plan for the Normandy le.ndings-. ,, 

It was very necessary that ·some firm doctrine on the 
subject of bombardment should be laid down as a guide in 
making the Assault arrangements, because of the extravagant 
claims that were heing made for air bombardment af'ter the 
overwhelming of Pantellaria and the comparative ease with 
which the first Allied landings were made on the coasts of 
Sicily, Salerno and Anzio. It was also believed that useful 
lesson·s might be learned from the .A,merican amphibian operations 
in the Pacific theatre.. . The inability of, the coastal 
defenders in those areas to stand up to the Allied bombardment 
qy pea and. air .. had. .. l .e.d. i;_Q a widely held view that a mighty · 
i::reparatory b_OlllQ~_clm~nt..:."i1!3:U.:-_~i-~~b6u:t · a .siinilar collapse, 
even of ~ e _ _y,ell--fQ.r:t.i.U_@ _ _'rVe_stern . .Wall1 wi.th.out the necessity _ 

--~~~n_eyfurther elaborate .invasio11_;preparo.tions. With the 
experience of Pantellari:i:- in ininc., many people were even hoping 
that o.n overwhelming air bombo.r&,1e;r;t a.lone would so stupify 
and demoralise all the defenc0 forces as· to result in their 
capitulation. . Informed opin:i.on in .the R.A.E'. (including 
Air Chief MarshD.l 'redder amongst their numb or) becume arud.ous 
lest such hopes might l~.d +,o unroosonable expectations and 
impossible demands upon the Air Forces. 

The Graho.m Committee thGrefore? while being optimistic 
enough to assert that coastal bat'.;cd_es and other defences if 
not enclosed in casemates cou:.d ':;e put out of action or 
neutralised by air ana/or m .\-il attack if the necessary scale 
of effort was availabl'e, stated th::i.t much would depend upon 
accurate intelligence aoout the location of batteries, 
~ovement in b'ombing tecb."ri.que, and good spotting for navaJ. 
gun fire. 

• Joint Fire Plo.n for Neptune 

The conclusions of the Report were· applied by the 
appropriate syndicate of the Joint Planners at St. PauJ' .a 

• School in their 1Study No. 7 1 , which formed the basis of the 
Jotnt Fire Plo.n issuod on 8 April 1944- by the three Neptune 
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Joint Commandersli The targets listed in the Joint Fire Plan 
were sub-divided into 7 schedules (Appendioes A - G) on the 
be.sis of their timing and allooation, as follows: -

~endix A .. Batteries for air attack prior to l),,,day. 

Appendix B .. Cover Plan targets for air attack immediate.cy
prior to D-day. 

Appendix C - Targets for air attack on D minus one day. 

Appendix D - Batteries for attack by bombers prior to 
H hour. 

Appeniiix E - Targets for naval bombardment. 

Appendix F .. Beach targets for daylight bombing during 
the Assault. 

Appendix G - Targets specially suitable for fighter 
bombers. 

The Air Forces available for attacking these,targets 
were Day and Night Heavy Bombers, Day Meditml Bombers·, Light 
Bombers, and Fighter types armed with bombs, rockets, cannon 
and machine-guns. Bombardment ships available for supporting 
the Assault ranged fi'om 15" battleships and monitors, to 
oruisers, destroyers and special landing cra.f't armed with 
banks of light guns or rockets. '.!:he Plan provided for pre 
D-Day harassing bombing attacks on coastal batteries M more 
especially those in open emplacements - usually carried out by 
Medium Bombers. It was careful to include arrangements, for 
bombing a sufficient number of targets outside the Neptune 
area in accordance with the Cover Plan, as well as to take 
into account the possible' necessity of attacking the Cover 
targets immediately prior to. D-Day. 

It was not expeoted that attacks by Medium Bombers would 
destroy batteries proteoted. by casemat~s, bµt it was hoped 
that where casemates had not been completed., the work of 

, establishing batteries would be seriously handicapped by the 
pre D-Day bombing. In the hours prior to the Assault the 
aim was somewhat different: there the bombing was meant to be 
complementary to the bombardment of the Navy which would 
follow as the ships took up their stations • . - It was calculated 
that the personnel manning the coastal batteries would take 
bover and remain in their shelters as long as the air attacks 
lasted. They would thus either be ignorant of what was 

_ happening or would be so shocked by , the severity of the attad<s 
that they would be incapable of effective work. It was also 
hoped that communioo.tions and control might be thoroughly dis
organised. by bombing. The first priority was given to the 
neutralisation of those coastal batteries whose range might 
enable them to interfere with the approach of our sea forces 
before the b_ombardment ships were in position to open fire, 
and consequently all the effort of the heavy Night Bombers and 
some of the _effort of the Marauders equipped with Oboe was 
allocated to these tasks. 

. . . 
As regards beach defences, . it was not considered that 

bombing could aohie'V'e their complete destruction, and conse
quently certain defended localities and aiming points were 
selected for attack by Heavy Day Bombers and some Medi\.Ull 
Bombers in the ratio of two targets in support of the 
First u.s. Army to three for the Second British Army. Their 
attacks would be followed by further air attacks, carried. cut 
by .Medium, Light and Fighter Bombers which would continue 
without interruption until the barrages from the landing craf't 
and larger vessels had_ begun to drench the beaches. • • 
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The detailed arrangements to fill out the Joint Pi.re 
Plan involved much calculation and negotiation between the 
Services, until all the times of the .various parts of the 
operations could be adjusted to suit all requirements as well 
as provide for the possibility of postponement. So far as 
the Air Forces were concerned, air tasks wore provisionally 
set cht in Air Targets issued by the Neptune Joint Commanders 
on 23 May 1944. Under Vcl.l'ious schedules all the agreed 
targets for each phase of the operation, from before D-Da,y 
until the night of D plus one to D plus two were listed, and 
the type of aircraft allocated to the task was laid down. 

Selection of D-Day and H-Hour 

D-Day had been fixed for 5 June, because on that date 
low water came soon after dawn and after a night with a full 
moon. It was essential to touch down in daylight because of 
the congestion of naval craft operating, and because of the 
rna.ze oi' obstacles on the beaches between high and low water 

lma.rks. It was desirable to land soon after lo.7 tide so that 
unde.'I' wote,.,.. /.... 

1
_beaoh(obstacles would have been exposed to viow and so that 

. . rany landing oraf't stranding on obstacles might be refloated 
-------· -----~on the rising tide. Precision bombing . and observed gun fire 

in support of the Assault also required full daylight but 
.· ships should not be in full view of the coastal batteries for 
too long a period before the troops landed. A moonlight ~ 
night before the Assault was considered desirable to I 
facilitate pinpoint bombing and because an attempt was to be \ 
made to land gliders in Normandy. But the state of the tide 
was the d.ominant consideration and eventually it was arranged 
that with local variations depending on the topography of 
individual beaches, the touch down should take place about , 
one hour after low tide. 

With a D-Day on 5 June in mind, H-Hour i.e. the time 
fixed for the touoh-down of the first landing-craft carrying 
infantry, was at first provisionally fixed at 0600 hours 
Double British Summer Time (0400 hours G.M.T.) As alrea.d;y 
explained.1 owing to variations in local conditions there were 
indivldual H-Hours for each beach. The British timings were 
from 35 to 55 minutes later than those for the American 
operations. As the landings had to be postponed for 24 hours 
on account of bad weather, all the timings were later than 
those stated in the Joint Fir~ Plan. H-Hour for air support 
purposes on 6 June was 0630 hours for the American beaches and 
CF/25 hours for the British beaches. 

Timing the Bombardment Programme 
• 

In timing each item in the bombardment, the prime con
sideration was continuity. It was o:f the utmost importano& 
that the enemy should not be aJ.lovted to came out of his 
shelters; the difficulty -was to ensure this continuity during 
the period betv,een darkness and daylight and between dawn and 
the touch-down. It v,as co.nsidered that naval spotting would 
be possible at 0530 hours, in which case the naval bombardment 
could commence at least half-an-hour before the touch-down and 
probabJ.y still earlier. As a direct result of the postpone
ment it proved possible to begin firing about 4-0 minutes 
earlier. . , 

• - It was believed possible that Heavy Night Bombers could 
remain over their targets up to civil twilight (0515 hours) 1 
_provided Allied .fighter superiority was maintained and their 
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wi thdrawaJ. was covered by Fighters. ( 1) The maximum weight of 
bombing by Lanco.sters and HaJ.i:t'axes was to be compressed into 
the latest possible period, except that Houlgate Villerville,\2) 

I 
Ouistreham ancl Pointe du Hoe batteries were to be attacked. an 

• hour earlier than the others, because that was the time when 
assault boats were being lowered and thus when those 
batteries were capable of doing the ma.ximum damage. 
Salenelles/Merville and St. Martin batteries were also to be 
attacked earlier to fit in with the plan of our Airborne 
Forces. 

Soon after the Heavy Night Bombers withdrew, the Heavy 
and Medium Day Bomb ors were to take up the bombarclruent. The 
Fortresses and Liberators were to drench S\vorc1.1 Juno, Gold 
and Omaha beaches with bombs while the Marauders bombed Utah 
beach. It had been intended to begin this action at the 
earliest moment operationally practicable so that it could be 
concluded shortly before the touch'"'Clown on each beach. If 
D-Day fell on 5 June this meant commencing immediately 
after dawn in the American sector and in consequence th~ U ,s. 
Air Forces had to plan for and train formations in the • 
technique of taking off and assembling during the unfamiliar 
hours of darkness. 

Postponement of D-Day to 6 June meant that the touch-
down (depending mainly on the tides) would be about 40 minutes 
later in the day and thus allowed more time to the Day Bombers 
for take-off and :pre-dawn assembly. On the other hand it 
added to the risk of the sea-borne assault forces which would 
be under· observation and presumably under hostile fire for a 
longer period before the actu.aJ. assault took place unless 
enemy batteries had been effectively neutralised. Every 
effort wc1.s therefore made to ensure that R,A.F. ~ight bombers 
attacked. as late as possible where this could be arranged. so 
that the gap between these attacks and those by the day 
bombers should not enaole the enemy to recover. 

It was hoped that if the weather was favourable, the 
Heavy and Medi'LU!l Day Bombers would be able to make precision 
attacks on selected targets in the Assault beach areas. 
Tnese were mainly defended locaJ.ities or strong4?oints, 
battery positions and a few H.Q, posts. It was expected that 
bomb-patterns faJ.ling on the beaches from close boxes of air
craft would create lanes in the beaoh obstacles, mine:f'lelds, etc., 
through which the assault troops could quickly penetrate 
inland. 

Regardle;:;s of the time they began bombing, all aircraft 
were ordered to cease attacks in the beach areas precisely 
five minutes before the set H-Hour. Aircraft arriving after 
that time were instructed to bomb alternative targets well 
clear of the assault beaches. It was recognised that these 
operations might well overlap thoso of oth·er aircraft especially 
of the Medium, Light and Fighter Bombers attacking in the 
same general area: the same would also be true of the naval 
bombar&nent, 

(1) . At 151000 feet civil twilight is 25 minutes earlier. 
Therefore aircraft flying at that height would be in 
daylight at 0515 hours. 

(2) Villerville was subsequently deleted f'rom the list of 
10 batteries to be attacked by the heavy Night Bombers 
of Bomber Com.and. 
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In the event of bad weather it was decided that the 
U.S. Fortresses and Liberators would resort to blind bombing 
and that VIIIth Air Force bombers might also have to bomb 
Utah beach instead of the Marauders, Safeguards would have 
to be adopted to prevent the bambing of friendly forces, chief 
of which was to ensure that bombing in the beach areas 
finished ten minutes rather than five minutes before H-Hour, 

Most of the targets for the Heavy and Medium Day Bombers 
were Strongpoints or Defended Localities but great importance 
was also attached to the attempts at keeping enemy batteries 
quiescent. Eleven batteries all in the British sector of 
the front were on the list of targets for the Fortresses and 
Eiberators and six othe~s were allotted to the Marauders, 
The latter were regarded as being especially dangerous to the 
chances of the assault and three of them had alreacy been 
attacked by R.A,F, Bomber COlIIJland before the Marauders arrived 
over the target. Three out of the six batteries were located 
in the U,S, sector and the· other three in the British ~a. 
The former were to be attacked when the landing craft were 
making their final approach to the beaches i.e. between 
H minus 20 minutes and H minus five minutes (0610 - 0625 hours 
D.B.S.T,), The batteries defending the easterly beaches were 
to be attacked rather earlier so as to fill in the gap be~v~en 
Oivil Twilight and the opening of' the shipst bcmbo.rdment.t1J 

Such was the pre-arranged programme of the fire support 
to the Assault, in so far as the Air Forces were concerned. 
It had originally been intended that the operations of the 
Light Bombers, Fighter Bombers, and R,P. aircraft should begin 
at the same time as those of t _he U ,S. Day Heavies, but with 
the postponement of D-Day and the readjustment of the timing 
of the missions of the Fortresses and Liberators, this plan 
was abo.ndoned. In view of the short notice required for 
laying on operations by these types, Leigh-Mallory had wished 
to reserve them - more ·particularly the :B'ighter Bombers - for 
employment against enemy movement as soon as operations com ... 
menced on D-Day. As their time of turn round was very short 
and seeing that they could be kept under close control at all 
times, Leigh-Mallory regarded the fighter-bombers as the 
most flexible weapon in the hands of the Tactie.3.l .b.ir . 
Cc.rnmander, He was persuaded by the Army, however, to use a 
proportion of this type of effort against strongpoints, 
defended localities and other beach targets during the period 
when troops were getting ashore and establishing the first 
beach heads. 

These were the B.ITangements made fbr the Air :Bbrcea to carry 
out one of their main roles in the Joint Plun for the assault. 
Their success in dischnrging this, as well us miy other roles 
as laid down in the Overall Air Plan will be considered in • 
detail in the following Sections. 
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CHAPTER 6 

FUNCT!ONS AND CONTROL-OF AIR FORCES .AND ALLOTMENT 
OF AIR TASKS 

Forces available 

As the Allies had decided at their major conferences of 
war strategy that Overlord was to be the supreme ~eration 
for 1941+- and that nothing was to be undertaken ·elsewhere which 
would weaken effort in the north-west EW'opoan theatre, all 
the resources of the R.A.F. based in the United Kingdom w~re 
placed at the disposal of General Eisenho.ver for employment 
in the first vital stage of the operation. All those forces 
specifically built up for the purpose of supporting Overlord 
and included in the Allied Expeditionary Air Force were aug
mented by the combined stl:'ength of the R.A.F. operational 
Commands which were instructed to support the operation for 
a limited period or else to provide certain forces to support 
it from time to time. ~hus a large proportion of the 
strength of both Coastal and Bomber COllDllands was available 
for tnsks i?} ~upport qf, . t_he a~sault -~a . subsequent 
operations.~1) .• ._ · . . . . , . ,: . . . 

Similarly, all the u.s. Air Forces.in the European 
theatre were at the disposal of the Supremo Commarder for some 
months. These were either organised in the IXth Air Force -
the u.s.A.A.F. component of A,E,.A.F. and therefore a tactical 
organisation - or in the VIII 1;h Air Force whose main function 
was stra tegio bombing, . • 

Within their ovm operational limitations and within tho 
limits defined by the Combined Chiefs of Staffs, the follow
ing. Air Forces ·were available for tasks in oonnection with 
the invasion assault1• 

( 1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The British elements of A.E.A.F. 

u.s. olements of A.E.A.F. 
. . . 

R.A~F. J3~ber Oanmand. • • 

u. s. VIII Air Force, . 

R.A.F. Coastal Oanmand. 

The total strength of all these forces available in 
Britain for ''D" Day was in the region of 131000 aircraft, of 
which about 10,300 were serviceable for operations on 
1 June, Over a half of these were u.s. aircraft - about 
7 1000 - trained for day operations '"over a wide area and 
including a po.verfu,l force of . the order of 2,500 heavy and 
mew.um bombers capable of attacking targets with great pre
cision in the right conditions. Their fighters were also 
capable of protecting them no matter ho.v deep their penetra
tion over enemy teITitories. 

(1) But tho re-organisation of the Metropolitan R,A.Fo 
went much further than is indicated by this statement, 
It will 1,e recalled that Army Co-operation Command was 
dissolved to make way fo~ the creation of the 2nd 

. Tactical Air Force, and that No.46 Group forrned in 
Transport Command for overlord operations was put 
under the operational control of A,E.A.F. Aircraft, 
eGJ,uiprnent and manpo,,.,er from Flying Trailling Command, 
Training,Ccmmand and Y-iaintenance Command were freely 
drawn upon to satisfy demands for Overlord. 
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The R.A.F. forces though rather fewer in total numbers 
than the U.8.A.A.F. possessed the greater fund of operational 

. experience and the greater versatility. The R.A.F. included 
a large proportion ·of squadrons highly trained in night opera
tions over Europe and its contiguous seas. The R.A.F. also 
had the advantage of 'including such numbers of high perform
ance fight~rs as could guarantee local air superiority over 
the whole of the Assault Area, and in addition had a force of 
heavy bombers capable of dropping an incomparably large bomb 
load on a given area. 

Operated as a combined air force according to the Overall 
Air Plan, ·American and British aircraft were able to dominate 
the air at all times of the day or night and in addition had 
sufficient forces left over to deal decisive blons in the 
struggle on the ground~) Coastal aircraft were also able to 
deal effectively with enemy under--.vater and surface craft 
attempting to intervene against Allied Cross-C.hannel operations. 
There was no lack of trained reserves or of equipment and 
grea t efforts had been made to ensure an easy flow of' replace
ments. Thihs was especially true of the U.S.A.A.F., but in 
the R.A.F., too, Overlord pr9ved a .. gre{l.1; :triumph for the 
administrative services. The · best iircr~t types for each 
role were represented in significant numbers with the result 
that the air offensive never had to stop by day or by night 
because ·or a l ack of suitable aircraft~ 

The variety, balance and formidable na~uz:e .of the Allied 
Air Forces based fn Great Britain and availabl~ to support the 
Cross-{)hannel opera tion{l.) is in_dica ted by the following 
table:-

.S.A.A.F.· 
R.A.F. and Grand 
Associa tea • Total 

• J 'to , q10 
Heavy Bombers - Day ~ .. ~ 

;., Uight ~lfPO 
l,4'10 

II 
" ~ 

Medium and Light Bombers ·;_ 700 t/100 i?001ffii;-
Day 

Mo~um and Light Bombers . - ... . . $- 130 J30$. 
Night 

¥00-1,40 
3,100 

Fighters and Fighter 2,300 ~ 
Banbers - Day 

Fighters and Bcmber ~ J 

Support - Night . ~4qo 4'10~ 

Troop Carrier and Transpor ~qoo 460 
·l,360 
~ 

Coastal 40 1,030 . 1,070 

Reconnaissance ~'70 ..-loo 6'°Ma. 

Air/Sea/Rescue -~ - 80 1?0~ 

Total Aircraft ~-
-~ 

---------
Gliders 1,619 972 2,591 

-~ 
The picture presented by this table needs sane clarification 
before being accepted in its entirety. In the first place 
ten Day Fighter squadrons of A.D.G-.B. were specifically 

(1) Th~ '1'e<>-<le-r is "f"e,o;nckd.--t~cJ: thi6 s., l'uc..tion L<>CI.S pc:1:rtt}- d11e to 
the il"IC\bilit_y o.f tl,e G,A•F. to IV)c...be. use o.f thei-,. <>PfoYC'1111it;" 
O.I\J e.ic-plo,t so...,e o.f the. cli.s".Av~n~ -f-r-o~ wl,id, the 
All1e.6 s~He-reci.. . 

(?) 5ee cle-h:u.l.ed ,;ta.tis.b.c:4 9i11e9 ~ llii! e.-,J cfthis V-olu~e., 
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reserved in the Overall Air Plan for the defence of the 
United. Kingdom al though the other fifteen d.a.y fighter 
sq_uad.rons of that ·eommand. were for use at the discretion of 
Uxbrid.ge. 

Apart from the primary responsibility of the Royal Air 
Force to ensure the security of vital areas in England., the 
Southern part of the collll.try was the ma.in base for Overlord. 
Secondly, there was a similar, though less rigid reservation, 
regarding the nine night fighter squadrons of A.D.G.B. 

The third clarification concerns the aircraft of R.A.F. 
Coastal Command. The vast bulk of Coastal Command forces 
had been re-disposed in No.l9 ·9-roup for operation over the 
South-West Approaches and a smaller concentration had been 
made in No.16 Group to cover the Straits· of Dover and the 
southern area. of the North Sea. The relation of these dis
positions to the invasion operation is obvious. Nevertheless, 
it must !be realised that Coastal Command forces did not 
normally operate in the Assault Area, nor'were their ·o~tions 
directed. by the Air Command.er-in,- Chief. • 

A final word. is necessary about the availability of the 
Strategic Air Forces. Another volume will show that, 
although these forces were placed under the Supreme CoIIll!la!lder 

_for Overlord.; their availability was subject in practice to 
the concurrence of their commanders. There were occasions 
during the summer of 1944 when the support of the heavy 
bombers was .nee·a.ed· for ground operations, but was not forth-

' coming, a.nd the urgent· needs of Overlord had to take second 
place to i')trategic operations such as the bombing of synthetic 
oil plants and. the aircraft industry which had been planned 
by the Anglo-UoS• .PJ..r Staffs. While the support of Overlord 
in its early stages was all-lllportant, it must be recognized • 
that the attack of strategic targets, especially oil, exer
cised a great influence on future ground operations, quite 
apart from the d.a.,';18.ge inflicted on the German economy whlch 
was by_ the end of 1944 to be one of the principal causes of 
. the German collapse. Howeve·r, as far a.s the land battle 
was concerned, intervention of the heavy bombers was 
decisive when the .A.rr.i:i.es were able to take advantage of 
such a weight of fire power. 

i~Ltl-S-0 Enemy Forces Available 

Against this great concentration of air power the 
German air forces disposed in the west were condemned to a. 
situation of chronic inferiority in total ntnnbers accentu,.. 
ated by the fact that their first line strength was not 
backed up by adequate ·reserves of trained men and. aircraft. 
Despite strenuous efforts in this respect, this is especially 

A.E.A.F./ 
s.16047/ 
Int., Encl.SA 

., true 'with regard to fighter strength. The Allied Intelli-
;! .gence es~~te of G.A.F. first line strength disposed in tl1e 
. west on 31 May 1941+, was that 2,350 aircraft (out of the 

TIM/F/S.34-, 
Encl • .5A,. 
:para..7. 

- • G.A.F~ total of 5,250 aircraft) were disposed in France; • 
Holland, North "Germany, Denmark and Norway. The close 

• support force :immediately available for, operations against 
Overlord was estimated at 900 aircraft, but this was not a. 
well-balanced clefensi ve force. be ca.ii:se only- 220 were single
engined fighters, while 500 nf 'them were long range bombers. ' 
Reinforcements during the first five c1ays could. bring up the 
total aircraft of all tY.1?8s to 1,430, but even so there would 
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only be a.bout 450 single-engine fighters available. Further 
1 reinforcements of , some 170 single-engine fighters could be 
\ withdrawn from inside Germany, but Allied Intelligence e~cted 

that the ma.xir.rum size of the force thp.t vm.s likely to be built up 
against Overlord would total perhaps ~,600 aircraft. 

Upon the basis of this estfr1ate it was calculated that abcut 
440 bornber aircraft could operate against the United Kingdom and 
-Allied shipping :i.r.uned.iately prior to the assault and that these 
could do a max:i.raum· of 250/300 sorties for one night or_ alter
natively sustain for three or four nights a vreek an effort of 
160/180 sorties. The botiber force might operate in daylight 
with fighter escort against the bridgehead area and shipping 

• after the assault, put would probal:>ly only operate at night, at 
dusk and at first light before and after that -vital period. 
After the assault, it vias thought tpat the _sustained effort would 
be of the order. of 250 sorties per 24- hours, while the mrucimura 

.effort during one 24 hour period. could reach 400 sorties. 
Furthermore, owing to the lack of experience and training of the 
G.A.F. and to successful jar:uning of enemy navigational aids, it 
was thought that not nore than 50 per cent of an attacking foroe 
would ·succeed. in concentrating in the target areas. Finally, 
it was thought that the G.A.F. might oarry out 1,100/1,250 
sorties during .the 24 hou;r period from dawn on D-Day to daYm on D 
plus one Day, with a corresponding rise after reinforcements had. 
arrived, but .Allied Intelligence officers were confident that 
such effor_t would soon be substantially :reduced.. 

The actual numbers of G.A.F. aircraft in operational units 
on the Western Front - i.e. in Luftflotte 3 which covered nost 

German documents of France, Belgium and Holland - on 31 Yay 1944, consisted of 
G.A..F. ~trengtb, 1,339 .total stl'8ngth with a serviceability of 700. This had 
S.U).tist,ics, gone up to 1,530 with 934 aircraft serviceable by 10 June, ;·men 
A.tt.B.6 •. - • the next ste.tistiqs of strensth were compiled by Luftflotte 3. 

Long range · bombers nun.be red 488 (255 aircraft serviceable) 
and single-engined fighters 313 (152 serviceable) at the begin
ning of June. Not aJ.l of these were ir:inedio.tely av:rilable in 
operational units. Nearly 15 per cent of the bor,1bers (81 air-

•. craft) were help. in reserve in the Erga.nzungsgruppen (Operational 
• Training Pools). 

In spite of the existence of the Orders of Battle for 
Luftflotte 3 from which these figures have been extracted, there 
is much confusion over the actual state of the Gerr.ian Air Force 
in Western Europe at the time of the invasion. This is more 
especially true of the fighter strength in the area. 

. General Brauchitsch said that on D--Day they had only tvro 
A.M.W.I.s. Geschwaders (J.G.2 and J.G.26) with a combined strength of 
No.316 also 80 fighter aircraft in Northern France but that on the next 
(Gennan .clootn:oont) day they. transferred 700 to 800 aircraft (but presumably not 
AJI.B.6 Transl. all fighters) _:t-rom ~ I}eich . to airfields in the Paris area. 
No.VII/19, Major General Junck, Commander of G.A.F. fighters in the 
;r.e.ra.3. invasion area (Jagdkorps II) is quoted as _having decl~red that· 
U.S.S.B.S. .. he .had only 160 aircraft of \1hich _ 80 were opera.tionaJ. and that 
Overall Report; he received only 600. reinforcenents during the ensuing month. 
(European), • General Galland. said that there were about 350 fighters in 
30--Sept. 1945 J.G.2 and J.G.26 on D-Day and that fighter :reinforooments 
:Page 22. took days to arr_~ ve. 
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A,study of the Normandy invasion prepared by the 
8th Abteilung (Air Historical Branch) in August .1944, said .. .. 
that Luftflotte 3 was able to operate only on t~ .fol:l.owin:g. 
scale:-

Jagdkorps II ... By day 121 aircraft 

II night 35 II 

Flicgerkorps II 51 If 

X 11 II 

IX II day 9 II 

If night 15 If 

2nd Flieger-Division -. · ... .53 II 

Aufklaerungsgruppe 122 .(Reece) 24 II 

Total 319 · II 

The following table extra.c'ted .from the Orders of Battle 
of Lu.ftflotte 3 dated 31 May and 10 Jure shows the aircraft 
strength and serviceability of the' G.A.F. in France, Belgium 
and Holland:- • 

31 May 10 June 
~ 

s'trength Serviceable Strength Serviceable 

Reconnaissance ' J.23. 58 102 48 

Single..;Engi.ne Fightez:s 3.13 152 430 266 

Night Fighters· 92 47 170 96 

'.I.win-Engine Fighters 66 43. 57 30 

Ground Attack: 40 36 16 9 

Bombers 555 263 • 521 307 

'ITansport 64 31 140 100 

Others 86 70 94 78 

Total aircraft 1,339 700 1,530 934 

It is of interest to riot'e in passing that the detailed 
Orders of Battle for 31 May show the combined strength of 
J.G.2 and J.G.26 as 173 aircraft of which 119 were service
able. The figtlfe.s given by the first two German generals 
are therefore not ti.n:reasonable when it is remembered that 
several enemy airfields were attacked between that date and 
6 June. Reinforcements, on the other hand, as shown by the 
Orders of Battle, appear to have been much smaller than has 
been stated both by Germans and AJJ..ied intelligence reports. 
Seeing that the average acceptances of fighter aircraft by 
the Luftwaffe for each month from March to JU11e 1944 
amounted to over 1,700 single-engine fighters the mystery 
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Genna.n documents remains · why the Western Front had only 152 servioeable fighters 
A,H.B.6 Transl. • at a time when it is known that the O.K.Yi. expected an invasion. 
No.VII/67, p.7. 

Control of Allied Air Forces o.nd Co-ordination of Operations 

The Combined 'Iactical Air Force of U.S./British elements, 
knovm as the Allied Expeditionary Air Force (A.E,A.F.) vras 
com:nanded by Air Chief :farshal Sir Trafford I..eigh-Hullory, with 
Major General Hoyt S. Vandenberg as his deputy ang. {\ir Vice
Marshal Wigglesworth a.s Senior Air Staff Officer. ~l) Head,,
quarters, A.E.A.F., was o.t Star.more side by side vrith H,Q. Air 
Defence Great Britain (A.D.G.B,)t. Advanced. H.Q. A.E.A.F. the 
advanced operii.tional echelon of Main H.Q., was at Hillingdon 
(Uxbridge), and Air Marshal Coningham, its Commander remained 
there during the assault phase of Overlord. As Air Mnrshal 
Coningham had the di.ial role of commanding o.dvunced A.E.A.F. as 
well as 2nd T.A.F., th~ CW.ef of Operations and Plans Advanced 
A.E.A.F. acted for him in the fomer capacity when absent or 
occupied in the latter capacity. '.These locations v1ere chosen 
because o.fter long consideration it was thought preferable to 
make use of the existing network of communications o.nd fo.cili
ties at Fighter Col'!llllBild and No.11 Group, ro.ther than to move 
to Portsmouth so as to be near to the Naval nnd Land Forces 
Commanders-:i.r...-Ghief • 

. AJ.l. u~s. elements in A.E.A.F. were grouped together in the 
IXth Air Force under the cominand of Major General lewis Brereton, 
who thus controlled well over 3,000 aircraft. The R.A.F. 
elements remained as separate pa.rt of the Expeditionary Air 
Force, often under temporary and very co1::plicated systems of 
control. . No.85 Group, for instance, had been formed in 
A.D.C:.B. and its . night fighter squadrons remained under A.D.G.B. 
control during the assault. But :its day fighters were 
nominally under T.A.F. control, though in practice they oper
ated under A.D.G.B. - Administratively, No.85 Group was direct),y 
under Headquarters, A.E.A.F: "In spite · of apparent compli
cations, however, the great bulk of U.S. and British Tactical 
Air Forces operated in "their l:united area. of operations a.s a 
single force under the control. of the Cor.unander, Advanced 
A.E.A.F. •• 

'1he following subordinate formo.tions were grouped 
together under the Allied Ex-peditionary Air Force Air Cor:ir..a.ndei
:i.n-Chief :-

(1) 

(1) 2nd Tactioal Air Force I R.A.F • (Air Marshal Coningham) 

Nos.83 and 84 (Composite) Groups 
No.2 (Light Bomber) Group 

(2) IXth Air Force, U.S.A.A.F. (Major General Ere re ton) 

IX Fighter Command 
IX nnd XIX Tactical 11,iJ;: Cornmt.u1c!,.s. 
IX Boober Command 
IX Troop Carrier ~cmr.iand 
IX Air I:efence Corrunand 
IX Engineer Command 
IX Air Service CoJ:\1filD.l1d 

First Deputy Air c.-in-C. was Major General ·w .o. Butler 
who was succeeded by General Vandenberg in l~ch 1944, 
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(3) Air Defence Great Britain (Air :Marshal Hill) 

Nos.10, 11, 12 and. 13 Groups 

(4) No.85 (Base Defence) Group, R.A.F. 

(5) Nos.38 nnd 46 Groups, R.A.F. 

The A.E.A.F. Overall Air P1o.n for Overlord. and the 
part played by the air forces in the Joint Fire Flan to 
support the o.ssault on Norna.ndy have already been discussed. · 
o.t some length. Brief reference has also been nade to the 
arranger:ients whereby the operations of the Strategic Air 
Forces in support of' Overlord. were co-ordinated with those 
of the To.ctical Air Forces. 

It will be recalled that a. directive from the Combined 
Chiefs of Staffs assigned to the . Supreme Commander in north
west ·Europe the responsibility of' directing the operations 
of the Strategic Air Forces as from 17 April 1944. During 
the first month of such operations after that date the 
Deputy Supreoe Commander personally exercised this power of 
direction in respect of heavy bomber missions to prepare for 
Overlord. Frof!l the first, however, the Commanding Genera.ls 
of the u.s.A.A.F. disliked this arrangement and showed a 
general unwillingness to allow British Officers any control 
over their activities, with the result that their 
co-operation in the Overlord air plans was never wholehearted. 

On 23 Mn.y, this arrangement carre to an end when all air 
opemtion.s were for the short but vital period. of the f.irst 
assault, devoted to supporting the troops getting a.shore and 
creating a lodgeraent area in Normandy. During this vital 
period all air operations vrere either directed fron or 
co-orclinated at Headquarters, A.E.A.F. On 23 MD.y, the 
principal .Allied Air Cor.irianders held their first Overlord 
Conference at Sta.nmore under the cho.imnnship of Air Chief 
Marshal Sir Trafford. I.eigh-1/.iallory, to decide on target 
priorities and alloco.tion of effort as between U.S.St.A.F., 
Bonber Cor.una.nd and A.E.A.F. Four more meetings were held 
before D-Day, after which they were held every any at 
11.00 hours all through the summer and early autur.m. 
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The Allied Air Can.-:ia.nde;s Conferences( 1) were generally 

attended by Air Chief Marshal Tedder, who was able to reveal 
something of the intentions of the Supreme Commander and also 
to indicate the part that the air forces were expected to play 
when this· was outside the authority of the Air C-ifl-C, He 
also made decisions or sec\,U'Eld them from General FJl.senhower on 
matters in dispute among the Air Coomanders, 

The no:nnal purpose of the conferences was, ho.vever, to 
present a day to day picture of the campaign to all responsible 
Air Commanders. Suitable liais.on and senior staff officers 
from the Navy and Army attended: to assist in doing this. The 
Air _ Commanders were thus provided with the latest information 

• and were able to discus~ the policy of the Air C-in-C. before 
final decisions were made about targets, priorities and the 
allocation of effort available. The following attended most 
of the conferences:• 

Air Chief Marshal S.ir Trafford Leigh-Mallory, Air C-in-Co, 
A.E.A,F, . .. • . . 
Air Chief Ma.re.hai $~r Arthur Tedder, Deputy Supreme 
CQj]lllander, • ·· . ••. • ,; 
Air Chief Marshal $ir Arthur Harris, A,O.C..in-c., Bomber 
Camriand. · ··. - • . - ' . 
Air Chief Marshal Sir Sholto Douglas, A,O,C-in...C,, 
Coastal Command. •• 
Air Marshal Sir Arthur Coningham, Camnander, Advanced 
A.E,A.F, 
Air Marshal Sir Ro<¥1rio Hill, 'A.,O,O 0 , A,D,G,B. 
~ V~ce Mar~l H,E,P. Wigg~esworth, S,A.s.o., A,E.A.F. 

il . J.M. Robb;.,D/c.o.s. (Air)' S,H,A.E.F. 
11 

• " 
11 R.D, Oxland, Liaison Officer, Bomber 

Cailmand. 
Air <%imnodore Kingston McCloughry, D/c. of Ops., A.E.A,F, 

II II L,F. Pendred~ c.r.o.' A.E.A.F, 
II II Hart, A.s._.o.-in-C., A,E,A.F • . . 

Lt. General Carl Si;>aatz, C. Gen,, U.S,St,A,F, 
11 

" J~H~ Doolittle, c. Gen., VIIIth Air Force, 
,f " L,H, Brereton, c, Gen., IXth Air Force. 

Maj, General H.S. Vandenberg, Deputy Air C-in-C,; A,E,A,F. 
II • II W.E. Kepner, c. Gen., VIIItn Fighter COlllllB.nd. 

,Brig, General F.H, Smith, Chief -of Ops., A,E,A.F. • 
•. b •. " O,A, Anderson, Chief~ Ops., VIIIth -Air Force ... 

·:.,.,]! II ·F.t. And~rson, Chief of Ops.' u.s.st.A.F. 

Deput:ias, Senior Air Staff Officers, Visiting and Liaison 
Officers attended from time to time. · • • • •• 

As this organisation was being s~t up, the S,H.A.E.F, 
Ta~gets Committee was dissolved and an expanded A,E.A.F, 
Bombing Committee was · set up with representatives of S,H,A,E,F., 
U.S,St,A.F., Air Ministry, VIIIth, A;b.r Force, Bomber Command 
and the Railway Resea~ch Service !f:ider the chairmanship of 
Air CC11J111odore Kingston McCloughry,2.1 The A.E.A,F, Bombing 
Ccmnittee studied targets and made recommel").da:tions as to- how 
and by whom they should be attacked, Thus they centralised 
the work which had ·been done for the Neptune Joint Commanders, 
with that done for S.H,A.E.F., the Air ldi.nistry and U.S,St.A,Fo 
It will be recollected that the completed schedules o:f;l, Air 
Targets W.8-1'8 issued on 23 May, on behalf of the Neptune Joint 
Conmanders, T).ese included target programmes for a:11 Allied 
Air Forces up to' the assault. Necessary adjustments in • 
priori tj,,es were recommended fI'Qlll •day to day by the · Banbing 
Camnittee after that date, • 

( 1) 

(_2.) 

. . 

Minutes . of Allied Air Commanders Conferenod1 will be 
found in Folder 34 . of Air Chief Marshal ~igh Mallory' s 
J2_apers. • . . 
lhws c. ...... ,lte..e. -. "et- .,.e.t-.• Wlw,.. t. ki,i-~ , ... f-t, .""'-'ttu...t 
d«.ci6iol,s we.,e '-'~ o.t ~ ~:,. ~""-"itt.ts -~ -.cJ... , 
t~sl&,£ i...t.· 4L~ ~ -~~4-(wu o-, ~ ~ .· ~ 
~- . . . . ,.. 
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Thus by arrangement with the Deputy Supreme Commander 
a unified, if not a united, direction of air effort was 
secured for a limited period. Targets were selected, prior
ities and effort.· allocated, and written clearance was givon 
by Headquarters, A.E . .A.F., in the case . of all air operations 
Af_rect1y concern.ea with Overlord, · • 

.) ' •. . . . . . 

Co•,ordinationof Tactical Air Operations 

•. As regards the control of all the air forces placed 
temporarily under Adva·nced Headquarters, A.E,A,F,, this was 
exercised through the Ccmbined Operations Room at Hillingdon 
and the Combined Cont.rol Centre located adjacent to it in the 
Operations Room at Headquarters, No,11 Group, Uxbridge, Here 
itwaa ·poasible to see a picture of all the air operations in 
the Nepturie· Area as one whole, and so long as the first phase 
of the operation lasted Air Marshal Coningham and 
General Brereton were ab_le to employ the 2nd T,A.F, and the 
IXth Air Force as a single Tactical Air Force, In carrying out 

- the ma.in functions of such a Tactical Air Force, namely the 
provision of fighter cover and air support for the landing, 
the Commander, Advanced A.E.A,F, was able to make use of all 
the well established control facilities of No,11 Group augmented 
by suitable additions. Apart from technical installations 
adotional to those of the static organisation, he was given 
an .Anglo-American Operational Air Staff on 2nd T,A.F,/IXth Air 
Force and on No, 11 Groug/J;Xth Fighter Command levels, An Army 
l:lt.aff representin~ General Montgomerj, and kno.vn as Twenty-One 
Army Group G (Air), was also esto.blished at Air 

_Marshal Coningham1's Heaq.quarters, through which were to go all 
requests for direct air support, The Naval and Ground Forces 
taking part in · the Asaaul t v1~re • contrcilled from Combined 
Headquarters, Portsmouth, where both Admiral Ramsay and 

_., ~neral Mcntg·omery had their Headquarters, General Eisenhower 
•. >. : vt~s .also nearby at Forward S.H,A,E',F,, .Soutavick Park, 
• •. • ; .Portstnouth,' for . this phase of the operations, 
. , . 1 ' . • ' • • 

Until control centreEJ· and :operations rooms could be set 
up on the· Oontinent_ it was decided to o.ontrol tactical air-

. c_raft from the United Kingdom, Air Force representatives, 
h9,Vever, ,were established in Task Force and Assault Force 
flag-.ships and •fighter controllers were ,also established in 

. F:i:ghter Direction Tenders, · , •• 

• .· Alir Staffs on flag-ships were responsible for keeping the 
Commanders of Tactical Air.Forces info:nned of the intentions 
of Naval and ~ -Oomµiantters and for giving the latter air 
a~vioe, • Their responsiQilitiea to pilots airborne on patrol 
consisted of relaying any necessary calls for air support, 
received from Air Support -Tentacles ashorf _and, where necessary, 
of re-briefing pilots. · ; If ·required by the Ground Ccmnander 
they were to · request additional Tactical Reconnaissance and to 
make any otheremergency arrangements found necessary during 
the ba,ttle. The air operations I'Qoms on ' th,e f;I.ag-shipa were 
primarily to provide information on the air situation, although 
they wore manned by fighter controller1:1 belonging to 2nd T,A,F, 
and IXth Air Force so the, t they could control aircraft if need 
be, They were provided with the necessary .ocrru:nunications 
to enable them to receive from and sena to the combined control 
centre, Uxbridge, their own Tactical Air Force Headquarters 
ashore, and Twenty-one .Amo- Group G (Air) at Uxbridge, They 
were also provided with V,H,F, radio facilities for ccanmunica
tion with Asso.ult Force flag-ships~ F.D.T 1 s and. Tactical Air 
Force squadrons on patrol, 

Tasks of Tactical Air Forces 

Fran the point or' view oi' the Tactical Air '. .Forces the main 
tasks to be carried out dlµ-ing the o.ssault of the Normaney 
coastline fell into the following ea tegorief!:"'.". 



(1) Fighter Cover. 

( 2) Air Support. 
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(3) Air Reconnaissance and Spotting, 

(1) Fighter Cover 

' In·order that responsibilities might be stated more pre
cisely, the nr -: aul t aroa was defined as a band of 20 miles 
width stretching across all f:i:ve· beaches and extending to 
five milos inland and fifteen miles over the anchorages, 
Swept channels for shipping led to each of the five beaches, 

Fighter cover allocated to the shipP,ing lanes consisted 
of four squadrons of Lightning fighters~~) operating on stand
ing patrols of one and a half hours duration at heights vary
ing from 3,000 feet to 5,000 foot lasting (so long as weather 
allcwcd) from 04,30 hours to 23,30 hours, Night cover for 
the shipping lanes was provided on request by No,85 Group. 
High and low cover wore provided continuously for 24 hours 
over the Assault Area, weather permitting, R.A.F, day 
fighters patrolled each beach area at heights from 3,000 feet 
to 5,000 feet providing low cover, Two squadrons were 
allocated to each Assault Area and one to each of the flanks 
of tho.Allied front. The whole front was also patrolled by 
throe High Cover u.·s,A.A.F, Squadrons, each operating at a 
different level between 8,000 feet and 15,000 feet. One 
squadron was always approx:iina.le],y in a position five miles 
inland of Port-on-Bessin, i,o~ on the borderline between the 
Eastern and Western areas, while one of the other squadrons 
was over the B;r-itish area and the third squadron watched over 

• the .American area. 

For the ·short ·hours of darkness twelve R,A,F, night 
fighters were on continuous patrol distributed over the whole 
battle area• 

Three Landing Ships (l'anks) (L.S,T,) converted for the 
r , purpose wore sent over with the assault forces to assist when 

directed by the Combined Control Centre, :Uxbridge, in control
ling aircraft opera ting as · fighter cover. • • These ships were 
known as Fighter Direction Tenders (F.D.T,} and carried the 
facilities and personnel necessary for the Sector control of 
aircraft. No,13 F.D,T. was station·ed in the shipping lane, 
No,216 F.D.T. in the·Wostorn area andNo.217 F,D,T~ in the 
Eastern area, The senior represent~tive of c,c. Uxbrid.ge, 
Air Commodore Bouchier, was in F.D,T, 217 and was responsible 
for switching fighters from one area to anothor when necessary 
for reinforcement purposes, J.ircraft arriving on patrol 
reported to the appropriate F.D.T. on their V,H,F, Radio when 
five minutes flying ti.'lle away. Similarly, those departing. 
reported before leaving the patrol area. • Thus the Air Force 
Controller in the tender had a clear ;picture ·or the fighter 
cover overhead Ill'id en route, As his Operations Room also 
plotted the positions ·of other aircraft being plotted by the 
static A.D,G,B, organisation, the F,D.T, was expected to be 
of great value in the ~vent of heavy G.J,,F, attacks material
ising. There were, ·however, so rnaey frienclly aircraft 
operating in that, area during ·the daylight hours that the 

• normal functioning of Sector Control was practical],}' impos-
sible. In the circumstances, large scale eneiey attacks did 
not talce place, but the vectoring of Day Fighters was found 
impracticable and the F,D.Ts were mainly used for controlling 
Night Fighters and _for Air/Sea Rescue operations. 

( 1) J.s against five squadrons allocated in the Overall Air 
Plan. 
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( 2) Direct Air Support 

The normal machinery for providing immediate support to 
the front line troops did not work during the period of the 
Assault. Each British Army Headquarters normally worked 
with a Composite Group; the U,S. equivalent of the Composite 
Group was the Tactical Air Command which had recently 
developed from the Air Support Co1JDTiand. No,83 Group wt\S 

attached to the Second British Army, No,84 Group to the 
First Canadian Army, and the U,S, IX .Tactical Air Command to 
the First u.s, Army, These affiliations had been well 
cemented in numerous exercises and rehearsalo in the Spring 
of 1944, At a later stage, as the lodgement area on the 
Continent expanded and the physical separation of forces 
became greater, the U,S. XIX and XXIX Tactical Air Ccmrnands 
were creatl;)d to work with the new 3rd and 9th u.s, J..nnies. 

But for the limited period of the Assault a purely 
temporary arrangement !:\ad to be made because immediate Air 
Support was not controlled at the nonnal British .Arrey/R,A,F. 
Group and U.S. Army/U.S,A,A,F. Tactical Air Command level. 
DUl'ing the stage of operations bef·ore • air forces were estab
lished on the Continent and while vast numbers of both R.A.F. 
and U,S. aircraft wore operating in a comparatively restricted 
area it was considered essential that the contfo~ of all 
tactical air operations should be centralised, 1) Conse
quently, all requests .for air support to be furnished by 
tactical air forces had to be made to Air Marshal Coningham, 
Requests for pre-arranged air support went first to Twenty-
one Army Group.Main .Headquarters at Portsmouth where they 
were ~11 examined and co-ordinated before being submitted 
to Advanced A,E.A,F, Headquarters at Uxbridge. 

The procedure for requesting immediate air support during 
the Assault Phase was somewhat 11:)SS roundabout, Army 
Tentacles (U,S, equivalent Air Support Parties) equipped 
with mobile radio sets were landed with British Assault · 
Brigades (U,S, Regimental Combat Teams); others acccmpanied 
Divisional and Corps Headquarters when they landed, The 
function of the Tentacles was to request immediate air sup
port during the period that the aircraft were controlled 
entirely from Uxbridge, To enable their requests to be 
properly co-ordinated before being passed to Advanced A,E,A,F, 
a Twenty-one Army Group G (Air) staff was established at 
Uxbridge, This was .the Army component of Air Support 
Control, It included both British and U,S. officers, with 
the addition of a small number of Intelligence staff, It 
was made responsible not only for passing on requests for 
_support but also for providing information on ground opera
tions to Advanced A,E,A,F, One of its chief duties was to 
co-ordinate the bomb lines and to keep all concerned regularly 
informed, Twenty-one Army Group G (Air) was necessarily in 
constant touch with its'parent body at Portsmouth and passed 
on to Air Marshal Coningham all requests for pre-arranged 
air support which had been co-ordinated at Twenty-one Army 
Group Main Headquarters, -

Regarding immediate air support, it had freedom of 
action within the limits prescribed by general directives 
from the C-in-C, Land Fo.ces which outlined the Military 
Plan, and defined priorities for the application of the effort 
available for direct air support, • Requests from the 
Tentacles for immediate air support were -received direct by 
Tiven ty-one Army Group .G (Air) , were oo-ordina ted by them, and 

(1) The necessity for control not to be dissipated remained 
so long as there was any danger that the enemy might 
concentrate all his resources in one decisive attack at 
a single point, 
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were then quickly passed to Headquarters Advanced A,E,A,F, 
Once the mission had been laid on, the aircraft worked under 
the operational control of the Combined Control Centre, The . 
system was de signed for speed and, in practice only about two 
hours elapsed from the tilffl when a request was made by the 
Tentacles on the far shore until the tiioo when Fighter Bombers 
arrived on the scene of operations, 

(3) Air Reconnaissance and .Ai:r Spotting 

Just as the operations of T6.ctical Air Force fighters, 
bombers and intennediate types were under the centralised: 
control of the .Combined Control Centre, so the operation of all 
tactical reconnaissance aircraft ea.ma under the Combined 
Reconnaissance Centre at Uxbridge, The special arrangeIOOnts 
for fighter reconnaissance laid down by the Overall Air Plan to 
serve for the period of the Assault, remained substantially 

See Chap • .3 above unaltered during the final modifications of that Plan, The 
two Armies were allott!'ld-one Fighter Reconnaissance Squadron 
each up to noon on·D-Day, while Air Marshal Coningham retained 
two Squadrons, After that hour each Army had two such 
squadrons each, while the Command.er, Advanced A,E,A,F. kept one 
for meeting extra demands or for any strategical reconnaissance, 
Photo Reconnaissance Squadrons in A,E,A,F, remained under • 
A,E,A,F, Headquarters control, • 

The cmmn:i. tment • for air spotting had, however, expanded 
considerably from that originally envisaged, At the time that 
the Overall· Air Plo.n was drawn up, the numbers of aircraft and 
pilots that would be needed to meet the full requirements for 
spotting in connection with the Naval bombardment had not been 
:f'ully appreciated, It had been accepted by A,E,A,F, that the 
addition of one Spitfire Squadron to the four Fleet Air Arm 
Seafire Squadrons allotted to the task would be sufficient if 
helped for a few hours from dawn to noon on D-Day by three 
Fighter Reconnaissance Squadrons. This proved to be a uti.B"."' 

calculatipn owing to the large number of vessels taking part 
in the bombardment, 

• The final arrangement as executed established a po9l of 
159 a~rcraft in the Air Spotting Pool at Lee-on-Solent Airfielq, 
operating under the control of 2nd T,A,F, A representative(1) 
of 2nd T,A,F, was stationed for this purpose at Lee-on-Solent, 
The following ,squadrons and/or formations were inoluded:-

(a) · · No~ J Naval Fighter Wing F,A.,A. - Nos,808, 885, 886 
and 897 Squadrons Seafires, 

(b) • Noa, 26 an~ f3 Squadrons R,A,F, Spitfires, 

(c) Nos, 2, 144 ~d 268 S~drons R,A.F, :t.rustangs (until 
noon D-Day). . . • . 

(d) . V,C,S. ·7 U.S. Navy Squadron Spitfires, 

The withdrawal of the MustD..ng Squadrons at noon on D-Day left 
95 •airoraft available for spotting duties in the.Pool there
after. 

Although the aircraft, like all other Allied Fighter type 
aircraft on D-Day were under the eontrol of Uxbridge, they 
operated on the request of Assault Force Comrand.ers through 
A,N,C,X.F, Each spotting aircraft when airborne was allocated 
to one particular warship which was given its own call sig,:i and 
a separate V,H,F. radio frequency for comnunication between· sh:l.p 
and aircraft. 

(1) . w/c R,J. Hardi~, D,F.C. 
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Transition from Preparatory Operations to Assault Progranrne 

As the final preparations for D-Day were being made by the 
Allied forces, the German Air Force and the German Navy still 
showed little signs ·that the imminence of the invasion was 
appreciated by them, After an initial setback in their 
(£4 #a•) battle with Coasta;L Command when they attempted to 
move from Norway, there also appeared to be no further deploy
ment of U-boats. The Transportation Plan was showing gratify
ing results in the growing dislocation of the French railways 
over the North and East regions. Great care had been taken 
not to point to the Normandy area, but despite this most of 
the Seine bridges had been blocked, and air attacks on railway 
centres North of the Loire had made the cutting of the Loire 
bridges less urgent. 

With D-Day provisionally fixed for the 5 JUne, the 
Air Plan called for 100% effort on 1 and 2 June restricted to 
50% on the 3 and 4 June, so that the maxirmtm force could be reaqy 
for the Assault, On the first two days 40% of the effort was 
ordered against 'cover' targets and if possible, one deep 
penetration operation was to be,undertaken by the VIIIth 
Air Force to keep G,.A,F, fighters in Germany; 

On the last two days before the .Assarut· air operations 
were to depend upon whether the cover plan was still succ<issful, 
There was a progranme for I surprise considered lost' and 
another for 'surprise considered not loat1 , There was also an 
alternative prograrrme to be substituted in the event of the 
postponement of D-Day, The main principle running through all 
preparatory air operations that until surprise was lost, two 

• targets outside the Neptune area had to be attacked for every 
one attacked inside Normandy, was preserved. throughout, 
During the last few days, however, the Deputy Supreme Commander 
was insistent that air attacka outside the Neptune area should 
positively indioate the Paa de Calaia aa the region in which 
the 1.llies were primarily interested. 

A difference of opinion over bombing policy was once again 
revealed over the question of high casualty targets at the 
Air Commander' a Confe-rence on the 31 May. Le Bourget railway 
centre on·the Grande Oeinture system around Paria had been left 
until the remainder of the bombing progranme had been completed 
becauae it could not be attacked without risking severe French 
civilian casualties. Thia was now assigned by the Air 
c.-in-c. to Bomber Command for priority attack, but the 
Deputy Supreme• Commander asked for it to be deleted, 

• Mr, Brant, the railway expert on the Bombing Committee; stated 
·, that a new aiming point l].?.d reduced the estimate of casualties 

from about 21 000 to 5oo!Ct) Experience had also shown that 
actual casualties had invariably-been lower than the estimatea, 
However, the Supreme Commander~· who was present at the 
conference, supported Air Chief Marshal Tedder on the grounds 

, , ; that the Prime Minister; who had ".stood by them like a brick'" 
• when the railway plan was being assailed on all sides, would 

be in a difficult position if mn.ny civilian casualties occurred 
at this stage; For the time being, therefore, this target waa 
deleted, 

• At this period too, the Air O,-in-C, became involved in a 
controversy with the Arrey over the plan to drop the U,S, 101st 
and 82nd Airborne Diviswns in the Ste Mere Eglise area of the 
Cotentin Peninsula, The original plan, • which Leigh-Mallory 
had disliked from the first,; was revised by the Ground 
Corrmanders at the end of May owing to the re-disposition of 
German forces in that area, The·R,A,F, had consistently held 
the view that airborne operations should be jointly planned by 
the appropriate Armies and Air Forces concerned but in this 
2ase Leigh-Mallory·wasJ~Y consi.Q.1;ed a£!;er the plan had been 

(1)A,. a..-e,ulto.f rbe .succ.~~ .~-;;Jf.ieli'.;t~"tl,~1~1.,P<1.,.\,, <.>a.~ 
l6 94352/1 ( 68) 1,.,.,.1,_J. a. .... J: """" c..asoe,e>tcJ. w•th ni .,_ s,,..,,,tul: I°" ot f'..,e._&, c.ivt I !<1-N' 

, lives c.f "'"-ll o..vr bo•bi".S c4 theOv,c.,r1.,.,J, p-re.5-.-,·...,.~· IJ,,.fe..t.,.,<1,,1:~l.!t 

l___ 
__ ~:"-J.~~:t~~~ it,~°; _: ;~';\;\~~~;:;;.!$~ •ra..l~ ~.J,e 
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completed. From an air point of view, the revised plan was 
even more f'ull of hazards than the original one. Under 
pressure from Montgomery, Leigh-Mallory agreed to order the 
operation but he wrote to General Eisenhower that if the Utah 
landings depended upon the complete success of the U.S. aiz
borne operations then he feared that there was a grave risk 
of failure. He doubted whether 5o% of the paratroop force 
would be effective as hoped for by the Arrey Commanders, He 
estimated that 6lf the glider loads (landing at night) e.t the 
most .3o% would he available for use and feared heavy losses 
of personnel. 

Generals Eisenhower, Montgomery, Bradley, Browning and 
Gale, and Air Chief Marshal Tedder were all in favour of 
accepting the risks and the Suprerre Commander conveyed this 
decision to the Air C.-in-C. in a letter dated .30 May .. Ther 
rrust try to diminish the hazards and not discourage the trqo'pel 
General Eisenhower repeated this at the Air Commander's • 
Conference which he attended on the following day, calling for 
an end to all doubts and aslci.ng the Air c.-in-C. to send an 
encouraging message to all aircrews for their final briefing, 
This was done, 

In spite of the requirement for 100% effort on 1 June, 
operations on that day were_ on a very reduced scale owing to 
unsuitable weather. For som9 woeks the whole of Western 
Europe had experienced a period of settled fine weather that 
had ensured good bombing conditions, Al though the weather 
reirained fair for a few llX)re days it was rarely as good as it 
had been in May and April, However, four coastal batteries 
in the Pas de Calais and two in Norrrandy were attacked during 

A,E.A,F. • - · the dar time on 1 June and Bomber Conroand attacked Saumur 
Int/Ops ~-.J.J._ (J;,.9_:j,,~;ilW,.Y,.,jw;ictiqn (56 ai~<?1:'aft) and the Ferme_ d1 Urvillo/ . 
Summary No.12{i7,1- Ho..9ue W,T, sto.t'ic.-.(1ooc:J:~I.-) ck n,-,1-t. It' i.,o., ,.ot: "-"o"'ft 1,,>hekh<-'1' tile. 

~•.(:~f-t' ~.:~~;l~~~;~~~ :ft~•._~~:~~ -~UT ~ · : 

R '• cl Rt On 2 June conditions were bett er but tfie \1l!lth Alf" :Fore~ 
o..t G P~ had to use Pathfinder technique and did little visual bombing, 

t,!o. ,~I (. In the circumstances A.E.A.F. and the VlIIth Air Force did 
well to fly about .3,300 .sorties. Targets were mainly in the 
cover area and included 22 coastal batteries and other coastal 
defences, eleven radar si tea, six airfields, five Crossbow 

Til>VF/S, 17 A 
Encl. 15, 
para. 2 

. 'l;lites and four bridges, After dark Bomber Cormnand sent out 598 
~ rcraft which attacked ooastal- and radar installations 
~ railway centres also in the Pas de Calais, 

On this day, in the morning and again in the evening, the 
Suprellld Commander received the first warning that it might not 
be possible to launch Neptune on 5 June as planned. He had 
instituted a practice of hearing regular forecasts from his 
Chief Meteorological Officer, Group Captain Stagg, who, with 
the assistance of the heads of the Army and Navy Weather staf'fs, 
co-ordinated and reconciled the_ weather-predictions of the 
British Central Forecasting Office,(1) the Admiralty, AirH.Q., 
S.H,A,E.F. Main and the U,S, Central Office. (2) After 2 June, 
these statements were heard by General Eisenhower supportedqy 
his Comman~r)s-in-Chief and Staff Officers at Southwick Hall, 
Port sroouth, (3 

(1) Dunstable, 

( 2) "Widewings11 , Bushy Park, Teddington. 

(3) Many accounts of these meetings have been put on record 
by those present, Those available in the: Air Ministry 
include (A) Note by A,V,M. Robb, D/COS(Air) S.H,A.E.F, 
written on 5 June and to be found on File D/.:,AC,,1:I. 12. 
Enclosure 16A. (B)Fo:on 540, June, 1944, 
A.V,M, Wigglesworth S.A.s.o., A.E.A,F. (c) Extract 
from Diary, Gp, Capt. Stagg, A,H,B. Records, II s/77. 
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On 3 June the Air Forces operated at approximately 5o% 

of maximum effort as planned. A,E,A.F, continued to attack 
coastal radar installations (eleven sites), coastal batteries 
(five), bridges (five) and many railway targets (about 20), 
flying•over 2,000 sorties about a half of which were on 
offensive operations. The Heavy Day Bombers again experienced 
difficulty in locating targets owing to the thick overcast, 
Over 560 Fortresses and Liberators with strong fighter escort, 
were dispatched to attack coastal batteries (13) and a radar 
site in the Pas de Calais area but had to bomb through the 
cloud on H2lC instruments. 

The attacks on coastal defences in this region was 
continued during the night by 134 aircraft of Bomber Command. 
Another small but powerful force (99 aircraft) dropped nearly 
500 tons of bombs on the Urville;Hague W,T. station, near 
Cherbourg. The latter attack was memorable for the complete-
ness with which the whole installation'was permanently destroyed, 
the importance of which was not i11UOOdiately appreciated as .. the 
Allies were not aware that this was the chief 11Y11 intelligence 
listening station in Normandy. 

At 21,30 hours on this Saturday night Group Captain Stagg 
presented a picture of the weather prospects for the period 
Monday to Wednesday (5th - 7th June) that was definitely 
gloomy. For the first time the Supreroo Commander had to 

\ ' • • consider the distil'ict prospect of the postponement of D-Day 
. to some other -period. • Another meeting was called for 

0415 hours in the mrning (Sunday 4th) which was the latest 
possible time to inform the Navy if some forces were to be 
prevented from sailing and others turned back and refuelled. 
At this meeting'.- Group Qaptain Stagg said that the weather was 
becoml.ng so unsettled that it was difficult to make any certain 
predictions for a long time ahead. But westerly winds of 
about 16 knots would sat in over the Channel almost inmediately 
with 10/10th cloud at 500 ft. in the U,K, and over the Assault 
Area. There was no prospect of improvement until Wednesday 
but on the other hand the position was finely balanced and a 
slight tip in either direction could make a great difference. 
Although it was still cloudless over Portsmouth, 
General Eisenhower decided to postpone D-Day by one day( 1) 
and arranged to hold further meetings to hear later forecasts. 

In his sunming up, General Eisenhower pointed out that 
operation Overlord was taking place with ground forces which, 
compared with the strength of the enemy, were not overwhelm
ingly powerful, and, in fact, the operation in its present form 
was only feasible because of our very great air superiority. 
~f the air could not operate then it rust be postponed.' 

By noon on Sunday 4 June a gale was blowing over the 
Channel and heavy clouds had justified the pessimism of the 
forecast. But during the evening the experts becaioo aware of 
the prospect of a reasonably fair interval after the passage 
of a front on Sunday night. The interval might last from 
Monday morning until Tuesday mrning. 

At 2100 hours on 4 June, the Supreme Commander and his 
Commande:r;f-in-ChiefAmet again to consider the new situation. 
Group Ca~tain Stagg said that there had been rapid and 
unexpected developments over the Atlantic. After the front 
passing at that moment, fair conditions with le SS than 5/10th 
broken cloud with base at 2,000 - 31000 feet and reduced winds 

(1) The effect ~ the heavy cloud on bombing was given as the 
reason for postponement but in any case the high wind 

/ would have stopped the departure of the lastfforces from 
"- Southern England on Sunday afternoon. Low thoud and 

high winds would also make airborne operations impossible, 
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would last until dawn on Tuesday at least. Several eager 
questions were fired at the Chief Meteorological Officer l;Uld a 
new feeling of hope soon made itself evident. Alnnst perfect 
visual . bombing conditions for fighter-bombers were predicted 
but it appeared doubtful to Air Chief Marshals Tedder and 
Leigh-Mallory whether · medium and heavy bombers would have ideal 
oondi tions • 

The word was given by General Eisenhower and preparations 
were immediately put in hand to enable the . operation to take 
place at dawn on Tuesday if so ordered, A meeting at 
04 15 hours on 5 June was called so that a definite decision 
could be made. • 

At the conference in the early hours of Monday 5 June 
Group Captain Stagg re-a:ffirrood the promise of a fair interval 
on Tuesday the 6th • w:i. th the result that General' Eisenhower ' • 
took the momentous decision to accept the opportunity and 
launch the assault, Ord03:Jl were immediately issued to all 
concerned. His message to the Combined Chiefs of Staff read 

• 'Exercise !lgmp;ipe::tliaJ eye~ Y: lus 5 finally -and definitely 
oonfirrood. 1 • • 

e-..n i Q•H<1fe 01" Y (I) 
Meanwhile, the plan to boriib1 French towns in order to delay 

eneiey 100vement in Normandy caused considerable heart burning 
among the Air Corrmanders, Thoi,lgh no one liked the idea, the 
Suprem9 Commander approved the p;Lan • on 2 June on the ~round of 
military necessity, • This was done in spite of the opposition 
of the Deputy Supreme Commander, \ The latter doubted the 
efficacy of such bombing and deplored the French casualties 
it was bound to cause._ His proposal that warning leaflets 
should be dropped was agreed though rt subsequently transpired 
that TwentyMone Army Group were . not· in favour because they 
feared. that this would jeopardise se'ourity. • 

. The Deputy Supreme Ccmnander restated his vieWB when 
this matter was under discussion.-at the Air Ccnmanders 1 

Conference on 3 June. On the basis of experience in Sicily 
he questioned the vnlue of "knocking out't towns. later he 
supported Gener3,l Spaatz -whci said that the air plan, in 
concentrating on helping the Army, neglected the danger from 
the Gennan Air Force. A rather acrimonious disoussion 
followed. 

The Air c.-in-C. warmly defende-d his plan against all 
critici3m saying ·that he had every confidence in our fighter. 
cover and insisting that the supreroo task of the air forces , 
was to delay enenw re-inforcements. The air forces alone 
could prevent the eneiey build-up from exceeding our own. He 
accepted all responsibility for the plan as it stood and if it 
was changed at that; etage, he would resign, 

•• This he repeated to General Montgomery who tele'phoned 
him during the afternoon to inquire whether there was to be 
any modification to the plan. Though he had greatly resented 
Air Chief Marshal Tedder' s criticism of his policy before the 

• "other Air Comnanders he did not re-open the matter with the 
Supreme Commander. 

As the plan was executed without further challenge, 
energetic steps were taken so that leaflets could be dropped 
and B,B,C. broadcasts issued,· warning the citizens of French 
towns of impending attacks. As soon as the troops were safely 
ashore Leigh-Mallory also requested the VIIIth Air Foroe to 

(1) Halcyon Y day was-the 1st of June. 
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produce a plan for resuming attacks on G,A.F. airfields when 
General bpaatz again brought this question f9rward on 8 June 
and he gave this task a priority second only t,;> that of delay-

. ing movement, 

Contr~ry to first aITangeinents which called for only 50% 
of. ma:xinrum effort on Sunday 4 June, owing to the postponement, 
extra operations were executed which resulted in over 3,000 
sorties being fiown mainly in connecting with attacks on the 
1Forti tude 1 area in the pas de Calais, It has already been 
explained that General Eisenhower ordered the postponement of 
D-Day at 0415 hours on the morning of 4 June. As the notice 
was so short, the VIIIth Air Force proceeded with their attacks 
on seven· coastal Batteries in the Pas, de Calais but seven· 
attacks on Neptune batteries which were also on their 
D minus one progranme, were cancelled. The alternative 
progranme in the event of postponement was substituted, '.!'his 
consist~d of rqore coastal batteries and defended localities in 
the Pas de . Calais which were heavily attacked so as to oall • 
attention to th~t area. Thus while the VIIIth Air Force 
attacked fo'(lrteen such targets and a .few airfi~lds; A,E,A.F, 
also attacked six coastal batteries (four in the _1Fortitude1 

area), six Seine bridges, five radar sites and a f'ew railway 
. targets d~ng the same day, • • 

~ On the night of 4 June the offensive against coastal 
defences in the •cover Areo. 1 was· continued by over 200 aircraf't 
of Bomber Coumand while about 60 others attacked Neptune 
targets. 

The weather had broken as forecast before noon on Sunday 
but operations on Sunday and Monday were carried out regardless· 
of the conditions. Losses during the last two weeks were 
unexpectedly low and the speed of replacement had.been unusually 
fast with the result that the strength of most units was well 
over establishment on 5 June •• Accordingly, although it had 
been decided that on D nri.nus one only 50% of effort should be 
dispatched on operations this amounted to over 3,500 sorties 
throughout.the aay~ -

The Fortresses, Li"erators .and Marauders ma.de a great 
. onslaugl1t on . seventeen coastal batteries, an important . 
. bridge, ( 1) and three Crossbow targets, all of which, with the 

exception of six batteries on ·the Normandy coast, were again 
in the Pas de Calais region, Clouds interfered with the • 
accuracy-of the bombing in this region but as i;tle . purpose of 
the operat:i,on was to call attention to Allied interest in the 
area, hitting the targets was not vital. The success of the 
attacks on the six Neptune . batteries varied from nil to very 

-good. • 

Fighter-bombers of the IXth Air Force attacked several · 
railway targets and three out .of the four bridges over.the .... 
Seine between Paris (Conflans) Eind the sea that still remained 
passable. .The result was that only one bridge (road) was 
left on D-Day, Thunderbolts also assisted Marauders in an 
attack on Wissant m:i.li tary-H,Q. (Boulogne) and made a. • 
separate dive-bombing attack on Rennes Fighter Control H.Q, (2) 
Typhoon Fighter-bombers were even more active than the 
Thunderbolts, _The task or· destroying fifteen radar stations 

• .in the enemy coastal chain occupied e.11 the morning, These 
were easy . to find but well defended by light flak and valuable • 
roon and aircraft were lost, Targets for the second sorties 

-------------------'-----------------'-------
(1) ·Abbeville bridge, 

(2) . This was also the target for Typhoons later in the day, 
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were five French chateaux listed as enell\Y H.Q. First attempts 
were aban_c'.Loned but almost at the las't possible moment in the 
evening, four of the chateaux concerned were located and 
successfully attacked, two with bombs and two with Rocket 
Projectiles. ( 1 J • . 

The A.E,A,F,. plan had aimed primarily at creating and 
.maintaining 'an air situation whereby the. G.A.F, is incapable 
of effective interference with Allied operation' but the need 
to protect the Fatherland from the attacks of the VIIIth 
Air Force and Bomber Command, combined with the deficiencies 
of the German fighter forces and the relative strength of 
Allied fighters had made the threat from the G,A,F, a minor 
factor by the beginning of June, General Spaatz and 
Air Chief Marshal Tedder did not believe that sufficient 
attention was being paid to this threat by the Air c.-in-C, 
but in retrospect, the latter's judgment appears to have been 
vindicated, Regular attacks continued to be made on suoh 
airfields as were found .to be occupied by the G,A,F, but the 
Air C,-in-C, was not willing to divert nn.ich more effort to thi.s 
task until several days later, 1 . 

~ By the time final preparations for the Assault were over 
• at last light on 5 June, something like 13,000 sorties had 

been flown in four days by the Allied Air Forces. It had not 
been found necessary to devote a large share of effort to 
defensive sorties because the enell\Y had been singularly 
_inactive: nevertheless one of the features of this period of 
air operations was undoubtedly the complete success of the 
anti--reconriaissarice precautions, A,D,G.,B. and No, 85 Group 
had gone to great lengths in maintaining standing patrols far 
out in the Channel, backed up by sections at 'stand-by' on 
southern airfields to prevent German reconnaissance aircraft 
from obtaining pictures of our state of preparation. In the 
final stages this was vital. The credit for the complete • 
surprise achieved by the Assault is usually shared by the 
Cover Plan and the bad weather but due regard nn.ist also be 
paid to the manner in which German attempts at reconnaissance 
were frustrated, ~~ Lb;t ~ ~ ~ - l 

Of all the offensive air operations the ~a.t bulk were 
directed against targets outside the Neptune area so as to 
prevent compromising security. The proportion observed was 
two attacks outside to every one inside the Neptune zone, 
Coastal batteries, strongpoints and defended localities in the 
Pas de Calais· area were given the spotlight but, at the same 
time, much was done to soften up the coastal defences of 
Nornvmdy. Effort against targets in the Pas de· Calais was 
often unrewarded in the direct sense but was justified because 
damage to targets was always a secondary consideration. In 
addition to coastal defences, substantial tonnages of bombs 
were also dropped on Crossbow sites, radar installations,. 
railway and road vulnerable points, airfields, bridges and a 
few military Headquarter posts. Quite apart from deception, 
these were all helpful to the Normandy'operation though the 
targets themselves were in the Pas de Calais, 

(1) Chateaux attooked were located near Rennes, Rouen, 
Cherbourg and Le Havre respectively, The Rennes building, 
ati;ackod by the Thunderbolts in the morning (presuoo.bly 
unsuccessfully) housed the operational H,Q, of O,C, 
Fi.ghter (J.AF~) Brittany. • The fifth chateaux near St. Lo 
and not found, housed part of.the H,Q. of the German Army 
LXXXIV Corps. • 
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• .. ·• '!'he objeots achieved 'by air action during the final days 
before the Assault were the following:• 

~.- , • 4 

( 1) Favourable air si tu.a:tion maintained. 

(2) Deception maintained. 

(3) Offensive against Frenoh railways maintained. 

(4) Isolation of battle area from the North completed_. 

(5) Assault assisted by neutralising coastal installa
tions. 

(6) • Reoonnaissa.ri.oe· over Continent continued. 

(7) Enenzy- reconnaissance· preve11ted. 

-{8 )' 'V' weapon attacks _on England delayed, 

The first air operations in· tlle Assault were . flown as 
soon as the con'$oys began to weigh anchor but the Assault 
programne as la.id down in the Fighter Flan (JAPEO) began at 
1600 hours on D / 1 day, -At that hour on the eve of D-aay, 
Lightnings of the VIIIth Air Force began their task of provid• 
ing continuous cover to the TaskF6rce convoys, the leading 
shipping of which had reaohed the Main Shipping Lane about 
20 miles south of the Isle of Wight. . By last light on 
.5 June, 133 Lightning sorties had bee:i:l flo~ by aircraft · of 

· the VIIIth and IXth Air Forces engaged on these duties, all 
happily without incident and without discovery by the enenzy-. 
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CHAPI'ER 7 

• AIR OPERATIONS IN '.!!HE ASSAULT 

Operations on ?-Day and D Plus One Day 

~ Air Tasks in the Assault 

A,E,A, F. Overall The tasks to be accomplished by Air Forces in support of 
Air. Plan, Part 2, the Assault were:-
para.67. 

NJC/00/431 /1, 
Schedule H, 
Section A. 

(a) Protecting the cross-channel movement against enemy 
air attack and assisting the Allied Naval Forces to pro
tect shipping against enemy_naval attacks. 

(b) Preparing the way for the Assault by neutralizing the 
coastal and beach defences, 

(c)· Protecting the landing beac~es from enemy air attac~. 

(d) Reducing the enemy's ability to mount effective 
counter .. at-taoks. 

(e) Supporting the Land Forces in their advance from the 
· a:ssaul t beach-hea~ • 

(f) Provid.ing air lift and protect.ion for airborne • 
operations. 

Of all the above tasks chronological priority was accorded 
to operations to neutralise coastal defences and. to prevent 
.enemy movemefft;. into the beach-head so as to limit the1r ability 
to mount effective counter-attacks. The first of the import
ant tasks was allotted to night heavy'bombers of the R.A.F,; 
the second was shared· by R,A,F, night flying aircraft and U.S. 
and British A4'borne Forces. • 

It has been observed that the bombing offensive against 
road and rail commun~cations, bridges and coastal batteries had 
made considerable progress before· the date of the invasion, but 
because of .the requirements of the Cover. Plan 1t was not feas
ible to attempt the complete elimination of.such targets in the 
Neptune area until surprise was considered lost, Deception 
measures were apparently so effective that it was not deemed 
advisable to undertake an all-out attack on the remaining 
targets until the last possible moment. Consequently, the fe~
targets whose immunity still constituted a potential threat to 
the success of the expedition had to be dealt vri th only a few 
hours before the first landing craft were due to ground on the 
beaches. • 

Night Operations by R.A.F, Heavy Bombers 

The most important of these objectives were certain heavy 
calibre and long range ·coastal batteries capable of interfering 
with the lowering operafion of the Assault Boats · and .of pre
yenting movement along certain strategic roads, bridges and 
~auseways leading to and from the beaches~ • Ten of the most 
dangerous of the coastal batteries were seleoted for attack by 
Jt,A,F. Bomber Command in the hours of darkness before the 
Assault, in th~ hopes that they could be disorganised or even 
put out of action to some extent. Five of these batteries 
-y,e_re situated in the Wes t_e rn ( U, S, ) Assa.ul t Area and five in 
_the Eastern (British) Area. With other coastal batteries they 
were engaged by the Naval Bombardment Force as soon as it was 
lig;ht enough for air spotting to. begin, but it was feared that 
if unmolested, they might open fire before that time against the. 
assault shipping well within their range off the coast. 
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The main object of the night bombing was to send the gun 

crews into their shelters but it was hoped that the large 
numbers of relatively small bombs might disorganise the batter
ies by damaging buildings, communications, dumps and ancillary 
installations, Personnel might also suffer from temporary 
shock ·as a result of such heavy and concentrated bombing. 

It had been planned that the night attacks should finish 
as near to dawn as possible so that the interval of time 
between night bombing attacks and day bombardment should be 
very short, This would prevent the enemy from recovering 
from the night attacks before the day bombardment began. As 
this late timing of the night bombing entailed the withdrawal 
of I.e.ncasters and Halifaxes · in partial daylight, fighter cover 
was .provided by VIIIth Air Foroe Fighters which were patroll
ing the Cotentin Peninsula and the seas west of it in support 
of the Airborne Operations. 

····· Exceptional circumstances caused three modifications to 
this timing. • 'l'wo batteries ih the U.S. sector and one in the 
British sector were bombed soon after midnight rather than 
five hours later so as to fit in with the Airborne plan. · 
Apart from this the night bombing was foiloRErl very cµiok:1y by the 
opening of the day bombardment, • • 

Altogether 1,136 Lancasters, Halifaxes and Mosquitoes were 
_,,---..-.-~ani_r_b_o!fle_~nd an average of about~O. aircraft attacked each of 

. e ten selected batteries. . °'{er.~ tons of bombs were • 
opped on target indicators by ~heavy bombersi . There 

• was little opposition from flak and -al though there w(lre several 
combats with'night fighters, losses amounted to only six • 

i aircraft. • 

No bombs heavier than the 1,000 1b, · types were used so 
that extensive damage to protected guns was not expected, but 
it does seem from all reports that few of these batteries were 
able to open effective fire during the assault and indeed for 
some hours afterwards. It is concluded therefore that Bomber 
.Command successfully accomplished the first maijor air task in 
the Assault~ • 

Airborne Operations 

. The·second of the major operations on the night of the 
5th/6th of June was the transporting and dropping of the main 
elements of three Airborne Divisions behind the coastal 
defences adjacent to the landing beaches, The objectives 

. -allotted to the Airborne troops lay or, .either flank of the main 
• front and .the role of these Divisions constituted, in the 

opinion of the C. -in--C. • Land ·Forces, a vital feature in the 
'.Neptune plan. 

American Airborne Operations 

The military plan involved the landing of a seaborne 
di vision on beaches to the southeast of the Cotentin Peninsula 
immediately north of the Carentah estuary, a landing which was 
'to prepare the way for an early advance on Cherbourg, But 
linlarid of the beaches lay a flooded area crossed by causeways . 
lwhich could easily be defe~ded by the enemy if he was given any 
:warning. Furthermore, the strategic centre ·of the country 
:between these beaches and the other Allied beaches was the town 
'of Carentan whose natural defences had been impr'°ved by flood
'ing the river valleys in this low-lying area. ; . ' 

It was essential to capture the flood control point as a 
first step to the capture of Carentan if the linking up of all 
;the beach-heads was .not . to be unduly delayed. In addition; 
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several bridges .over the rivers in the area had to be captured 
or destroyed to prevent the enemy moving in re-inforcements. 
Consequently two American Airborne Divisions were dropped on 
rising land behind the selected Cotentin beach (Utah beach) 
for the following purposes1-

(1) to seize the flood control lock and the crossings of 
the River Douve at the base of the Cotentin Peninsula; 

(2) to seize the Western exits of the causeways running 
to Utah beach; 

(3) to seize a battery near St. Martin de Varreville; 

(4) to hold off enemy troops· mcping into the threatened 
area. · 

, About 920 Dakotas of the IXth Troop Carrier Command and 
.100 Waco Gliders took part in the first phase of operations 
when the 101st and 82nd Divisions were taken to the Ste. Mere 
Eglise district, just north of Carentan. Dropping of para
troops began a't 0020 hours and continued for three hours. 
A~out 100 gliders, were also landed. . Tpere was lit~ 

. hon rom ene f:i. • ~but e~ amount of 
t e latte caused partly trained pilots to take evasive action. 
This combined with a high wind imd some cloud caused a scat .. 
tered drop with very heavy losses of troops• . Losses df ail'oo • 
crd't and gliders were unexpectedly light~ ~ ~ -
~ evf..ts cLid., ,..,.,t· o.d.~c tc "-e ~~~~...& . 

. Only _about a sixth of the divis.:i'.onal strength was avail
able for operations at the rallying points at H-Hour but by 
on~ means or another nearly all the objectives were gained. .· 

• The success was partly due to remarkable. enterprise displayed 
by the troops largely assisted by the uncertainty and 'disorgan
isation caused to enemy defences over so wide an area. 'The 
causeways, coastal battery and flood control lock were all 
seized, some of the vital bridges, but not all, were dest~oyed 
and the strong enemy forces in the area wer~ held off from the 
Utah beaches. • ,. • ' 

British Airborne Operations 

The 6th Airborne Division was employed .to protect tne left 
flank of the British front by seizing the high ground between 
the Rivers Orne and Div·es a:nd holding it against all attacks~ 
To do so, Airborne trdops captured intact the Benouville 
bridges over the Orne River and Caen Canal, captured and put 
out of ac.tion the Merville-Salenelles battery, and 9-e:;itroyed " 
number of bridges over the Rive;r Dives to delay the'' arrfval c 
enemy troops. • • 

Beginning at 0020 hours with the dropping 'of~thfinder ,_ 
,_paratroops, operations were carried out in three phases, the 
·main .drop taking place half-an-hour after the Pathfinders had 
, jumped. Altogether, about 360 aircraft ana 96 gliders from 

•• Nos. 38 and 46 Groups took part in the operations; seven air
craft and 22 gliders were lost. • 

The drop was scattered due to a number of causes, ohie:f' 
among ·wh;i.ch were the high wind and unsuccessful,navigation. 

• It was calculated that 57 out of 74- gliders successfully 
. • releazea, landed on or near · their correct landing zones but 

many of them were badly smashed. Valuable troops and equip-
. ment were lost in consequence and surv·iving collllllanders ·had to 

face great difficulties. All the objectives were gained but 
only after some notable feats of arms esp~cially in the capture 
of the Mervine battery and of the Benouville bridges. . ' ' 
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In general, the Airborne Forces were able to make the 

following important contributions t _o the success of the 
invasion:-

(1) The vital ground on the flanks and behind the beaches 
was secured and held while the beaches themselves were 
beine assaulted.~r0!!1 the air. 

(2) '.lwo coastal batteries believed dangerous were 
rendered hazmless. 

(3) The mov;;; r.vnt of eneey re-inforcements was made much 
more dift'icul t. 

(4) 'l'he invasion area was widened and thus the confusion 
of the Germans was greatly increased and their concentra
tion became correspondingly difficult. 

Other Night Operations before the Assault 

·several minor operations also took place during the six 
hours of • darknes·s before the seaborne assault which had objects 
and results of an importance out of all proportion to the 
effort involved. Amongst these were the deception measures 
undertaken by the specially equipped squadror).8 of No.100 Bomber 
Support Group (Bomber Command). . • . . 

' ·Led by some of the most experienced officers in Bomber 
Qornmand, squadrons co-operated with the Navy in two operations 
designed to convince the enemy that a large scale landing was 
being attempted in the Pas de Calais area. One of these, • 
directed against Boulogne, drew the attentions of E-boats, 
enemy night fi~hters, searchlights and guns. Another ope~ 
tion, connected with the one already mentioned, gave the 
impression that a large bomber force, protected by fighters, 
was in the same area, and this a.lso evoked considerable enemy. 
re-action fispeciaJ.ly on the part of the night fighter orga.nisa
tion. Another operation gave the impression that an Allied 
convoy was approaching Cap d 1Antifer (near Havre). 

Two squadrons were fitted with equipment vihich jammed the 
full -frequency range of the enemy radar warning system for over 
five hours. Behind this screen, bombing and airborne opera
tions could truce place without _the enemy· being able to appreci-
ate their significance. • • 

Diversionary airborne operations were also executed to 
assist ·the genuine ones. One of these tried to hoodwink the 
enemy into believing that an airborne operation wa~ being 
carried out north of Rouen by dropping dummies accompanied by 
noise making machines and a few real paratroops. Two other 
operations assisted the American Airborne operations by simula
ting a troop carrier force on a parallel course to the real 'one 
with a diversionary dropping zone far to the southwe~t. The· 
latter drew much attention from the enemy and two Stirlings of 
the small force were lost. 

Extensive night operations were also carried out by all 
the aircraft available in Nos. 2 and 100 Groups, and li:le0 10, 11, 
12 and 85 Grcups to harass. enemy airfields and transportation. 
Night fighters .and intruders were also used to assist the trooI 
carriers and the heRvy night bombers by a.ttacking flak and 
searchlights in the areas over which troop carrying aircraft 
were to fly. Night fighters patrolled around the whole of the 
designated Assault Area to keep out the Germnn Air Force and 
large numbers of Mosquitoes were · dispatched to France, Belgium 
and Rolland to attack airfields. • Road and railway centres 
over a wide circle were patrolled in search of movement and 
night.reconnaissance went on continually. 
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Few enemy aircraft were found over the Assault. Area that 

night and although the heavy bombers 'reported severµ combats 
.. and a few Ioss'es none of the vulnerabl'e · troop carrying forma
tions was attacked. The S'hipping convoys were also fortun
ately quite immune frQJll ·air attack throughout the night and 
when dawn broke were also able to begin discharging without 
interference froju the , G.A~F• T~!J. is to, b~ regarded as the . 
first major victory achieved by the Air Forces in the campaign 
after the convoys actually sailed. • • • 

The second victory was won more slowly and credit for 
winning it must be shared with the Naval Forces. This was 
the battle against the U-boats which, by cutting their life
line, could conceivably have strangled the invasion troops 
after· they had secured a lodgement area. Coastal Command 
anti-U-boat patrols in the Western Approaches were planned to 
prevent_pubmarines getting through into .the Channel. They 
began as soon as the convoys sailed and were brought up ~o full 
strength on the night 5/6 June. • First results were very 

• favourable but the struggle was a long 'one before Coastal 
Comma~d and the Naval Forces scored their most notable victory. 

Pay Operations before ~hour • _ 

The smoke and dust from the · riight bombing attacks had 
barely cleared away before other great forces of Allied bombers 
and fighters were over the anchorages· and beaches on the first 
o'f the daylight missions. The bombardment of the one American · 
and three British beaches between the mouths. of the Vire and 
Orne rivers·was carried out by the Fortresses and Liberators of 
'the U.S. VIIIth Air Force. • The bombing of the American beach 
on the Cotentin Peninsula was done by the M?,rauders of the U.S. 
IXth Air Force. Both bombardments were completed 10 minutes 
before the sched',lled ~hour in each area. 

Some of the four-engined heavy bombers had to begin taking 
of'f ll. t 0200 .hours so as t .o make it p

0

ossible for the 1 ,361 air
craft despatched to form up into 225 flights o'f six airora'ft 

. each. . These pre~dawn assemblies. wete successfully accompliahed 
\1n ~spite of th~_px-~!?fil'.lC_e,.-.Qf _Il)_o_re cloud. than had been e~e.o.ted. 

Led. oy H2x Pathfinders, 1 038 aircraft drenchecr:-'fliebeaoh 
r. q.efences with smali bo~b{ (250-500 lo,) while 47 O'L\t of the 
. force of 155 assign~d, attemP.ted t~ out tlie bridges at Caen. 

Cloudy condi ti~ns foroed .the use of through overcast 
technique · and this, combin~d with .precautions to make certain 
~hat our assault troops approaching ·the shore were not bombed; 
Fe.su1.ted-. • ri most of the bombs falling inland of the be 
~es. . Howev~~-~- ;:n the ·bombs were dropped correctly in 
the allotted J?.eriod and none of the great load - 1,760 tons -
fell ' on our own troops. 

'. • ,,.,, • .. • j ' , ., . . • 

Uplik:e the other four beaches attacked by the heavy 
bvmbers, the defences of the Utah beach in the American sector 
were well hit by the · air bombardment of the Marauder aircraft of 
the IX:th Air Foroe. Owing ·to clouds ~he 18 boxes of aircraft 
ijombed from unusual heights between 3,000 to 7 1000 ft. but 
1cm.eved marked success. · About 270 aircraft were engaged on 
1$his operation between 0605 hoiirs and 0624 hours. ~hour in 
~he American sootor was 0630 hours .. Marauders were also 

' allot-'ced, three batteries on the British front and three on the 
U.S. fron'ti for attack as early after nrst light as possible •• 
Attacks on the former were nullified by weather and Pathfinder 
.troubles so that only about a dozen aircraft dropped their 
boinbs (0517-0550 hours). Only one aircraft bombed Benerville 

. battery which had to be silenced by naviµ. g\.,lnfire after proving 
'bu be a thorn· in. the fle~h, .of the. bQmbarding fleet for a 
H.o'urs. 
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· Pointe· du Hoe, Montfarville and M.a.isy I, all very important 
batteries, were attacked visually, and the tvro latter were • 
apparently hit. 

Marauder attacks began only two minutes after the night 
bombers had left the Ouistrehrun I battery but this was the 
shortest interval between the conclusion of the night bombing 
and the operu.ng of the day bombardment. • It is of inkrest _to 
note that the Bomb~rdraent Ships reached their stations at 
between 0500 and 0515 hours and opened fire shortly afterv1ards. 
To do so they had fircJt to be: covered by smoke screens to pro
tect them from the fire of the heavy batteries of Le IIavre and 
Cherbourg, These smoke screens were laid. by the Boston 
squadrons of No, 2 G1:oup. 

Before the Naval bombardment began, aircraft .had to be in 
position to perform the further service of spotting the fall 
of shot. Four squadrons of Fleet Air Arm Spitfires, two of 
A.D.G.B. Spitfire V squadrons and fifteen U.S. Navy Spitfires 
were assisted during the morning by three -Mustang sqµadrons 
from 2nd T.A;F, These all op·erated from Lee-on-Solent under 
2nd T,A.F, control as an Air Spotting Pool and the enormous 
total of 4-35 sorties were flown by 159 aircraft on D-Day. 
About a half of these operated successfully, There was no 
laok of targets during the initial assault and for the remain
der · of the day when the bombarding ships were busy on counter
battery action, but ·there :were technical difficulties in estab
lishing good communications and the weather was very trying, 
Seven of our · aircraft were shot dovm on D-Day and six on D plus 
one day but th~reafJer losses were very rare. 

_Tactical Support to Assault Troops 

" In order to assist the Assault Troops getting established 
ashore, fighter-bombers were given pre.,.arrange.d targets to 

·: attack at &-hour, Before ca-rrying out these attacks, certain 
'squadrons were instructed to call up the Headquarters Ship 
at each beach in case there were more urgent to.rgets for them. 
Twelve squadrons of Typhoons attacked strong points, -defended 

• lcicali ties or batteries on or near beaches _and H. Q. buildings 
in the British area at ~hour, At Sword beach the assault 
boats ·arrived exactly on time, immediately following the 
Typhoon attacks, and penetrated inland before the defences had 
recovered. At Gold beach the Typhoons failed to knock out 

• their target on one flank (Le Hamel) o.nd progress was rather 
• slow at first. ~'he Canadians were late in o,rriving at Juno . 
beo.ch and the defences h<J.d come to life _again after the initial 

• bombardment. In spite of heo.i/'J fire, • the troops struggled 
ashore, centres of resistance were by-passed, and the Cano.dians 

. soon captured their inunediate objectives •. 

In the American Se·ctor similar a.ITangements lw.d been made 
for one fighter-bomber squadron fr~~ the IXth Air Force to call 

• up the H. Q . . Ship at each beach before attacking its pre
arranged targets, Other Thunderbolt squadrons attacked two 
coastal batteries and seve·n bridges at about· the same time as 
the opening of the Naval bombardment (i,e, about 4-0 minutes 
before &-hour), , • • 

, • On Oma.he bea.'ch the a.ssaul t did not go according to plan 
for a number ··or reasons. Firstly the air bombardment apps;iars 
to have had little effect beyond alerting the defenders. 
Secondly, the defences . of this sector proved unexpectedly ,. 
strong and difficult to penetrate; Naval bombardment did not 
open up lines through the obstacles and the men whose task it 
was to clear po.thways 'up the beaches .had to work under great 
difficulties and under heavy fire. Seas were rough on this 
l:>eaoh and many boats as well as amphibian tanks sank off shore. 



See Map 9 

The exha.ustea troops who land.ea., found thenselves confronted 
by three ba t1:alions of a reserve division which had recently 
strengthened the Or:1aha beach area. One battalion was, by 
chance, carrying out an exercise that night. Its presence 
was suspected by Allied Intelligence but it was too late to 
pass on the infornation to the assault troops who were 
embarking. Despite these disadvantages the .Ameri~s 
succeeded in retrieving the situa1:ion •. 

Utah beach saw the most oonplete success of all, a.ue 
perhaps to the accuracy of the air • attack by the Oboe 
Marauders and to the seizure of the hinterland by the two 
airborne divisions. Both American assaults begnn at 
0630 hours. 

During the remainder of the day 2ncl. T.A.l<'. and IXth Air 
Forco fighter-bombers continued their 'close support of the 
Assault troops, sometines in response to requests over the 
air support tentacles, soraet:i.mes on arned reconnaissances in 
search of targets of oppor:tunity. • On the whole, the luny 
v1as unable to offer many worthwhile targets and arned 
reconnaissance t1issions were in th<,'3 majority. Very little 
was seen of the Gem.an Air Force during the f .irst half of 
D-Day. 

Fighter Cover' Over the Shipping Lanes and the Asso.ult Area 

Comprehensive plans had been ma.de by Air Vice~Marshal' 
Salll1.ders and his staff at the CorJbined Control Centre, . 
Uxbridge, to nect any possible threat fron the G.A.F. Six 
Groups of Lightnings' (P.38) fron the u.s. VIIIth and IXth Jui
Forces were given :responsibilit:y fror:i D--Day ninus ono 
onwards for the protection of the shippine lanes between 
the Uni tecl. Kingdon and the anchorages on the Nol'P.lal1dy coast. 
Patrols were to be flo,·m at four squadron strength from 
1600 hours on D minus one Day and thereafter from 0430 hours 
each ~orni.ng to 2300 hours at night until the situat:ion 
justified a :reduction in this scale of effort. Protection 
of the shipping lanes at night was provided. by ni[,;ht fi/jlter 
aircraft from A.D.G.E. and. No.85 Group, operating under the 

. control of the Combined Control Centre. 

Anchorages and beaches fron five miles inland to 
15 miles out to 

I 
sea were to be protected by a strong fighter 

umbrella consisting of a lo,r cove :c, provided -by S:pi tfire s, 
and a higher cover (between 9;000 nnd 15,000 feet) provided 
by Thunderbolts (P.47). The low cover consisted of six 
squadrons of Spitfires divided into two vr.i.ngs covering the 
eastern and western areas of the anchorages and beaches. 
The High Cover consisted of three squadrons of Thunderbolts 
covering the ,whole area. A tot:al of 51 squadrons was 
required to !Jleet the full 00L1.r:tltnent. In addition, six 
fighter squadrons out of a general reserve of 30 sqUD.drons 
were always maintained at readiness to be throvm into any 
bahle that r:dr,ht develop. In the event, hwever, the 
expected air batt3.e never. developed, and in tirae the Air 
Cornmander-:1.nr-Chief was able to reduce the scale of effort 
devot:ed to purely defensive tasks. Protectiqn at night 
was to be provided by a fi6hter screen o:fX)ra.ting ·well to 
the south of; and in the flanks of tho Assault area. 
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Fighter and Fie;hteI-Bonber Operations Outside the Assault Arca 

'lhe battle area itself was screened frora the rest of France 
at the hours of pellk activity durins the day by groups of
fighters flying area patrols under arranger.1ents na.de by the U.S. 
VIIIth Fighter Gor:u1lll.11.d. To a lessor extent the assault area 17as 
also protected by squadrons fron A.D.G.B. operating in Brittany 
and Pas de Calais. Hajor General Kepners 1 s 1Justangs and 
Lightnings, because of their greater range and endurance, were 
·betwr able to can:y out long distance fighter operations than 
were A.E.A.F. fighters and this nas more convenient because 
there was no necessity for the VIIIth Fighter Conmand_ to be 

. brought un~r the direct contro;L ·of .A.E.A.F. Consequently it 
was agreed vtlth Generals Spa.atz and Doolittle that the functions 
of the VIIIth Air Force fighters should be to provide indirect 
support to ai,r op:irations by op:irating outside the battle area 
and to attack enemy ground movenents towards that area. 
Additionally ·they undertook the major commitment of escorting 
oross---channel shipping. 

From before 0500 hours until nearly 1000 hours, when other 
Commands were -at their busiest, General Kepner 1s fighters 
surrounded the whole of Normandy, flying along fixed patrol lines 
at several different heights and concentrating on the task of • 
preventing the enemy air attacks on the Air · Forces sup-_J?orting the 

· asl)lault. A second period of activity cruoo in the early afternoon 
and a third coincided with important heavy day boraber ax1d aiI
borne operations in the evening. At the conclusion of patrols, 
fighters went down and attacked any mili-cary movements or other 
suitable targets. '1he importance of these operations cnn be 
better appreciated when it is realised that they required nearly 
2,000 sorties on D-Iay. S:unilar O:IXJrntions unc1ertaken by 
.A.D.G.B. Groups were directed r.w.inly against airfields and move
ments and against coastal shipping. 

Op,rations to Tol-ay Enemy Movement on the G-round 

As the Supreme Cornna.nde r had placed so r:ruch enpha.sis on the 
importance of the air o:p_'!rations to the initial assault, ·chc • 
heavy clouds of the norn:mg gave rnich cause for anxiety at Air 
Headquarters, Strumore. One of the gravest disadvantages of the 
bad weather was that Staffs at C())JJ;10.llds themselves· did not lmo\-7 
exactly 'r7hat had happened in their own operations, with the 
result that H.Q. A.E.A.F. was also in the dark. For the most 
part, reports were very reassuring, but they strayed perhaps too 
much in the direction of optimism ·when nothing was knovm for 
certain. For example, misled by nothing but jubilant reports 
from the Troop Carrier Wings, Leigh-Mallory wrote to the Suprene 
Command.er on D plus one Day expressing relief when events had 
proved his fears of heavy losses to the .American Airborne 

• Divisions quite unfounded. Losses of aircraft had, in fact, 
been very light, but after the lapse of some weeks it beca.r:¥3 
appreciated that losses of paratroops had been quite as heavy 
as predicted by the Air c.-in-C. The wonder is that, weak as 
they were, the :paratroops succeeded in p:irfonuing t1ost of tneir 
tasks. • 

The unsuitable weather nullified, to a large extent, the 
advantage enjoyed by the .Allies of ove:i:wheJJ:dng air superiority. 
This was because the heavy day bombers could not operate effect
ively in such conditions. As soon as the Fortresses and 
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Liberators were undor way on their first mis'sion, over 500 
other Fortresses and Liberators were :ready for the second 
mission of D-Da.y. This was to boob eight key centres in 
Nomandy to block the roads. , Dense overcast co.used noo.rly 
all of this force to return to bo.se Yd.thout bombing, and 
the sane weather conditions rendered conparativoly abortive 
t\7o further missions undertaken by the VIIIth Air Force with 
the same objects. 

'llio weather bad an o.dverse ef:f'ect upon Allied o.ir 
reconnaissance. Tactical Reconnaissance (Tac/R) o.ircro.ft 
operated at a. high rate of effort but only o.t a reduced 
level of efficiency because of cloud conditions. The two 
Rlotographic Reconnaissance (P/R) squadrons ·1n 2nd T.A.F., 
however, only flew half a dozen, sorties on ,,hat they had 
e~oted to be their busiest day of the whole ownpaign.(l) 
In fact- it 

(1) It might be added here, however, · that the Spitfire . ·., • .,
and llosq_uito ?/R squadrons of No.34- Wing (under H,Q. 
A.E.A.F.) did slightly better, flying 17 and 6 sorties 
resp:,ct:i. vely • 
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. appears, by statements made by'Staff Officers at Advanced 
A.E.A.F. and H.Q. 2nd T.A.F., that the most v_aluable informa• 
tion was received, not fro~ ·normal P/R and Tac/R sorties but 
from a_rmed reconnaissance flown by f,ormations of eight to 
twelve Typhoons ~r Mustang~. 

• ' • . '"< • 
. _ Tliese were beguh after the ·rai:J,.ure of the se_cond mission 
of the .Day Heavy Bombers .to bloc~ movement through Caen and • 
other Normandy route centres. Deep ·concern was expressed by 
the Twenty-one Army Group representatives at Stanmore 
(Brig. Richardson) and Uxbridge (Brig, Oxborrow) over the move
ment of enemy armour from Dreux through Argentan to Caen and 
and from Laval through Domfront to Tl\UI"J llarcourt. For the 
time being the Loire crossingti were ignored and efforts were 
concentrated on attacking such route centres as St.Lo, Vire, 
Coutanc'es, Conde, Argentan, Lisiewc, Caen, Thury Harcourt and 
Pontaubault, through whioh enemy armour, reinforcements and 
supplies would -have to pass. • ' • • . 

But even before noon on D-Day it was realised that the 
weather was making it impossible to o·arry out all carefully . 
la~ pla~enemy movement by demolishing . towns to block 
rnain7"oaus. Accoro.ingly the Co111111Ander, Advanced A.E.A,F,, 
.ordered all roads in these areas to be covered by patrols of 
Typhoons armed with rockets or bombs, ·A- smaller number of 
Thunderbolts. and Mustangs carried out similar armed reconnais
sances and a wider .circle was also covered by VIIIth Air Force 
fighters on similar enands, -This did not stop .enerni movement 
but apart from the severe damage done to formations _suph: .as vtJ:ie 
~anzer Lehr Division on •the march, and to other i!oad ·9o~vOys., 
it had the 0effect of dispersing movement on the mafu roads o-/ 
of sending it on t9 side ro~ds. A very large proportion of 
enemy movement was forced to take place by night and this added 

\ to the delay, As the delay of enemy' reinforoemer.i-t.s Y(as he 
ma.in~ the •• n • s p a:n, i; us_ a9 ie-ved a , _ 
pa£tial succes_s i ~ ~i te of the weath~r, . ',L l . ', • • ' • • • 

His success was only ~_artial because t~e enelr(Y' quickly 
appreciated that the bad weather had done nruoh to help them to 
overcome the ha~dicap of air inferiority, An order from the 
Supreme Conimand of the Armed Forces on the evening of D Day 
,said that, bad ·weathe:i must be utilised to the full for bringing 
up reserves, and faw amiee have ever made better use of bad 
weather than did the German Seventh~ du~i.ng the next week 
or two. • • ' 

. . . . ., .. ') ; 

' Nothing .much had been seen of tne q.A.F~ until~e mi~ill&J 
.. ~,0 -....+ IS'oo /...,..1> I c,,f ~fie ee., and the Allied ~iz: C,onmuµlders ,were greatly puzzled 

•. lby its non-appearance. ·If the enemy weFe to put up over a 
See Chap. 6, ~ - thousand sorties against the Ne tune forces then _i,;oIUeth~n~tb ~ 
p.,5, •.and ama 10 0 

1 
. ppen in .ne a _, e:r;- .par\ of' 'th,~ da.y :bui ,1\1~ 

. .:' ,· fa,r .as effor~ in the vital area_ (beaches, ·al'\9hora.ges an~ OO?l"(OY 
routes) . was concerned; tlie Luftwaffe hardly appeared before · • 
nightfall. The Typhoons helped to a partial solution of the 
mystery. As ~hey penetrated inland behind .Caen they contacted 
enemy fighters on a few occasions and lost some aircraft in 
combat. Enemy fighters were apparently being used to escort 
road convoys well behind the battle and ,only offered to fight, 
if ' they were in superior numbers or if they caught Allied air-· 
craft at a disadvantage. 

• . . ' . ., 
With the ' exception of the air plan for delaying enemy 

reinforc~ments, ali the rest of tpe air plans went like clock
work. It ' was· in an atm6sphere of congratulation and hope that 
the .Chief of the Air Staff and later, His Majesty the King 
accompanied by the Prime Minister and General Smuts spent some 
time with the Air c.~in-C. in his Battle Room at Stanmore. 
The distinguished visitors stayed long enough to inspect the 

( )j\'.: 
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flags, symbols, and counters, displaying the latest informa.• 
tion about the progress of the assault and left satisfied that 
all was going well. 

The effect of the bad weather was that some of the 
squadrons were not required to put up such an intensive scale 
of effort as had been plenned for them, whereas otherslike t,he 
Typhoon, Thunderbolt and Mustang fighter-bombers had 'to work 
·wen harder than had been expected so long as conditions were· 

-unsuitable fQr the operation of the Heavy Day Bombers. The 
sum total of sorties flown by all the aircrnf't in the Allied· 
Air Forces from midnight on 5/6 June to midnight on 6/7 June 
amounted to 14,674. Never before in the history of air 
warfare had so many aircraft taken to the air in one day. Of 
these, about 6(% (9,018 sorties) were flovm by U.S. A.A.F. air-
craft and 40% (5,656 sorties) by the R.A.F. Over 1 ~ of the 
whole were night sorties and 3Qlb of ,the whole were flown i~ 
connection with the Joint Fire pla:n to assist the Assault.1.1) 

' 
Operations during the Ni~t after_!!::-:.. Aisaul t 

' ' -
On the evening .-of D Jay, conferenc\:;:. were held at Stanmore 

and Uxbrid.ge to select targete for the night and the following 
day. ·- Targets for Bomber Command had already been allocated 
but in view of the uncertainty about the results of the attacks 
by the VIIIth Air Force it was decided to employ the Heavy 

_ Night Bombers on further a ttenrpts to b;i.ock the routes through 
the chief towns of Normandy. This w~ don~ and 977 Lancasters 
and Halifaxes attacked nine route centres(2J during the night. 
Severe damage was done in several cases but not sufficient to 
cause mare than temporary blockages. 

Although blockages were only temporary obstacles in that 
the enemy soon cleared them or found a way around, the 3,100 

Bombe~ Command tons (3,472 U.S. tons) of bombs must have created some diffi-
0.R.$. Night Raid. cult traffic problems at St. Lo, Conde, Argentan, Acheres, 
Report No. 626, Lisieu'.x, Vire and Coutances. At Caen the town centre was 
p.3 burning and four road bridges were blooked by craters when 

A~P.W~r.u. 373/2 
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photographed on D pl. us one day. 

Nearly 200 aircraft of No. 2 Group supplemented the opera
tions of Bomber Colllill8.nd by carrying out anned reconnaissances 
in search of movement. They dropped flares to light up the 
roRds, railways and towns, using about 700 bombs on convoys, 
bridges, cross-roads and similar targets. ' 

In spite of this activity by over 1,300 R.A.F. aircraft, 
the enemy succeeded in moving up considerable forces and 
supplies by the morning of D plus one day. Enemy movement was 
difficult and dangerous, as was admitted by such officers as 
General Bayerlein of the Panzer Lehr Division, but ' it ~was 
carried out under cover of darkness, bad weather and elaborate 
camouflage arrangements. Fortunately, it was much slower than 
it might have been, thanks to the .success which had attended 
the pr~paratory air operations. 

(1) See Statistics at end of this Chapter. 

_ (2) Caen (12~), C~utanoes (132), Argentan (126), Conde 
/(115), _ St. Lo (1{0), Vire (109), .Chateaudun (105),_Lisieux 
(101) and Achere (53). (Figures from Bomber Command O.R.S. 
Night Raid Report ~o. 626, dated 25 Sept~mber 1944.) 
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Night Air Defence of the Assault Forces 

The greatest puzzle to allied staffs after Neptune had 
been in progr~ss for over twel,ve houra. was the continued, 
absence oi' the G.A.F. Air Chief Marsha),. Leigh-Ma.llory had 
been very oonfj.dent that the defence arrangements were 
adequate to cope with th~ effort which the Germans could 
mu;:;ter and was more ready than the other Ail' Comr.9.nders to 
regard this as, only a minor threat. As a measure of prudence,. 
offensive operations were regularly undertaken against the 
ohief airfields wi th:i.n fight0r range of the assault area and 
very generous arrangements were inade for the air defence of 
the Ass~.u,l t Forces. 

Since about 15.00 hours small fozmations of German all'-
oraft had appeared over the beach-r.,eads and minor low level 
attacks of the tip-and-run type; QB.d be.en made. No G.A.F • 

. records have so far been found~1J to indicate their claily 
scale of effort in Normandy, but .certainl s o • ~11 
P!'.21'~ of that . thought ossib • t._he firs~hoUJ.?S..._ 

.'The Air Defence an provided for three Fighter Direction 
~enders and two Ground Control Interception (G.c.1.) installa-

JAPEO tions to be read:c_ for operations . by dusk . on ]).Day. The ships 
Appendi_oes C•E• were to control Fighters patrolling over .the anchorages and 
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the shipping lanes, while the G.C.Is. were to be in charge of 
aircraft inland of the anchorages. • The latter were primarily 

. intended fpr the control of Night Fighters. . No U.S.' night 
'. air defenoe ·organisation was ready for operations during the 
,first months of Neptune. 

The Fighter Direction Tenders were in position on D-Day 
as arranged, and worked reasonably well when it is remembered 
that hundreds of aircraft were sometimes in the area. The 
G.C.I. for the Bri t_;_sh Sector was set up nearArromanches on 
n.;Day, but in the chaos on Oma.ha beach, most of the equipment 
of the other G.C.I. was lost and complete replacements did not 
arrll.ve until 11 June. 

Under the control of this new organisation, together with 
the shore stations, constant patrols were maintained on the 
night of June 6/7, and thereafter by No. 85 Group, while 
A..D.G0 B. provided special Night Fighter "p~oteotion for • 
Portsmouth and the other Overlord baSE!B•' . Mosquitoes were 
also sent out on intruding missions. 

Af.ter all the estimates of the c;.A.F. menace to the 
Assault Forces, the small a, t ta,cl<:,s t}1a t d;id take place were a 
distinct anti•alima:x. On the night of the 6/7 June I when over 
1,160 Heavy Bombers and nearly 300 Fighter and Light Bomber 
types of the R.A.F, we~e on operations, it was believed that 
only about 175 long range bombers were despatched. by the enemy 
against t~ beac;hes and shipping, . Al;>out 40 of these suc
ceeded in locating the target area and-~.D.G.B. (.,-ith No. 85 
Group) claimed. to have shot down twelve aircraft. ~2J Consider
ing the bad weather; the low level at :w~ioh enemy aircraft 

( 1) Summer, 1948 

(2) Thesit figures have not been ~onf::1.rmed by Ge:nnan 
records but the German Seventh 4rmY Log notE:s (at 074() hours, 
l J\ll'le) that a .total of 22 aircraft ot F'liegerkorpa II had 
•attacked shipping .during . the n;igb,t. ~ .. These were short range 
bombers.. - , 1. 1 • 
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were operating, and that suc:1 large fc.;roes of 0·1r own aircnft 
were opera.ting in- the same ar.ea, th{s .fi gure was very encourag
ing. Torpedoes, dirigible bc,mbs and mines were d.ropped by 
enemy aircraft ~.Ra u t lcMt. three ships were hit, one of which 
was an L. S. '11

• . which sank.' 

Operations on D plU3 one Day 

Weather, muol1 as forecast by Group Captain Starg, pre• 
vailed on th•i second full day of op,'n ·a t ions. There was mu.oh 
low cloud and occasioruµ r a in, but condi ti,_,ns were generar.y 
operational for FigJ-ter types, if um:uituble for high flying 
&avy Bombers~ 

Once .again, the outstanding feature of the day's opera·-
tiona was the absence of any challenge from the enemy air .. 
forces. The:re were smH.ll hi t-and-I'lm raids on the beache s ttfft~orv 
shipping, _ which did occasiona.l damage , · but for the second day' 
the Fighter Cover had no difficulty in ce.rrying out its respons- • 
ibilities. The Allied Air Forces, on the other hand, had one 
of their most active days in the oampd.cn, despatching a total 
of nearly 12(000 sorties, of which over 4,000 were .by the IXth 
Air Force. l 1 J • -

2nd. T.A.F. had the busj,es"; day in all its history, putting 
up about 2,400 sorties. As on D-day, the chief cc.;mmitments of 
the Tactical Air Forces were to provide:-

(i) Assault Area Cover and Escort. 

(ii) Reconnaissance of all types. 

(iii) Tactical supp0rt to the Assault Forces. 

but after D~Day, with the troops· firmly established ashore, the 
Air Commander-in-Ch:i.ef believ,.' d that the supreme task of _all 
the Air Forces at the disposa.l of the Su,preme Comman;~er was to 
hinder and dele.y enemy movement. A subsidiary task vras the 
continuance of the deception plan which threatened the Pas de 
Calais. Fundamental to all Allied planning was the main
tenance of the favourable air situation, as this was essential 
to our freedom of action. 

In furtherance of these general objects, it will be seen · 
that the bulk of all air opt;:ra tions planned at Main and 
Advanced H. Qs., A.E~A.F. had the following effects:-

{i) The freeaing of all road and rail movements close to 
the fighting zone. 

(ii) The disruption of all movement from the rest of the 
Continent into Normandy. 

{iii) Maintenance of the threat to the Pas de ·cuais~ 
.! 

(iv) · The denial to the enemy of the use of all airfields 
within fighter range of Caen - Carentan. 

The first of these effects was never produced in entirety 
owing to the bad weath~r which limited the use of the Fortresres 
and Lib~rators on D-Day and immediately afterwards. Bridges, 
important cross-roads, narrow and congested streets, cuttings, 
~els and embankments on railways and other chok.e points, 
were carefully chosen on rou~es leading to the battle zone. 

( 1) In the 24 hours ending midJl?,ght 7 June. 
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Successful attacks on t~1ese points could inflict long delays on 
the enemy. In addition, ve1·y large 1iumbers of fighters and 
fighter Bombers were sent out on armed reconnaissance to report 
on, and attack with bombs, rockets, cannon and guns, all kinds 
of military traffic seen moving towards the battle area, 
Attacks on railway centres in Normandy were continued v1ith the .__ 
intention of forcing the enemy to detrain at a long distance 
(over 100 miles) from the battle area so that he would be 
compelled to travel the last sta.ge of the journey by road. 
Records of the German Seventh Army show how successful these 
operations soon became. 

Close support in the battle against gun pos_i tions, strong 
points and similar targets was not neglected but though calls 
on D plus one day subsequently became more numerous than they 
had been on D day they never absorbed a very high proportion of 
the effort available except for a short time on Oipatia beach. 
There a critical situation had developed on D aayl 1) and D plus 
one day owing to the partial failure of the assault forces to 
cl0ar the beaches and penetrat~ inland. During the crisis 
General Brereton had laid on four Groups for close support at. 
the·rate of three squadrons per .hour concentrating on enemy 
troops and positions opposing the advance of the Americans :In 
the beachhead. · Air Marshal Coningham said that although it 

.was expensive, it was possibly the turning point at Omaha beach, 

On D plus one day the most urgent requi:t;ernent. of- the 
assault forces was the holding back of enemy reserves from the 
beach-head to shield the landing and organization of our own 
troops and equipment. Only when it was certain that the 
enenzy-'s immediate reserves had succeeded in getting through, 
did the Air Commander-in-Chief propose to employ the heavy 
bombers against targets further afield. On 7 June, therefore, 
Fortresses and Liberators were first used against six principal 
road centres in the forward areas. Eight railway targets near 
important Loire crossings were attacked later in the day 
during a temporary improvement in the weather. An airfield in 
Brittany was al~o heavily bombed but three key targets on the 
Grande Ceinturel 2) railway around Paris were left for attack by 
Bomber Command after dark. Over a thousand heavy bombers and " 
nearly 1 , 600 fighters of the Ei~tl'l ,/tl-!C l'.'oroe operated. t • . , . 

Advanc·ea· A.E.A.F. Resources of the 2nd T.A.F. and the Ninth Air Fore~ ivll-iJ.~ 
O.R,B, June 1944 able for offensive te.sks we.,:e used, mainly for the same general 
p.14. purposes, i.e. to prevent the movement of hostile troops and 

supplies into the fighting line or within the forward area, 
At the same time a proportion of the available effort was 
always retained for attacks on.gun positions, strong .points, 
vehicle or troop concentrations, dumps.and headqu.iµ-ljer.i;r as ., 
required by Twenty-one Army Group. . . , 

, . r 
A.E . .A,,F./S.8721 Headquarters(3) Shiµi of which much had been hoped ·as · 
Force G, Air links with the Air Alert/Air Support squadrons, were rathe:r;: ,•" 
Staff Report~ disappointing owing to a lack of information about the progress 
paras. 2B and 12. of the battle on the part of Army Staffs. This situatipn 
,L / 8 / 
Roz:ce c., A iP ·, 
.=-E,A.FyS. n~, ~ 
S'bttf'f P0port • -~ -. 
pa,;ae. 2B arnr12 

(1) The ~nnan 352nd Division reported at 1535 hours that 
the invaders had been thrown bacls: into the sea except around 
Colleville.-sin-mer, (Seventh Army Log, page 5) • 

• (2) These were hi~ . 6as~lty targets in populous areas • 
• • ' . . .:. .I.. . :, • • • 

,• t~) 
on D plus 
killed. 

H.M.s. Bulolo; H~Q. Ship, Foroe G was hit by a bomb 
one day and two R.A.F. fighter controllers were 
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gradually improved as the air support or~anisation ashore took 
over completely and becflme more acc'1stomed to the work, but as. 
on D day 'factical Air Force Squadrons were always briefed to 
attack altermtive targets before taking off on air support 
calls. 

The general lack of inform~tion on D-Day also handicapped 
the co.,.ordinat.ion of strc,tegic and ta.ctical bomber effort by 
the Air c. in C~ and the Commander Advanced A.E.A.F. It was 
arranged that all attacks by mf!dit1m and fighter-bombers in the 
Tactical Areo. shimld in future be lr.id on by Commander, 
Advanced A.E,A,F, wbo could, if necessary, ~slc the Air C. in C. 
for addi tfom,l help from the he::vy bon:b,~ rs. This avoided the 
oho.nee of the medium bombers being forced to take on targets 
outside the tactical area bcc3.use those inc;ide had been allotted 
to heavy bombers. Improved means of passing on information 
from Starunore to Uxbridge were also devised. 

The enemy ground movement that gave Generel Montgomery the 
greatest arudety was that converging on the Caen nei:;-hbourhood. 
The 21 st Panzer Division was moving from Fah.ise to Caen, the 
12th S.S. Panzer Division from Dreux and Evreux and the Panzer 
Lehr Division from Alencon to Domfront and Thury IIa.niourt. In 
view of the doubt about the sucess of the E~ihAir Yoroe nttempts 
to create choke points/, . the maximum number of ~.'yphoons were 
sent out against move~ts alons the roads in three areas with 
the bulk of the effort allocated to the qu~drilateral, Caen, 
-~zidon, Falaise and Villers Bocc1.ge. Lcs:.3 important areas 
were from Evreux to Rouen south west of the Seine· and the roads 
in the axis Argentan - Dreux. 

The fighter-bombers in the latter area saw a great• deal of 
movement and in consequence were strongly reinforced. Acti.vity 

• varied at different times of the day ·with the uncertain weather 
but over 752 sorties (over 700 on aripeQ. reconnaissance) _had 
been put up by Typhoons and Mustangs~1) by nightfall. Sweeping 
claims were made by pilots concerni'ng the number of enemy 
vehicles, locomotives and rolling stock destroyed but though 
move~ent was often delayed it was not stopped. Furthermore it 

Gennan Document 
A.H.B.61 
Transl. No. 
v!r/70, .p.10.· 

. . • 

Advanced A.E.A.F. 
o.R.B. June 
1941~~ p.12. 
Ciimha. Beaoh .. head, 
P• 119. 

/ . · ' ~ , ,. •• ·- - ~ .... . •- - .... 1 ... · · •·· • ·' · . ... . .. ..., . ... 

seems clear by ·the names of the areas in which most movement 
was reported that enemy forces of all kinds· were cloning in on 
tl)e peao~head. . Th.fa is confirmed by the ~telephone log of the 
German Seventh Army. By mid-day on 7 ·June, the 12th S.S. 
Panzer Division was attacking North-West of Caen and elements 
.of the Panzer Lehr (Training) Division were up to Thury 
&rcourt. The 21st Panzer Division had been in action against 
the British 3rd Division and Airborne Troops astride the Orne 
North of Caen ~ince the previous day. 

Movement in the U.S. sector gave rise to less anxiety than 
that towards C&,e~ except that the fate of the ·Ornaha· beach-head 
was uncertain.l 2J In response to a request by the Vth Corps the 
Ninth Air Force flew 35 missions of squadron strength· on 7 June 
· :in the zone from Bayeux west along the Aure valley with ope 
~<F,ladron always over the target area. Enemy gun positions 
were priority targets on these missions but were difficult to 

(1) These haqbeen relieved of their commitments to pro
'l!ect Coastal Command Anti-U-Boat patrols as the latter were not 
molested by enemy fighters. • 

• (2) . An acr.ount of U.S. military operations in this area 
may be read in 'Omaha Beaohwhead,' an official narrative by the 
Historical Division, u.s. War Department. (Copy in A.H.B. 
ll.eoor~: Index N.o. II SI/6. • . 



n 
)~cate. Road and rail targets as well as enemy ,concentration 
i.rea.s in the Foret de Cerisy received most of the vreight of 
atkcks by 46-/ aircraft, The line of search extended 
generally from Vire on either side as far as Granville and 
.Argentan. 

German document 
~.H,E.6 
Translation 
VII/70, P• 1 O, 

Movement from Brittany was known to be particularly active 
but was of·ten hard to find as divisions ·were moving piecemeal. 
The Air Commander in Chief a~ed the IXth Air Foroe to pay if 
great attention to movement centred around Rennes. ' · 

TIM/F/S,34, 
Encl, 9A., 
para,13. 

~~,!IIY Reaction in the Air and on the Ground 

~~rations on the first two days 
.• i' 

Information about the German Air 1or'cie _was that torpedo 
and long range bombers were reinforcing Kerlin Bastard, Rennes 
and Vannes, the ·great airfields of Brittany. The VIIIth Air , 
Force began its post D-Day offensive against the Gerrpan Air 
Force by attacking Kerlin Bastard at the req_uest of Cob.stal 
Command which feared the attacks of Ju.88s on its Anti-U-Boat 
patrols in the South West Approaches • . Enemy ground attack 
aircraft a~r~ared to be based on the airfields around Evreux 
and Laval. l ) · .· 

Small formations of enemy aircraft were frequently seen by 
the 2nd T,A,F, fighter-bombers on armed reconnaissance but 
these were almost invariably deep inside France. This was 

.,: .. . corroborated by VIIIth Fighter Command pilots operating 8'.' in 
adjacent areas but further inland. The latter reported sigq'½
ing about 150 enemy fighters covering road movements west of • • 
Paris, But there was still no sign that the enemy was pre- . . 
pared to make a serious effort to fight it out in the air before 
the Allies became firmly established on the ground. The 
Allied estimate of G·,A,F. effort on 6 June was about 100 
sorties during the day (nearly all in the second half of the 
day) and about 175 bomber sorties during the night. No 
estimate was made of fighter or of transport activities though 
it was known that considerable movement of Ju·.52s took place. 

On 7 June there were about 70 bomber and fighter-bomber 
sorties and perhaps 250 S,E. fighter so~ties during the daytime 
with a night-time effort on about the sJne scale as on the 
night before. • • 

A.D.I.(K) Report· •• General Galland 1 a< 2) Interrogation Report states that 
No.373/1945, plans for countering the expected invasion·called for the 
para.394. immediate transfer of all Fighter' Geschwader except four from 

the Reich to the West to come under the operational control of 
Jagdkorps II (J~nck), Some reinforoc,aents had certainly 

· • (1) An observation made in a G.A.F. Air Historical Branch 
report (A.H.B,6 Translation No,VII/32, page 3) states ' . at! 
the beginning of the invasion, III/S.G.4 transferred two 
Staffeln from St, Quentin - Clastres and one Staffeln from 

.. s. France to Laval in Brittany, , J\lthough the Gruppe md 
·already suffered losses from enemy fighters during tranai t, it 

-was a.ble oh the same day to carry out three operations with 
, ,between ·4 .. 8 aiI·crn::ilt at a time. • • 

:· . ' .. i • ' • ' . I. 

(2) Adolf Galland; one ~fGerinany's greatest Fighter 
pilots, was General Der Jagdf'lieger in charge of all matters 
pertaining to the Fighter Arm from December, 1941 to February 
1945. . His know].edge o'f these matters was unicpe. 

! ' 
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arrived by 7 June but eneroy fighter s~rengtij waa still far 
less than had been expected by the All~es. i The explanation 
offered by Galland for this gives the credit to the Allied 
Cover Plan for the first delay of 24 hours before any German 
fighters were moved because he says .thv.t Rundstedt1 the 
c. in c. West, expecting a heavier landing in the Pas de Calais, 
refused to give tne order ~or the transfer. The fighters 
were, according to Galland, transferred by order of the 
Luftwaffe itself. 

But immediately the tr:msfer bq~an, the scheme ran into 
difficulties. The Allied bombing offensive hacl !!lade most of 
the carefu.lly provisioned airfields untenable and tlw enforced 
use of ill-provided landing grounds soon reiml ted in a sh.'U'p 
fall in efficiency. The main ground strength came by rail 

• and, due to air attacks, arrived days or even weeks late. 
Allied fighters, attacking the flanks of the long flight route, 
also took a heavy toll of air fol"l118.tions on the move, Gallarrl 
said that 'advance parties of each unit came by Ju.52,1 

Mosquitoes from A,D.G,B. and No,85 Group Squadrons claimed to 
have shot down several of these on the night of 6/7 June and 
subseque~tly, 

Bitter fighting took place West .. of Caen where a severe 
check was suffered by the Canadians, German counter-attacks 
led by elements of the 12th S.S. Panzer and 21st Panzer 
Divisions were unco-ordinated, qvting.to the lack of definite 
orders from higher authority and to the lack of communications, 

• but in very savage local engagements the Canadians in the ' 
. neighbourhood of Authie and Villons lost a good deal of ground. 
The British innnedia t.ely North of Ca,en were stop:9ed a. few miles 
from the city and made no further headway against hardening , 
opposition. 

. . . . . . . - ◄ ~ 

/

. Less resistance was _encountered in the Bayeux area, 
_ al though enemy troops here were also stronger than had been 
. expected. . In spite of delays in landing supplies and follow

up formations due to.the rough seas~ Bayeux was entered on 
7 June by the 50th Division ood ·vras mopped up on the following 
·c1ay. Commandos also captured Port-en-Bessin on the 7th and 
soon . ~terwards contact was established with Americ&n troops 
frotr ~alla Beach. A thrust was L'l&de by the British towards 
Villeys Bocage after the 7th Armoured Division had been lancJ.ed 
but these troops . had no sooner entered Tilly sur Seules than 
they were ejected by the German Panzer Lehr and 12th S, S. 
Panzer Divisions. During the next fort?.ight there TTere maey 
fluctuations but few great change1;1 , ?,l 9ng the. front lij.ne in the 
·British area. • •. , •· , • 

. , • • 1 ~ . f .·' ' ~ 

. Something has alreaczy been 1;10,~d 1;1.bout the rlifficul ties 
' experienced by the Americans in e stablishlng a footh,:ld in the 

Omaha beach-head. A great effort was made . to restore the 
situation and as the Germans were less energetic about 
reinforcing this sector the u.s. troop~ were able to capture 
·Jsigny and cross the Vire on 9 ,TUIU? before the defences of 
Carentan and enemy reinforcements brought • them to a standstill. 
However; with tm-e~ di visions in the Omaha be~oh area and three 
in the Utah area\1} the Gennaris . were heavily outnumberel, and 
on 10 June the link with Utah beach and the Airborne Troops 

. was effected thus j}:)ining up the whole lodgcm<;";nt area, On 
12 June Carentan was c~ptured and the Allies were reaey to 
develop the lodgement area into a suitable base for a large 

. scale incursion into ~ope~ .s \ , ; 

'(1) Counting the two U.S. Airborne Divisions. 
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The Increase of Enemy Air Activity 

The 8th of June saw a considerable· increase in ene?ey" air 
activity as had been expected though ·it never reached the scale 
that had been anticipated nor was t he G.A.F, e!llployed in a bold 
and aggressive manner. The fact that Long Range Bombers did • 
not re-appear in the Assault Area during daylight showed that 
Allied fighter cover had already won a victory of the greatest 
importance, Two hospital ships were mined but both were 
safely towed back to Portsmouth. Fighters and fighter-tombers 
were not capable of doing as much damage as could be done by 
the larger aircraft, however. 

Attacks by small formations of F.W. 190's and Me,410's 
were much more frequent and succeeded in sinking an American 
destroyer. and one Landing Ship by dive-bombing but enemy air
craft were generally driven off with serious loss to them
selves, The Low Cover Spitfires were more lucky than the 
Thunderbolts higher up and had several engagements in which it 
was estimated tm.t 5(% of enemy aircraft engaged were damaged 
with 2~ destroyed. Allied losses were very small. 
Unfortunately, the weather was worse in England than it was in 
France with the result that cover had to be withdrawn at 
intervals and it sometimes happened that the enemy did some 
damage during these periods, A bombing attack on Sword beach, 
for e~ample, blew up petrol and ammunition dumps. The worst • 
period was at dusk, Repetitions of this were guarded against 
subsequently by sending over some of our Night Fighters before 
nightfall, They shot down three enemy aircraft at dusk on 
10 June but that was never the complete answer to the high 
.performance fighter-bombers, 

German fighters confined themselves, for the most part, 
to operations in the · rear areas whe_re they were fully occupied 
escorting army movement. Dreux, 3t. Andre de L'Eurefa Le Mans, 
Flers, Romilly and Laval seem to have been the ,airfiel~ ost 
in use and the most active areas for flying we're those between 
Paris - Rouen - Caen - Laval, Most of the enemy air activity 
over the beach-head-was in the Eastern (British) Assault Area 
in the early morning and late even:lng. 

One unwelcome but not unexpected feature was to showitse 
early in the campaign as soon as bad weather and enemy attacks 
had affected the nerves of the A, A, gunners ashore and afloat. · 
'llhis was concerned. with the difficulty of recognising which ~ .. 

i f' craft were friendly and which were hostile when cloudy con.
Ibid Enol0 12A ~ ditions prevailed. General Montgomery was worried when R.A.F. 
para. 15. fighters had to be withdrawn from over the beaches. .Admiral 

Ibid 
Encl. 10A 
para. 9. 

Vian, on the other hand, complained bitterly if friendly air
craft appeared over our ships despite the agreements reached at 
inter-service conferences that no A.A. gunner in H.M. Ships and 
merchant men should be allowed ·to fire at aircraft unless he 
was fully trained and qualified to recognise all types of air

'la.vanced A.E.A.F. craft. - Unfortunately there were far too many incidents being 
0,R.B. 
June 1944, 
p. 22. 

reported of Allied aircraft being shot down by our ovm ships: 
pilots were continually complaining of ships guns shooting at 
them. On 10 June three Spitfires (not the first) were shot 
down into the sea by Allied A.A. and the arrival of the dawn 
patrol on the 11 th was greeted by a heavy barrage. 

For some weeks this tendency was to cause much ill feeling 
because despite great efforts the problem was never entirely 
solved. It vras at times made more difficult by reports of 
German aircraft with Allied markings or the use of captured 
Allied aircraft by the Germans. The .Air c.-in-c. deprecated 
these reports because their acceptance justified the A.A. 
gunners. and in fact no proof has ever been found that the enemy 
made a habit of these practices. The fact was that aircraft ,. 
often had to fly low in bad weather, in combat or when damaged. 
On the other hand, the greatest hazard to shipping was from low 
flying enemy aircraft which could not be quickly recogn;i.sed and 
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which sometimes appeared when friendly aircraft were also in 
the vicinity. 

' . 

There was some correspondence between A,N,C.X,F.(1) and 
· the Air c.-in-C, before flying regulations were ID9.de more 

stringent and pilots were impressed that they must give all 
ships a 'Wide berth. The rules for the engagement of aircraft 
by A.A. guns were tightened up so that there should be less 
irresponsible shooting, Royal Observer Corps personnel were 
put on some ships to assist in the speedy identification of 
aircraft. Ir_ the course of time these measures all helped to 
ease the position although some of the first R,O.C. observers 
had the mortification of standing by helpless while obviously 
friendly aircraft were being shot .down by uncontro~led gunfire. 

In view of the lack of reaction by the ene!J\Y and the 
paucity of good ground targets for aJ.l the aircraft available, 
and as the bad weather had forced pilots to fly low thus 
incurring rm.tch damage from flak, the Tactical Air Force 
commanders both though it prudent to reduce the scale of effort 
from what it had been on the first two days of intensive 
operations, As it happened, weather deteriorated in the 

.afternoon on the 8th and thus both Tactical Air Forces put in 
little more than half of a full day's Ol)erations. There were 
hardly arry operations at all on 9 June. 

Establishment of the first Landing Strips on the Continent 

Despite the weather which was retarding the landing 
programme and despite the stubborn opposition of the German 
ground forces holding the Caen area, work went forward to 
prepare for basing fighters and·fighter bombers on the 
beach-head, • 

_ , One echelon of H.Q. No.83 Group(2) was established by 
A/Cdzy Boyle first near Graye-sur-Me:t:} and then at Banville so 

' ·· as to\ be convenient for the H,Q, of t,le Second British Arrey. 
A/V/M~roadhurst arrived on 9 June. . 

\ • 

, The first Eirergepcy Landing Strip (E,L.S,) in the British 
Sector had been levelled at Asnelles and a Spitfire made an 
emergency landing there at about 1300 hours on 8 June, A 
more elaborate Refuelling and Rearming Strip (R,R,S,) was 

• constructed at St, Croix-sur-Mer in the British area and three 
' Emergency Landing Strips were established by the Alooricans at 
St. Laurent, Pouppeville and .Beuzoville though none of these 
was ready for operating aircraft until 10 June, 

1 . - . ·, . ,. • Five airstri:p•V©~ .nie:ntioned by No,83 GroupO) on . 
Nepti..ino ._ ~· • 'f JunevjJ.i:a:1:(l\sllelles ,' E.t..~S. }> B~2 (Bazenville R,R,S,), .B, 3 
Overall Air Pl.an, · (st. Croix R,R, S.); '·B~ 5 (CAnrl.lly A,L.G,) and B.6 (CoUalombs 
Appendix F, A.L.G. ). According to the Overall Air Plan, B, 2 and B,3 were 
Anne:x; IIl; to have been ready on D plus three and B. 4, B, 5 and B. 6 pn 

• D plus eight. ' • • 
-----

( 1) Admiral Ramsay, the Allied Naval Commruider Expeditionary 
Faroe, 

(2) · The writer of No,83 Group O,R.~. remarked t~t 
Wg, Cdr, Holmes, Chief Signals Officer, was the first from 

. ;No.83 Group ,to set foot on the soil of France but he did 
• not expect -to f±ffi 31 611 of water on top of it, 

• (3) FI'om I Daily Return o:f Moves of Units to the Continent' 
~ : (Gp, Capt. D, G, Morris, H,Q, A,E.A,F,) A,r{.B, Records, 

The first Location Statement issued by the R,A,F, in France 
after D-Day was issued by A/Cdre Montgomery, of Main H.Q,, 
No,83 Group on the 10 of June. A, copy of this will be 
found wi'j;h the above- 'Returns'. 
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• By the afternoon of 9 June 3,537 men and 815 vehicles had 
been ·landed for the R,A,F, in the beach-head,(1) ['he British 
airfields were, of course, being constructed by the Royal , • 
Engineers, Landings of R,A,F; personnel and vehicles from 
D-Day up to D plus three were_ as follows: 

n-:nay 
7 June 
8 " 
9 " 

456 vehicles 
594 n 
750 " 
815 ,, 

11818 men 
2,615 
3,232 
3,537 

Most of these ioon and vehicles were with 15083 G,C,1, or at 
the Landing Grounds or still at the Assembly Areas not far from 
the Beach exits. • 

At this period the .Air Forces were first, beginning_ to 
realise that there was · a distinct prospect of Allied plans fail
ing in one vital dire·ction, That was ir. th~ rapid development 
of the lodgement area towards the South-east, Phase lines 
which had been drawn for planning purposes had indicated that 
a strong and determiped push would be made in the Caen area 
mainly for the purpose of capturing terrain in the region of 
Falaise and Lisieux i;hat would be favourable for the rapid con
struction of airfields, This object had been stressed . in all 
the expositions of the Overlord plan before D-Day. Only in 
this direction was there much land suitable for this purpose, 

After a few days of operations it gradually became clear 
that the si~tion around .Caen was .developing to our dis
advantage. • Strong elements of three armured divisions faced 
the British and .Canadian troops giving blow for blow and yield
ing no ground. The Operations Records Officer at H.Q., 
2nd T,A,F, noted on 10 June that "A,L,G, B,2 which was 
practically completed could not be occupied owing to the 
limi. ted advances ma.de by the · 2nd .A:rmy", S:i.mi.L9r difficulties 
were cited many times during the succeeding weeks. The 
enemy soon showed that while he could be pushed back in soire 
seotors of the line he remained highly sensitive in the 
neighbourhood of. Caen. Rommel himself said at the time · that 
the line nust be held at Caen} it was far .more dangerous if 
the Allies pushed towards Paris than if they drove towards 
Brittany, It was reported on the morning of 8 June that an 
Allied operation order to the VIIth .A!oorican Corps had been 
recovered from the water by the Germans and that this had 
listed the Allied troops available arid had given the primary 
objectives as Cherbourg and Bayeux, In spite of this Rommel 
agreed with the G,O,C. Seventh Army that their main operati.ons 
should be in the Caen area though he insisted that the capture 
-of Cherbourg wst be prevented by all means short of transfer
ring larg.e forces to the Cotentin. On 12 June the Chief of 
Staff of the German Seventh A:rrrr:f asked Army Group B for air . 
cover ·with focal point at Caen1 and added that air action over 
the Cotentin I is not necessary'. 

General MontgoIMry was remi.nded that the Air Forces were 
relying on the early capture of the terrain beyond Caen but 
after a few days he appea~<l to be accepting the situation with 
something like complacenc~) The reaction of the Air Commanlars 
to his atti tud.e expressed by Air Chief Marshals Tedder and 
Leigh-Mallory and, by Air Mii.rshal Coningha.m on occasions betv.een 
14 and 24 ·June, will be discussed at a later stage. , The main 
f.act of i.lllnediate importance to the Air Forces was that no 
progress was made on . the ground in the Caen ~a until late in 
July with the result that the 'whole Royal Air Force build""Up 
had to · be drastically re~sed-, 

(1) From 'Daily Returns of Moves .......... .. .. .... • above. 
l1..J Su .. ,....., 11..y I"~, V.:,l:L,e4t 4. 
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_pie Allied Plan to I~olate the Battlefield 

. Lines of · Interdiction and the Transportation Plan 

On 7 Sune, SH.AEF G-2 (Intelligence) Division circulated a 
pa.per(1) suggesting that the best manner of preventing enelf\Y 
mpvement was the destruction of some 90 bridges along three 
'lines of interdiction'. These were:- ' 

(1) The Seine - Eure - Loi.re line; 

(2) The line of Etaples - Peronne - Fimes - Nogent -
Auxerre - Annecy; 

3 The line of tb.e Meuse .. thence aeross the Belfort Gap, 
-l-~-~-j -,, -i~Th~ough based on a number of unsound assumptions, espeoiall;y 

·~ ' , -with regard to the A,E,A,F, Railway Plan, the paper had a 
-·~· ~ ·~ :profound influence on .Air Force doctrine and practice with 

, regard to the use of air power against enelf\Y transport, 
The Air C,-in-C, continued to follow a flexible policy in 
which attacks on railway centres, junctions, bridges, 
trains and even open li.nes all played a part in disrupting 
movement, but the policy o~ interdiction found many 

' supporters, particularly · arrong the Americans, • However 
the situation immediately after D Day was such that there 
was an obvious advantage in attempting to -create the first 

;' line of interdiction so as to isolate the Normandy area 
I • from the remainder of Occupied Europe, 

At his evening Staff Conference, on 7 June the Air C,-in-C. 
had decided that as it was n6 .. longer practicable to use the 
strategic bombers to hold up movement in Normondy, two major 
tasks rema.i:ru:,d for the. Air Forces, These were:-

(1) To seal off the North-West region from the rest of 
Fra.noe t>yblocking the crossings of the l(oire in addit:Lon 
to those of the Seine, and . then closing the Nantes -
Orleans Gap: 

(2) To hold off from the battlefield, t{le German din• 
sions in Brittany. • • 

. 
The Seine bridges were already .cut but those of the Loire 

were being used by the 17th S.S. Panzer Grenadier Division, and 
more important, the vital route-a through Paris ana.· the tGap1 to · 
Orleans were sti).l open, 'l'he advantages of using . the over
whelming air power of the Allies to -isolate the battlefield 
were . therefo~ obvioµs to all; • 

While the Strategic Air Forces were employed by the Air 
·c.-in-C. to preyent ~inforoing DivisionB-_ reaching Normandy, 
the Tactical .Air Forces under the cG>ntrol of the Corrrnander, 
Advanced A,E,A,F. were used near the :front. line. On the night 
of 7 /8 June R.A,'F, Bomber Command attacked the main junctions 
on the soutq-westerly section of the Grande Ceinture Railway 
around Paris. About 1,000 tons of bombs were dropped by 
550 Heavy Bombers on Versailles, Juvisy, Massy-Palaiseau and 
Acheres railway centres with devastating effect, Great care 
was taken to avoid need.less casualties and excellent concentra
tion was secured on the "targets, • Unfortunately, this together 

• • -( 1) _ A copy of th~ paper may be found on File TLM;1,6. 136/15/7A, 
It was entitled, ''Use of Air Power against Enemy Military 
Transport and Supplies" and included appendices giving 
details of the I l;i.nes of interdiction• suggested. . 
Further I handbooks' were issued from time to time b,y G-2, 
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with the moonlight, helped the eneiey flo,k and night fighters 
to shoot down 28 heavy bombers in this area. 

As it was the policy of A,E.A,F, to employ the Heavy 
Bombers against tactical targots where these were suitable or 
in the event of an emergency developing, a proportion of the 
Heavy Night Bombers were required to attack an. area in the 
Forest of Cerisy a few miles behind the Omaha beach. A heavy 
attack was requested by the Arrey on areas around a cross-roads 
in the middle of the forest where tanks and motor transport 
were being parked and probably fuel and ammunition being 
dumped. As this attack was carried out at short notice ~d 
the target was not altogether suitable for heavy bombers( 1J 
it was not perhaps surprising that the 800 tons of bombs were 
thought to have fallen some miles away from the objective, 

It might be added that Medium and Fighter-Bombers of the 
IXth Air Force also ma.de several attempts to bomb these targets 
in the forest on 7 June but not uuch is known of the results • . 

At the same time as the R.A.F, Night Heavies were operat
lll& Light Bombers and Intruders of the R,A,F. were also ma.king 
great efforts to interrupt movement towards the battle, the 
majority of them operating inside the Seine - Loire area. 
All the . main routes towards the beach head were patrolled and 
illwninated but the greatest attention was paid to Caen, 
Mezidon, Domfroni:, Flers, Villedieu and Argentan. It was soon [ 
known to Allied intelligence - and this has since been con
firm:,d by German records - that the Panzer Lehr, the 17th S.S. 
Panzer Grenadier, the 12th S.S. Panzer and a rrumber of infantry 
divisions were already on the move to the front at this time. 
All the records speak of many air attacks, lln.lch destruction • 
and· long delays. • 

From these records it can clearly be seen that although 
the bad weather saved the German Seventh Arrrry from the full 
effects of the Allied air attacks, units nevertheless arrived 
at the front pieceiooal and exhausted but owing to i:he exjgenoies 
of the situation had to be conmitted ·tp the battle irmnediately. 
Losses were continuous from the time they began their moves: 
troops forever complained of the effects of the ai:r attacks, 
of shortages of fuel and am.mi tion. Collillllnications were 
continually failing so that commanders were out of touch with 
their troops. Time· schedules could not be kept and as 
exhausted men arrived at the front they often found a situation 
quite different from that existing when dispositions had been 
ordered. The result was that the enell\Y W?,S unable to concen
trate as speedily as had been expected and thus despite the 
setbacks due to the unprecedented spell of rough weather which 
retarded the landings at a cri tioal period the /,llied fJ.:r Forces 
were able to redress ' the balance by imposing crushing dif
ficulties on the ene.ll\Y• 

Gernan records also abound with complaints from the ground 
forces that they never saw their own air forces in action near 
the front line. • The usual answer advanced by G,A.F. officers 
was that their airfields were unusable . or that they were fully 
conmi tted attacking the beaches and shipping or escorting • 
convoys along roads and railways in the rear areas. 

The truth ~s that the G,A,F, from the first found their 
position in .the air untenable during the daylight hours. But 
during the night of the 7/d June they became more active than 
they had been since Overlord be~an, both defensively against 

(1) The cross-roads was not easy to identify and in any case 
the dumps and parks were dispersed. 
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the Heavy Bombers in the Paris area and offensively against 
shipping and the beaches. About a dozen Intruders operated 
in East Anglia and shot down three Libe..rators for the loss of 
three of their .own aircraft. Several _aircraft appear to have 
flown reconnaissance missions around the coast. It was 
estimated that some 175 Long Range Bombers took off to attack 
our invasion forces but they had little. success. By far the 
most dangerous activity was the laying of mines in the 
Seine Bay because the low-flying aircraft were difficult to 
intercept ana. the new type of German mine gave much trouble. 
In fact, it was soon found that mines caused more shipping 
losses than any other weapon. At the same time it was the 

~-"" or,_,~(rrost difficulttto counter. 

• • • • -~ Weather was still bad at the commencement of the third 

Adv. A.E.A.F. 
O.R.B., June, 
1944, pp.14, 
15 and 16 

2nd T.A.F. 
O,R,B., June, 
1944·, Appendix 
97, Serials 25 
and 26 

day of operations and deteriorated to such an extent during 
the day (8 June) that there were occasions when air cover had 
to be withdrawn. • 

The outstanding operations during the day were therefore 
those in the morning when tho VIIIth Air Force attacked railway 
bridges over the Loire, railway centres at Orleans and Etamofes 

. and a munber of railways joining Brittany_ to the rest of Fr~e. 
These were undertaken to hold up the movement of the 17th S.S, 
Panzer Grenadier Division from South of the Loire and that of 
the 77th, 265th, 275th and 3rd Parachute Divisions which were 
all being concentrated for movement from Brittany to Normandy. 
Over 1, 100 Heavy Bombers and 1,500 Fighters took part in the 
operations which were rewarded by some successes but bad 
weather prevented the adequate following up of the initial 
advantage thus gained. 

While the Strategic Air Foroes were being used by the 
Air C.•in-C. to prevent reinforcing Divisions reaching Normandy, 
the Tactical Air Forc.es under the control of the Commander, 
Advanced A.E.A.F. were used near the battle front largely to 
stop movement also. However, one operation of note which was 
an exception to this general rule was an attack on targets in 
Caen by the Marauders. This was only undertaken on the press• 
ing insistence of the Army and was intended to assist the 
Second British A:rmy. Air Marshal Coningham and General Brereton 
disliked this task and protested strongly before accepting it, 
Apparently the operation was highly successful . and was the 
subject of congratulations from General Dempsey to the air
crews concerned, 

The remainder of the Tactical Bombers and Fighter-Bombers 
were used as on the two previous days patrolling roads and 
railways on ru:-med reconnaissance, attacking bridges, road · 
centres, convoys, troop concentrations and similar transporta• 
tion targets, Generally but not invariably the 2nd T.A,F, 
concentrated on areas in front of the British Army and the 
IXth Air Force on areas in front of the U ,S, Arm:y, When calls 

. cruoo from the Arrrry for il_lllllediate direct support these were 
~ometimes fulfilled by whichever aircraft could operate most 
easily. For example, three formations of Typhoons were 
dispatched in the eerly morning in response to calls from the 
u.s, troops in the Isigny area and some time later two more 
formations of Typhoons went to the sa~e area in response to 
another request for help. ,. Operations in response to such 
calls from both Armies for direct support were' still, however, 
only a small proportion(1J of the whole. The advantage that 
the enemy had been able to take of low cloud conditions is well 

(1) About a sixth. 2nd T,A.F. despatched about 500 aircraft 
on Armed Reconnaissance and Support Calls of which Support 
Calls accounted for 80. • 
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illustrated by the fact that fighter-bombers. were · attacldng 
such detraining points as Valognes on the 8/9 June. • 

Two imjor ioodifications to the Allied polioy for the 
employ:n0r.t. 0f o.:ir'.1raft cated from the mornings of 8 and 9 June. 
The first 00:'lCerned the U .s. Heavy Bombers while the second 
cm10el"1le ci. t:10 T,A.F.s. Both were a .direc:t...oonsequenoe of the 

·· weather. 

•J..fter succeeding in the initial · landing the Arrrry had 
failed to provia.e the Air Force Conmanders with sufficient 
good tactical targets for all the bombers available~ Dis
satisfaction with this :Cai.lure, with the non-appearance of 
German Fighters and with the principle of using Strategic 
Bombers for attacking transportation targets. to assist the 
Army rather than against the G,A,F·., caused the American Air 

: Generals to criticise the Air Commander in Ohief1 s policy at 
TLM,h,,S,34 
Encl,9A 

• . . the Stanroore Conference on 8 June and to reconmend. in its place 
· [ ' the resumption of the offensive against airfields. They felt 

. para,99 . that a resurgence of German air power might take place at any 
tine and it was known that considerable re-inforoement was in 
progress, But Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Mallory was more 
impressed by · the danger of a counter-attack on the ground than . 

·in the air and gave as first priority to the Strategic Bombers 
• the sealing off of the ring formed by the Loire, the Orleans • 

,1 · •'Gap and the Seine, ·General Spaatz did not believe that his -·, . 
bombers were suitable for this purpose but JJ.r. Marshal Coninglam 

. ·agreed with the Air C,-in-C, that long distance movement could 
best be stopped by the heav,1 bombers. As to the G,A,F,, his 

• pilots were praying for aircraft to attack, ·· General Doolittle 
said he was convinced that thoir prayers would soon be anEW1ered. 
Air Chief Marshal Tedder ruled that a proportion of the effort 

Ibid 
1>•9 

. of the hea,-i.~s should be assigned to each task and accordingly 
the P.i"J.· O, .. in-C., asked: General Doolittle to produce a plan 

• _i-·' for the syF.ri:~112.tic att.a.ok of occupied airfields,(fJ Pending the 

Ibid 
Enol.10A _.· 
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• appearru,cu c,f' e. 1?:!.an, four airfields were allocated to the 
VIIIth .ii.ix· Fo:roe for early attack, . 

ql 0 • : . 
On the following &.y Air Chief Marshal Tedder ma.de an 

even clearer stateioont on the conduct of future air operations: 

(i) It was important to prevent · troops moving from 
Belgium. • • • 

(ii) Cover objectives in the-Fortitude area were still 
profitable targets, : 

(iii) Offensive operations against the ·G.A.F. should 
always have a high priority. • , 

1 ·. . . ' 

!n spite of, the desire of the Air c.-ih-C, to use the 
• VIIIth Air Force against transportation targets before any 
other oojectives; therefore, he was compelled to give way,· 
and largely in consequence of this and of the b~~ 
the isolation -of the battlefield oould·notbe ma.de oompJ.ete. 

• '· •• The bad weather did not px:event •B.omber Comna.nd from 
continuing the oampaign against· ·rail collllmll'lioations into 
Normandy from Brittany and the South West during the night 
8/9 June. · Important railway junctions at Fougeres, AJ.encon, 
Rennes, Mayenn'.e and Pontaubault and a tunnel at Sawmll' were 
attacked by 502 bombers (515 sorties) which oropped about 
1,780 (long)" tons of bombs. Goods and passenger stations 
were destroyed, · through lines were cut in many places and 
numerous direct hits were scoreci on buildings and equipment. 
Less important attacks of a similar nature on unloading 
stations and roads at· Vire, Villedieu, Flers, Montseoret, 
Mezidon, Foligny, Argentan, St. Lo, Falaiae, Lessay and 

l\J I"(~~.:....._~ ,-c...:._~ ~ ...... -~: 1s'~~ {c..J), 

f~,~<tM~f ......... 'Z-Q.,~~~ tl.-<v(~[t4u_T.~ 
t),;..;, ..,;,..._ I -~ ~ ~ t,...,.Jtle~ . • •.· . • 
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La Haye Du Puita were carried out during the same night by • 
140 Mi tohells, Bo stone and Mosqui tos of No. 2 Group, 

But the weather on 9 June was so bad that air operations 
were impossible and the <'memy were given a splendid opportunity 
of ma.king their moves vr.i.'.;hout interference. There seems no 
doubt that they made goof, use of the respite. However, the 

7 Air Commander-in-Chief $3.:.d thnt tha major elements of German 
~ reserves from outside 'N0rt:h West France had not yet moved and 

it was therefore of supreme importance to interrupt conrnunica
tions across the Seine and Loire and through the Paris--Orleans 

. gap. The Seine bria.gos vrere cut and the Cointure r~iJway 
badly damaged, and though Orleans had been hit, Etamws and 
many of the Loire bridges were still open. It was essential 
that they should be 9ut soon. 

Inside the tactical area he proposed to cut all ten rail
ways along a line north of Rennes and Le Mans. At the same 
tire he congratulated the VIIIth Fighter Command on the job 
they had done up to then strafing roads covering all the zone 
south of. the battle area. 

· The weather gradually improved during the evening so that 
after nightfall it was good enough to permit Bomber Command to 

. s~nd on operations a powerful force of nearly 600 aircraft, 
480 of which attacked Overlo~ targets, • Over one hundred 
bombers failed to block Etamp\es Railway Station, but the 
forces sent against airfields ~t Le Mans, Flers, Laval and · 
Rennes did extensive damage. No.2 Group only operated on a 
very small scale with :Mosquitos on armed reconnaissance over 
roads, railways and military targets in Normandy. The 
Mitchelle and Bostons were held for day operations on 10 June • . 

. Thanks to hctter V10athor the day bombing campaign was 
resumed on the morni.ng of ~O Ju.YJ.e with groat energy, although 
visual bombing by the h0avy day bombers was still impossible. 
The directions of enerey mo·,ement ::roted by the Air Oommander- . 
in-Chief were eE'.stward. th!'ough Pontaubaul t, westward through· 
Dreux and northw::i.rd through Mayenne, and all this was receiv-
ing attention from the two Tactical Air Forces and the 

.. VIII Fighter ColIJilla_11.i. Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Mallory asked 
the VIII .Air Force heavy bombers to attack the Loire bridges 
and selected airfields, while their fighters cut . the railways 
running north of Rennes and Le Mans. Bomber Comna.nd were 
asked to follow up those attacks by bombing the rail centres 
at Orleans, .A,cherees, Versailles and Dreux. 

The Tactical Air Forces from dawn onwards commenced a 
varied programme of attacks in support of the ground forces. 

• Maey calls were received for direct support and, with the 

I 
improved weather, reconnaissance aircraft were more active than 

• they had been since "D" Da.y. The most important operations 
in the morning were those carried out by nearly 900 Fortresses 
and Liberators which were sent out to attack eleven airfields 
in Brittany and .in the neighbourhood of Paris, and nine 
defenced localities or gun si ties in the Pas de Calais. No 

. attacks on the Loire bridges were undertaken.. Except in 
the cases of one or . two airfields operations were mainly 
unsuccessful. Over 1,000 bombers were availnble for a second 
mission, but nollfl was undertaken. In the course · of the day 
1,700 sorties ·were flown QY VIII Air Force Fighters, mainly 
in operations directed against 31 railway junctions, yards, 
sidings, etc., nineteen bridges, fourteen tracks, seven tr~ins, 
five tunnels and seven road convoys amongst other targets • 
south and west of the battle. Unfortunately there had baen • 
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a clash between friendly aircraft ( 1) in this zone due to t;1e 
fact that both the VIII Fighter Command and the Tactical Air 
Forces had been assigned .the t~sk of cutting railways north of 
Hennes • Le Mans. • A line of demarcation wa.s fixed to remedy 
th:ts, , ,. • • 

The great bulk of the Tactical Air Forces divided their 
effort between attempts to out _off the battlefield and attacks 
on gun positions, troop and vehicle concentrations , c7.u.,r,l?" aud 
similar targets in support of the Army, Regular missions 
were flovm by small formations on armed reconnaissa nce over 
the roads and railways behind the German lines and a steady 
flow of requests came in from tl1e Arriw for special attacks to 
be carri ed out in support of their ground operations, All 
this had becoioo a regular· rout.i.fie and though ' each mission had 
its own problems and involved its own special planning there 
is not nuch th.;1.t .. can be said about these operations as a whole. 
Unfortunately it was not often possiblo to learn whether they 
had been successful or indeed to evaluate them at all. 

One outstanding operation of this nn.ture was carried out 
by Mitchells and Typhoons OI~ 2nd T,A,F, which had an important 
bearing on the battle from that titre om.n rds, Reference has 
already been ma.de to the slow prpgress l!lEl~ by the ground 
forces in the Caen area owing to· the ba d:' weather, the delayed 
build-up over the beaches and the sti"Ong reaction by German 
armour in that sector. . On 10 Jurte, the enem;y had substantial 
elements of three armoured divisions(2) iri the line around 

Canadian \ Caen in addition_ to strong infantry, artillery and A,A, forces, 
Interrog. Rpts,, (' It was known that a counter-attack was being prepared by <.mellzy' 
Vol. III, armour and as they held positic;,ris weH to . the North of Caen 
PP• 96 & 97 there was some danger that the;y i;n;i.ght be able to reach the sea 

\ and thus divide our Beachhead. (3) • • • 
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The 2nd T,A,F. ~s therefore r'equested _to attack the 
headquarters of the Panzer Gxilppe West, and those of the 
1st S.S. Panzer Corps so as ·to disorganise the preparations 
for suqh a thrust. .'.L'wo attacks were · rw.de by Typhoon Squacgpns 
on what wa u ht to be the latter H.Q. but without any 

w,h· ., i< 

The _attack on the H.Q. ;r,: ,the '':eanzer 'G-roup West wa'S a:· ' 
resounding success and resulted :i:n tile ·death of the Chief 'of 

·. Staff, General Von Dawans, and s;vorai'. of his officers. The". 
G,o.c. ~ vori Schweppenburg, was a_way· at the time. . . . ~ 

.. • . Three waves of Typhoons . (40 aircraft) attacked the H.Q. 
situated a.t Chateau La Caine (T. 9152) .flying low to aischarge 
their rockets. ' While the second wave was operating (about 
2120 hours) 61 Mitchel:j.s bolllbed with 500 lb bombs from 
12,000 ft, The Chatea.u itself -was not bf¾-dlY damaged but. t}le 
orchard in which the H.Q. ,vehicles were parked was sat.urated 
with direct hits and everything nearby was destroyed. • The 
H,Q, was put. out of action i;i.nd did not become operational "· 
agairi until 28 June. , ••• Command of that sector was taken over 
temporarily by the H.Q', of the 1st S.S. Panzer Corps 
( Gen. Dietrich). • • • 

• (1) . This led to reports oy the VIU .Air Force that enemy 

(2) 

(3) 

• aircraft we?}l using Allied markings whereas the aircraft 
seen belonged to the Royal Air Force. 

21 Panzor, Panzer Lehr and :12 S,S. Panzer (Hitler Youth) 
Divisions. - , • : · 

It may be remembered that the enell\Y strongpoint at 
Douvres was still holding out on '10 June. 
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While there was an occasional set piece such as this, 
roost of the operations by the IXth Air Force and the 2nd T.A,F, 
during the next few days were undertaken to can-y out the wide 
variety of tasks necessary to assist the Army, Defensive 
operations were still considerable although eneicy effort 
against cross-channel shipping was so slight that arrangements 
were made on 11 June to release three Groups of Lightnings 
from these unpopular duties. Two of these Groups were 
released to the VIIIth Air Force and one to the IXth Air Force. 
In releasing the Lightnings to the VIIIth Air Force Air Chief 
Marshal Leigh-Mallory expressed e. wish that they would be 
employed on offensive tasks against enemy moverrcnt - a task on 
which VIIIth Air Force fighters were alrea~ doing such 
valuable work, . 

Night attacks on shipping and on the beaches though 
never large in scale, were giving our defence a great deal of 
trouble at this time but on the night of 11 June a second 
G,C.1. beca~ operational (in the .Aroorican Area) and Night 
Fighters had some successes, Low-flying aircraft laying 
mines off the beaches remained the. most difficml t problem, 

The Medium Bombers of the IXth Air Force were employed 
mainly on interdiction missions. • Over 2,·500 sorties were 
flown by Marauders in the first four days of operations and 
3,500 sorties in the next. six days. The bombers of No,2 Group 
were still employed principally at night but sometimes did a 
second sortie during the day or, aJ.ternatively, operated during 
the day when weather had prevented operations thA previous 
night. They continued to be used principally as a force to 
harass moverent and attack such fleeting.targets as stations 
detraining troops. 

The tasks of the figh:!;eri-l:>ombers ~ .re also unchang~d~ 
They carried out armed reconnaissance.behind the entire fropt 
or attacked enell'\Y concentrations, strpngpoints, etc., directly 
opposing ground forces, together with bridges, road junctions 
and siJUilar points where sQJal], bombs_ could be us?d effectively. 

• During the period from 10 to 17 :June the Strategic Air 
Forces were employed mainly _on the three types of nti.ssions(1) 
suggested by Air Chief Marshal Tedder on 9 June, but while the 
.night bombers were employed ma.inly on isolating the battlefield 
the day bombers devoted most of their ,eff?rt towards the sub:
jugation of the German Air Force, '!:lath Bomber Command and 

• the VIIIth Air Force began also· to follow the Deputy Suprerre 
Commander's suggestion that the time would soon be ripe for an 
offensive against German oil~ • • 

. :;_ . On the night of 10/11 June, Bomber Cotnmru1d sent _out •• 
432 Heavy Bombers to. attack enemy communications through J?aria 
and Orleans, Railway complexes at Achei:es, Versailles 
(M.a.telots), Drewc and Orleans were eaoh attacked by a force of 
about 100 aircraft oan-ying a total load of about 1,500 (long) 
tons of .bombs. All those routes were blocked as a rosul t and 
heavy damage was a.one: : • • • ", . • 

This was .not followed up by the VIIIth Air Force in the 
daytime qn 11 June. .A.bout 1040 Fortresses and Liberators 
were sent out .but weather was such _that only 640 aircraft 
we~e able to bomb their ~argets. These consisted of airfields, 
bridges and beach defences in the Pas de Calais undertaken', of 
course·, to · discourage the enetl\Y' from removing troops to 
Normandy. 

1 (1) . . i.e .. the delay of eneicy movement especially from Belgium, 
attacks on the Pas de Calais and the offensive against the 
German Air Force, 
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. On the night of 11/12 June Bomber Comnand continued with 
B.t;.f{,"A1: • their programme of attacks on railways by bombing targets at 

0 _. -'~7).'- Mr>ssy ... Palaiseau (Paris), Evreux, Tours and Nantes with about . 
f\~ ·• '5~ aircraft. On the following night a llD..lch heavier pro-

f{~ 1 • (- \r,ranme was undertaken when about . 5'5"3 aircraft operated 
ri,.., ·against railway targets at Am:i.ens·,. Arras and Cambrai(1) in the 
?lo'- North and Poitiers in the South,(~) Powerful forces also 

bombed a synthetic oil plant at. Gelsenkirchen (zi:>4aircraft) . 
and the road bridges of Caen (•f:tS,aircraft) in' support of the 

Daily Return 
of Moves to 
Continent, · 
H.Q. A,E,A,F. 

Second British Army. L,. ' 

Conclusion -----
At this stage there occurs a natural pause in the story 

of the campaign though there was, of course, no cessation in 
the fighting. 'rhe landing had been achieved and the beach
head for the opening of the Second Front had been successfully 
secured. 

For the next month interest oentres•mainly on two develop
ments, viz. the struggle to take Caen and the seizure of the 
Cotentin Peninsula with its major port, Cherbourg. The ma.in 
features of the air war during that period were perhaps to be 
found in the close integration of air operations with those on 
land and at sea. Outstanding amongst them were the use of 
large forces of bombers in support of major land operations, 
the continued success in the anti u:..Boat and anti-Surface 

·vessel warfare, the increasingly effective use of fighte:r
bombers in a tactical role and the dour battle against mine• 
laying aircraft operating by night. Less spectacular but of 
fundam:mtal importance, were the great efforts made to give 
continuous fighter cover to our own forces while all enellliY 
targets were subjected to every known kind of air attack. 
Although all of these features of the air war had already 

• developed before the campaign was many dn.ys old nothing that 
was entirely novel had appeared. The only way in which this 
campaign was different from all others before it was that it 
was so much bigger. 

It was soon clear that the Assault had succeeded in its 
initial object which was to piuw the coastal defences and 
sieze a beachhead with forces ·st;ong enough to hold and 
develop it, At the end of the first week of fighting the 
five beachheads had been firmly- linked in a continuous coastal 
strip over 50 miles wide and ranging in depth from eight to 
twelve miles. Over 326,000 nxm, 54,000 vehicles and 
104,000 tons of stores had been landed. • Only 4 000 men and 
1,000 vehicles of these belonged to the R.A,F. (3~ but the 
imin landings of Nos. 83 and 85 Groups had to wait until land
ing strips being constructed by the Royal Engineers were near
ing completion. 

On sea and particularly in the Channel, the Royal Navy 
and Coastal Command had decisively won the first round in the 
fight to keep open the supply lines between the base in 
England and the beachhead. · The eclipse of the U-Boat and the 

{-1) To delay the move of the 1st S.S. Panzer Division from 
Antwerp. 

•. .,. ' i .. 

(2) • To hinder the' 2nd S.S. Panzer Division on the roove from 
· Toulouse. 

Comparable figures for the U.S.A.A,F. are not known. 
R.A,F. landings were speeded up in the second week of 
Overlord with the re1:1ult that 13,000 mm and 3,200 
vehicles had been landed by 20 June. 
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successful frustration of operations by enellliY light surface 
craft were both notable victories though the battle could 
still be lost at a later stage, But up to D plus six there 
were only 64 shipping losses due to enemy _a.ction and 34 due 
to weat_h~r, the great majority of the vessels concerned being 

.minor craft, 

In the air, the months of assiduous planning, preparation 
and· training bore their fruits when the Allied Air Forces 
experienced little difficulty in retaining its complete 
ascendancy over the G,A,F, It was clear from the outset that 
not only was the Luftwaffe unable to offer e:ny serious chal ... 
lenge even over Occupied Europe; but that Allied aircraft were 
free to intervene with decisive eff'ect in the battles on the 

. . I ground. While our Offil forces were provided with generous 
~weo-1!.w ~;!ta[~ air oover at all times#he roovernent of enemy reserves and 

. supplies beca100 a matter of extr0rne hazard owing to the con
stant air attacks whioh inflicted heavY losses of men and 
materials. • 

During the first vital days of the campaign the weather 
saved the German forces from the · full intensity of air attacks, 
The Allies had planned to make a scoI'l9 of towns around the 
beachhead area impassable to traffic by heavY attacks carried 
out mainJy by Fortresses and Liberators, Medium and Light 
Bombers were to destroy bridges, railway and road targets while 
Fighter-Bombers were to carry out armed reconnaissances u-p 
and down the roads and railways so as to interdict all move
ment, Unfortunately this plan could not be executed in its 

. entirety because the necessary bombing weather did not 
materialise. But the thoroughness of the preparatory bombing 
of the railways combined with the intensive . efforts made by 
the Tactical Air Forces and the night bombing by R,A,F. Bomber 
Corrmand went far enough to delay the arrival of German troops 
and supplies so that even during the first week of operations 
the Germans were suffering severely from the Allied use of 
their overwhelming air power, Their complaints about the 
effects of Allied air attacks upon supplies of fuel, ammunition 
and tran~port facilities generally, leave no doubts on this 
score, 

/4.,,,,o,,. 
The policy of the Air Commander in Chief was to combine • 

a.ttri tion operations which, though {slow in taldng effect were 
more lasting, with operations such1\i.s bridge and line-cutting 
which had illllIDdiate, but only temporary, results, The con
sequence of this policy and of the weather, which prevented 
its complete fulfillment, was that while the movement of enerey 
reserves to. the thre11.t0ned area was by no means prevented, it 
certainly was greatly obstructed. The enemy had planned to 
prev\;)nt any ·landings or at least to-defeat them on .the beaches. 

f

' The surprise, the ~arge scale and the use of the combined 
bombard.'1¥9nt resources of all the Services, enabled the Allies . 
to frustrate that hope. The next enemy plan was to counter-
attack at a very early stage so as to drive the invaders into 
the sea before they had had·time to consolidate, This plan 
also failed partly because of the factors already lll3ntioned 
but also because the enemy was already experiencing the dif
ficulties in movement which wore increasingly being imposed 
upon him by the employment of Allied air power, 

The speedy build~p of the Allies was in sharp contrast 
to that of the enollliY, German re-inforcenents arrived so 
slowly that Rownel found it necessary to put them all into the 
line to prevent an Allied break-through. Sharp actions were 
fought and strong local counter"attacks were !Mde especially 
in t~e area of Caen but this fighting was done by the best 
armoured formations which normally would have been concentrated 
until a sufficient reserve had accumulated to mount a major
oountep attack. The 21st Po.nzer, the 12th S,S, Hitler Youth 
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:Panzer, the Panzer Lehr ... an elite Division - and the 
17th S.S. Panzer Grenadier Divisions arrived at the front 
piecetroal over the first few days of the Assault period. As 
formations dribbled forward harassed by air attacks and later, 
by naval and land artillery fire, they were flung into the 
line in a vain effort to keep the Allies pinned dvwn near the 
beaches. Orders were issued by the Supreme Command of the 
German Armed Forces (O.K.w.) that the invaders were to be 
driven into the sea but forces were arriving so slowly that 
Rommel was never able to accumulate a strilci.ng force large 
enough to carry out thoso orders. 

If on the other hand Rommel had c}.ttempted to use his 
armour as a mobile strilci.ng force there would have been so 
nnny gaps in the line that the Allies could have surged through 
and quickly established a large bridgehead with ample room for 
mnoeuvre. In the circumstances, his decision to contain the 
beach.head in as srro.11 an area as possible was a gamble on the 
chances that his ovm build-up would soon outstrip that of the 
Allies and en.'l.ble him to counter-attack with decisive effect. 
Thus, in the restrictions that it exercised upon ene!J\Y 100vemmt 
and the freedom that it conferred upon our own, the dorrrl.nant 
influence of Allied air power upon strategy at this stage of 
the battle is plainly manifest. 
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CHAPTER 8 

BRITISH AIRBORNE OPERATIONS JN NEPTUNE 

Allied Forces Available 

The Airborne troops cllocated for employment in the 
Assault upon Normandy consisted of the 6th British and 82nd and 
101st U,S, Airborne Divisions, The British 1st Airborne 
Division, refitting after operations in ItaJ.y, was standing by 
to truce po.rt in subsequent operations, and two U,S, Paraclrute 
Regiments vrere aJ.so available if' required, The 6th Airborne 
Division (Major-General R,N, Gale) consisted of the 3rd and 5th 
Parachute Brigades and the 61:h Airlanding Brigade, 

Air lift ,vas provicled for the American Divisions by the 
Dakotas of the IXth Troop Carrier Command (Brigadier--G-eneral 
Williams) and for the British Division by No, 38 Group (Air 
Vioe,-.Marshal L. N, HolliP~lrurst) and No. 46 Group (Air 
Corrn-nodore A, L, FiddrunentJ, A IXth Troop Carrier Connnand/ 
No, 38 Group Combined Command Post had been set up at Eastcote 
convenient to Uxbridge and Stanmore, and from this Command Post 
Air Vice-Marshal Hollinglrurst and Brigadier--G-eneral Williams 
co-ordinated their aircraft movements and exercised their opera
tional commands, However, as the operations undertaken by the 
American and British Airborne Forces in the Assault Phase of 
Overlord were entirely unconnected with each other and, in 
essentials, were planned and executed independently of each 
other, they ,vill be treated separately in this aooount,01 

Hight Fighter Cover to Airborne Forces 

Intruder and Night Fighter aircraft from Mosquito squadrollS 
- of A,D.G,B, No, 85 Group and No, 100 (Bomber Support) Group 

carried out a varied programme of offensive operations on the 
night of 5 - 6 June designed ma.inly to protect the Heavy 
Bombers but also partly to protect the troop carrier aircraft, 
Under the direction of the A,D,G.B~ Intruder Controller, 
attacks were carried out on most of the German Air Force air ... 
fields from wh.ich fighter aircraft might be expected to operate. 
The offensive covered a wide area in North~est Europe and 75 
aircraft took part, 

An additional eight aircraft furnished direct support to 
the Airborne Forces by attacking searchlight and f'lak posts 
along the routes to be used by the troop carrier aircraft in 
the Cotentin and Caen areas, Flying low over these areas, 
the Mosquitoes induced the searchlights and guns to reveal 
their positions and then attacked them with bombs and cannon 
fire. Their reports seem to show that this was less dangerous 
than it might have been because the defences were neither very 
active nor very densely distributed in those areas. 

British Airborne Operations - Operation Tonga 

General outline 

The generaJ. aim of the Military Plan was to use the 6th 
Airborne Division to protect the left flank of the assault 

. landings, High ground east of the River Orne overlooked the 
area between the Sword and Juno beaches and the city of Caen, 
and if that high ground remained in the hands of the ene!l\Y, it 
would enable him to bring observed artillery fire to bear upon 
the British Assault Forces, In particular, a powerful battery 
near the villages of Merville and Salenelles (Ref. T, 155776) 
was a most serious menace to the British seaborne forces more 
especially to those due to land on Sword (Ouistreham) Beach, 



'No.38 Group. 
Operation 
Order No.500 
pa.ra.5. 

The Airborne Forces were thi\rore employed to deey to the 
eneiqy the use of this ground and also to prevent him from 
bringing in reinfoI·ooments across the corridor between the 

_ 'Dives and the Orne, 

To succeed in achieving these aims it was necessary to:

(a) capture intact the bridges east of Benouville over 
the Canal do Caen a,ri4 the River Orne; 

(b) secure and hold the high ground ?rorth of the Ranville 
area; 

(o) capture a buttery north of' Ouistreham near the Caen 
Canal (Ref, T. 107"165); 

(d) secure a LD.nd:L"lg z_ one ·in the Ranville .. Breville area 
( Code L0tter 'N t) for Gliders; • . . 

' (e) capture and destroy ·the :Mervi11e/Salenelles battery; 

(f) demolish the bridges over the various areas of the 
River Divos at VaravD;J.e, Robe~omrne, Bures and Trearn; 

(g) block roads enter~ ~?e _area from the south and oast. 

British Forces Availablsi ( 1 )' _· 

The total aircraft available in Nos. 38 and 46 Groups con
sisted of fifteen squadrons with 362 U:ni !t; Equipment-aircraft 
and 61 Reserves, Aircraft strength on 1 June, 1941+ was 517 
aircraft in the squadrons of which li-()6 were reaey for op ora
tions. The Order of Battle was a~ follows:-

" 

Gr9LW Station Squadron 1 • Aircraft Gliders 
~ . 

38 Brizc Norton 296 22 + 4- Albomarles 50 Horsas 
II " 297 II :11 II II II 

II Harwell 295 II II , II 11' 
. . 

11 

II 570 • 11 It . ll II II 

-
II Keevil 196 22 + 4 Stirlings 11 II 

II 299 II II II " II 

n - Fairford 190 '_ 11 -· ttr.:.. It II II 

II 620 · • If II II II II 

, , . 

n · • Tru:Tant Rwhton 298 - 18 + 2 Halifaxes 
~
70 Hamilcara 

4-6 
" 
II 

It 

38 
& 

46 
~ 

II II 6JiJ+. tf • II II 50 Horsas 

:Broadwell 512 30 + 0 Dakotas 40 Horsas 
II 575 II II · 11 II II 

.Down .A.mpney 48 II II II II II 

II II ·271 II n II II II 

. Blakehill Farm 233 . II It It II II 

Reserves 25 II 

Reserveo 4-00 

Total ReooUt'oes : 362 + 61 a.i.roraft 1120 Gliders . 

.~lils~ composite table made· up from information contained 

·ti) • No, 38 Group Operation Order No. 500 Appendix 'A' 
(2) ,._u • 11 11 .,.1.1 • 11 Ann.e:xure 1.Jl.ppenaix 'E' 
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The tasks emunerated in ·(a), (b), (o) and (d) above were 

entrusted to troqis of No. 5 Paratroop Brigade, and those 
listed in (e), (fJ and (g) were allocated to No. 3 Paratroop . 

. Brigade, The aircraft :i.nV'olved were 218 Stirlings, Halifaxes 
and Albemarles of No. 38 Group and. 142 Dakotas of No. 46 Group. 
The whole of this air operation was known by the code name 
Tonga. 

Operation Tonga was to be carried out between mid.night and 
dawn, and all the main objectives had, if possible to be 
secured before tho Assault Forces reached the beaches. It was 
especially :important to neutralise the Marville battery before 
daylight. Three main Dropping and Landing Zones were 
selected. - one within reach of the Marville battery and 
Varaville bridge (Code Letter tyt), one in the Sannerville
Cuverville area near the road connecting Tr.oarn with Colombelles 
(Code Letter 1K1), and a third large Zone (Code Letter INI) 
between the villages of Hanville and Breville. Two small 
Landing Zones between the Canal de Ca.en and the River Orne 
beside tlie road connecting Benouville and Renville ( Oode Letters 
1X1 and 'Y') were also chosen. • • 

Using Dropping/Landing Zones convenient to the objectives 
stated above, airborne troops were to attaok before the eneley' 
was able to appreciate the true situation. Pa.thi'inders were 
to drop personnal who had to set up ground navication aids to 
e11Sure that Main Bodies landed in the correct Zones. Other 
aircraft were to carry Advance Parties. It was thought essen• 
tial to seize the vital Benouville-.Ranville bridges as a first 
step, and it was also decided to set out for the Dives bridges 
as early as possible so that their demolition could. be com
pleted before the enetl\Y could. prevent this move, .. 

With regard. to the. Benouvilleo-Ranville bridges over the 
Caen Canel and the Orne River, three gliders were assigned. to 
land at 0020 hours · near each bridge on Landing Zones 1X' and tyt, 
and at the same time a Backing-Up party of 4-7 Para.troops was 
to drop on Dropping Zone 1Nt neo.r the village of Ranville. 
Demolition Parties assigned. to the Dives bridges in the Troarn
Bures area were to drop on Dropping Zone 1K I and. those 
responsible for the Varaville and. Robehomms bridges were to 
drop on Dropping Zone tyt. All the Main Bodies were to 
commence jumping at 0050 hours. 

, .. ' 

The capture and neutralisation of the Marville battery was 
recognised as the most difficult undertaking because of the 
formidable naturo of its defences and the impossibility of 
transporting nuch heavy equipment for attacking it. The plan 
of attack upon the battery provided for Pathi'ind.ers and other 

. aircraft arriving at 0020 hours to -drop Advance Parties who 
would twrk the Dropping Zone, prepare for the Main Body and 
~econnoitre the battery. Ten minutes later, a heavy bombing 
attack on the battery position by 100 Lancasters of Bomber 
Camino.rid was to commence and was timed. to end at 004-0 hours. 
While the bombing was at its height eleven Gliders, carrying 
a small number of vehicles, demolition charges and other heavy 
equipment( were to land. as near as possible to the rendezvous 
(Dz;tz1vtJ, Ten minutes after the Lancaster attack, the Main 
Body .of the 3rd Paraclmte Brigade (about 11 300 men) was to 
begin dropping. After allovr.l.ng time for them to concentrate 
on the rendezvo1ts, 'the Main Body would move off to oover the 
2 l+i)O yards to the battery. At 04-30 hours, when the attack 
b; the Main Boey on the battery was about to begin, star shells 
were to be fired by the ground. attackers to light up the target, 
and 3 · G:J,.iders . f:i.;l.led with volunteers were to pancake inside. the 
battery defences and seek to repeat the episode of the men m 
the Trojan Horse. By this means, it was hoped to prevent the 
h~~~---~ -~4n~ ;~+~ a~+;~n CN~;~c~ +.nA Ai~borne Foroes. 
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The Flight Plan for Tonga sent the aircraf't off in three 

streams, the 3econd stream being the Mo.in Body. The first 
stream were all Nq. 38 Group aircraf't; Its Pathfinder 
AJ.belllclXles, two to each of _the three Main Dropping Zone~~, 
oarrieti men ond equipment to pr·ovj_d~ navigation aids ( visual 
and radar) for the Main Bod.ies to follow. 27 Albemarles and 
Halifaxes, vrith six Horsa Gliderr.;, .carried the Coup-de-Main 
Party for the Benouville bridges and p_er:;o:rmel, tnuwport, guns 
and other equipment to assist the tna:i.n landings. 

The second strcarn consisted of 110 Stirlings and 
A.lbernarles of' No, _'SS Group vrith six Hors" Glide:.•~ and 1/i-6 
Dukotas of No. /i-6 Group ·towing thirteen Hor3as. 'l'hc third 
stream wn.s confinccl to 71 Albemarle Tug a:1d Glider combinations 
of No. 38 Group. ii.ltos cther, _360 aircraft and 96 Gliders took 
part in Opt,ration Tonga, • 

The streams left England -in the dir,~ction of' Le Havre, 
crossed the coast over Wor"thing, Littlchampton and Bogner Regis 
but fumed South..lfl est in mid...C:hannel so as to pass outside 
Le Havre flak area, They cro:;sed the French coast midway 
between the Estuary of the Orne and that of the Dives. 

Phase I - The Benouville bridges and the Ranville_ Dr91m.:b!J&_ 
Zone ( 'N') 

The first stroam of Pathfinders and Advance Parachute 
Parties and the Coup-de-Main Party vras timed so that aircraft 
arrived over their targetu at morning civil tTT:i.lit;ht minus five 
hours, i. e, at 0020 hours Double British Summer Time. Two 
Pathfinders and fourteen Advance Parachute aircraft went to 
Dropping Zone 'V' (near Varaville), two Pathfindern o.nd five 
Advance Parachute aircraft made for Dropping Zone 1N1 (Ranville 
area) and two Pathfinders and two other aircraft dropped their 
loads over Dropping Zone 'K' (Wes t of Sann0rville). . Six 
Hali fax-Horsa combinations were given the vital task of landing 
a Coup-de-Ma.in Party of 170 troops without warning within a few 

• yards of the two bridges mentioned . in (a) so that they could 
capt7.l.l'e .them intact. Sp 0ed and unexpectedness were essential 

·to this . operation as it was believed that the bridges wore 
. •mined and it ,ras knovm that they were guarded by troops. Two 
. Landing Zones of very r0stricted area were selected - one East 

of the svring. bridge over the Canal de Caen (Lamling Zone IX 1), 
the other West of the Orne bridge:, a few hundred yards avro:y 
from 'X' (Landing Zone 1Y1 ) • Special arrester gear was fitted 
t~ the six Gliders to assist their landing. 

• The six Halifaxes relea~ed their Gliders on crossing the 
coast at a height of about 5,000 feet and continued to Gaen, 
where -five of them bombed a powder factory , through the overcast. 
All three Gliders detailed. to the Canal bri. dge landed IJ.8tonish
inglj near the target without any opposition(1). Two of the 
other three landed vri thin easy reach of the bridge over the 
river, while the sixth came dovm near two bridges at 
Perriers-en...Ange about eil;ht miles to the east. 

The five Albemarles laden with Advance Party Troops were 
sucoessrui in finding the tarc et area but a high wind scattered. 
the drop. These paratroopers uerc intended to seize the 
Eastern (Ranville) end of the Orne bridge in support of the 
Glider-borne Troops. Fq.rty six out of the 47 Troops wore 
droppec'l., bu.~ at 0300 hours only about hali' of them had assembled 

( 1) See photograph :taken on D-Day of these Gliders near their 
objective at Figure 10 in 'Report on Neptune' by Headquarters 
:No, 38 Group. This shows 3 Gliders ,,rithin a fow yards of the 
Canal de _Cl).en. 
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at the end of tho viaduct. Nevertheless, so complete was the 
surprise of the enenw and such was the speed of the Glider 
Troops, that both brid.i;es wer~ seized :intact w:l. th:in a ffl'N 
minutes, • • 

The Pathfinders sent to mark the dropJ;>ing zones were not so 
unii'ormly successful• Dropping Zone 1N1 (.Ranville-Breville) 
was soon correctly marked by Eureka Beacons and Lights (operated 
by personnel) dropped at 0020 hours by the two Pathfinder 
Albemarles allotted to this Dropping Zone, Those seeking to 
find and mark the other two Zones vrere less fortunate, 

The 3annerville-Cuverille Dropping Zone ( 'K 1 ) 

Unfortunately, one of the Pathfinders detailed for the 'K' 
Dropping Zone dropped its load of' men and navigation aids on 
1N 1 , and before the mistake had been discovered and rectif'ied, 
the 1K1 Beacon and Light signals had attracted thirteen sticks 
of the Main Body of Paratroops following, who had been intended 
for the 1K I Dropping Zone, . The other 1K I Pathfinder Albemarle 
found the Dropping Zone, and signa1s were soon functioning as 
arrv.nged. The two Albemarles carrying Advance Party Troops 
also found the· 1K1 area and successfully dropped their para
troops, though only one aircraft dropped its containers. 

The Varaville Dropping Zo~e ( JV1) 

This important Dropping Zone lay oetween Varaville and 
Marville only three miles from the ~~a 1}nd near the edge of 
featureless marshes, The crews of both Pathfinder Albemarles 
recognised the target but on being dropped, the equipment was 
either lost :in the marshes or damaged. Some of it was 
retrieved but not before the Main Body had started dropping. 
Fourteen Albemarles carried a large Advance Party and much 
equipment. Three of them dropped only a part of their comple
ment., one returned with all aboard, two others were late. The 
result was, that al though the Advance Reconnaissance Party was 
,able to start of'f to reconnoitre the battery, the Beacons and 
Lights were not set up to assist the dropping of the Ma:in Body 
and the Landing of the eleven Gliders with the Special Assault 
Equipment. The simultaneous arrival of the R,A.F, Lancasters., 
many of vlh:i.ch unloaded their bombs unpleasantly o.1.ose to the 

· waiting position taken up by the Advance Party, added to the 
confusion as it also did nn.ich to obscure the Landing Zone for 

. the Main Party. 

Phase II - Glider Support and main Parachute dropf'.! 

Landing Zone tyt 

After an interval of less than half an hour the Gliders 
began to arrive (004-5, hours). Eleven Tug and Glider combina
tions (seven Dakotas and. four Albemarles with Horsa Gliders) 
set out vrith loads of jeeps, Bangalore torpedoes, mortars, mine 
detectors, mach:ine guns and equipment. for the use of the Royal 
Engineers and the Paratroops of the 3rd Parachute Brigade who 
were to assault the battery. Three Gliders left their Tugs :In 
cloud of'f the French coast, eight cast off correctly. Two 
Gliders landed on Landing Zone 1N' (Ranville) and two others 
near that Landil}g Zone not far from Breville village, • The 
four others came dom1 in a rough semi-circle at a distance of 
one and a half miles to the south...east of the intended Landing 
Zone. The Glider pilots afterwards reported that the dust and 
smoke from the Lancaster attack on the battery made it imposs
ible to recognise Landing Zone 1V', and thus most o:f this 
equipment was not available for· the assault by the 
3rd Parachute Brigade on the battery. 
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. . , LaJlding Zo!¥) IK t 

•• 5 .<.'I . . Two out of the .six Glid,ers with jeeps, Bridge Derroli tion 
• Parties and other heavy equipment landed· safely on time ( 001~5 

hours). Three landed on the Ranville Landing Zone 'N' because 
the mist!).ke ,made by the Pathfinders had not been corrected by 

No,46 Grp • . •. 
Unofficial 
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. ~')0045 hours when these Qliders came down, One m.s lost. All 
the 'l'ugsvere Dakotas of No. 46 Gro~ (No.233 Squadron), 

. . 
_!)~ing Zon~ 1NI - Drop of Main Boa,y of the 5th Parachute 

Brigade 

There was . little difficulty in :i,dentii'ying the Ranville 
area when 123 out of the 129 aircraft which had set out from 
No. 38 Group ( 108 aircre.ft) and No, 46 Group (21 aircraft) 
arriV'ed with . 2, 125 Paratroops :.;;._ the Main Body of the 5th Toraclute 
Brigade - at 0050 hours, .• ·Tw'<:i: thousand and ;twenty six (2,026) 
of the troops and 702 of the 755 Containers c.a.rried were dropped 
after pilots had already seen the flashes from the battle with 
the :i;emnants of the German guard on the Benouville..Caen bridges, 
The tasks to be carried out oy· these troops uere the reinforcing 
<;>f . the Glider-borne and Paracluite Troops who had taken the 

. bridges, and the seizing of the: Hanville area to be held as a 
firm base ~ainst all counte.r attacks, The 21 Dakotas carried 
360 men, whose task was to clear (of posts and other obstacles) 
and hold the lN' Zone for the massed Glider landing to take 
place at 0320 hours and for a further one to take place at 2100 
hours (Operation lJallard )! 

' . ' . . ,- . - , . ., ; . • -•·. ) ' • 

Oh the whole this fu'Op was ' good but a' hi8h wind scattered 
the · ~ticks of Paratroops more widely than had been e:iqiected, 
Of th,e six aircraft that failed to arrive · over France, five were 
Stirlings which were. subsequently"reported tniesi:ng. 

D.ropping Zone 1K1 - Drbp of Main Booy of the 3rd. Paraoluite 
Brigade -• • • ' . : • 

•• . • 'The Air aspects of this part ~r the Operation were con• 
fined .to 3TDakotas from three Squadrons (Nos. 233, 271 and 
575) .'t)f No, ••· 46. Group who carried a.bout one-third of the strength 
of the· 3rd Paraclru.te Brigade to the most southerly of the three 
chief Dropping Zones .• • Two aircraft of No. • 233 Squadron were 
lost, but the other 35 aircraft had dropped 615 men and 151 
Containers out of the 617 men and 163 Containers carried before 
0100 hours, · These men ·;rere to be dropped so that they could 
blow up t-.10 bridges at Bures and one at Troarn, and were subse• 

.. quent:Jvr to hold up enemy moyement :into the area from the South 
and the East, To do this they were -to seize a oormna.nd.:i.ng pos;t.. 
tion in the neighbourhood of the .Bois de Bur~s and Bois • de &:vont. 

. Owing to the mistake ma.de by the Pathfinder .Albemarle 
referred to ?-bove through which the· 1Kf Beacon and Lights were 
set.up on the 1N 1 ·nroppillg Zone; .thirteen st~cks( 1) of Paratroqps 
and their accompaeyi:ng Containers went ciovm on the Ranville 
Dropping Zone before the error was ' rectif'ied, It has already 
been noted .that three out of the six Gliders t'or 1K1 Zone had 
landed in the Hanville: area and that only two of them had 
succeea.ed in landing their loads of porsonnel and demoli~ion 
equipment in the correct p1.aoe. • 

. ' Apart f~ . i;he early arrivals who ~rent alone, the remainder 
i. e, 22 Dakotas, , fqunQ. the 'K1 Zone marked only by the flashes 
of an' N.r/Sea ~escue Torch and releas.ed their troops and CO:rl.M . • 

tainers c0rrod~. ~- . A TQ.M of 1o-2o m,p.h: and thick over.cast. 

( 1) ~N~~ ·38 Grp. R~pi;-t -oh Neptune says, •tt is confirmed by 
3 Para. 'Brigade ·that 13 sticks dropped on t.NI . and 8 o~ 'Kl, 1 

Page 13, para, 77. 
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did not .conduce to good concentration on the ground; but the 
Paratroops were able to retrieve the position ond despite 
:further setbacks duly blew up the bridges. . • . 

Dropping Zone 'V' - Drap of Main Bod,y of the 3rd Paracro:i.te 
Brigade • 

A third of the personnel of the 3rd Parachute Brigade had 
been assigned to operations in. the Troani-.Bures Area. The 
other two-thirds of them, detailed to take part in the assault 
on the Merv-llle battery and to blow up the bridges near ' 
Varaville and Robehomme, were to drop from 71 Dakotas of No. 4-6 
C',roup at 0050 hours. Nos. 271, 48 and 512 Dakota Squadrons 
supplied the 71 Paratroop aircraft as well as seven out of the 
eleven tugs for the gliders containing the heavy equipment for • 
assaulting the battery. • 

It will be recollected that the plan to employ Pathfinder 
technique was a partial failure on this Zone, too, because 
while one stick elthor lost its equipment or recovered it in 
unserviceable condition, the other stick of troops dropped 
over half' a mile avra.y. The Main Body _had arrived and comnencoo. 
dropping before the Beacon and Lights were in operation. It 
was reported that 1only two green lights ,1ere exhibited on 
Dropping Zone 1V1 when the Dakotas crossed the coast and in 
the prevailing conditions few crews saw them t, 

., 
It was at first thought that some of the navigators had 

m~st~en i;h~ River Dives for the River Orne which was the . 
pinpqint, ~ 1 J As an e:xplanation of the scattered drop this is 
by no means clear. . No, 46 Group Historian says that the lack 
of the c:xpected ground signals; the pall of dust and smoke 
blown across the run-in and Dropping .Zone, and some troublesome 
flak combined to proa.uce the scattered landings. It does sean, 
h0'17ever, that uncertain navigation, the lack of prominent land• 

.. marks and the prevalence of veering winds were also important 
factors in the failure of . the Dakota Squadrons. 

Seventeen Dakotas got their men iMide the 1V1 Zone, f~ • .> 
teen more within a mile of the Zone and another eleven within 
1½· miles. It will be remembered that none of the gliders 
succeeded in landing in the Zone. N:\.ne sticks of paratroops 
landed on the banks of the Dives, .two in the suburbs of 

· • Ouistreham, and five around. Breville. 

Landing of three Gliders on '1ierville/Salenelles Battery • 

The story of the attack o:f.' the battery and the Dives . 
bridges is an epic that should be read elsewhere. The 
struggle of the Paratroopers through marshes and across ditches, 
their advance on the battery without mortars, mine detectors, 
e:xplosives, sappers or ambulance men and with only a fraction 
of their planned strength, makes one of the great stories of 
the war. • 

The attack was to culminate in a general assault, at the 
height of which three gliders were to land on top of the 
defences, At that hour ... 0430 Double British Summer Time .. 
there was 10/10ths cloud at 11 000 feet and froni the first the 
gliders ran into difficulties. Three Albemarles of No. 297 
Squadron took off successfully with their Horsa Gliders, 1n.tt 
one glider parted'. from its Tug in cloud before leaving Engl8:l1'1• 
Another stalled and lost height over the Channel ow.i.ng ~o the 

( 1) This was an opinion expressed by R.A.f, and Artey- Officers 
at the time and vms reproduced in the !Official account of the 
British Airborne Divisions - By Air, .. to B_attl~' P• 83. 
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streaming of the Paraolrute Arrester Gear, and llllch damage wa5, 

done to the glider before the gear was jettisoned, Neither 
glider pilots saw the battery, although tugs and gliders made 
four circuits before releasing at 0425 hours, The star shells 
were not fired so the glider pilots were dependent upon recog
nising the battery as they came down. Both succeeded in land
ing safely but not on the battery. One oaine cl.mm only 50 yards 
outside the perimeter of the battery defences, and the other 
less than half a mile awey, By the time the glider parties 
were organised the battery had been silenced by the paratrooparn. 
The whole body subsequently withdrew :from the battery, after 
the guns had been disabled, to a position on hi1h ground near 
the village of Salenelles where they were able to attend to 
their heavy casualties and rally the scattered sticks of para
troopers who continued to coroe in for two C?r three deys. 

. The paratroop parties responsible for demolishing the 
bridges near Robeville and Varaville, although very badly 
scattered, succeeded in both of their tasks and then withdrew 
-to the Bois de Bavent according to plan, There they were near 
other 3rd Paraclrute Brigade troops who had taken up positions • 
in the Bois de Bures after blovr.lng up the bridges at Troarn and 

• Bures, • 

Phase Ill • Landing of. Ma.in Glider Force 

At about 0330 hours 68 Horsa and four Hamiloar Gliders, 
towed by aircraft of No. 38 Group, were to make a ma.in landing 
on strips cleared and lighted for them on Landing Z.one 'N'. 
These gliders carried Divisional Headquarters with Major
General Gale and-certain heavy equipment including transport 
and an anti--t8.llY- battery. l3y the . time of take-off weather waa 
deterioratingi there was much ],.ow cloud and visibility was: 
reduced. • Four gliders cast off before leaving England, three 
more in cloud, while seven parted from their tugs either 
because of flak or tciw,.rope failure b_etween the French coast 
and Hanville. In all, 25 glider.a were hit by flak but moat 
of them were not seriously affected._ There were mruw crashes 
and collisions in landing cross wind, but passengers were 
generally unhurt . . • 48 Horsa and three. Hamilcar Gliders landed 
within the limits of or near to La_nding. Zone 1N' 

From the air point of v:l,ew the " loss of 22 Gliders might 
be regarded as a serious matter, but from the military point 
of view the forces that made good their landing arrived at an 
opportune moment, and it is hard to see how such a foroe could 

• · hav.e been placed in that position in any other way in the time 
available, No large counter attack had been launched before 
their landing, and when the first att~ck did material,ii;ie all 
the weapons which had arrived were needeil . to stem it\ 1 J • 

, Summary of Operation Tonga , c! • 

The •following . information will help in the attempt ~o 
estimate what success was achieved by the R,A.F. ,·Groups m the 
Air aspects of the Operation. In the whole of Operation 
Tonga 264 Paratroop aircraft took off with 4,512 Paratroops 

·· and' 1,315 Con~iners. Seven aircraft were lost and 4,310 
troops and 1., 214 Containers were actually dropped, 98 glider 
combinations took off and 74 glidors were successfully released 
although only 57 of them landed on or near their correct 

• Landing Zones. · 22 gl:tders were lost, There were two pil~ts 
'to each glider• of the 1% glider pilots who took off 125 
returned ~ed mu.le the remainder were casual ties, the 

( 1) The first counter a.ttaoks wore made at dawn and at 11 a,m. 
on 6 June by the 125th Panz.er Grenadier Regiment. Both were 
repul~ed, 'but .losses to the 6th .Airborne Division were heavy. 
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majority believed captured. Of the Troop Carrying gliders 
with 611 troops on bgar<?-, the gliders carrying 4-93 troops were 
successfully released. 44 out of 59 jeeps 55 out of 69 motor , , 
cycles, fifteen out of seventeen six-pounder guns and two out 
of four seventeen-pounder guns were successfully released. A 
bull d:,zer was successflil:ly released_ over Dropping Zone lijl 
but the experiment of dropping a tank was not . successfull 1,. 

. Operation 1fallard 

From roaey points of view Operation Mallard may be regarded 
as a fourth phase in the main airborne operation although it 
took place at 2100 hours on the evening of D-Day. It con
sisted of two mass glider landings in reinforcement of those 
which had taken place the night before and it wns directed 
abreast of the ma.:i.n life-line of the bridgehead; that is, on 
either side of the Benouville-.Ranvilie bridges. The object 
of the operation was to place in the field the ma.in fighting 
strength of the 6th Airborne Division which lay in the Air 
Landing Brigade. In addition, personnel and equipment of the 
Airborne _Armoured R<;iconr.b.fosance Regiment and No, 211 Light 
Battery R.A.F. were tr~ported, to the br;Ldgehead. 

Two Landing Zones ~re used 'in the Operation, Landing Zone 
tNt in the Ranville Area and a -n.:aw Landing Zone ( 'W') which . 
lay between Ouistreham, the Canal de Caen and Benouville. 
14-2 Gliders landed in the 1N', Zone and 104 in the •w• Zone. 
During the daytime on 6 June radar beacons and ground markings 
. had been set up and strips were cleared in these areas by 
Advance Parties. • • 

. There had been s~;e mi_sgivings .. ~bout ordering a massed 
glider landing in dayl:i,ght . in an area ·11here the eneTJ\Y should 
have been able to operate large numbers of fighters and guns. 
Long streams of l_arge, slow~nnv:i,ng aircraft, hampered by the 
necessity of towing gliders and of flyine 1_6w preparatory to 
landing, would offer ideal targets for · flak .or fighters. An 
even greater menace, perhaps, 'lay in the guns of our own ships. 
It was decided, however, -that the _importance of bringing in the 
Air Landing Brigade was _paraniount and the daylight Operation 
o:ffored the be,st chance of bringing in ~ho gliders without dis
persal and h.eavy losses through crash landings. It --was, also· 
hoped that the protectivg fighter operatic~ arranged by the . • 
Combined Operations Room~2J m:i,.ght hold 'off the en~ /:i.~ter~.-

Altogether, 258 .glidor-tug combinations were detailed for 
the operation, the tugs being dra,m from f9~een out of the 
fifteen Squadrons in Nos. 38 and 46 Groups\.3). Two hundred 
and fifty six tug-glider oombinations took off and 246 were 
successful. Two hundred and twenty six H:irsa Gliders carried 
men, jeeps arid trailers and 30 liajnilcar3 ,vere loaded with 
77 m.m. guns and Armoured Units belonging to the Armoured 
Reoonna:i:esanoe Regiment. 

( 1) Much of the i~ormati~n ~ntain·ed. in this section rroy be 
-found in the , two short uocoUIJ,ts written by officers of No. 38 
Grp, Headquarters at19, No. 4.6 Grp. Headquarters, namely:- . 
,. I, 'Report on the British Airborne J!!ffort in Operation 

Neptull~ by 3e ~ 46 Groups R,,4,:b,, • •• H.Q. No. 38 Group • 
. •An account of the Organising, Training and Operation of 

No. 46 Tr,ansport ilupport Group, ,Royal Air Force, during the 
invasion of Hitler's Europe', Headquarters No, 46 Group R.AJ. 

: {2) . Described. in a lat. ex, Cllap~er ~er 12i:ia, T.A.F. Oper~tions• 
. ·(3) No • . 233 Squadron. q,id not part;i.c1p1:+te .m :Mallard as it was 

. ., committed for. Ro'!;> Roy I , the re-sup;pl:y .miss.ion to talce place 
• • . at mi~gli.t 6/J Jun,e,. . ~- .. ' J .. · • • : , •. 

. . ~ : • - . . • ' 
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A to!al of 146 tug-glider combinations were despatched to 

this Landing Zone, 74 from No, 46 Group and 72 from No. 38 

Group, or four Squadrons from each Group. No. 38 Group Hali .. 

faxes towed the 30 Hamilcar Gliders with their heavy e ouipment 
to this Landing Zone. , 

. The vrea~her was much better than it had been during the 

night operation and there was little need for the radar beacons 

and the prominent markings which had been put in position, 

The result was, that in spite of a f ew crashes this operation 

was a corrplete success. Two to,,,,..ropcn broke over England one 

combination ditched in the Channel and was lost, and the r;te 

of . a fourth ,-ra.o unknown. One hundred and forty two gliders 

landed within tho limits of the des i gnated area in a period of 

32 minutes, the last one touching dO\m at 2123 hours. All the 

Hamilcars landed according to plan. 

_. One unexpected feature that showed its elf during this 

operation was the trouble caus ed by .abandoned parachutes which 

were blowing across the Landing Zo110, • • Some of these wound 

themselves aroW1.d the tr<\cks of our tanks :immobilising eleven 

. of them. w~thin five minutes, _ 

Landing Zone 1W'. 

• The Paratroops defending Benouville had been hard pressed. 

during the day and consequently these re-i,nforoements were 

doubly welcome when they arrived fz,om 2052 hours to 2120 hours. 

. . _ This force was pre•loadod in -112 Horsa Gliders, of which 

'. 110 took-off towed by aircraft from six Squadrons of No, 38 

-Group. Reports available speak of 110 gliders duly landing 

on the . fW' Landing Zone,. but these appear to 0e in error as 

.. ··two of these gliders force-landed in the U ;K., another one far 

from the area ( though in Normandy), while yet another was lost 

• in the_ Channel. • ' · , • • • 

. Landing . conditions were e~cellent but the arrangements 

did not seem to be well Wl.derstood by· the . glider pilots as the 

majority of_ them lan,ded with the wilid, No. 38 Group reported 

some buncping vrith six combina.ti,ons arriving abreast at one 

.. st"age. Fo:r~tely the weather was perfect with visibility 

• 1&-15 miles 'and vtind. speed 10-15 m,p.h, at 3200. . 

. , Such a high proportion of sudcessfuJ. landi.n,_rr, s on both 

•~Z-ones was hardly expected and gave much cause for satisfaction. 

•,It had ·cllt important infl.uence ·on lat er plaiming, in that it 

_ snowed that give11, local command of the air, the absence of 

stro11g flak defenc~s' and .suitable ,roathcr conditions, well

planned daylight air op era tions could be , of decisive value. 

Minor Airborne Operatiomi (British) 

Certain.. other Airborne Operations of a minor character 

• but closely connected with the working of the comprehensive 

. plan of invaqion were flown by aircraft of No, 38 and No, 46 

. Groups o:p. n:.:Da;y and· on succeeding days. . Those which t~k 

plac,e some two or th,reo days after the Assault are described 

• here for the sake of convenience . 
. ~-. . • 

Re~upply Missions - Rob~oy It II, III" and rv 

. . The .first of the series of Supply Dropping Missio_ns in 

support o'f _ the 6th • Airborne Division -took place at midnight 

on G/7 June ,1hen 50 Da.ko"tas took off with pre-packed stores 

which had been kept in closo .-proximity to No. 46 Group air

fields. No. 233 Squadron, which had not taken part in 
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Operation Mallard, supplied 30 aircraft for Rob Roy I and ten 
each came from Down Ampney and Broadwell. 

From the moment when they arrived over the anchorages they 
were dogged by bad luck. It appears :that the Eastern Naval • 
Task Force had just been subjected to an enelJ\Y bombing attack 
when the Da.kotas approached them flying in the Airborne 
corridor, The heii:;ht at which the latter were flying ( 11 000 
feet) their distinctive appearance and the slow speed of the 
heavily laden a ircraft should have made recognition easy, but 
the Fleet opened up on them with serious consequences. 5 air
craft were lost and 14 others damaged. 

The survivors had taken evasive action so th~.t when they 
reached Dropping Zone 1N1 (Ra..rwille) they were no longer in a 
compact stream, Many of the supplies were dropped on the 
area occupied by the 3rd Division, and it is believed that s ome 
of them were retrieved and used by those troops before the 
Airborne Forces could claim them. The 6th Division received 
only 2!~½ tons out of 116 tons of food, amnunition radio equip
ment, bedding, medical stores and petrol which had been 
intended for them. The failure of the operation was attributed 
by No, 4-6 Group to th.e fact that it was carried out by night. 

Three :further missions were flown to re-supply the 
6th Airborne Division, all by aircraft of No. 38 Group. At 
davm on 8 June six Stirlings from Fairford (No. 190 Squadron) 
succeeded in dropping supplies on Dropping Zone 'N', the air
craft arriving over the target by 0537 hours (Code Name Rob 
Roy II). • 

At 2100 hours on the same day twelve Stirlings from 
Keevil were to have dropped further supplies on Dropping Zone 
1N1 in Rob Roy III. This operation was a comparative failure, 
for although the aircraft duly took off' a dangerous weather 
situation suddenly developed and the aircraft had to be 
recalled by W/T. Five of them which did not receive the 
signal succes sfully completed the Mission but the others 
returned without crossing the Channel, All the aircraft 
landed safely. 

On 10 June six Halifaxes from Tarrant Rushton and nine 
Stirlings from Keevil carried out a dawn Supply Dropping' 
Operation on Dropping Zone 1W1 (west of the Canal de Caen), 
The crews of all the aircraft reported that their loads had 
been accurately dropped at a few mirrutes after 0600 hours. 

S,A,S. Operations in support of Neptune 

In addition to its primary function of providing air lift 
for the British Airborne Divisions, No, 38 Group was also 
responsible for carrying small parties of Special Air Service 
(S,A.S,) Troops who were dropped in enelJ\Y-Occupied territory 
in North,4'/'est Europe. S ,A,S. Troops were a part of the 
Airborne Division with their own subordinate S,A.S. Headquarters 
located _at Headquarters Airborne Troops, Moor Park. 

For maJJiY months before and after D-Day parties of S.A.S, 
Troops .-,ere carried 'by Squadrons - normally No, 620 or No. 190 
Squadron _; of No, 38 Group, Only when aircraft were not 
r equired for normal Airborne Operations were they allocated 

. to S.A.S, Operati"ons, S,A,S. Troops wore British Arll\Y 
• uniform and operated as parts of _the regular forces. When 
operating in north-west Europe they came under the corn~ of 
Twenty One Arll\Y Group, Sometimes they collaborated w1th 
Resistance Groups and less often they operated independently. 

Co-opera tion between the Allied and the Resistance Groups 
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was effected through Special Force Headquarters(1) (Major
General Redman), It had its contacts with underground move
ments in each of the enemy-occupied territories, During the 
Spring of 1944- General Eisenhower issued ~ 'Operational 
Directive to Special Force Headquarters' (2) (whose operations 
in north west Europe were under the control of Twenty-one Army 
Group) governing the co-ordination of Resistance activities 
with Al.lied Military Operations in this theatre, Resistance 
vras a strategic rather than a tactical weapon and, in conse
quence, its supervision was to be a matter for S,H,A.E,F, 
The G-3 ( Ops) Division of S .11.A,E.F. headed by Major-General 
J, F. M, Whiteley and with Group Captain The Viscount Forbes as 
R,A.F, Staff Officer, undertook this supervision, One of its 
responsibilities was to approve the operations carried out by 
the squadrons of Bomber Command earmarked for employment on 
S,O,E. Operations arranged between S.F, H.Q, and Bomber Command, 
Two months later S.H,A.E,F, issued a Directive on Joint Opera
tions of Resistance Force and S ,A.S, Troops, Resistance 
b.eing a strategic weapon was to remain in the hands of 
S ,H,A,E,F,, but where Resistance activities and S.A.S, Operations 
together could support tactical military operations then plans 
might be prepared by Twenty-one Army Group, Headquarters 
Airborne Troops would act for S.A,S, in preparing these plans 
while the S ,F. H,Q, Detachment located with Headquarters Twenty-

• one Artcy Group would act for S,O,E .. Whenever S,A,S. were 
working with the Resistance Groups a;J-1 planning Directives and 
Operational Orders relating to such employment of S.A.S, Troops 
had to'be issued by S.H,A,E.F, direct to Headquarters Airborne 
Troops. • If they were to be used in a role that was pure}_y 
tactical - i.e. independently of the Resistance Groups - all 
Directives and Orders came from Twenty-one Army Group, but even 
so, Headquarters Airborne Troops was forbidden to take action 
before S,H,A,E.F, had approved. 

On occasions when S .A. S. operated independently, the usual 
procedure was for one or two Stirlings from a squadron in No, 38 
Group to drop small parties and their equipment near objectives 
which had been selected for attack by Twenty-one Army Group. 
These might be railway tracks, bridges, tunnels, signalling 
equipment or possibly airfields, Some targets had been 
selected by Headquarters A,E.A,F,, but railway sabotage was 
much the most important task. Normally, however, S,A,S. 
Troops were met by Reception Committees . and coll~bora~ed with 
the local Resistance Groups, who were trus supplied with well
disciplined nuclei of regular troops, permanent organisations, 
,trained specialists and, if necessary, subordinate leaders~ 
• The S .A.S, Troops began by organising secure bases from which 
they could operate and where sanctuary could be found when 
necessary, 

S ,A.S, Operations in support of Overlord aimed broa~y at 
creating · in collaboration with the French Maquis, areas m 

_ which en~ comrmmications could be attacked and through which 
movement could be obstructed. Assis~ance was also given at a 
later date to Maquis Groups who were attempting to assume 
control of certain regions in France. • 

In June and July 1944 the greatest ~ ,A.S, effort _w~s ma.de 
in Brittalzy' and South of the Loire. This S.A.S. activity was 
intended to contribute to the Overlord Military Plan ,:mereby 
operations were to be developed to capture the_Atlru:itic J:_>orts 
and devel<;>p. Brittany as'" a ma.in base of operations :umnediateJ.y 

(1) Formerly s.o,E/s.o. 
(2) Under reference "'.' File S,H,A.E.F./1724-0/8/0ps(A), 
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after breaking· out of the lodgement area. The S.A.S, areas 
in this part of' .France were known by the code names Dingson, 
Samwest and Bullbasket, The region of the Dingson Operations 
was that in South-East· Brittaey, VI est of the tmm of Redon, 
Sa.rmvcst was in North-West Brittany in the area South of 
Guingamp. Bullbasket was South of the Loire inside the great 
bend 0f the river, An Operation in Brittany, subsidiary to 
Dingson and Sa1mvest, was known by the code name of Cooney, 

Other area;; became important later in the .campaign, The 
chief of these were in the Vosces Mountains, in the Ardennes, 
in the area between Lyons and Dijon, and in the area between 
Bullbasket and the Garonne. The task of dropping the S.A.S. 
Troopn and supplies in Brittany and in the areas between the 
Loire ancl. the Garonne was a commitment of No, 38 Group du.ring 
June and July but its priority ranked after the commitment 
for providing air lift for normal Airborne Operations, It 
was not possible to give llUch assistance to the areas more 
distant from English bases until the nights became longer, 

Apart from the above, one minor S.A.S, Operation vras 
carried out in connection with Operation Titanic - the dumrqy 
parachute landings designed to assist the Neptune Airborne 
Operations, This minor S.A.S, Operation; Jmmm as Titanic rv, 
took place on the night of 5/6 June at the same time as the • 
main Airborne Operation, Bomber Command aircraft taking part 
in Titanic dropped two parties of three S,A,S. men in the 
Viarigny district, where they assisted the dummy parachute 
operation and then infiltrated back through Tvrenty-one Army 
Group lines into the beachhead, 

No, 38 Group S,A.S. Operations - Operation Sunf'lower I 

On the night 5/6 June, 35 S.A.S, Troops from the 4-th 
French Parachute Battalion were dropped at about 0100 hours in 
the Dingson and Samwest areas of Brittany( 1). The men were 
carried by a Stirling aircraft of No, 38 Group and were dropped 
in tvro sticks, one containing 18 troops in north-Ylest Brittany 
to the south of Guingamp (area Saimvest,) while the seventeen 
others were qropped in south-west Brittany west of Redon (area 
Dingson), 

The air part of this Operation was apparently satisfactory 
.and the tasks allotted to the S,A.S. troops were begun at once. 
The Dingson party were to contact the local Maquis and with 
their help were to form a secure base in south-east Brittaey. 
Having done this, they were to assist S.A,S. troops who vrould 
subsequently be dropped to carry out other tasks connected ,;Jith 
the Overlord Plan, The first of these was to offer a refuge 
to the Cooney parties who were to be dropped two nights later 
to begin cutting off Brest and Western Brittany from rail 
communication with the rest of France, The Samwest troops 
were to perform the same function as the Dingson party but in 
the area near Guingamp. 

Operations Cooney and Sunflower II 

On the ni-sht 7/8 June, 56 S.A.S. troops were carried 
. by nine Albemarles drawn from the four squadrons of No. 38 
Group and were dropped in parties of three on points extend
ing in a band across Brittany from the north coast to the 
south, The ait'craft experienced A.A. fire from the areas 

(1) Details of Air Missions concerning S,A.S. Operations in 
Overlord may be found in No, 38 Grp. O,R,B. Details of 
S,A,S. Operations projected may be found in 1S,A.S, Troops \ 
Operation Instruction No. 1 1 issued to Connnander, S.A.S. Troops 
on 28 May 194-4- by Commander, Airborne Troops under reference 
H.Q, Air Troops/Ts.2500/4-0/G(L). 
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• • around Red.on; Pontivy, Va.:nnes and St. Brieuo but none was lost. 

This was known as Operation Cooney and was concluded by 0230 
hours, The troops were to out railway lines at eighteen 
chosen points and were then to retire to the Dingson or 
Samwest bases. • -· •• 

I. 

On the same night two Stirlings from No. 620 Squadron were 
detailed to drop parties of S.A,S. t:roops and packages of 
supplies south of the Loire in the area Bullbasket. This ,vas 
Operation Sunflower II. Another aircraft was detailed to drop 
partieE on the other side of the Loire, but only the aircraft 
detailed for Bullbasket succeeded in its mission. Nine men 
and nine packages were successfully dropped at 0150 hours. 

Sunflower III (Sa.mwest and Dingson) 

No, 620 Squadron supplied. three aircraft to talce 50 troops 
of the 4-th French· Paracmi.te Battalion and. their equ:q,ment to 

' the Sarowest area of Brittaizy on 9/10 June, They were aJ.l 
successfully dropped at 0202 hours, 

; Another 50 men of the 4th French Paracmi.te Battalion 
(s ·.A.s.) were dropped in the Dingson area on the same night by 
two Stirlings of No. 299 Squadron and. by one Stirling of No,196 
Squadron. • The drop was completed by 0236 hours, All six 
aircraft on Sunf'lower III returned safely. 
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. _CHAPTER 9 

.AMERICAN AIRBORNE OPERATIONS 

'!'asks.allotted to. U.S. Airborne Forces 

It will he recollected that the final Military Plan 
. involved the landing of an American Division ( the 4-th Infantry 
Division) on the south-eastern beaches of the Cotentin 
Peninsula between St. Martin de Varreville and the Carentan 
Estuary at . 0725 hours Double British Surraner Time. An il!i11ed
iate foothold in that area was considered essential because 
General Montgomery had required _the early seizure of Cherbourg 
as the first major objective. The Utah beaches were to form 
~ lodgement area from which U.S. Forces were to advance on 
Cherbourg as rapidly as possible, 

One obstacle to the achievement of this aim was the exist
ence of low lying flooded areas behind the coastal sand dunes 
in this region, The 4-th Division could only re<1.ch the main 
routes to Cherbourg by passing over a number of elevated ·· . 
causeways which carried roads over the flooded areas and which 
could be effectively defended by the enemy. • 

Between the Utah beaches on the Cotentin Peninsula and 
the Omaha beaches on the Calvados. coast lies the broad 
Carentan Estuary into which the waters of . several rive-s are 
discharged, By June, 1944 the ene'II\Y had flooded these river 
valleys as an additional defuns:i.ve measure. The control point 
for the flood water was La Bar_quette Lock and Weir in the 
Groul t Channel some two miles due North of Carentan. Cross
ings over the rivers draining into the west of the estuary are 
domil'l.llted by the town of Carentan, while_ those over the rivers 
further east are commanded by Isign,y. The ma.in roads from 
Paris and the south-east to Cherbourg rup through Carentan. 

Unless the river crossings North of Oarentan were seized 
before surprise was lost, it might require- protra cted opera
tions to capture Carentan and thtis make possible a junction 
between the tvro flanks of the U .s. Assault Forces, It was 
therefore decided to employ U . S. Airborne Troops to s'eize the 
western · exits of the causeways which would be needed by the 
4-th Division before the alarm had been .given and the enemy 
had had time to appreciate the situation. Other American 
Airborne Forces \vere to capture C~entan and La Barquette 
Flood Control Lock and al20 to blow up such bridges as would 
be required to delay enemy counter attacks. All the above 

· tasks were allotted to the 101st Airborne Division. 

_It. had at first been intended to employ the 82nd Airborne 
Division in blocking the north-south and .eas·t-west routes 
through the Cotentin Peninsula which were dominated by ' 
St. Sauveur le Vicomte, On the last day of May, however, a 
revised Plan was sent out in which the 82nd Division were to 

. be dropped in the general area of' Ste Mere Eglise astride the 
Merde;ret River and the Cherbourg--Garentan railway and road, and 
therefore in_ clos~ proximity to the 101st Division. New 
dispositions had been ma.de by· tne cneiey~ and greatly increased 
strength :in the St, Sauveur area~ _had made the old plan 
imprac\ica'ble; • The tfask oi' the 82nd Division remained that 
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of p:;-eyenting the ,movement of enetey" reserves to the north and 
east\. 1 J. 

U,S. Forces Available 

Air lift for the two U ,S, Airborne Divisions detailed -for 
the accomplishment of these tasks was provided by the C.4-7 1 s 
and C,53's (Dakota.a) of the IXth Troop Carrier Command 
(Conrnand.ing General, Brigadier-General Williams) which was one 
o f the component commands of General Brereton r s IX th Air Force. 
The IXth Troop Carrier Command consisted of three Wings - the 
50th, 52nd and 53rd - or a total of fourteen Groups and 56 
Squadrons. Each Wing was approximately the equivalent in air
craft strength of the two British Groups used for Airborne 
Operations, Headquarters IXth Troop Carrier Command was • 
located at Grantham with an Advance Command Post (combined with 
No, 38. Group) at Eastcote. In addition, there was a Pathf:inder 

• Unit at North Witham airfield. 

The 50th Wing consisted of four Groups based at Exeter, 
Upottery and Merrifield airfields in South-West England, 
During May 194-1+ the strength of the four Groups was given by the 
U,S, Statistical Control Section Headquarters A.E,A,F. as six-

• teen Squa~ons or 256 Unit E~ipment Dakotas, An unreferenced 
Troop Carrier Command Report~2J gives its strength as 291+ air
craft on 8 June, 

The 52nd Wing had 320 Unit Equipment aircraft in five 
Groups (20 Squadrons) ·oased at Fulbeck, Barkston Heath, Saltby1 
North Witham, Folkingham,' Cottesmore and Spanhoe airfields all 
in the Grantham area, For Operation Boston this Wing-, took 
over the operational control of one of the four Groups (1+1+2nd) 
of the 50th Wing. The above-quoted unreferenced Report states 
that the 52nd Wing had 315 aircraft on 8 June, 

• The 53rd Wing also had five Groups of 230 U ,E. aircraft in 
20 Squadrons based at airfields near those of Nos. 38 and 4-6 
Groups. Its strength was 351 aircraft on 8 June. IXth Troop 
Carrier Command airfields in this area (Swindon-Newbury) were 
Aldermaston, Greenham Common, Welford, Membury and Ramsbey. 

Numbers of reserve aircraft from time to time, though very 
considerable, are not easily ascertainable although the Statis
ti.cal Control Section of Headquarters A,E,A,F, records the fact 
that Troop Carrier Command had 1,167 C,47 ana/or C,53 aircraft 
on 1 May 194-1+, when there were noridnall;y only. 896: such aircraft 
in.the squadrons, 

. '±n a~ordance with the revised plan, one ·of the eastern 
group of Dropping Zones in the original plan (D,Z, 1B1 ) vras 
omitted as well as all tl),e Zones in the St, Sauveur area. 
Six Dropping Zones tA 1 , 10 1 , 1D1 , 1N1 , 10 1 and 1T1 were 
selected, with two landing Zones 'E' and 'O', the latter 
c;:o-extensive with Dropping Zone 10 1 and the former substantial]J' 
co-extensive with Dropping Zones 10 1 and 1D1 , Dropping 
Zone 'A' was directly east of Ste Mere Eglise, re•, 1D1 and 

( 1) Plans for the .AJDeric~n operations are set out in the IX~h 
Air Eoroe Plan i'or Overlord, A,nnex 12, The IXth Troop Carrier 
Coml1land Plan and details•of the Orders to the 50th, 52nd and 
53rd Troop Carrier Wings for all the operations described in 
this section will be found in Field Order No, 1 issued by IXth 
Troop Carrier Command on 31 May 1941+, Details of the serials 
giving numbers of aircraft, timings etc. WJ.Y be found in the 
Air Movement Tables, Appendix A. 
(2) This report is an unreferenced, undated "Summary of Troop 
Carrier Command Missions 6-7 June 191+4" formerly in the posses
sion of the S,A.S.O., Headquarters A,E.A,F. 
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'E 1 were all south east of Ste, ¥ere Eglise; from four to six 

. miles away in the vicinity of the villages of Hiesville ( 'C 1) 
and Vierville ('D'). Due West, across the Cherbourg main road 
and railway and across the Merderet River, were Dropping 
.Zones 'N' and 1T'. Further north, lay Dropping and Landing 
Zone 10 1 between the road and railway immediately north-VFest 
of Ste, Mere Eglise. Ste, Mere Eglise was thus the focal 
point of all six Dropping Zones and two Landing Zones, none 
of which was more than six or .seven miles away from it. 

Under the revised plan there was little change in the 
allocation of tasks to the two Airborne Divisions. The 82nd 

• Division was given the mission of protecting the west flank of 
the Utah front, advancing in the west to the River Douve in 
the neighbourhood of St. Sauveur le Vicomte and St. Cnlombe 
and thus freeing the 4th and 90th Divisions for their movement 
north-west towards Cherbourg. To carry out these tasks the 
82nd Airborne Division was to be put dovm in their area of 
operation in one large parachute dropping Operation (Boston)
and four Glider operations (with the distinctive .American code 
names of Detroit, 'Elmira, Galveston and Hackensack). In the 

.,,. first phase, however, the tasks of 82nd Airborne Division wore 
mainly defensive in character and the 101st Division wa~ 
entrusted with all the vital offensive operations. 

The 101st Division was responsible for:-

• (1} . the capture of the landward exits from the Utah 
beaches; 

(2) the destruction of the Douve bridges on the 
Cherbourg road north of Oarentan, the seizure of 
La Barquette Lock and the seizure of two wooden brid~es 
east of La Barquette; 

(3) the protection of the south flank of the Utah 
Forces~ · 

Subsequently the 101st Division was ma.de responsible for 
taking. the tovm. of Carentan and for establishing a bridgehead 
to the soµth of it •. To attain these objectives three opera

. tion.s were carried out, referred to under the code names of 
Albany, . Chicago and Keokuk. • 

•. Night Ope;ations, 5/6 June 

_Main Parachute Drops-~ Oper~tion Alban;y 

This was by far the largest single Airborne mission that 
had fJVer taken place in any theatre of war up to that time. 
Pathfinders went first to mark the Dropping Zones using the 
same procedure as the British Pathfinders. A standard 
operating procedure had been adopted by both Air Forces, 
Eleven Pathfinder aircraft from the IXth Troop Carrier Command 
Pathfinder School.at North Witham began dropfing Advance_ 
Parties to mark Dropping Zones 1A1 , 1C1 and D1 and Landing 

one 1E' at • on 5/6 June, three 
aircraft be:mg allotted o each Zone. -

This part 9f the operation was done with reasonable 
success, except that one pathfinder aircraft was 1-ost • in(t{le 
Channel. In his Report on the operation General Taylor 1 J 
remarked%ne of the teams vras dropped at the pre-designated 
point but in all cases teams came close enough to c~y out 
their assigment at least in part, 1 Zone 1A1 had lights 

( 1) Report by the Cormnanding General of the 101 st Airborne 
Division on Airborne Operations in Operation Overlord, dated 
19 July, 1945. 
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and radar beacons, 'C' had Eureka beacons but not a complete 
'T' in lights. The mark~ng of 1D1 was hindered by the eneJJ\Y, 
but 'E' was correctly marked. Oddly enough 1D1 received the 
most accurate drop. 

' • Paratrooping Dakotas of' the 50th and 53rd Troop Carrier 
Wings took 6,_600 Troops of the 101 st _Airborne Division and 
began dropping them at.-0020 hours or half-an-hour after the 
Pathfinders had dropped the Advance Parties, After many weeks 
of practice the leaders of these Wings had taught their com
paratively inexperienced crews the art of formation flying by 
night, Two crews per 0-roup had been trained in Pathfinder 
navigation at the IXth Troop Carrier Command Pathfinder School, 
the_ remainder of· the crews were to keep in fo.rrnation as their 
knowledge of navigation was rather sketchy. 

_ 'l'he 4-R Dakotas in the Albany mission left the English 
coast at Portland Bill and.passing between the Channel Islarids 
crossed the. west coast of, the Cotentin Peninsula without mishap. 
Heavy clouds and then some. A.A. f-ire caused the formations to 
lose cohesion and by the ti~e they reached the Dropping Zones 

·· they were badly scattered.. As a result, units were so 
seriously intermingled on the ground that it was difficult to 
organise effective forces ev,fu after daylight. 

Crews of the Troop Carri.er Command nearly all reported 
good and accurate drops, but' it transpired when General Taylor 
of the 101st Division made'his report that some paratroops 

t. were dropped away north ·of Mont~bourg and others far south of 
, , Ca,-entan although concentrations ·of numbers (but of inter-

' mingled units) were secured north and south of Vierville and 
north-east of Ste. Mere Eglise and St. :Martin de Varreville. 
Disregarding the strays, General Taylor reported that the drop 
of the three Regiments, a .Battalion of Field Artillery and the 
Hea<iquarters of the 101st Division could be enclosed in a . 
rectangle 25 x 15 miles, Dropping began at 0016 hours and 
had finished by 0202 hours, 

The two northern causeways and the battery at St, Martin 
de Varreville were duly captured, though not as planned 
because the battalion which had rehearsed the operation came 
down on Dropping Zone 'C' instead of 'A' so that another 
battaliqn took over the task. The battery had been heavily 
-bombed by the Air Forces and was abandoned when reached by the 
extemporised Assault Force. • 

The otl'ler two causeways leading to the Utah. beaches were 
also captured without much tro:ub:I.e, although the units that 
did so, operating _from tct Zone (Hiesville) were somewhat 
mixed. The Divisional Headquarters were intended for 

. , Dropping Zone .'C' but were, in ~act, scattered over an 
• irregular rectangle -of 16 ,x 8 m;les, 

· Dropping on Dropping Zone 1D1 was fairly good, although 
.the Advance Party had been unable to set up their lights 

• because of strong German opposition in the area, Two 
battalions of the regiment to pe dropped on 1D1 were respons
ible for seizing the lock;at La Barquette and for blowing up 
the Douve main road bridges near Carentan. . One battalion 
received only eighteen of its 45 aircraft load.s in approxj-
DB.tely the correct area,.the remainder being spread far to the 

-· north and south. The other battalions were far luckier and 
received the best drop: of any of the formations. They 
treached La Barquette •Lock but were unable to reach the Douve 
main road bridges because of strong -enemy opposition at 
St. Come du Mont, which occupies a commanding rise on the 
main r.oad two and a half miles north of the DOII'le bridges and 
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about five miles from Carentan, One of the two Douve bridges 
was blo,-m up by the Germans in their retreat on 8 June, 

The battalion which had to capture the wooden ( eastern) 
bridges came dovm around St, Corne, Heavily defended as 
St, Come was, only six officers and 45 men reached their objec
tive by H.;hour, but these were unable to blow up the bridges 
which vrere, however, successfully skip-bombed by request on 
7 June, 

Thus, in one way or another and under improvised leader
s hip most of the r esults hoped for from the Airborne Operations 
of the ·J01st Division were accomplished, Losses of aircraft 
uere negligible in spite of the fears entertained by the Air 
Gommander-i~hief vrho was conscious of the fact that 
inexperienced crews would be handling aircraft without arirour 
or self-sealing tanks flying for two and a half hours at 
minimum speeds ~t about 500 feet in moonlight over well-defended 
enenv territoryl 1). As it turned out, only twelve aircraft 
were lost( 2). But due to scattered dropping about 1,500 men 
of the 101st,Airborne Division were killed or captured at the • 
outset, and out of the 6,600 troops carried only 1,100 had 
arrived at or near their objectives by H-hour, About 2,500 
had assembled at the end of twenty-four hours but sea-borne 
reinforcements.had to be brought up on D plus two to relieve 
the critical snortage of manpower. 

Operation Boston(3) 

The Paratroopers of the 82nd Airborne Division were 
dropped over Dropping Zones IN 1 , 10 1 and 1T1 by 368 aircraft 
of the 52nd Troop Carrier Wing augmented by one Group from the 
50th Wing. This operation took place some two and a half hours 

. after the Operations by the 50th and 53rd Wings, As has 
already been pointed out, the tasks allotted to the 82nd 
Airborne Division were of a less spectacular nature than those 
of the 101st Division as they were mainly defensive in 
character. From the air point of view, Operations Albany 
and Boston were part of one great air Operation in which a 
thousand aircraft were over the target area during the hours 
from midnight until d.avm. 

The Dropping and Landing Zones were marked by nine Path
finder aircraft as was the case in the other Zones, the Path
finder aircraft being over their objectives at 0120 hours. 
The Pathf'inder troops were dropped and in spite of many casual
ties, succeeded in setting up beacons on all the Dropping Zones 

- before the main bodies arrived, 

The route novm and the technique employed in getting this 
Division to its Combat Zones nas also similar to that employed 
for the 101st Division, The main body began to jump at 0146 
hours and ended by 0239 hours. Like the dropping of the 101st, • 
that of the 82nd Division ,tas scattered, largely for similar 

• reasons. Cloud, flak and small arms fire all presented 
difficulties to 50th Wing aircrews; although reports of heav:y 

( 1) Including the Pathfinders and aircraft engaged in Albany 
and Boston there were 820 Dakotas concerned. An hour later 
206 Dakotas with ~liders were over the area, 
(2) On page 2 of his Report General Taylor wrote that only 46 
aircraft of Troop Carrier Command were lost in all operations 

on D-Day and D plus one out of the 1656 sorties flown 
~(2.8% losses), • . 

(3) No report from _ the Divisional Commanding General was. 
received by Air Ch. Mshl. Leigh-Mallory but the after-action 
Narrative of the 82nd Airborne Division has become available 
and is the basis of most of the information on the operations 
of the 82nd Airborne Division in this Chapter, 
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opposition from flak were not borne out by the loss of only 

(tight aircraft (out of ~68) from aJ.l causes. ~ i.,ca.e~ 
~ 11 of U..,4~v,.- 14.IZ-fv'-'( ~ f-A/(,,,. "'t AE..1H. 

The 82nd Division was _ in one respect more unf'ortunate than 
the 101st Division. The original pla,n for Dropping Zones 

near St. -Sauveur had been abandoned in favour of zones west of 
Ste, Mere Eglise because of the re-clisposition of Gennan Troops 

in the former area, Unfortunately, however, the 82nd Division 
dropped on to ground occupied in strength by the Gennan 91st 
Division and other troops who were eniac ed in manoeuvres at 
that time. 

The main body of the 50th Wing ran into fog which dis
persed formations after they had crossed the coastline. Air
craft were still further scattered by the time they reached 
the Dropping Zones as they were forced to take evasive action 
against ~nerrzy- fl~ and some night fighi;ers; 

The regiment which droJ?ped on· Dropping Zone 10 1 was the 
most successful of the t~ee, the whole regiment landing in 
eleven- minutes starting from 015.t hours. Ste. Mere Eglise 
was entered .. at 0l~00 hours, Twenty-two sticks landed on the 
Dropping Zone and 66 within two and a haJ.f miles which included 
33 within 10QO yards. Twenty-one sticks were dropped over . 
4,000 yards from Ste, :Mere Eglise, one stick was destroyed on 
the runway of DZ;tz 10 1 , one returned to England, while th1"ff 
sticks dropped between Cherbourg and Quettehou. ' ·' ' 

Paratro0ps , of the regiment due to drop 1000 yards north 
of Picauville jumped between 0200 and 0220 hours and were 
widely scattered south east of the Dropping Zone. Only six 
sticks dropped, correctly. Of the remainder, 35 landed within 
a mile of it, 29 descended west of the Merderet, 4-0 were 
scattered .east of the river~- some even fell into the sea 
and waded ashore on to the defended beaches, Despite this, 
the high ground west of the Merderet was held and contact was 
made with the 507th Regiment at Chef ·a.u Pont. This regiment 
was to have dropped 1000 yards North West of Amfreville. The
drops took place behreeri 0132 and 0312 hours ma.inly south of 
the Dropping Zone though fairly close together, Four sticks 
landed correctly. An attempt was ma.de to link up with the 
regiment in Dropping Zone '0 1 at La Fiere bridge, tut this was 

frustrated by the enemy, 

By the end of ~ay the 82nd Airborne Division hel,d 
Ste, Mere Eglise and the line of the River Merderet from the 

south of La Fiere to the east end of the bridge south west of 
Chef au Pont. One part of the mission had been _ accomplished, 
namely that of protecting the north-west flank of the VIIth 
Corps, but the bridge~ over. the Daci~e had not been. destroyed, 

Night Glider Landings · - Operation· Chicago 

It ~d been dee:ided by the Air C. -in~, A,E.A.F, that 
the first glider landings in support of the American paratroop 
drops should be carried out under cover of darkness rather 
than in daylight on the morning of D-Day. It was felt that 
the danger from enemy fighters and flak was infinitely greater 

than that from crash landings in th_e darkness. For this 
reason Waco (CG~4A) Gliders, being smaller and able to land 

in less space, were prl!ferred to .Horsas and numbers were 
limited to 52 gliders, 

They were to be routed in the_ same~ as the aircraft 
on Albany ,and Bostqn operations, i. ·e. between the Channel 
Islands and across the west coast of the Cotentin Peninsula, 

From 0354- hours onwards on the morning of D-day 51 Waco 
Gliders towed by a Group of Dakotas of the 53rd Troop Carrier 
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(Hiesville). IXth Troop Carrfor Command stated that subse
quent pho~os :Indicated a larce ,percentage of the gliders intact 
on the Landing Zone, _but ;in fact seven out of 51 landed on the . 
marked Zone and 4-3 more came to ·retit within three miles of it 
luckily in areas ~-ontr9ped b~ U.S. paratroopers. Despite 
many cra.shes, serious. casual t:i.es and damo.gc to cargoes were 
rcmark[\.bly light al though Brigadier General Pratt was one of 
the five men killed. It should, perhaps, be added here that 
IXth Troop Carrier Corrrnand were unaccustomed to night Glider 
Operations. Their partial succuss inacle available to the hard
pressed 101st Divi:iion 1l..6 men, maey valuable weapons, and much 
equipment. 
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Operation Detroit 

.Another Group of , Dakota~ from the 53rd Troop Carrier W~ 
towed 52 Waco Gliders to Landing Zone to 1 • This serial carried 
supporting personnel, Yreapons and Divisioml Staf'f for the 82nd 
Airborne Division. The mission was carried out · between 04-00 
and 0500 hours on the morning of D-day. Like the aircraft 
carr,fi_ng the paratroops, the gliders were scattered by fog and, 
flak and many crashed_ in hedges and, small .fields. Only 22 
landed on or near the Landing Zone,· two landed on the coast line 
and . three were reported missing in action. Much signals equip
ment was 'lost and only .six of_ the M/A!J! guns were available for 

\ .. ·-· . ·- .• use. 

By the end of D-Day ·only 30% of the tr~ops whloh had 
landed in the mo?'1ling w~re unuer divisi,onal ·control. 

' • • I • • ' ' ' ~ 

Glider Landin1;,s · .;.• ~en~13 of. .!l~ay 
. # 

On thE! evening of D-Day further Glider Support Missions 
were flown out to the two Airborne D:i,visions in the u.s. Sector. 

, . The land:i,ngs were planned for 2100 houi•3 , Both outward and 
:return flights could therefore take p l ace in full daylight so-
as to allow the airore-ivs time t ,o rcs~ and their aircraft to 

:cJ:>e serviced after · operati~ns· op. _ the previ,ous night. 

These missioniwe;e ·rout~d to pa~a over' the Western Task 
Force anchorages thence across the Utah beaches. Consequently, 
it was important from the point of view of their recognition 
that they should complete their missions in daylight. The 

; Navy had unwillingly promised to _withhold fire and the streams 
· of .aircraft-glider combinations wer.e closely escorted by IXth 
. l'J:r_ Force, Fighters; • • • 

Operation Keokuk 

' This stream of 32 Dakota-Horsa combinations was sent out 
, to take 165 men with medical and artillery Units, vehicles and 

signals equipment to the 101 d Airborne Division. The Dakotas 
.. . of the 53rd Troop Carrier Wing arrived at Landing Zone 'E' •• • . 
. •. (which was marked with smoke and Eurclr.a beacons) at 2053 h?ura._ 

No flak was· encountered. • • • 
' . • . -· 

The report of the Comrnand.ing-<:;.enc.ral of the 101st Division 
-states that many gliders cr;_;_shed into trees or were lost • 
through landing among the enemy. • Three landed on the La.nd;ing • 
Zone :md eight reasonably near to it. Fortunately, equipment 

. in the gliders that were recovered was not badly damaged though 
·casualties aino~ personnel were heavy. 

. i . .. • ~ . 

Operation Elmira 
l ' 

.. This was a large operation involving 176 aircraft of: the-
53rd Troop Carrier Wing towing 36 Horsas and 14-0 Waoos loaded: f 
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with engineer, medical, signals and artillery units for the 
82n~ Airborne Division (Landing Zone 10 1 ), • From the point 
of view of the 53rd Wing, Operc. tions Keokuk and Elmira were 
parts of the same uir operation. In Operation Elmira the 
gliders began to land troops at about 2100 hours but the area 
around the landing zone waa not clear of the enerey, Severe 
mortur and small arms fire caused heavy losses and long delay~• 

Operations - Morning of 7 June 

Glider landings Galveston and Hacl:cnsack 

Two Troop Carrier Wings - the 50th and the 53rd - towed 
99 and 100 Gliders in two streams, the Galveston mission 
arriving over Loncling Zone 10' at 0700 hours on 7 June and the 
Hackensack mission arriving at 0855 hours, 

• Galveston was an operation to take :infantry, artillery 
and engineer personnel and equipment to the support of the 
82nd Airborne Division, while Ha-::kenaack carried u less • 
specialist load, There were seventeen Horsas and 82 Wncos in 
the first stream, and 30 Horsas and 70 Wacos in the second, 
Neither the 50th Wing nor the 53rd Wing crews saw any enerey 
fi&hters or flak, • 

The gliders in the Hackensaok mission were to have 
approached from the north-cast and landed near the Stc. Mere 
Eglise - Illosville ro::i.d on Landing Zone 1E 1 , but since this 
Zone was under enellzy' fire the Force Co:mmander decided to 
divert the gliders to Landing Zone 10 1 "Th.ich had been used in 
_the early morning. Unfortunately his signal was not received 
and the landings were widely di.})ersed, 

The first gliders began landing at 0700 hours about 2500 
yards south east of Ste. Mere Eglise, . . There were many crash 
landings and casualties in personnel amounted to about 7,5 per 
cent, By 1015 1].ours however, .all b.attalions had reported, 
Forty-six gliders landed correctly, th0 remainder being 

. scattered north and north west of Ste. Mere Eglise, Six 
.• landed in cn6!1\Y territory, 

Re-suoply missions Memphis and Freeport 

Supply dropping missions had been arranged, the first to 
. be automatic but all others to be called for if required, for 
eaoh of the Airborne Divisions, That for the 101st Airborne 
Division was l<nown as Memphis and that for the 82nd Airborne 
Division as Freeport, The arrangement appears to have been 
understood by the 82nd Division but not by the 1013t Division 

. who Vff(Jre under the impression that all re-supplies had to be 

. requested, One 'hundred and eighteen Dakotas of the 50th • 
Troop Carrier -Wing arrived over Dropping Zone 1E 1 at 0635 hours 
on the morning of 7 June, carrying supplies for the 101st • 
Division (9peration Memphis), This was an automatic re-supply 
mission, The supplies were dropped, but as they were not • 
expected most of them were lost, Four Da.kotaa failed to • • 
return from thi~ operation, 

• . Freeyor~ ~s a nuch larger op era tion, invo1 ving 206 • air-
craft of the · 52nd. Troop Carrier Wing, A sudden deterioration 
of the weather oYer the Midlands led to disaster, 53 aircraft 
became. separated from the main body and most of them ma.de • 
emergency landines in England, The IXth Troop Carrier 
Command estimated that 140 aircraft dropped supplies on the 
Dropping Zone about one Mile north-east of Ste. Mere Eglise 
(for the 82nd Airborne Division), Thirteen aircraft were 
lost, one in Engl.md 8lld twelve _ elsewhere, . 

The report by the 82nd Airborne Division however states 
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that 148 Dakotas dropped 155 tons of ammunition, food and . 
medical supplies at 0620 hours but as the drop pattern was poor, 
bundles wer~ soa ttored so that man;y: of them fell into enenzy- • 
Jh,ands. The rest were collected under fire and after consider
~ble delays • . , 

In conclusion, the size of the IXth Troop Carrier Cc,rmnand 
~irborne operations may be judged by the fact that in _the .. 
l'orty-eight hours under review 1,656 sorties were ma.de by . 
powered aircraft. Of these, 822 were on paratroop dropping 
fnissions, 510 towing gliders and 324 on Stipply dropping. One 
!thousand two hundred and thirty six aircraft (1,028 powered and 
~08 gliders) were engaged in airborne operations in the twenty
!four hours of D-Day and 72.2 aircraft (523 powered ~nd 199 . 
gliders) on D plus one, makmg a grand total of 1,950 sorties 
py IXt.h Troop Carrier Command aircraft and gliders. Only 4£, 
powered aircraft (2.8%) were lost but of course most of the 
gliders could never be retrieved. 
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... CHAP'l'ER 10 

ASSAULT TASKS OF R._A.F, BOMBER COMMAND 

Role of Bomber Command - ' Night of D Minus One/D...Da.y 

It had been recognised. from the outset that the fulfilment . 
of the first essential task of getting the troops ashore would 
depend very largely upon the success 'o the Joint Fire Plan, 
For this reason, as bas been expla_incid, • the maximum effort 
of the Navy, Air Force and Arrey was to be concentrated upon 
drenching the defences of this stretch of coast in a continuous 
rain of fire from the time the Assault Forces came within 
range until the time when they had a.rrivpd at their objectives. 

In drawing up this Plan t'he Neptune Joint ·.Commanders had 
given first priority to the neutralisation of su~h batteries 
as might interfere with the e:pproaoh of the Naval Forces. 
These batteries were amongst those to b_e engci.ged, by the guns 
of the Naval bombardment vessels as soon. as ,the ;Latter .had 
taken up their stations. or f'rom the time wl:len .it was light 
enough for the enemy i;p plot his fall of'• shot visually, which
ever was the later. . "'It haq. been arranged'.; however# that i:t' 
possible Naval fire should be. withheld until it was light 
eJJDugh for Naval-Air spotting, and though this was expected to 
begin about (40) f'orty minutes bef'ore. sunrise :lt would depend 
entirely upon the weather. 

It had been calculated that over 40 coastal batteries were 
capable of interfering with the operation at some stage or 
another, but of .these less.than a dozen were regarded as targets 
of first priority because they might interfere with the approach 
of the Naval Forces . . Tan coastal batteries were selected af'ter 
consideration of their relative situatio~,- ranges, calibres 
and general importance and were assigned\. 1 to R.,A..F. Bomber 
Command which was thus to share w:i. th the Airborne Forces the 
honour of' striking the ':first l:)low in the Assault.; 

• i .• 

• • This was to absorb 'nearly but not quite all the effort 
-. of ;Bomber Command. As its part in the Assauit operations 

Bqmber Command had accepted, the £:ollq:wing tsi.sk.s: • 
' 1 • . . . . 

( 1) Operation Flaahlamp - main ef'fort by Heavy Bomber 
Force against ten coastal .batteries. • • 

(2) Operation Taxable - corwoy simulation (by means pf 
Vl'indow) in support of Naval diversion Taxable. 

(3) Operation.Glinmer :-··Jimuar action in support of 
Naval diversion GJ.innner'· l . ... •• 

• • . • . . ' . . ' • • 

(4) Operation Mandrel .:. a radio barraze to screen air-
craft of No·. 38 Group and U .s • IX th T , C ;c. : carrying 
Airborne Troops. 

(.5) Opere.t'ion A·.B.c. · • c;,peration to jam en~ f'ighter 
control. < • • h , " ~ 

( 1) All targets allooated to ,Air Forces in Neptune were 
listed in 1.Air Targets• reference NJC/00/431/7 da.,ted 23 May. 
Coastal batteries aeleoted for attack by Bomber Command me:y be 
found :in Schedule H, Section A. , Since 8 April when the 

••• . Bomber Connnand targets were selected, Morsalihes, Benerville 
• • • and Villerville batteries had been deleted from the schedule 

and Longues, Maisy :C alld Mont Fleury had been substituted, 
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(6) Titanic I, III and IV - simulation of three Airborne 
Assaults to urovide diversionary cover for the real 
Airborne Asa~ults(1). 

(7) Bomber SUJ>port and Intruder Operations, 

Forces available 

The total aircraft strength of the established front line 
squadrons(2) as returned in the Order of Battle of Bomber 
Command for 1 June, 1944- was 1786 aircre.ft of which 1681 were 
operational, In addition to the nonw.l Heavy Bomber squadrons 
these numbers included 42- aircraft (all operi:,tional) in the two 
Special Duty squadrons e.t Tempnford(3) and 78 aircraft of No. 100 
Bomber Support Group which became fully op erational when 
Overlord commenced. The great bulk of the ~ircraft were· 
four-engined Heavy Bombers of v1hich there were 61½ squadrons 
( 1416 aircraft) operational and 2½ squaL1r.ons (27 aircraft) non
operational on that date, The Lan.cast er was the predominant 
type in t he Commen d with 39t squadrons out of' a.n !;lstablishment 
of 41 squadrons but there were also 22 squadrons of Halifax 
aircraft, s ix squadrons of Mosquito Lie}lt Bombers and seven of 
Mosquito Bomber Support types ~s v.itll a:; a fe-17 squadrons equi:pped 
With St:i.rlings and misc.cllaneous aircraft 

The following table summa.ris es the information YThich may 
be studied in d0tail in the Order· of Battle appended at the end 
of the volume: 

Operational Squadrons Non-Opera tlonal Squadrons 

Types or Aircraft a/c in ale in 
No, I,E, & l,R~ Units No, l,E, & I,R. Units 

HEAVY BO~RS I.Jlncnster 38¼ 6'{2 + 168 1352 1 16 + 4 4 
Halifax 21* 400 + 98 52.1 2 16 + 4 4 
Stirling 1* .38 + 8 43 1 16 + 4 19 

IIEA v·( BOMBERS Total 61¼ 1096 + 274 1416 ~ 48 + 12 Z7 

UGlll' BOMBE_RB Mo3<1ulto 6 112 + 22 122 - - -
SPECIAL Dl11'Y Hlxed 2 36 +. , 5 42 -- - -
B0!1BER SUPPORT Mosquito 4 64 + 8 ' 68 ,•·· 3 48 + 6 58 

Others 1:/i ;!I+ . 5 33 H 22 + 5 20 

llOMBER SUPl'ORT Total 52 91 . + 13 101 4»: 70 + 11 78 

• (1) Full details of the forces, oombloads· and teolmiq_ue to. be 
employed in all these operations were set out in Bomber 
Command Operation Order No.188 issued pn 2 June 1941+ under 
reference B.c./s 30717/7/0ps, A copy may be found at 

. Appendix No. OL/20 to . the Overlord Supple~nt of the Bomber .. 

l 

• .. Command O.R.B. • •• ..,. 

( 2) Th,e _ Ini_tial . Establishment . ( I, E,) totals of aircraft orni t-
tlng Speo:!al Duty Squadrons a:s r6turned in the Form 1G1 wer e as 
follows:-

.. Date ):-.E. Strength •. Op ero. tionally fit , 

~./ -~ ' 1191 
1..June 1262 1.01./ J 119..3-v' 
6 .June Mti1302 V /'M«, 1262 ~ '~ 1376 

/ 

14 June 1324 • 1297 . 1350 

(3) Nos. 1.38 and 161 Squadrons were equipped with Halifax: (24) 
Lysand.er ( 11) and Hudson (7) aircraft, 
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(1) Main Bomber Effort Operation Flashlam,e 

Five batteries dominating the seaward approaches to the· 
British beaches and five,others connnanding the approaches to 

• the American Sector were seleated for heavy bombing attacks by 
the maximum oper2ble strengi;h. available. In effect, this 
meant that each battery W!J:uld be th€l target :f'or about 500 tons 
of bombs dropped from about 100 aircraft. 

In timing the attacks the main consideration was that 
they should take place a~ late in the night as possible so that 
they could be followed without a pause by the r~mainder of the 
bombardment programme to commence after sunrise. Normal 
arrangements were made t0' provide protection to the Bombers 
during the hours of darkness. As a large proportion of them 
would be wi:t;hdrawing duri'ng the first hour of daylight, fighter 
cover was provided after 04-50 hours by aircraft of the U.S. 
VIIIth Fighter Cotrm1and which wqre a.J.,so committed to cover the 
daY.n operations of the VIIIth Air :§'o:i::ce Fortresses and 
Liberators'. • 

Two batteries in the U.S. Sect9r' and one in the British 
Sedor were _attacked early in the night so as to fit in with· 
the plans of. the Airborne Divisions.. Thene were St, Martin 
de Varrevil1e and Crisbecq-Fontenay-, both situated near Utah 
beach, and ~rville-Salenelles across .the Orne from 
Ouistreham(1). Ifoulgate, La Pernelle II and llfa.isy I were the 
next to be attc.cked as their situations and ranges would enabl-e 
them to open fire Ett the stage when the ~sault boats were 
being lowered, Longues and Mont Fl,eury' ·came next, closely 

'followed by St, Pierre-PointJdu Hoe, .The bombing of 
' Ouistreham finished at 0515 nours, i. e. five minutes before 

Civil Twilight. Thus -t;he operations spread over about six 
\hours, al though the majority of the bombers were over their 
1tar-g;ets after 0330. hours. As the tides in the British 
Sector were later tha.r\ those in the U,S, Sector and for other 

. reasons connected .with rocks and artificial obstacles on the 
beaches, H hour was later in the former, and in ,consequence, 
attacks on coastal batteries in ·the British Sector were timed 

.. to take place Iater than those on batteries in the U.S. Sector. 

· Altogether 1,136 Lancasters, Halifaxes and Mosquitoes from 
Nos. 1, 3, 4-, 5, 6 and 8 Groups took part in this Operation, 
of which 1,056 airc~:t actually attacked. No, 8 Pathfinder 
Group u&~d .O-b0a-.to , • ·k the targets and the Heavy Dombe,r Force 

1 bombed on target inci:i.<.;ators. In most cases the 1,000 lb type 
of bomb was lli!ed, and a).together 5,267 tons(2) were dropped. 
The following Table summarises information regarding the 
numbers . of aircraft attacking each battery and indicates the 
times of each attack:-

(1) Grid ~eferences to all the. batteries mentioned here are 
given in the Table on the following page. 

(2) Or 5,900 U.S. (short) tons. 
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Targets Grid Ref: Sorties 
Aircraft Ti.WI over Tons 
Attackin;i: t~izet Bombs 

Crisbecq/ 
Fontenay 0.368044 101 94 2331-2341 534 

St. Martin de 
Varreville T.405980 100 , 99 2343-0001 547 

Merville U .155776 109 88 0025-0039 340 

Maisy I T,533918 116 112 0314-0339 532 

La Pernelle II 0.372198 131 115 0331-0444 600 

Houlgate 'u. 256809 116 113 0345-0359 417 

Longues T,797871 99 96 041_4-0428 538 

Mt. Fleury T,918861 124 113 0429-0449 542 

St. Pierre du Mont/ 
T,586937 Pointe du Hoe 124 > 11_4 0446-0503 637 

Ouistreham I . U .117797 116 114 0502-0515 580 

Totals 1,136 - 1,058 5,267 

Conditions were generally favourable for the operation, in 
that ·there was little opposition from flak while tl'J.at from 

_ fighters was ineffective, Weather was good at first, deterior
ating somewhat before the last attacks were made. • Patches of 
dense cloud obscured Mt. Fleury, Maisy I, Merville, Crisbecq, 
St. Martin and Longues to such an extent that strike photographs 
of these attacks were of little value, No day reconnaissance 
reports were issued for these attacks, and as the sites were 
bombed by Medium and Fighter Bombers in addition to being ) 
bombarded by Naval guns, no certain estimate can be given· of the 
results of the n·ight attacks. 

The attack on the Merville battery missed altogether, the 
bombs falling uncomfortably close to the position taken up by 
the 6th Airborne Division advance party .when reconnoitring the 
situation before the troops assaulted the battery de:f'ences. 
The position of the St, Martin de Varreville battery on the 
Cotentin Peninsula was successfully bombed, but the U .s. 
Airborne Troops Who captured the site later in the morning 
reported that the guns had obviously--bcen moved some days 
earlier, probably as a result of previous bombing attacks, 
64 aircraft of Bomber Command had dropped 356 tons of bombs 
(mainly of the 1000 lb tYPe) in a well-concentrated attack on the 
night of 28/29 Mey • 

. The St, Pierre (Pointe du H~e) battery was considered the . 
most dangerous of all and, in consequonoe, had been attacked 
several times during the prepara tory bombing progrannne ev.en up 
to D minus one day, In the attack being considered here, 
637 tons of bombs were dropped, the largest tonnage dropped on 
an,y target that night, Bomber Command reported that several 
sticks of 1,000 lb bombs w.ere seen to fall on the aiming point 
in the attacl( ending just before morning Civil Twilight. 
After the attack it was"a.lso bombed in the assault programme 
carried out by the IXth Air ]'orc;;e Marauders but the aircraft 
were slightly late on target and the results of their bombing 
could not be seen because of low cloud. No other battery 
-received so much attention. It was the object of a special 
attack on D-Day by U ,S, Rangers who discovered that the guns had 
been moved to a nevrposition about a thousand yards to the 
south and had thus esca:ped _damage, In their new positions they 
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were incapable of firing on Omaha beach but were sited to fire 
on the sea and on the East Cotentin, Open positions, trenches, 
conmunications and .perimeter defences had been completely 
smashed by the Air and Naval bombardments when the Rangers 
arrived,. but despite many hits little damage had been done to 
casemates or underground shelters. 

11aisi I was attacked by . 52 aircraft on the previous night 
(4/5 June) as well as by the 112 aircraft on the nightaf'the 5/6 
and by eighteen IXth Air Force Marauders at H. hour. 
Altogether some 830 tons of bombs of the 1,000 lb. M,C. type 
were aimed at it. It was silent for the critical period of 
the Assault but resumed activity thereafter and was bombarded 
by U,S. warships until 10 June, two days before it was overrun 
by ground troops, One gun was discovered knocked from its 
emplacement, but the U.S. Naval Task Force Commander was unable 
to say whether it vras the result of Air or of Naval action. 

La Pernelle was also silenced for a short period by nearly 
600 tons of bombs aimed at it during the night but at a later 
stace it was able to open fire 1 rather more effectively than 
most of the other batteries. - It remained in operation until 
it was captured in the American advance ·northwards, when it y,as 
discovered that No. 3 casemate was completely demolished by 
Naval gun fire. The· .other casemates ( this was a 6-gun 
battery) •;,ere undamaged by the 1,000 lb bombs which made up most 
of the bomb-load of the T\,A,F. Lancasters, 

The attack on Houlgate ended well over an hour before 
morning twilight. · In this case most of the bombs were of the 
500 lb G.P. type, and though they appear to have assisted in 
the temporary silencing of the battery they could not have 
caused a:n:y vital structural damage, The battery remained in 
eneiey hands until August and was one of the most active in the 
area during the first fcirthight of operations. The Naval 
bombardment on 19 June caused it ·to cease fire. 

Longues coastal battery was the target of 538 tons of 
bombs of assorted types, British .A:rmy investigators reported 
some days afterwards that buildings and earthworks had been 
destroyed by bombing. 

Mt. Fleury also received considerable damage to buildings 
and storage acoomodation but none to casemates as the result 
of its bombing by Halifaxes which dropped 540 tons of 1,000 lb 
M.C, bombs, and the .same report subsequently stated that only 
one casemate out of the four contai,ned a gun and when investi
gated this had been found to have fired all its armrunition. 
Both Longues and 1font Fleury were also bombed by the VIIIth 
Air Force before ·H-hour but in the conditions prevailing it is 
not thought that the targets were hit. 

Ouistreham I .was the last battery attacked, The 
Lancaster bombers had only just completed their task at morn
ing Civil Twilight. The 570 tons of 1,000 lb M.C, bombs did 

. .. very little damage to oasemates, but the Service buildings 
attached to the battery wer-e completely destroyed, The 
German 7th Army Log reported partial damage to this battery . 
from ;:i.ir• attack, There were only tm;,> guns in the battery and 

· both were undamaged when examined by Allied investigators. 
This battery and the other battery at Ouistreham were attacked 
by Medtum Bombers soon after ·the·Lancasters had moved away 
from the area, but IXth Air Force reports stated that the 
attacks ~ere mainly abo,rtivo. 
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. The conclusion from all the evidence available(1) seems to 

·he that 'the results of the heavy night bomber attacks were 
broadly in line with what had been expected by informed opinion. 
Physical damage to guns and casemates does not appear to have 
been very extensive even when hits were registered near the guns. 
This was foreseen when 1,000 lb and 500 lb bombs ·,rere selected. 
But damage to buildings and to all other installations caused 
disorganisation sufficient m most cases to last for some days 

. and m all cases for long enough to enable further damage to 
be done by other attackers before repairs could be effected. 

To this rrust be added the undoubted temporary effects of 
a concentrated raid of Heavy Bombers durmg ,vhich from 400 tons 
to 600 tons of high explosive came down ma short period on a 
limited_area . . Prisoners of war and a captured German report 
agree that personnel ·suffered so badly from shock that while 
most of them were disinclined to come out of their shelters 
many were mcapable of efficient work even when they did man the 

• batteries. 

Radio Counter i''ieasures 

A subsidiary role of Bomber Corrnnand aircraft during the 
hours of darkness immediately precedmg the Assault was the 
operation of 111 aircraft employed in carrying out various air 
operations involved m the Radio Counter Measures (R.C.M.) 
Plan for the Assau.J, t., The component parts of the R. C .M. Plan 
were inherently mter-dependent and had been constantly kept 
under reviei.1 by the R.C.M. Committee at S.H.A.E.F. to ensure 
that they conformed to the S .H.A.E.F. Cover Plan (Fortitude). 
For the sake of clarity each air operation ,rill be described 

• separately. The R.C.M. Plan was aimed at suggestmg on the 
one hand that Allied invasion operations were directed against 
the Pas de Calais area while it also attempted to blind the 
enemy to the fact that major forces were already on ·their way 
to Normandy. . Two of these operations wore carried out jointly 
by the Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force, namely Taxable and 
Glimmer. 

(2) Operation Taxable 

This was a Naval-Air diversionary operation designed to 
produce on the enemy radar the effect of the approach of a large 
convoy moy~ towards the beaches north and south of Cap 
D'Antifer\.2). The Naval Force consisted of three lines of ship~ 
on a front of fourteen miles and with a depth of thirteen miles . 
advancing at seven knots. Balloons and other equipment 
produced 1big ship' echoes on the enemr radar and a s:imulatec1 
landing was begun at the conclusion of the operation half-an
hour before dai-rn~ 

( 1) Combined Operations H.Q. and Twenty-one Army Group sent 
Observer parties to exa.mme the. ground after the assault in order 
to assess the actual damage done. to the coastal defences by the 

. aifferent weapons employed in . the bombardment before the assault. 
·· Their reports together with othar qvid .. mce have been considered 

by the 1Fire Support of Seaborne Landings sub-committee' set 
up at C,O.H.Q. by the Joint Technical Warfare Committee and the 
conclusions vrere printed for the War Cabinet under secret refer
ence T ,W .C. (45) 10 dated 10 May, 1945, Other useful studies 
are 'Report No. 292, ~ Operational Research Group' and 
'Report No. 1 o, Bomber Analysis Unit, SHAEF (Air) 1 • All these 
papers may be. found at A.H.B. Records •. • 

(2) Immediately North of Le Havre. 
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The supporting Air operation was carried out by sixteen 

aircraft of No, 617 Squadron (Lancaster - Wing Commander 
G. L, Cheshire D,S,O,, D,1''.C,) who had been training for this 
task since 7 May, The aircra.ft were employed to make the 
convoy appear a large one. They flew in two lines, four air
craft abreast, fanning a box twelve miles wide and eight miles 
deep over the Naval Convoy area, A series. of 30 elongated 
orbits yrere made with the major axis of the orbits perpendicu
lar to the coast, each orbit 'i:Jeing 0,82 miles nearer the coast, 
Very accurate tracking was required and this was done by work
ing with the Southern G-Chain, 

From the starting point to the finish the convoy moved 
24 miles, beginning at 0030 h9urs and ending at 0407 hours 
(Nautical Twilight). In this way the enemy was kept in doubt 
as to what was happening as long as it was dark enough to cloak 
the deception, The Air operation was well done, and reports 
from the Ventnor Type 16 radar were to the effect that the 
Window dropping exactly simulated a large convoy, There was, 
however, little enemy reaction. 

(3) Operation Glimmer 

This operation was a Naval-Air feint against the beaches 
on either sid~ of Boulogne in which No, .218 Squadron (Wing • 
Col'!lmander R. M, Fenwick-Wilson A,F .C.) assisted by creating th.e 
impression that a large· convoy was approaching at seven knots. 
The Air operation concerned only six aircraft, three of them 
for 2¾ hours a.nd. three for 1¾ hours. The method of producing 
echoes on the enell\Y radar was exactly the same as that in the 
Operation Ta.~able. 

This feint scored an important success, Searchlights 
and guns opened 'Up on the convoy, A,B,C. aircraft put up to jam 
enell\Y night fighter radio control transmissions were mistaken 
for cover over the convoy, and the bulk of the enerny night 
fighter aircraft was plit up against the A,B,C. patrol, with the 
result that there were several encounters leading to combats, 
with one enell\Y night fighter destroyed. One of our own air
·craft (from No, 101 Squadron) was lost, E-boats were also 
sent ligainst the Naval convoy. 

(4) Operation Mandrel 

No, 199 (Stirling) Squadron (Wing Commander N. A, N. Bray, 
• B.F.C,) and No, 803 (Fortress) Squadron U.S.A.A,F. were fitted 

with radio equipment designed to jam the enemy radar during the 
period of our Airborne operations. lt could also be, and in 
fact was, used to mask the movements of the main force of 
heavy bombers arid of the aircraft engaged in other operations, 

Starting before midnight on the night , of D minus onejZID-Day~ 
eight pairs of Stirling aircraft and four Fortresses operating 
singly orbitted at 1800 feet around twelve different points in 
the Channel transmitting signals wpch completely janmed the 
full frequency range of the enemy :i!;arly Warning System, 
Sta,tions 1 to 5 covered the British Syctor and 6 to 12 the U ,S. 
Sector, Aircraft proceeding to the former stations flew out 
and home over Littlehanpton, and to the latter by Portland 
Bill, 

The jamming barrage not only reduced the range of the 
enemy Early Warning Syst-em but also formed a screen behind 
which the Bomber Command and Troop Carrying aircraft could 
operate 1unseen 1 by enell\Y radar. Altogether, the 20 aircraft 
remained in. position for 5¼ hours. It was found that enell\Y • 
coastal radar activity on the night of 5/6 June was much less 
than usual, due no doubt to the physic~ attacks made on radar 
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stations already described in Chapter 4-, Nevertheless, the 

. Mandrel screen put up by No~. 199 and 803 Squadrons was con
.sidered to be eff~ctiye i:i:i, jamming those stations which were 
active, and the experience ga:iped ,vas put to good use in subse
quent Bomber Support operations. 

(5) Operation A.B,C. 

. In this operation 24- aircraft of No. 101 Squadron 
(Lancasters - Wing Cor:imand.er R. J. Alexander ) and five air
craft of No. 214 Squadron (Fortresses .:. Wing Comnander 
D. J. McGlinn) provided piltrols over a large area between 
Beachy- Head and Paris ancl midway bct,·1ecn Boulognc and the 
River Seine (and thus between the. T.a:;:able and Glimmer areas), 
Th.e primary object of these patrols was to jam the enemy night 
fighter control system in the r egion between Non18.!1dy and the 
direction in which the enemy could move fishters into the 
Assault area. J:., secondary object yras to give the impression 
that the A.B.C. aircraft were top cover for a landing on the 
Boulogne be~ches, 

These squadrons.,.tad been engaged in the work of jamming 
enemy ni~ht fighter Radio Telephone communications for some 
time - No. 101 Squadron since October 1%-3 and No, 214- Squadron 
sinc_e April 194-4-, Al together, 82 jamming tra.nsmi tters were 
working in the 29 aircraft ~hich spent 4-½ hours on patrol at 
heights of from 21,,00G feet to 27,000 feet. The enemy was 
apparently misled far enough to plot the A,B.C. patrols as 1 the 
spearhead of the Bomber Force in the neighbourhood of Paris 1 • 

The two squadrons bad s even ' combats and claimed one destroyed 
and two probably destroy~d for the loss of one Lancaster. 

(6) Operations Titanic I, III and IV 

Brief allusion has already been made in Chapter 8 ( dealing 
with Airborne Operations in the Assault) to the diversionary 
Airborne operations, Titanic I wac:, carried out by fifteen 
aircraft .of No, 3 Group (Nos, 138, 149 and 161 Squadrons) which 
first discharged large quantities of '17indow with the intention 

.- of de c~i v:i.ng the enell\Y Freya, Sec Tnkt and Wurzburg installa
tions for CGastal watching, and thc:n dropped dummy paratroops 
and noise simulators in the Yvetot region, This was intended 

Ibid 
para,4.8 
German Document. 
7th Army Log, 
entries 6 June, 

194-4-. 

to pursue.de the enemy that an Airborne operation was taking 
place North of Rouen, • 

Titanic III ( three aircraft) and. Titanic IV ( sixteen air
craft) required another nineteen aircraft of No, 3 Group (Nos, 
90, 138 and 149 Squadrons) and took place near Maltot and 
Marigny res;Pectively, Window, dunnny paratroops, noise simula
tors, and, in the Marigny region only, a few S,A.S. Tr·oops· were 
dropped, Some attention was paid by the enemy to this diver
sion and two Stirlings engaged on Titanic III were lost, Our 
own radar reported that the Titanic aircraft gav8 an excellent 
representation of a large force of low flying aircraft and it 
is believed that this oper~tion did delay the reaction of the 
enemy ground forces to the genuine Airborne operations, This 
general :impression is confirmed by a study of the conflicting 
and confusing reports logged at the H,Q. of the Gennan Seventh 
Army during the first 24 hours of the operation. 

( 7) Bomber Support a.1d Intruder Operations 

Effort of No. 100 (Bomber Support) q-roup not already com
mitted to the R.C.M, Plan was eTI!Jloyed on operations designed 
to screen the assault forces generally, and Bomber Conmand and 
Allied. troop carrying aircraft in particular, from interference 
by the G ,A,F, To carry out this intention 27 aircraft from 
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Mosquito squadrons were despatched to the Low Countries in 
order to·provide a night fighter screen against eneJl\Y aircraft 
moving tovrards Normandy from Northern Germany or from air~ 
fields in the Low Countries; , Other aircraft flew on patrol 
lines vmich enclosed the Channel Islands, the Cotentin 
Peninsula, Normandy and •the mouth of the Seine in a rough semi-
circle, • 

Nos. 141 and 169 Squadrons of No, 100 Group under the 
control of their ovm Group provided the 9uter perimeter patrols 
in which Mosquitoes flew back and fore between the Moselle 
Valley and the Dutch and Belgian ooasts(1), They operated 
between 2330 hours and Oli-30 hours flying at 15000 feet,-- A 
few aircraft of No. 239 Squadron(2) swept the central area of 
Belgium in an effort to intercept enemy night fighters passing 
through. 25 out of th0 27 Mosquitoes of No. 100 Group vmich 
vrere despatched took part in these patrols but . had little to 
report. 

Responsibility for the night air defence of the Assault 
Area rested on A.D,G,B, The IXth Air Force, had no night 
fighters operational at this time and the 2nd T.A.F, did not 
possess any night fighter squadrons. As A.D.G.B. remained 
responsible for the protection of Great Britain, this addition 
to its commitments when the Assault was· launched was bound to 
strain its night fighter resources, This strain vras reduced 
to the minimum by making use of certain night fighters avail
able from No. 85 (Base) Group and from No. 100 (Bomber Support) 
Group and by centralising the control of all night fighter 
aircraft under A.D.G,B. for the time being. 

A plan for the employment of night fighter and intruder 
aircraft in and around j;h~ battle area was drawn up at the 
Combined Control Centre\3). This aspect of the Air operations 
in the Assault Phase iy fully dealt with in the~ a:ppropria te 
part of this narrative\.4). The Plan v~s based on the expecta
tion that the most practical manner ~fusing the night fighter 
force on the ni0ht of 5/6 June would be to employ aircraft on 
patrols outside the lodgement area rather than on patrols over 
the beaches and anchorages. It was considered that as there 
would be so many friendly aircraft operating in the battle aree, 
it ,vould be far easier to catch enemy aircraft outside it 
rather than inside. 

The role of No. 100 (Bomber Support) Group aircrai't in 
this Plan was to patrol along lines comm-:;ncing over the Channel 
near the Channel Islands and passing over Vire, Argentan, 
Bernay, Pavilly and then over the Channel again, Eleven A.I. 
night fighter Mosquitoes of No, 85 Squadron (No. 100 Group), 
and five aircraft from No, 85 (Base) Group sharod these 
patrols. . Al though they were f:\.own continuously from 2311-5 
hours on 5 June until 0405 hours on the morning of D-Day, no 
enemy aircraft were encountei;-ed, 

Intruder aircraft of No, 515 Squadron ( ten) and No,. 157 

(1) A copy of the instructions issued on 3 June by No, 100 
· Group for Oper~tions on D-1/D-Day may be found at Bomber • 
Command O.R.B, "June 1944, Appendix OL/33. 
(2) Equipped with "Serrate", a type of Airborne Interception 
radar equipment. • 
(3) A 'Joint Air Plan and Executive Order' for Operation 
Neptune (short titleJJ\PEO) was issued jointly by No. 11 Group 
and :i:Xth fighter Command from Uxbridge on 25 May 1944 under 
reference 11G/TS/500/ 125/SASO. A- copy of this Plan may be 
found at Appendix E to No, 11 ,Group O.R.B, for June 1944. 
(4) In chapter 12 1A.D,G.B. Operations during Neptune,' · 
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Squadron (four).operated under the Intruder Controller of 
A;D.G.B. in conjunction with over 50 other Intruder aircraft,· 
The object of these sorties was to interfere with the operation 
of enell'\Y night fighters, Some aircr.:,.ft carried bombs which 
were dropped on enemy airfields observed to be active, Most 
of these sorties were flown over the Pas de Calais and the Low 
Countries, One Me, 110 was shot down and two Mosquitoes of 
No, 100 Group were lost, 

Befo~e concluding this section it should be mentioned that 
certain ground strafing attacks vrere made by night fighters of 
A.D.G.B, squadrons (Nos. 418 and G05 Squau.rons) on searchlight 
and light flak positions in the Cotentin situatE,d near tho 
American and British Airborne Dropping and Landing Zone's, 
These attacks were tiincd to coincide with Bomber Command attacks 
on Crisbecq, St, Murtin and Merville coastal batteries so that 
they would support both the Airborne Operations and those of 
the Night Heavy Bombers. 

Summary 

The follov~ng table shows the proportion of effort allotted 
to the diff.erent operations undertaken by Bomber Col'cllUand and 
No, 100 (Bomber Support) Group on the night of 5/6 June in _con
nection with Operation Neptune:-

M:L<3sion Sorties Effective Missing 
sorties 

Coastal Batteries 1136 1058 6 
Osnabruck 31 31 
Diversions 111 108 3 
Bomber Support 27 25 
Intruders 25 23 2 
S,A.S, operations 5 

Grand Total 1335 ·1245 11 

Only six out of the 1136 aircraft of the Heavy Bomber Force and 
eleven out of the total of 1335 aircraft of Bomber Connnand. that 
were out during the night were missing the next day, Of the 
Heavy Bombers, three of the aircraft attacking the Pointe du Hoe 
(St, Pierre) coa:Jtal battery and two of those sent against 
Mt, Fleury were lost, and one was lost from the force despatched 
to Longues, German night fighters were reported active from 
2340 hours until 0130 hours and again after 0415 hours, but all 
the Heavy Bolllbers ·were lost in the second period whel). there 
was a considcraole measure of daylight at 12000 feet\ 1J, 

There)vas, it will be remembered, a full moon and visibil
ity above and below cloud was usually excellent, Only one of 
the bombers ( the one lost from the Mt. ·Fleury force) was known 
to have been brought down by flak. As for the enell'\Y night 
fighters, all the combats and knovm attacks on R,A.F. bombers 
(totalling 23) took place in the Western or U.S.,Sector, 

It is thought that the main reason for the low scale of 
losses was the fact that no land penetration over a heavily 
defended area was neocssD.IJI. The timing of the successive 
waves of bombers was also very skilfully done, Another reason 
wst have been the confusion of the enemy in face of the wide
spread and varied nature of the air operations during the night, 

• ( 1) At sea level, Civil Twilight came at 0516 hours but an 
aircraft at 12,000 feet would then be flying in broad daylight .. 
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There was a bombing attack on Osnabruok by 31 Mosquitoes of 
No, 8 Group, two Naval-Air diversionary operations and three 
diversionary Airborne operations. There were also widespread 
intruder operations and, as described in another chapter, the 
real Airborne operations on the Cotentin Peninsula and between 
the Rivers Orne and Dives, 

Operations Subsequent to the Assault 

Once Overlord had ~tarted practically the entire weight 
of Dember Command I s operatioru:; wa,, employed · in direct support 
of the Liberation Forces in the beach-head. Most of the 
heavy attacks were against tbc enemy 1 s transportation system, 
troop concentrations and prepared positions, gun sites and 
supply sites(1). · 

From the ~oment the battle had beer. joined S.H,A.E.F. 
policy had been to use the Air Forces under its control on 
operations calculated to deey to the enemy the freedom of 
movement on the ground that was necessary if his troops were 
to mount successful counter attacks. Furthermore, in addition 
to th(l,. maximum delay that could be iTIJI)osed, it was hoped to 
inflict the heaviest possible casualties on the flow of rein
forcements and supplies to the enemy1s armies. 

The wisdom of this policy vras often questioned by the 
Comnanders of the U.S. Strategic Air Forces and had been 
doubted by the c. in c. Bomber Comand for months before and 
after this period, But once Overlord had begun, Air Chief 
Marshal Harris accepted the policy without open dissent, though 
he often felt that his Heavy Bomber Force was not being 
employed on oper.:. tions for which it had been created and not 
always being used to the best advantage. 

During the eight nights from 5/6 to 12/13 of June Bomber 
Connnand despatched 6,350 aircraft which dropped 20,670 tons of 
bombs, On three of the nights over 1, COO aircraft operated 
and on three other nights the rrumbcr of aircraft operating was 
about 600. Neptune targets were so nuch the most important 
of all objectives tha nearl 19 000 tons of bombs were 

l> ~ t; t5 ;:::t ~ .;. J dropped _ on them in the p criod .-oy 5 -~ 215 airer 

• Nevertheless Bomber Command by no means gave up its own 
offensive against Germany and forces of Mosquitoes dropped 
about 50 tons of bombs on each of six nights on German targets. 
Berlin was attacked three times on this scale while on the last 
night of the period under review nearly 1,500 tons of bombs 
were dropped on Gelsenkirchen. 

The _heaviest individual attack, _and indeed, the heaviest 
air attack of aey kind in the war up to that time was that on 
the Coastal Batteries already referred to in the first part of 

C4tf this chapter (.s>eration Flashlamp). Of the Bomber Comnand 
• op.:irations after the troops h egan to land, the attacks against 
movement by road and rail were the chief, During the next 
week, nearly 121 000 tons of bombs were dropped in order to: 
block the principal route;, - railways, for the most part -
leading to the Neptune area. . About 3, 350 heavy bomber sortiep 
were devoted to this .· task. 

As soon as the landings had begun, the Air c. in C. put 
into execution-the plan for delaying enemy military movement. 
The first attacks were designed to prevent the concentration 
of enerror troops already in Normandy against the beaches but the 
bad weather during the first 413 .hours of operations largely 
nullified these efforts. 

(1) See Bomber Connnand File:- :oc/s.30717/6 in A.H.B. Records. 
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As the unf'avourable weather persisted it was realised by 

A.E,A.F, that the air plan to prevent enemy movement by the 
use of all available air forces could not succeed in its entir
ety but there was no other good plan to r~lace it, Fortun
ately, the preparatory operation against the railways had 
largely crippled the French railway system so that during the 
periods of good weather after the landings it was possible for 
the Allied air forces to impose a degree of delay which many 
authorities have since aerced was decisive. By day and by 
night whenever the rreather served, every type of bomber smashed 
railway facilities, • tovm centres, bridges, crossings etc,, 
while the fi~hter types patrolled the main traffic routes and 
attacked all movement, It is within this picture that the 
operations of Bomller Command against the French railr1ays and 
road centres must bo studied, • However, after the first weak 
of operations it vias obvious tho.t the enemy had made f'u.ll use 

1' of the periods of bad weather and by tl}e end of that time ~~ 
of his preliminary dispositions to meet the invasion had been • 
acoomplished, , • 

After the night of 12/13 June there occurs one of those 
natural pauses jn operations which makes it convenient to end 
the, account of the Corrmand1 s operations which concerned the 
actual assault and fo°S.low-up. There was too, a change in · 

_character which though at first gradual soon became radical, 

As the- troops became moro firmly established ashore, other 
classes of taracts claimed the attention of the Heavy Night 
Bombers · so that tho .emphasis began to be spread over a greater 
variety of operations, Troop concentrations,fuel and amnuni
tion dumps were frequently attacked as vrell as railway tarGets 
during tho next fow weeks, Fur_thermorc an important departure 
nas made when on the evening of 14- June, occurred the first of 
the great daylight attacks by the .Night Bombers which proved 
that they could be, in conditions where they were able to ' • 
operate without much interference, as effective as the Heavy 
Day Bombers. 

Another sign of the recognition tha:t Bomber Command coul~ 
now afford to divert effort to qther tari;ets was the decisi_on • 
to take up in earnest · the strategic :,-ro.r against the German war
making capacity, The targets chosen wore those in the enemy 
oil industry and both Bomber . Command and the VIIIth Air Force 
were permitted at this stage to resume the offensive against 
oil, 

P erho.ps • tho-grca test change_ ;;ms one which was imposed on 
the Allies by the enemy: this was the necessity to re-commence 
o.tti:.cka on Crossbow installations, Bomber Commo.nd had sho.rod 
with the other Air..:Forc~ the to.sk of neutralising these sites 

; ever since DecembeI.', 1943 but for some weel<:s had given ey the 
· task partly because most of the kno,m sit~s had been put out of 

action and partly because other more ur~ent operations con-
nected vrith Neptune had a higher priority, • 

On the·. night of 12/13 June, however, the first flying 
bombs were launched agamst Southern ~'rlgland, • _These attacks 
were aiscussed by the Allie~ Air Commanders on the following 
morning and it was decide.9-· .that attacks on the sites would be 
the best action, The attac1<s were also discusse<;l by _the War 
Cabinet and as a result the .U,S, VIIIth Ail:: Force was asked to 
resume attacks on Crossbow dumps, launching and supply sites 
and a start was made on two sites on 14- June, 

After a pause la.st:ing two l)ights flying bombs were again 
Bomber ·CommandClRB launched against the London area froi:n the Pas de Calais on 
DL Supplement the night of 15/16 June and in consequence the Allied heavy 
p,13. bombers:were ordered to initiate a series of punishing counter

attacks by day and nigh;, 

The Air C, in c. did not welcome the distraction of effort 
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away from Overlord but it is difficult to see how this diver
sion oould have been avoided, As the menace grew so the 
demand for counter-action became more insistent with the result 
that when H,Q. A,E.A.F. sent a formal directive on bomber opera,
tions to Bomber C~and on 29 June, Crossbow attacks were 
accorded first priority. 

Night bombing to delay the movement of enetey' reserves( 1) 

Refere:i.ce to the Neptune bombing plan (Air Targets) will 
show that alternative targets for the night of 6/7 June had 
been prepared by the Joint Bombing Oomnittee so as to be avail
able for the decision of' tho Air C, in c. at 1500 hours on 
D-Dey. Tho object of th,ese proposed attacks was to delay the 
night 100vement of enemy res erves and, for this purpose, move• 
ment by road was assessed as having the highest priority when 
t_he time came for putting the plan into execution. 

Du,::ing the afterncfon of D.,Pay, after the VIIIth Air Force 
had r.eturned from ope\-ations W:I. thout a:rry certainty that Oaen 

• had been blocked and, as there was .no improvement in the • 
weather, it~ realfsed that this vital comnunications centre 
wquld have to be· allocated to Bomber Coll!lland for a night atta~k 
unles.s, by 2200 hours, Britisll troops were too· close for bomb
ing to be. safe, The failure · of the Fortresses and Liberators 
to create ohoke points iri Caen and in the centres of the other . 
principal towns of Normandy left this urgent task' to Bomber . 
Command.. . Al though t}:tls was far more . difficult to effect by 
night, the task was .undertaken by the heavy night bombers on 
the night of 6/7 June, • . . . • .. 

· ' • Out of the 1, OG5 Heavy Night Bombers dyf!Ratched to attack · 
. Caen, seven other route centres :i,n Normandy\~) and the railway 

complex at Acheres, 977 aircrE!-f't attacko.d with 3,112 tons of 
bombs' (3,472 short tons), No enetey' fighters intercepted and 
only t\yelv.e bombers were . lost. 

, The heavie~t ~ttack, at .'Coutances (470 toJ'U:1), fe;Ll on the 
town centre and, in addition, damaged the road and rail "bridges 
to the south. An ai;taok by the U.S. VIIIth Air Fo~ce on D Day 
was, no doubt, responsible f.or aomt:1 of the damage seen on the • 
reconnaissance photographs after the attack. on Caen. . The doqk• 
aide was badly hit, the locks destroyed and the centre of the 
town was in :flames when the photographs wer~ taken on the morn
ing after the raid, The 440 tons of bombs had blocked four 
bridges and the roads to Falaise and Bayeux. . Main streets in 
the t9Wl'l centre of Lisioux and the railway :j.ine . to Mezidon 
received a substantial number of direct hits, The same con
ditions were shown by the photor, raphs of St, Lo, Argentan, 
Vire and Conde, but nothing was known of the results of the 
attack on Chnteaudun, • 

At Acheres thick cloud prevented the Master Bomber from 
identifying the aiming point and the attack was called off 
after about half the force had bombed from below cloud. 
Nevertheless, considerable damage was shown by reconnaissance, 

Operations by 32 Mosqui tos which bombed Ludwigshafen, 
ltjneteen aircraft laying mines, 26 aircraft on S .A,S ./S ,0 ,E, 
operations and"by eighteen Mosquitos on Bomber Support brought 
the total of Bomber Command aircraft out during the night of 
6/7 June to the large total of 1, 160, 

( 1) Detailed infonnation on Neptune operations and targets 
/ from ~lus one onwards may be found in the Bomber Command 
• File 'ID7§.3CJ717/6 in A.H,B, Rooords, . 

(2) Lisieux, Conde-sur-Noireau, Coutanoes, Ohateaud.uns, Vire, 
Argentan, St, Lo. • 
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On the second day of the _inva~;ion operations the weather 

was rather worse than it had been on D-Day, with the result 
that it became more than doubtful whether it was worth while 
trying to adhere to the plan for blocldng all enerey traffic to 
the battlefield by attacking the . ring of tovms around. How
ever, on the morning of 7 June the VIIIth Air Force attacked 
Argentan, Falaise, L 1Aigle, Conde, Flers and Lisieux, all 
important centres on routes leading to the beachhead, h'.t on 
their evening missions railway t¥gets .in the Loire area were 
bombed by the Fortresses and Liberators instead of Juvisy, 
Massy - Paliseau and Versailles, as originally suggested by 
A.E.A.F. It was not lalovm for certain_ whether the Normandy 
route centres had been effectively hit by the Day Heavies, but 
by evening that day it was too late to hope for any more results 
from such attacks, as most of the enerey mobile reserves had 
been moved. Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Mallory how thought that 
the heavy bombers could best be employed in attempting to cut 
the Loire bridges and in closing the gap between Paris and 
Orleans to all railway traffic. Accordingly the VIIIth Air 
Force ,vere requested to commence '\ho programme of attacks on 
the Loire railway crossings and Bomber Command was requested 
to execute its alternative baq weather plan by attacking the 
junctions on the Grando Ceinture Railway around Paris, 

These attacks . were duly made by Bomber Command on the night; 
of 7/8 June with considerable success in improved weather. 

• At Juvisy, over 240 tons of bombs cut every track arid wrecked 
the river bridge and a flyover, Roads and tracks were pitted 
with craters and rolling stock suffered severe damage at . 
Massy-Palaiseau, while similar, if rather less damage, was <ione 
at the railway centres of Versailles and Acheres. 

A separate force of heavy bombers was sent to attack a 
large supply point and refuelling centre located at a cross
road in the Foret de Cerisy. This attack was undertaken at 
short notice on the very urgent request of the U .s. First 
Arrey which, at that time, was operating under great disadvan
tages in the Omaha beach-head. Bomber Command were told that 
this depot was active early after darlaless supplying enemy 
forces attacking the Americans at Omaha and Utah beaoh~headse 
A pathfinder error caused bombing to be concentrated on twq 
areas, one of which was the correct target and the other about 
six miles a,vay, Subsequent reconnaissance showed that the 
weight of the attack fell around the junction of the main 
St, Lo and Bayewc road with other roads running north-west and 
south-east, which was the target given, but there is no deN.n:i.te 
evidence that the attack succeeded in ita object, 

On 8 June the Fortresses and.Liberators continued with 
the programme of attacks on the Loire crossings and on railway 
targets in Brittany and in the Paris-Orleans gap so as to com
plete the isolation of' Normandy from the rest of France, 
Inside this ring, the Tactical Air Forces and the VIIIth Air 
Force fighter-bombers did their ut111ost to prohibit all movement. 
The Strategic Bombers were also employed against airfields to 
keep the German Air Force in subjection. 

On the .relative merits of the latter policy as against the 
programme of attacks on transportation, the V,S, Commanding 
~enerals disagreed with the Air C.-in-C, and Air Marshal 
poningham at the Air CoJllmanders conference held that morning. 
The U,S. Generals could not agree- that such targets were suit
able for Heavy Day Bombers nor did they agree that much good 
>would be done by these attacks. Air Chief Marshal Harris, who 
;was present during the discussion, did not take sides, and 
,offered no objection when his Lanoasters and Halii'axes were 
'asked to attack railway targets at key positions on routes to 
the battle area. These were the four railway junctions at 
Fougeres, Ma;yenne, Alencon and Rennes, all to the north of the 
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Loire, and the tunnel at Saumur. A small force was also 
required to create a choke"'Point at Pontaubault where traffio 
from Brittany crossed the -estuary of the River Selune by the 
shortest route from Brittany into Normandy. All the attacks 
were intended to interrupt movement from the south and west of • 
the battle area and were thus compleinentary to those undertaken 
by the Day Bomber forces. • 

Weather during the night of 8/9 June was very had and was 
gradually becoming rore difficult: nevertheless, Bomber 
Command operated a total of 585 aircraft, of which 515 bombers 
were sent to attack the targets allotted by A.E.A.F, The 
tunnel at Saumur was attacked with satisfactory results by a 
special force of 31 Lancasters, , Altogether, about 1,780 tons 
of bombs vrere dropped on these targets, the heaviest attack 
being at Fougeres (4.20 tons) and the lightest(1) at Pontaubault 
(200 tons), 

Day reconnaissance showed that all the attacks had been 
well executed except perhaps at Pontaubault, ~·1hich had been 
often attacked by all the Allied Air Forces and vdl.ere the 
results of this particular attack were not knmm, There were 
several aircraft•losses from crashes due to the bad weather but 
only two as a result of enemy action. This was ascribed by 
tho Operational Research Section of Bomber Command to the 
distance of these targets from Paris on which German air 
strength was centred and in ;vhich area there. had been consider .. 
able enemy air activity all day. 

. . On 9 June weather all over north-we~t Europe was uni:f'ormly 
:ba<l with 10/10ths cloud usually well below a thousand .feet • . · 
'. Only two or three dozen sorties were made by the Allied Air . 

witiiin liieli111lhi.6oos Forces during. the whole day, . This had serious consequences 
;,...rosec.l l.y the 
c:test.,.vcb"ve <i4'-\'.ict'$ : on the progress of_ the b~j;tle in that the Germans v1ere able to 
o,f PTmQ~S ; use. all kinds of transport with almost complete :i.mmtmity~ 
~i>\b"-"td.m~-' of '.Major elements of the dlvisions ordered to the battle from the 
tti-e ,c..i.lw....,.._~&~• _...,;,--,' areas outside the Seine-Loir.e ring had not yet moved and Air 

_.,.., • ...,Tf..WF=-c--,·7s.34-, Chief Marshal Leigh-Mallory was anxious. that all. the Loire 
Encl. 10A, bridges should be cut and that the Paris-Orl.eans gap should be _ 
~ara, .12. closed before it was too late. Apart from this~ he agreed 

that some attention should be paid to enemy airfields when this 
subject v~s mooted at .the morning Conference .on 9 June . . 

Bomber Command's task for the night of 9/10 june, p:r;esurno-
. ing they w'Ould be able to operate was therefore to .attack the 

Ibid, ~/ important railway centre of Eta~s in the Paris-Orleans ga:p, . 
para, 14,. .. . , and five airfields in .Brittaey and Normondy, A consi9-er~ble 

.• ~-l improvement in the weather enabled five forces each abm~t 1.00 i 
. 0~ strong, to attack Etamptes and four of. the airfields, viz. 

Bomber Qud. Le Mans,- Laval, Flers and Rennes, but unfortunately the. all-
Night Raid , .·. important railway junction was not hit, , On the airfields at 
,Report No. 62.q :- . . Flers, Le Mans and Rcnnes(2) the sceneS,'9-!Sr<'. \'~ of complete . . . 

;: _.,, devastation when photogre,phed by day bi.it >t;he attack on Lava!-
~ "> ,; · airfield was less successful. Only eight bombers were lost, 

• six of them from the only force which t~ea tened Paris, viz, 
E~ that going to Etanrot'es, . +he Command despatched 598 sorties · ---.··- r,,. during the night, '3T' which the 518 bombers attacking Neptune . 

·; ·;.. targets dropped 11 860 tons, In ~ddition, Berlin Yffi.s attacked 
by 36 Mosquitoes and a further 41+ aircraft were engaged in mine-
laying, bomber support, special operat~ons and :Meteorological 
flights, 

(1) Except for Saumur, where the special Lancasters dropped 
130 tons, .. 

• (2) Some of the damage seen on the reconnaissonce photo of 
•• :Rennes airfield is to be attributed to the raid by the VIIIth 
M:r Force on 8 June, 
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. As the partial. improvoment in the weather was maintained on 
the foDowing dey ( 10 Juno) the Air Forces attempted to make up 
for lost time, The fighter-bombers, for example, con.centrated 
on the bridges at Pontaubault and the lines from Brittany and 

•. :'G~ dooument ' . . . . . . ~ 

the South West, Fortresses and Liberators attacked Vannes, 
Gael, Nantes and several other airfields in the Paris area known 
to be active, dropping about 11.00~0 i~ bombs, After the 
attacks. by Bomber Command and this ty- tne ~IIIth Air Force, it 
is gratifying to read :in the Germ eventh Army Log that air. · 
~ormations of Fliegcrkorps II could not get off the ground 
because time bombs blocked the airfields on which the aircraft 
were concentrated, 

A,H.B,6 . 
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However, the Air Commander-ih..Chief -was more concerned with 
!3l'lerey- movement on the 'ground tram with the G.A,F, build up, and 
9onsequently requested the.Duy Strategic Bombers to attack Loire 
bridges in addition to airfields, while Night Heavies were asked 
_to attack railway centres at Orleans, Acheres, Versailles
Matelots and Dreux. _It was particularly wished to delay ' the 
movement of-the 1st S.S. Adolf Hitler Panzer Division '(lhich was 
believed to be entraining for Normandy from its ba'_e-near 
Antwerp, ... 

On the night of 10/11 June, over · 4.QO out of 4.32 bombers( 1) 
despatched by Bombor Command attacked the four above ro.ilway 
targets in clear weather with 1,533 tons of bombs, At Orleans, 
the junction was severely damaged, the locomotive shed was 
gutted and further destruotion was caused to the military depot, 
sidings and main tracks. • At Versailles and Acheres more damage 
at various points caused blockages that would take some time to "Bomber Omd. 

Night Raid 
Report No. , 

' clear, and at Droux, al though tho maln a:ttaok fell on the east-
. ern end of the railway centre, the good's sidings were blotted 
out -and all through lines were cut, 

... !"l-=•- ...... - _,....,., 

~ , P · ,Very largo numbers of enemy fighters . roffe to defend the 
____ hr-c-ee targets in the Paris area with the result that eighteen 

M-,~, nine et ombers were lost~ nearly all to fighters, J..n error by the 
~v. er-e:--rfa~ nemy fighter control which directed night• ighters to the .wrong 
""~ d~~ · omber return route saved many R.A,F, aircraft after the moon • 
~ J.oiu-t'O\J !had risen, ,' ·: -
0-,,~~~ 

- -~-- - ___. Once again on 11 June the Germans 1)18.de g9od use of _the 

-l:Iist, Reoord 
A,E,.LF,, 
June 1941 
kppendix 

weather to move troops vrhen the Allies vrere unable to u_se th~ir. : 
overvlhelming air strength to p~event ;i.t, . Round _allout noon~ . 
information arrived at Headquarters A,E,A,l!', that 30 trains were 

-moving between Tergnier and Paris, probably carrying the 1s:t 
S,S~ Adolf Hitler Panzer Division from Antwerp, but by that. time 
weather had d~eriorated so much that 9ombera could not oper_ate 
and Advanced Headquarters A.E,A,F, was even considering with- • 
dra:,dng :fighter cover from the beaches. ' . -It was decided, there-. 
'!:ore, that Bomber Colllllland should attack the railway centres of 
Evreux and Massy/Palaiseau during the night if weather .permitted. 
The Night Heavy Bombers were also requested to attack railway 
centres at Nantes and Tours to block military traffic across the 
Loire, • 

About 1,200 tons o~ b6mbs were dropped by 286 out of 329 
aircraf~ ~espatched against . these targets on the night of 11/12 
of Junet2), The -heaviest tonnage - about 560 tons - fell on 

.. 
( 1) Berlin was attacked by 32 Mosquitoes on the night of 10/11 : 
June. The total number of aircraft belonging to Bomber Command 
out on operations was 533, . • 
(2) Bomber oporations against Berlin, mine-laying, bomber ) 
support, and Met, Reece, accounted for 77 other aircraft so that 

·the Comnand operated a grand total of 4-06 aircraft on the night 
of 11/12 June, • • 
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Evre\.µC, where the eastern end of the yards was badly hit, 
Roads and all tracks were cut, At Massy/Palaiseau the attaok 
was well concentrated on the tracks, but the bridges were not 
bit, Both of the Loire railway centres were heavily damaged. 

Part of the strength of Bomber Command was held in reserve 
for a possible attack on the road junctions in the southern 
exits of Caen at about 04.00 hours on the morning of 12 June. 
Thi::; was to be done with the idea of blocking German movement 
out of the city when the 51st Highland and the 7th .Armoured 
Divisions made their outflanking attack as a part of tho second 
Arrey Plan to capture Caen. At a late hour this operation was 
postponed for 24- hours, 

On the morning of 12 June tho Air c,-in-C, decided on an 
important change in the methods adopted in the air offensive 
against enell'lY raihra.y movomont, In the first place, as the 
north of Franco was the chief . source of roscrvos to be drawn 

. upon by the enemy, thore seemed to bo a clear advantage in 
reinforcing the lino of broken bridges on the Seine by cutting 
as many bridges as possible on the Somme, Aisno and Oiae, 
Railway centres in that area would also be attacked. This was 
the best substitute for bombing communications targets through 
Paris. When this decision was being discussed by the Bombing 
Comni ttee at Stanmore, Air Vice Marshal Oxland( 1) considered 
that Bomber Cofnmand should only be called upon for heavy effort 
when there was definite confirmation of enemy movement, but the 
Air C,-:i.n-0, stated that such positive information was meagre 
and always came from the A:r:my too lato to enable suoh movement 
to be stopped by air action, In future, therefore, arrange
ments wer"o made for A,E,A,F, to lay on its own reconnaissance 
so that results could bo lmo,m more quickly, 

• The Neptune targots allotted to Bomber Command for the 
night of 12/13 June were, therefore, the railway centres at 
Amiens (two), Arras, Ca.mbrai and Poitiers, together with the 
two bridges to the South of the oity of Ca.en, which ·were to be 
attaoked to assist the Arnry 1 s pincer movement. 

During the discussion on 8 Sune at the Air Commanders' 
-Conference between the Air o.-in-C, and the Commander, Advanced 
, A.E, A; F. , on the one hand and tho Commanding Generals' 
U,S,S,T,A.F, and VIIIth Air Force on the other, regarding the 
relative merits of attacking movement or the G,A,F,, the Deputy 
Supreme Commander had. stated that a proportion of the air ~ 
available was to bo allotted to airfields and the remainder to 
assistance in the land battle, the proportions of each to depend 
on the requirements at the time, He followed this up by adding 
that he was convinced that the Germans wore now short of oil 
and that as German fighters were moving to France,· it would be 
a good time to begin thinking of going for oil targets inside 
Germany, 

The fr1.1i ta of this suggestion were, • therefore, that on- the 
night of 12/13 June a substantial foroe was also sent to bomb 
a synthetic oil plant at Gelsenkirchen, General Doolittle 
also proposed to use part of his bomber force to resume the 
offensive against oil targets on the mo:ming of 13 June, but 
bad weather and the opening of the Flying Bomb Campaign on the 
night of 12/13 June deferred this for a few days, 

Lancastera and Halifaxes nearly a thousand strong wore out 
before nightfall so as to be over the Channel at nautical twi
light and baok on their return journey before the rising of the 

( 1) Bomber Connnand Liaison Of'fioer an the Bombing Committee at 
Head.quarters, A,E.A,F, 
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full'moon. It was realised that with three of the targets in 
the Arniens, Arras, Cam·brai area and another in the Ruhr basin, 
there would be cerious danger from enemy night-fighters, It 
was hoped to minimise the danger by finishing all operations 
early in the nie;ht, 

The bombers met with stiff resistance all round their 
targets at Arniens and Cambrai losing nine aircraft from the 
force detailed to attack the latter and eight from the forces 
attacking the two railway centres at Arniens, The 294- bombers 
sent to Gelsenkirchen also encountered many fighters and lost 
seventeen aircraft so that out of the 992 heavy bombers des
patched on the night's operations, 4-0 were lost. Reports 
showed a largo number of combats Ylith night-fighters, eighteen 
of ,vhich were claimed to have beon destroyed by the bombers. 

The bombing attacks in the bright vioonlight appear to have 
been a e;reat success. Longeau and St. Roth junctions at .Amima 
were both blocked and reconnaissance sho,ved all lines out of 
action at Cambrai and Arras, At Gelsonkirchon, nearly 1,500 
tons of bqmbs affected nearly all of the important elements of 
tho plant, Only the Poitiers and Caen forces were virtually 
unmolested and with clear weather over Poitiers very accurate 

1
bombing was possible causing severe damage to the whole .railway 

\ '. centre, At Co.on, the rQConnaissance photographs ih-~ei!l '··> 
• ffl!ljJI the raihm.y brid[;O dmm in the river o.nd both road: bridges 

unusable, • 

The seriucl to the bombing of Co.en was not altogether satis
factory from an Allied point of view, The movoment to encircle 
the city by the 51st Highland Division attacking from the Eaijt 
and the 7th Armoured Division from Villers Bocage broke ·dmm 
and, after heavy fighting, something 1.ike a stalemate erisued. 
Our builc\,-up :in the lodgement aroa w::,s falling bohind schedule 
on account of rough seas and this so restricted tho offensive 
on the ground that an all out _effort could not be risked to 
capture Cacn, • 

During the heavy fighting tha~ continued intormittontly in 
that area during tho next tvrclve weeks there is much of interest 
both concerning operations ·on .the ground und those.:in the air 
but by the end of the first wee~ such oporutions had definitely 
passed beyond the phase of MY whicr! ought properly to be asso
ciated with the initial assault, • 
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NEPI'UNE Bomber Command O_pera tions, 5/6 to 12/1 3 June• 1944.( 1) 

orand 

ITTl'TUNE No. ot Tons OTHER No. ot Tons Total 
Jme Targets 

IA/c crs~ ot Operations A/C des- ot 
patched Bombs patohed Bombs Tons 

A/C ot 
Bomb1 

5/ 6 Teri Coastal 1136 5267 Diversions: 
Batteries Osnabruck eto. 199 46 p:J35 531.3 

6/ 7 Rd. and !UY• 1065 3112 Subsidiary ops. 95 so H60 3162 
CentI?es • 

7/ 8 Ry. Centres 
(Paris Area) 337 1141 

Foret de Cerisy 212 796 Subsidiary ops. 128 50 6n 1987 

8/ 9 RY• Junctions 
( Battle Areal 515 1780 Subsidiary ops. 70 .. 585 1780 

9/10 RY• Centre 

}
Orleans) 117 422 aibs I diary Bo 57 598 1817 

A r!lelcls 
(Franco) 401 1338 (DerlJn etc.) 

10/11 RY• Centres 
15j3 ( P ari s/Orl eans) li.32 subsidiary 

(B erlln etc.) 99 53 533 1586 

11/ 12 
~

• C8?ltres 
Paris/Loire) 329 1197 Subsidiary 

(Berlin et.col 77 53 406 1250 

12/13 R.Y• centres 
1484 (Paris/Loire) 553 1890 Oelsenkirchen etc. 321 ho62 3775 

caen Brl dges 118 401 

8 Nights .Total NEPWNE 5215 1BBn Total OTHER ops. 1069 1793 15.356 20670 
Targets 
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CHAPTER 11 -----

OPERATIONS OF THE 2ND T.A.F. IN NEPI'UNE 

!orces Available and Policy for their Employment 

The forces under the control of the 2nd T.A,F, during the 
a.ssaul t phase of Overlord were Nos, 83 and 84 (Composite) Groups: 
No, 2 (Light Bomber) Group and. an Air Spotting Pool consisting 
of Fleet Air Arm, R,A,F, a:nd U.S. Navy personnel. Certain day 
:fighter squadrons of A.D.G,B. and No. 85 Group operated in the 
,Tactical ~a durin the initial phases of Overlord,arta=fe!I-

Suc opera ions will be men one riefly in this section, but 
will be dealt with roore fully in the respective sections deal
ing with all the other operations of A,D,G,B. and No, 85 Group 
'aircraft. 

~o. 83 Group (Purbrook Heath) 

This Group had three Fighter Wings with twelve Spitfire 
IX(LF), ten Typhoon and three Mustang III squadrons, and one 
Reconnaissance Wing with three Mustang I TAC;R Squadrons and a 
Spitfire IX P;R Squadron, • Its established strength was 

. 464 plus 58 aircraft of which 400 plus 50 aircraf't were fighter 
and fighter-bomber types, 

~o. 84 Group · (Goodwood Park) 

• Like No, 83 Group, this Group consisted of three wings of 
Fighter types and one of Reconnaissance aircraft. There were 
fifteen Squ,idrons of Spitfire IX (LF), eight Squadrons of 
Typhoons and three of Mustangs III in the Fighter Wings and 
two TAC;R Mustang Squadrons and one P;R Spitfire Squadron in 

• the Reconnaissance Wing. Total strength was the saioo as that 
of No, 83 Group but there was an establisruoont of 416 plus 
52 Fi~hter types with 48 plus six Reconnaissance aircraf't, 

No, 2 Group · (Mongewell Park) 

, This Group was organised in four Wings with a total of 
twelve Light Bomber Squadrons, ,of which six Squadrons were 
equipped with Mosquito VI, four Squadrons with Mi tohell II and 
two Squadrons with Bostons IIIA. It also had a Reconnaissance 
Wing of three Squadrons· equipped with Spitfire IX, Mosquitoes 
and Wellington XIII, but in the first phase of Overlord .this 
operated independently of tho Group under the direct control o~ 

• H.Q. A,E,A,F. The established strength of the G;-oup was . 
192 plus 24 Light Bombers and 48 plus· 6 Reoonnaissa.nce airoratt. 

Air Spotting Pool (Lee--on-Bolent) 

i . The pool of aircraft employed on spotting ~ 
or~ ~tlc..,r~ardnvant ships was based at Lee-on-Bolent and 
H.&.~·~ n the sontrol of '1 • There -were four F, . , 
!'& H.Q. A•l',A,F. Squa.drons equipped wi.;ft~.s (40 plus 20), two R,A,F, 
~~~~ og S~di'ons with Spitfires. V (LF)(LR) (36 plus 6) and one . . 
tL ~ -. · ;u.s. Navy Squadron.with Spitfires V (LF)(LR) (10 plus 5), 

It should also be ~ted in passing that up to noon on 
D-Day, three TAC;R ~tang Squadrons, . Nos. 2 and 268 Squadrons 
froni No. 84 Group ~d No. • 414 Squadron from No, 83 Group, were 
lent to the Air Spotting Pool and were then released to 
Headquarters 2nd T,A.F, 

• :Policy fqr the employment of airo~t 

.In ·the initial phase of Overlord, the Air Comnander in 
Chief had decided that in view of the restricted area of 
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operations, it was essential that the direction of all 
tactical air operations should be centralised. Consequently 
he appointed Ail· Marshal Sir Arthur Coningham to the command 
of an advanced operational headquarters of the Allied 
Expedi tio:nary Air Force, knmm as Advanced A.E .A.F. A 
Combined Oper0.tions Room was set up at Hillingclon staffed by 
representatives of the IXth Air Force, and the 2nd T,A,F, 
Senior representatives of Twenty-One Army Group m~re also 
attached to pass on requests for air support and int'orma.tion 
regarding the intentions of General Montgomery mvl the exist
ing situation on the ground. General Brereton, Commanding 
General of the IXth Air 1''orce· was present in the Combined 
Operations Room with Air Marshal Coningham during the whole 
of this phase. The result of this arr-ange1rent was that the 
IXth Air Foroe, 2nd T,A,F. and the othor Allied 4ir Forces 
allocated for employment in the Tactionl Area, ( 1 J were operated 
as one tactical air force. 

Apart from this overall direction, the control of defen
sive air opera tions was sepe.rated from that of offensive air 
operations. For the latter n proportion of the resources of 
A,D,G-,B, and No. 85 Group (day fighters) was put ,mder control 
of 2nd T,A,F, while the balance remained under A,D.G,B, for 
the defence of hoioo bases. Similarly the control of air 
reoonnai ssanoe in the Tactical Area via.s put in the hands of 
specialists working with the Arrrzy- at the Combined Reconnais
sance Centre, Uxbridge. Reconnaissanoe Squadrons of 2nd T,A.F, 
which joined the Air Spotting Pool ·were' given their oxecutive 
orders by a separate organisation world.ng at Leo-on~olent 
under the direction of_ n representative of 2nd T,A,F, As a 
result of these arrnngenients, H,Q,, 2ri.d T,A,F, did not exercise 
direct operational control over all its fighter and recon
naisaanoe aircraft during the period under review. A second 
result was th&t 2nd T,A,I!', aircraft were not restricted to 
operations in the Eastern or British Assnul t Area but were 
employed wherever they · were required. 

It had always been understood that the primary duty of 
the Air Forces was to ensure the greatest possible imun.mity 
froin air attack for our a.ssaul t forces, Emphasis had often 
been placed on the value of Operation Pointblank in tltlo respeot 

, because by a.ttaold.ng the G,A,F. and in particular, by con
centrating on the attrition of German fighter strength, this 
operation did rm1ch _to attain the air situation essential before 
an- invasion force could be launched. Fighter sweeps over 
~,1::ance p.ad- aimed at the , same object. 

The attrition of enenv f~ghter strength had proceeded so 
far by the beginning of June, 1944, that Air Chief 
Marshal Leigh-Mallory, was confident _tpat the . G.A,F, would 
constitute no serious threat. But there remained the serious 
possibility the.t tl{~ Gerrrans might abstain from re-notion to 
Allied attacks over a long period in the effort to conserve 
their air strength. Indeed this appeared to be their policy 
in tl'la Spring o:f 1944 and it was thought that only when the 
e~oted invasion had begun would they risk all their carefully 
husbanded air pow~~ in an all-out oruilaught. 

Thie offensive might have taken place before the expedi
tionary x'orce had left Southern England, Alternatively, the 
emnw might have preferrei to wait until our forces had 
~mbarked and sailed. Or he · nrl.gn.t -have deterlliined to wait 

(1) D.efined by the Air c.-in-0, at the Air Oommander1 s 
Conference on 3 June, 194-4, as the area north of Granville
Vire-Falaise-Evre..ix to the Seine, 
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until the Allies had started landing operations and were thus 
irretrievably corrmitted to the enterprise. In the latter 
case there was the distinct probability that a great air battle 
woulcl be fought over the beaches, a battle which, being fought 
a. hundred miles away from the nearest English airfields, could 
hardly fail to be on terms more advantageous to the enerey than 
to ourselves. 

The Afr c.-in-C. had to consider i:tll these possibilities, 
His fighter resources had to be allotted in such a wo.y as to 
cover them all .. He was responsible for the defence of the 
United Kingdom generally, and in particular, of the bases of 
the Expeditionary Forces. His fighters had to protect all 
forces moving to their Concentration e.nd Assembly Areas prior 
to sailing, as well as to protect those passing through the 
swept channels, disembarld.ng at the beaches, and operating 
ashore fn the lodgement area. The further away from England. 
they were, the rore difficult was the problem of protecting 
them from air attack. 

Consequently, in spite of his conviction that the G,A,F, 
would not take the risk of offering battle except perhaps on 
the most advantageous terms to themselves, the Air C,-in--C, 
considered it prudent to allot for defensive duties fi,'shter 
forces sufficiently strong to ensure mastery in all 
circumstances, 

The Overall Air Plan estimated that the G,A,F, would have 
850 aircraft immediately available for use ih close support 
against an invasion in Normandy but b;y D-Day this estimate had 
been revised upwards to 900 aircraft, • Re-:i.nforceroonts would 
add 530 aircraft in five days and later addition might bring 
up the total force to 1600 aircraft, The maxinnun scale of 
effort against the landings might thus be expected to reach 
frorn 1100-1250 sorlies on D-Day with a ma.xilllllll' of 1600-1750 
sorties for one 24 hour period after all possible re-inforce
ments (about 700 a.irbraft) 'had arrived, • The latter peak would 
probably ooinoide with the zmjor land counter-attack. ' - . ' • . ' • . . . • .. 

This was the accepted Intelligence estimate, But the 
general impression gained-from a perusal of files and docmoonts • 
used by the Air Staff at H.Q., A.E.A,F,, is that the nearer 
D-Day approached, the more sceptical ni>st of these officers 
became that the G,A,F, would offer battle on this scale. 

Air Marshal Coningham delegated the duty of planning the 
details of operations and of issuing the necessary executive 

i 
.. · orders for all Allied fighter forces allocated for employment 

Sir ,tt_:, . :' in Overlord to Air Vice MarshaliHugh Saunders, Air Officer 
• - • . Connianding, No. 11 Group, jointcy Vii th Brigadier-

General E, R, Quesada, Commanding General, IXth Fighter Command, 
who both worked through the Combined Control Centre (late 
No. 11 Group Operations Room), Uxbridge. The fighter, fighter-
bomber and night-fighter aircraft of 2nd T,A,F, thus col
laborated with similar aircraft of the U.S. VIIIth and IXth 
Air Forces, No • . 85 Group, A,D,G,B. and No, 100 Group, in a 
plan known as the 'No• 11 Group and IXth Fighter Command 
Joint A:l.r Plan· a.nd l!ixecutive Ord.er' (shorl title JAPEO), ( 1) 
Based on the aBSUlllption that • so far as the different Allied. 
1.J.r Forces were oonoernedi all air operations in Western Europe 

1 were part of one air battle, the JAPEO plan laid down the tasks 
of nll Allied fighter type squadrons taking part in Operation ·,. 
Neptune, 

(1) Issued under reference No, 11 Group File T,S.500/126/ 
S,A,S,O, on 25 May, 1944, 
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Ail fighter tasks were grouped under two ma.in heads:-

(i) The defence of bases in the U.K., the protection of 
coo.stal convoy_s, warships and shipping and troop con
centrations in, the Assembly Areas. 

(ii) The protection and support to the Assault, Assault 
Forces and shipping at all times, and all Ancillary 

' _ operations related thereto •~ 

These tasks were sharecl amongst and alloca.ted to the 
various formations in the Allied Air Forces by the Combined 
Control Centre accorili.ng to the sui tl'_bili ty of their aircraft 
and equipment for the diff erent operations required, 

Most of the fighter squadrons of 2nd T,A,F, were used 
defensively in such strength as to form an effective air 
umbrella over the beachhead, the anchorages and Allied shipping, 

•. The _ :S'omber and rocket Typhoons were alloco.ted to the air support 
. role· ln the British Sector either for attacks on pre-arranged 
;targets or for illl!ledia.te (opportunity or impromptu) support to 
the_ British Group of Armie 3, Targets for the_rn were selected 
by Advanced A:E,A,F, in oonsu.ltation with the Representative of 
Twenty-one Arrey Group, and their executive order~ '~/ -.w~nt f-n,11,t 
2nd T,A,F. Air Staff through tha Combined Control eentre. 
Whe~ Air Alert aircruf't reached the Assault Area they came 
under the control of the H.Q. Ship in that Area, 

The policy for the employment and control of the medium 
and light bombers was rather more complicated. IXth 
Air Force bombers were ·employed by day over the whole of the 
Tactical 1',;rea without· distinction between British and .Aroorican 
fronts. . Np. 2 G-roup aircraft were similarly employed by n:ight. 
It had been the intention of the Air c.-in-C, to retain in his 
own hands the operational control of. the iredium bombers and to 

• allocate a_ proportion of the _total effort to the control of 
Advanced A,E,A;F, from ~Y . to day. . His reason for this was 
tpat he wished to retain .the .·personal direction of those air 
operations which were intend.ed ·to prevent the movemmt of.· 
eneiey. reserves and re-inforoeioonts into the battle area. For 
this reason he also retained control over No. 34 (Strategic 
Reconnaissance) Wing, He insisted that he nust retain the 
authority to use .the whole weight of the bomber force in an 
area which nxi.ght not necessar:j.ly be the tactical battle area 
and in consequence could not yield control of the medi,1.Ull 
bombers. 

Air Marshal Coningham protested that he could not plan 
future operations if , he was only allocated forces on a day to 
day bn.sis and gained the support of Air Chief Marshal Tedder 
and tho Supreroo Commander. The Ai:r c.-in-C, did not entirely 
give way on this point but he did not in fact carry out his 
original intention of selecting targets for the medium bombers 
during the · first week of the apetat:i,on, 

Role of the 2nd .'l.•,A;F. 

. The main tasks to be carried out by squadrons of the 2nd 
Tactical Air Force during the first phase of the landings were 

• the provision of the following:~ 
,. 

( 1) Air cover in the battle area except over the 
Cotentin Peninsµla. 

(2) Tactical support for British assault troops. 

(3) Smoke cover- on the extreioo east and west flanks. 
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(4) Tactical reconnaissance for General Montgomery' s H.Q. 

(5) Spotting for Naval gunfire, 

The first and second comni tments were shared with the 
U.S,· IXth Air Force, the fourth with the U.S. 67th Tac. Reece 
Group and the fifth with British and u.s. Naval aircraft. As 
all · tasks connected with air cover were controlled from 
Uxbridge, this left to H.Q. 2nd T,A,F, the responsibility for 
directing air support operations, i.e. comnitzoonts in 2, 3, 4 
and 5 above. 

( 1) Assault Area Cover by day 

. The task of protecting the Assault Forces while they were 
afloat and after they had landed was shared between 2nd T,A,F,, 
A,D.G.B, 1 No. 85 Group, No. 100 Group and the U,S, VIIIth and 
IXth Fighter Corrrnands, Daylight Cover in the min shipping 
lane was pro.:vided by P, 38 aircraft of VIIIth and IXth Fighter 
Comnands. Cover over the whole area during darkness was the 
responsibility of A,D,G.B, assisted by night fighters of 
No, 85 Group, but fighter cover in the daytime over the Assault 
Area(1) was the joint responsibility of the 2nd T,A,F. and the 
IXth Air Force. 

The scale on which this cover was provided from Morning 
Civil Twil:j.ght minus 30 nti.nutes (about 0430 hours D,B,S,T,) 
until Ni~ht Civil Twilight plus 30 minutes (about 2330 hours 
D,B,S,,Td on D-Day was very substantial, Six squadrons of 
Spitfires IX were on standing patrol as Low Cover and three 
squadrons of Thunderbolts (P,47) were over the area as High 
Cover l!-:J.l . da;y without a break, Altogether 36 R,A,F, squadrons 
(12 wings)(2J and 15 U.S. squafu:ons (5 Groups) were allotted 

• to .Assault Area Cover, 

. In arranging patrols it was recogpi_sed that British air
craft woulq. be able to remain· over the area for only 50 minutes 
as compared with the 60 Jllinutes that U,S, fighters could remain 
<:>~ :patrol. To do this all Spitfires were fitted with . 
j~ttison tanks which were only discarded when pilots engaged 
in combat. • 

Forces allotted to Assault Area Cover 

The formations of 2nd T,A,F, which were employed in pro-. 
viding Low Cover over the Beachhead and over Allied shipping 
in the Baie ~ Seine by day were as follows:~ 

No, 8~ Grou:2 

Wing (Airfield) Squadrons Aircraft _Type Location 

125. . 132 453 602 Spitfire IX Ford 
126 (R,C~A,F.) . 401 411 412 II Tangzoore 
127 tl 403 316 443 n " 
144 II 441 442 443 " Ford 

• ( 1) The Assault Area, it will be remembered, consisted of 
. 15 miles to .. seaward and 5 miles to landward of the Beaoms 
from the C.otentin Peninsula to Le Havre·, 

.(2) Each patrol consisted of an independent wing of three 
squadrons; such a wing was re-named Airfield and Wings 
(or Sectors) in the composite Group consisted of three 
such airfields (nine squadrons), 
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No, 84 Group 

Wing (Airfield) 

131 !Poll 

Squadrons 

302 308- 317 
331 332 66 -
310 312 313 
222 349 485 
329 340 341 

Aircraft Type 

Spitfire IX 

Location 

Chailey 
Bognor 
AppledrEm 
Selsey 
Merston 

-132 Nor II • 

134 · Gs, " ' 
••• 135 · 11 

145 '(Fr,). II 

The 2nd T,A,F, was also responsible for the operation of 
nine squadrons of A,D,G,B, which were allocated to the same 
tasks, viz. • 

Wing (Airfield) Squadrons 
-~7"""'----------c 

Aircraft Type 

Horne 
, 'D~e.hl.and '' '. 

Friston 
Shoreham 

130 303 402 
64 234 611 

501 350(Belg.) 
345(Fr,) 

Pool of Readiness Squadrons 

Spitfire V 
II 

In order to guarantee as far as was possible that this 
programme ran to time and was not disorgg,nised by enellzy' attackB, 
a reserve of squadrons large enough to ensure that six 
squadrons at a tirtte . ·could be retained at readiness as a . 
Strilci.ng Force 'to be ·thrown into bat,tle if necessary or to be 
used to re-inforce any area where aircraft were compelled for 
any reason to break patrol, So far as the· R,A,F, was con-
cerned this Reserve of Readiness Squadrons consisted of 
15 squadrons earmarked from 2nd T,A,F,, A,D,G,B,, o.nd 

- No, 85 Group, • ' Some of them were to be used, if required, on 
escort duties, and in fact Nos, 122 and 133 Wings (Mustangs) 
were used as close escort to Coastal Co!Jllllaild strikes and to 
cover arrivnl and withdrawal of British airborne troops at 
2100 hours on D-Day, 

The two Mustang Wings came from 2nd T,A,F,, two other 
wings came from No, 11 Group, A,D,G,B, and one came from 
No, 85 Group. There were also, it ' should be added, five 
American groups of fighters (15 squadrons) in the Pool of 
Readiness Squadrons. 

Pool of Readiness - R,A,F, S 9.tiadrons ( 1 ) 

~ !l!!!G. B 9!!!:drons Alrcrart T~cs Location 

83 122 19 65 122 11ustang III runttngton AW 
84 133(Poll 129 306 315 ft " Cool.ham AW 
85 150 3 56 486 (Tempo st V (3 & 486) Newchurch ALO 

(Bp!trtre IX(LF) (56) 
11 Detllng 80 229 t74 Sp! tt! re IX F Detling 
11 w.,tnpne 33 74 1Z7 (Bpi tfirc IX F(.33) L,ympne 

,, ( IX HF (74 & 127) 

Low Cover Patrols 

The normal manner of flying the Low Cover patrols was 
for one Wing (3 Squadrons) to proceed to each Assault Area, 
Each Wing leader would detail one· squadron to · fly well over 
to the outside flank of .. this Assault ½a, while the other 
two · squadrons patrolled over the beaches and the shipping, 
Disposed in this way there were four squadrons of Low Cover 
aircraft over the centrai regions of t)1e bea,oh,;.head with 
one squadron on each . flank, Low Cover. patrols normally flew 

( 1) The above table has been compiled from J,AP.EO Appendix F 
and from the A,E,A.F, Order of Battle dated 2 June, 1944, 
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at heights from 3,000 feet to 5,000 feet, or below cloud if 
this was necessary, R,A,F, squadrons provided Low Cover over 
all the beaches while U,S, Thunderbolts provided all High Cmer 
patrols at from 8,000 feet to 15,000 feet, 

Little need be said of the patrols themselves because 
although on D-Day 1226 sorties were flown by 2nd T,A,F·, and 
278 ·sorties by A,D,G,B, most of them were ·completely and 
unexpectedly uneventful, Whatever the reason, the enemy 
appears to .have been so unprepared that during the first twelve 
hours of the operation the only reports of air opposition caioo 
from crews of the night bombers of Bomber Conma.nd and of the 
Marauders of the IXth Air Force, 

The first sieht of enemy aircraft by pilots on Beach~head 
Cover was a fleeting glimpse of two F,W, 1901 s at about 
1500 hours, Those aircraft were probably on reconnaissance, 
About half an hour later a formation of fifteen J,U, 88 1 s was 
encountered by No, 135 Wing over Gold beach, The Spitfires 
claimed to have shot down four enemy aircraft and to have 
damaged three others in a running fight as far south as Caen, 

'fhe German Chief of Staff of Jagdkorps II at the tine 
wrote( 1) that ... 

1 0ur own day fighter forces, which were particularly weak 
at the beginning, were at first employed exolusively on 
low-leV(/1 attacks on land;l.Ilg"'Craft, and landing points, 
and as fighter cover for the fighter bomber forma.tions 
of'. Fliogerkorps II which were attacld.ng the same objectives. 
The success of these operations, however, was only 
negligible, Often the enemy1 s superior fighter defence 
intercepted our own formations before they oould _reach 
the invasion front, and after the latter had run out of 
ammunition and fuel they were forced to return without 
having carried out their actual mission, Out of the 
first 12 fighter bomber attacks carried out by all service
able aircraft of Jngdkorps II and :b'liegerkorps II, only 
in two attacks did our aircraft penetrate over the front 
line. During the other sorties, · the bombs had to be 
released over our own territory so that our aircraft could 
take up fighter combat,' 

Escort to aircraft of other Conrrnands 

As the 2nd T,A,F, was responsible for providing close 
.- . _escort to aircraft of other R,A.F. Commands on operations 

across the Channel to the Assault Area, two Mustang Wings, 
Nos. 122 and 133 (Polish) Wings, from the Pool of Readines~ 
Squadrons were earmarked for this task, The remaining • 
Squadrons in the Pool, belonged to Nos. 11 and 85 Groups.· 

No, 133 (Polish) Wing was lent by No, 84 Group to A,D,G,B, 
to be operated by No. 12 Group in the task of escorting Coastal 
Command aircraft dispatched on Anti-U-Boat Patrols over the 
North Sea. The Wing moved to Coltishall on the roorning of 
D-Day but as no U-Boats were .reported in the area where escorts 
were needed by Coastal Command aircraft, the Wing was not 
called ·upon to operate, 

Six Mustangs of No. 122 Squadron (No, 122 Wing) escorted 
Coastal Command Beaufighters on an unremunerative anti-E-Boat 
strike to a position about 20 miles away from Cap de la Heve 
(0635-0831 hours). 

• ( 1) ~rman Fighter Effort during the initial stages of the 
Invasion of North West Europe.' Written on 18 Nov,, 1944 
by Oberst Mettig of. the German Air H:i.Btorloal Branch, Chief 
of Staff of· Jagdkorps II from 25 March to 25 June, 1944. 
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. On the evening of D-Day, both Wings were employed as 
escorts to the aircraft and gliders taking the 6th Airborne 
Division to glider· landing grounds near the River Orne. Three 
eneJI\Y fighters were sighted and were being engaged by No. 122 
Wing when the Mustangs were attacked by Spitfires. ·Accord• 
ingly, the Wing was unable to qlaim more than damage to one 
F,W, 190 but No, 133 Wing claimed one F,W, 190 destroyed, 

A total of 90 sorties were flown by the six Mustang 
Squadrons on escort and convoy protection duties on D-Day. 
Thirteen Spitfires also took part in the task of escorting 
Stirlings and Gliders for the 6th Airborne Division between 
2015 hours and 2215 hours (operation Mallard), 

(2) Air Support Operations in the Assault 

The 12 Light Bomber Squadrons of No, 2 Group and the 
18 Typhoon Squadrons of the Composite Groups were the main 
offensive force in the hands of H,Q. 2nd T,A,F, The Typhoons 
were employed on day operations and the Mosquitoes and 
Mi tchells on night operations, The two Boston Squadrons were 
reserved on D-Day for smoke laying tasks at the request of the 
c.-in-C. Twenty-one Army Group o.r of the Allied Naval Commander, 

~ight Bomb~r Operations - Night of 5/6 June, 1944 

During the first phase of Overlord, the aircraft of No. 2 
Group were assigned the role of patrolling the main roads and 
railways into the battle area to make harassing attacks on a:ny 
movement seen thereon. They were also to bomb certain pre• 
arranged targets such as road and railway crossings, bridges 
and junctions. 

Centred on Caen, the five major routes for patrol by the 
Mosquitoes and Mi tchells were:-

1. _Avranches ► Coutances - I.essay 
2, Fougere s ;.. Vire ... St. Lo 
3. Domfront - I'lers - Caen 
4, Argentan .. Filaise - Caen 
5, Evreux - Lisieux - Caen 

Aircrews finding no movement on these roads were instructed to 
bomb Coutances, St, Lo,, Caen or Lisieux, 

On the night before the landings, aircraft of No, 2 Group 
flew 150 sorties, of which 141 were in connection with the 
stoppage of movement and the creation of road and rail cuts, 
while nine sorties were flown by No, 34 Wing on night photo
graphy missions. 

Three Squadrons of Mitchells, each with 'bwo Pathfinder 
Mosquitoes, set out to bomb road and railway targets, Condi
tions were so bad that several aircraft could not find the 
target indicators. Six aircraft bombed a road and rail 
target south of Thury---Harcourt (T,9444), nine aircraft bombed 
another such target between Argentan and Falaise (U,2125), 
but the remaining Squadron failed to find another road-rail 
target near Mezidon (U.2462) owing to 10/10ths cloud, 

From 2200 hours until 0556 hours the Mosquito Squadrons 
flew offensive patrols up and down. the roads as listed in 
1 to 5 above attacking targets of opportunity, road and rail
way junctions and bridges, A special patrol of 4 Mosquitoes 
searched the Caen-Carentnn road in the early hours of the 
night (2215-()115 hrs,), and dropped eight 500 lb. bombs, 
Altogether 360 bombs of this calibre were dropped by 
90 Mosquitoes of No, 2 Group. 
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(2) Tactical Support for Assault Troops by Fighter/Bombers 

Of the eighteen Typhoon squadrons of Nos. 83 and 84 Groups, 
eleven were ~d with Rocket Frojeotiles (R;P) and seven were 
arired for bombing. The role of these aircraft was that of 
providing pre,,,errmged and immediate support to the Second ~ 
in the way described in Chapter 6. 

Tasks were pre-arranged for the first sorties of twelve . 
out of the eighteen squadrons, Three squadrons( 1) were to be 
employed on air a~ert duties to be available at oall during the 
first wave of the assault. One Squadron \W.S allotted to eaoh 
of the three British Assault Forces to oome under tlle control 
of the H.Q, ship in charge of each Assault Force.(2) A 
similar arrangeioont was made between the IXth Air Force and 
the First U.S. Arary. The Air Alert Typhoon squadrons were 
briefed to make dive-bombing attacks on strong points near 
Le Hamel and La Riviere ("Gold" Beach), Courseulles ("Juno" 
Beach) and. Herma.nville ("Sword" Beach) respectively but wei-e 
instructed t.6 call up the H.Q. snips on arriving at the assault 
area in case the Assault Force Coumanders rtiquired them to 
take on more urgent targets. Nine other Typhoon squadrons 
-were also required to attack military H.Q1 s, batteries, 
defended localities and strongpoints, 

Nos. 438, 439 and 440 Squadrons were off the ground 
before 0700 hours so as to arrive near H-Hour mi tlmr respeotiv:e. 
beaches in the role , of air al.art squadrons. · In the absence 
of any new instructions from H.Q. ships they dive-bombed their 
pre-arranged targets 'at approximately 0725 b,ours. Then 
followed other pre-:~ed attacks by forty , R;P Typhoons and 
eight Fighter-Bomber Typhoons on four gun si tea, Two hi ta 
were also , secured in a low-level bombing attack by eight 
Typhoons ~n Ohateau Le Paro near St • . L~ger, a ff1W miles S.E, 
or Bayeux. This was at 0745 hours. Dust, smoke and 

.. tihfavourable cloud coJ,ldi tions prevented l;lUCOessful attacks in : 
some oases but where the primary . targot. was ,obscured a suit
.able alternative. was substituted • .. ;en ~sponse to a reque~ 
from Twenty-one Army Group early in the morning eleven Typ~ 
were sent out at 08,30 hours to roo.~ an attaqk on the -H.Q • . Qf 
the German 8li, Corps situated at Ohateau La Meauffe near 
St. Le>, Seven Typhoons had. re~•d. the previous evening 
after an unsucoessf'ul attempt to locate .the target. The 
morning attack was completely suocessful. • 

At Sword beach the Assault went exaqtly accord,:i.ng to plan, 
the landing craft touching down at the correct time (0725 hours) 
immediately after the air bombardment. The troops were able 

. to penetrate inland before the ¥fence could be organised 
• al though considerable fire was Qeing experienced on this beach 
by 109() hours when the follow-up Brigade · came ashore. Heavy 
opposition from a formidable defended area at Douvres 
La Dellverande caused much delay and with the intervention of 
the 21st I'anzer Division, the British 3fd D:l.vision was unable 
to ne.l<B the planned progress to Oaen., (3 

. On the Gold sector the two leading brigades were to pass 
between w Hamel and La Riviere and seouro B~eux with the high 
·.~ . 

Nine out of tl'.e eighteen Typhoon Squadrons were allotted 
tot~ Air Alert role, three squadrons operating at a 
timo, • ' 

(2) . Force 1J 1 ~ lUI.S, Hil~ryt F6?"Qe ~•s1 under H,M.S. 
·Large and ,broe 1G' unde:r 1i,,M.S. }julolo, See JAPEO, 

' Appandix G, ' ~•3 • • • • • 

(3) The above reterenoes· ·are to -Field Marshal !CDntg0100ry' s 
,, •1w . ·boek 1N~f1111Uldiy to·. the Baltic'. . , •. · . 
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ground on the Caen road centred on Chateau Le Pare near 
St, Lege;r,, The assault boats grounded at about 0730 hours 
but care .under fire frotn Le Hamel and remained pinned on the 
beaches until troops on their left had eliminated the negligible 
resistance at La Riviere where the air and sea bombardirent had 
had greater effect. Thereafter the troops pressed forward 
about five miles and soon reached the Seulles river between 
St, Leger .and Bayeux, , 

On Juno BeQ.ch, the 1iwo lead.lng Canc>.dillll Brigades were 
soire twenty minutes behind their scheduled H~!Iour which was 
07.35 hours, and those strtmg-points which had survived the 
. air. bombard!oont of VIJ:l • ,Air Force and 2nd T ,A,F. aircraft and 
'the bombardment from the ~a had ooine to life agcd.n and 
offered stiff resistance until they were bY""po.ssed, However, 
before nightfall the Canadians wore well established on the 
general line of advance, 

It had bden expected at H,Q. Advanced A,E,A.J!', that the . 
eneiey would havo correctly appreciated the si tU£.tion during 
the course of the morning and that in consequence there would 
ha.~ been considerable eneiey moveme?lt . on the main roads. lead• 
ihg into the area, The Tactical Recor,.naissance (Tac;TI)' · 
aircraft' sent out from 0505 hours onwards however, found. few 
e.vidences of movement on a large scale and thus were unable to 
provide targets for the Typhoon sq'lµldrons be:j.ng hold for this 
purpose, In fact it beoaioo 9lear that an unexpected zooasure 
of tactical surprise had been achieved both w.i. th regn.rd to 
the area and the timing of the landings. Resistance was on 
the whole weaker than had been calculated with the result that 
the Artey ma~ no cails for· inmediate 13llpport, 

Before noon ~-·request was received from 'the Navy for an 
attac~ to be made on a radar coastwatcher statiqn at 
Le Havre which was being used by the eneiey to assist his 
coastal guns firing on our shipping. This attack was suc-
cessfully carried out at 12.38 hours by four Typhoons using 
R,,1? and cannon. The Aney o.~ked for an attack to be made on 
a defended locality in t .he S,W, suburbs of Cabourg, towards 
which eleroonts of the 6th Airborne Division wore advancing on 

. the ground. This attack was made at 1600 hours by eleven 
fyphoons which fired eighty-eight Rocket Projectiles at the 
target, . • • • 

. Iiate in the morning wrum it was apparent that there would 
• be' an insufficient IUlmber of targets to givo full employment 
to the Typhoons, the .repre1;3entative of ~nty-one ,Ariey Group . 
at Wxbridge was consulted and it was .decided.to send out 

• • Typ!?oo~ fo~ti?hs Pl, arnie~ ,:wgonnru,s~ s . OVE:;r the areas 
south pf the 1ine Bayellt' ~ (Jaez. - .1L;i,si~, :This was done 
forthwith ·and ·a~d

11
reoo~is~es _b:¥ ~orimtions ... usually 

ei~~ air~r~:t ,.~r1 ~~}l., . .:. contirnied. to ~~r.ol the :roads south-
' 1;3ast 

1

arid ,SQ\lth-weiji; 'of Qaen -~til last l.i&h;.ij, Thoir primary 
purpose was, of course,. ~o prevent the movoment of N-inforoe
ments info the 

0

'oattle but tlie squadrons" w~re always briefed 
with information about worth-while targets mu.oh might be 
attaokod and pi.lots on ·t~s~ missions wo~ lgiven a wide 
latitude with regard to targets of opportunity. 

It was not until these operation$ deep • inland behind the 
beaches had begun that anything was seen of tho G,A,F, Each 
of '!;ha first two squadrons sent out ·on armed recco met eneD\Y 
fighters south of Co.en. No. 164 Squadron sighted a single 

.. :t·:·Y<• 1~91, forced it to _ land,. , and then destro:,,ed it on the 
ground, One section .of thi'l Squadron was o.tto.cked by four 
F,Vfr ·190"'s ·but the engageiro,it was broken 0ff without any 
results, Six M,E, 1091' s ·we~ seen but :not engr.eed, No, 18.3 

, squadron~~ several ground attacks on vehicles and W!:lre then 
unexpectedly, bounced by twelve M.E; 109''s out of cloud. 
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Three Typhoons paid the price. Both squadrons were back at . 
base by 1500 hours after being airborne for one and a half 
hours. 

After a pause in the earl.y • afternoon, aircraft which had 
operated in the morning were airborne again on their second 
sorties. Though moverrent was disappointingly thin there was 
some activity in the area south of Caen, and thB Typhoon 
formations attacked tanks and other arrroured vehicles, all 
kinds of motor transport, railway tracks, locomotives and 
rolling stock, gun positions and personnel. Though the moral 
effect of such air attacks, especially of those by the Typhoons 
armed with R/P, was probably out of all proportion to the 
material damage they caused, it is considered that by inter
rupting and restricting the movctoo'nt of convoys on the roads 
they played a.n important part in delaying the enerqy1 s reaction 
to the landings. Hardly 8.!\Y of the squadrons on these 
missions saw any signs of enerqy 'aircraft. ( 1) 

Operations during the monµng had required 103 Typhoon 
sorties, while 297 sorties were flown during the remainder of 
the day. • Eight Typhoons were lost. • ' 

•. (3) Smoke Cover on the extreme east and west flanks 

The first aircraft of the 2nd T,A.F. to becorre airborne 
on D-Day were Bostons of No. 88 Squadron which, taking off at 
0415 hours and operating singly, laid a smoke screen to shield 
the Eastern Naval Task Force from the heavy batteries of 
Le Havre. Operations began at dawn and fifteen aircraft 
completed the task out of the nineteen which were despatched. 
Owing to heavy flak from Torpedo Boat Destroyers and E.;i3oate 
off the French coast the Bostons had to make two runs. 

A second· smoke-laying task was undertaken to shield the 
Western Naval Task Force from the batteries of the St. Vaast 
area (Cap Barfleur). No, 342 Boston Squadron perforrred this 
task, twelve aircraft operating in pairs a.t ten minute interval.a 
from 0600 hours onwards. 

Two Boston: aircraft were lo.st at sea and the last aircraft 
completed its task to land at ·0343 hours, 

(4) Reconnaissance by aircraft of 2nd T.A,F. in the Assault 

Each of the two Composite Groups in 2nd T,A,F, inoluded a 
Reconnaissance Wing, No·. 34 Wing was retained by the Air 
C,-in-C. under hi& own control during the first phase of 
Overlord to provide strategic reconnaissance on transportation 
and other strategic targets for the operational planners of 
H.Q., A,E,A,F. No. 35 Wing (No, 84 Group) and No, 39 Wing 
(No. 83 Group) had a total of five Tao;R, Mustang squadrons 
and two P/R Spitfire squadrons. During the firat phase of 
Overlord, all •.raojR and P/R squadrons were under the control 
of the Combined Reconnaissance Centre, Uxbrid.ge, as described 
in Chapter 6 above. 

· For the period of the ini til.al bombar&oont only, two 
Mustang Squadrons from No. 84 Group {Noa. 2 and 268 sq11adrons) 
and one from No. 83 Group (No. 414 squadron), were lent to 
the Navy for st1otting duties and operated from Lee-on-Solent, 

(1) One formation of five aircraft and two formations of 
· four a;l.rcraft were sighte_d. 
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Tactical Reconnaissance and Photo Reconnaissance 

As regards the contribution of the reim.ining two Tao;R 
and two P/R squadrons to the success of the assault operations 
it will be recalled that the work perforiood by reconnaissance 
aircraft was essentially individual in character and con
sequently it would not be practicable to give details of 
separate sorties. Instead, reference will be made to the 
types of mission flown and to the scale of effort achieved. 

From 0505 hours onwards they kept a general watch on road 
e.nd rail movement and on shipping; they flew c,ver rivers to 
observe barge moveioont, bridging and ferry sites; they made 
detailed searches of specific areas at the request of Twenty
one Arrey Group to detect possible concentrations for counter
attaoks. They also carried out intelligence missions in 
search of gun-sites, dumps, supply centres, etc., and for 
purposes of bomb damage assessment, 

.until they were re-inforoed by the other 1,fu,stang Squadrons 
late in the afternoon, the two Tac;R squadrons of No. 39 Wing 
(viz, Nos. 168 and 4.30 Squadrons) were employed at a high rate 
of effort flying a total of 6.3 sorties during the day, most of 
them in the morning and afternoon. The other three Mustang 
squadrons (Noa. 21 268 and 414 squadrons) £lew a total of 
20 sorties in the late evening after each squadron had already 
done 28 sorties spotting for t.he Navy in. the morning, 

Owing.to the amount of iow cloud the two P/R squadrons 
had a disappointing day, N<:>, 4 squadron flying only one 
unsuccessful sortie and No, 400 squadron only three sorties, 
The P/R aircraft of No. )4 Wing were rather more active than 
those of the other two wings, the Spitfires (No. 16 squadron) 
flying 17 sorties, and ·the Mosquitoes (No. 140 Squadron), 
flying 6 sorties. 

Altoge.ther the three W:l,ngs flew a total of 194 sorties, . 
during the day, of which .8 7 were on Tac;R mission, 23 'ori P /R 
o.nd 84 on Naval Spotting. ' 

(5) Spotting for Naval gunfire 

There were about 160 Spitfire and Mustang type airoraft 
in the Air Spotting Pool at Lee-on-Solent .from dawn oriD--Day 
until early afternoon, when the three Afustang TacjR Squadrons 
belonging to the Composite ~roups were withdrawn, This left 
approxiimtely 95 aircraft av,a;iJ.able for the remainder of D-Da.y 
and for the. days following. t 1 J . . . 

Squadrc:ms tald.ng part in air spotting on the morning of 
the Assault were as follows:--

• V o 

• (a) No • .3 Naval Fighter Wing Fleet Air Arm (Nos. 808 1 
. 8851 886 and 887 Squadrons F.A.Ji.. Seafires). 

Spitfires V (L.R,) 

••: (9-) ,. rN.Qs •. 2,. 268. and 414 squadrons R,A,F. Mustang 1 a 
• _' ('\ ,' ~ . • 1.-;"· : . \ 

... (d)' Seven.teen u.s. Nava,l Aviators with Spitfire V (L,R.) 
15 aircraf't. " 

A I Report on Air Spotting for Naval Bombardment in N,ptum1 

written by the 2nd T,A.F, Representative in charge at 
Lee-on-Solent (Wg. Cdr~ R. J. Hardiman, D,F,C., is avail
able in A~H.B. It is not indexed (April, 1949), 
2nd T,/1..F. operational Instruction No, 1/1944 also gives 
valuable information on this subject and is also available. 
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Most of · the naval gunfire was directed in the first 
instance at coastal batteries in order to neutralise them 
during the assault operations. Specific warships were 
assigned to batteries according to considerations of calibre 
and range, and at first all spotting missions were pre-arranged. 
Requests for air spotting on an :ilr4>romptu basis formed a large 
percentage of the total miesions later in opc:r'ltion Overlord, 
but on the first day there was no lack of -targ~ts. 

A total of 435 aircraft sorties on 218 missions were 
flown on D-Day, 101 missions being in the U.S. area and 117 in 
the British area, Of these 84 sorties were flown by 1fustangs 
of 2nd T,A.F, Seven of our aircraft were shot down. 

Adjustirents to Forces 

The first adjustments were made to the Tac,IR forces at 
,the disposal of 2nd T.A,F, After mid-day, three 1,fustang 

H,Q,. 2nd T.A,F, 
(Air S.taff) 
oRB: • 6 June• 

. squadron·s ware returned. to their normal duties after assi.sting 
• in air spotting for the · Naval bombardment. During tee evening, 
·· as weathe,r conditions made furtl~r calls for smoke very unlikely, 

1944 the ·two Boston squadrons were released from their commi tirent to 
p.17 

Ibid 

,_""'! .. 

Hist. record .. 
Air c.-in-C. 
A,E,A,F, 
6 June, 1944 

NJC/00/4-31/7 
Air Targets 
Schedule J 

be employed by No, 2 Group in the night offensive. This was 
decided at a conference between 2nd T,A,F, and the Representa
tive of Twenty-one Aney', Group .on the evening of D-Day, At tre 
same tim they decided that .as reconnaisswioe appeared to .show 

•'·· that the enemy was concentro.ting forces ;l.n the Caen area, night 
operations by No, .. 2.-,Group .. aircraft should cover the areas· south, 
south-~aet to·eo:st and south-west to, wes-b ~of Caen, with the 
greatest, effort 'direc1:ed {o the s®th, 1+ , rt 

• • ' 1 ,, I ·~ I \ C 1 

Niglit: (}pelra-tions; 6/7 June , •. • 
I . I • 1• , •, , ., L • •.... : .a, 

- ~ By the evening it was beginning. to b.ecome apparent that 
• air plans for, the de lay . of. • eneiey ; ~veioont· into the battle area 
could not be fully executed:. The WlfavoUTable weather whfoh 
had been our ally in achieving surprise now proved a serious 
handicap, in that it rendered impossible any effective bombing 
by U.S. henvy bombers throughout D-Day. At 0930 hours, cloud 
over north France was generally about 6/10th at 2,000 feet and 
did not improve. This was unsuitable for high level bombing 
as practisod by Liberators and Fortresses. 

Cnen had been bombed by 36 heavy bombers of the U. s. 
VIIIth Air Force at 0900 hours and again by 180 heavy bombers 

'. on H2X at about 1200 hours but there was no certainty that the 
streets had been blocked. In these circumstances 
Air Marshal Coningham suggested to the Air Comnander-in-chief 
that the VIIIth Air Force heavy bombers should not carry out 
their attack on.town centres scheduled to take place at 
1800 hours and Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Mallory agreed. In 

. consequence the choke points on roads leading towards the 
beachhead area could not be created by air bombing on D .. Day 
and the bulk of the targets seler;,ted fO'f.'. the VIIIth Air Force 
had to be re-allocated. • 

The Army ·. became deeply concerned about the growing concen
tration of enemy armour in the Caen . area. · Moveirent 11.long the 

• • route from Laval through Domfront and Thury-Harcourt could not 
be stopped withouJ; choke-points being created at town centres 
by heavy day bombers, but it oould at least be slowed down and 

• impeded by T,l..F. aircraft, 

: • This .was. the· situation that prompted the decision to 

Adv. ·A E,!A'.P. ,, 
mm. p.,, 7 · • .... ➔ ;-

• • employ au.Ji the available effort of' No. 2 Group during the night 
.• £011:owihg D-Day on operations· harassing and delaying enell\Y 

movement, ·south,. south-east., and to. a lesser extent, east and 
west of Caen. .1 Altogether, 196- aircraft were despatched by 
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the Group on night operations, a remarkable feat when it is 
realised that none of the Bostons and only six of the Recon
naissance airoraft operated, 

The six Mosquito squadrons flew 129 anti-movem.mt patrols 
covering praotica.lly the whole area of Normandy but paying 
closest attention to road.s South of Oaen, The routes 
patrolled were the following:-

( 1) Bayeux - Carentan ... Granville • Avranohes - Bayeux, 

( 2) Caen - Lisieux - Brianne - Evreux - Dreux - Alerioon -
Caen, 

(3) Caen - Argentan - Domfront - F~eres - Pontorson • 
Bayeux - Caen. 

Three squadrons patrolled area (3)t two squadrons area(2), 
and one squadron patrolled area ( 1 J, A few sorties viere 

abortive but 122 aircraft attacked moving traffic or pre• .. 
arranged targets with 486 bombs (500 lb, M.C,), One very 
large oonvoy was seen and attacked m:id,-way betvieen Fougeres 
and Morta.in, Four missions were flown by the Mi tohell 
squadrons and 49 out of the 6o aircraft despatched dro;;rped 
196 bombs (1,000 lb,) on the town centres of Falaise and 
Villers•Bocage, on the bridge at Dives-sur-Mer and on a narrow 
defile at Thury-~o~urt, Results were not observed but 
General Bayerlein, ( 1) Commander of the Panzer Lehr Division 
complained that damage to Thury-Harcourt and Falaise (attacked 
by the Mitohells) and to Argentan (attacked by 1,!osquitoes), 
caused much delay to his northward advance to meet the Allies, 
He estimated that his losses through Allied air attacks on the 
late afternoon, night and following day ( 6 and 7 June) amounted 
to about one-tenth ·or his original 1,000 half-tracks, prime 
movers and self-propelled guns. Losses in tanks he estimated 
at about 5 out .of 140, 

Operations on D Plus One Day 

Assault Area Cover and Escort 

Once again the whole invasion area was covered by an air 
umbrella provided, so far as Low Cover was oonoerned, 
exclusively by 2nd T,A,F, Spitfires, The scale of effort was 
almost identical with that put up on the first day ( 1a29 ~ties 
on 7 June as compared with 1226 on the 6th) and· thcl continued 
failure of the enemy to interfere eff'ectiv. ly shows how 
successfully the .Air Plan was developing. Some attacks on 
the Beaches and on Allied shipping were initiated by small 
formations of F,W. 190 fighter-bombers or J.U, 88 1 s escorted 
by M.E, 1091 s but little damage was done, About 6o enemy 
aircraft were sighted by the Spitfires in the course of the 
day and it was clai~d that twelve of them, nearly all 
J .u. 881 s, were shot down in the area. North of Oaen, 

The greatest blow was struck by Spitfires of No, 126 Wing 
on Low Cover Patrol in the British Area, About tv,,elve 
J.U. 8.8. Torpedo Bombers and An He,·177 employing rRdio controlled 
bombs were caught between Caen and the beaohes and eight were 

(1) 
. ~ 

Prisoner of War Interrogation Report issued by the 
IXth Air Force dated 29 May, 1945, 
General-Lieutenant Fritz Bayerlein was the Comna.nder of 
the elite ·panzer Lehr Division at the time of the 
~orma.ncy campaign, The Report emphasised the effects 
of air action by u.s. aircraft but many of the atta.oks 
referred to by General Bayerlein were either shared w:I. th 
or .carried out by the R.A.F, 
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immediately shot down (Allied claims) while a ninth was pro
bably destroyed ( 1000 hours). · A formation of sixteen F,Y!, 190 
began a dive-bombing attack in the sector north of Caen at 
1330 hours but was interrupted by No,134 Wing and forced to 
retire, . •. . .. 

Arm:ld"Reconnaissanoe and Support Calls 

Early in the morning on D plus one day, Air Vice 
Marshal Groom (S,A,S.O,, 2nd T,A,F,) and Brigadier Oxborrow 
(Twenty-one Army Group Representative) discussed the iroveirent 
of the 21st Panzer Division from the region of Argentan 
towards Falaise and Caen, and that of the 12th S.S. Panzer 
Di vision from Dreux and Evreux. The Air Corranander-in-Chief 
had arranged for Fortresses and Liberators of the VIIIth Air 
Force to resume their attempts to block all ma.in routes to 
the battle area by creating choke-points in town centres but 
in view • of the continuing low cloud it seeired likely that 
A,E,A,F, aircraft ndght have to undertake this commitment, 

Until further information was available regarding the 
attacks that had been made by U,S. bombers . and their degree of 
success, it was provisionally decided to intensify arTOOd 
reconnaissances by 2nd T,A,F, fightex-bombers in order to 
harass enalllY movement towards the beach-head. At the same 
time, IXth Air Force fighter-bombers carried out similar 
operations in the Western Assault Area and VIIIth Air Force 
fighter types in areas inland of the Tactical Area. 

As the effort required for these operations to the east 
and south-east of Caen was so large, the .A:,o.c. No, 11 Group 
agreed to release the six Mustang Squadrons in the Pool of 
Readiness Squadrons {Noa. 122 and 133 Winge/Airfield H,Qs) 
to assist in this role~ • 

The task given tci the Typhoon ·and Mustang Squadrons was 
t~vement by road and rail, particularly road 
movement. If no vehicles were seer1tfilfir-bridges were to be 
attacked, but squadrons were to keep clear of towns being 
attacked by the U,S. Air Forces.. Likely hiding places for 
tanks andM,T, were to be attacked as last resort targets, 
Effort was allocated to three zones aocorili.ng to tactical 
importance and concentration of targets, and to the distance 
of these areas from T,A,F, bases, 

A, The ten '!.'yphoon Squadrons of No, 83 Group -were 
assigned to the quadrilateral from Caen to Mezidon Railwa) 
junction thence to Falaise and to the road fork South of 
Villers-Booage. 

B, The remaining eight Typhoon Squadrons (No, 84 Group) 
were directed to patrol the area east of the above within 
the limits of Pont L1Eveque, Pont Audemer, Grand Oouronne 
(s.w. of Rouen), Louviers, ~vreux and Lisieux. 

C, The six Mustang III Squadrons with their greater 
range were ordered to patrol routes further south of the 
Area (B) i,e, in the neighbourhood of Argentan, Bueil, 
Dreux and Sees. 

Unfortunately, it was found that in order to give the 
Typhoons sufficient range for these patrols, they bad to be 
reduced to four rockets or one bomb so as to carry a drop tank 
with extra fuel, No squadrons were reserved to 'Air Alert' 
duties but certain squadrons proceeding to Area (A) were 

(1) 2nd. T,A.-F, S,A,S,O' s Log may be found at Appendix 97 to 
the ORB for 2nd. T,A,F, June, 1944. · 
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instruoted to call up H.Q. Ships which could then divert them 
to a:rry target of suffiQient urgency. 

At dawn on ,7 June, cloud ~B generally 10/10ths at 
11 500 feet to 3,000 feet but Typhoons and Mustangs were· air
borne at first light, anll so were several T.A,F. Reconnais
sance aircraft. It was soon discovered that while there was 

. plenty of activity in .Area (A) and ( C) little was to br• found 
along the axis Evrewc to Lisieux, The 12th S.S. Panzer 
Division appeared to be moving from Dreux to Argentan and side 
roads in area (C) were carrying nuch traffic, Reconnaissance 
eJ.roraft and fighter-bombers returning f'rom first missions 
reported particularly extens;l.ve tank and M,T, rovements in the 
Montagne-Verrieuil - L1Aigle district. " 

Accordingly, in spite of deteriorating weather conditions, 
seven of the eight Typhoon squadrons were switched from the 
Evreux ~ Lisieux area to the road system further south to 
assist the J!lstangs, Flight after flight of Typhoons and 

• libstangs returned from this as well as the Co.en area with 
report.a of ~nerey reserves rapidly moving up, o.lthough generally 
in small formations well-spaced and well can~uflaged, Sweep-

. ing o'.!,.aims .were ma.de for vehicles destroyed or stopped, rail
miy track and rolling stock attacked, personnel shot up and 

• even: i;anks lt1ft in flames. 

, 1'wo mis~ons were diverted by H~Q. Ships during the morn
ing. The first was at about 1100 hours when eight Typhoons 
were requested t;o sweep the roads between Villers-Bocage and 
Oaen and did severe damage to a . convoy of trucks and half
track vehicles, kn hour later, . four Typhoons were diverted 
to attaok enenw tanks south west of Bayeux and, when th6y 
returned to base, olairood to have destroyed four of them. 
At this tima, British forces had entered the town of Bayeux, 
but the enenw still held the railway station, 

A very high level of intensive effort was maintained 
during the early morning until clouds in this area came down' 
to 11 000 feet, and gave squadrons soms respite. In addition, 
~d staffs took the opportunity to fit aircraft with drop-

• tanks so that longer patrols becruoo possible during the after
noon and evening, During the afternoon, as weather improved, 
arrood reconnaissance missions recollllOOnced on the same intensive 
scale espeoio.lly in the Caen area and over the roads in the 
Breteuil - Argentan - Bernay tri~le, and; later in the 
evening, in the Caumont area, near the battlefield, 

. Reference has already been made earlier in the chapter to 
General Bayerlein1 s remarks about the severity of Allied air 
attacks. He said that at 0500 hours on 7 June, the Panzer 
Lehr Division was moving northwards in five columns on a front 
fromAlencon to Domfront, The first air attack oame at 
0530 hours near Falai se. 1 All through the morning it was 
bad, but about noon the attacks became incessant and terrible1 • 

His memory was more accurate regarding the effects .of these 
attacks thnn it wns about their exact time, While attacks on 
road junctions at Argentan, Falaise, Thury-Harcourt, and Conde 
did not delay his tanks they did slow. up the speed of the 
lighter vehicles and supply columns. The ma.in road from Vire 
to Beny Bocage he desoribe.p. as trabo Rennstrecke 1 or fighter/ 
bomber r~oecourse, 

Air support was also given by Typhoons to the assault on 
Pont-en-Bessin which was carried out by the British 61st 
Brigade at 1600 hours, . One flight of eight R/P Typhoons 
(No, 245 squadron) attacked a troublesome gun site at T. 7687 
while fifteen other aircraft (Nos, 182 and 247 Squadrons) 
made rooket attacks on strong.:points covering the town. It 
was not long before the position was captured_ by the ground 
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troops who thereupon proceeded to make contact with American 
troops from Omaha Beach and thus completed the linking-up of 
the bes:J.ch-heaJ .. 

One wu'ortunate result of the low cloud base was that 
aircraft were forced to operate at dangerously low levels with 
consequent heavy damage by rlf!ik ;, Seventeen air support air
craft ( eleven Typhoons and 6 Mustangs) -were lost, and very 
large numbers were damaged to a greater or lesser extent. 
The G,A,}1

• continued to puzzle Allied Conrna.nders by their 
failure to offer a determined challenge in ci'.".'cumstances oore 
than ever favourable to them. Combats with SJ00.11 formations 
of fighters were still not frequent although there were far 
more sightings than on the previous day, Most of those soen 
were ene!T\Y fighters escorting armonred convoys in the rear 
areas, Typhoons and Mustangs claimed sixteen eneiey aircraft 
destroyed, 

By the end of the c11l.y, the Typhoon and Mustang Squadrons 
had put up 752 fighter-bomber (and R/P) sorties, of which over 
700 had been armed reconnaissances aiimd at the interdiction 
of moverrent into the battle area. The Typhoons flew 493 
sorties and the :!fustangs 259, But despite all the effort it 
was plain that eneiey movement could not be stopped so long as 
he was prepared to accept heavy losses and so long as the 

. weather was wu'avourable to air operations. 

_ Reconnaissance _by the three High Level P;R Squadrons and 
by the five Tac;R and Low Level P/R Squadrons of Nos, 34, 35 
and 39 Wings had been proceeding nll day although conditions 
were not very suitable for the forioor which flew only 14 oorties. 
The Tac;R squadrons flew 104 sorties, most of which were in 
search of enemy armour and general lines .of moveDlent, The 
search was extended well to the east of the River Seine and a 
good flow of information was maintained. As a result, the 

\ 

conclusion was reached that throlks largely to the weather, the 
eneiey had succeeded in completing his preliminary moves int_o 
the battle area but thaTflus M.d beennucnslowerbecause of . 

to air action. Heavy execution had been <Wtre'7mpe·cia:lly in the 
~unarmoured vehicles but on the . whole it wns believed 
that the Germans had made good use of ce.rnouflage and cover as 
well as of the newtork of secondary roads to irove troops and 
armour into battle. The use by the Germans of single-engined 
fighters to escort convoys moving up from the rear was a 
noticeable development during the day. 

As on the day before, continuous spotting for Naval .gun
fire was provided by aircrnft from the Air Spotting Pool whiola 
flew a total of 245 sorties. Five of these were lost and 
two ME, 1091 s were clai100d destroyed. 

Night Operations ... 7/d June, 1944 

The Ariey intimated to 2nd T,A,F, that the 17th Panzer 
Grenadier Di vision which was entering the American Zone was 
expected to be detraini~ at stations between Villedieu and 
Folligny (near Granville) during the night, No. 2 Group thus 
had to attempt to interrupt this operation as well as to 
interfere with further movements of the 21st Panzer and 
12th _S,S, Panzer Divisions, 

The main routes being used by German Diviaiona movlng up, 
were defined to No, 2 Group and instructions were issued that 
patrols were to be flown along them in the following order or 
priority:~ 

• (a) .Argentan - Caen 

.. (b) Do!llfront .,. flers ,_ Oaen and Mortain - Vire - Caen. 
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(c) Avranches - Coutanoes and Avranohes - Caen 

( d) Lisieux - Caen. 

Both movement and specific targets were attacked during 
the short night, although the amount of movement observed fell 
short of what.::U:i.a.d been expected. Anti-personnel bombs . 
(480 x 20 lbs,) were dropped by ·ten out of the twelve Bostons 
sent to Folligny Railway Station while thirteen out of seven
teen Mi tchells despatched to Villedieu Station dropped 
52 bombs of 1,000 lb. Flcrs was bombed by seventlien 
Mitohells and Montsecret (west of Falai'se) was bombed by twelve 
out of the eighteen Mitchelle dtispatched, Mezidon was bombed 
by 28 out of the· 42 aircraft (fifteen Mosquitoes, fourteen 
Mitchells and thirteen Bostons) airborne for this purpose and 
Vire was bombed (72 x 11 000 lb,) by eighteen Mitchells, 
Fifty Mosquitoes patrolled the region south and east of Caen 
in search of road or rail rovemfmt, and fifty-three others 
patrolled in the Avranches-Domfront.;.carentan region without 
finding many satisfactory targets. 

The total number of No, 2 Group aircraft on these missions 
was 233 made up of 123 Mosquitoes, 85 Mitchelle and 25 Bostons, 
Three Mitclwlls and two :Mosquitoes were lost. Only three 
aircraft (No. 34Wing) carried out night reconnaissance 
missions owing to the 'unsuitable weather conditions. 

In connection with the night operations of No. 2 Group 
and the day operations of the Tactical Air Forces it is 
interesting to examine the comments of General Bayerlein, 
The Panzer Lehr Di vision planned to assemble in the area Au.nay -
Thury-Harcourt (south v-e et of Ca.en) so as to attack on 8 June. 
During the movement of the night before, Naval gunfi~ on the 
,crossroads at Villers Bocage caused difficulties, but there 
were actually fewer losses from air nttack(1) because 'previous 
losses had taught the iren to respect march discipline, b c~use 
of : mving only at night, and because of better oamoufla.~e · 
dj.scipline (every -armoured vehicle was .covered. with_ tree 
branches and !l,lade to-hug the·edges·of wood~ or hedges •.•• ) 

.,.c , .. ~-•·••· ·•• • All thrO\lgh the night there wel'(3 continua.l flares . . . . ' ,. 
dropped -tending to halt ~ movemimt that ;ya.a in progress. , 

~ 1£• • • . I • -., ,_ ' ' • i Q., 

-. • Day ~Operations - 8 ·-Jurie 
.,, ' . ~,.,. - . ... : 

We~t~r-was again , ~'1."Y :Wlf'avourible on 8 .June and the 
forecast for, the next 48 hours was even ll)Ore unpromising, 
This prospect ·together wi_th the small; scale of the opposition 
and the diffiatilty in finding suitable good targets, induced _ 
Aix: Marshal Coningham to deoide upon a reduction in the rate of 
effort for tl\e tiroo being, This decision with his reasons 
for it, he oonmunicated to Brigadier O~borraw, the representa
tive of the Twenty-first Army Group at Uxbridge. 

Air Cover andEscort 

Owing to unsuitable weather and to the decision to reduce 
effort, the number of sorties .flown on protective rrd.ssions was 
reduced by about 1 a}& i •e. to 1,096 frotn dawn until dusk on 
8 June. This Vias more than adequate to deal with the increas
ing ene!T\Y' aoti vi ty and al though the latter was rre.ld.ng use of 
F.W, 190 fighter-bombers, .so!)):ltiroo.s escorted by M.E. 109 
fighters, he was still una.ble to affect the rate of Allied 
buildr-up across thta beaches. • 

Small enemy formations or individual aircraft were often 
sighted by Spitfires and soIM of these were engaged over the . : . 
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Assault Area. Sightings of aircraft in squadron strength or 
over were still few, Eighteen F,W, 190 fighter-bombers 
approaching Sword Beach were attacked by Spitfires of No, 135 
Wing early in the m::>rning (before 0700 hours) and two were 
claimed shot down for the loss of one Spitfire, At noon, 
No. 134 Wing intercepted twelve F,W, 19C aircraft which had 
been bombing Sword Beach and claimed three enetey' aircraft shot 
down with five damaged. 

In the evening between 2000 hours,c-and 2100 hours, about 
twenty F,W, 190 fighter-bombers withla:n esoort of twelve 
M,E, 1091 s were encountered in the sruoo area by two Spitfire 
Squadrons which clsimed seven clD.mD.ged without loss, Another 
Spitfire sqUadron saw a forrna tion of F. W, 1901 s near Ouiatreham 
at approximately the sruoo tiine. From seventy to eighty air
craft were actually seen by Spi tfiro squadrons during the day, 

. nearly all of which were in the Oaen - Sword area, 

Arired Reconnaissance and Support Calls 

A total of 493 sorties were flown by Typhoons and 
Mustangs on missions of this character, ma.de up of 266 sorties 
by Typhoons and 1Lf7 sorties by Mustangs on arred reconnaissance 
with 80 Typhoon sorties flown in response to Arrey oalls for 
air support. This was a considerable reduction as compared 
with the effort pit forth during the first two days of Neptune, 
It was due, as has- been explai.ned, to unfavourable weather, 
heavy battle damage and to the employment of smaller :fbrma.tione, 

The Typhoons assigned to armed reconnaissance were con
centrated on the triangle of roads enclosed by the lines Ca.en -
,Lisieux - Falaise, while the longer range Mustangs were given 
the Alencon - Vire area, Conflicting reports co.roo in to 
2nd T,A,F. H,Q, during the day regarding the areas in which 
the enell'\Y was preparing to counter-attack, Suggested areas 
were between Bayeux and Caen, north of Caen and west of Caen. 
Reports from }rru.stMg pilots at 1615 hours showed no activity 
in the area Alencon - Argentan - Vire, whereas the Typhoon 
pilots reported contirmous and well protected move!I¥9nt of all 
types into Caen, 

At Air Marshal Coningham1 s meeting (2230 hours) it was 
stated that enetey" movement was practically complete with 
21st Panz~r, 12th S.S. and Panzer Lehr Divisions all in the 
line opposite the Second British Artey". • The indications all 
pointed, in fact, to the prospect of a major counter-attack 
developing from the direction of Caen. 

With the appearance of a m::ire definite front line and 
with the arrival of Army Air jupport Uni ta at tho Beach•hea.d, 
came a great increase in the number of calls for aircraft to 
assist operations on the ground, The first call from Twenty--
first Army Group on 8 June was one for air support to the 
U.S. Vth Corps which was to ndvnnce from Oma.ha beach-head to 
Isigny o.nd Carentan to link up with the Utah forces ( U.S. 
VIIth Corps), In response to this call, a bombing attack 
was made with complete success on the village of La Cambe and 
on enelJ\Y armour in the vicinity, by eight Typhoons of 
No. 19.3 Squadron and eight of No, 197 Squadron (0800 hours). 
Contirnri.ng their advance westwards, the U.S. Vth Oorps asked 
for further support in an attack on Isigny and Nos, 257 and 
266 Squadrons (16 aircraft) bombed this position at 0945 hours, 

Ibi.d s,~:::~.'tl 6011 Just be1'ore noon,' attncka were called for on German tallk8 
concentrating for a counter-attack near Tilly, Eighteen 

Ibid Typhoons from Noa. 174 and 439 Squadrons searched the area but 
Jer:i.als , . no . tanks were seel_l although soroo enell'\Y M,T. was attacked, In 
(iC1 ~· and: 6d~f' : the, mid.die · of the 'afterrioon, eight Typhoons of No. 247 Squa.drm 

, • ' ' I · ' ' ~ ,.J l . : ~ ,•. T , 
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and the same number . of aircraft from No, 245 Squadron went to 
Varaville (between Caen and Cabourg) at the request of the 
6th Airbo:rine Division to attaok a concentration of eneley' 
infantry and fifty tanks. No armour was seen but so~ enell\Y 
M.T. was attacked with rookets, 

Two hours later, fourteen Typhoons were sent to deal with 
a concentration of armour in the northern outskirts of Caen, 
The aircraft (Nos. 4.38 and 439 Squadrons) bombed a few tanks 
seen on a road in the area but made no claims. 

As the staffs of 2nd T.A,F, and Twenty-one ArJey' Group 
gained experience in working together they were able to discern 
faults in the Air Support organisation and take measure to 
rectify them. An example of this process at work took plaoe 
on 8 June, and concerned the p:r;-ornulgation of the bombline 
behind which (i.e. the Allied sid.e 9f which) friendly aircraft 
were prohibited from making attacks\ 1) unless requested by the 
Arnzy to do so. The a.>mounoemont and subsequent adjustment of 
the bomb-line on the British front was the responuibili ty of 
Genera.;L Montgomery's representative (Brig. Oxborrow) at 
Uxbridge in consultation with 2nd T,A.F, But it soon 
appeared from the number of calls for impromptu support giving 
targets well on the wrong side of the bombline that the Army 
were too optimistic regarding their advance, The result was 
that they published a bombline whioh gave the enell'{'f front line 
immunity from air attack, 2nd T,A,F, accordingly took the 
matter up with the Chief-of-Staff, Twenty-one Arll'{'f Group and 
in due course this was rectified, 

Two events of special interest occurred during the day. 
H,Q. No, 83 Group under Air Commodore Boyle was established 
on the Continent in a field near Danville (T,9483) after 
spending a few hours at Graye-sur-Mer the day before, 
Air Vice Marshal Broadhurst arrived 9n . 9 June, 

The other event was the opening of the first Eireriency 
Landing Strip on the British Front at Asnelli.is (T.8875). A 
Spitfire of No. 144 Wing made an eirergency landing there at 
about 1}00 hours. 

Swmnary 

So ended the first three days of operations by airoraf't 
of the -2nd T.A,F, in tho campaign for the lib0ration of north

.west Europe. By the end of the first day, maey of the fighter 
and fighter-bomber squadrons had OQmpleted three sorties and 
al though there was much low aloud only about 5% of T,A,F1 s 
2,091 sorties were abortive because of the weather. 

On D-Day the Tactical Air Forces' programme was completed 
to schedule, but, from the first, there was a noticeable lack 
of information at the Combined Operations Room, about the 
operations of the U.S. VIIIth Air Force and about the real 
extent of the auooess being achieved by the ground troops, 
At the Morning Conference on D-Day held by Air Marshal Con:ingiml, 
Twenty--one Arrey Group's Representa tive (Brig. Oxborrow) could 
give little help, .. He had received little infonna.tion on 
which to base reque sts for air support, Much de]?Cnded upon 
lww many and with what results, town centres had been bombed 
by the VIIIth Air Force Iieo.vy Bombers in the plan to create 
blocks and choice points, The prevalence of so muoh ~ow aloud 
prevented th~ VIIIth Air Force carrying out their part in this 
plan during the_ first part of the day and there was delay in 
informir,e; A, :C ,A,P, (and the Combined Operation Room) of it~ 
po stponeioont. • 

---'-----------------------
( 1) • The Bombline was defined in NJC/00/74/41 of 3 April, 1944 

as 1 the ' anticipated front line of our own troops two hours 
hence'. • • 
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The Arrey was most concerned about the movement of arroour 
northwards on the route from Drewc through Argentan to Caen and 
along the road from Laval to Domfront and Thury-Harcourt. 
Arrangements were therefore made for Typhoons to fly on con
tinuous arm9d reconnaissances up and down these roads from the 
afternoon until nightfall. These squadrons attacked a great 
variety of vehicular traffic but it could not be claimed that 
they stopped the movement of German Divisions by their attacks. 
Their value was that they forced the enemy to restrict himself. 
to slow and carefully dispersed movenent, to movement by night 
and to the use of secondary rends, 'l'he resultant delays pre
vented immediate and speedy reaction to the Allied landings. 
At all events, with the e:x;ception of the ground around Caen and 
certain powerfuT strong points, a large proportionoftfie 
objectives set for the first day were successfully carried by 
the Assault Task Forces and the Airborne Troops. 

In the event of surprise, it had been expected that the 
strong assault forces would have been able to penetrate the 
crust of the coastal defences and establish a firm foothold 
on the first day. Thus al though it had not been expected 
that the Coasttl Batteries would prove so ineffective the Allies 
had counted on taldng objectives more than five miles inland. 

I But it had not even been calculated that the enemy would have 
\ failed to make any effeQti'lro_ a;!..r counter to the invasion. 

lt is now known thattlw- G~A.F; ~d-we-ak.ened its forces in the 
west in ordeX!-.to_strengtben the defences~he homaland. 
Furtherroore the pre-D-Day attacks- on-!tada.r Stations and the 
carefully worked out Cover Plan had completely blinded the 
enemy to the size, direction and purpose of the Allied land
ings, The enerrw continued to act on the assumption that the 
real blow would be made against the Pas de Calais and regarded 
the Normandy operation as a feint. The possibility of other 
landings had still not been ruled out by the German High Commam. 

? many days and even weeks later. Prompt reinforceme_!!t_8-_ vrero 
, therefore not sent from the Pas de Calais into Norimndy, Of 

greatiffiportance was the Supreroo7Jomim.nd.er1 ~ decision to rlsk 
the crossing in such unfavourable weather, • This was one of 
the chief reasons for the tactical surprise which the Allies 
achieved. 

Thus the outstanding feature of the assault operation 
from the point of view of the Air Forces was not so !lllch its 
success or its size but the complete lack of opposition, It 
was soroothing like 12 hours before any day-flying German air
craft were seen and even then they only appeared in small 
numbers and did not press home their attacks upon the beaches 
and anchorages. The possibilities were great but their 
aohievemmts were small. 

Aa for the great air battle on the model of those over 
Dieppe and Dunkirk, it simply did not materialise. Thirty-
six squadrons of Spitfires and fifteen squadrons of Thunder
bolts were employed on Assault Area Cover.· Twelve squadrons 
of Lightnings and other fighter squadrons from A.D.G,B, were 
used to protect shipping from enerrw air attack. Thirty 
squadrons of fighters were held in reserve to be used as a 
striking force if the enemy offered battle. Other large 
forces went out against enerrw airfields and acted as a screen 
aver French territory beyond the Assault Area. Never before 
had such powerful" forces of fighters been assembled together 
in one Sn!dl.L area. 

The result was that the Allies dominated the air and the 
enerrw was rarely able to interfere effectively with Allied 
operations in the battle zone. It was soon appreciated that 
the enerrw was incapable of resisting on the scale at first 
expected and before long adjustioonts were ma.de in the effort 
devoted to air defence. 
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The end of the second day of operations may possibly be 
J'E)garded as the termination of the initial .phase of the 
Assault. ( 1) Up to that titoo the Air Forces had concentrated 
upon exerting the maxillIUil\ effort regardless of reserves of 
mm and ma.chines a.nd without JllUCh regard for the scale of 
air opposition. Nothing was held back. On the morning of 
the third day of operations,. Air Marshal Coningham infortred 
General Montgomery1 s representative that he would not be able 
to do this· in future, 

Af'ter two days of .intensive operations, he thought it 
prudent to take steps to conserve the effort of the Tactical 
Air Force so as to restore serviceability in the squadrons, 
He pointed out to the Representative of Twenty-one Army Group 
at llillingdon. that on the. first two days of operations both 
the 2nd T,A.F. and the IX ./1.ir Force had thrown in everything 
they possessed. His policy from that point onwards would be 
to reduce the scale of air effort until more reliable informa
tion of the enemy1 s intentions was available and until suit
able targets directly affecting those intentions could be 
selected. 

. In 9;eneral, more information about enelliY forces had been 
• received from arrred reconnaissance and bomber aircraft than 

from the Tno;R Squadrons. But armed reconnaissance on the 
previous day had not produced results (in the destruction of 
enelliY vehicles) proportionate to the effort expended and the 
damage sustained. Arrangements were accordingly made for 
artn'::ld reoonnaissa.noe missions to be made by B!ll{l..ller formations 
of aircraft, but that the remaining trlrcruft should be on call 
in case worth .. while targets were d.i.scov-ered. 

Weather conditions ho.d been a contributory fe.ctor in the 
appearance of a disconcerting feature appearing out of the 
operations of the first two days, The prevalence of low cloud 
after the tardy ·appearance of the G,A,F, had erurbled the latter 

• to carry out a series of hit-and-run raids on the beaches and 
the anchorages. These had been very frequen.t during the day 
and the night of 7 June and continued on the 8th, The results 
of their activity were not oonsidernble if measured in losses 
of men and material but continual alerts played havoc with the 
nerves of the A.A. gunners. 

During the first days (and nights) of the operation there 
was a growing tendency, unchecked by responsible connnanders, 
for A.A. personnel on shore and on ships, to open fire on air
craft irrespective of whether they were friendly or hostile. 
In the prevailing conditions there nust have been difficulties 
in recognition, but the existing Rules for Engagemant of 
Aircraft by A,A/ GUhs took into account these difficulties. 
There is also no doubt that aircraft frequently transgressed 
by flying in prohibited areas. But in bad weather and in 
combat, aircrews could not reasonably be-expected to observe 
prol:dbited areas. 

( 1) . It was the termina. tion of the initial phase in the sense 
that maximum air effort, in the absence of a crisis, was 
not prolonged beyond the second day, The first phase 
{Neptwie) of Operation Overlord was not complete.in any 
other sense until a lodgement area had been secured that 
was large enough to serve as a · base for the d.eve lopment of 
furtner operations. At the very least this would include 
the . time taken to build the MJ.lberrie s and to capture 
Cherbourg, and to develop a suffioi~nt number of air stripe 
on which to base substantial air forces •. 
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This state of· affairs was particularly hard on pilots of 
the Low Cover Spitfires who often had to fly very low to 
remain under the cloud base and who were followed by A. A, fire 
wherever they went, A nwnber of aircraft were damaged and 
some lost as a result of this, On soma occasions, Low Cover 
had to be withdrawn. Continuous protests were made at all 
levels but it was many weeks before the ma.tter was rectified. 
Energetic action was taken on the spot on the morning of 
8 June when a bad case wat3 observed by the Air Representative 
on board H,M.S, Hi~. (1) 

Despite minor setbacks there was rrn.1ch cause for satisfac
tion in the situation as it existed after three days and three 
nights of operations. By that time it was clear that the 
Navy had succeeded in its first task of ferrying the Assault 
Task Forces across the Channel and the Arrrry had broken through 
the first crust of coastal defences to secure a foothold on 
the Continent. The Air Forces, for their part, had had 
little difficulty in holding off the German Air Force while 
they assisted the Arrzy and Navy in offensive and defensive· 
tasks, The role of the 2nd T,A,F, in providing continuous 
Low Cover over the Assault Area and in oper'\ting offensively 

- in support of the British Army during the daytime and in 
ranging over the whole Tactical Area by night had been vital 
to the success of the undertaking, 

During the 48 hours beginning with the night before the 
Assault, the 2nd T,A,F, uut up 4,386 aircraft sorties of which 
about 4o% were on offensive operations and the remainder on 
defensive operations, In the next 24 hours(2) the number of 
sorties was 2,005 but although the greatest single commitioont 
remained tha.t of providing assault area cover, the proportion 
of sorties on offensive operation had risen to become about 
50% of the whole, 

(1) Gp Capt.'Clelanq., 

(2) Viz. from last light 7/o June to last light 8 Jww, 
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CHAPTER 12 

A,D.G.B, OPERATIONS IN THE ASSAULT 

Role of Air Def'ence of Great Britain 

As its name indicated, this Col!ll1and wns primarily con
cerned V1:i.th responsibility for the air defence of Britain with 
such forces of the former Fighter Command as had been allocated 
to it for this purpose. 1rhis commitment remained pennanent 
even at times when it might have ;Jeen assumed that the enell'(Y' 
was no longer in any position to launch air attacks on the 
United Kingdom, In January, 1944, when the task of writing 
the air plans for Overlord was corrmenced, the chances of an all
out offensive by the German Air Force had already become remote, 
although it was considered that occasional heavy attacks might 
still be made. There was, in addition, always the threat of 
severe damage b 0ing done in Southern England if the potenti
alities of the secret weapons known to be in preparation ever 
materialised, 

Current appreciations did: not anticipate that we had much 
to fear from orthodox attacks oy the G,A.F, The A,D,G.B, 
Overlord Plan visualised the possibility of minor daytime 
attacks against coastal areas in the south up to D-Da.y with a 
shift to the beaches and anchorases as soon as the expedition 
was launched, Night attacks on the scale of about 50 Long 

J ,I.C.(44) Range Bomber sorties on two or three nights in a week with up 
215(a; to 150 Long Range Bomber sorties per night for very short 
25, May, 44, peri'ods .-rere considered possible in "the same area. Less than 
Annex C, Para,11,a week before D-Day the Chief Intelligence Officer, A,E.A,F, 

File A,E.A.F./ 
S 1601+7/Int, , 

dated 
May. 44, 

1.5A 

· (-

estimated that 120 to 11+0 Long Range Bomber sorties could be 
sustained by the enell'(Y' against the U,A, for three or four nights 
a week .with a maxirm.un of 200 to 240 such sorties on one night. 
This effort was likely to be directed, he considered, against 
ports, co~centration areas or important concentrations of 
shipping along the South Coast if the G,A,F, attacked before 
D-Day but that 'the high rate of loss incurred in recent opera
tions against this country may act as a deterrent to the launch
ing of an attack on the maximum scale immediately prior to 
Overlord'. After D-Day it Ytas considered that · the main eneiey
bombing effort would be directed against the beachhead and 
shipping rather than against U ,K, targets, Attacks on the 
latter would be unlikely to exceed 50 to 70 sorties per night. 

Calculations regarding the Diver( 1) threat were still more 
uncertain as they depended so much upon the success of our 
attempts to neutralise the launching sites and interrupt V 
weapon supplie~. But as each site was considered capable of 
launching two missiles per hour even a small number of opera
tional sites might be capable of doing serious damage. 

Two plans were prepared by Air Marshal Roderic Hill, the 
first to-meet any threat fro~ orthodox air attacks (entitled 
the A.D,G.B. Overlord Plan 2)), the second to include measures 
to be talcen in the event of attacJs:s by German flying bombs 
(known as the Overlord/Diver PlanU)). So far as fighter air
craft were concerned, the dis-position of squadrons and the 
arrangements for their operational control were the same in 
both. plans except for minor details. As regards the disposi
tion of A.A. Guns, Searchlights and Balloons, the use of Diver 
weapons would necessitate a complete re-deployment, The 
reader i~ reminded that A.D,G,B, was a legatee of Fighter 

t
1l Diver - code name for Flying Bomb offensive, 
2 Issued on 7/Feb/41+ under ref, A,D.G.B,/M,S,36,661/0ps 56. 
3 Issued on 4/Mar/44 under the. same ref, as (2) and origin

ally known as the 1A,D. G:B. Provisional Concurrent Air Defence 
Plan for operations Overlord and Diver 1 • 
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Command~ and inherited its vast static organisation built up to 
control fighter squadrons together with e. multitude of other 
defences against air attack. It was responsible for the opera-

A,D.G.B, Overlord tional control of A.A. Guns, Searchlights and Smoke Screens, 
Plan, para,4. all run by the Army, and of Balloons, operated by the R,A.F', 

• Long experience had bred a confidence that fighters and A.A. 
would be able to deal effectively with any orthodox air attacks. 

Ibid para, 1, 

Overall Air Plan 
Part III, 
Section I, 

Responsibilities for Neptune 

The mounting and launching of the invasion operation from 
Southern England did however create problems of defence to 
solve in which A.D.G.B. had to take special measures, It was 
clear that any serious interference with the inva3ion prepara
tions could have dislocated es!:,ential parts of the general plan 
and thus do the country a serious injury, Consequently Air 
Marshal Hill Is plan was guided by the principle that air defence 
resources were to be so disposed as to afford the maximum pro
tection to Overlora_ bases even vm.en this meant denuding other 
parts of the country of its air defences, 

The A.E.A.F, Overall Air Plan defined the special responsi
bility of A.D.G,B. for Overlord as the day and night air defence 
(in conjunction with A.A. Command) of concentration and 
marshalling areas, airfields, embar~ation ports and the contig
uous coastal water,,7ays. By night A,D,G,B, was additionally 
responsible for the protection of all the battle area including 
the beaches, the shipping routes and the embarkation ports. 
It was responsible for Air/Sea Rescue in the Channel, for the 
protection of Coastal Comnand aircraft engaged on certain 
U-Boat pi.trcl.s and shipping strikes, for the operation of Intruder 
aircraft over the Continent and for providing cover to those 
night bombing and airborne operations which formed a part of the 
general plan of the Assault. It was addi tionaJ.ly responsibl-e 
for discouraging enerey air activity and coastwise shipping in 
the Brittany and Pas de Calais_ areas, 

. Until H,Q. No, 85 Group was established in Normandy, the 
operational control of its aircraft remained under A,O,C, 
:No,11 Group A.D , G,B. 'f:,e l a tter was responsible to 2nd T.A,F',for 
air operations in the Tactical A:rea and to A.D.G.B, for home 
defence_ and for offensive operations other than tho,se in 
Normandy, In practice all fighter resources were used as far 
as possible on tasks for vm.ich they were best suited with the 
result that Day Squadrons of No, 85 Group as well as the Night 
Fighter Squadrons continued to be identified with A, D. G. B. 
during the initial phase of Overlord. 

Re-organisation of A.D,G.B. for Overlord 

This is perhaps not the place to describe in detail the 
reorganisation of A.D.G,B. that was effected during the spring 
of 19l.4- to prepare for Overlord, Full information regarding 
this may be found in the specialist A.H,B, narrative devoted to 
the history of the Command. It is desirable however to sum-
marise the changes made to meet the direct needs of Overlord 
and which had been completed by the end of May, 19¼, 

In accordance with the policy of concentration in the 
southern parts of the country some Fighter Groups had been 
rolled up and the north-west•was virtually stripped of its air 
defences. Group; still controlling aircraft in A.D.G.B, were 
Nos, 11; 10, 12 and 13 but the two latter had night-fighter and 
fighter recconaissance squadrons operating in a day fighter role 
assisting the few day fighter squadrons, 

Some changes had a).so been mo.de in the boundaries and roles 
of F'ighter Sectors, In No, 11 Group, l3iggin Hill and Tangmere 
Sectors controlled all the day fighter squadrons . though 
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North Weald and ·iiallop Sectors still retained ni0lt fj_ i)1ter and 
air/ sea rescue auties. :ao. 11 Group had fa!<cr. over the rcs•· 
ponsibility for the Eiddle '.nllop Sector from No. 10 G:cvup, and, 
while the Sector Operations Room and its control facilities 
were handed over to the U, s. I.Xth Air I<'orce for Neptune • 
purposes, an alternative Sector Operations Hoom (Nether 'ilallop) 
wa s used ~ ~he R.l,.F. 

The greates t change, ho'.',"3vcr, was that arrongemcnt ;-/hereby 
the 2nd. •r.A. F, had taken ov1. , -..: the opera tional control of 
No.11 GrotJpootha.t its h. (~ . Op -:r :::.t ions Room at Uxbri<l3e had 
become the Combi:1ed ConL·ol Centre fo1· all fi:3htcr:, ope!'atine 
in the Tactical A:r.· ,:a i;;.nd i GS static control facilities were 
C1:1_9loycd in the k; :;ault. As such its primar,; responsibility 
w: s to plan and is ::.ue the ,'Jxccutivc orders (in conjunction wi'lh 
the U,S. L'Cth Fighter Command) for fiehter operations connected. 
·,,:i. th Neptune 11ut the Group Controller was also. clw.rgecl with 
the responsibility of maintaining states in sguadroro su:;.'fi
cient to moot aey air attacl-:s on No, 11 Group aroP. in the U ,K. 

A~ail; .. :J il:i.ty arul Disposition of l!'orccs . 

At the cor.imencement of June, 19h4, the foHovring Fighter 
squadrons were operctiorolly avail:!ble in A,D,G,B, :-

Type 
No. of Aircrai't Strength 

Operational Squadrons U.E. in Squadrons 
·---·---· 

Hurricane F /R • 1 16 + 2 37 34 
+1 Flt 4 + 2 

Spitfire F. 24 416 + 52 590 4B7 
F/R 2 

•· 

Typhoon R/P 2 32 + 4 63 52 

:Mustang F. 1 11> + 2 18 6 

Beaufir_:htcr N,F. 2 32 + l~ 39 29 

Mosquito N ,F, 7 112 + 14 152 123 
Intr. 2 32 + 1~ 39 32 

Others F. 2 1 
----

41 + 1 Flt 660 + 84 94D _. 1'14 

This force was made up of the follow:uig types:• 

(a) • _Day Flying (b) ~ieht Flying 

Fighters 25 Squadrons Fighters 9 Squadrons 
Fighter Reconnaissance 3 S qus.drons Intruders 2 S gua<l:aiDm 
Ground Attack _g__Squaclrons 

_lQ_ 11 

Grand. Total 41 All Types 

It vras' hoped that most of this force could be made avail
able for Neptune-but during the first sta~e of the operation 
ten squadrons of Day Fighters were specifically reserved for 

. tho defence of'. the U,K, under the operational control of ,A..D.G.B. 
Fifteen :;quadron.s of Day Fighters, two squadrons of n/P Typhoom 
and. two Fighter/Reconnaissance squadrons were put under the , 
operational control of 2nd. T .A,F, for use in Overlord. All 
the seventeen Night Fighter Squaclrons of No. 85 Group (six) 
and. A,D,G,B 0 (elov-on) were placed un,p.er the oporo.tionaJ. control 
of A,D,G,B. until No, 85 Group moved to the Continent. 
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This air battle g.ceati.y strengthened the morale of 
the New Zealanders and No, 70 Division who went on to 
make the gains already mentioned and both sent congratu
lations to the Squadrons. 'l'he A,-0.G., ifestern Desert 
also s ignalled to No.3 Squadron: "Congratulations on the 
Squadron's splendid fight ,1bich bas contributed so much 
to our present overwheLning a ir superiority, ... , The 
Squadron has been selected for re-equipment with the 
fird ::~i ttyhawks 11

, 

During the following two days (26th and 27th 
November) the fighter scale of ef'fort returned to its 
former hi13h level of nearly 200 sorties per day. In 
particular, fighter sweeps were carried out from dawn to 
dusk over the battle in the general Sidi Rezegh area, but 
combats were few. 

Low-flying FighterAttacks _(2 5th - 27th_ Nove~~er)_ 

During the three critical days 25th to 27th November 
the main offensive effort of th e R.A.F,, both fighters 
and bombers, ;;ras directed towards (a) checking the enerey' s 
marauding columns and (b) helping our forces further \7est 

. to advance in the Sidi :itezegh a nd El Duda areas. 

1'he concentrated attacks of the bomber squadrons were 
again 1:iupplemented by the wide-spread straffing operations 
of the fighters. On occasion, these fighter attacks were 
delivered on the basis of obs ervations iMde in reconnais
sances carried out by aircraft of the squadrons concerned, 
'i'hus on the morning of the 25th, 1 2 To1nahawks of ifo, 3 
Squadron, R.h..A, 1". followed up reconna i ssance sorties 
which located one of Hommel' s marauding columns south of 
Sidi Omar with a straffing at tack. '£his ,i1ission clearly 
indicuted the dan[;erous na ture of these low flying attacks 
ago.inst armoured vehicles and protected transport vehicles. 
Of the Tomahawks enga ged, one aircraft returned early m th 
five holes in the main planes, one crash-landed after the 
oilin~ system bad been shattered (although the pilot vms 
saved), 9n~ aircraft was shot dovm and the pilot taken 
prisoner\ 1) and one aircraft ,m. s shot dovm and the pilot 
killed, 

On the 27th, , then the trerid of ener:1y move":eut was 
towards the battle at Sidi Rezegh, the fighter squadrons, 
in addition to carrying out constcrnt sweeps over the area, 
wer0 credit ed with the destruction of well over 20 vehicles 
on the Acroma - El Ade:t, ror.d. Along the ro£lds west of 
El Adem, ·'1l~o, severa l of the fight er squadrons carried out 
"Rhubarb"\ 2) attac!<:s in pairs of aircraft with c'.:msiderable 
success. 

'£he record of No, 80 Squadron wa s particularly impres
sive during tile three days und er co:i'sideration, Sixty-nine 
effective sorties were flovm, including 46 on fighter-bomber 

/attacks, 

The pilot in question wa s a prisoner for only two hours, 
however, as New Zeo.l anden-, with 3ren Guns stopped the enemy 
car in which he was being conveyed and the pilot seized the 
opportunity of jW!l!)ing out (No,3 Squadron ORB Nove11,ber 25th). 
Cod e-n&.me for roving p;round a tt aok missions. ' 
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Avail3:?ility and Disposition of Forces in No, 85 Group 

At the commenceme~t of June, 1944-, No, 85 Group consisted 
of the following squadrons:-

No, of ·-- Aircraft strength 
Type Squadrons U,E, In Squadrons Operational 

¥e itfire F. 4 64 + 8 77 56 
empest F, 2 32 + 4- 35 24-

Mosquito N.F. 6 %+ 12 116 92 
Others ?. - - - 4 2 

------ ··- - --

12 192 + 24- 232 174 
--

The A.O.C, No. 85 Group was ghen six Day Fighter and six 
Night Fi8hter squadrons so that he could organise the defence 
of the overseas base and lines of comrnu.nication. In this way, 
the Air Officer Corrrrnanding 2nd T.A.F, need not be distracted by 
defensive problems in his rear but could devote his wrole 
attention to forward operations with the Army, 

The Air Officer Commanding No, 85 Group was not to assume 
the responsibility of defending the overseas base until the 
Assault sta::;es of Overlord were completed and the Allied 
armies had moved forward. Meanwhile, the existing arrangement 
whereby No. 85 Group aircraft remained under the operational 
control of Air Officer Commanding No, 11 Group continued undis
turbed, with the latter responsible to ~.D.G.B, for Night 
operations, to 2nd T.A.F. for day operations and to H,Q., 
A,E.A.F. for administration, In practice, units of No, 85 
Group continued to regard themselves as beloneing to A.D,G.B, 
especially in view of their operational role which was essen
tially defensive, 

Three of the Day l•'ighter squadrons were organised in one 
Wing (Ho. 150) consisting of two Tempest squadrons(Nos· 3 and 
.486 R.N.Z,A,F.), and a Spitfire IX squadr0n (No, 56) about to 
re-equip with TL'l!I_Pest aircraft. No, 150 Wing was employed 
in escorting convoys through th_e Straits of Dover, on shipping 
reconnais::;ances and on shipping strikes and vms conveniently 
based at Newclrurch A,L.G, (near Romney). 

The other three s(]Uadrons belonged to three different 
Wings and as they ·,rere employed on the important task of pre
venting enerey high-flying reconnaissance over southern England 
they were disposed in a wide semi-circle around London, 
No, 322 (Dutch) Squadron was based at Hartford Bridge · 
(nr, FarnboroUGh,), No. 91 Sqwdron at West Iiialling (nr. Biggin 
Hill) and No. 124 Squadron at Bradwell Bay (Essex coast). 

A,E.A.F, Overall 
Air Plan, Part 2, 
para,29, 

The Nieht Fighter squadrons of No. 85 Group were also 
deployed in No. 11 Group, As their endurance was COI1.$iderable, 
there v,as no pressing r _,ason wey they should be stationed near 
the south coast, as was the ca3e with ·the Day Fighters. The 
only exception Yms No. 604 Squadron, This squadron's role 
rras to protect shipping a~;ainst low level attacks and was 
accordingly based near the coast at Hurn (Bournemouth) to be. 
convenient to the assembly and dq,arture area for Cross-Channel 
convoys. 

Night ~ter and Intruder Operations immediately before the 
Assault 

The general scheme of operations leading up to the A3saul t 
assigned roles to be played by Mosquito Night Fighter and 
Intruder aircraft of Nos. 85 and 100 Groups and by Mosquito 
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Light Bombers of No. 2 G-roup in addition to those by Night 
Fighter and Intruders of A.D.G.B, Groups. No, 2 Group 
Mosquitoes attacked eneTI\Y movement in the Tactical Area 'with 
flares and bombs, No, 100 Group furnished an outer screen of 
patrols along lines from the 1/ioselle Valley to the Dutch and 
Belgian coasts with the intention of intercepting enemy 
fighters seeking to move from North German airfields towards 
the battle area, Other aircraft of No. 100 Group flew patrols 
along lines closely enclosing the Tactical Arca itself in 
co-operation with the Tactical Air Forces, 

The t!l,sk of A.D.G.B, in this scheme was to lend its well 
tried static organisation to be used for the operational 
control of. all Night Fiehter and Intruder type aircraft 
actually operating en route to and in the Tactical Area, Thus 
it was responsible for the temporary control of the six Night 
Fighter squadrons of No, 85 Group and of the 25 Mosquitoes 
loaned by No, 100 Group which undertook the fighter tasks in 
the Tactical_ Arca, in addition to the control of its oYm 
squadrons. 

Night_Fighter Operation~ 

The A,D.G,B. Night Fichter squaur,ms .-,ere employed 
primarily in the defe~cc of the U,K. and its surroundil1[; waters 
within the coverage( 1) of the G,C.I. and other Static Radar . 
Control stations, This includ0d the protection of shipping 
along the first sta2;e .of the Main Shipping Route to the Assault 
Area after which the responsibility was taken over by squadrons 
of No. 85 Group, The A.D.G.B. Intruder Squadrons and a small 
rrumbcr of aircraft from the Night FiGhter squadrons of Nos. 10 
and 12 Groups ·,1ere, as usual, employed offensively, 

The total effort of the nine A.D,G,B. Night Fighter 
squadrons Has only 70 sorties during the whole night of D mirrus 
one to D-day though the maximum number of aircraft in all the 
squadrons vras brought to readiness, No enCTI\}' aircraft crossed 
the Channel and in const::qucnce an unexpectedly small number of 
night fighters were called upon to operate. Night fighter 
defensive patrols amounted to 59 uneventfu1 sorties and eleven 
aircraft from these 3quadrons went on offensive operations, 
The remaining aircraft were held in reserve on the ground 
against the possibility of an attack developing against the 
assault task forces or their bases, 

Soon after 0100 hours on the morning of 6 June, about 
eighteen enCTI\}' aircraft ·.-rere observed to be active in the 
Beauvais-Arniens area and a few Mosquitoes were scrambled by 
No, 11 Group as a precautionary measure, It transpired the.t 
these were enell\Y fighters which had ;1een put up in response to 
our bomber, airborne and diversionary operations, It will be 
recollected. that the latter were directed mainly against the 
Pas de Calais and the regions North of the Seine estuary where 
the enCTI\}' was knm·m to be most sensitive. The enemy also 
re-acted to some extent a,._gainst Bomber Command aircraft attack ... 
ing coastal batteries in Calvados and the Cotentin. 

The main role of the Night Fighter squadrons of No. 85 
Group in the Assault plan was the air defence of all forces 
afloat (and later, ashore) be~ond the G,C,I. coverage of home 
stations, The remaining one-third of the effort available 
i. e,, effort remaining after this commitment had been covered, 
was devoted to assisting with offensive tasks, 

It was considered :impracticable and unwise to attempt to 

( 1 ) Approximately 4-0 miles from the coastline, 
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defend the Assault Forces by means of'Night Fighter patrols 
operating immediately overhead for two good reasons. In the 
first place it would have been almost impossible to provide 
sufficient facilities for the forward control of large numbers 
of Night Fighter aircraft at such an ·early stage of the opera-
tion, Time was required to set up the elaborate equipment 
required:, And secondly it was realised that there would be 
such vast numbers and so maey different types of Allied air
crai't over and around the Assault Arca that it would be much 
better to attempt to intercept encll'\Y aircraft outside the Hhirl
pool. Eor these reasons Night Fighters patrolled on the 
flanks and ahead of the Assault Task Forces, 

Tvro 'Night Fighter Pools 1 were set up on the night of 
5 - 6 June, one north of Havre and the other east of Barflrur, 
Vlhcr'c aircrai't patrolled on a 'Cab-rank1 until called upon by the 
Radar Control stations. Each Pool required eighteen single 
aircraft patrols bchroen 2320 hours on the 5th up to 04j0 hours 
on the 6th and both were maintained entirely by No, 85 Group. 

Inland of the Assault Arca a series of patrol lines ran 
from Jersey through Lcssay; Vire, Argentan, Bernay, Pavilly and 
thence to the Channel. Aircrai't of No. 85 Group assisted 
No. 100 Group Mo3:IW-toes to maintc.in these patrols in the proportion 
of five :Mosquitoes of No, 85 Group to eleven of No, 100 Group. 

Like A,D,G.B,, No, 85 Group squadrons were at a high state 
of serviceability and readiness but a large scale of effort was 
not called for by the situation, The -six Night Fichter 
squadrons put up 60 sorties of ,,-hich 39 were defensive patrols, 
The convoys were unmolested and tlthough a number of encll'\Y air
craft made at tacks on Bomber Collltlruld Lanca::; ters and Halii'o.xes 
operating aGainst Coastal Batteries before the Assault, none of 
these were encountered by the free-lance Mosquitoes or the 
standing patrols from the Pools, 

Night Intruder Op cr_atio11§ 

The hro A.D.G,]3, Intrud0r Squadrons (Nos, 418 and 605) and 
eleven suitably equipped .:.j_rcrai't from A,D.G.B. Night Fighter 
squadron augmented by fourteen Intruders from No, 100 Group and 
21 from Ho, 85 Group all carried out a programme of offensive 
operations under the orders of the Intruder Controller, A.D,G,B. 
The objects of this programme were varied but for the most part 
operations were ')lanned to support the British and .American 
Airborne assaults :md the R.A,F, Bomber Command attacks in the 
same areas. Most of the operations were directed against 
German J.ir Force airfields using the normal Intruder technique, 
Very fcvr enemy aircraft were seen and only two - an :Me, li-10 
south east of Evreux: and an Me, 110 in Holland - were claimed 
destroyed by A.D,G.B, aircrews. Several airfields, such as 
MorlaixJi,annion, Rennes, Kerlin B~stard, Vannes, St Andre, Laon, 
Venlo and Florennes, were visited, and those seen to be active 
were bombed by the Intruders, which also bombed such targets as 
trains, railway junct:ions, road convoys and bric1ges, Consider
ing the scope of the Allied operations, the scale of the enemy 
reaction as well as its location, gave every hope that complete 
success would be achieved by the initial assault, 

Eight Intruc!ers were sent on a special and highly dangerous 
ground attack mission designed to sy.pport the airborne and heavy 
bomber operations in the Ste, Mere Eglise and Ranville areas. 
Their task \Tas to fly low over the Dropping and Landing Zones 
and thus induce the light flak and searchlights to disclose 
their positions and then to attack these defences with bombs 
and guns. In fact few scarc{Uights exposed their beams but 
many light flak positions were bombed and strafed, apparently 
with som0 success. 
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The total Intruder and Night Fighter effort devoted by 

A,D.G.B, and Nos, 85 and 100 Groups to these tasks was 83 
sorties of which 4-7 sorties were by aircraft of A,D,G,B, and 
21 by aircraft of No, 85 Group. Two A.D,G,B, Wi0squitoes 
taking part in the Intruder programme were lost, while our 
forces claimed one M,E. 110 and one M,E, 4-10 destroyed with a 
J,U, 88 probably destroyed, 

D-Day Operations by A.D.G.B, and No, 85 Group 

Low Cover in the Assault Area 

Day Fighters of A,D,G.B. destined to give Low Cover to the 
Naval Task Forces in the Bay of the Seine, were the first day 
flying R.A.F. aircraft to be airborne on D-Day, In describing 
how fighter cover was rirovided for the sea and ground forces in 
the Assault Area from 04-30 to 2330 hours on D-Day it was stated 
that 2nd T .A.F, Day Fighters were assisted by squadrons loaned 
by A,D.G.B, all under the control of a single Combined Control 
Centre, This was necessary in view of the fact that Nos, 83 
arid 84- Groups had insufficient resources to provide a scale of 
six squadrons on continuous Low Cover patrol from first to last 
light, It might be added that although the fighter resources 
of 2nd T.A.F, and A,D.G.B. had to be pooled to provide six 
squadrons for Lm-1 Cover no such assistance was necessary to 
assist the IXth Air Force to provide three squadrons for High 
Cover. 

The normal manner of carrying out the Low Cover patrols 
,vas for two wings (of three Sl"_!Uadrons each) to proceed to the 
British and American Assault Areas and then break into squadrons 
which would patrol in loose fours under the appropriate Fighter 
Direction Tender, One squadron would provide cover on the 
extreme flank and the others would patrol over the beaches, 

This plan was followed by all except the first patrol which 
was flown by three separate squadrons from Horne ( 130), 
Deariland ( 611) and Friston ( 501) all Spitfire V (LF) (LR) 
squadrons of A.D.G,B, At 0342 hours D,B,S.T, on 6 June No,130 
Squadron took off on the first of many uneventful beachhead 
patrols, At that early hour it was too dark for dayfighter 
aircraft to operate effectively as vrings and in consequence the 
first Low Cover patrol consisted of throe: separate squadrons 
rather than six, In any ca::;e the Naval Task Forces had not 
completed their fanr.ing out movement f'rom the exit of the Main 
Shipping Ro½te to their Lovrering Positions so that the area to 
'!z,e covered was considerably less than it became after 0730 hours 
when the landings were being made on the beaches. 

The first patrol was in position at 04-30 hours and was 
relieved at 0520 hours by six more Spitfire V squadrons from 
A.D.G.B, After they had done 50 minutes duty, they gave way 
to Spitfire IX (LF) (LR) aircraft of 2nd T,A,F, but at intervals 
during the day they took their turn until 2250-2330 hours· when 

. Nos. 130, 611 and 501 Squadrons who began the day, and Nos, 611-, 
4.02 and 350 Squadrons, also of A.D.G,B. flew the last patrol to 
land at base after midnight, 

Or. D-Day, 363 such sorties were flown by A.D,G,B, Spitfires 
on loan to 2nd T ,A,F, vrithout any incident worthy of. note, 
The remarks made about AssauJ..t Area Cover in the chapter on the 
assault operations of the 2nd T,A,F. apply also to the opera
tions of A..D.G.B. aircraft, Some squadrons did three sorties, 
others four; hardly an enemy aircraft was seen until late in 
the afternoon and even then there were no attacks on the scale 
that was e:xpected. A.D.G-.B. Low Cover pe.trols met no opposition. 
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Convoy Protection and Defensive Patrols 

Next in importance to Low Cover patrols over the beach
head was the provision by A •. D.G.B, "'.iro:ra:N; of protection f0r 
convoys oi;i their way from ports on the east and west coasts to 
the Main Shipping Route in the Channel, This connni tment 
involved 180 sorties on 6 June, but it should be borne in mind 
that some of the Neptune convoys had been at sea for several 
days and that fighter cover on a large scale had been provided 

.ov0I' tho whole period, On 5 June, for example A.D.G.)3,, with 
some slight assistance from No, 85 Group, had put up about 270 
sorties to protect convoys, On 4 June, this figure vras 250 
sorties, 

Twenty-eight uneventful defens ive patrols were fiovm by 
Spitfires, Hurricanes and Seafires under A,D,G.B, and 43 defen
sive sorties were also flown by the Anti-reconnaissance 
squadrons of No, 85 Group, • 

2£1.'~nsive Patrols and Sl1ipp:i.ng Strikes 

Though the main responsibility of A,D.G.B, was a defensive 
one, it had one ilTI!)ortant offens ive task. No, 10 Group was 
allocated seven Spitfire Day Fighter Squadrons, and a fiight 
of Hurricanes so that it should have sufficient r esources for 
its defensive commitments and still leave a margin which could 
be usecl for two vital Overlord tasks. Its first tas k nas that 
of neutralising the important group of airfields in Brittany 
chief of vrhich were Kerlin-Bastard, Gael and Varmes, Unless 
effectively dealt with, these airfields could be used .-Tith 
decisive results by the enemy, 

The other task was a commitment undertaken by A.D.G.B. on 
behalf of Coastal Command. This entailed the setting up of a 
'Charmel Stop' organisa tion in the Straits of Dovyr and across 
the English Charu:wl between Cormrall and Brittany\. 1), It was 
designed to prevent shipping passing into the Charmel and thus 
would stop warships cilld supply .vessels from assisting the enell\Y, 
The major responsibility for doi!1f, this rested upon the Navy 
and Coastal Command but . the responsibility for attacking enemy 
shipping in the ::,c~a area Manston-O~tend-Dieppe-Beachy He.ad 
vras delegated to A.D.G.B. in consultation with Vice-Admiral 
Dover and C. in C, Coastal Comnand, Two Typhoon squadron.s of 
A,D.G.B, were conveniently station-; d, No, 137. Squadron at 

• Manston and No. 263 Squadron at Harrowbcer, to operate as a 
.1Charmel Stop' striking force in conjunction with Coastal 
Command Beaufighter squadrons at these bases, all under the 
control of the Combined Control Centre, Other squadrons of 
Nos, 10 and 12 Groups went out on shipping reconnaissance 
when required and fighter escorts f-0r Coastal Command strikes 
were also arranged by Nos • . 10 and 12 Groups, A.D.G.B, (2) 

Beginning soon after dmm and at regular intervals during 
the day until last light, offensive fighter patrols consisting 
of eight Spitfires were sent from the Portreath and Exeter 
Sector to Vannes, Gael and Kerlin-Bastard, Fifty-six such 
sorties were flown on 6 June, Until the evening they met with 
little opposition and usually finished by making attacks on 
trains, road traffic and similar tnrgets in the absence of 
G,A.F, activity on the airfields. In the evening, two fyiilf~ 
Spitfires were sho"t dovm by flak and one cnelT(Y' aircraft was 
claimed destroyed, 

( 1) This was the primary responsibility of Coastal Command. 
Sec A,D.G.B. Op. Instruction 10.A/44, 
Ref, A,D.G.B./T,S.3,1903 dated 29 May 44. 

(2) For .further information regarding reconnaissance from 
Dieppe to the Hook of Holland by S ,E, Fighters backed up by 
1Strike1 Beaufighters see File A,E.A,F./T,S,22310,E,35A, 
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The story regarding enemy shipping in the area is simi~ 
uneventf\tl. Reconnaissance flights were frequently made by 
Spitfires and :tfustangs over both entrances to the Channel (26 
sorties) and.soon after dawn two sweeps were made by the 
Typhoon squadrons,· one north east of Cap Gris Nez and the other 
west of Ushant, . Nothing was seen. Late in the evening a 
small vessel of 4-00 tons at Granville was attacked by eight R/P 
Typhoons of No. 263 Squadron escorted by eight Spitfires, and 
left in a crippled condition, but this was all that the 'Ch!lnnel 
Stop' had to show for its first day's work (20 Typhoon sorties). 
The same was true of the few unimportant anti-surface-ves sel 
strikes flown by Coastal Command during the day, The enemy 
vras taken by surprise and no adequate .measures were taken by 
German Naval Forces to attack our convoys. The tlu·eat which 
the ene!T\Y might have mounted against the flanks of the invasion 
during its early staees did not materialise and the anti
shipping measures, like those taken against U-boats and against 
the G,A,F., proved ~ore than sufficient to meet the situation 
as it actually developed, 

_E_scort to Airborne Tr_o~ 

On the evening of D-Day, the British Airborne Troops who 
had established themselves the night before in the area between 
the Rivers Orne and Dives, were re-inforced by the 6th Air
landing Brigade, The Airlanding Brigade was carried in tug
and-glid9r combinations arriving in the Landing Zones at about 
2100 hours (Operation MaJ.lard), Seven A.D,G,B., Day Fighter 
squadrons (74 sorties) assisted other Day Fighter squadrons 
drawn from Nos, 83, 84 and 85 Groups (97 sorties) in providing 
fighter cover tq the operation, As this task involved flying 
in the battle area the fighter operations were planned and con
trolled at the Combined Control Centre, 

The bulk of the fighters ( 1311-) were employed as a close 
escort to the low-flying ( 1, 200-1, 500 ft) tue; and glider oombi,n... 
ations. Spitfires of A.D.G.B, (61 aircraft) and Nos, 83 (37 
aircraft) and 85 Groups (12 aircraft) shared this task with .24 
Mustangs of No. 84 Group, Above them, patrolling at 6,000 ft, 
were thirteen A.D.G,B, Spitfires over the Centre of the main 
formation, with one 2nd T. A. F. lvhls tang Squadron over the Van 
and another over the Rear, 

.The accounts given of Operation Mallard all speak of tug 
and glider losses clue to flak - often our own - but no mention 
has been made of ene!T\Y fighter attacks, By this time in the 
evening, several enemy aircraft had put in an appearance over 
the Beach-head though not in the numbers anticipated. No 
attacks had been pressed home. The esoorl to Mallard enoountered 
no real opposition and only the Mustangs sighted enemy airare;f'I;• 
The Van patrol saw and claimed to have destroyed a F.W. 190 
while the Rear patrol were engaging three more F,W, 19ors Vlhen 
they were forced to break off because Spitfires attacked the 
Mustangs, 

Apart from trouble due to flak, Mal.1llro was a great. auooeas• 
The escorting aircraft sustained no losses and had all landed 
by 2225 hours, 

D-Day Operations by No, 85 Group 

The role of the Day Fighter squadrons of No, 85 Group on 
D-Day being mainly a defensive one vias not spectacular, On the 
other hand, most of the Allied Commanders have aclai.owledged that 
the successf\tl completion of its chief task, that of preverrlnJJg 
eneicy high flying reconnaissance aircraft f'rom penetmt:i.ng :tn:land 
in southerI1 and south-eastern England, Has a vital :t'acrl;or bol;h in 
the initial surprise and in the subsequent development of the 
Cover Plan. 
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Out of the 105 sorties flovm by day fighters, 43 wero 
flown by Spitfires on stnnding patrols or as scrambles to 
intercept possible enemy photographic reconnaissance aircro.ft. 
Standing patrols went up at regular intervals from Bradv7ell 
Bay, \"lest 1hlling and Hartford Bridge to cover the country 
from tho Solent to the Isle of Thanet and thence across the 
Thames Estunry. Even now the only feasible explanation for 
the ·absence of Gertin.n reconnaissance during the early po.rt 
of' D-Day is that complete surprise was achieved by Neptum. 
On the evening of 5 June, two enemy reconnaissance o.ircraft 
from Normandy passed over the Channel but did not approach 
the English Coast. They were thus too early to havo 
observed the fleets out o.t sea. On the morning of D-Day, 
an enemy aircraft flying at wave-top height appeared in the 
Beachy Heaa/Dungeness area o.t about 0930 hours and the pilot 
could hnrdly fo.il to have seen a good deal of shipping. 
This did not assist the enemy but rather confused the issue 
because he was already nervous ~bout the Pas de Calais nrea. 

The Tempests o.nd Spitfires of No.150 Wing had ro.ther 
more employment in escorting- and reconnaissance tasks. N:uw 
sorties were sent out on shipping reconnnissances along the 
Dutch, Belgian o.nd l!'rench ooo.sts and tvro aircraft escorted 
an uneventf'ul Coasto.l Command strike by Beaufighters. These 
pa.trols were flown in accordance with o.rrangements previously 
made with Coastal Com."llllnd o.nd the Navy and not becuuse of ruzy
active operations by the enemy. • In fact, Geman light 
surface era.ft along this coo.st, lD<:e the G.A.F. were 
curiously slcvr to take advnntage of the opportunities 
presented them to attack convoys from the Th.a.ms Estuary to 
the main Cross-Channel route o.nd as a result No,85 Group 
aircraft on these operations did not see actionl.l) • Six 
sorties were flcvm on weo.ther reconnaissance, 23 sorties on 
convoy escort and twelve Spitfires went out in the evening 
to assist A.D.G.B. and 2nd T.A.F. aircraft which were 
escorting the gliders used in Operation Mallard. A Tempest 
squadron was sent on an offensive sweep over the Pas de 
Calais but oot with no cpposition. 

Operations by Air/Seo. Rescue Sg_u.adrons 

The operations carried out by the four oomposite Air/ 
Sea Rescue (:A/S.R.) squadrons of A.D.G.B. should not be 
studie'd apart from the operations of the High Speed Launch 
(~.S.L. ~ rescue crews o.nd. the g;-Q\tnd and shore org~sation 
with which they are associated.\.~) At the beginning of 
June 1944, the existing Air/Sea Rescue organisation in the 
south of England included squadrons belonging to A.D.G.B. 
and Coastal Command all working in close co-operation vtlth 
R.A.F. marine crevrs and the Royal Navy. By this time the 
organisation vm.s well versed in its special technique and 
had been concentrated on 'the Channel area in preparation 
for Overlord. The four Air/Sea Rescue squadrons in . 
A.D.G.B. were based on the south coast, Nos.275, 277 Md. 
278 Squadrons in No.ll Group and No.276 Squadron in No.10 
Group. " 

(1) 

(2) 

The only recorded attack on these rather vulnerable 
convoys on D-De.y occurred in the case of a single JU.88 
which was being chased by a Spitfire escorting a convoy 
off Dover and which jettisoned a bomb, hitting a ship 
(0900 hours). t 
A.H.B. Monograph, Air/Sea Resaue, Chapter ~ (A.?.3232) • 
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An Air/Sea Rescue S"CD.ff Officer vas esto.blished o.t the Cor:i
bined Control Centre to cer-ordino.te all distress calls (1laydays) 
so as to ensure that each search ,:atlld cover o.s oany clitchings ns 
possible. '.l.\.vo H.S.L's vrere also attached to each fighter 
direction tender to cover the French side of the Ch,'.U111el nore 
effectively. All six of these lawiches carried Very HiGh 
Frequency radio sets so that they could ·;rork with the .A;'s.n. 
aircraft. , 

By midnight on 5/6 June, the surf'o.ce craft had taken up their 
positions out to sea and before dawn the first A/S.R. Spitfires 
were on pa:trol. The whole Assa.ult Area was systenn.tically 
covered as the long processions of conbo.t aircraft passed to o.nd 
fro on their operational missions. 

It is not possible to so.y with accuracy how r.ia.ny aircraft 
force landed or .crashed into the sea during these operations, 
since many of the missing aircraft ,,ere certainly lost over J.o.nd. 
It is quite certain, however, th.:lt feyr airnen lost their lives in 
the sea in circunstances vrhere they r.tlght have been rescued. 
With the considerable density of shipping in the area o.nd of ail'
cxra.ft :passing over it, fei.1 if srv aircraft ditched without being 
seen and their crews being resaued. 

The A.D.G.B. Air/Sea Rescue squadrons flew 76 sorties, r.ui.ny 
of them on W1rewnrded searches or patrols. l.:ost of these (63 
sorties) were by Spitfires. Sixty o.ircrcv; o.nd 41i- soldiers o.nd 
~~fl)ere picked up by the Air/Sea Rescue organisation on 

Operations - Night of 6/7 June, 1944 

The Cor.ibin.ed Control Centre plo.n (JAPEO) had calculo.ted that 
three fighter direction tenders (F.D.T.) and two Growid Control 
Interception (G.C.I.) Stations ,,ould be in operation in their 
appointed places by dusk on D-Day. One F.D.T, vro.s to be out in 
the mn.in shipping route, another off the Acerican beaches and tho 
'co-ordinating' F.D.T. off the British beaches. A G.C.I. 
Station was to ho.ve been sitecl near Bo.yeux o.nd another near 
Isigny to truce over the control of No.85 Group Night Fighters. 

The F.D.T' s were in position on ti::ie o.nd No.15083 G.C.I, v1as 
duly landed ,rith the assault o.nd set up near Arror,i.:mches. 
No.15082 G.C.I. destined for the u.s. Sector, honever, r:iet with 
disaster in the Bo.ie de la Seine o.nd in consequence the plan for 
the control of night fighters iruned:i.utely after the asSD.Ult did 
not fall out eY.actly as arranged. With the Assault Forces 
safely ashore on D-Day and the consequent extension of "the area 
that ho.d to be defended, came a sharper division between the 
f'unctions of No.85 Group and the pa.rent A.D.G.B. Cor.inand "than ho.d 
been possible before the Expeditionary Forces had lef't -che 
country. For the first time, the aircr--c.:.ft 'of No.85 Group •~re 
able to specie.J.ise on their pr:i=.ry role of defending the NonnaJ'ley 
bases and the invasion shipping while those of A.D.G.B. cont:i.nued 
"to discharge their existing responsibilities. 

The 'tasks to be perfom.ed b;:,r No.85 Grou}_) Night Fighter 
S(jllll.drons were as follows:-

(a) Maintaining a schedule of patrols over the Assault A:rea 
ensuring at least twelve aircraft in position at all times 
cluring the hours of danrness. 'fuis required 36 liosquitoes. 

II 

(b) Maintaining two s:imilar patrols to protect the ;'Jain 
shipping route agninst 10\i flying at-i;acks. This required 
eight aircraft. 

(1) A.H.B. Monograph, Air 1Sea Rescue, po.ge 96 (A.?.3232). 

,-. -z.oRC.c.-,/,-or, Ii. fr:.,. l-z.l"I 
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(t) Supplying six aircraft for Intruder Operations, 

Arrangements for the third of the above tasks continued 
to be carried out by the Chief Intruder Controller, A,D,G,B, 
while operations covering the second task, carried out by 
l'b. W4 s:iuadron w}',.ich rod special equipment and trained personnel, 
were carried put under the control of low 'seeing' Coastal 
Radar stations as on the previous night. 

Aircraft for the chief commitment of maintaining contin
uous standing patrols over- the shipping and beaches in the Bay 
of the Seine flew from their bases in England to one of the two 
Night Fighter Pools on the French side of the Cha.'1!lel where 
they waited until allocated to a I!',D,T.·or to No. 15083 G,C,I. 
station. Allocation was done by the Co-ordinating P.D.T, (No. 
217) which also arra.nged for surplus aircraft to fly on free 
lance patrol along the Hi:_;ht Fight0r Patrol Lines covering 
entrance into the Assault Area from the rest of France. 
Mosquitoes flying from the more easterly airfields in England 
went to Pool No, 1 (north of Havrc) and those from westerly 
bases to Pool No. 2 (north-east of Barfleur), 

iThen tht: Nir;ht Fighters came to readiness in the evening 
of D-day, there was a feeling that as the enemy had had a ,,hole 
day to sum up the situation, the arrival of darkness might well 
be the signal for the long delayed air counter-offensive. The 
enemy would never have more opportunities, 'rhere were plenty 
of attractive tare;;ets, shipping in the anchorages, in the :c:vrept 
channels, in coastwisc convoys and in harbour; there werc
troops and equipment on the beaches; there ,re;re invacion tar
gets of all kinds in the U.K. As the air defences oi' the 
beach-:-head, the ancho;rar:es and shipping could hardly have been 
as well organised as those of the shore based installations in 
England it was generally expected that the G,A.F, would attack 
the former rather than the latter. 

In spite of the failure of one of the G,C.I. stations, 
and of indifferent weather for night fi~hter operations, the 
night was a busy one, A.D,G.B, aircraft flew 91 sorties and 
No, 85 Group flew 54 making a total of 145 sorties during the 
six hours of darkness, About a quarter of these w;·;re on 
various offensive missions and the remainder were defensive 
patrols, Two-thirds of the A.D.G,B, effort was expended on 
defensive uatrols most of which \/ere in No, 11 Group Area (53 
out of ·65 ~ircraft) and therefore were confined mainly to the 
south of England. In the circumstances, as the enemy did 
not send aircraft ·across the, Channel, all the defensive patrols 
over the U.K. were uneventful. 

Operations over the Baie de Seine wer0 of groater interest. 
Although the G,A,F. did not operate in great strength yet a 
varied and determined attack Has made by about 70 aircraft 
carrying mines, torpedoes and bombs directed against tha • 
beaches and shipping. At least one Landing Ship (Tanks) was 
sunk by an aerial torpedo attack and a Mine Sweepur and a 
Hospital Ship were mined. 

Early in the night, a considerable movemont of enemy night 
fighters was observed in the general area of Holland, Belgium 
and Northern France but this had died down before a second 
phase of activity d'eveloped, this time in connection with a 
series of long range bomber attacks upon the beach-head area. 
J1U, 88's carrying torpedoes and He. 177 1s with dirigible bombs 
are known to have taken part but plotting was rather confused 
partly because of the inherent difficulties of the situation -
larige numbers of our own bombers were operating in this part 
of France - and partly bf.cause the organisation had not had 
sufficient time to become properly established, A major 
difficulty was also the low levels at \0.hich the enemy ,·1ere 
operating. 
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It is difficult to check Allied claims because German 

records, if they exist, are still not available, but twelve 
enemy aircraft were claimed by A,D.G.B. and No. 85 Group, 
No. 456 Squadron put up eight Mosquitoes to deal with enemy Ed.I--
craft operating over the shipping North East of Cherbourg and 
claimed to have shot down four Heinkel 177 aircraft. These 
were carrying dirigible bombs. 

The Intruder squadrons had their greatest success against 
Jlillkers 52 aircraft which were being employed in bringing up 
supplies under oover of darkness. No. 418 Squadron claimed 
four of these and No, 29 Squadron one, Two and possibly three 
Ju. 88 1s were also destroyed and several other aircraft 
sewerely damaged, according to A,E.A.~. and squadron records, 

It was estimated that about 175 ene!T(Y long range bombers 
were airborne during the night although only about 4D of them 
succeeded in locating and attacking the target area. Our own 
effort consisted of about 31 offensive and 114 defensive 

_patrols, nearly all the offensive patrols being flown by the 
A.D,G.B, Intruder Squadrons · (No, 418 Squadron 15 sorties: 
No, ~ Squadron 10 sorties). Only one Mosquito was lost, 

• ll,oSf Day Operations - 7 June 

In very difficult conditions of nn.ich low cloud and occa
sional rain, the first aircraft left A.D,G,B. bases at first 
light on their second day of operations in support of the 
Forces of Liberation, The increasing scope of enemy night 
attacks and the knowledge that the G,A.F. had had time to move 
up their first re-inforcements led to the belief that the main 
air battle, if not the main land onslaught, could hardly be 
delayed rruch longer. There was no question therefore of 
reducing the effort devoted to covering the beachhead which 
A.D.G,B. was providing to assist 2nd T.A.F. 

All that happened in the air over the beachhead was, how
ever, in the nature of an anti-climax. Two minor attacks by 
formations of Ju. 88 1 s in the morning and a third at lunchtime 
by F,W. 190 fighter-bombers, were all that the Assault Area 
Cover had to meet. 2nd T,A.F. forces overwhyl~ed the first 
and drove off the others without much trouble~ 1J, All the 
290 sorties flown by aircraft of A.D.G.B. to augment the 
resources of .2nd T.A.F. employed on this commitment were corn-

• pletely uneventful except that one Squadron saw and engaged 
three Me. 109's vrithout su~cess. 

So far as defensive patrols on the English side of the 
Channel were concerned, slightly more effort was employed than 
in the previous 24 hours but the increase was more than 
accounted for by the extra night (and early morning) activity. 
During the hours of daylight there'was a little reconnaissance 
activity by the ene!T(Y over the Straits but not sufficient to 
require any strengthening of our anti-reconnaissance patrols, 
and there was a complete absence of any other form of threat 
during the daytime. Air Intelligence calculated that the 
enemy flew about 320 0orties during the day, 250 of which were 
flovm by single engine fighters 50 single-engine fighter-bombers 
and 20 twin-engine bombers (Ju, 88). The two latter cate
gories were directed mainly against the lodgement.. area while 
the fighters were operated as escorts to armoured and other 
transport convoys to the•rear of the battle area, No threat 
developed against United Kingdom bases. 

A.D.G.B. Groups (including No, 85 .Group) flew 184 sorties 
on defensive patrols about a half of which were in the No, 11 
Group area, Only 70 of these were flown by the Day Fighters, 
the bulk of them by No, 85 Group. The only ene!T(Y aircraft 

--------------
( 1) See Chapter 11 fo!' Assault Area Cover - operations by 2nd 
T.A.F. Squadrons on 7 June, 
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known to havo crossed our coast was a Me. 109 which was 
reported over Margate at a height of from 31000 to 41000 feet 
without having been plotted. This aircraft was not inter
cepted but its pilot was heard to report that he had shot down 
a Spitfire ,off Berck (near Boulogne) at 1753 hours. After 
this excitement there were several Tempest patrols in the 
Dungeness-Beachy Head and Straits of Dover areas but no more 
eneiey aircraft appeared. 

Much more important from the point of view of the air 
effort involved, were the offensive and anti-shipping opera
tions undertaken by A.D.G.B. squadrons. The ob;jccts of these 
operations remained constant after the lodgement had been 
ef~ccted on the Continent depending for its maintenance as it 
did upon its irrmunity from sea and air attacks. A.D.G,B. 
squadrons were employed, in collaboration with Coastal Collilland 
and the Allied Navies, to hold the ring against interference 
by the G,A.F. and the German Navy. 

No. 10 Group Spitfire squadrons were employed primarily 
to prevent the enemy naking use of the airfields of Brittany. 
A secondary role of the Spitfires was to operate,against trans
portati·.:m installations, vehicles, troops or any targets of 
opportunity. They were also used for reconnaissance, 

. especially shipping reconnais sance. 

The Tempests and Spitfire IX1 s of No. 85 Group were 
employed in similar fashion in the Pas de Calais and Seine 
estuary areas. Both No. 85 Group and No. 12 Group undertook 
anti-shipping duties, the former in the area from Ostend to 
Dieppe (in conjunction with No, 11 Group) and No. 12 Group 
along the Belgian and Dutch coastline around thP, mouths of the 
Rhiae, Normally these operations, both reconnaissances and 
strikes, were undertaken in close co-operation with Coastal 
Conmia:nd, 

Fifteen fighter sweeps of the Rodeo and Rubarb type( 1) 
directed against the G,A.F. and its airfields and against trans
portation tar~ets such as locomotives, trains and rolling stock, 
motor transport and movement, bridges, railway crossings and 
tracks, were made by forces of A.D.G.B. in the course of the 
day. Ten of these were made by aircraft of No. 10 Group, 
four by the Lympne and Detling Wings of No. 11 Group, and one 
by Spitfires of No. 85 Group. 

In Brittany, the vital airfields of Vannes, Gael and 
Kerlin Bastard were visited from time to time during the day. 
Less important ones were also inspected. The first aircraft 
on these operations took off at 0523 hours. Operating in 
formations of eight or four aircraft, the Spitfires claimed a 
formidable total of destruction to locomotives, trains, trucks, 
cars, lorries etc., but saw practically nothing of the German 
Air Force. 

The other five sweeps were all -in the Rouen, Evreux, Berney 
and Caen areas_ and \\ere intended mainly to hinder enerey- JroVeme.n.t 
on the ground, Despite the fact that there was much activity 
in this area especially at the time these :sweeps took place -
in the evening - they had very li t tle to report. The G,A.F. 
did not appear to be willing to risk combat. 

Ant:L..,;shipping r econnais sance and strikes accounted for 56 
sorties by Nos. 10, 11, 12 and 85 Groups, Most of this work 

(1) Full information about Rodeo and Rubarb operations may be 
found in the appendices to Group o.n.E. 1 s of A.D.G.B, 
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was done by the Typhoons (No, 263 Squadron) of No, 10 Group 
and escorting Spitfires, 

A dawn reconnaissance by Spitfires discovered several 
small vessels at St, Malo and St. Peter Port on the morning 
of 7 June, with the result that tv-.o anti-shipping operations 
were arranged, Eight Typhoons with a similar escort of 
Spitfires were sent to St, Malo and dive-bombed a merchant 
vessel of about 11 500 tons but only claimed a rrumber of near 

-misses. Shipping at St. Peter Port was attacked by another 
formation of eight Typhoons escorted by eight Spitfires but 
bad weather prevented good observation. It was believed that 
ships by the quay and North Mole were hit, 

About midday two Spitfire pilots flew over these harbours 
on a shipping reconnaissance but the weather was still too bad 
to enable them to see the results of these attacks. They did, 
however, see about 20 small ships at Granville, .Ar.other 
reconnaissance by eight Typhoons and eight Spitfires to the 
Brest area at midday :f.ound nothing, A further mission wail 
sent to Sark on information from No. 11 Group but as nothing 
was to be seen there, the eight Typhoons and their Spitfire 
escort proceeded to St, Malo anu bombed two small ships of 
about 11 000 tons, Concluding at 1800 hours, this was the last 
anti-shipping operation of the day by No, 10 Group. 

Ten Typhoons of No. 11 Group were airborne at 0526 hours 
to attack enemy shipping reported near Dieppe but unsuitable 
weather conditions forced them to return and land in 20 
minutes time~ No, 85 Group did no shipping reconnaissances 
or strikes during the day but No. 12 Group, operating at the 
request of No. 16 Group, Coastal Command, did three Jim Crow 
missions <to the Hook of Holland and Terschelling, The first, 
a dawn patrol of four Spitfires, reported six Motor Torpedo 
Boots (M,T;B, 1 s) off Terschelling. A similar patrol in the 
afternoon rep6rted eight merchant vessels and a possible war
ship in convoy near Den Helder and this convoy was a~ain seen 
in the same area at 2112-2250 hours. No ene~ vessels suit
able as targets for No, 137 Squadron (Typhoons) were seen and 
no enemy naval forces were discovered attempting to enter the 
battle area. 

Although there WRs nothing spectacular about it, consider
able effort continued to be expended by A,D,G,B, on routine 
convoy protection and other patrols of a defensive and pre
cautionary nature, AirjSea Rescue work, Naval spotting etc. 
But with the safe arrival of the airborne forces and of the 
great assault fleets came a fall in the demand for escorting 
aircraft and thus on the second day of Neptune more effort 
could be devoted to offensive operations~ In consequence 
though the number of sorties for the night of 6/7 June and the 
day following wes rather lower (1190 sorties) than for the 24 
hours of D-Day the decline was less than might have been 
expected. 

The following tables surranari se the effort of A. D, G, B, and 
No. 85 Group during the first 24 hours of Overlord:- • 

Night Operational Sortie~;; - D""!llinus one to D Day 

A,D,G,B, 'No, 85 Group Total 

• Defensive Patrols and Scrambles 
Intruder and Offensive 
Operations, 

59 
47 

106 

39 
21 

60 

98 
68 

166 
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_!LDay Operational" Sorties 

A,D, G,B, No, 85 Group Total 

Low·cover Patrols 
Convoy Patrols 
Spotting Patrols 
Airborne 'Escort 
Air;Sea Rescue 
Defensive Patrols 
Offensive Sweeps 
Shipping Reece and Strikes 
Weather Reace 

363 
180 
152 
74 
76 
28 
56 
46 

975 

~ight Operations, 7/8 June 

23 

12 

43 
10 
11 
6 

105 

363 
203 
152 
86 
76 
71 
66 
57 
6 

1080 

Once again Night Fighter and Intruder effort was consider
able, A,D,G,B, putting up 105 sorties and No, 85 Group 57 
sorties. About three-quarters of these were for defensive 
patrols over 50 of .which: were in the Cherbourg and 
Baie de la Seine area, · • The two Intruder squadrons flew 30 
sorties which rrust be regarded as a high rate of effort, 
A,D,G,B, claimed fo have destroyed twelve enemy aircraft dur
ing the night 1 s operations and two of· our aircraft, both 
Intruders; were lost, 

The enemy operated against the beachhead in the same 
fashion and in approximately the same strength as on the night 
before, i,e. with about 175 Long Range Bombers and they were 
again singularly ineffective considering their numbers. It 
was estimated that about 130 enemy aircraft operated over and 
around the Cherbourg ·Peninsula between 0100 hours and 0147 
hours. Fi3hter-bombers were also airborne over the beachhead 
but there is no reliable infonnation as to their numbers, By 
no ireans all these bombers located targets but a larger propor
tion did so than the night before. Many bombs and mines were 
dropped and appreciable damage was done, especially to landing 
craft, Enemy night fighters were acUve, mainly in the Paris 
area where R,A,F. Heavy Bombers were carrying out a programme 
of attacks. 

There was some enemy activity over this country for the 
first time for several days, but this was limited to about a 
dozen aircraft, Three of these were plotted, probo.bly on 
reconnaissance·, over the Thames Estuary and Orfordness around 
midnight but none of them was intercepted, The other aircraft 
came in as Intruders and succeeded in shooting down three 
Liberators of the U.S. VIIIth Air Force in Norfolk and Suffolk. 
To counter this threat 28 Night Fighters were scrambled by 
Nos, 11 and 12 Gr:oup,s and claims were made that three enemy 
aircraft were destroyed, a Me, 410 and a Ju, 88 off.Harwich 
by No, 219 Squadron and an unidentified enemy aircraft off 
Happisburgh by No, 25 Squadron, 

With the improved working of No, 24 Sector the first 
Echelon and G, C, 1. of which were set up near Arromanche s on 
D-Day, the defence of the beachhead was less difficult in spite 
of low raids and ~dentification troubles, Over the beachhead 
itself and over the · sea lanes and anchorages several more 
successes were claimed at the expense of enemy raiders, No, 
456 Squadron's claim to have shot down three He, 177' s and that 
of No. 604 Squadron to have destroyed a Me, . 410 were all 
accepted. • • 

The Intruders, repeating the tactics of the previous night 
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also claimed many victories over enemy aircraft. They 
systematically patrolled airfields in Northern France, Belgium 
and Holland, attacld.ng when flare paths were lit up or when 
·aircraft were seen, Thus enemy night fighter, bomber and 
training activity was greatly re~tricted, ., . The value of these 
Intruder operations as support to our own Night Bomber aircraft 
was of course a primary consideration when sorties were planned 
for each night. No. 29 Squadron Intruders .claimed to have 
destroyed three and damaged another three aircraft at Dreux, 
St, Andre, Coulommiers, andBretigny but lost one Mosquito. 

On missions where no enemy aircraft or -·signs of flying 
activity .were seen, trains, brid1es and similar targets were 
attacked. In the course of the night 40 Intruder Missions 
were flown, sixteen of which were by No. 605 Squadron and 
fourteen by No, 418 Squadron. No, 29 Squadron despatched four 
Intruders and Nos, 25, 151 and 307 Squadrons two aircraft each, 

• pay Operations - 8 June 

Weather during the day began by being fair in Southern 
England, but rain and 11DJ.ch low. cloud spread in from the west 
during the afternoon. Visibility wa·s good during the fair 
period but after mid-day it became poor and thus conditions 
severely restricted operations except for short intervals, 
Weather was completely non-operational in many areas during the 
evening. Unfortunately, the weather.over France was rather 
better than it was over here and this favoured the operations 
of the G,A,F. • 

Operations in Assault Area 

There was no enemy air activity over Britain during day-. 
light but over the battle aroa there was nn.ich more activity 
than had been met so far. Most of this 1w-.s •;.•ell inland in the 
areas Laval, Le Mans, Flers, Romilly, Argentan, Dreux, Rouen . 
and Paris, It was, in fact, predominantly defensive in 
character, Despite. this there were a few attempts at hinder
ing Allied I?ilitary operations by dive-bombing and strafing, 

There were no attacks by Long Range Bombers on Allied 
forces in the beachhead, This was attributed to the crushing 
defeat of the small force of ·Long Range Bombers used for this 
purpose the day before. After that fai'!.ure this dangerous 
task was given to fighter bombers usually in very small forIIR
tions and often escorted by fighters. The .largest formation 
seen by A.D.G,B. pilots on 8 June was one of about eighteen Me. 
109s seen by Nos 130 and 402 Squadrons between 0500 and 0600 
hours. • 

Although the enerey- did not employ large forces and did not 
risk his Long Range Bombers by day, it was now quite evident 
from the amount of activi1jy that his strength in north west 
France had been augmentedl '1): however the access of strength 
was not fully felt because the enerey- hesitated to offer battle 
except in the most favourable , circumstances or where his air 
forces were covering movements of ground forces to which he 
attached great importance. About 550 sorties are thought to 
have beeri flown by the enemy during the daylight, 400 of which 
were by single-engine fighte"rs and the remainder by fighter
bombers and other short r~e bombers. • The evidence of this 
activity crune mainly from ry, sources because only a small 

(1) For confirmation of this from German sources see a "Report 
on Air Operations over the Invasion Front in June, 1944 written 
on 27/Aug/44 by the German Air Histor.ical Branch. (A,H,B. 
Translation VII/ 32 ), 
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proportion of the German Fighters ~~re committed in the area 
where they were almost · certain to meet Allied fighters in 
strength. • Instead of being used offensively, the bulk of the 
German fighters were used to protect the mov0ment and ~ssembly 
of armour and of reinforcements and supplies generally. The 
low level attacks made on Allied for~~rd positions especially 
in the Caen arec1., never reached serious proportions, while the 
number of fizhtcrs used to escort other German aircraft was 
never very large at this period. 

Apart from the sighting of eighteen Me. 109's over the 
Western Assault Area, there v:ere two reports of A,D,G,B, forceE 
sighting and engaging G,A,F. formations on 8 June. At about 
0600 hours, six Me, 109s were seen and engaged by No. 501 
Squadron at Cabourg while the Spitfires were on Low Cover 
Patrol and as n result the ·1atter claimed to have shot down one 
Me. 109, probably destroyed another and damaged a third, 
During the lunch-hour the two Tempest Squadrons of No. 85 

· Group made a sweep over the Argentan - Bernay area and met five 
Me, 109s near Rouen, A Tempcist was damaged and had to make 

- a forced landing but three Me~ s were claimed by the Tempests. 

Operations in Brittany 

Like the $quadrons under the Combined Control Centre, 
those under No. 10 Group were also·very active wmile the better 
weather lasted though the onset of the unfavourable front late 
in the day also. caused operations to be suspended from West 
Country bases, 

Contirn.tlng the policy of preventing the G.A.F. making f'ull 
use --of airfields convenient to Normandy and at the same time 
of 'interdicting' movement by road and rail, further offensive 
sweeps (Rodeos} were carried out by aircraft of No. 10 Group, 
Four sweeps by formations of eight Spitfires flew over the 
Brittany area between the hours of 0525 and 1340, Targets 
attacked included locomotives, railway waggons, lorries and 
a radio station. A further Rodeo was begun at 1430 hours 
when seven Spitfires on the first sweep over Brittany attacked 
a motor transport convoy which included two tanks near Ftmtivy. 
On the return 0f this formation, bad weather caused further 
operations to be cancelled. Nothing had been seen of the 
German Air Force despite the fact that Morlaix, Kerlin Bastard, 
Vannes and other important airfields had been swept. 

:Anti-{;hipping operations 

A considerable number of shipping reconnaissance and 
strike missions were flo~m by A, D. G .. B. squadrons during the 
monling and early afternoon. To economise in air effort, 
most of these tasks were carried out by section of only two or 
four aircraft, 

No, 10 Group despatched four missions to the coastal 
waters o.nd small ports of Brittany, two missions being at 

• dawn and t•,. o at noon. As a result of the iatter, ::;even 
Typhoons of No. 263 Squadron were sent on a strike to St, Ma.lo 
and damaged a merchant vessel of about 11 000 tons, 

No. 11 Group sent Typhoons of No. 137 Squadron on five 
missions to seArch ihe coastline from Boulogne to Dieppe 
between 0700 hours and 1100 hours after having received reports 
of enemy light surfaoe craft out in the Channel, The second 
mission spotted E/R boats off Le Treport at about 0800 hours 
and claimed to have dainaged t~~ of them. ·A further section 
of Typhoons which went out irranediately afterwards claimed to 
have damaged one E/R boat near Dieppe. Aircraft searching 

, the area later saw nothing and it was concluded that the enelJ\Y 
had retired to port. 
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. . . No. 12 Group Mu.~tangs (four aircraft of No. 316 Squadron) 
flew one Jim Crow operation and reported seeing several small 
oraft in the Den Helder - Terschellipg area as well as four 
unidentified German aircraft. • No. 85 Group al::io sent out nine 
sorties on shipping reconnaissance in the Channel ~~thout sig
nifi.cant .results. 

Other_ Operations 

The remainder of the operational sorties flo\m by A,D.G,B, 
aircraft consisted almost entirely of routine patrols such as 
convoy protection, Air;Sea Rescue and defensive missions which 

.. do not call for lll':1C~ comment • . : Defensive patrols, in particu
lar those flown by No. 85 Croup to. frustrate ene!J\Y reconnais
sance., remained at a very high level of effort considering the 
absence of any threat. This was due to the .fact that it was 
essential, for the purposes of the Cover Plan, that the German 
High Command should continue. to believe that .we were contem
plating :f\irther opera.tions in the Pas de Calais area, A,D,G,Ii. 
was therefore to give the.impression that the Allies were 
especially . sensitive about reconnaisance in south-east England 
and accordingly'maintained what might be regarded as unneces-
saxy fighter strength in the area. It might be added, too, 
that Intelligence had shown that the Diver threat might material
ise at any moment and thus a constant watch bad to be 
maintained. 

. Summary 

The number of sorties flown by aircraft of A,D.G,B. (and 
No, 85 Group).on each of the first three days (24 hour periods) 

. • of Overlord are shown in the table below:-

_QEerational Sorties by A,D,G,B, (and No, 85 Group) during the 
first three days of the Assault 

(from Last Light on 5 June to Last Light on 8 June,) 

Missions D-Day 7 Jtme 8 June 

(1) Beachhead Low Cover 363 290 257 

(2) . Defensive Patrols 169 184 219 

(3) Offensive Patrols 134 280 209 

(4) Convoy Patrols 203 146 84 

(5) A;S,_R •. ~a~rols 76 90 52 

(6) Naval Spotting 152 118 96 

(7) Shipping Reece and 57 56 47 
Shipping Strikes 

(8) Escort 'to other ~rc~aft 86 24 61 

(9) Weather Reece 6 2 -
Total all Missions 124p 1190 , ... ~_ 

The table is intended to indicate the proportion of effort 
• that was devoted by the Command to the various tasks it tmdex
took. It should be noticea that day and night operations are 
included in the totals, At the time of the year when Nepttme 
was launc!i,ed (i.e. Jtme) the days were so long and the _opera
tion .of Double British Summer Time was such that very few night 
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sorties could be concluded before midnight. In addition to 
this, since the night flying aircraft, airborne on the night 
of 5/6 June, were in a real sense taking part in the Assault, 
night sorties flown on that night have been regarded as D-Day 
sorties. The same prlnciple has been adopted with regard to 
operations on the succeeding days: all sorties flovm. during 
the night and the Garly hours of the morning have been added 
to those flovm. during the rest of the day in calculating the 
aggregate of sorties for one 24 hour period. 

When D-Day operations commenced, A.D.G.B. and No. 85 
Group had 975 aircraft serviceable and during the first 24 
hours of Overlord i.e. from last light on 5 June to last light 
on 6 June 1246 operational sorties were flovm. There was 
hardly a moment after the Assault Task Forces had put out from 
port, that aircraft of A.D.G,B. were not airbon1e and although 
most of its effort was expended on defensive and escort duties, 
yet there was an immense variety, in the kind of operations 
undertaken, 

It had been expected that all pilots and aircraft might 
be required to do three or even four sorties on the first day 
though this could not be maintained for long. As it happened, 
such effort was not called for and the only squadrons opera
ting at that rate even on the first day were the two Spitfire 
Fighter;Reconnaissance Squadrons which betv,een them did 152 
sorties on spott'ing for the Bombardment ships on D-Day. 

The general impression remaining at H.Q. A.D.G.B. after 
the first few days of operations was that Neptune had gone 
uncommonly well. No one had dared to hope that the resistance 
of th~ enerey- would have been so ineffective or that his sur
prise would have been so comulete. In fact it was still 
believ<:!d that the Germans v:ere deliberately waiting for a 
favourable opportunity to counter-attack and that when that 
opportunity came, they would act ,vi th their customary vigour. 
Stiff fighting in the air was expected to begin at any time. 
The policy at A.D.G.3. as at the Combined Control Centre ~as 
therefore to make no new dispositions until it was safe to do 
so and although there was some surprise at the light cost with 
which our success had been won, there was a general tendency 
on the part of responsible officers to wait before premature 
self-congratulation. 
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CHAPT".c":R 1 3 

p-.s. IXTH AIR FORCE OPERATIONS IN SUPPORT OF THE LANDINGS 
IN NORMANDY 

~Tganisation and Forces Availabl~ 

·The IXth Air Force had been set up by the Americans as a 
self~contained and mobile tactical air force capable of going 
through the north west European campaign as the U.S. component 
of the Allied Expea.itionary Air Force and co-operating as an 
equal partner with the U.S. Army Corps. During the first 
stages of the campaign when the American and British Annies 
were under the car.rrnnd ·or General Montgomery at that time Canmander 
in Chief Land Forces, the u.s. and British Tactical Air Forces 
also operated under one command, viz, that of Air · •• • 
Marshal Coningham who had been appointed Commander, Advanced 
A.E.A.F. 

At a later stage, after the Allies had broken out of the 
lodgement area, the diverging ground forces ~opro-atcd into 
regional Army Groups responsible directly to the Supreme 
Connnander. The unified command of the Tactical Air Forces 
was accordingly dissolved and each T.A.F. co-operated with 

• its own national Annies,. • &~ ~-~, 1 ~ ...... ~ tl..e. 
. . ~ o J ~ ~ c:;_ -c., A,l;A.F, 

On D-Day the IXth Air Force consisted of eight functional 
Canmands and one independent Group with the main H.Q. at 
Sunninghill Park and an Advanced H.Q. at Uxbridge. It had a 
strength of about 172,000 men and 2,769 serviceable aircraft 
on 1 June, 1941+, This mas- be c001pared with the 230 1000 men 
and 2,549 serviceable aircraft on the strength of all the 
R.A.F. elements ·in A.E.A.F. on D-Day (viz 2nd T.A.F., A.D.G.B., 
and Noa. 38, 46 and 85 Groups). Or it may be canpared with 
the 11 160 serviceable aircraft in 2nd T.A.F. on the 
1 June, 1941+. 

Its subordinate Crnmnands were as follows:-...._ 

1. IX Fighter Command ( Maj. Gen. Quesada)• 

2. IX Tactical Air Canmand (Maj. Gen. Quesada). 

3. XIX Tactical Air Command (Maj. Gen. Weyland). 

4. IX Banber Command (Maj. Gen. Anderson). 

5. IX Troop Carrier Canmand (Maj. Gen. Miller). 

6. IX Air Force Service Command (Brig. Gen. Wood). 

7. IX Air Defence Camnand (Brig. Gen. Richardson). 

8. IX Engineer Command (Brig. Gen. Newman). 

9. 10thPhoto Reconnaissance Group. 

The IXth Fighter Command the largest Camnand in the IXth 
Air Force, was originally planned to have two Air Support 
Divisions each t'o work with one U.S. Army and thus each 
Division would be closely comparable with a Composite Group 
in the R.A.F. 2nd T.actical Air Force. However these Divisions 
came into existence a:s Air Support Commands and were later 
redesignated the IXth and XIXth Tactical Air Commands. The 
IXth Fighter Command was responsible for the operations and 
training _of both Tactical Air Conmands so long as the latter 
remained in England, but, after D-Day, they were ooilt up from 
the strength of the IXth Fighter Command which was gradually 
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dissolved as units moved to the Continent. Major-
General Quesada cormnanded both the IXth Fighter Command and 
the IXth Tactical Air Canrnand until the f'ormer was disbanded. 

On D-Day, and so long as uni ta remained in the United 
Kingdan, there w~r~ eighteen .fighter groups in the IXth 
Fighter Command.l 1J Three Wings with a total of eleven 
Fighter Groups were under the IXth T,A,c. and two Wings 
with the remaining seven Fighter Groups were in the 
XIXth T.A,C, 

. . On __ 1 June the.re were 1,285 Fighter aircraft in the 
IXth Fighter Command of which 1,024 were serviceable, As 

. will be e4Plained below Reconnaissance Groups were associated 
with the IXth Fighter Canmand and their aircraft numbered 
142 with 11_2 ·of . them serviceable on 1 June, By D-Day and 
immediately follo.•ring, further squadrons becrune operational, 
so that the daily average number of_Fight~r and Reconnaissance 
aircraft in the month of June was 1,793 with 11 290 aircraft 
serviceable. 

There were three fighter types in use though Thunderbolts 
predaninated. Thirteen Fighter Groups were equipped with 
F-47.1 s. (Thunderbolts), three Groups with P-38 1 s (Lightnings) 
and two with F-51 1 s, (Mustangs). The 10th Photo Grou~, Ren. 
had four squadrons of special unarmed Lightnings (F-5) for 
day operations and one Squadron of Boston Havocs (A-20) for 
night work while the 67th Tac/R Group ust:Jd Mustangs (F-6), 

. Reconnaissance was thus provided by two Groups both of 
which were associat~d with the IXth Fighter Canmand, Tactical 
Reconnaissance .was the responsibility of the 67th Tac/R Group 
which was in the. IX:t{l r..A,C, .The 10th .Photo Group, Reen, 1 
was controll~d du,ring the Assault p}:lase by the IXth Air Force 
_its~lf through Advanced H.Q,, Uxbridge~ In this way it crune 
under the command of the IXth l:'ightor Command (Combined 
Control Centre, Uxbridge) although much of its work until 
the move to the Continent was concerned with bomb damage 
assessment for the IXth Banber Corrunand. On the dissolution 
of the IX~h Fighter Command the 10th _P/R. Group was, assigned 
to the XIXth T,A,C, and two P/R squadrons were assigned to 

_the _6,th Ta.c/R Group in exchange for two Tac/R Squadrons so 
that there were two F /R and two Tac/R Squadrons in each 
Gro~p• 

The eleven Groups of the IXth Bcrobcr Command had a 
strength of 709 Medium and Light Bombers on ·1 June of which 
number 51~2 were serviceable, The Medium Bomber was the 
Marauder (B-26) and the Light Banber .the Boston (A-20) but 
Marauders outnumbered Bostons to the extent of 516 to 193, 
During the month of June, the IXth Banber Command was con
siderably strengthened so that the average monthly strength 
was f,100 aircraft with an average serviceability of 690 
aircraft, 

Like the R,A.F. Groups establis~d for the same purpose 
(Noa, 38 and 46 Groups), the IXth Troop Carrier Canmand was 
retained under the direct control of the H, Q., A.E,A.F. for 
Ji.irborne opera. tions and thus did not come under Air 
Marshal poningham1 s cOJlllll?,nd. Its operations are related 
in anothe_r section of this" narrative (Chapter 9). 

The other Canmanda in the IX th Air Force while making 
their.distinctive and valuable contributions to the success 

( 1) u.s. Fighter Groups were established at a strength of 
three. Squadrons each of 32 aircraft and thus there were 
96 aircraft in a Fighter Group. 
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of the operation as a whole did so-by assisting the opera
t,io}lB.l Canmands to perform their roles. 

The following tab).e shows the strength( 1) and state of 
serviceability of all aircraft in the IXth Air Force at 
2000 hours on the 31 .of May, 1944-o 
------------------------~------,------+ 

.. Aircraft Name and :I'ype 
No. in No. Ser-

IXth A.F. viceable 

P . 38 
P':.. 47 
P ·..: 51 

P - 51 
F - 5 
F !'" 6 

Lightning Fighter 
Thunderbolt Fighter 
Mustang Fighter , 

Total 

Mustang 
Lightning. 
Mustang 

Fighters 

Photo Reece 
Photo Reece 
Photo Reece 

211 
942 
132 

1,285 

9 
36 
97 

138 
765 
121 

6 
24 
82 

>---------- - --------+---------+-- -----1------;-

Total Photo Reece 142 112 
------------------------+--------+--------1-------

P - 61/70 Black Widow Night Fighter 4 4 
----·-----j-------+-------

A - 20 
B - 26 

Havoc 
Marauder 

Light Banber 193 150 
• Medium Bomber 51q 392 

~----------1----~---·-----1-- ~-- '·--·--- ---------+------+ 

Total Banbers 709 

C - 47/533 (Skytrain ) Troop Carrier 1,174 
(Skytrooper) _ .. 

----·-----1-----------+----- ----+--~'-'----'---

CG - 4A Waco 
Horsa 

Glider (u.s.) ·1,257 
Glider (Brit) 345 

542 

1,087 

1,118 
301 

+--------+-----------------1------+----'-----'----+ 

Total Gliders 

Total aircraft in'IXth Air Force 
(not including Gliders) 

Total in IXth Air Force (not 
including Troop Carrier Cmd) 

Disposition of Fo~ces 

1,602 1,419 

3,314 2,769 

1,682 

The dispositions of the IXth Air Force were completed 
about two months befoi-e the Assault was launched. The 
IXth Bomber Canmand had eleven airfields centred on its H.Q. 
at Mark's Hall, Essex. The IXth Fighter Command and IXth 
T.A.C. had their H.Q. at Middle Waliop in Hampshire with the 
aircraft of the IXth T.A.c. on nine airfields and three 
Advanced Landing Grounds in that area and around Christchurch 
where they were near to Normandy. The XIXth T.A.C. aircraft 
which would follo.v those of the IXth T.A.c. in the move to the 
Continent, were located on six A.L.G1 s and one airfield in midw 
Kent to the south-east of tteir Advanced H.Q. at Biggin Hill. 
The Reconnaissance Groups were based at Middle Wallop and 
Chalgrove (Oxford) while two Night Fighter Squadrons were 
forming at Charmy Down (near Bath) and Scorton (Yorks). The 
section outlining the U.S. Airborne operations describes the 
disposition of the ~three Troop Carrier Wings in three groups of 

(1) See also strength figures issued by U.S. Air Officer 
Adniin. at H.Q., l,..E.A.F. - annexed to ··Appendices of this 
Volume - which stated that 4,373 aircraft we_re available 
for the IXth Air Force oo 1 June, 1944, as against the 
t'otal of 3,312 aircraft in the above table issued by 
H.Q., IXth Air Force. 
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• airfields near ,Exeter ( three airfields) Swindon (five airfields) 
and Grant.ham (seven airfields) with Command H.Q. at Grantham. 

Role of the IXth Air Force. 

As the mission(1) of the IXth Air Force in the European 
Theatre of Operations was to plan and conduct joint operations 

_ in ·conjunction with the U.S. ground . forces .. assigned to Overlord> 
its first responsibility before these ground form. went into 
action was to create the ~ecessary air situationW This meant 
that the IXth Air Force had to share with the a.s. VIIIth Air 
Force and the R~A~F. in the task of gaining and maintaining 
air superiority· in Western Europe. Second in priority was 
the interdiction of enerey- movement in the battle area 
particularly in the region bounded to the North by the Seine 
and to the South by the Loire. 

Only when these two phases of operations were well advanced 
would it commence upon I third phase operations I viz those in 
which it participated directly in thy 'pattle on land in 
partnership with the surface forces.~ 2) 

For some weeks before D-Day, the IXth Air Force had played 
an increasingly important part in the preparations for the 
Assault. With' the U,S. VIIIth Air Force it had attacked the 
German aircraft industry and had forced the Gennan Air Force 
to concentrate its strength inside Germa.rzy- rather than in 
north west France. German fighter strength had also suffered 
when forced to offer battle during ,these operations. The IXth 
Air Force had also shared. in the A~E.A.F. plan to d.eey to the 
G.A.F. the use of airfields aitd air installations within 
130 miles of Caen. It had also played a notable part in the 
bombardmen't.'of enemy rail . canmunica tions, bridges and coastal 

• defences and in the thorough air reconnaissance that was 
essential before the cross-Channel assault. 

On D~Da,y its main tasks(3) were the provision of the 
following: - • • • • 

1. High Cover in the Assault Ar~a. 

2. Lem Cover for Cross-Channel Ship);>ing. 

3. Tactical Support for U'.s. Assa.uit 'Forces. 

4o Tactical Reconnaissance. : • -

The first of these tasks was perforni~d_ in co-operation 
with Spitfires of the 2nd T.·A.F. which provided Low Cover in 
the Assault Area, and the second task was snared with the U.S. 
VIII th Fighter Ccmmand; The third task was shared to t:icme 
extent with the VIIIth Air Force and the fourth w1th the R.A.F. 

( 1) 

( 2) 

The mission of the IXth Air Force was· described in its 
Neptune Plan to assist the Allied Armies to secure a 
lodgement on the Continent in the first phase of the opera• • 
tion, and to support the Annies of the First U.S. Army 
Group in the devel9Pment of that lodgement in the second 
phase. 11..e~ ... :-r -k-~ 111..~ti{ Ai,, ~ ~ Jse> ~~~ 

lb cLS<S~t . Sl~~ b~ C r . • Su Vo/.L oft¼ H~~::.,~-' 
U.S. doctrine on this su~s~id down in U.S. Army • • 
Field Manual 100-20. In accordance with the teachings in 
this Manual all such air operations are .referred to by 
u.s. authorities as 1st, 2nd or 3rd Phase _Operations. 

Details of the tasks assigned to the IXth Air Force in 
the Assault were set out in Advanced H.Q., IXth Air 
Force Operations Order No.168A. 
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After D-Day the same tasks had to be continued wp; 1;h the 
.addition that the role assigned to the IXth Air Force~1J before 
D-Day of paralysing enell\Y movement by the interdiction pro
gramme of air attacks was resumed and the programme greatly 
developed • 

. · . Pre .,.. • D~Day Operations_ 

Invasion 
1.cti vi ties, 
p. 11, para. 3. 

. • By the end of May the programme of prepara tocy air banb-
ing was nearing .complet1on as the w~~ther during April and May 

1 had been unusually kind o.nd it was expected that D-Day would 
fall on 5. June, In the main, the· effort of the IXth Air 
Force had been devoted to attacks on railways, bridges, 
airfields and coastal defences parti9ularly batteries. 
Smaller attacks had been made on dtmlps and other military 
installations, and on Crossbcm targets while considerable 
effort had been expended on tactical and semi-strategic 
reconnaissance. 

The change of weather which caused D-Day to be postponed 
to 6 June also restricted air operations at the beginning of 
June, Nevertheless about 4,000 aircr~ft were dispatched on 
operations by the IXth Air Force during the first five days of 
the month, The attention of the IXth Air For~was centred 
on _pu ting t finis ing touc es -b awlii h zmjJkograuuae A 
espe9ially th~ attacks on coastal batteries, railway transport 
facilities, and the Seine bridges. Right up to the last 
moment some effort continued to be devoted to attacks on 
Crossbo;v, military.and G.A.F. ta~gets and effort on reconnais
sance though hampered and even abortive be®use of the weather, 
was intensified rather than diminished, 

Every day frcm the 1 st to the 5th inclusive substantial 
~ttacks were carried out by the ~rauders, Bostons and . 
Thunderbolts on coastal defences between Calais and Cherbourg. 
These attacks, like. others in the Overall ·Air Plan, were 
designed to draw attention to the Pas de Calais area rather' 
than to No:nnancy in accordance with the SHAEF ruling that two 
attacks were to be executed outside for every one . inside the 
genuine invasion area. The actual . ~age done by bombing to 
objectives appears to have been small because the targets were 

. often heavily protected and hard to find even if the weather 
had been good. But this ~s.always ' been regarded as effort 
well spent because it not only held up the. construct~o:(_l of 
unfinished casemates in batteries under constructiont2J but 
also contributed greatly to the enell\Y1 S difficulty in forming 
a true appreciation of the Allied intentions and thus in making 
a rapid concentration of., forces at the real danger point. 

The final effort against coastal \:atteries continued to 
be made by the med:j.um poml;>er.s during the first five days of 
June. Altogether ten such batteries were subja::ted t.o 1::ombihg, 
sane of them several times. Five were attacked by the IXth 
Banber Command on 1 June and six more ii. ttacks were made on the 
following da,y when both the IXth and VIIIth Air Forces combined 
in a mighty onslaµght on targets in the Pas de Calais area. 

1 "~t in the ' th rlau "- ,, .. ~e O.,.,,. Or< """' e evening on e same '-"'V 1 .,,vo Osle?le~ ba·i;·i:e.i•ies,. """'°" 
were bombed by the Marauders. On the morning of 3 June there 
were four coastal batteries on the target list and on the-nexi • 
day another six. Ana,. finally several coastal batteries were 

( 1,) This role was, of course, assigned to other Air Forces as 
well as to the .IXth. 

( 2) ' The A.E.A.F. directive to the IXth Air Force (and 
2nd T.A,F.) on 13 April listed 12 batteries for attack so 
that, •. "the-hara.ssing effects of our attacks shall prevent 
the completion by th., enell\Y 9f the construction now going 
on on specified targets"• 
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included when Marauders, Bos tons and Thunderbolts attacked a 
bewildering variety of targets nearly all of which were in the 
Pas de Calais. 

In the same way there was no definite ·conclusion to the 
war of attrition that had been wfged so long and so successfully 
by the air forces against enemy .1'.ail commun1.cations. During 
the last week of May when it had become necessary to begin the 
final phase of p·reparatory banbing, the offensive against the 
railways necessarily slackened in intensity. But from 1 - 5 
of June attacks on marshalling yards, junctions, cuttings, or 
crossovers, tunnels, stations, locomotives, rolling stock and 
indeed on all kinds of railw,3.y targets continued without 
interruption. The accent during this phase was on damage 
for its nuisance value ev~ if its effect was not lasting. In 
the Region Nord there were numerous attacks by fighters and 
fighter/bombers on any movement or worthwhile installations 
that could be seen on 2, 3, 4 and 5 June. Targets attacked on 
the 2nd for example were mainly in the neighbourhood of Amiens, 
Creil, St Pol, Tergnier, Cambrai and Arras and these were 
representative of other days. Subsequent reports have 10ft no 
doubt as to their effectiveness. 

A task which the IXth Air Force had alread,y made peculiarly 
its own befo~ the Assault phase was that of establishing a 
1 line of interdiction' along the River Seine. The task of-•· · 
cutting the Seine railway bridges had begun in early May and 
road bridges had been added to the list of targets before the 
end of the month. Ma;cauders and Thunderbolts were still 
engage.a. on this task when June began and great detennination 
was shown ~n bringing it to a successful conclusion. Thirteen 
such attacks were carried out between the 2 and 4 June. Some 
of the bridges had required as many as five attacks to render 
them impassable. However, on 5 June all the rail bridges fran 
Conflans to Rouen (inclusive) and all except one of the road 
bridges had been put out of nction. -

Oth@r targets suplementing the programnes of the R,A.F. 
and the VIIIth Air Force were assigned by Advanct:1d A.E,A.F. to 
the IXth Air Force. An :important military dump at Dcmfront 
was attacked on 2 June and repeated on the follO\ving day. A 
military H.Q. (Wissant) in the Pas d.e Calais and Jafue Brittany 
(Fi~hter) Control H,Q. at Hennes were attacked on D-minus one 
day\ 1 ). A Crossbo.v target in the Pas d.e Calais was bombed by 
4D Bostons on 2 June and the two important airfields of St And.re 
and Chartres were bombed on the 2nd and 3rd respectively. 

In the same five days air reconnaissance was continued on 
a rising scale regardless of the weather, 195 aircraft being 
dispatched by the 10th Photo and the 67th Tac/R. Groups. Railw 
ways, road, airfields, bridges, beaches, airborne landing zones 
and drop zones were all covered by photographs. Bomb damage 
assessment, visual reports, weather reports were all sent in to 
the Combined Reconnaissance Centre at Uxbriage but it must be 
remembered that photographic reconnaissance missions were often 
abortive because of the weather. On the last dEJ:y of operations 
before the Assault, 64 aircraft were sent out on reconnaissance 
missions. Over a half of these took off after 2100 hours in 
the evening to cover the area from Brittaey to the Cotentin 
Peninsula inclusive and part.of the Pas d.e Calais in additi~n• 
It is interesting to note that they discovered no special 
activity in the area threatened by the landings. In fact it • 
seems clear that the enemy had no inkling that the Overlord 
convoys were at that very manent on their way. 

( 1) It may be recollected that Typhoons of 2nd T.A,F. attacked 
military H.Q'a in Nonnand,y on the same day. 
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So far as the IXth Air Force was concerned the first 
task associated with the actual assault was a fighter task 
beginning at 2030 hours on the evening of D-minus one day. 
The 367th, 370th and 474th Groups (P-381 s) of the IXth 
Fighter Command relieved four P-38 Groups of the VIIIth Fighter 
Cei!mnand which, since 1600 hours, had been responsible for 

'escorting the invasion convoys setting out on their journey 
to Nonnandy. By the time the IXth Air Force took over, the 
advanced elements of the fleet . were well out to sea and when 
escort was wi thdrmvg at 2330 hot1f1 the leading shipping 11:-d 
reached Latitude 49 50 1 north. Four squadrons ,vere air-
borne at a time, ~vo on patrol over the advanced elements 
(Area William)" and two squadrons to the rear (area Yoke). 
Patrols lasted for 1½ hours and 128 Lightnings of the IXth 
Air Force took part on D:-minus one day• 

Medium Bomber tasks in the Assault 

It had been planned to use the whole force of. Medium 
Bombers, i.e. eight Groups of M9.rauders equipped with ,Oboe, 
on ~vo main tasks for which, as Oboe enabled them to bomb pin 
points with great precision, these aircraft were well fitted. 
The first task was to attack six of the most important 
batteries, three in the British and three in tho U.S. sectqr~ 
These were the following:-

British Sector ---·----·---

Ouistreham I 
Ouistreham II 
Benerville 

U.S. Sector 

Pointe du Hoe 
Maisy I 
Montfarville 

Those in the British Sector were to be bombarded as soon after 
Civil Twilight ( 0515 hours Double British .Summer Time) as • 
possible . but the batteries qovering the U.S. beaches were to 
be bombarded at the same time as the beaches were 1 drenched1 

by the HeaV'J and Medium Day Banbers i.e. at H minus 20 minut·ea 
to H minus five minutes (0610 hours to 0625). 

The second task of the Oboe Marauders was to bomb seven 
defended localities in the Utah beach area prior to H hour· in 
support of the assault by U.S. VII Corps. It was hoped that 
this beach banbardment would create lanes through the beach 
def'ences at the same time as it neutralised the enemy strong 
points in that area. All the aiming points along a frontage 
of about 61000 yards were selected in the vicinity of the 
following pfaces:-

St Martin de Varrevi1le 
Les Dunes de Varreville 
La Madeline 
Beau Guillot 

The timing of these attacks was similar to that of the 
VlIIth Air Force attacks on Omaha beach and to that of the 
Marauders attacking Coastal Batteries in the U.S. sector i.e. 
0610 - 0625 hours D.B.S.T. 

All these assi&ned operations were carried out though not 
all with complete success. The attacks on the batteries in· 
the British Sector soon after Civil Twilight (be~veen 0517 and 
0550 hours) were largely a failure owing to weather and Path
f'inder difficulties. Benerville was attacked cy only one out 

(1) Approximately; i.e. they had begun to enter the Bay of 
the Seine. 
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of the eighteen air,craft dispatched and 'the two batteries at 
Ouistreham by only eleven out of the . 36 aircraft assigned. 

• Though they were a little behind time at Pointe du Hoe, 
Montfarville and Maisy I (0625· - 0645 hours), boxes of 

. . eighteen aircraft successfully bombed the two latter targets, 
. :.but results c,ould not be seen at Pointe du Hoe. 

' • Owing to low cloud, the Maraud.era had tb fly unusually' • • 
•· low( 1) to banb the seven defended localities covering, Utah 

beach but 269 aircraft in eighteen boxes dropped 524 (short) 
tons of -250 lb. bombs. Unlike the attacks being made simul-

• taneously by the Fortresses and Liberators on the other four 
beaches, those made by the Marauders on Utah beach were ma.de 
visually with the result thn.t a htgh percentage of successes 
was scored. About 16% of the bombs fell in the seven target 
areas so far as could be discovered by ground survey parties 
and the Operational· Research Section of the IXth Air Force. 
Poor photographic conditions reduced the value of strike 
photographs. A map reproduced herewith shows the areas 
which were bombed in relation to the targets. The Ground 
Camnandar in the Utah area is reported to have stated that 
the barabing of pin point targets,on the beaches was excellent 
but no physical damage to concrete emplacements was dis
covered that was directly attribut?ble to bombing. Two 
Marauders were lost but those operating against Pointe du Hoe 
coastal battery claimed to have shot down a F.W. 190. 

In mid-afternoon, seven or eight hours after the first 
wave of Medium Bombers had landed at their bases, a second 
series of attacks was carried out by 225 Marauders and 130 
Bostons. In these operations seven Groups of Marauders and 
three Groups of Bostons dropped 419 tons of bombs on four 
• coo.stal bo.tt~ries and six road junctions and four bridges in 
Normand,y towns. Owing to variable cloud conditions aircraft 
dropped their bomb loads at heights frcm 2,700 ft. in some 
cases to 8,000 ft. in others, but results seam to have been 
muinly good. At Benerville 100 hits were said to have been 
seen in the target aren and hits were also recorded near the 
gun positions at Ho:ulgate, Trouville and Gatteville batteries. 
Targets in Caen and :Pa1aise appeared to be unlw.nned after 
attack but hits were apparently scored at Valognes, Argentan, 
Ecouche and Caren tan. ·' • • • 

A third phase of activity occurred in the evening at 
about 2100 hours, when two Groups of Marauders and three 
Groups of Bostons (59 and 76 aircraft respectively) bcmbed 
four marshalling YIU'ds north-east of the Seine, and an . 
important road briage insid~ Caen. • Damage _is lmcmn to have 
been done at Amiens but the furauders detailed to cut the 
vital bridge in Caen failed once again. 

Considering the fact that 1011 aircraft had been dis• 
patched and about 1440 tons of bombs dropped in enemy-held 
territory, losses during D-Day were slight amounting as they 
did to only eleven medium and light bcmbers. On the other 
hand the Marauders made one unusual claim. It would seem 
that the F. W. 190 that they claimed to have shot down in the 
early morning was tbe.ftrst enemy aircraft claimed by the 
Allied Air Forces on D-Day, This, of course, ignores 
claims by night-flying aircraft operating on the night of 
5/6 June before H-hQur. 
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_ Fi~tcr and F~~~omber Tasks in tho J;.s£:aul t 

The main ruspon::;ibili tico· a:::::;igned mainly or in part to 
Fightor and Fightcr/Bombcro of the IX Fighter~anman · were 
the provi:::ion of the following:- • ~ _ I 

. • Ur, 1.N,,<\,£;A,f. p ~WI 

l1l Escort to Cross-Channel shipping 
2 Assault Area High Cover 
3 Air Support to u.s~ Assault Forces 
4 Reserve Striking Force 

( 5) Miscellaneous Escort duties. 

The original.allocation of effort in the Overall Air 
Plan envisaged the use of more VIIIth Air Force Fighters under 
the Combined Control Centre than actually materialised so 
that the division of effort amongst the above tasks was 
substantially as follows:-

Ul 
(4) 

Shipping Cover 
High Cover 
Air Support 

Reserves and Escorts 

Two Gro4fl (P-38) 
Five Groups (P-47) 
Six Groups (5 of P-47's 
One of P-38 1 s) 
Five Groups (3 of P-47 1 s 
Two of P-51 's) 

From 0352 hours in the morning until 2340 hours at night 
tho eighteen Grou.ps of fighters and fighte.x-,,bombers dispatched 
a total of 2,139 aircraft op missions of the above nature. 
About a half of these were on Cover duties either by the 
Thunderbolts (809 sorties) who put up the first patrol • 
(50th Group) over the Beachhead at 0430 hours or by the 
Lightnings (207. sorties) whose first two Squadrons took over 
from the•VIIIth Fighter Canmanq at 0600 hours. 

With cnly cr,e <;xception all pilots on these Shippir.g 
and Be&chhead Ce;ver p~trols reported a canpletely unevent;f'Ul. 
day. The exception was a report from Lightnings whose pilots 
had sighted three F.W.190 1 s which escaped before they could 
be engaged. Thus the air plan which was designed to give our 
~ ground forces the maximum immunity from eneJl\Y air attacks 
was completely vindicated. There was no great air battle 

. _ C..-9 [ and although the Air Commanderj did not relax his precautions, 
he was able to .use his reserve's for escort and other miscel
laneous duties which might have been impossible in less 
favourable circumstances. 

A.E.A.F. 
Int/Ops. 
Summary No.113 

The Air.Support programme for the fighter-bombers 
included attacks on nine pre-arranged targets together with 
two squadrons on patrol at the call of the two H.Q. ships. 
Seven of the pre-arranged targets were bridges and a railway 
embankment situated to the South and West of the Dropping 
Zones which were being used by the 82nd and 101 st Airborne 
Divisions at.the base of the Cotentin Peninsula. The six 
bridges and the railway emballkment carried routes into this 
area and the fighter-bombers; were requested to cut these 
routes. The other two targets on the list were Mais,y II 
and Gofosse Coastal Batter~es covering both~u.s. beaches and 
sitUAted between them to the 0ast of the Carentan estuary. 

Attacks began at 0550 hours i.e. about 4D minutes before 
the touchdow:1 and about the same time as the opening of the 
naval bombardment. Five of the objectives were reported to 
have been definitely hit and formations which failed to -
attack their primary targets all attacked similar ones. 

Invasion 
Activities 
P• 52. 

These attacks, gen0rally at squadron strength, were carried 
out by 1 _29 Thunderbolts whicl). ropped nearl.v 83 tons of 

___ b-"~mbs. The following _ tablet 1 ::;urmnarises the results:-

( 1) See Map No. 16. 
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~--------------,---------"---+-----------. 

Targets Description Report 
,__. _ ___ ________ -------- ------+---------

Maisy II 
Gefosse 
La. Sangsuri~re 
Beuzerville 
Courpeville 
St Sauveur de Pierre 
Pont 

St Sauveur le Vicante 
Etienville 
Nehou 

Coastal Ba ttecy 
II II 

Rail embankment 
Bridge 

II 

11 

It 

II 

II 

Good Results 
Excellent " 
Not attacked 
Destroyed 
Believed hit 
Damaged 

Not attaoked 
Damaged 
Not a tta:cked. . • 

There was no real pause in Fighter/bcmber operations 
after the first missions of the day had been executed. The 
railway bridge at Oissel (near Rouen) cut on 30 May and ru:,w 
being repaired, was twice attacked by Thunderbolts before the 

~· "'South span collapsed into the Seine. Thirteen requests 
from the U.S. Army were received by the Combined Control 
Centre for air support and eight of these were approved. ( 1) 
The majority of the eleven missions flO\vn by Fighter/bombers 
in response to these requests were operations against enell\Y 
gun po:;;ition.9 in the neighbourhood of Carentan, Isign.y, 
Maisy, Bayeux and Fontenay. Three missions were armed 
-reconnaissances along the roads fran Carentan to Constances, 
St. • Lo ,and La Haye du Puita. 

Requests from the u.,s. Arrey for immediate air support 
were sent to the Combined Control Centre via Twenty-One 
A:rrzy Group and those approved were transmitted to the lXth 

.Air Force unit concerned. After the- experience of D-Day 
it was decided to send up 1 air alert' squadrons at fixed 
intervals. These were to be at the disposal of the H.Q. 
Ships for use on armed reconnaissance or against targets of 
opportunity as required. 

While the Air Force was putt\ng forth such an intensive 
scale ef effort the Aviation Battalions of the Engineers were 
also very active. Landing with the first and subsequent 
waves of the Assault on D-Day they proceeded to their pre
selected airfield sites often before some of these areas had 
been cleared of the enell\Y and began their work of construction 
without delay. They worked with such speed that the first 
Emergency Landing Strip of 21000 ft. was read,y for crash 
landings by 21 000 hours on D-Day. 

The rate of effort during the day amounted to about two 
sorties per fighter aircraft and nearly one and a half per 
medium and light bomber aircraft. This rate for the bombers 
averaged over five boxes per Group as against the highest 
average rate of four boxes per Group in one day up to that 
time. 

The following to.ble summarises the full effort of the 
Ninth Air Force on D-Day:-

( 1) Three ruquests were refuss:::d because of weather ' and the 
lateness of tho hour, one toc:'-usc of 1:-.ck of r.ircrr.ft 
while n fifth because. the o.rer. was ulre.:1.d,y covered b,y • 
.'.'.ircrr-ft on nrmed r0c,..innr.insP-nc0, • (Invasion Activiti11s 
P• 52 P.nd Surr.m:i.ry :>f Ops, IX Air F'o:i:.c~) • • 

1 
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Dis- Completed Tons of 
Type Mission patched Mission · Bcxnbs Missing 

Medium and Visual 1,011 823 1,441.6 11 
Light Bomber Banbing 

Fighter and Beach and 1,016 976 - -
Fighter/ Shipping _ 
Bomber Cover 

Escort to 
Airborne 
and Bombers 546 529 - -
Dive/Bombe;rs 577 560 386.2 9 

r----- --- -
Total Fighter li6-2 q 
Types 2,139 2,065 ~ -- 0 ~ , ...,_ . _. 

--
Reconnnissanc'o 411 Reece. 192 162 2 

>- · - -

Grand Total (Omitting •rroop C~rI_'ier) 
• J,'542 3,050 22 

Troop Carrier id1·borne 925 908 23 
Gliders II 104 104 ... 

I-~· 

Grand Total 4,371 4,062 1,827.8 45 
--·---

Operations-After D--Oay 

The maximum r~te of effort in the existing weather con
tinued to be exer·ted by tho IXth Air Force on the second day 
of operations when 4,360 operational sorties · were flown by 
p~vered aircraft. In addition there were 408 sorties by 
gliders. Thus in the two days, the U.S. tactical air force 

• had put up over 91 100 sorties ns compared with about 7,600 
~~..£y0)sorties by the R.A.F. eltiments}under the control of Air Chief 

~Marshal Lcigh-Mn.llvry.(1) Thrs rate of effort and the heavy 
H.Q. Adv. battle dr.Jll.~ge due t0 the l~v flying that wns enforced by the 
A.E.A.F., weather conditi:,ns, led General Brereton to intimate to the 
O.R.B., Commander, ~dvnnced A.E.~.F. on the morning of 8 June that it 
June 44-, p.15. was time to reduce the sc~le of effort and pay more attention 

Ibid 

to falling scJrviccab-il i ty. The result was that on D plus 
two the effort vf the IXth Air Force foll to about 2,400 
sorties while 2nd T • .i,.,F. and A.D.G.B. did about 3,100 sorties. 
Indeed, during the next four days in spite of the disparity 
between the numbers of men and aircraft available the 2rrl T.A.F'. 
flew almust as many sorties aa the IXth Air Force (5,140 as 
compared with 5,950). 

Air Ma::-shal Coningharn agreed entirely with a prudent 
limitation of the scale of effort for the additional reason 
that good targets were still not easy to find for all the types 
of aircraft available. Some requests for air action were 
found on examination to be unjustified. On D-Day the lack 
of infonnation about the progress of the assault had handi
capped th~ co-ordination of strategic and tactical banber 
effort the responsibility for which, so far as the Assault 
Area was concerned, had been delegat,,d by Leigh-Mallory to the 
Commander, Advanced A.E.A.F. 

Viz: 2nd T.A.F., A.D.G.B., and Nos~ 38, 46 and 85 Groups. 
But 2,164 of the U.S. sorties on the first two days were 
on airborne operations as compared with less than 700 by 
the R.A.F~ 
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One of the first difficulties experienced on D-Day was 

the time-lag be~veen the allocation of targets to the 
strategic banbers which was done at Stanmore early in the 
evening, and the receipt of this information at Uxbridge. 
This infonnation,had to be considered by Advanced A.E,A.F. 
before targets could be arranged, for the fighter-bombers and 
medium' banbers which would nonnally be airborne soon after 
dawn. To meet this situation Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Mallory 
agreed to a suggestion by Air Vice Marshal 'Strafford, Chief 
of Operations, Advanced A,E.A.F. that all targets in the 
Tactical area were to be allotted by Advanced H.Q., A.E,A,F., 
who could then ask for assistance fran heavy banbers if 
medium and fighter-bombers could not fulfil all requirements, 
This was to ensure that all the close range targets were 
not allotted by Stanmore to the heavy bombers leaving nothing 
except long-range targets to the medium bombers. 

A difficulty of a similar nature arose over the lack 
of exac-t boundaries betwec:n the areas in which the VIIIth Air 
Force fighters would be opera ting. There was frequently a 
duplication of effort and,occasionally a clash between 
friendly fighters but this affected the IXth Air Force less 
than the 2nd T~A.1<1

• because the U~S. pilots were able to 
recognise their own aircraft more quickly than British types, 

For the most part the existence of a Tactical Area 
ensured that the IXth Air Force and the 2nd T,A.F. confined 
their operations within its limits while the strategic bombers 
and fighters operated outside. Hcrnever, there were maey 
occasions when the strategic bombers carried out specific 
operations in the Tactical Area and still more occasions 
when the tactical air for~es operated outside, 

These and others similar .to them were same of the 
problems that arose during the earliest phase of the assault. 
Others quickly appeared and were dealt with as they arose~ 
During the week after D-Day the operations of the IXth Air 
Force may conveniently be classified under the foll~ving 
heads:-

Fighter cover and escort. 
Interdiction programme~ 
Attacks on gun positions, etc. 
Attacks on troops and dumps, 
Attacks on the G.A.F, 
Troop carrier and transport missions, 

This classificati~n lists the different kinds of opera
tions broadly according to the effort allocated to each, The 
necessity to maintain large forces of .fighters as cover for 
our crnn forces was recognised even though the German Air 
Force proved incapable of offering a detennined and sustained 
challenge, The existence of substantial German air forces 
however rendered it unsafe to withdraw a large measure of 
the fighter cover over the beaches and to shipping though 
the scale of effort devoted to this task was gradually 
reduced . after the first few days, As on D-Day, Lightnings 
of the IXth Air Force provided cover to shipping in con
junction with Lightnings of the VIIIth Air Force, while 
IXth Air Force Thunderbolts provided High Cover over the 
Assault Area in conjunction with the Low Cover Spitfires of 
the 2nd T,A,F, Thunderbolts and Mustangs of the IXth Air 
Force also escorted a number of bomber and troop carrier 
missions. As Groups were released frcm these ccmnitments 
they were allotted to·the ·more popular offensive operations, 

In the early stages of the operation defensive tasks 
occupied about three-f i fths of the total fighters available 
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in the IXth Air Force. On 7 Juno 952 Thunderbolts provided 
continuous High Cover over the Assault Area. Shipping 
patrols r equired 371 Lightnings while escorts to troop carrier 
and l;>cmbing missions required 253 Thunderbolts and • 
140 Mustangs. Only 178 sorties were flown on reconnaissance 
nearly all by Mustangs and most of them (120 sorties) on 
Visual Reconnaissance. 

The camnand of the air was hardly less secure on 7 JWle 
than it had been throughout D-Day and in consequence the main 
interest in the operations of the IXth Air Force was centred 
on the attempt to disrupt em:11\Y movements on the ground. In 
this respect many U.S. tacticians including some in the IXth 
Air Force (e,g, Gen. Schlatter, Assistant Chief of Staff) and 
_at S.H./4..~.F., and A.E,A.F,, put the emphasis on the inter
dictionl 1 J rather on the delay of en011\Y reinforcements that 
had been advocated by Leigh-Mallory, Coningham, kl,~ tv'll""t't(.,, 
Kingston :McCloughr'y, Zuckerman and others in R.J,..F, circles. 
The policy of attacking all kinda of rail and road targets 
along carefully chosen routes and at selected points was con
trasted with a rival policy of paralysing traffic by cutting 
all bridges along certain selected 1 lines of interdiction'. 
l'hough there were endless arguments on these questions by 
staff officers the Commanders for the most part refused to be 
dogmatic. In consequence the policy pursued by the IXth Air 
Force was similar to that of -the 2nd T.A.F. and the VIIIth 
Fighter Qanm9.nd whlch oonsisted.' of ordering attacks on all kinds o:f 
conu,1,mications targets as well as other targets according to the 
needs of the moment. .A stuey of the individual missions 
flol'm by the N'tarauders, Ilostons, Thunderbolts and Lightnings 
during the week after D-Day shows that attacks intended.to 
interrupt movement were carried out on railway yards, centres, 
bridges, sidings, lines, junctions, etc., trains and rolling 
stock, roads, built up areas, convoys and vehicles, and in fact 
on anything that might make movement difficult. 

The medium bombers attacked railway marshalling yards and 
bridges for the most part. Of the fighter bomber effort by 
far the greater part was directed to line cutting inside the 
railway network radiating from Vire, Rennes, Laval, Le Mans, 
Chartres, Alencon, Laigle and Evreux. The air plan was to 
cut the bridges of the (.oiTe. _after D..Day to canplete the task 
begun when the Seine bridges were broken. This task was 
given to the VIIIth Air Force and R.A.F. Bomber Conmand. To 
complete the isolation of the battle area it was also·necessary 
to destroy the principal bridges carrying railways through the 
Paris-Orleans gap. These were as follo.vs:~ 

Ma.ntes Gassicourt 
Cherisy 
Nogent Le Roi 
Maintenon 

Chartres (Oiseme) 
Chartres (s.E.) 
Cloyes 
Beaugency 

The execution of the plan to cut the Loire bridges and 
interrupt all traffic with the South of France is dealt with 
in the chapters on the operaticns of the VIIIth Air Force and 
R.A.F. Bomber Command after D-Day. Partly beaause of the 
weather and partly because of diversions of effort to other 
targets such as airfields, the Heavy Bombers were unable to 
execute their part of the plan until some two weeks had elap!3ed 
by _which time consi~rable advance elements of the onemy • 
reserve divisions based in Southern France had made their wey 
to Normaney. Owing to the delay in cutting the Loire bridges, 
and to the fact that the enemy first drew reserves from 
Brittany and from the areas north of the Seine there was no 
special urgency to block the routes through the Furia-Orleans 
Gap and accordingly much of the effort of the IXth Air Force 
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was concentrated on disruptir-5 railway movement inside the 
region enclosed by the Loire and Seine rivers. 

This supplementary plan subdivided into a number of 
sections the whole of the complicated railway network com
municating with the iodgement area from the battle front 
itself to the· l~ire rtver. These sections were allotted 
to the IXth Air Force and 2nd T.A.F. for systematic attack. 
Marshalling yards and bridges were the principal targets 
selected for the medium bombers under · this plan while tracks 
and bridges were s0lected for the fighter-bombers. As soon 
as the assault had taken place and there was consequently no 
point in attempting further deception - except in a larger 
strategic sense - the execution of the tactical phase of the 
transportation plan was commenced forth11ith. 

On 7 June the marshalling yards .1. t Folligny were at tacked 
by Marauders when two troop trains were standing there with 
the result that about 6o coaches and wagons were destroyed, 

• heavy casual ties were inflicted and severe d:unage was done 
to tracks. On the same d:3y, fighter-bombers attacked the 
railway yards at Le Malay and others at Lisons (near Carentan) 
and caused great dislocation and destruction near the battle. 
Another attack at Valognes when troops were detraining shows 
hem the enemy had made use of the bad weather to bring troops 
forward by rail. In the course of a fighter-bomber attack on 
a raiiway enbanlanent near Alencon ten ammunition waggons were 
destroyed and about 200 ft of the track was rendered impruisable. 

• Operations against railway detraining points and com
munications objectives further back had their counter-parts 
in attacks on road targets t,hough the latter were generally much 
closer to the battle front,(1) Tllo medium bornbers in parti
cular bombed road junctions and bridges near to the beaches, 
particularly in the first days of the operation. An average 
of five or six such targets were bombed by Medium bombers each 
day during the first week with the object of creating road 
blocks or choke points. The folloning typical examples show 
hem near most of these were to the front:-

Valognes 
Isigny 
Carentan 

Caen 
.. Contances 

Vire 

Conde 
Auruiy 

Pont 1 1Abbe 
St, Sauveur 

Four.bridges in the no-man1 s land around the Dropping 
and Landing Zones occupied by the Airborne troops were attacked 
at the request of the Army,. These tasks were given to 
fighter-bombers. One of the wooden bridges east of 
La Barquette Lock near Carentan was successfully skip-bombed 
by Light~ings on 7 June when the 101st Airborne Division 
failed to seize and d.c:stroy it. • Another bridge near 
St, Sauveur, north-west of Carentan, was bombed by Thunderbolts 
at the request of the 82nd Airborne Division who had also 
found it impossible to carry out their original assignment to 
seize and destroy it. In fact at least a dozen attacks on 
bridges were made by aircraft of the IXth Air Force on 7 June, 
most of them. in close proximity to the battle, 

Ccmplementary to the plan to interrupt movement was the 
sending out of a constant stream of small formations of fighte!'" 
bombers on missions of arme~ reconnaissance. So long as the 
weather did not make it impossible a continuous watch was 
maintained over all the routes leading towards the battle and 
all movement seen was reported and, if possible, attacked, This 

( 1 ) It will be recalled that the h0avy bombers were also 
given similar choke-points ~s targets in tho earliest 
phase of Neptune. 
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soon had the effect of forcing the eneiey to move in less 
efficient isolated units, often by night, The IXth Air 
Force patrolled the routes opposite the U.S. forces o.nd the 
effectiveness of its patrols cah best .be judged by a stucl,y 
of the Telephone Log of the German 7th Aney. General Beyerlein 
also spoke with deep feeling on this subject when interro
gated by IXth Air Force officers after· his capture. 

It will be recalled that the assault on Omaha beach had 
met grave difficulties with the result that the troops who 
managed to get ashore on D-Day soon found themselves in a 
critical situation. To ease thfa situation General Brereton 

• had assigned first priority to armed reconnaissance and air 
support calls for all IXth Air Force fighter-bombers on 7 June. 
Everything was to be done to assist the ground forces to 
improve the situation in the Omaha ~ector. Four Groups of 
Thunderbolts were earmarked for air support and this enabled 
three squadrons to be available at all times during the da.y 
for calls from the ground. This was three times the scale of 
effort normally allotted to one beach but Air Marshal Coningham 
told the other Air Commanders at the conference on 8 June, 
that though expensive, the results justified the effort, 
Throughout the day, the,se aircraft att&cked inclividual strong
points, outposts, gun positions, troop concentrations, cross
roads, bridges, etc, at the request of the~ and slow but 
steaey progress was made in the reduction of resistance and 
the build-up over the beaches, 

Exrunples of such attacks were three by fighter-bombers 
and one by meclium bombers on a re-fuelling and re-arming 
depot in the Foret de Cerisy not far behind the beachhead( 1), 
Fighter-b9m~ers attacked field batteries and the smaller gun 
positions~2) on 7 June while the medium bombers attacked the 
great battery at La Pernelle/Barfleur and another at Aigremont, 

Altogether about 870 sorties were fiown by the Medium 
Bombers and 960 by the fighter-bomberaC3; on the second day 
of operations <lropping about 1,000 and 600 (u.s.) tons respec
tively. This was by a long way their busiest da.y and there 
was a considerable fall in the rate of ef~ort during the 
following week, a fall most marked in the case of the medium 
bombers which averaged only about 520 sorties per da.y with only 
370 of them attack:ing, 

On 8 June however, · the fall in the rate of effort was 
greatest in the case of the fighter-bombers which put ,up less 
than 500 sorties or only about a half of the number on the da.y 
before. About 2,400 aircraft were dispatched, some· 1,000 of 
them on fighter cover or escort duties, about · 11 200 on bombing 
and other offensive missions and the remainder carrying out 
reconnaissance. 

The contraction in the effort by fighters wes explained 
by advancedH..Q., A.E.A.P, as being due to battle damage result
ing from so much low flying, This was so serious that the 
IXth hir Force alreaey found it necessary to exchange some of 
the fighter squadrons on bomber duties with those on cover 
duties and when the low cloud gradually became worse during 
the afternoon of the 8th the scale: of effort was gradually 
reduced. 

(1) This was also attacked on the night of 7/8 by the heavy
bor:ibers of R.A,F, Bomb~r Ccmrnand, 

.(2) The A.E.A.F, Int/Ops Summaries mention batteries 
at Quineville, Fontenay and other positions indicated by 
their Grid references~ 

(3) On this day practically all the fighter-bombers dispatched 
attacked targets but about .250 medium bombers did not 
attack because of low cloud. 
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Towards the end of . t.he day on 7 June, Advanced A.E.A.F. 
received a request from Twenty-first Army Group for a bomb
ing attack on targets in Caen to be carried out by Maraud,ers 
in support of an attack by the Second British Arnzy-. This 
was refused because the proposed targets were in close 
proximity to positions occupied by our own troops but under 
strong pressure from the Army it was reluctantly accepted. 

The Commanding General vehemently objected to his 
bombers being asked to bomb so near to friendly ground forces 
but he was assured that this operation would not be regarded 
as a precedent for the future and the attack was allowed to 
proceed. 

Twp boxes of 36 Marauders each -·dropped an equal number 
of 500 lb and 2501b G.B bombs at 06.}0 hours. The Brigadier 

' G.S.(Ops.) Twenty-one Army Group telephoned Advanced A.E.A.F. 
to convey the official thanks of the Second British Army to 

. the IXth Air Force saying that both the bombing and the 
.. 'timirigwa~excellent • . . Despite. this, t}:l.e situation on the 

1
g:r;:ound in front ·of Caen does not appear.to have been 
materially af~ected. • 

The other medium bomber operations during the eaTl,y part 
of the day consisted of attacks on the railway junctions of 
St. Lo and Pontaubault, the town centre of Valognes and a 
·defended area in La Haye du Pui ts, a bridge at PeriF~ and 
the important road bridge over-the Seine at Vemon.~1) 

No information was available· from Arrrv1 sources about 
possible targets for the second sorties of the medium bombers. 
Genural de Guingand told Air Vice-Marshal Strafford that tho 
military situation was not suff:Lci,ently clear before 
1700 hours to enable requests to be made for the employment 
of these aircraft on their second missions. In the· circum-
stances, the weather had begun to close do.vn before these 
requests were . received and .thus there was little chance of 
·operations being·. succuesful. 

A fffW Marauders bombed .fuel and ammunition dumps . in the 
Foret de GriJiibos~ (s.w. of Caen) and others bombed targets 
at Isigr\y to assist the advance of the troops from Omaha 
beach towards Carentan but. of the 250 Medium Bombers dis
patched at about 20.00 hours something like 220 aircraft 

. were recalled due to the weather. 

Figh,ter-bambers as usual, uttncked a wide variety of 
targets on the morning of the 8th but the low cloud in the 
early afternoon soon restricted these activities. 'L'heir 
objectiyei;; all in and around the battle, included eight 
bridges~2J, seven railway targets, four important coastal 

. batteries,. four town centres and an enelJ\Y H.Q. Effort was 
still concen~rated on helping the ground and naval forces in 
the Omaha beachhead,:· The crisis in that area was definite'.l,y 
over and the troops made good progress on the ground after 
same very stiff fighting at Isigny and at Tour en Bessin at 
both of which, air support played a significant part. In the 

"Omaha Beachhead" 
p.127 • • 

• advance on J;signy, Thunderbolts attacked bridges in addition 
to the assistance given ... by the Maraudel"s • alread,y mentioned. 
Typhoons also bombed tanks and guns in La Cambe.where a 
strong position held up the .American advance ~nd apparently 

(1) This was 'the point on the Seine crossed by the Second. 
British Arm.y. on . 26-27 Atigus t. 

(2) A- squadron .of Thunderbolts atto.cked Oissel bridge near 
Rouen and once again rendered it unusable. This was the 
only bridge attacked . that was not in the battle area. 
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friendly aircraft· ( enspecified) inflicted 20 casual ~ies 
on American troops when the latter were passin; through the 
village. Two squadrons of Typhoons also bombed the eastern 
outskirts of Isigny about one and a half' hours later, follow
ing a request from the ground troops. This co-operation 
between the IXth Air Force and 2nd T.A.F. well illustrated 
the advantage of the centralisation of control. 

The weather which onJy pennitted operations on a very 
restricted scale during the second half of the day deterior
ated so far that it was impossible to operate aircraft on 
9 June. About a score of .Mustangs flew weather and other 
reconnaissances without much success. No other aircraft of 
the IXth Air Force operated. 

The interval of better weather promised by Group 
Captain Stagg when he gave his forecast to General Eisenhower 
was now at an end and about 36 hours of exceptionally bad fly
ing conditions ensued over Western Europe. But the interval 
of good weather had been long enough to enable the assault 
to take place aJmost exactly as planned and by the afternoon 
of 8 June the initial tasks had been successfully accomplished. 
The Western Assault Task Force with which the IXth Air Force 
was associated had secured its two beachheads and, after 
a temporary set back on one of thern, the:c--e was every prospect 
of complete success. 

As the onset of rod weather brought a complete break in 
air operations - so f ar as the IXth Air Force was concerned w 

this is a suitable juncture to conc:ude the account of the 
contribution of the IXth Air Force to the initial assault. 
Over 11,500 aircraft had been dispatched by General Brereton1 s 
command in little more than 60 ho1,ll's• About 10,400 of these 
had operated effectively in spite of the bad weather. 

Even at this early stage in the campaign it may justifi .. 
ably be argued that on at least two occasions, the int.erventim 
of the IXth Air Force had been a decisive influence. The 
first was at dawn on D-Day when the bombing of Utah beach was 
so effective that the landings were relatively unopposed. The 
second case followed the serious check on Omaha beach on 
6 and 7 June. A great diversion of air effort to this area 
was ordered by the Air Canmanders and these attacks, in the 
opinion of Air Marshal Coningham, were the turning point in 
the battle. 
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CHAPTER 14 

OPERATIONS BY THE U.S. VIIIth AIR FORCE IN SUPPORT OF NEPTUNE: 

Qrgan~_s_!itio_p of the VIIIth Air Force - Forces Available for 
Overlord 

The VIIIth Air Force was organised into a number of 
functional ccrnmands known as Bamber, Fighter, Service and 
Carrposite Commands, the two former of which were operational, 
the third administrative and the last-named of which existed 
to undertake the training and backing-up functions. The 
VIIIth Bomber Canmand was divided into three Banbardment 
Divisions, which each had the virtual status of a Command. 
There was also an irdependent Reconnaissance Wing in the 
VIIIth Air Fo:;:-ce. ( 1) • 

The total strength of the Force in personnel amounted ·to 
186,000 at the end of ?Jay, 'rising to 191,000 by the end of 
June, 1944, The combat(strength in serviceable aircraft 
duly provided with crews 2) was ·2788 at 2000 hours on the 
evening of 5 June, 19M-, made up of 1851 Heayy (four-engined) 
Day Bombers and 937 Long Range Day Fighters.,3) 

The three Bombardment Divi1lions were equipped with 
Fortresses (B-17) and Liberators (B-24), there being rather 
more of the former (947 0ffective on 5 June) than of the 
latter (813 effective on 5 June), A small number of PathM 
finder aircraft employing eit;1er H2X or GH were also on the 
strength of each 01' t:1e tr>-ree Bombardment Divisions. The 
First Bombard~ent Divisicn was equipped with Fortresses (524 
on 5 June) and the Second Division with Liberators (598 on 
5 June), but the Third Division was .Fortresses and Liberators 
(423 and 215 respectivsly on 5 June). These forces were 
disposed in one main areo. and one subsidiary area south-east 

(1) Infonnation regarding the daily operations of the VIIIth 
Air Force so far as Neptune was conoerned may be found 
in a 'Special Report on VIIIth Air Force Tactical Opero.

· tions in Support of Allied Landings in Normancy' cover
ing the period 2 June to 17 June, 1944, inclusive, signed 
by Colonel Walter E. Too_a, Deputy c. of S. Ops, Head
quarters, VIIIth Air Force. It was dated 6 November, 
1944, and was-addressed to Washington. In this Narrative 
it will be referred to o.s the. 'VIIIth Air Force Overlord 
Report' anc, . as it deals with each day's Bomber and 
Fighter activities separately, references will include 
specific dates. Primary sources of information upon 
which this Overlord Report (and this Narrative) was 
based were the following papers, copies of which may be 
seen in A.H.B. Record.s:-

Intops Summaries 
Combo.t Damage Reports 
Statis'Gical Summariee of Operations 
Monthly SUllllilaries of Operations 
Immedi~te Interpretation Reports 
Interpr;tation Reports, 

The above were all of VIIIth Air Force origin. Policy 
files etc. used in the canpilation of this Chapter 
originatec. from H.Q., A.E,A.F. or S.H.A,E.F. 

( 2) Serviceable aircraft provj_ded with crews and defined 
as 1 effective strength' in the u.s.A.A.F. 

(3) These operated as 42 Bomber Groups and 15 Fighter Groups. 
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and south--west of the Wash respectively. The most important 
group of 26 airfields in the heart of East Anglia housed the 
Second and Third Bombardment Divisions, while another twelve 
airfields, concentrated mainly between Huntingdon and. 
Kettering accommodated the First Bombardment Division. 
Fighter Groups were based in the same area to facilitate the 
protection and escort of the bombers, which was their maj_n 
role, 

Role of the Heavy Day Banbers before D-Day 

Reference has frequently been made in this Narrative to 
the importance of the role of the Allied· Strategic Bombing 
Forces in softening up the defences of Occupied Europe and 
particularly in reducing the power of the Gernian Air Force, 
In these operations the U,S. VIIIth Air Force had played a 
leading part. Even after 17 April, 1944, when tho Supreme 
Ccrnmander assumed control of the Strategic Bomber Forces in 
the European theatre so as to direct their operations in 
support of Overlord, their Point-blank role of asserting 
superiority over the G,A,F, retained precedence over all other 
Overlord requirements on the grounds that although Overlord 
was the . supreme operation for 19lf4, .air superiority was an 
essential pre-requisite to it. Their secondary objective 

• was the disruption of the enerey ·railway system, already des
cribed in an earlier part of this Narrative. 

As D-Day approached, the Heavy Bom~ers shared in the 
programme of attacks on military camps, dumps, transport 
parks and coastal defences of various types. Limitations 
imposed by the Cover Plan (Fortitude) prevented more than one 
attack being made in the Neptune area for every two outside, 

. These were the operations carried out by the VIIIth Air 
Force during the four days ending at iast light on 5 June in 

•• accordance with the Joint Fire Planl1J issued by the Neptune 
Joint Commanders. The Air Commander-in-Chief, a,E,A.F., 
asked the VIIIth Air Force to apply 40 per cent of its full 
effort on D minus three or D minus two to the Fortitude area 
and the remainder to targets deep in Germany. Consequently, 
_in addition to operations against airfields, railway centres, 
military installations and coastal defences, one deep penetra
tbn attack intended to contain enerzy fighters and other· 
defences inside Germany .was planned but not carried out 
because of bad weather, 

Two alternative bombing programmes had been drawn up by 
the Neptune Joint Committee for putting into executi'.:m accord
ing to 'the circumstances found to exist when D minus 'Jne 
arrived. The first progranF1e listc<l targets in the Neptune 
area which woulcl require 25 per cent of thu eff'Jrt of the 
VIIIth Air Force Heavy Bombers in the event of it being con
sidered tlk". t the place of the assault was still not lmc,wn to 
the enerey, The second progrrunme requirou fifty per cent of 
the available effort to be usecl against a larger list of 
Neptune targets if surprise had been lost. 

In the circumstances, Intelligence sources on D minus two 
still believed that surpl"ise had not been lost and operations 
proceeded on that assumption, about one-third of the 650 
bombers airborne attacking batteries in the assault area and 
the rema.inu.er attacking batteries and CrossbcllV installations 
in the Pas de Calais. During the last few d.'.J.ys before D-Day 

( 1) The marginal reference given above refers to the Schedule 
• of l,.ir Targets p:cepared by the i-..E.l,,.F, Bombing Committee 
which was an elaboration of the Air Sections of the 
Joint Fire Plan. 
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operations were planned to avoid absorbing more than 50 per 
cent of the effective strength in order to ensure that there 
was the adequate effort available to discharge the heavy 
demands expected by the VIIIth Air Force for D-Day and 
subsequently. 

Role of the ·Heavy Bombers - D-Day 

On D-Day the major role of the Fortresses and Liberators 
was to assist in the plan for giving fire support to the sea
borne landings. They were timed to begin their air bombard
ment as .soon as practical after the bombing by the R.A.F. Night 
Bombers had finished and their main function was thus to keep 
the defenders in their shelters while the assault boats were 
making their approach, The Army would have liked this bombard
ment to l ast as long as possible, but as a safety measure it 
was agreed that the air bombing was to tenninate ten minutes 
before the first boats grounded on each Beach.l1) 

It was further arranged that as the above role would only 
~ ~ absorl:l__!J1e effort of al.Jout 1200 aircraft on th<➔ first sortie of 
~urplus bombers and aircraft making second sorties 

VIIIth Air Force were to t:J.y on other missions later in the dDy in an attempt 
Overlord Report, to create blocks and choke-points on the roads leading to the 
6/June/41+ battle area •. Thus it was hoped to hinder the movement of 

enemy reserves and reinforcemcnt<1, 

TLWs.136/51, 
Encl. 1 

Ibid. Encl. 2, 
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and Encl,4, 

Role of the. VIIIth Air Force Fighters 

The Air C-in-C 1 A.E,A,I<', and the more important members of 
his Stiff met the Commanding Generals of the VIIIth Air Force, 
the VIIIth Fighter Command and the IXth Fighter Canmand on 
22 May, 1944, in order to hear the views of the latter on the 
employment of U,S, fighters in Neptune and to give decisions 
on their roles, General Doolittle proposed t ·o use his Fighters 
to provide air cover west of the Cherbourg Peninsula. for t.he 
withdrawal of the banbers of the VIIIth and IXth Air Forces 
and Bomber Command at dawn on D-Day, He further suggested 
that· they might provide cover for the Battlefield Area in a 
broad semi-circle south and east of the Battle. Air Chief 
Marshal Leigh-Wiallory thought that these patrols would 
largely be a waste of effort and asked that U,S, Fighfor Bombers 
should not be .used too much for defensive missions, but rather 

@ be used offensively. 

Eventually a con:promise was agreed upon at the meeting 
and confirmed by General Spaatz, Canmanding General, U.S,S,T.A.F. 
on 2 June, The aircraft of the VIIIth Fighter Canmand were 
given the task of operating outside the Battle Area except for 
the cover to be given to the airborne operations. Apart from 
escort duties found necessary to protect U.S. Bombers, the 
Thunderbolts and Mustangs were to 'operate continuously as 
Fighters or Fighter Bombers on strafing and bombing operations 
south and east of the Battle Area'. The control of these 
Fighters remained with the Headc:_unrters, VIIIth Fighter Conmand 
(Major General Kepner), although Operations Orders were 
co-ordinated with the Combinec. Control Centre. 

The Lightnings were assigned to a special role within the 
Tactical Area and in consequence they ell.Ille under the temporary 
control of the Combined Control Centre, A.E.A,F. As they were 

( 1) Each 'Beach had its own H-hour, It was at first arranged 
that the interval between the conclusion of the bombing 
and the touchdown should only be five minutes, but this 
period was extended to ten minutes when it was appreci
ated that the weather would be bad. 
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less effective as fighters above 15,000 feet and as they were 
the most easily recognisable of all aircraft, they were 
assigned the task of covering convoys in Mid-Channel. They 
took over at about 40 miles from the English coast and handed 
over responsibility to the Tactical Air Forces when the ship
ping reached the Assault Area (i.e. about fifteen miles from 
the Normanczy coast). F.D.T.13 controlled the Lightnings on 
behalf of the Combined Control Centre. 

Role of the VIIIth Air Force afte.£..R.-:P.N_ 

No attempt was made by the Air C-in-C. to define in exact 
terms the role that he was expecting the Heavy Day Bombers and 
Long Range Fighters to play in the operations that would 
follo.v the. landings~ Requests for air support were made by 
the Army ,and these were dealt with by the representative 
Bombing Committee at Stanmore which then made recommendations 
to Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Mallory, The latter then dis
cussed them with the Allied Air Commanders at the daily con
ferences when targets were allocated to the various air forces. 

But a letter sent from A.E.A,F. to u.s.s.T.A.F. on 1 June 
indicated quite clearly one of the most important roles that 
the VIIIth 4ir Force was expected to play immediately after the 
landings. • It stated ' •• , ..• Wj,,ile, broadly speaking, it is • 
normally bad practice to employ strategic air forces against 
road centre targets well within the tactical area, it is 
considered that attacks on certain salient centres in the 
vicinity of the battie area by your forces will prove cc:rnple
mentary to the efforts of the Tactical Air Forces in delaying 
the arrival of,enerey reinforcements, Thus, to render immedi
ate aid to our ground f'orces in their initial attack the fblJow
ing to.vns •............ as soon as is practicable after the 
assault sorties:-' A list of road centres was appended. 

Before these support operations began, General Doolittle 
· pointed out to the Air C-in-C, J...E.A~F. that 'the Heavy Day 
Bomber was not a tactical weapon and that a day 1 s notice of 
impending operations would be required. In practice, the 
discussion and allocation of the next day 1 s air operations at 
the Air Camnanders daily conferences ensured that no sudden 
demands were made on the Strategic Air Forces. 

When the assault was over, it was necessary for the VIIIth 
Air Force Bombers to' begin the Twenty-one Army Group programme 
of attacks on road centres. In addition to these, they also: 
attacked bridges, airfields, and defended localities during 
the first week of invasion operations. The role of the _ 
Fighters was to continue to support the Bombers; but they also 
operated offensively as Fighter Bombers against ccrnmunications 
and German l,,ir Force targets. 

General Outline 

Even'a short sketch(1) of the day by dny operations of 
the VIIIth Air Force in connection with Neptune must of neces
sity appear rather long by comparison with similar accounts of 
the operations of R.A.F. CCilllllands. This is due to the size of 
the VIIIth Air Force and in view of this factor together with 
the variety and complexity of its operations, the space devoted 
to them here is not to be regarded as excessive. It is con
sidered desirable, however, to precede the detailed account by 
a general outline which summarises the main contributions made 
by this powerful Air Force to the successful assault 'on Normancly. 

( 1) Readers will not be referred to authorities for statements 
made in this general outline as all these events are more 
fully described in the boczy of the Chapter. 
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Operations before D-Da.,y 

It has already been shovm trot for maey months the Allied 
Air Forces had been attacking objectives in Occupied Europe 
selected by J,.E.A.F. to prepare the way for the cross-channel 
assault. During these Preliminary and Preparatory stages as 
they were termed in Leigh~llory's Overall Air Plan, the 
VIIIth li.ir Force· had played a notable po.rt in operations 
against e::1 rw C capacity gf • F1c!£_Ch rR;bu:¥ S]'ihli±;> 
the coa.sta . e ences of north-west France and~ German 
Air Force basesJ Towc.rds the end of this period, when the 
plan began to enter on its final or tactical phase, the 
VIIIth Air Force shifted the emphasis on to attacks which 
would have more immediate but less _lasting influence upon 
the success of the assault. At this stage, for example, 
attacks were made bn railway bridges, viaducts, cuttings, 
crossings and m~rshalling yards, although the tearing up of 
trackage and damage to rolling stock were left to the fighter 
bomber rather than assigned to the heavy banber. 

On 1 June 1941+, this Air Force commenced its share of air 
operations for the assault as set out in the o.groed schedules 
laid down in the Overall Air Plan and the Joint Fire Plan. 
Targets selected, and last minute alterations, were passed to 
the VIIIth ~ir Force by H.Q., A.E.A.F., acting on behalf of 
S.H.A.E.F. Main attention betvreen 2 June andD-Da.y was con
centrated on the following objectives:-

Coastal Defences 
Transportation facilities 
Airfields 
Crossbow sites 

In the first place it should be realised that the vital 
importance of keeping the enelJ\Y in doubt as to the exact t~ne 
and place of assault had always to be kept in mind. In the 
circumstances opera tiona we.re undertaken just before D-Da.y 
mainly in the Paa de Calais area and in weather conditions 
which precluded hopes of doing substantial damage; nevertheless 
the attacks were executed because it was necessary to draw the 
attention of the ,en81J\Y to the Pas de Calais area. It was 
hoped that the repeated attacks on objectives in this sector 
would convince the enemy that the invasion must logically take 
place across the Straits of Dover. Subsequent events amply 
justified the expenditure of all the effort that was directed 
to this area. 

In addition to considerations of deception which limited 
the amount of effort that could be employed in softening up 
the Neptune area defences, was the fact that it was necessary 
to conserve aircraft if the maximum striking forces were to 
be built up for D-Da.y. On 1 June the effective strength of 
the VIIIth Air Forces -was 1,654 bombers and 871 fighters. On 
D minus three day and D minus one da.y effort was restricted so 
as to leave at least $0% of effective strength in reserve. At 
the same time the flow of replacements was quickened and as 
los;ies in the· four da.ys ,)f operations fran 2 - 5 June amounted 
to only fourteen bombers the effective strength of the VIIIth 
Air Force at the ctmnenoement of operations on D-Day stood at 
the recorQ level of 1,851 bombers and\ 937 fighters. 

Early iri the morning on 4 June the unfavourable weather 
forecast for the 5th led General Eisenhower to postpone D-Da.y 
for 24 hours.· The VIIIth Air Force programme for D minus one 
day (surprise not being lost) consisted of seven coastal 
batteries in the Pas de Calais and a smiliar number in the 
Neptune area. Notice of thd postponement being so short the 
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VIIIth Air Force proceeded with the attacks on the Pas de 
Calais batteries but cancelled the missions to Normana,y-, For 
the remainder of the day and for 5 June the 'alternative pro
gramme in .-the event of postponement' was substituted. This 
began on D-minus two day with further heavy attacks on 
batteries in the Pas de c·alais together with airfields and 
railway target_s near Paris. 

On D-minus one day as surprise was still not considered 
lost, six objectives were attacked in the Neptune area and 
twelve in the Pas de Calais. Fourteen out of the £ighteen 
targets were coastal dtlfence batteries and of the six Neptune 
batteries attacked, three were in the British and th\oid in 
the U,S, Sector. Weather on this day as on the other three 
days was very disappointing and on the whole there was little 
evidence of damage to be seen, 

During the four days from 2 June to 5 June, 1941+- the 
VIIIth Air~orce dispatched 3,386 bombers and 2,458 fighters on 
Overlord opera.tions. The tonnage of bcmbs dropped amounted to 
9,387 (U.S. tons) about 7,000 tons of which were dropped 
with little discernible effect upon the coastal defences of the 
Pas de Calais area. About 1,100 tons were dropped on airfields 
and over 900 tons on railway targets mainzy in the neighbourhood 
of Paris, 

Before passing on to D-Day operations mention should be 
made of the small number of Reconnaissance (22 sorties), 
Weather (21 sorties) Leaflet dropping (9 sortiea) and Special 
Operations (52 sorties on radio counter-measures or suppzy 
dropping to the F,F,I.) Missions which were carried out by 
VIIIth Air Force aircraft during these four days, 

D-Day Operations 

D-Day operations were carried out on a scale larger than 
any that had taken place on a single day up to that time, 
4,647 aircraft having been dispatched by the Command on four 
missions and operations subsidiacy to them between 0200 and 
2000 hours. 

The first mission was concerned with the assault bombard
ment in which the task of the heavy day banbers was to bomb 
the beach defences while the landing barges were making their 
final approach, The other three missions later in the day 
were all intended to delay the ar.cival of enemy troops in the 
area by bombing selected towns to form choke-points on the 
roads, 

The first mission involved 1,361 banbers about 1,000 of 
which were to attack four assault beaches and the remainder to 
bomb military headquarters in Normana,y- and choke-points in Caen. 
To carry out this canplicated series of operations required 
solving problems of pre-dawn take-off and assembzy, accurate 
timing of arrival over target and of bombing in·r.elation to 
separate zero hours .on each beach, and, as it happened, of banb- · 
ing through the overcast to hit the beaches whil~- missing 
friendzy troops in. close' proximity. 

The effectiveness, or otherwise of this banbing has remained 
a question which has never been finalzy answered but all the 
problems of take-off and assembzy, routeing and timing were 
solved satisfactorizy in spite of the very unfavourable 
weather. 

Times of take-off for the attacks on the beaches varied 
_ [ran 0200 hours to 0530 hours and times, over target from 
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0620 hours on Oma.ha (u.s.) beach to 0725 hours over Sword 
(British) Beach. But as visual bombing proved impossible 
it was decided to 'drench' the beaches with bombs rather than 
aim at pin~oints. So.fety arrangements also imposed a delay 
in releasing bombs until aircraf't were well past the shore
line and thus so far as oan be detennined most of the bombs 
appear to have dropped well inland of the beaches. Im:nedi
a te assessment of damage was impracticable because the amount 
of cloud opoilt most strike photographs while later observa
tions were inconclusive because of other operations which 
had taken place over the same ground. 

There has been a tendency in many quarters to belittle 
the results of this first mission because such a large pro
portion of the bombs seem to have fallen behind the front
line defences. It has also ooen said that d.0spite the moral 
effect claimed for the air bombardment, there are few known 
oases on rcc9rd of bomb casualties among the enell\Y or even 
of prisoners suffering from obvious bomb-shock. Neverthe
less ft does seem likely that tho disheartening effect upon 
tho enemy and the encouragement to our own troops of such a 
tremendous show of air po.ver was of immense moral eignifi
C8nro during the firs:b critical hours of the assault. The 
temporary effect on signals and communications facilities· 
was also a significant factor. Ha;vever, it was realised 
that the attacks on Headquarters in the British sector and 
on choke-points in Caen were complete failures because of 
the weather. 

The second mission of the morning was also a complete 
fiasoo for the same reason. Over 500 aircraft went out to 
attack the focal points of the main road system of Normanczy 
although they were not equipped for finding small targets 
and for bombing through cloud and nearly all of them had to 
bring their bombs back. The third and fourth missions, also 
ailn0d.at Caen and the principal road centres in Norma.ney 
were mainly unsuccessful in spite of the use of pathfinder 
technique. 

By the end of the &y, the Air 0,-:J;n,>,C. had realised that 
his plan to assist the landing operations by delaying the 
arrival of enemy reserves at the battle front was likely to 
be ineffective unless the weather improved. The air plan 
envisaged the full use of the heavy dDy banbers for holding 
up movement by destroying railway bridges, cross overs, 
junctions and other vulnerable points by precision bcmbing 
from a safe height. They were also to create choke~oints 
in the congested parts of important route centres. 
Leigh-Mallory could., of course, employ night banbera or 
medium, light and fighter bombers on these tasks but 
such aircraft were less suitable for the purpose even when 
weather pennitted them to operate. 

He allocated nine of these chokewpoints to R.A.F. Booiber 
Command on the night of 6 - 7 June and over 1,000 bombers 
operated with results as good as could be expected. But 
there were a great number of routes. leading towards the 

• lodgement area and all of them could not be closed. It was 
learned, for instance~ and the stuey· of German documents 
has confirmed the infonnation - that enemy movement was very 
active o~ all routes through Leval, Villedieu, Chateaudun, 
Arnie11s, Ar-cas and Paris. 

I 

Operations after D-Da.y 

During the ~uoceeding days when the Allied Air Forces 
were straining every nerve to block the movement of enemy 
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troops and supplies, the bad weather peri:iisted, thus making 
the task of fi~ding and hitting the eneiey atill more difficult. 
Throughout the·ae opex·etions and despite the great handicap 
imposed by the weather . the. Allies enjoyed one great advantage, 
due in no small measure ·to the work of the VUith Air Force. 
This was the ocmplete asoendD.ncy that waa secured over" the 
Gennan Air Force . in an area which was, after all, one wher(:; 
it might have been expected tr.at the reverse would have been 
the oase. 

For over a week the operations of the VIIIth Air Force 
bombers, and fighters were directed tcmards the attainment 
of two main objects, viz:w 

(i) The interdiction of all rail and road movement 
into the battle area. 

(ii) The neutralisation of all eneiey airfields within 
f'ighter range of the beachhead. 

Lesa important operations aimed at maintaining the threat of 
a second landing in the Pas De Calais area and at reducing 
the effectiveness of flying-bombs by attacking their supply , 
depots • . 

, In ·connection with the first main roles assigned t9 t~e 
heavy doy bombers a series of attacks were instituted against 
the Loire railway bridges with the intention of delaying 
the movement of all divisions in the south of France which 
attempted to join the battle. Similarly, the most vulnerable 
points of the railway lines that would be used !'or moving 
troops . out of Brittacy- were attacked by the heavy doy bombers. 
As the Seine bridges had all been broken before D-Day the 
effect of the n6?' attacks would be largely to isolate the 
battle area fran the r0st of Europe, 

During this phase fran D plus ono to D plus eleven 
thirteen missions were executed and over 20,000 tons (U.S.) 
of bombs were dropped by 9,800 heavy bombers. . Losses were 
only 41 aircraft and, considering the exceptional spell of 
bad weather, 9:chievemehts were satisfactory, 

An excellent day1 s work on the bridge plan was done on 
8 June and sovera] of the Loire bridges were blocked but non• 
operational weather on the 9th prevented . this advantage frcm 
being followed up and consolidated. Not until a brilliant 

,series of feats on 15 June resulting in the cutting of seven 
. Loire bridges was much further damage done by the VIIIth Air 
Force. Fortunately, the long tenn plan had so reduced the 
efficiency of the French railways by this time that al though 
the task of isolating the battle area could not be canpleted 
in time to prevent the enemy bringing very considerable 
forces up to the front, the movement of all eneiey ground 
troops was gratifyingly slow. 

More effort was expended and greater success we.a achieved 
in the war against the Gennan Air Force in France, a series 
of operations much more. to the liking of the u.s. Air • 
Ccmnanders than the at tacks on enemy ·transportation. Opera
tions against o.irfields l;w.d already · formed an important 
element of the preparatory air operations. These were 
resumed on a modest scale on 7 and 8 June and on a large 
scale on 10 June. On this date about 11000 tons of bombs 
were dropped on active eneiey airfields v,ithin fighter range 
of the beaches in an effort to destroy their buildings and 

• 'post-hole' their runways. Similar attacks were made every 
day .for a m.ek, i.e. up to the . 17 June, 
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The Brittany group of airfields were evacuated after a 
few days but those around Evreux and Dreux and in the neigh• 
bourhood of Paris were defended by flak and sometimes by 
fighters. G.A.F. reinforcements made their presence felt 
about three days after D-Day but never succeeded in making 
a determined and sustained effort against the overwhelming 
Allied air power even in the 1 back1 areas. On the whole it 
must be concluded that the striking power and morale of the 
German Air Force had been broken before the libera tion of 
Europe was properly under way. 

With the limited enemy air re-action, VIIIth Air Force 
fighters could be u::;ed in an offensive role. Up to D-Day 
their duty was the subsidiary one of protecting the heavy day 
bombers and this they c1;;.rried out by flying area patrols as 
a screen before and after the arrival of the bombers in their 
target area while others flew with the bomber formations as 
close escort. With the G.A.F. so impotent after D-Day it 
was discovered that escorts were rarely necessary especially 
as bomber operD.tions were restricted to a limited area without 
deep penetration. 

It was also found possible to allow a large proportion 
of the fighte..rs detailed for area support to carry out bomb• 
ing and stra.1fing attacks at the conclusion of' their patrols. 
The Air C-in-C. was thus able to ask the U.S. fighters to 
attack all types of enemy movement outside the Tactical Area, 
i.e. in the zones where the VIIIth Air Force aircraft were 
operating. The following target priorities were assigned 
to them,-

(il 
( .. 

(i~~ 
(iv 
(v 

rail transport 
road transport 
ammunition dumps 
troop concentrations 
airfields. 

After a fE:lv days experience the VIIIth Fighter Camnand 
were doing such effective work that they mey be said to have 
made an outstanding contribution to the slowing up of ene:iey 
movement during the first phase of the assault. 

Less spectacular but of no less vital importance to the 
success of the operation as a whole was the cont~bution made 

, by the Groups of Lightnings which undertook the task of protec• 
_ . ;_, tin4j shipping in the Channel. At first four groups were 

• ,-: committed to this but when it was seen that the ene:iey were 
unable to interfere with our convoys, this scale of efforts 

. was gradually reduced until it ended on 15 June. During 
• these eleven d-3,yi'., ( 5 - 15 June inclusive), 2887 sorties were 
flown on this duty • 

. :P...:::P~_Rlanning and Execution of Bcmber Operations 

First Mission, 0600 - 0830 hours 

Th0 first task of the Fortresses and Liberators on D-Day 
See Map No.19 was to assist in the initial assault on the four beaches lying 

between the estuaries of the Vire and the Dives by contribut
ing to the bomb.;i.rdment of the coastal defences during the 
critical period when the firat Assault Boats were making t~eir 
final- approach. The air bombardment by the VIIIth Air Force 

Joint Fire Plan Heavy Day Bombers coincided in time with that by the Navy and 
NJC/00/7,4./38 Aasaul t craft and. with part of the bcmbing programmes of the 
dated Medium, Light ·and Fighter Bombers which comprised the united 
8/ kpril/44 fire support to the landings. 
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The tim:ing of the air bombardment by the Heavy Day Banbers 
in camnon with that by the other bc:mbarding forces, varied 
hO\vever from that tento.tively laid down in the Jo:int Fire Plan 
because when the Neptune Jo:int Camnanders issMd that document 
the date of D-Day could not be irrevocably settled. For plan• 
ning purposes, H-Hour had been fixed at 0600 hours with allow
ances to b0 made for adjustments dictated by local conditions 
at t:iach beao h... • • 

In fact, the postponement of D-Dey from 5 to 6 June, and 
certain differences of tides and local beach topography 
resulted in H-Hours varying from 0630 hours on the U.S. (Omaha) 
beach to 0800 hours on the Ov.nadian (Juno) beach :in the British 
Sector. • 

Bombing attacks by large numbers of Heavy Day Bombers 
directed against several pin--point ~wgets and over an extended 
period in a carefully timed schedule' 'beginning at the early 
hour planned involved much careful planning and considerable 
experiment before all tho fonnidable problems could be solved. 

To enable the operation to be carried out at the time and 
in the manner planned it was necessary for the Heavy Dey 
Bombers to talce off in darknesa and complete their assembly 
and outward journey to arrive over the tai•get soon after dawn. 

As their targots consiste9- Qf a lal'ge number of small and 
often :indistinguisho.ble points\2) on a frontage of about 
36 miles, which it was hoped to saturate with bombs for about 
hall-an-hour, solutions to the problems of selecting the most 
suit~ble fonnation of aircraft to employ and the earliest time 
practico.ble to begin visual bombing had also to be found. As 
a result of trials, it was decided to employ squadrons of six 
aircraft flying in forma. tions of six squadrons led by one 
Po.thfinder H2X aircrRft for the attacks on the beach defences 
:in the f'irst mission on D-Day. To enable the flights to 
assemble and be marshalled so that they could arrive over the 
ta.rget in the proper sequence e.n elaborate 'Pre-Dawn Assembly 
Plan' h.a.d to be vreparGd and rehearsed. This requirod the use 
of tho aircraft s navigation lights and redar equipment, of 
ground beacons, searchlights and other lights to assist take
off, fly:ing in formation, assembly :in the correct· area and : 
starting in · the correct order. 

Finn.lly the preparation of an alternative bombing plan in 
the event of w.eather being unsuitable for 'visual banbing had 
not been overlooked. The technique of bomb:ing through the 
overcast involved all six squadrons (36 aircraft) :f'.l,y:ing abreast 
and bombing on the release of the H2X Pathfinder which was in 
the lead. If conditions of visibility were bad at the height 
aircraft were flying, formations were liable to be less close 
than nonnally was the c:ase and thus the bomb pattern would be 
more scattertid. 

As this alternative bad weather plan had to be adopted on 
the morning of D-Day, hopes that it would be possible to con
centrate bombs on pinpoint targets had to be abandoned. In 
fact, all that was expected of the first bombing mission by the 
VIIIth Air Force was that it would subject the beaches to a 
general drenching over tne required period. 

---·-·-···------------------------ -----
( 1) . See Chapter on Jo:int Fire Plan, section entitled "Tim:ing 

of the Bcmbardment Programme"• 

(2) Indistinguishable, that is, from aircraft fly:ing at 
15,000 foet to 20 1000 feet. 
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The bad weather on the morning of D-Day also caused the 
VIIIth Air Force to insist on further precautions to avoid 
the risk of hitting our o,m men and of hindering their move
ment after the touchdown. These were:• 

( 1) an increase of the interval to elapse bet\veen the 
cessation of bombing and the first touchdo.m (H-Hour) 
of from 5 mina. to 10 mirµ3, 

(2) bomb release delays imposed on later waves of 
bombers. 

(3) use of instantaneous fuzes on bombs to avoid 
cratering. 

From 0516 hours to 0529 hours, 225 squadrons (1,361 air
craft) of Fortresses and Liberators were taking off in relays 
to form up for the first mission, Some of these had the 
honour of being the first day-flying aircraft to go into 
action on D--Oay, though of course, R.A.F. Banber Command and 
No,2 Group aircraft and American and British Airborne Forces 
had begun operations during the night, 

The bulk of the foroe on the first mission (198 sq_uadrona -
1,206 aircraft) were allocated to attack the 45 beach targets 
in support of the landings, In the. three beach areas of 
the British Sector, 123 squadrons were given 32 targets, while 
75 squadrons were allowed for the thirteen targets in the 
U,S, sector, Most 9f the targets were described as 
Strongpoints (19) or Defended Localities or Posts (11), but 
there were also eleven Batteries, one Divisional, one 
Regimental and two Battalion headquarters listed, all in the 
British Sector. 

Tar~s of. VIIIth Bomber Camnand, 1 st Mission, D-Da,y 

Omaha Beach 2nd Bomb Division - 75 Squadrons of B, 24a 

Target 

Pointe et Raz de la 
Perce'e 

Vierville 
St, Laurent-sur-mer 
Colleville 11 

" 

Port-en-Bess in 

Time of Attack 

Defended Locality 0600-0625 
3 II II II 

4 a 11 

3 II 11 " 
2 Strongpoints 0610-0625 

Gold and West Juno Beaches. 1 st Banb Division, - 75 Sgµad.rons 
of B, 17s 

Longues Coastal Battery 0645-0735 
Arromanche s 2 Coastal Batteries 0655-0720 

1 Strongpoint 
Le Hamel 2 Strongpc:iints 0655-0715 
Meuvaines Rocket Emplacement II 

Ver-sur-Mer 1 Coastal Battery & 
1 Strongpoint 0655-0720 

Mont Flerry 1 Coastal Battery 0715-0725 
La Riviere 2 Strongpoints 0655-0715 
Courseulles 2 Strongpoints 0655-0720 
-----
Caen Chokepoints 03 and 

04 0806-o830 
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East . Juno._ o.nd -~ord Beach~s. 3rd Bomb Division~~S..~dron~ 
of B-17 s and 16 Squadrons of B-24s. 

Bori6res-sur-Mer 
St.Aubin 11 11 

Poriers-sur-lo-Dan 
Petit Enfer 
Lion-our-Mer 
0uistreham 
Merville-Franoeville 
Molince.1uc 
Colleville-sur-0rne 
0uistrehrun 
Tailleville 
St. Julien 
:Bieville 
St. Aubin d1 J.rquenay 

Caen 

~ Time of Attack 

Strongpoint 0655-0720 
" " 

Battery II 

Strongpoint " 
II II 

2 n II 

2 II 0655-0725 
Coastal Battery 0715-0735 

II II II 

II " II 

Battn. H.Q. 0655--0728 
Div. H.Q. 0725-0728 
Reg, H.Q. II 

Battn. H.Q. " 
Chokepoints C1 and C2 0730-0820 

Planning had proceeded up to u late stage on the 
assuption that 1,200 aircraft would be available for the first 
mission but sane days of non-operational weather combined with 
low wastage rates put about 650 more aircraft at the disposal 
of operational units on D-Day. It was therefore decided, at 
the request of . the Army, to send 27 squadrons of these • surplus 
aircraft to attack fou,r, vital chokepoints in Caen soon after 
H-Hour,. so that they operated us a pfl.!'t of the first mission, 
The remainder of the surplus bombers were sent Dut to attack 
other choke points on a sooond. mission about .o.n hour later. 

The 'Pre~awn Flight Assembly Plan' was an unqualified 
suocass ·in the rather trying visibility conditons of the night 
before D-Do.y, only three squadrons fuiling to make contact 
with their H2X Leaders. If anything, bombers were a few 
minutes too early over their targets. Apart from switching 
two squadrons from the 0uistreho.m Coastal Battery to other 
targets because bombing through the overcast in this aroa would 
ena...mger man,y Fren9h lives, targets remained as assigned in 
the original plo.n,\1) 

• In all, 2,944 U.S. tons of bcanbs were dropped on the first 
mission, the 100 lb. and 500 lb. types predaninating in the 
British area and the 120 lb. Fra~entation type being used in 
the Amer,ican area. About 1,015 aircraft of the 11 206 despatched 
attacked primary or alternative targets on or near the beaches. 
Visibility over Caen was so bad tho.t many crews could not locate 
their Pathfinder aircraft and largely because of this only 
47 out of the 155 aircraft assigned to the orea ti,on of choke
points actually released their bombs. None of the aircraft 
detailed to attack the four Head~uarters were able to locate 
their targets, buts. few bombod alternative targets. 

An outstanding and unexpected feature of this first mis~ 
sion on D--Oay was the ccmplete absence of effective opposition 
from the G.A.F. and even fran flak, A heavy scale of G.A.F. 

( 1) A fortunate circu.113°b<'.nce as it wr.u aftci:wardz learned 
toot the bc~ttery which was supposed to consist of six 
guns :,f 150 r.11.i c.ctuc .. lly had only two 75 mm guns, one of 
whic:h wo.s f'irod. There was o.lso a du!n!ey' 150 mm gun. 
The oth0r guns ho.d been removed, presumably as a result 
uf pre-D-Day bombing. (B.A,U. Report, No.10) 
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fighter effort had not been feared but no fighters at all put 
in an a.pper.r.:tnce despite the fo.ct thn.t the last aircraft on 
this operation were still near Caen aftor 0800 hours. Flak 
wo.s unexpectedly inactive and only one out of the 1,361 bombers 
airborne, was lost by enell\Y action. 

RcrnuJ.ts of the Attacks 

It h~s never been possible to make an exo.ct appraiso.l of 
the results of the great effort put out by the VIIIth Air 
Force on their first D-Day mission, This was mainly because 
the thick overcast prevented the usual photographs showing 
banb strikes. Evidence from later photo-cover, ground 
surveys, interviews with Asso.ult troops and interrogations 
of prisoners all suffers from disadvantages. Other aircraft 
either just before or soon afterwards, bombed the same areas 
often with bombs of the same type, It should be remembered 
too, that the instantaneous fuze reduced the size of the 
crater made by bc:mbs so that many holes were soon obscured, 
The surface of the ground was so disturbed by vehicles and by 
excavations after the troops had established themselves that 
its original state was soon unrecognisable, It was bombarded 
by the Navy and in some cases by the Anrry and in any · case was 
fought over within the space of o. fe-.v hours, And finally, 
uncleared enerey minefields behind the beaches made a close 
examination of much of the ground impossible even at the 
stage when the Allies had moved out of Normancy, 

The VIIIth Air Force reported tha. t ' on the whole the banbing 
runs were • well executed and all attacks were well within the 
allotted periods'. In this way, casual ties to our cmn troops 
were oucceosfully avoid.ad while o.t the srune time our men were 
greatly ~ncour~ged by the sounds of friendly aircraft passing 
overhead c.nd bombin3 uehina. the beaches, 'fhis moral effect 
was not neceasaril,y c:01mected with the effectiv,mess of the 
bc:mbing, The only report of banbing short came frcm the 
Hrunel area where three bcmbs were seen to fall in the sea 
.causing no damage to invading forces. 

After exanunmg evidence frcm various sources, the con-
olusions reached by the VIIIth Air Force were as follows: ... 

1( 1) The immediate beach areas showed only limited· 
evidence of bcmbing damage as was to be expected in view 
of the extra precautionary measures taken to avoid short 
bomb .. falls when through the overcast bombing technique 
was used •. , .. Areas behinl} the beachhead, ranging frcm 
300-400 yards to three miles revealed extensive evidence 
of concentrated bombing patterns, 

(2) The principal contribution mad.e by this bombing 
effort.was the demoralization of enell\Y troops and the 
disruption of signal and transport canmunications whioh 
hindered the deployment of immediate reserves.• 

In fact all the evidence available goes to show that the 
great bulk of the 2,944- tons of bcmbs on the frontage of the 
four beacbes almost certainly missed the beaches, choke points 
and Headquarters altogether. The pr:iJ:nary purpose of the 
banbardment under the Joint Fire Support Plan was therefore' 
unrealised. This has been stated in an authoritative way 
by the Joint Technical Warfare Ccmnitte& appointed by the 
War Cabinet to atucJ.y the I Fire Support of Seaborne landings' 
which said in its report on Neptune that drenching bombing 
whioh was intended to neutralise the beach defences was 
largely ineffective in its immediate aim. In a later para
graph the Report says that c:,xcept on Utah beach (banbed by 
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IXth Air Force) the results of the drenching and aimed fire on 
the beach defences were wholly due to the naval effort, 

On the other hand the~ Operation Research Group,( 1) 
while agreeing that the D-Day banbs did not fall on the teaches,· . 
states that in the. 'British Areas, Field Guns and Coastal Guns 
appear to have been very effectively neutralisErl. qy the pre D-iDay 
(Air) bombardment and had little effect on the Assault'. While 
it is not oontended that the Fortresses and Liberators hit 
their targets on the morning of D-Day, it is argued that all 
the neutralisation that was effected was not solely the result 
of naval effort but was partly due to air attacks before D-Day 
as well as on D-Day, It is, in fact, very difficult to 
separate the results of the air attacks made at different 
times and by different Air Forces. 

It was concluded by the~ Research Group that the 
(naval) beach drenching put 10% - 20'-',Z of all defending weapons 
out of action. 1A further 10;6 - 20% of weapons were not manned 
but whether this was due to shortage of personnel or to the 
moral effect of the bombardment is not known.' Whichever was 
the explanation it is the firm conviction of the Air Forces 
that the heavy air bombardment made no mean contribution to 
both. 

However, as the assault troops did not make a point of 
putting on penna.nent record the fact that they git ashore - and, 
in many oases, well inland - before defenders had properly 
recovered from their bomb (and shell) shook, the Technical 
Warfare Committee states that 'In no caae is there any record 
by assaulting batt~lions of the defenders being stunned or 
demoralized to such an extend that the attackers were able to 
overcome the defences without much difficulty•. 

The other claim made by the Air Forces was that the 
efficiency of gt.U1S \V8.S greatly affected by damage to control 
roans, signals lines and installations, living and feeding 
quarter~, stores and administrative facilities of all kinds. 
It is difficult at any time to substantiate such a claim but 
one very great service was rendered to the British Assault 
Forces, probably by the Fortresses. • ·A fortunate bomb strike 
out the firing cable which controlled the 20 banks of four 
rocket pr~jectors trained on Juno beaol:as fran about 3/X:/J yard.a • 
inland.\2) As a consequence, these rockets were never fired 
and the British troops were saved from many casualties. Such 
rockets appear to have caused heavy losses on Omaha Beach. 

Lessons for the Future 

This operation, in canbina.tion with the other parts of the 
Overall Plan, is considered to have important lessons in view 
of the fact that is is regarded as the best model available for 

. possible assaults in the future. Some of the lessons rave been 
embodied in what has become standard Ccmbined Operations 
doctrine on the joint assault of a defended coastline, 

So far as beach drenching from the air is concerned, the 
main lesson is that if this depends on the accuracy of visual 
bombing then due consideration must be given to the fact that 

( 1) 

(2) 

Aney Operational Rese~ch Group Report No.292 dated 
14 August, 1%5, prepared for War Office (S • .A/A.c). 

Target No.6 for the 1st Bombardment Division was a rocket 
emplacement at Meuvaines on the Western Sector of Juno 
Beach ~a. A force of nineteen Fortresses was despatched 
of which thirteen attacked with 476 bcmbs of 100 lb~ H,E, 
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weather conditions m:iy seriously reduce thil! accuracy and 
t~1ereby expose our troops to the risk of be:·mg hito In the 
event of bad weather the other pos~ible courses of action were 
sut out by the Joint Technical Warfare Ccmnittee 1 s Report in 
the follo.ving tenns: -

(a) Adherence to the fine wea ther plan, the risk to the 
assaulting troops boing accepted. 

( b) To aim the bcmbs further inland in which case the 
neutralising effect on the positions close to the beaches 
may be negligible. 

(c) To bring forward the time of the bombing. This rro:y 
well be impracticable and it will in any case allo.v the 
neutralising effect to wear off. 

(d) To cancel the beach drenching by air and to use the 
banbers to attack nther targets further from our own 

• troops. 

(e) To assault without air support. 

The Technical Warfare Conmittec concluded that there w~s 
'no doubt that air burst bombs with good do.vnv..-ard fragmentation 
would very greatly improve the value of beach drenching bombing 
attacks'. At the time of Overlord. we had no method of !:IChieving 
this ' ••••• but ••.••. the Americans have now produced a V.T, fuse 
(T.51 and T.52) which appears entirely satisfactory •.•• The 
next best weapon for beach drenching is the 20 lb. or 23 lb, 
F. bomb clustered for economical sto.vage1

, 

These remarks can best be ended by quoting a final state
ment by the Committee which nm.s: 1 In order to extend the 
effect.a of the bcmbardment after fire has been lifte,d, the 
use of simulated bombing runs by medium bombers ri1erits consid
eration. If circumstances pennit, such as a weakness of the 
A.A. opposition, the first aircrai't over the target could 
return to make a dry run ai'ter all bombing has been completed. 
This might make a difference in the critical period during 
which fire support is normally at its minimum and the neutralisa
tion of the defence is wearing off1 • 

The great interest in this statement lies in the fact 
that although the moral effect .of bombing had been minimised 
owing to the fact that its presence was not reported by the 
assault troops, the Canmitt.ee showed that they were neverthe
less inclined to agree with the Air Forces that such an effect 
was likely and its production was well worth attempting. 

Second Mission, 0900 - 0940 hours 

After the attempt to drench the beaches and to create four 
road blocks in Caen1 over 500 Liberators and Fortresses surplus 
to the requirements of that operation were sent on a second 
mission whose object ,vas to delay the movement of enemy 
reserves towards the battle. O.ving to the weather, this 
operation was almost entirely abortive •. 

Route centre&.in the chief Nonnana,y towns had been under 
stua,y by the Army 'rold by the Stanmore Bombill£ Camnittee and 
those su:j.table as targets had been allotted to the Allied Air 
Forces for attack after the Assault. It was hoped to create 
in this way, choke-points in all the _main route centres leading 
to the beach-head that could not be easily cleared. 

dated 23/~/44, Those allotted to the VIIIth Air Force for attack on the 
Schedule J. morning of D-Vay were as follo.vs:-
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Force 1 
VIIIth Air Force 

,2rd BC!llb Dividon 

Report on D--Oay. Thury Harcourt 
Lisieux 
Falaise 

3 
3 
3 

Chokepoints 
II 

II 

0900-0910 hours 
II 

II 

Air C-in•C. , 
A.E.A.F ., 0.R. B. , 
Appendix J/2. 

NJC/00/431/7 
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VIIIth Air Force 
D-lley Report. 

Force 2 

Villers Bocage 
St. Lo 
Coutanoes 
Foret de Cerisy 

Force 3 

Caon 

2nd Bomb Division 

3 Chokepoints 0900-0910 hours. 
4 II II 

4 II n 

1 II II 

1st Bomb Division 

4 Chokepoints 0930-0940 hours. 

The idea that they would be required to bc:mb French tc,,vns 
without definite military installations was extremely dis
tasteful to Genera.ls Spaatz and Doolittle and thoy only 
accepted those targets under protest and after it had been 
agreed that they would be permitted to drop leaflets warning 
inhabitants of the principal ta.vns of the imminent danger of 
bombing. • 

The leaflets were dropped as the first troops landed so 
as to be in good time for the bc:mbing planried to take place 
after 0900 hours. 

Little need be said of the operation itself as the con
tinued cloud made accurate banbing :impossible and onJ.,y one 
Pathfinder aircraft was available. The result was that 
near].y all the 528 aircraft which were despatched were un:,ble 
to bomb. Argentan, which was on the list of targets allotted 
to the VIIIth Air Force, was bombed as an altsrnative target 
by three Groups of B-17s (37 aircraft) which were operating 
with the one available Pathfinder, but the results were not 
seen. As Argentan was also bombed by other aircraft before 
and after this attack, it is diff'j_cult to soy what success 
attended the efforts of the FortreBses on this occasion. 
With the exception of two aircraft that were lost through 
colli.sion, all other units returned to base with their banbs. 
Little flak was encountered and no enelJ\Y aircraft were seen. 

Third Mission, 1330 hours 

As the hours of the morning passed without a break in the 
banks of clouds over the battle area, increasing cor.cern was 
felt by the Allied Canmanders over the difficulty of cleleying 
enell\Y movement into the area by means of offensive air aotion. 
The failure at Caen gave the Arrrry cause for p·articular anxiety 
and in consequence it w~s determined to make a further att~r~t 
to break the two Orne bridges neo.r the centre of the city.\. ) 

• Six squadrons ·of Liberators each led by one Pathfinder 
equipped with GH (73 aircraft in all) were despatched, and 
56 of them banbed on GH indications through clouu, dropping 
alm9st 156 (u.s.) tons of bombs; The f~ strike photo
graphs not entirely obscured by cloud. shonod that the towt1 was 
hit but it was subsequentJ.y learned that the two bridges were 
DOt damaged, 

( 1) These ,vere known as Chokepoints C,3 and c.4 - Schedule J 
by 'Air Te:,rgets' • • 
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By the end of the afternoon the anxiety at Headqt,arters, 
'.I\•.,enty-ono Arrey Group, r <:)~arding the chance s of blocking the 
rontes throngh Ce2.n and the to.vns south and east of the 
As~ault Area. l'l..c1.d r eached an a.cute stage. The weather was 
the domimting factor and the forecasts were unprcmising. 
However, it was planned to use the Heavy Day Banbers in a 
further attempt to stop movement through Caen. This opera-
tion was planned for the late evening of D-Day. 

The Commander, Advanced A,E.A.F. aske d the Air C-in-C. 
if, having regi::.rd to the probt.ble weather, thj_a commitment 
might b0 assumed by the Medium Bcmbers of the IXth Air Force 
who could bomb from below cloud if found necessary. Air 
Chief Marshal Leigh-Mallory agreed with the suggestion. 

The fourth mission to be undertolcen by the VIIIth Air 
Force bombers was therefore executed in the evening of D-Day 
and was directed against t en i.Ipportmit route centres, but not 
Caen. Over a ho.lf of t he banbers which had taken po.rt in 
the &lwn operP. tion made second. sorties on this mission. The 
targets consisted of the following choke-points which had not 
been successfully attacked:-

Vire 
P ont aubo.ult 
St. Lo 
Couto.nees 

B-24s of 2nd Banb Division. 

Thury Harcourt ) 
conde-sur-Noireau . ) B-17s of 1 st Bomb Division. 

Pont 1 1 Eveque ~ 
Argenta.n 
Fo.laise 
Lisieux ) 

B-17s ) 

B-24-s ~ of 3rd Bomb Division. 

Considerable difficulty wo.s experienced in England before 
the bombers left because of the heo.vy clouds and several air
craft found themse lve s in th(:j vrrong Group. Very few 
abandoned the operation, but scores brought their bc:nbs back 
to base. Others could not find their own prima ry t arge ts 
and in consequence bombed alternatives which were the primary 
targets of other . units. A surflll!clry of the results sho.vs that 
1,568 U.S. tons of high explosives were dropped by 553 out of 
the 736 bombers that were despa tched on the mission. 

Strike photographs where available and reconnaissance 
pictures taken later, sho.ved that good results were obtained 
in Vire, Coutances and Conde-sur-Noirean, i,e. from the attacks 
made by about 120 of the aircraft on the mission. Photo-
cover of Falaise , taken after a second a ttack on the next day 
also showed good results but it was impossible to tell which 
of the two attacks - or, ind.ee&, whether raids by the Tactical 
Air Forces - had done the damage seen. The evidence goes to 
shON that enemy movement was slowed down but, though impeded, 
it was by I\4il means stopped. 

Resistance from enemy A.A, and fighters was once again 
negligible, and no bombers were lost. 

D-Day Operations 'gy the U.S. VIIIth Fighter Ccmnand 

In accordance with the agreement between the Air C-in..G, 
A.E.A.F. and the Ccrnmanding Generals of U,S.S.T,A.F. and the 
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VIIIth Air. Force, the fig'0+-<;rs c.,f th€: V:U:H!'l. ::C':i.g1:tr;,~ Ccsm':l.~'l. 
(Maj. Gen. Kepner) were givtJn 'Llu--ee m!iin rokr:. :~n N$pt"J:1;; 

viz:-

1. To provide indirect support in the area between 
Normandy and the x·est of France, to Allied bunbing and 
airborne operations. 

2, To attack enell\Y ground movement towards the battle. 

3. To protect Cross-<Jhannel shipping. 

VJJith Air Foroa At 1800 hours on 5 June, 191+4, there were 937 serviceable 
Overlord Report aircraft in the fifteen Fighter Groups which were inclc1de:l in 
D;.1 Day, the 65th, 66th and 67th Canbat Wings of the VIIIth Fiihter 

Command. Each Wing thus had five Groups: two Wings ::.,.t0J.1.1<1ed 
Groups of all three types with which the Command was equipped, 
but the 67th Wing had Lightnings and. Mustangs only. Of the 
fifteen Groups, seven W(;)re equipped with Mustangs (P·-51 )( four 
with Lightning (P-38) and four with Thunderbolts (P-47). 1 J 
In all, there :were 33 squadrons ma.de available for Overlord. 

Plans to discharge the first two roles in paragraph ona 
above were prepared by the VIIIth Pighter Cc:mmand under wLoze 
control the Mustangs and ThundtJrbolts rumainecl throughout the 
whole period. . The planning and control of all air operat;iuns 
to protect Cross-Channel shipping was centl'ulised under th.e 
Combined Control Centre. Thus eleven Groups of the VIIIth Air 
Force total fighter strength of fifteen Group3 rwna ined ur..d.er 
the control of the VIIIth Fighter ctaimand, to carry out defensive and 
offensive ope1·ations overlanci as agreed with A.E.A.F. Four 
Groups ( the P.35s) passed to the temporary control of Uxbridge. 

With the responsibility for protecting bcmbors and troop• 
carrying aircraft in mind, the VIIIth Fighter Command plans for 
D--Day provided for three peaks of fighter activity timed to 
coincide with the periods when the fonr,er aircraft were most 
active. Approximatezy two-thirds of the effort of the Mustangs 
and Thunderbolts was allotted to operations during these busy 
periods while the remaining sorties were spread out over the 
rest of D-Day. 

The code name Full House was given to the plan c9vering 
the first and most active period of the day when the R.A.F. 
Night Bcmbers and U.S. and R.A.Ji'. •rroop car-.ciers wore returning 
from operations and when the U.S. Heavy and Medium Day Bombers 
were carrying out their first missions. This plan covered the 
period from Morning Civil Twilight minus 30 minutes (Olf25 hours) 
until about 1000 hours. A perimeter of fourteen patrol areas 
fohning a semi-circular screen ·around the whole of the Tactical 
Area was patrolled by VIIIth Fighter Camna.nd squadrons stepped 
up at heights of 8,000 feet, 12,000 feet and 171 000 fee::t. 
Pilots were under orders to intercept eneJI\Y aircraft attempting 
to pass, but. were to avoid entering the Battle Area themselves 
unless engaged in combat. They were not to leave their patrol 
lines to attack grow,d targets until after 1000 hours. 

The plan for the second period of great actiyity frcm 
about 1100 hours to 1500 hours was kno\Vn as Stud. It had as 
its prime objeot the preyention of enOJI\Y air or ground movement 
frcm outside a line running from the River Loire to Granville 
through Vire, Flers, Evreux, to Rouen tCJ1.vards the beach head. 
Plan Stud. coincided in time with _the Third Bombing_ .!vo.ssion wtiich 
was_ sent out to create choke-points inside the city of Caen~.· 

(1) Note: In the u.s.A.A.F. there was sixteen aircraft in a 
• Fighter Squadron and three Squadrons in a Fighter GroUp. 
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TlJ.0 in:i.nn0r in wh::.d1 Stud was carried out b0crune the 
pattm·u fur m·uiy e~b::.ec1ut)nt operati0ns. DW'ing the stated 
hou.r:.;, f'ifttion arc::>.s were allotted to the 37 squadrons. The 
squafu·ms operat<.;d by splitting intu tV10 flights of eight air
craft so that whil0 eight aircraft were ma.king fighter-bomber 
attacks on targets of oppcrtun:i,ty on thG ground, the other 
eight furnishod top cover. These patrols lasted an hour each 
with areas and restrictions on the fighters similar to those 
in Full House. 

In the evening, between 1930 hours nnd 2200 hours, when 
the Heavy Day Bombers were attacking ten Normancl,y n'Jdal points 
and the Airborne Forces wore being reinforced, plan Royal 
Flush was executed by the VIIIth Fighter Command. Nine 
GroupJ1) of p .. 47s and P-51 s were deployed in offensive patrols 
outs±'d.e the battle aroa to intercept enefl\Y afrcr[l.ft and to 
attack ground targets. Two further Groups of P-h-7s un<ler 
long range Fighter Control t.rype 16) operated in the regions around 
Rouen and Beauvais. Thtmderbolts remained on patrol for two 
hours and Mustangs half an hour longer. 

Details of the results of all these patrols are not 
available nor are most of the~ of sufficient importance for 
prolonged stua,y. Neo.r],y all missfons included aspects of 
bomber support, offensive patrol, strafing and bombing, but 
there were few incidents and no large scale engagements and, 
apart from the wealmess of eneey opposition, no groat 
surprises. 

Nearly 100 tons of 250 lb. and 500 lb. H.E. bombs were 
cJropp0d by 547 Fighter-Bombers, the targets being extrefilely 
varied but mainly rail and road briages (17) marshalling 
yards ( 10) and o.ther tro.nsportation targets. On the whole, 
less movement was seen tho.n was expected. 

As regards enelJ\Y air opposition, it was to be expected 
that as these VIIIth Air Force fighters would bo penetrating 
deeper than those of' the Tactical i,.ir Forces they would have 
met more and earlier German aircraft. This, however, was 
not so. No engagement occurred during the morning and 
claims later in the any were unusually modest. These 
amotmted to 28 enelJ\Y aircraft destroyed and fourteen fui.maged 

Minutes Seventh for the loss of 25 VIIIth Fightur CoE1mand aircraft. Most of 
1..llied Air the claims were ma.de by the 824 Fighters on Area Po.trol, which 
Ccrmnanders' clajmed 19 - 0 - 12 enerey- aircraft and lost 17. In one 
Conference dated important clash with the German Air Force, the VIIIth Fighter 
7/Jtme/44 Command intercepted 20 aircraft and claimed to have shot ~ 
para. 8. down 15. 
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The Shipping Pu trols flown tmdor arrangements made by 
the Corabined Control Contre worked smooth]_y und well. As 
there was no enell\Y interference with the Cross Channel cross
ing the patrols becrune a matter of routine within a very short 
time. 

Reference to the map entitled 'Fighter Patrol Areas1 

Map No.19 will sh0\'1 that on D-Day the area of responsibility 
allotted to the Lightnings embraced whe whole of the 9o~voy 
route frcm off the Isle of Wight to the Assault Are-'l.~2) But 
in fact they began to be responsible for the convoys on D minus 
one Day when four Groups from the VIIIth Fighter Command and 
three Groups from the IXth Fighter Command protected the 
Expeditionary Force from 1600 hours tmtil 2330 hours, during 

(1) On this occasion Groups wero of two Squadrons or only 
32 aircraft. 

( 2) i. e. up to within about fifteen miles of the Normmdy cosat. 



which time tee shlp.:>:i~g heu r0e..c:1ed 49° 501 Nor'\;h which io 
beyond Mhl-Channel. 

At 04.}0 hoitt•s on D-Day the four Groups of VIIIth Air Forco 
Lightnings with two Groups fran the 1Xth Air Force began their 
l?atrols under the co.itrol o:t' Fighter Direction Tenc:er No.13 
tWing Commander Griffiths) out in the Channel. Both flanks 
and the central convoy route wero _patrolled until 2330 hours. 
Patrols were at Squauron strength in Yoke, William, Victor, 
and X-Ray Areas and were split. into Flights when required. 
Duration of pat1·ols was 90 minut0s. The VIIIth Fighter 

. Command Lightnings flew 578 of these patrols on D-Day withod 
• loss. 

Summarz_of D--Day Operations 

The first day of Overlord was a day of rucords for the 
VIUth Air Force. Never before had any Air l~orce under o:::e 
Command dispatched so ma.ny aircrai't in one any in a eil,f:).O 
theatre of wa:r, and never befor0 had such a large bcmb t0na'18-ga 
been dropped by a Day Bomber force. Shown in tabular fur.m 
the total D-Day effort by the VIII th Air Force was as follow:;;: .. 

Type 

Bombers 
Fighters 

Disp£>.tched . Atto.cked 

2,698 1,729 
1,949 

4,647 

Bcmbs (U.S. tons) 

4,777 
96.8 

This represented about two flights per serviceable Fighter. 
U.S. Fighter aircraft were, of course, airborne for much longer 
periods than R.A.F. Fighters. About a half of the Heavy • 
Bcmbers did two operational flights. • 

Unfortunately, the weather which ha.d eno.bled the Allies to 
spring so great a tactical surprise, seve:>:>oly liinited the 
advantage which sprang from such a vast preponderance of air 
power, • This point· has aJ.read,y been emphasised in the parts 
of this Narrative dealing with the contribution of the R,A.F, 
to the Assault. But the VIIIth Air Force was affected. much 
more adversely because its contribution depended so largely 
upon the effectiveness of the Heavy Bombers. As a striking 
force employing visual methods of precision bombing, the • 
Fortresses and Liberators were a groat potential asset. 
Ho.vever, the effect of bad w0ather was such that ~hey were 
forced to· resort to :Pathfinder technique and thus both their 
numbers and their effectiveness were clrastidally reduced. 

In the nature of things there will always remain sane _ 
doubt about the actual contribution of the first mission of 
the VIIIth Air Force to the success of the initial assault, 
The timing by the .great force _of 1200 bornbers was admirable, 
though their bombs probably fell behind the beaches~ But 
it does not seem possible that troops in the vicinity could 
remain unaffected by an air r~id in which about 3,000 tons 
of small calibre bombs fell o.long a short stretch of the 
coast and no.'l'here far away from ·the beaches. In a:ny case 
the experience gained in the planning nnd execution of this 
operation has to.ught same very :i.Ll.portant lessons for the 
future. It should be e.dtied that the small force of aircraft 
on the first mission detailed to block roads in Caen also 
failed in their object because it proved impossible to locate 
their pin--point targets. 

With the second mission at about 0900 hours on D-D;,.y. 
began the execution of the Air Camnand.er-in-Chief1 s tactica.l 
plan for the d.elay of eneiey' reserves. The targets of over 
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500 bombers cm thin operation wore 25 chok0"1?oin'.; :.i in eight 
key centr,,s in Nonnr . .ncy. In the absence of~ good 
weather G.1'4· a: sufficiency of Pathfinders the opera ion was 
almost coorpietely abortive. This was a great disappointment 
to the Army as well as to the Air C-in-c. 

A small force of 73 aircraft was dispatched at noon to 
cut two bridges across the Orne innide Caen. Once again they 
were _obliged to bomb on GH and were unsuccessful, although 
there was too much cloud for results to be lmown. 

At 2000 hours in the evening a further attempt wan made 
to dolay eneiey movement t~vards the battle by employing the 
VIIIth Air Force bombers to creat0 choke-points at the • 
principal route centres in the vicinity. Over 500 aircraft 
out of the 736 dispatched dropped thoir bombs, some on H2X 
and same through temporary breaks through the clouds, There 
ia evidence to show tl11.t a fuw of these attacks were attended 
by good results, although not enough damage was done to 
impose the delays required.. 

The fighters, although of secondary importance in the 
VIIIth Air F'orce, did in fact succeed in doing all that was 
expected of them. They uncfortook the bulJ,: of the work of 
protecting the Cross-Chann3l convoys during daylight, they 
patrolled the outside boundary of the Tactical Area and formed 
an obstacle to the intorvention of the German Air 1'7 orce and, 
as fighter-bombers, they attacked numerous transportation 
targets in the areas allotted to them. 

Operations Subsequent to D-Day 

At 1800 hours on D--Day and on every succeeding d9.y the 
Air C-in-C. held a Staff Cornmi t teo in his War Room to consider 
targets to be allocated at the Air CommD.l1ders1 Conference on 
the following morning. So far as the general situation was 
concerned, enemy air reaction on D-Day had been negligible 
and neither our convoys nor thG b0achGs had been attacked by 
the German Air Force. Tho only disturbing feature was thnt 
the weather had prevented the Air Commander-in-Chief from 
putting into execution the tactical phase of Twenty-first Army 
Group/A.E.A,F. Plan for delaying the movement of eneiey 
reserves. Attacks on many of the road and rail centres nhich 
had been selected as the targets of the VIIIth Air Force had 
not been carried out or, when attempted, hn.d been ineffective, 
and thus the carefully lnid plans were in dnnger of being 
nullified. It was lmown that the eneiey was canpleting his 
preliminary concentrations, especially in the Caen area, and 
that considerable road and rail movement was taking place. 

It was decided that so long as these movements in the 
forward area were still in progress, attacks on the principal 
road centres in Nonnanay should retain their priority, and 
for this reason the srune targets as before were allocated to 
the VIIIth Air Force. In addition to these, three key points 
on the Grande Ceinture railway system around Paris were also 
selected for attack by the Heavy Day Bombers, These were 
Juvisy, Versnilles and Massy-iPalaiseau, and the VIIIth Air 
Force had already bombed them in spite of a strong disinclina
tion because of the French casualties that had to be incurred. 

On the morning'of 7 June, there wGre 1,972 Heavy Banbers 
ready for operations, but the weather was so bad that it was 
thought 1JSeloss to operate more aircraft than could function 
with the 22 GHPathfindor aircraft that were available. In 
aey case, attacks on the Grande Ceinture railway centres were 
ruled out because of the increased risk of casualties in the 
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ab13ence .of conditio::13 &ui~:,:0 1.e for precision b0J:J.bing 0 .t..t 
1000 hours there was 9/1 O·ch c::.,lud, with base of cloud ve.rJing 
frOill 1,500 feet to 3,UOO feet in NQ:cth-West France, so tlut 
:Pathfinders t0chnique was essential. The forecast promised 
an improv0ment in th(1 w0a ther u.u.i-ing the evening with condi
tions possibJ.y good enough for some visual bombing at 
1900 hours. 

The first miss:Lon set out to attack seven of the NormancJ,y 
route centres on the priorit;i• list. Thesc route centr0s 
were still being usoc.l by enemy traffic, although most of them 
had alread,y ooun suhjectod to attack b,v day or night bcr,1bers. 
Nine Groups ( 9 x 18 aircraft) of l!,ortr.usseo from the First 
Bombardment Division wunt to Florl.l, Conde-sur-Noireau nnd 
Falaise, attacking o.t about 1200 hours, Fom· to.v-:-.s were 
assigned to the 24 Liberator squl'ld.rons of the Second 
Banbo.rdment Division, which attack0d Lisioux, L1 Aigle and 
Argentan about two hours lo.tor, AJ.encon - fourth town on the 
list ... was not banbod o.ving to faulty Gli data supplied to the 
squadrons. • 

No ~el'lfl aircraft were oncounte:r.ed by oithor the 
Fortresses or the Libero.tars and, as auk-ack was unusually 
ineffective, no banboro were lost. Fighters provided o. 
screen of o.ren cover in routine fo.shion. 402 FortrGsses 
and Liberators atto.ckod, dropping 1,170 U,S, tons of H.E. 
bcmbs. 

Photo Reconnaissance sho.ved fair to good results, but 
it must· be borne in mind that the &image shown at Conde and 
Argentan could also have been due to raids by R,A,F. bombers 
on the night before., (i,e. night 6/7 June). 

While the bcmbcrs wore airborne on their first mission, 
the Air Canmanders1 Conference wa~ discussing operations for 
the following 24 hours. Railway bridges, junctions and 
crossings at Nantes (3), Tours (3),and A.ngurs (2) were .· • 
allocf.l.ted to · the VIIIth Air Force Hao.V'J Bombers for attack as 
sooa as the wuather was suitable, Information was also 
received that about 10 Ju.86s had been moved from BorQeaux to 
Kerlin-Bastard as a part of a general reinforcement move
ment; which also included the movement of fighters to Laval 
and Evreux, and Long Range Bombers to airfields at Nantes, 
C~teo.udun, Brussels, Crunbrai and Tours. The C-in-c. Coastal 
Command, made a point of asking that Kerlin-Bastard airfield 
should be .heavily attacked to assist his aircraft on their 
anti-U-boa t camp:i.ign. • 

With the prospect of more reasonable weather, o. second 
mission was flown by 59t Fortresses and Libem tors, which 
were over their targets from about 1900 to 1940 hours, Eight 
railway targets at Nantes, Tours and Angers \ver0 the objec
tives of 41+7 aircraft from the Third Bombarc1ment Divisimn, 
while Kerlin ... Bastar·cl was attacked by 134 out of. the 141+ 
Fortresses despatched by the First Bombardment Division to 
that vital airfield in Brittany. • 

Visual bombing was possible at Nantes with the ro'sult 
that 178 aircraft were able to attack. Subse~uent reports 
ind:i.cated that both the eas.t and west railway bridges at 
Nantes had been broken. There. \vas too much cloud at Angers 
and Tours f0r the targets to be seen, and most of the air
craft were• forced to attack secondary targets, vrhich included 
marshalling yards at Laval, Chateaubrio.nt, Niort and Vitre 
and a road bridge over the Loire at Montjean. One bridge at 
Tours was reported clown and dronage was also seen at Angers. 
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Visibility over Kerlin-Bastard( 1) was excellent when 134 

of the Fortresses led by H2X Pathfinders dropped about 300 
tons of bombs on the airfield, There was no fighter opposi
tion to thi~ attack, although about twenty ene!T\Y fighters were 
sighted near Lorient. 

Although there was no fighter opposition in France and the 
flak was neither h/,.ivy nor well organised, these operations 
were not completed without loss. Two Ju,88 1 s somehow managed 
to penetrate into East Anglia undetP-ctP,d and while over U,S, 
bases succeeded in shooting down fo~; B-241 s before making 
good their eqcape. 

The fighters of the VIIIth Fighter Command .carried out 
area patrols at squadron strength in seven areas around the 
perimeter of the Tactical Area on lines very.similar to those 
on D-Day, At the completion of one hour on patrol a large 
proportion of them wont down and attacked targets of oppor
tuni.ty- gene:mll;y rail and road transportation facilities -
before returning to the U.K. 

Suc.h patrols were begun in the morning but were also 
arranged to co-incide with the operations of the bombers in the 
eveni • A representative list of their targets included 

• ~~sevente • nine trains, five bridges, four 
~ tunnels, six stretc es o permanent way, five road convoys, two 

airfields, and a look, while their claims included fifteen 
locomotives, 59 rail cars (waggons) 92 trucks (lorries), and 

Air C-in-C., 
A.E.A,F, 1 0,R,B., 
June 1944, P•5• 

24 other rail and road vehicles, 

The fighters reported much more op)osition than the 
bombers, about 150 single-engined German fighters having been 
sighted during the day, several of the formations being in 
aggressive mood. Four U,S. fighters were lost but 31 ene!T\Y 
aircraft were claimed to have been destroyed. 

The number of VIIIth Fighter Command aircraft despatched 
amounted to 1,595 which included operational flights by 568 
Lightnin~s from the four Groups responsible for the protection 
of Cross-Channel shipping. 

By the evening of D plus one, Air Chief .Marshal 
Leigh,-Mallory hcd come t.o the conclusion that there 
was no longer any justification for the employment of the 
strategic bomber forces in a vain attempt to hol~ up enemy 
moyeJllent in and around the imrnediate battle area. · As he saw 
it, his two ma.in tasks for the future would be:-

(1) to seal off the whole of the battle area from the 
rest of Occupied Europe by blocking the crossings of the 
Seine and Loire and bJ making the Paris-Orleans gap 
impassable. 

(2) to exclude the two German divisions stationed in 
Brittany from the battle. 

The Seine bridges had all been cut by D-Day but no system
atic attacks had been made either. on the Loire crossings or on 
the bridges carrying the main routes out of Brittany, Even at 
this stage afte~ D-Day it was still not policy to thrnw +.he 
spotlight on the -Loire area because it was realised that the 
Cover Plan remained a very real factor in tying the major 
German forces to the Pas de Calais, The longer the ene!T\Y 

(1) It will be recalled that on 8 June, Kerlin-Bastard was 
visited by relays of fighters ·from No,10 Group throughout the 
day. 
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remained in such a state of uncertainty the better for the 
Allies. 

However the VIIIth Air Force was requested-to attack on 
8 June the railway centres of Orleans and Etamptes, various 
railways in Brittany, railway bridges across the Loire and one 
airfield. 

Early on the morning of D plus two about 1,160 bombers 
were assembling in three main bodies and one small special 
force, to attack the targets selected. Most of them were over 
their targets at about 0830 hours. • About 400 Fort.resses of 
the 1st Bomb Division were assigned to attacks on railway 
bridges, marshalli·n yards, junctions and cross-overs at 

1 

Orleans (2), Etan es, Morigny (Etamoies) and La Frilliere 
bridge (Tours). is mission was h~ly succesc~ul at Orleans 
and La Frilliere where there was good visibility, but failed at 
Etampl_es and Morigny owing to cloqdy conditions. 

A comparable force of about 400 Liberators drawn from the 
2nd Bomb Division was sent to . attack the railway bridges <l-nd 
crossings at Angers, Rennes, Vicomte (River Rance near Dinan) 
and Pontaubault. '!heir targets also included the airfield at 
Le Mans and landing grounds at Flers and Laval. This force 
was less successful and only achieved good results at Angers 
and less satisfactory results at Le Mans airfield and • 
Pontaubault bridge. Clouds obscured the other tnrgets. A 
special force of fifteen Azon Liberators carrying radio
controlled bombs wns despatched to attack railway bridges a~ 
Redon, Va:r:mes and Porcaro (near Ploermel) in Brittany but the 
impenetrable clouds prevented any sighting of the-targets and 
they had to abandon the task after a second attempt in the 
afternoon. 

The 3rd Bomb Division despatched 340 aircraft against 
Lo:lre railway bridges and · junctions at Nantes (3), Cinq Mars 
(2) and Tours. This force found good conditions for vizual 
bombing and action photographs showed several accurate strikes. 

Unfortunately the breaks in the clouds during the early 
morning were not maintained ·and in view of the fact that the 
weather was closing down again n~

1
5econd missions could be 

undertaken by the heavy bombern. 

11 159 heavy bombers( 2) had operated during the morning, 
735 of th8m actually carrying out attacks with 21 012 U.S. tons 
of bombs, The majority of the formations encountered no enenzy
fighter opposition and very little flak. A Fortress Group was 
attacked near Mezidon by fifteen F.W.190's but the latter were 
driven off by R.A.F. Spitfires engaged on other operational 
missions. No mention of· this incident has been discovered in 
2nd T.A.F~ or A.D.G.B. records. 

Liberators passing .. over Jersey were attacked by twelve 
Me,109 1 s and one bomber was lost while two· enemy fighters were 
claimed shot down. 

Intensive fighter operations were carried out on D plus 
two day even after the weather had deteriorated, 1,535 figh~ers 
having been air):Jorne ;and 1,405 completing their so:ties. 
1'.issions were very similar to those of the two previous dllys. 
Fcur Lightning Groups provided 371 shipping protection patrols 
over the Channel and 1,164 other fighters were despatched on 

--- - ---------- --------------------- ·---
(1) With the exception of the second sortie by the Azon 
Liberators to Redon, Vannes and Porcaro mentioned above. 

(2) Total number of Heavy Bombers despatched on 8 June was 
11174, i.e. 1,159 plus 15. 
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bomber support, strafing and fighter-bomber tasks, The latter 
claimed to have put out of action 27 locomotives and hundreds 
of railway wagons, road vehicles, etc., and numerous railway 
yards, 1unctions, bridges and stations shared the fighter
bombers loads of 233 tons of bombs. 

About 130 enemy aircraft were seen by the fighters but few 
contacts were made, The only notable engagement occurred over 
Illiers airfield (near Evreux) where enemy aircraft were caught 
takini:; off and seven were shot down. Altogether 46 enemy air
craft were claimed and 22 U,S. fighters were lost. 

Policy for the future employment of the Heavy Day Bombers 
was discussed at the Air Commander's Conference before lunch on 
8 June, The Air C-in-0 1 s, policy of employing them on the 
task of blocking enemy rail and road movement to assist the 
Army rather than on offensive open,tions against the German Air 
:B'orce came in for some critic ism from Gem,rals Spa.a tr. and 
Doolittle. The latter wished to attack those airfields near 
the Neph.me area which had been re-inforced before the enemy was 
~ell organised, They thought that fighter-bomoer3 would be 
better thnn heavy bombers for blocking railway movement. 
Air Marshal Coningham said that long distance movement could 
best be stopped by da.yUght action, but when he added that the 
G.A.F. was so fa.r out of the picture that 2nd T,A,F. pilots 
were praying for enemy aircraft, General Doolittle observed 
that he was convinced that their prayers would soon be answered. 

The Air c,-in-'-C, yielded to pressure enough to &.sk for a 
suggested airfield plan from the VIIIth Air Force but insisted 
that the first essential was to help. the Army by hampering 
German troop movements, The Deputy Supreme Commander said 
that a. proportion of the Heavy Bomber effort should be allotted 
to each task. Two other types of tar.gets would also need 
their attention in the near future, viz. (1) 'Cover• targets in 
the Pas de Calais, and (2) Oil targets in Germany. 

Ibid, last para. . In view of this discussion the VIIIth Air Force was p~o-

LLberation of 
N,W, Europe, 
Vol. 1, 
Appendix VI/176. 

visionally allocated four airfield targets as follows: Flers, 
Le Mans, Laval and Rennes. 

This decision and the bad vrea ther for the remainder of the 
day and on the following ooy ( 9 June) were further setbacks to 
the plans of the Air C.-in-C, who was hoping that it would be 
possible to block the Loire crosslngs and the Paris-Orleans gap 
before any considerable enemy ground forces had been able to 
move. However, it was felt at H,Q,, A.E,A,F, and Twenty-one 
Army Group that even a partial stoppage was better than none at 
all as this would help to canalise enemy movement along a few 
lines which could then be subjected to more intensive attacks 
by fighter-bombers. 

This situation ,•,as discussed by General de Guingand and 
Air Chief Marshal Leigh Mallory when the former visited Stanmore 
on the afternoon of 8 June. General 11ontgomery1 s Chief of 
Staf'f approved the air plan anc1 explained the inrportartce 
attached to oper,itions which would be developed towards · 
Cherbourg, Discussions then turned on a subsidiary plan put 
forward by the Air c.-in-C. This was designed to cut ten. 
main ra.ilway::i leading in.to the battle area from the south• .. 
Cuts would be .lllade along a line north of Rennes-La.val-
I.e 1ruiaMChartres. 

General de C',uingand was not pessimistic. about our 
prospects in the beach head but remarked that owing ~o roueh 
weather our build-up was about 12 hours, behind schedule. As 
the success of the operation depended upon the speed of our 
own build-up in proportion to the amount by which our air 
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rorces could retr,rd the e~emy build-up, the Air C.-in-C, was 
very anxious tho.t all available air effort should be ready to 
take adv~tage of ruiy break in the weather over Frence, 
Meanwhile it was reported by Allied Intelligence that, dl.U'ing 
the bad weather on 8 and 9 June when the Allied Air Forces were 
grounded, heavy German troop movements were taking place fr9~ 
Brittany in an Easterly direction and from South west France\1) 
northwards tht"ough Le Fleche and Tours. 

Only 36 sorties were flown by the VIIIth Air Foroa on 
9 June, These were fighter tasks of a routine protective 
character, On the evening of that day it was reported that 
there were 2,023 Heavy Bombers and 871 Fighters available for 
operations on 10 June. 

Operations und~rtaken by the VIIIth Air Force on D plus 
four were on the lines sugg8sted by the Deputy Supreme . 
Commander who had advocated sharing effort between attacks on 
Fortitude targets in the Pas de Colais, re-inforced enemy air
fields and commun~c~tions targets which would help the Arrey. 
Generals Anderson, 2, and Doolittle had produced an airfield 
plan designed to attack all those airfidds in enemy territory 
near the Assault area which were h.-nown to hava become active, 
Their aim was to r0duce the number of ,1. irfields that the German 
Air Force could use e.nd thus compel them to concentrate air
craft on a few buses where they would be more vulnerable, 

During the !llOrning of 10 ~runa, there was pntchy cloud 
beginning at o:bout 2,500 ft. up to 4,000 ft. ove;r the target 
area when 873 bombers left on their first mission, Banks 
of· persistcnt clouds at higher l evels proved very troublesome, 
At various times spread over tho whole morning and eo.rly after
noon attacks were to be made on the following tnrgets:-

Airfields 

Nantes 
Vannes 
Gael · 
Evreux 
Dreux 

Kerlin Bastard 

Defended Localities 

Boulogne ( 2) 
Wimereux 
St. Ga.briel 

Coastal Batteries 

Hardelot 

Conchas 
Chateaudun 
Orlec.ns 
Dinard 
Morlaix 

Equihen 
Merlimont Plage 
Touquet~Paris-Plage 

Berck 

As the times as well as the locatibns of these attacks .. 
varied so considerably there were wide differences between the 
best and the worst weather conditions experienced. A force of 
155 aircraft, for example, airborne, to boinb the Breton air
fields of Kerlin-Bastard, Dinard and Morlaix, encountered a 
bank of cloud too high to surmount and too dense to penetrate 
before they left this cow.ntry and accordingly abandoned 

(1) These belonged to the 17th S.S. Panzer Grenadier Division 
el6111ents of which had olready crossed the Loire at Saumur and 
Tours. 

(2) • General Anderson was Chief of Operations, VIIIthAir Force. 
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the mission. Other forma.tions were al;lle to bomb visually while 
some had to use Pathfinder technique, A total of 589 aircraft 
dropped neo.rly 1,400 tons of bombs with fair to good results on 
the airfields but with inconclw,ive results on the coastal 
installat;j.ot;is, Though th<::re were over 1,100 bombers and crews 
availablet 1 J no attempt se,;r,is to hav1.~ b3en made to lay on a 
second mission to attack the Loire bridges about which the 
Air C,-in-C, and the Army were so anxious, 

Fighters supported the bombers, patrolled over shipping in 
the Charmel and carried out wldespread attacks on enemy oommun:i,. 
cations. The bombers saw little of the G-.A,F. but it was 
estimated that 150 enemy aircraft were si0hted by VIIIth Air 
Force fighters, &!all fo:nnations wero general but two fonna.• 
tions of about 40 enemy aircraft each were engaged in combat, 
In the first instance about 40 Me.109 fighter-bombers were 
intercepted by ?vhwtangs o.nd three were claimed destroyed, 
Anothe~ fo:nnation of about 40 .M::.109 1s and F.W.190 1a caught~ 
P...47 Group on its bomb run and although the Thunderbolt p~lote 
claimed to have shot down five of the enemy, five of their own 
aircraft were lost. These were however, the only fighter 
losses of the day, while thirteen enemy aircraft were claimed• 
The targets attacked and strafed by VIIIth Air Force fighter 
bombers were 31 railway yards, sidings, eto., 19 bridges, 
14 tracks, 7 trains, 5 tunnels, 7 convoys and a number of other 
miscellaneous targets. 

On the evening of 10 J·une confirmation was received at 
Stanmore that the 17th S .s. Panzer Grenadier Division wb:icll had 
been crossing the Loire on the 8th, was detraining at 
St. Saweur-le-Vicomte and La Haye du Puits. Nevertheless as 
there were further elements of this as well as other corrplete 
div:islons in the South of France the Air C.-in-C. was insistent 
that the Loire railwa_y bridgas should be made impassable. As 
these numbered 26 road bridges and six vital rail bridges this 
task would require oonsiderable effort, He placed the cutting 
off of the Brittany Peninsula as second in priority, as it was 
learned that the Germ~ 3rd Parachute Division was on the move, 

Accordingly a request was made to the VIIIth Air Force to: .. 

(1) Cut the Loire Bridges at Blois and Tours 

(2) Proceed with the airfield plan 

(3) Use fighters to interrupt movement in the Brest 
Peninsula and in the Dreux area. 

At dawn on Sunday t1 June, there were 1,043 of the 2,045 
available bombers airborne on operations in seven separate 
forces. These were briefed to attack airfields in the Evreux, 
Paris, Normandy and Brittany areas, bridges in Brittany and 
over the Loire and three bee.eh targets in the Pas de Calais 
area. 

Only in the oases of three targets out of the total of 23 
was it found possible to boinb by visual methods owing to the 
amount of cloud that was prevalent, ov·er 400 bombers, many of 
them B-24's with no Pathfinder equipment, returned Without 
bombing, About a hatl.f of the 75 tactical units (Groups or 
Squadrons) attacked primary targets as briefed, dropping about 
1,200 tons of bombs. A total of 640 bombers attacked primary 
or secondary targets with 1,674 tons of high explosives. 

(1) VIIIth Air Force statistics show 2,020 Bombers and 903 
Fighters effective at 2000 hours on 9 June. 
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Blois and Pontaubault< 1) bridges showed extensive damage on 
photos taken after the attacks and two airfields were also 
attacked _with good results, 

As a consequence of the weather, it wns decided to 
despatch no roore bomber mis::;iona on 11 Jw1e, 

The VIIIth Fighter Comnand provided area cover during the 
bombing operations with ten Groups ·doing ·area patrols during the 
early morning, Seven of these Groups executed fighter-bomber 
attacks at the conclusion of their patrols, 'rhe failure of 
the enerey to attack Allied convoys in mid-Channel by day per~ 
mitted the Combined Control Centre to release one of the foul." 
P-38 Groups from shipping protection comm.i.tmenta as fran 
11 June. This Group augmented the forcF:s operating against 
ene!I\Y transportation and other targets in the int0rior of 
France, Two Mustang Groups undertook a separo.tc task of 
covering bombing operations in the Paris arC:.)a i;.t 0930 hours, 

• -In the afternoon ten Groups carried out off ensive patrols 
around the perimeter of the Tactical -Area attacking rail and 
road .transportation and targets of opportunity generally, By 
the t:iJne theweather had deteriorated so seriously that it was non
operational for fighters, a total of 1,042 f'ightars had been 

'. despatched, Only 25 enemy aircraft were seen, 

It was in fact quite evident by this time that the enemy 
was showing his usual skill in making full use of the bad 
weather to bring up his troops during periods when the Allied 
Air Fbrces oquld do rothing to prevent him. · It was reported that 
a division ( believed then to have been the Adolf Hitler No, 1 
Panzer Division but subsequently found to be the 2nd Panzer 
Div-ision) was entrained in 30 trains on the line Tergnier-CreiJ.
Paris but al though the VIIIth Fighter Command ,;ras asked to 
attack this route no such operations could be carried out. 
After a curious roundabout journey, the 2ndPanzer Division 
arrived in the battle area on 13 June. 

On D plus six there was a favourable weather foreoast ·for 
the early morning but it was expected that cloud would build up 
to such an e:x:t1:1nt as to make Heavy Day Bomber operations 

• impracticable from noon onwards. . In order to take advantage 
of, the good ·weather, ·1,412· bombers were -airborne early enough 
to allow them to be over their targets by about 0830 hours. 

Two types of targets were assigned, six bridges in Britt.my 
and-aixteen active airfields situated. between Lille and Paris, 
As was usual in the VIIIth Air Force the tactical unit employed 
on these opera.tions consisted of a Group (F'ortres o:es) or a 

• • S('.Juadron (Liberators) of twelve aircraft and ea.r:h airfield was 
to :b.e attacked by six Groups (about 72 aircraft) am ea.cli·bridge 
by thred Squadrons (36 airoraf't), • It is of int0rest to note 

. that many of the targets such as the airfields at Dreux, Evreux, 
St, Andre, Illiers and Conches, and the bridges at Vicomte, 
Pontaubault, Hennes, and Porcoro had be m at tackc:d before with
out decisive results. On the other hand reports had been 
-received that five airfields on the Brost Poninsula had been 
eva.oua ted as a result of Allied. air lit tacks, 

In most oases the operations on :the aorning of 12 June 

( 1) It should be added here that R.A,F, Bomber Command attaaked 
.the railway centre in Pontaubaul t on the night of' 8/9 June, • 
The two rail bridg~s and the road bridge were also bombed by 
Thund0rbolts on 10 nnd aguin on 11 and by Marauders on 11 June. 
Marauders and Thunderbolts both claimed good results (3ee 
A,E,A,F, Int/Ops Summary No.143 p, 15), · 
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were carried out successfully. About 1,278 aircraft out of 
the lcrge force of 1,412 aircraft despatched bombed either 
primary or secondary targets with 3,295 U ,S, tons of bombs. 
Only six units out of the 1111, d<'lsp,.tched found so much cloud 
that they were unable to find any target at all, About three
quarters of all the nh·oraft bombed their targets using visual 
technique in nearly all cases, 

Among the few targets not r.ttackod were 1:brcaro rurl Vicomte 
railmiy bridges, The d(:)struct i on of the lc.ttor which carried 
a main railway line across the mouth of the River Rance was 
reg~rdcd ns one of the most vitnl tusks in delaying the move
ment of the German 3rd Pnro.chuto Divisinn into the battle line, 
Fortunn tely, very good resu.l ts were s "'cur,:::d o. t Pontaubau.l t 
bridge which lay between Vicomte and the bt.ttle. Attacks on 
the other bridges were disappointing, 

The airfields were each attacked by an average of 72 henvy 
bombers and most satisfactory results were achieved in most 
cases, The chief' exception was H.osiures nirficld (near Amicns) 
al though important airfields like Dreu:x: and Illiers were con:-
sidered to require further attention, One of these attacks in 
the Dreux-Evreux area was greatly hindered by ten to fifteen 
Me.109 's which shot down one Liberator before they in their 
turn we.re caught by VIII Fight~r Command Mustangs which claimed 
the destruction of three eneU\Y fighters without loss to them
selves. 

This was the only occasion that eneey fighters offered any 
opposition to the U.S. bombers but it Wfls noted with ,lJOme con
cern that the flak defences of many airfields, particu.liµ-ly in 
the Amiens-.i3eauvais-Cambrai t>.r va. hnd been greatly strengthened, 
with the resu.lt that many formations reported accurate and _ 
damaging anti-aircraft fire, Six }'ortresses and two Liberators 
were lost mainly due to this cause while about 240 aircraft 
returned with clnmage, 

-The number of Fighters despatched by the VIIIth Fighter 
Command was 1,045 from an offeotive strength of 882 when opera
tions fqr the day commenced, A further Group of P-38's was 
released from its shipping protection commitment leaving only 
two Groups still engaged in that duty, 'rhese two Groups 
despatch~ 192 aircraft which once again lµd nothing of note to 
report. •• • 

The other 853 Fighters sent out on missions of bombing 
support, strafing and fighter-bombing had one of their out. 
standing days. 

• First of all, a Thunderbolt Group sent at dawn to the area 
. west of Paris in order to find night traffic which had not qui~ 
reached its destination, reported excellent results :f'rcm attaoka 
on a marshalling yard and on road transport, While continuing 
its search for targets it was engaged in combat with about 50 
~.109 1 s and eight Thunderbolts were lost as against five eneiey 
aircraft claimed to have been destroyed by U.S. fighters, 

Two other actions took place about three hours later - the 
first when a Group of Mustangs rescued a formation af Iilheratars 
which were being at_;tacked by about ten_Me.109 1 s. . Eight ~roups 
of Fighters patrolled in the areas which w~re being bombvd by 
the Fortrosses and Liberators and on the withdrawal of t~e 
latter executed strafing attacks on targets of opporturu.ty. 
One of'these Groups engaged eight F,W.190's after the bombers 
had withdrawn and claimed one victim. 

These operations took place in the area west of Paris and 
it was obvious that enemy fighters were present in strength at 
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the Drewc-Evrewc group of airfields, During the afternoon the 
VIIIth Fighter Command staged a carefully prepared attempt to 
lure these fighters into an air ·battle which would be on terms 
apparently advantageous to the Germans. 

The Group of P-47 's which had lost eight aircraft in the 
morning arrived in the area at 1300 hours under ground control 
from England, The Thunderbolts sighted about 20 Me,109 1 s and 
pursued them towards Paris where about 40 Me.109's joined in 
the battle, The tactics and behaviour of the enemy fighters 
convinced the U.S. pilots that the former were the same air
craft which had operated with such success against the Thunder
bolts in the early trorning, 

In this engagement, however, no Thunderbolts were lost rurl 
nine Me, 109 's were claimed. A second Group of Thunderbolts 
took off 30 minutes after the first Group !lild kept in touch 
with them, They encountered t wdve Me.109's that had just 
become airborne and then a further twclvo, SevenMe,109 1s 
were destroyed (claimed) so that .?,ltogether it wos claimed that 
this operation had enabled sixteen enemy fight0rs to b8 shot 
doWIII, 

Other missions executed by fight~rs during the evening 
were· attacks on Loire and Sarthe bridges by t-iro Groups of 
Lightnings and the close escort of IXth Air Force bombers by 
four wings of Mustangs to Paris and bnck. Four Lightnings 
were shot down by flak but no Mustangs were lost. 

A development which the Army and the Air Conmander
in-Chief found somewhat disconcerting was the announcement made 
at the morning Conference on 12 June by General Doolittle to 
the effect that he proposed to use a half of his ava·ilable 
bomber force for an attack on oil targets in Germany to take 
place on the following day ( 13 June). This was presumably in 
response to the suggestion by the Deputy Supreme Commander on 
8 June when he remarked that Cover Plan and Oil targets would 
need some attention though he did not suggest that it should 
be done immediately, 

It was clear that both the C. -in-C, Twenty-onti Army Group 
and the Air C,-in-C, would find such a diversion of effort from 
the task of holding up enemy movement. most unweloome, but the 
proposal was criticised on this oocnsion because General 
Doolittle not only proposed to employ the whole of his own 
fighter foroe (913 effective) but also asked for the loan of 
one Mustang Group from the IXth Air Force. At the time there 
was-an acute shortage of firm targets from the Army and in con
sequence little could be said to General Doolittle to dissuade 
him from diverting effort from the battle, 

At the· same Conference the Corrmander, Advanced A.E.A.F, 
promulgated an extension of the Tactical Area to the 1 ine along 
the South bank of the Seine up to Vernon, thence through Dreux, 
Chartres, Le Mans, Laval and Rennes to St, Nazaire, The main 
purpose was to obviate the mutual interferanoe between the 
VIIIth Fighter -Oomnand and the Tacticai Air Forces in the same 
target area, The intention for the VIIIth Fighter Command was 
that it should concentrate its operations upon the region to 
the west, north and north-east of Paris, 

The weather once again deteriorated before the end of the 
day with the result that the total number of airoral't despatched 
was no more than 2,457 made up of 1,412 bombers and 1,045 
fighters. With the development of unfavoµrable weather over 
Germany the projected heavy bomber operations were abandoned on 
the morning of 13 June, While the main bodies of both the 
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heavy borubers and the fighters were held on the ground( 1) small 
formations operated on Overlord targets where the weather 
promised to be better, 

The firct mission of th, , a--.,, was sr-nt to attack the 
importnnt airfields at Dreux, ,,;vt' d llX a.nd. St, And.re, A foroe 
of 135 l<'ortresses arrived ove1· farr.:et at about 0620 hours and 
dropped 1w;,.rly 300 (U ,3.) tons oi' bo1,1bs without much opposi
tion and, as there was good ·:,ea ther, resnl ts W<"-re splendid, 
No fi;.;htcr:~ were s0en and only OVDX' Dr0ux was any flak experi-
enced., uut Of the 54 aircrr • .f"t attuckiug that airfield, 35 
su:,toined damage f'rom flak but noN: ''lfJ.& lost, Three Groups 
of P-'.'i"l Is providing area cover for thh; operation sighted a 
few fighters which avoided contact, ' 

No further bomber operations took place·until 1900 hours 
in the evening when 260 bombers were dispatched to attack two 
airfields north of Paris and six railway br idges in Brittany, 
Reports were received to :c;how that three of these u ttacks met 
with suooess but it must be admitted that the attacks on the 
bridges need never have taken plo.ce, At thu Air Commander I s 
Conference on the preceding day the Air C,-in-C, stated that 
it was 'evident · that the Brest Peninsu.7.o. was now drained of 
enemy reinforcements o.nd that North-E9.stcrn Frnnce i1O-;1 con• 
stituted the main reservoir of Gi:;nnan rest·rvt;;s 1 • It is 
difficult to see therefore wt\}' these attacks w,c:rc mo.de, 

A _possible explanation is that on tho pnivious day, 
Me, 109' s ho.d attacked a Lihcrr.tor form::i.tion in the 1'ennes area. 
As the VII Ith Air Force we1·e ~,nxious to ,mgagc the G .A .F, on 

• every occ?..sion that tho lntt.;r w:;ro willing to offer battle, 
bomb.;;rs wer-s again s...,nt to tri,.s :i.rco. w:i.th two Groups of 
fight0rs as close escot't and. ·,dt,, 'r.h,; further protwction of 
four Groups as area p~trols. If this nas the ob,ject then it 
was not reulised because no enemy aircrDft appeared, 

Other fi_(,'.hter. operations were on a small scale partly 
beGause of the weather and partly becau,;," the VlIIth Fighter 
Command had announced a policy of conse1·vation of effort to 
the maximum continuation effort, Two P-38 Groups flew 76 
uneventful sorties on shipping protection over the Channel and 
741 aircraft flew on missions of area s~pport, bomber escort, 
strafing and bombing, Combats were few and on a small scale, 

On 14 June the weather over Germany was again such as to 
p~eclude any large scale operations except in the oxtrano Wost. . 
A scheme was consequently drawn up providing for seven hec,.vy 
bomber forces to operate against a large number of targets in 
widely separate areas, . One force was sent to bomb the oil 
refinery at Emmerich, another to attack two Crossbow supply 
oites in the Pas de Calais, four more forces against sixteen 
G,A,F. airfields in the Paris, Lille and Brussels area s, while. 
a special force of Azon Liberators was d~rected against six 
railway bridges over or near the Somme(2) It will be noticed 
that for the first time since the'cornmencement ot' the Overlord 
campaign, the VIIIth Air Fore,, resumed their a-t!acks against 
Crossbow sites, This rcsul h:d from the first. use of' flying 
bombs on .th,: night of 12-13 ;iune and a. request od.vinating 
from the "Kar Cabinet th::i.t. 8upply site,s should be heavily 
attGcked, 

All the heavy bomber forces as ,sbovc were airborne early 

(1) There were 2016 bombers and 913 fighturs available for 
opa-a_tions, 

( 2) On the 1Sllaef Seco[\d Line of Interdictio~. 
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~nough to enable them to cross the English coast by 0630 hours. 
Operating in support of _them were twelve Groups and one Squ,ail.r(n 
of fightc-r-s so that over. 2 1000 bombers aud fip,hters of the 
VIIIth Air F'orcc may be said to have ·b':cn part in this series 
of operations, , For the most pD.rt the mlssion was a. success. 
A measure of success was t.he i'act that 9::.1 out of the 123 
tacticnl units dispatched attacked their pr .i.mo.ry tA.rgcts while 
only eleven units returned without bombing. About 3,200 {u.sJ 
tons of H.E, were dropped on all types of objective. 

Though the operations were a success on the whole, ·the 
Azon L.iberato.·,·s failed yet again, the only bri(\':.e :--itbcked 
being the one at lfam-su".'-Somme and that wHhpoor results. 
Very substantial damage was done to e.irfield□. am1 varked air"' 
craft, the Distillation Uni.band Lubrication Depot .<1nd refinery 
at Emmer.I.oh was obliterated and GennD.n fighters ,rerc induced. to 
give combat when attacks were made on I.e Bourget airfield. 
U.S. bomhers operating in th:ill ar.ea. were .protected by the patrols 
of five Fighter Groups, About 100 Gennan fighters we~ seen in • 
the neighbourhood. and about 40 of them a ttelllI)ted to urevent the 
bombers a ttaoking Le Bourget. According to the VII Ith Air 
Force Report on Overlord Tactionl Operations th:Ls was the first 
specific a tte.mpt mo.de by enetey" fighters to intercept 'U .s. heavy 
bombers since D-Day. • 

As a result of these combats and some intense flak, 
fourteen bomb~)rs and four fighters we-i-e lost by th.e Americans 
who claimed to have shot down only six enemy aircrAft. Few 
eneJI\Y airer-aft were seen elsewhere and nlthough reports from 
aircrew ind.i.e11.ted more enemy air activity than on any other day 
since the Allied l;mdings, only about 130 aircraft were actualzy 
sighted. 

On 15 J1me the VIIIth and XVth Air Forces had planned to 
make the heaviest possible deep penetrn.tion a.ttnck i.n Germany, 
This operntion was cancelled because the De-ru.ty St>i:,reme 
Commander refused to snnction the diversion of effort 11t a time 
when the ground situation in Normandy was not altog2ther satis
factory • . • The military plan to encircle Ca.en from the East o.nd 

. West had. broken down and the enemy had reveaJ.ed such pow9r in 
his counter-attacks that the situation{ e&1Jecially in the 
oent:,~al sector (Villers Bocage · - Tilly J. was regarded with some 
misgivings by Air _ Chief Mn.rshal Tedder, Air Vice 

• ·Marshal Broo.ahurst and, to a lesser extent, by Air 
Marshal Coningham. As this I situn.tion hac.1 the makings of a 
dangerous crisis' Air Chief J.fa~shal Tedder said thn.t all the 
air forces should be ready to deliver a heavy punch where it 
would best he],p the Army, In any case the Air C, -:iJ-1-C, did 
not wish the VIIIth Air Force to operate aver Germany because 
it might be required to ·assist the U.S . .Army in their attack on 
Cherbou.-i-g ( ( 1 ) . • _. 

Tactical 'missions be~:d nfl ·a vcr'y si;J:"ring resemblance to 
VIIIth Air Foroe those:carried. out _ on 14 Jtihe :,_.,ere accordi.ngly undertaken on 
Op. No.414~ • • D ·plus nine, Targets indluc'ied s even miJ.way bi:-·Ldgcs over the 

L9ire(2) · and three in the Somme ar.ca 1 one Crossbow supply site 
. . • . . , . . , . 

( 1) These dedsions wcr.e ma.de at the Air Comrn,'UldeJ.· t' s Conference • 
on 14 June. · Sub:;:iquently 1 the Air C.-in-C, rdcar.ea. the 
VIIIth Ai.".' l<'orce from its 'chctical conmi.tmcnts but the release 
came -too lat(:) to enable the original plan to be put into 
execution, 

(2) Two days later it was decided not to attack road bridges 
over the Loire beoa.use of shortn.ge of effort and the fact that·• 

-road bddges we:re not being used for movement of troops across 
'l;he Loire (see minutes .of Air Co1Illll8.l1der 1 s Conference, 

·17 June 1944, para.17). 
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in the Pas de Calais, ore mars½2lli.ng ;-T:'.'d, five airfields and 
the Misburg oil refinery near i·lanover, All atta.ciks: were 
oarr:i.ed out as planned between 0632 hours and 0816 hours- in the 
morning. 

A total of 1,338 bombers were dispatched and 1,225 of them 
A.tt.acked with .'3,396 tons, The best results were obtn:i.ncd '.l . ': 

Merignac (Bordeaux) airfield, An.r:;ouleme marshalling yard and 
the Loire railway bridges. All seven Loire brid.[Y,es v:ere out. 
The Azon force failed to hit any of the three bridges and the 
oil refinery was also mis3ed on account of cloud banks. The 
latter reason also prevented the four airfields in the Paris 
area from being effectively attacked. 

On this occ-Asion it was decided ( 1 ) th,1. t all bou1bt'r forces 
should be protected by fightc:r escorts1 thirteen Groups and 
one Squadron being thus employed (.588 fishters). About 25 
Me,109 1 s 1 s0me painted vr:i.i;h the black and wh.1.te stripes used 
to · identify Allie.d aircr.<tft I lll,.1.ae three c. ttacks west of Paris 
on a force of Liberators shootinr, ohe down nnd dair.aging another 
so severely that it subsequently c1·ri.shed. HowevIT, this force 
cl.ll.imea. to have destroyed five enemy aircraft. 

Apa.!'t from escorting heavy bor.1hc'.l'.'s 1:i. t.tle • of note was done 
. by f'i3hters on this dRy. Thro P-38 Crovrs on Shipping Patrols 

Int. Ops. Sunmnry dispatched 181~ airc:raft and one P-3/3 Gronr, of 51~ aircraft, 
No.46. executed a precision bombing attack on the railway bridges at 

Etaples with inconclusive results, 

On 16 June operations on a strictly limiter] scale were 
only possible in the afternoon over France hut none were 
possible in Germany owing to multilayer cloud. Concli. tions 
over English bases were also bad. '.rhe had weather was a 
serious matter not only because the various operations of the 
air offensive were being. held up but also beoa.use it prevented 
offensive/defensive operations against flying-bombs. 'Il1ese 
at.tacks had been resumed on the night of 1.5/16 June after a 
lull of three days and they continued intermittently for several 
days, 

The effoct of their resumption was that pre:rnure froin 
political quarters was brought to bear on the Allied Air Forces 
t.o pursuade them to divert effort from OvtTlord tareets in 
order to obtnin relief' for Sou t.hern En11lnnd from the flying 
bombs. As soon as the attauks started (i.e. on 12/13 Jul)e) 
enquiries were made by A.E.A.F. about tari:,ets and a'dvance\.2) 
inforrr.ation W!l.S received that the Air Min.i.stry would recommend 
Croasbow targP-ts in the following order of priority:- • 

1. F0ur supply sites (Domleger, l\t:nuv0ir, Rcncscuro and 
Santrecourt). • . . 

2! Twelve 1niodified1 sites ready to fire. 

3. Eleven \:!ki' sites 

4. Ten 'iilodifi~d• sites ncR.r completion. 

(1) ·rhe VIIIth Air Force Overlord Report staks that escort 
was -p:i:-eferred t9 the usual area su-pport beoausc operations on 
this day were so wide-spread (li'ighter Ops. 1] June 1941+-, para,2) 

(2) See minute f!'om A Cdre. C. B. N. Pel1y, fo!"!Tlerly of the Air 
Ministry Crossbow staff to Air Ch. Mshl. Leigh-lvnllory in the . 
latter's O.R.B. for June 1941+-, Appendix ,J/27. 
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Accordingly in spite of the weather, it was decided by 

the VIIIth Air Force Commanders to operate small forces to 
carry out the most urgent of their commitments in France during 
the afternoon and evening of 16 June. . A force of i+ 1 
Liberators was sent to attack Illiers airfield at 151.8 hours 
after the area had berm patrolled for an hour by a Thunderbol 't 
Group. This force was to have been escorted but did not meet 
its escort. Two-thirds of the force did not bomb owing to 
G.H. failure but twelve aircraft attacked with poor results. 

At about 1700 hours, 183 Liberators were over the four· 
Crossbow sites and three of the lntter were attacked through 
the overcast with G.H. equipment. Subsequent reconnaissance 
carried out after other attacks had tukcn place showed heavy 
damage to two sites and minor damage to tho third. The 
further site was not attacked because of a G.H. breakdown. 

A force of 11.6 Fortresses carried out the las t operation 
of the day against three airfields N.E. of Paris 11 t about 1830 
hours. Al though three other airfields and a railway junction 
were also attn.cked as opportunity taret::ts only one airfield 
was damaged, Over 880 U.S. tons of bombs were dropped by 313 
heavy. bombers during the afternoon. There was no opposition 
except from flak over one airfield where a Fortress wa_s lost. 

Fighter effort though not reduced by the weather corid1-· 
tions to the same extent as that of the bombers, WRs neverthe
less on a reduced scalr:i, 611 aircraft b0ing disriatched out of 
the 949 ready for operations. '.l.wo types of mis::d.on were 
caITied out, viz:- Boinber SupTJort and Fighter Botab:tng, 419 
aircraft being dispatched for the former pul'!_)Ose and 192 for 
the latter. '!here were no shipping patrols because on and 
after this date the last two Groups of Lightnings were released 
from that counnitment. 

Nine Groups supported the bomber operations, five Groups 
of fighters on close escort and four on area patrols. The 
only combat occurred when one. Group of Thunderbolts sighted 
sixteen Me.109.' s and . a.hot down one of them while the remainder 
made good their escape. 

Informn tion was recci ved that n number of trains were 
stntiona.ry between Angouleme and Poitierfl and others between 
Arras and St. Pol. Two Mushm~ Groups wer0 dispatched against 
the. former and one Group of Lightnings with lwo Groups of 
Thunderbolts against the latter. '.lhe Milstn.ngs dropped fuel 
tanks on about 100 railway coaches and wagons and four engines 
and then Rtrafc;d them until they cttught fire. The same 
tactics were employed in four separate attacks in the 

'Angouleme - Poitiers area with muoh damage to equipment and 
heavy casual ties to troops. The Thunderbol ta opera ting in 
the Arras - St. Pol aren also oohieved consider.able success, 
destroying many trains and vehicles. Owing to the weather, 
the Lightnings searching for tra:lns in the same O.!'ea were 
unable to find their ta:rg0ts ax:id they unfortunatdy lo:,t three 
·airc.,;-aft to flak. No enemy aircraft were encvuntered. 

On 17 June the weather again confined the operations of 
the VIIIth Air Force to the Overlord area. In the circwn
stances the main limitiz;m factor on the number of targets that 
oould be attacked was the availability of G.H. equipped air
craft (22~ rather than the number of effective bombers (2009) 
and fighters (926). The ~reatest possibility of cloud breaks 
was forecast for the middle of the day and accordingly the 
forces on the first mission asi;ainst seven airfields between 

·Laval and Paris and a.Ti eighth ncrn.r Arras planned to be over 
their targets from 1200 to 1300 hours. 

Many mistakes were made in the assembly <bf the • forces and 
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several Groups and Squadrons found themselves flyine in stcange 
company, However, 231 out of the 324 bombers attacked with 
miarly 600 tons of H,E., results, as was to have been expected, 
were not good, One airfield sustained appreciable damage and 
two others minor damage: tilt' remainder appeardd to have escaped 
untouched, Three Groups of fighters gave area support and 
eight Groups escorted the bombers to the eif,ht targets, The 
only losses were two l!'ortresses both shot down when passing 
over the Dieppe Guns, There was no interference with the 
attacks ancl the only enemy airc".'aft seen were eleven sighted 
by fighters who claimed to have shot down two F,W,190's, 

Later in the day (on the 17th) a second mission was 
carried out against the airfields at Tours Angers and L~v&l 
and two landing strips N,E. of .Laval, Two equal forces of 
156 Liberators, one escorted by two Groups of P-51 1 s :rnd on 
the other by three Groups of P-4 7 1 s attacked at about 20 30 
hou:r-s, Nearly 700 tons of H,E, were dropped in good condi
tions of visibility by 273 air.er.aft attacking, mostly with 
great effect, Only one landing strip escaped very heavy 
damage, 

The fighters carried out their task of escorting the 
bombers as a matter of routine as the G,A,F, did not att empt 
to defend their baties with fighters as well as flak, As an 
added precaution one Group of l.fustangs ·Jl8.s sent to patrol tlte 
Evreux area and another to the Cha.rtres area but neither 
Groups encountered any opposition, Other fighters bombed 
bridges and transport~tion targets, strafed and shot up targets 
of opportunity. Over 1060 were airborne, the remainder on 
fighter/bomber missions. 
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_.9li.APTER _12 

COAST.AL •JOMMAND OPERATIONS ----- ---- - -
IN SUPPOii'r OF :NEPTUNE 

The presentation of the material included in this Section 
differs somewhat from that in other parts of this Narrative 
because, unlike other Commands which operatt:i1. :>a support of 
the Assault, Coastal Command did not directly participate in 
the battle inside the Assault A~ea. Furthennore, the peaks 
of greatest activity so far as Coastal Command was concerned, 
though they were linked with the timing of D-Day, did not 
depend so entirely upon the demands and progress of the 
Assault Ta.sk Forces. There is, therefore, not the same point 
in recounting in detail all the air operations undertaken by 
Coastal Command during the first few days of the Assault 
Phase since all these operations so vital to its success were 
not a part of the general plan for the Assault, the subject of 
this Narrative. 

The Coastal Command campaign in support of Neptune began 
nearly three weeks before D-Day in a battle against U-boats 
and was fought for several weeks without a pause. D-Day only 
brought an intensification of the struggle. Consequently it 
has been found most convenient to tell the whole story in one 
Ohapter covering all Coastal Command operations in support of 
Overlord until the end of the summer when the evacuation of 
the Bay of Biscay and Channel Ports by ene!r\Y craft brought the 
first phase of the struggle to a close. 

ge:1.EQ_nsibili ty for N epttU1e _ 

On 1 MEJ.rch, 1911A, the C-in-C., Coastal Command (Air Chief 
Marshal Sir Sholto Douglas, K,C.B., M.O., D.F.C.) sent his 
appreciation of the role of his Command in operation Overlord 
to the Air 0-in-C., A.E.A.F. Details of the exact connnit
ments, of operational boundari.es and of the co-operation with 
other Comma.~ds that became necessary, were settled during the 
following weuks. In short, it was agreed that the role of 
Coastal Command was to hold the ring for the Expeditionary 
Forces so that there should be no inturv:ention by surface, or 
underwater, vessels of the German Navy • 

.. 
Before this time it had been realised by both opponents 

that tlb:l U-boat had been beaten decisively in the Battle of 
the Atlantic and there had been a lull in activity lasting 
some months while the U-boats were .withdrawn to port. The 
Allies were aware that improved types of submarines were 
being developed and brought into service, and that the fitting 
of the equipment known. as Schnorkel, which enabled U-boats to 
ventilate ship and charge batteries without surfacing, was 
being pushed forward, The appreciation referred to above 
estimated that the ene!r\Y possessed over 420 U-boats which 
would enable about 200 to be maintained continuously on patrol. 
Three weeks before D-Day, however, Air Chief Marshal 
Sir Sholto Douglas, in speaking of the task of Coastal Command 
at the Presentation of the Plans to the King and the Prime 
Minister, stated that about 100 U-boats could be used against 
the Invasion on D-Day. These were equally divided between 1 

the Bay of' Biscay and the Norwegian ports, and wore backed up \ 
by another 100 craft in the Bal tic. It was anticipated that I 
the eneiey would employ these U-bosts in an all-out offensive / 
against Overlord convoys, attempting to enter the English, / 
Bristol and St. Georce's Channels, through the South West 
Approaches. Shallow water and minefields would protect the 
south east coast and the Straits of Dover. 

The other great menaoe at sea was that from eneiey light 
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wrfaoe craft, notably E-boats, There were about 60 E-boats 
based between Cherbourg and Boulogne, about 25 between Boulogne 
and Ostend, and about 30 between Ostend and Ijmuiden. There 
were also about five destroyers and unlmown numbers of R-boats 
and W-boats which could all inflict serious damage unloss 
effective measures were taken to deal with them, 

Coastal Command had one other commitment which t c,,t on 
special significanco · with the launching of Neptune, lirider a 
long standing agreement with Bomber Command and l<'ighter Commanq, 
dating back to 1942 and known as the Tripartite Pact, Coastal 
Command had undertaken the R,A.F, share of the responsibility 
for taking offensive air action against onemy war vessels or 
merchant ships within the range of shore-based aircraft. The 
only important exception to this role was that the responsibi
lity for offensive action against small vessels within the 
Quadrilateral, Man:,ton, Ostend, Dieppe, Beachy Head, was 
normally delegated to A.D.G.B, Apart from this, therefore, 
Coastal OommaJla was responsible not only for air attacks on 
U-boats and light surfaoe craft but also against merchant 
shipping, 

In brief, the tasks of Coastal Corrmand during the Assault 
on Normandy were three in number; 

(i) to prevent U-boats from breaking into the Channel and 
coastal waters around the South of England. 

( ii) to assist the Allied Navies in protecting the convoys 
against attacks by E~boats and other eneD'\Y light surface 
craft. 

(iii) to cut enemy coastal supply lines. 

The Cormiander in Chief's plan for carrying out these res-
ponsibilities was issued to the Groups concerned on 18 .April, 
1944, as a 'Directive on the Role of Coastal Command in 
Overlord 1 , The danger area in the new battle against the 
U-boat was the South West Approaches, To prevent U-boats from 
interfering with the invasion life line, Coastal Command air
craft were to fly patrols between the south of Ireland and the 
Cornish and Brest Peninsulas in such density that the whole 
sea area would be under observation day and night at least once 
every half-hour, Whenever a U-boat was sighted it was immedi
ately reported and attacked, The object of the Coastal 
Command Plan was to destroy U-boats on the surface or, failing 
that, force them to operate continuous]¥under water, The 
result of the latter would be to cut down the speed of the 
craft and lower the morale of the cr6W so that after the U-boat 
had eventually succeeded in penetrating as far as the main cross 
channel shipping route, it would be in no condition to make 
effective attacks, In addition, the further it penetrated into 
the channel the more restricted would be the zone in which it 
would have to be hunted for by the Navy and the more exhausted 
th'e crew and tlle batteries, would be. 

The system of air patrols was lmown by Coastal Command as 
the Cork, because these patrols could be moved as one system 
deeper into the mouth of the Channel ·(Spout) or withdrawn • 
further out as required, This placed the greatest responsibi
lity on No. 19 Group. Arrangements were made with A.D.G.B, 
for fighter cover to be provided for patrols which had to fly 
near to the French coast. Finally Coastal Command made arran~
ments to provide Assault convoys sailing along the south coast 
of England with air cover by Fleet Air Arm Squadrons under the 
operational control of Coastal Command. 

The ~er from E-boats was t!'reater in the v1~ ➔ -r,i+.v ,.,,r 
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Cherbourg and Le Havre. In general, it was hoped to meet this 
menace by laying on frequent patrols flown by flare dropping 
aircraft - as the E-boats usually operated by night - which 
could be be.eked up by strike Squadrons. It was also arranged 
to plot these surface craft by radar and to attack them with 
Albacore and Swordfish aircraft operating under G.C,I. control. 
Beaufighter sweeps were also to take plaoe at dusk and dawn 
when E-boat.s might be expected to be leaving u:: returning to 
harbour. 

Owing to the disposition of enemy forces the task of 
No, 19 Group (H,Q, :Plymonth) was mainly that of holding off 
the U-boat threat. The task of No, 16 Group (H,Q, Chatham) 
was mainly that of countering the raids of light surface craft 
in the Channel and the southern areqs of the North Seo., 
No, 18 Group (H,Q. Rosyth) and No, 15 Group (H,Q, Liverpool) ' 
were responsible for attacking U-boats which might try to pass 
through the Northern Transit Area from Norway and the Baltic 
towards the Bay of Biscay, 

Forces Available and Their Disposition 

On 5 June, 1944, Coo.stal Command had 51 Squadrons and 
three Flights and an aircraft strength of 888 aircraft in the 
Squadrons, of which 549 were servio.eable, Added to these, 
and under the complete operntiowl control of Coastal Command 
for this phase of operations, were twelve additional Squafu'ons 
from the Fle~t Air Arm (8), the U.S. Navy (3), and the R,C.A.F. 
(1), with 129 serviceable aircraft out of a total of 167 on 
the Squadrons' strength nt that date. 

Fourteen Squadrons were assigned to meteorological recon
naisnance, air/sea r escue, and photographic reconnaissance work, 
all of which fall outside the scope of this Chapter(1). The 
great bulk of Coastal Command forces ( thirty Squadrons) were 
employed in Anti-U-boat operations, these were Liberators, 
Sundcrlands, Catalinas and Wellingtons for the most part, with 
smaller numbers of maey other types, The light twin-engined 
types, .mostly Beaufighters, were employed in the Anti-Shipping 
role ~ 11½ Squadrons) or as General Reconnaissance Fighters 
(2 Squadrons), The Fleet Air Arm Avenger (5 Squadrons) and 
Swordfish aircraft (2 Squadrons) were used to give convoy 
cover in the Channel.and the South West Approaches. 

As the Admiralty had appreciated that the main U-boat 
threat would undoubtedly develop in the South West ApProaches, 
the Coastal Command plan provided for twenty-one Ant:!/U. 
Squadrons to operate in that area, Nineteen of these 
Squadrons were based in No. 19 Group, which also had three 
Squadrons of Anti-Shipping and Night Reconnaissance aircraft, 
two Squadrons of General Reconnaissance Fighters and four Fleet 
Air Arm Squadrons to cover Assault convoys along the south west 
coast. Two Anti/u. Squadrons based in No. 15 Group were also 
to operate under No. 19 Group control. This great concentra
tion of heavy four-engined aircraft on airfields in south west 
England created many accommodation, maintenance and other 
administrative problems, especially as airfields were often 
shared with Fighter Squadrons of No. 10 Group, These had all 
been solved before D-Day. 

The main task of No. 16 Group was to protect the Channel 
and the Thames Estuary and as the risk here was greater from 
surface craft, this Group had seven Anti-Shipping Squadrons 
and three more for convoy cover duties. It was stipulated, 

• ( 1) Specialist A.H,B, Monographs are available on the above 
subjects. 
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however, that should a U-boat threat develop, four Heavy 
Squadrons were to be transferred from No. 19 Group. To guard 
against U-boats breaking into the Atlantic from the Baltic and 
Norway, there was the equivalent of three Squadrons in No.18 
Group, two Squadrons in No,15 Group and two Squadrons in 
Ioeland. 

Opening of the Battle - Operations in the North 

No.19 Group . , . In the three ·weeks of~, the most important of a series 
Report 'on . of landing reht,arsals (Fab:ur;ii) faihd to provoke any determined 
Overlord( 1) · reaction from the enemy al though a few U-boats were sighted and 
para, 18, attacked in the Bay of Biscay from 20 to 24 May. A large 

I 
number of the Anti-U-boat Cork patrols were flown as a precau
tionary measure but the submarines turned back, the enerqy 

Despatoh(2) by having apparently deci4ed to wait until the Allies were 
C-in-C, Coastal definitely committed to a major landing operation before sending 
Qnd., 1 para, 15 • his forces of U-boa ts into action, However, by the middle of 

Ibid, paras. 
15 and 16. 

No.19 Group 
Report on 
Overlord, 
para.20. 

the month he could hardly fail to have o.ppreoiated that such 
an operation would take place sometime in tho summer, and in 
consequence U-boats in Norwegian Ports were ordered to proceed 
to the Bay of Biscay, 

pn 16 May, exactly three weeks :before D-Day, Coastal 
Command first detected this movement of U-boats in the Northern 
Transit Area. Squadrons of No. 18 Group, reinforced by 
Squadr.ons from No, 15 Group and Iceland, which were assembled 
in North Scotland and the Shetlands, at once went into action. 
A series of bitter engagements was fought with U-boats obstin• 
ately remaining on the surface for the sake of maxinn.im speed, 
The task of the R,A,F, was difficult in that aircraft had to 
operate at great distances from their bases, but it was made 
easier by the long hours of daylight at that time of the year. 
Two V,Cs. were awarded to Captains of aircraft in recognition 
of outstanding valour, but many an aircraft was lost on the 
lonely Northern waters, 

Up to 31 May, six U-boats were sunk out of twenty-two 
sighted. In June seven more were sunk. By the end of July 
when the movement was over, attacks had boen made on 51 out of 
75 U-boats sighted in this area; • of these sixteen were sunk am. 

I twelve damaged, The vast majority of the vessels were turned 
1 back or sunk and it is believed that only four got through to 
I France. 

Qperations in the South West .Approaches 

On 5 June when almost all the Allied Task Forces were at 
sea, the submarines were still in their pens in the Biscay 
Ports, Their failure to deploy offensively gave every hope 
that the Allies had achieved surprise, at least so far as the 
place, time and date of the Assault were concerned. Coastal 
Oomnand patrols in the Cork area had been flown for nineteen 
hours on D-Day before reports were received that the U-boats were 
putting to sea. Some U-boats took up defensive stations cover
ing the French Ports while oth.ers prooeed1:,>d. at full speed on the 

/ 

surface towards the Channel. The first report was of five 
U-boats which sailed from Brest on 6 June. These were spotted 
at 1855 hours by four Beaufighters of No, 235 Squadron, During _ 

(1) A oopy of the Report by A,O,C, No. 19 Group (li:lr Vloewl.Ishl. 
Sir B. E, Baker, KaE, CB, DSO, i!V 1 AFC) may be found on 
File 19cv'BEB/Air, 30 q/d 14 Sept. 4J+, 
(2) A copy of the Overlord Despatch may be found on Coastal Ctnd. 
File MS, 114/c-in--O., Part 2, Encl, 169 dated 1 Nov. 41H 
Corrections to some of the figures were offered by the Admiralty 
on 22 July 46', letter at Encl, 179A, 
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the night of 6 - 7 June there were eleven sightings and six 
were attacked by Coastal Command aircraft, The following 
twenty-four hours seven wer.e attacked out of ten sighted, 

In the first four days when the U-boats were frequently 
caught on the surface during the five or six how·s of incom
plete darkness 36 were sighted and 23 attacked, sixteen attack~ 
by night. Six were destroyed, four were damaged and many mor E 
were forced to return to port because of the constant presence 
of air patrols, 

Equally as important, from the point of vi~w of the safet) 
of the Assault convoys, as the number of U-boats put out of 
action was the fact that this density of air patrols soQn. 
succeeded in forcing all U-boats to dive and to remain ·sub
merged even by night, After about 48 hours they began to 
abandon their first attempts to r each the main shipping lane 
by travelling on the surface and many of them tried to make 
the corrplete passage under water, Thereaft~r nearly all 
sightings were of the p eriscopes or Schnorkels of submerged 
vessels. The new tactics reduced losses but soon affected 
the morale of U-boat crews as well as the operational effi
ciency of the craft. 

In fact very few succeeded in getting through to Mid.
Channel during the remainder of June and July and those that 
did get so far did comparatively little damage, In the last 
twenty days of June 47 U-boats were sighted by Coastal Command 
in the South West and 24 attacks were made by aircraft, Only 
one of these attacks sank a U-boat, although Coastal Command 
also shared in two other kills made in co-operation with the 
Navy, Four U-boats were also damaged by aircraft, No ships 
were torpedoed in the Spout area by U-boats from the Biscay 
ports, 

Signs were becoming apparent that another victory over thE 
U-boat was in sight when in the whole month of July they had 
still not been able to interrupt the Allied cross-channel 
supply line. In fact the menace was becoming distinctly less . 
during July only 23 U-boats were seen in the South West 
Approaches by No. 19 Group forces, Fifteen attacks were made 
with the result that two U-boats were sunk and one was damaged, 

As soon as the Allied land forces began to surge out of 
the initial lodgement area the U-boats gave up the attempt to 
run the Channel blockade, Only nine Allied ships were sunk 
by· U-boats in this area from D-Day until the American break 
through to Avranches caused the enemy to begin a hurried evac
uation of the French ports. 

During this last stage Coastal Command patrols flew close 
to the exits of these ports and fought several batt~es with 
escaping U-boats, Six of the latter were sunk, three by air
craft and three more by aircraft and surface forces W9rking 
tog·ether, The remnants made for Norway. 

From the opening of the battle 27 U-boats we'ile sunk by 
aircraft of Coastal Command, Another was so crippled that 
ti.lthou,gh it succeeded in making port it was paid off and • 
took no further part in the war, Aircraft shared with the 
Navy in five otlaer kills. They damaged' 29 U-boats, two of 
which were shared with the Royal Navy, 

The cost 'to the R,A.F. was 60 Coastal Command aircraft 
most of which were heavy four-engined types with large and 
valuable crews. Some of these were lost because of the 
hazards of operatip.g in all weathers for long hours and at 
great distances out to sea, but 38 losses were due to enemy 
action, 
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Anti-Shipping Operations 

It was anticipated that enell\Y destroyers and light surface 
craft would attempt to disrupt the passage of convoys to their 
assembly areas and to the lodgement area of Normandy, ,as soon 
as the landing operations were under way. To guard against 
this danger, Anti-Shipping Squadrons of Nos. 16 snd 19 Groups 
collaborated with Naval forces and A.D.G.B, in operations 
against enemy surface vessels approaching _either the eastern 
or western flanks of the Assault area. • 

In planning these operations a line of demarcation inside 
.of which CoastED. Command was not to . operate had to be accepted 
by the Expeditionary Forces, the Admiralty and Coastal Command. 
Sir Sholto Douglas first suggested a line from Lowestoft to 
0stend in the east, and one from Plymouth to St. Brieuc 
(Brittany) in the west·. Sir T. Leigh-Mallory considerad that 
this gave A.E.A.F. too large an area and eventually it was 
agreed that the limits should be a line from North Foreland to 
Calai.s and from Portland to Jersey. 

As the enell\Y E. and R.-boats normally operated at night, 
plans were made to provide Coastal Command patrols at dusk and 
at dawn as well as during the night. Albacore and Swordfish 
Squadrons were trained to work at night under the control of 
G.C.I. stations of Nos. 10 and 11 Groups, in close co-operation 
with the appropriate Area Combined Headquarters. Night 
Reconnaissance was carried out by Wellingtons equipped with 
A.S.V, On the discovery of enemy surface craft, flares were 
dropped and naval forces and/or strike aircraft vrere assisted 
to the target. • At dusk and dawn Beaufightcr o.nd Mosquito 
sweeps were laid on so as to catch enemy light surface craft 
on their way out or back to port. 

During the preparations for Overlord Anti-Shipping opera
tions by Coastal Command aircraft had been increasing m scale 
and importance. 148 sorties were flown on these missions in 
March 1944, 720 in April and 1,000 in May, These continued 
without interruption until D-Day. 

The first specific move by enemy surface forces against 
the Allied landings led to a spectacular defeat~ in which 
Coastal Command aircraft claimed an important share, Late in 
the evening on 6 June, three German destroyers, accompanied by 

• minesweepers and other minor craft, were intercepted near 
Belle Ile by the Vfick Strike Wing of Coastal Command. The 
destroyers were on their way from the Gironde to Brest and 
the Channel. Aircraft forming the Strike Wing were 31 Beau ... 
fighters - 14 from No, 404 Squadron, armed with rockets, and 
the remainder ·frdn No, 144 Squadron, armed with cannon, -
.escorted by eight Mosquito fighters of No, 248 Squadron. 
During the attack many hits were seen and one destroyer 
appeared to be on fire, One Beaufighter was lost but the 
Mosquito escort shot down a JU, 188 on their return journey • 

_Later that night, three Beaufighters of No. 4D4 Squadrop. • 
sighted the destroyers again, one still smoking, and made 
another R/P. attack by moonlight. 

Despite these attacks the ships reached Brest and remained 
there two days before leaving again on an easter:i,.y course dur
.ing the hight of 8/9 June. 'They had not gone· far before they 
were met by the· Royal Navy'and in the subsequent engagement, 
one was sunk, one was driven ashore on the Ile de Batz and the 
third escaped to Brest. The chapter was closed by 21;. Coastal 
Command Beaufighters of No. 144 and No. 404 Squadrons, which, 
on 9 June, holed the stranded destroyer with 601b. rocket pro
jectiles and scored several near misses with bombs so that the 
vessel became a total loss. 
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Not all the Anti~hipping operations were as clean out 

and decisive as this. The E-boat; which proved a real menace 
in the Channel for the next two months, was an elusive oppon
ent, capable of doing much damag~ when given any latitude. 
Results of the frequent engagements between aircraft and 
E-boats, almost invariably fought at night, were diffic\.ilt to 
assess and the technique of intercepting them -was still far 
from perfect, But the constant patrols and harassing attacks 

• by Beaufighters, Albacores, hosquitos, Avengers, Wellingtons 
and Swordfish, in conjunction with operations by the Navy gave 
the enemy no rest and made it very unsafe for his light forces 
to be at sea for many hours. Heavy attacks by Bomber Command 
on the harbours of Le Havre and Boulogne and the earlier 
capture of Cherbourg were also severe blows to the enemy light 
surface forces. 

Anti-surface vessel operations entailed· a heavy expendi
ture of effort. This amounted to about 130 operational 
sorties in the first 24 hours of Neptune, and about 160 in the 
next 24 hours, Anti-U-boat operations required about 60 
sorties on the first day and about 90 sorties on the second. 
Throughout the whole month of' June, 1987 Anti~hipping sorties 
were flown by aircraft of Coastal Command, 400 of these air
craft delivered attacks on 191 targets, of which 132 targets 
were in the Channel. 

The operations during the first week of Neptune were 
typical of those that took place over the whole period. As 
in the case of the U-boats, no engagements with E-boats took 
_place until the night of 6/7 June when two formations were 
attacked, one by a Wellington and one by an Albacore, Intense 
flak prevented any results being observed, Nothing was seen 
of. the E-boats ai'ter daylight on the 7th, but during the 
following night, several inconclusive combats took place'on 
the flanks of the shipping route, During the following 48 
hours, there were many reports that E-boats were attempting 
to harass our shipping but no contact was made with them by 
Coastal Comnand aircraft. 

On 10 June, four Mosquitos of No, 248 Squadron reported 
sighting an armed Motor Launch near·Uehant and attacked it 
with their cannon and guns. One Mosquito was shot down 
before two Tse~•b»e aircraft of the same Squadron arrived with 
their six-pounder armament. The vessel was soon hit many 
times and was abandoned by the crew when it began to sink. 

During the night of the 10th a Beaufighter attacked four 
E-bo&ts with cannon fire off Berck-sur~er. Several hits 
were scored.but the amount of damage that was done could not 
be observed. 

No outstanding event occurred in this form of warfare 
until 15 June. On that date enemy ships of 8,000 and 41 000 
tons escorted by a swarm of R-boats and mine sweepers, were 
attacked off Schiermonnikoog by a strike force consisting of 
nineteen aircraft from the North Coates Wing and 23 from the 
Langham Wing, escorted by ten Mustangs from No. 316 Sqili?dron, 
A,D.G,B, The use of such a large force of aircraft made it 
possible for all the escorts to be attacked while the Beau
fighters were torpedoing each large vessel twice. Both 
vessels and one minesweeper were sunk without loss to the 
Strike Squadron and escorts. This operation, in facrt, has 
subsequently been quoted by Coastal Command as a model for all 
others of this type, owing to the fact that its success was 
due to a happy combination -of good planning, bold leadership 
al').d s!:::ilful execution. The provision of an unusually large 
Anti-Flak Force was often repeated for later strikes. 
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Dur-ing .July the offensive against enemy shipping became 

intense, 500 out of 1897 aircraft despatched making attacks. 
The largest number of attacks was made off the Belgian and 
Dutch coasts (268 attacks) but 167 attacks were made in the 
Channel, and 84 in the ·Bay of ~iscay. • Merchant ships and 
escort vessels were the chief targets although it was claimed 
that many E and R-boats w;ere damaged severely, 

In August the offensive was maintained with success in 
the Channel and North Sea, but owing to the favourable turn 
of the land battle the chief area of interest was the Bay of 
Biscay, where the enemy was suddenly faced with a crisis. 
Unlike the U-boat there was no possibility of the surface 
vessel succeeding in breaking through to the North Sea, 
Emergency arrangements were made with the IXth Air Force and 
S.H.A.E.F. for the use of Vannes as an Advanced Base and th±s 
airfield was employed by the Strike Squadrons with great 
success. About 670 Coastal Command aircraft made attacks on 
a great variety of shipping, which included destroyers, 
sperrbrechers, minesweepers and smaller warships, as well as 
merchant vessels. One destroyer, one torpedo boat (Elbing 
class) and four other ships were claimed sunk by Coastal 
Command attacks before the collapse of German resistance in 
France brought operations inthis area to a virtual close. 

During September the night patrols of the Beaufighters, 
Coastal Cmd, Avengers and Wellingtons, mov~ from Calais eastwards so that 
Review, Sept. 1944 after 7 September there were no attacks on shipping off the 
para.VII, Belgian coast. The Allied Air Forces had attait1ed such a 

complete ascendancy over the enemy by this time that they were 
Ibid, para. VIII. able to carry out successful strikes evel). against shipping in 

.well defended harbours close· to important G.A.F. bases. Some 
of these operations involved large numbers of aircraft, the 
largest number being 70 Beaufighters concerned in an attack on 
shipping at Marsdiep. 

Much of the September Anti-Shipping activity of Coastal 
Command was, however, concerned with shipping in Norwegian 
waters. Fiye B~aufighter Wing Strikes and four Mosquito 
strikes were made in those areas in September, The restricted 
number of targets,and the greater distances resulted in fewer 
spectacular successes than :i,n August, despite the . maintenance 
of a considerable scale-of effort •. 
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STATISTIC.AL SUMMARY OF COAST.AL COMMA.ND ANTI-U-BOAT 

OPERATIONS DURING NEPl'UNE 
-·----- - ------~ Month Base and Type of Duty Total U-Boats U-Boats 

Sorties Sigh~ed J,tta~_ked 

Mayl 1944 

U.K. Convoy Cover 20 1 

Biscay Patrols 1,099 16 11 

Northern Patrols 411 21 13 

U.K. Total 1,530 38 24 

Other Bases 969 3 1 
---

Grand Total 2,499 41 25 
-- --= 

June 1 1244 

U.K. Convoy Cover 30 
Channel Convoy Screen 721 
Biscay Patrols 408 24 19 
Channel and w. Approaches 2,197 72 40 

Northern Patrols 783 25 16 

U.K. Total 4,139 121 75 

Other Bases 585 

Grand Total 4,724 121 75 

July 1 1944 

U.K. Convoy Cover 24 
Channel Convoy Screen 284 

Biscay Patrols 583 11 8 

Channel and W. Approaches 1,897 16 12 

North~rn Patrols 618 31 24 
U.K. Total 3,406 58 44 
Other Bases 458 2 1 

Grand Total 3,864 60 45 

Au~st 1 1244 
U.K. Convoy Cover 36 

Channel Convoy Screen 43 
Biscay Patrols 989 23 16 

Channel and W. Approaches 1,265 8 3 

Northern Patrols 630 7, ~s 
U.K. Total 2,963 ~3'8 24 

Other Bases 658 3 2 

Grand Total 3,621 •-lfl 2i, 
= 



Month. Base and Type _of Duty Total U-Boats U-Boat s 
Sorties Sighted Attacked 

' Se:etemberl • 1941+ 

U.K. Convoy Cover 51 1 

Channel Convoy Screen 16 

Biscay Patrols 105 1 

Channel and w. Approaches 572 1 

Northern Patrols 1,842 13 7 

U.K. Total 2,586 16 7 

Other Bases 49~ 3 1 

Grand Total 3,081 . 19 8 

STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF COASTAL COMMAND .ANTI-SHIPPING 

OPERATIONS DURING NEPrUNE 

Month and Type 
Number of Sorties 

Number of .Aircraft - ] 
of Ops. - --· .Attackin__g_ __ _ __ 

_(Qay or Night) _ Reece. Strike Total Reece. Strike Total i 
-- - -

June Day 910 271 1,181 80 141 221 
Night 762 41+ 806 172 3 175 

·-

Total 1 , 67,2 315 1,987 252 141+ 396 
·-- . - ---·--

July ' Day 1,148 34 1,182 270 28 298 
Night 708 7 715 219 2 221 

- . -
Total 1,856 41 1,897 489 30 519 

·------ -

.August Day 961 59 1,020 . 388 42 430 
Night 715 2 717 228 2 230 

Total 1,676 61 1,737 616 41+ 660 

September Day 1,112 165 1,277 216 38 254 
Night 420 5 425' 164 3 167 

Total 1,532 170 1,702 380 41 421 
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ALLIED AIR FORCES AVAILABLE FOR ASSAULT ON NORMANDY 
APPENDDC I 

I 

Command (RAF) Number of 

t
-A~aft strength at 5.6.44 

or Air Force (USAAF) 
In Service-

!iquad.rons u .iE. Squadrons able 
---·- -

I 2~d T .A.F. (A.E.A.F.) 80 1426 1562 1348 

A.D.G.B. II 45+2flts 838 1038 809 

No. 8.5 Group II 12 216 232 174 

II 38 I II II 10 248 347 313 
. . 

I 

165 II 46 II II 5 150 174 

Total RAF in A.E.A.F. 152+2nts 2878 3353 2809 

F ~A .J.. Fighters. (attached A.E,A,F) 7 105 90 84 

BOMBER COMMAND 82 1790 1786 1681 . 
: 

(including No. 100 Group and special 
Duty Squadrons) 

COASTAL coMMAND(1) 51+3flts 788 888 549 

F.A.A., U.S.N, and R.C.A.F. ·attached 
I to and operating under Coastal Cmd. 12 162 . 167 129 

Total under R.A.F. 304+5flts 5723 6284 5252 • 

U. s. IXth Air Force (A.E.A,F.) 162 3070 2776 2506 
I 

" VIIIth II II 212 3168 3557 ' 2788 

Total U.S.A.A.F. 374 6238 6333 5294 

Total .Allied Air . 11,961 12,617 10,.546 

Forces for Neptune 678+5fl ts 1 

(1) Certain Squadrons of Coastal Command although ma.king a vital contribution to 
Overlord aid not operate in the Assault Area. 



2 

2nd T.A.F. (A.E.A.F.) 

Numbei- ot Sqwdrons (a) and U.E. Aircraft (b) 

Group. et<:. 

(a) 

83 15 

S!i , 18 

2 

34 Wing 

Total 2- T.A. F'. 33 

F .. • F/B & RIP 

{b) (a) (b) 

270 10 180 

324 8 144 

59li 18 324 
--· 

Spitfire 

TyJiloon 

Mustang 

11osqul to. 

11ed. & Lt. anr. 

• (a) (b) 

12 216 

12 216 

'Z7 Squadrons 

18 

6 

6 

Tac/R 

(a) (b) 

3 54 

2 36 

5 90 

Mitchell 

Boston 

P/R 

(a) 

1 

1 

3 

5 

Reece. Types 

Auster 

(b) 

18 

18 . 

54 

90 

Total (ori 1, 6.~) 

A.O. P, Sqdns 

(a) (b) 

5 80 
.. 

2 32 

7 112 

4 Squadrons 

2 

10 

7 

34 

31 

12 

·3 

BO 

Service-
U,E. able 

602 50') 

554 456 

216 .- 172 

. 54 ' 2,3 

----

1,426:? • 1,160 

.. 

Notel(l) Air Spotting Pool of 4 Sqdns (60 U,E,) F.A,A. Seafires, 2 Sqdns A,D.G,B, F'/R Splttlre (36 U,E.), 
and 15 U,S,N. Spitfires under 2nd T.A,F'. for Assault (Not Included above), 

(2) Strength In Squadrons (and Serviceable) higher on 5.6.44 (See SUmrnary Table above), 

2. A.D.0.B, and No. 85 Group (A.E.A, F'.) · 

A.D,G.B, 

Number or 3quadrons {a) and u. E, Aircraft (b) • 

Oroup . 

, FB & RP F/Recce A/S Rescue N, F & Intrud. 

(a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) 

to · 7 126 1 18 1 20 3 54 

11 9 162 1 18 3 60 6 108 

12 2 36 2 9 2 36 

13 1 18 ¼ 9 

85 (on 6 108 
loan) 

Spotting Pool 2 36 
(on loan) 

Total A, D. G,B, 25 450 2 36 
., 54 4 80 11 198 

Note (1) Add ~ flts on 20 A/C U,E. to above. 

Sp! ttlre 26 Squadro~ • ltlsqul to· 

Mustang " Beautighter 

TyJiloon 2 • A/S/R +Mixed A/C) 

HUIT I cane 1 " 

Total (on 1,6,li4) 

Sqdns. U,E, +Service-
able 

12 218 
. 

19 348 .. 
4¼ 81 

H 27 

·6 108 

2 36 

45 818 80') 

9 Squadron~ 

2 

4 

. 



No. 85 Group 

r::;,;:~,--: "'.oo :: ''.' "•~:--- : ~' S.~L,sble >.6.'4 

total 12 " r 216 " 174 • 

Mosquito 6 Sqdns Spl ttlre • 4 Sqdns Tempest 

3, U.S. IXth A.F. (A.E.A.F.) -

1 Hi Al c in Sqdns· 

116 • 

232 " 

2 Sqdns 

APPENDIX I 

Number or Squadrons (a) and A/c U.E. (b) 
Strength in 
Sqdns (a) 

Conmand F. F/B IJB 11ed/B Tac/R 
Serviceable 

P/R Tp Carr Total A/C(b) 1.6.44 

a b a · b a b a . b a b a b ll b a b 

IX Tac. Air 24 600 · 9 225 .33 '. 1825 

XIX Tac. Air 12 300 9 225 4 72 25 5'11• 

IX Bomber 12 192 .32 512 .. 44 ~ 

IX Troop Carrier 56 896 56 896 

10tl1 Photo Group 4 48 4 48 
- t-,:--· 

1 I:I Air Force 162 
(a) (a) 

36 900 18 450 12 192 .'2 512 4 72 4 48 56 896 3,070 2,776 2,5o6 

4. R.A. F. TROOP' CARRIER/TRANSPORT GROUPS (A.E.A. F.) 

~Group 10 ~dns ?:!18 Af.c u,E, 2JJ.7. Ale In egdns 212 Af.c serviceable ~.6,/a 

Albemarle . 4 Sqdns 104 A/c u.E. 124 Ale In Sqdns 90 Ale serviceable 1.6.44 

Stirling 4 10'.i " 150 II 117 " 
Hall rax 2 40 " 73 • 61 " 
Gliders 520 U,E, plus 200 In reserve . ... 
No, ~6 Croup 2 ~dns 150 A/c U.E. 170 In Sqdns 165 Ale serviceable 5.6.~ 

Dakota 5 150 • 170 II 165 " 
• reserves 25 " 

Gliders 200 U.E, plU,\i • 200 In reserve 

Note ( 1) No. 46 Group alro had 70 Ansons a oo about 12 Sparrows for light transport duties not 
Included above. 

5. R.A. F. COASTAL C011MAND 

Own ci,eratlonal strength 57 Sqdns and 3 Fl ts. 686 A/ c I.E., 888 A/ c In Sqdns, 549 A/ c servlceoble 

Beau. 11os. Well. Lib. Cat. Sund. P/R 11eb. A/SIR. Misc. Total 

Op, Sqdn·s 8 H 6:1- 8 2:1- 7 4 5:!-a 4½ .3,b 51C 

Strength I . E. 128 24 76 96 24 63 64 82 71 58 686 

kl. op Strength 154 33 100 119 34 94 85 ~ 96 79 874 
(June 1944) .. 

A/c In Sqdns 888 

" Sel"vic~ble 549 

(a) Plus 2 tlts, (b) Plus 2 nts; Cc) Plus 3 flts. 

Note (1) Attached to and operating under Co5stal Command :• 

12 F,A.A., u.s.N. and R.C.A.F. sqctns, 162 A/c U.E. 186 averaged operational Ale (June 144). 

( . 
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6. • R.A.F. BOMBER COMMAND 

Type No. of Sqns A/c in Sqns A/c in Sqns Average bomb 
load in lbs. 

Lancaster 3~} 860 flJb· 10,089 

Hal:hfax 22 510 525 7,656 

Stirling 2.1 2 60 62 9,208 

Total Heavy Bmrs 64 1,430 1,443 

• Mosquito 6 134 , 122 2,070 

Total all Bmrs 70 1,564 1,565 ( 1) 

Special Duty 2 41 42 

No. 100 Group 10 185 179 

I 

; 

Grand Total 
'' 

82 1,790 1,786 
', 

( 1 ) Aver11ge serviceability was 80% in May, 1944, and 8 3% in June• 

· 7. U.S. VIIIth A,F. 

[ Type -Groups Squadrons A/c · U.E. on Effective Averare bomb 
1. 6.44 5'J-,e. .. s1t •. load lbs)(D-Day) . 

b DC\. 1 per A/c 

B - 17 Fortress 22 88 1,056 947 4,000 

' B - 24 Liberator 19 76 912 ·, 813 4,000 

Pathfinders - ~ ~I 

Total Bombers 41 164 1,968 · 1,851 4,000 

~ Fighters 16 48 1,200 937 
. 

Tota.l a/c 57 212 3,168 2,788 
-



SQUADRONS ESTABLISHED 

NO. TOTAL TOTAL 
I.E. + I.R. STRENGTR 

3 64 + 16 89(a) 
3 48 + 6 33 

6 112 + 22 122 

- - 23 
20 384 + 96 478 
1 16 + 4 24 

37 640 + 160 776 
2 40 + 10 53 
- - • 3 
2 32 + 8· 24 
2 32 + 8 62 

64 1144 + 286 1443 
70 1256 + 308 1565 

2 36 + 5 42 
1 21 + 4 23 
2 32 + 4 34 
- - 8 
4 64 + 8 34 
1 16 + 2 .50 
1 16 + 2 10 
1 16 + 4 20 

10 161 + 24 179 

BOMBER COMMAND ORDER OF BATTLE 

as at 1800 hours - 1st June, 1944 

SUMMARY OF SQUADRONS 

SQUADRONS OPERATIONAL ON TYPE 

TYPES OF AIRCRAFT · NO. I.E. + I.R. 
A/C. ON mur 

- CHARGE 

Mosquito ll/XYI ·3 64 + 16 89 
Mosquito I.V/XX 3 48 + 6 33 
TOTAL LIGHT BOMBERS 6 112 + 22 122 

-
. Halifax II 1 16 + 4 19 

Halifax III 19½ 360 + 90 478 
• Halifax V 1 16 + 4 24 

tanca.ster I+ III 35½ 616 + 154 776 
Lancaster II 2 40 + 10 53 
.Lancaster VI - - 3 
Lancaster X 1 16 + 4 20 
Stirling • 1 

12 32 + 8 43 

TOTAL HEliVY BOMBERS 61½ 1096 + 274 1416 
TOTAL .ALL CLASSES 67½ 1208 + 296 1538 
s.n.(o) SQUj,l)RONS . 2 36 + 5 42 

---- - - · 

~
B.S~ Halif~osq,.!ito/wellington • 1 21 + 4 23 
B.S Mosqu1. to XIX . .• . · - - -

(B.S) Mosquito XVII - - -
(B.S) Mosquito VI 1 16 + 2 18 
(B.S~ Mosquito II 3 48 + 6 50 
(B.S Fortress 1 6 + 1 10 2 
(B.S) Stirling - - -
TOTAL BOMBER SUPPORT 5½ 91 + 13 101 

SQUlillRONS NON-OPER.i",TIONiJ, ON TYPE 

NO. I.E. + I.R. 
A/C. ON UNIT 

CHf.RGE 

- - -- - -
- - -
- - 4-
1 16 + 4 -2 - - -
1 16 + 4 -
- - -
- - -- - 4 
1 16 + 4 19 

2½ 48 + 12 27 

2½ 48 + 12 27 

· -

- - -
2 32 + 4 34 
- - 8 
1 16 + 2 16 
- - -
1 6 + 1 -2 

l 16 + 4 20 

'4½ 70 + 11 78 

(a) Includes 1 Mk:. VI Note The ai,rcraf't in Squadrons partly operational are included in the Opl. Total. 

I\) 

::0 

..... 
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-
Unit 

t«>n-
Opl. Opl• 

• - - •- --

J;o. 1 Group 

12 
100 
101 
103 
166 
460(RAAF) 
550 
576 
625 
626 
300(PolH 300(Pol ):!,-. 

---

J~o. 3 Group 

90(¼) 90(¼) 

149 
218 

15 
75 

115 
514 
622 
138(S,D) 

161 (S.D) 

_No, 4 Group 

102 
10 
51 
76 
78 

158 
466(RAAF) 
578 
640 
nm 77W 

346(F. F) 

No. 2 Grou12 

9 
44(Rhod) 
49 
50 
57 
61 

106 
207 
463(RAAF) 
467(RAAF) 
619 
630 
617 

83(P,F.F.) 
97(P.F,F,) 

6Z](P.F.F,) 

2 

BOMBER COMMAND ORDER OF Bi.TTLE 

1.s at 1800 hours 1s t June, 1944 

Alr~rt 
I : I 

On Unit Location I.E. + I.R. Type 
Charge 

-
BAWTRY ---
Wickenby 16 + 4 Lancaster I + I II 21 
Grimsby i6 + 4 lancastor I + I II 20 
Ludrord Magna 24 + 6 Lancaster I + I II Z7 
Elsham/ Wolds 16 + 4 Lancaster I + III 20 

·Klrnlngtori 24 + 6 Lancaster I + 'I Ii 29 
Binbrook 24 + 6 Lancaster I + Ill 32 
N, Kllllngholme 16 + 4 Lancaster I + I II 20 
Elsham/Wolds 16 + 4 Lancaster I • I II 20 
Kelstern 16 + 4 Lancaster I + I II 18 
Wlckenby 16 + 4 Lancaster I + I II 22 
Faldl ngworth 16 + 4 lancas_ter I + I II 19 

EXNING ---
Tuddenham 24 + 6 Lancaster I + III 11 

Stirling 22 
Nethv.old ; : 16 + 4 Stirling 21 
Woolrox Lodge 16 + 4 Stirling 19 
Mildenhall 16 + 4 Lancaster I + I II 16 
Mei:;al 24 + 6 Lancaster I + I II 26 
WI tchford 24 + 6 Lancaster I + I II 28 
Waterbeach 24 + 6 Lancaster II 24 
Mildenhall 16 + 4 Lancaster I + I II 20 
Temps!ord 14 + 2 Stirling II (S,D) -

Hall fax V 17 
Temps!ord 10 + 3 l,ysander 11 

! ... .6 +.O Hal I fax v- ·7 " 6 + O Hudson I II/ II IA 7 

YORK --

Pocklington 24 + 6 Hall!o.x I II 32 
l'!elbourne ' 24 + 6 Hal! rax r II 31 
Snalth 24 + 6 Hal ICax I II 29 
Holme 24 + 6 Halifax III 31 
Brelghton 24 + 6 Halifax II I 29 
Llssett 24 + 6 Hall fax 111 31 
Leconfleld 16 + 4 Hall fax II I 19 
Burn 24 + 6 Hall!ax III 31 
I..econ!leld 16 + 4 Halifax III 20 
FUll Sutton 24 + 6 Hall rax 111 21 

Halifax I I/V 3 

Elvington 16 + 4 Halifax V 23 
Hall fax 11 1 

SWINDERBY 
.. 

Bardney 16 + 4 Lancaster I ,.+ I II 19 
Dunholme Lodge 16 + 4 lanca ster I + II I 20 
Fiskerton 16 + 4 Lancaster I + Iii 22 
Skelllngthorpe 16 + 4 Lancaster· I + I II 19 
East Kirby 16 + 4 lancaster I + III 20 
Skelllngthorpe 16 + 4 Lancaster I + III 18 
He ther Ingham 1.6 + 4 Lancaster I + III 18 
Spllsby- 16 + 4 Lancaster I + I I I 20 
Waddington 16 + 4 Lancaster I + I II 21 
Waddington 16 + 4 Lanroster I + I II 20 
Dunholme Lodge 16 + 4 Lancaster I + Ill 20 
East Kirby 16 + 4 Lancaster I + III 20 
woodhall Spa 16 + 4 Lancaster I + I II 34 

Mosqul to VI 
Coningsby 16 + 4 lll.ncaster I + 11 I 20) 
Conlngsby 16 + 4 Lancaste!"' I + I II 20) 
Woodhall Spa 16 + 2 ltlsqul to IV 11 ) 

RemaI1cS 

-

1 Flt.' Opl. 

Opl, 2 Flts. 
Stirling 

. . 

Opl. on Halifax , 
.. 

' 
... • · 

Incluqlng 2 ·MK.I. . . .. 

. . 
; 

To Drlffleld 4/6 

Opl. one flt. only 
One Flt. Elvington 
Non-opl. 
To re-equip. 
Hal. II I 10/6 

' 

Speclal·Tasks 

On lo.an fro~ 8 Group 
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APPENDIX 2B 
Unit Alrcrl\Ct - ·--

Opl. 
Non-

Location I• F.:, + I, R. Type On Unit 
Remarks Opl. Charge 

- ---- --- -

i ~ ,q6
oro'Jl) R.C.A~F. I AU.ERTON 

~ TooltJi.orpe 16 + 4 Hallrax III 20 

I S!dpton-on-6\Yale 16 + 4 llallrax I I I 20 

~ . Tllo 1 thO?j)() 16 + i llaltrux III 19 
Leo.'lllng 16 .:,. fl.'.lll ra:r. I I I 18 

429 Leeming 16 + 4 Hallrax III 19 
432 East Moor 16 + 4 Hal!rax II I Z'l 
433 Sklpton-on-BW3le 16 + 4 Haltrax I I I 21 
426 Linton 16 + 4 Hall rax l I l 19 
431 erort 16 + 4 Halifax l II 21 
434 crort 16 + 4 llallrax Ill 20 
408 Linton 16 + 4 Lancaster I I 29 
419 !11 dclleton St 16 + 4 Lancaster X 20 

428 
George 

Middleton St 16 + 4 Lancaster X 4 Opl. on Hal. I I 
George Hall fax I I 19 

No. 8 Orou~ !P,F.F.) HUNTINGDON 

7 Oakllngton 16 + 4 l..ancaster I + I II 20 Includes 1 l1k, VI 
35 Craveley 16 + 4 l.ancaster I + I I I 20 
83 4incaster I+ III) Detached to 
97 I.Jlncaster I+ III) 5 Croup (q. v.) 

156 Upwood 16 + 4 uincaster I + I II 19 
405(RCAF) Cransden l.octee 16 + 11 Loncaster I + I I I 20 Includes 2 l1k. VI 
582 Little Staughton 16 + 4 Lone.aster I + I I I 20 
635 Downhrun tbrket 16 + 4 Lancaster I+ III 20 
105 Bot.:rn 24 + 6 tbsq1tl to IX/XVI 30 
109 Little Staur,.hton 24 + 6 l1o zqu I to IX/ XVI 31 

Mosquito IV 1 
139 ' Upwood 16 + 2 l1osqul to IV/XX 10 

l1osqul to IX 4 
571 Oaklngton 16 + 4 l·tosm11 to IX/XVI 19 

11oscju1to II Detaohed to 5 Group 
692 Craveley 16 + 2 Nosqul to IV/'JJ,. 11 

l1osqul to XVI 4 

No. 100 Group BYL\UGH HAU. 

141(B,S) West Raynham 16 + 2 li>squ I to VI 16 11k. I I held 
169(B.S) Little Snoring 16 + 2 l1osqul to VI 15 Mk,II held 
~9(B,S) West Raynhaln 16 + 2 l1osqul to II 17 1 l1k. VI 

85(B,S) Swanning ton 16 + 2 • l1osqul to XIX 18 
t!osqul to XVI I 8 

157(B.S) Swannlngton 16 + 2 l1osqul to XIX 16 
l1osqul to I I 3 

515(B.S) Little Snoring 16 + 2 l1osqul to VI 17 Intruder 
23 Little Snoring 16 + 2 tlosqul to VI 16 Intruder 

214(B,S)¼ · 214(¼) OUlton 16 + 2 Fortress 10 Opl. One Cl t. only 
192(B,S) F'oulsham f t 2 Hall fax I II 9 

+ 1 Wellington X 8 • 6 + 1 Mosquito IV 5 
1 + 0 Anson 1 

199 North Creake 16 + 4 Stirling 20 
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2nd T.A.P. DISPOSITION OF OPERATIONAL UNITS ON D DAY 
_5th EDITION 

123 _ li!.filL___ ( 198 R/ P TyJn. 
Thorney Is. ( 609 II 

164 n 

Thorney Is. 183 • 
193 Bomber • 

ll.6 l:llm; 197 • 
Needs Oar Pt. 257 

266 

Middle 
438 

HallQll ]y} Wing 
439 Sector Hurn 440 

124 
181 RIP 
182 • Hurn 
21..i7 • 
174 n • 121 175 • • Holmesley Sth. 245 • 

1~ Win~ 184 • 
He~thampnett 

(44l Ple)lter. Splt. IX IF 

144 (442 • 
Ford 

(443 
( 132 

125 ( 602 
( 453(RAAF) 

( 19 Must. I I I 
( 65 
( 122 

( 401 ·Spit. IX lF 
126 ( 411 

( 412 
Tangmere (403 

127 (416 
Tangmere (421 

Sector 

! 302(P)" 11P....illJ!L_ 308(P) 11 
Selsey ( 317(P) • 

(.306(P)" Must. Ill 
( 315(P)" 
( 129 

135 Wing ( 222 Spl t. IX lF 

Challey ( 349(Belg) • .s guns 
( 48~RNZ.V:-) 

132(Nor) Wing 331 (Nor) 

Bognor 332(Nor) 
66 

310(Gz) • 
312(Gz) • 
313(Cz) 

145 Win 329(F'r) 
340(F'r) • rston, 
34 HFr) • 

2 TAC/R Hust. II 
268 • II IA 

4(PR) Spit, PR XI 
400(PR) 
168 TAC/R Must, 
414 • • 
430 • • 

16 P/R Spit, PR XI 
69(NR) Well. XIII 

140 P/R Mos, ffi. IX/XVI 
808 Pleet Searl re 

Sptr. 
_NQ_,J NaY,ll Pight!lr Wing 885 • 

l.ee""On-6olent $86 n 

8<fl • a 

Lee""On-Bolcnt 26 Spit, V 
63 a 

APPEND~ 3 

20 Sector H!g,! 
~O~up 

22 Sector H. Q.. 
83 Group 

15 Sector H.~ 
83 Group 

It Sector H, Q.. 
3 Group 

1~Pl Sector H.g. 
Group 



APPENDIX 3 
2 

13, Wln 8$ Bomber Boston IIIA 
---L..'.!!..!:L_. __ 226 " 11ltchell II 

Hartrord Bridge 342(1.orralne) Boston IIIA 

ff 
2 Grouo 138 Wing 107 11osqul to VI 

305( P)" n 

H,Q, 2 TAF 
Uxbrldge 

NOTE 1. 

NOTE 2. 

11ongewell Park Lasham 613 " 

139 Wing 
Dunsfold 

98 111 tchell II 
WO " 
320(Dutch) 

140 Wing 

Gravesend 

21 • 11osqul to VI 
464(RAAF) n 

487(RNZAF) n 

The undermentioned Units will be non-operational on 
'D' Day and will either be at the following locations 
or in Transit through the Concentration Area:-

No. 3- Naval Fighter Wing with its Squadrons, and 63 
and 26 Squadron are under Adrnin. control of A.D.G.B. 

Main H. Q. 
4.83 G.C.C. 

NO. 83 GROUP 

15 Sector, 141+- and 125 Wings. 
17 (RCAF) Sector, 126 and 

Fort Southwick. 
In the vicinity of 
Fort Southwick. 

Ford. 

127 Wintss Tangmere. 
22 (RCAF) Sector and 124- Wing Hurn. 
121 Wing Holmesley South. 

Main H. Q. 
4.84- G.c.c. 

NO. 84- GROUP 

Lea therhead. 
Goodwood. 



3 

A.D.G.B. SQUADRONS 

(UNDER THE OPERATIONAL CONTROL OF 2ND T.A.F.) 

3.3 
Lympne 74 

c= 127 
Biggin Hill 

Sector 80, 
229 
274 

11 Group Friston 350(Belg) 
501 Uxbridge 

1.30 
Eorne .303 ~P) 

4D2 RCAF) 

Tanmnere 64 
Sector Deanland 2.34 --

611 

Shoreham .345 (Fr) 

NO. ~5_GROUP SQUADRONS 
lJI'TT)ER_THE OPERATIONAL CONTROL OF 2ND T.A.~~ 

~~_Tl~ QPE~ATIOPfAE, GOW:l.'OOL OF 2PH=l 't'. A. F. 

3 
Newchurch (ALG) . 56 

Biadn Hill 
486(RNZAF) 

11 Group 
Sector West Malling 91 

Uxbridge Tan~ere Hartford Bridge .322(Dutch) 
Sector 

North Weo.J.d Bradwell Bay 124 
'----;:::----,------------"---

Sector 

H.Q. 2 TAF 
Uxbridge 

I 
2TAF/S.2029/0RG. 

25th May, 1944 

APPENDIX 3 

Spit. IX F 
II IX HF 
II II 

Spit. IX F 
II II 

II II 

Spit. V LFLR 
II II 

Spit • V LF LR 
II II 

II II 

Spit. VLF LR 
II II 

II II 

Spit. VLF LR 

Tempest V 
Spit. IX LF 
Tempest V 

Spit. XIV 

Spit. XIV 

Spit. VII 



(j'0)v 

\)V. 
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APPENDIX 3 

msk~UTION - EXTERNAL 

Air M\nis~ry - D. of Ops. (Tac) Attention W/C C.L.PAGE 

\ 
D. Movements (Attention Air Commodore 

F. U. SIMS, C.B.E. 
\ D. of E.(c) (Attention Air Commodore 

COPY NQ. 

\ K. D. G. COLLIER) . 
\ S/1 Cochrane, O.P.1. Buah House, S.E.Wmg 
' G/C Scarrott DDE 5 -

2 

3 
4-
5 

H.Q.A.E.A .• - S.A.S.O. (2) 
A, A. (R.A.F.) 
D/A .• A. 
G/C Org. 

Norfolk House - Air Commodore F. N. TRINDER 
G/C C. J. SALMON 

6 - 7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 

H.Q. A.D.G.B.- ~\-s s •• 1 13 
Or\ 1 14-

H. Q 2 TAF (Main) A. "!:11 C. 15 
S.A. O. 16 
A.O.A. 17 
G/C Op (

2
2) 18 - 19 

c. s. o. 1 ( ) 20 - 21 
S.A.O. \ 22 
W/C Movem\nt~, C/o 21 Army Group St.Pauls 23 

A.O. C. No. 11 Group. (3) \ ( ONE FOR PERSONAL ATTENTION 
\ A.D,C,) 

A. 0, C. No. 83 Group. ( 2) \ 
D/A.O.A, No. 83 Group Rear H:~. • 
A,o.c. No. 84- Group. (2) \ 
D/A. 0. A. No. 84- Group Rear H. Q:\ 

\ 
H.Q. No. 85 Group - A.o.c. 

G/c. Org. \\ 
\ 

BUCO (West) No. 1 A.P.D.C. London wi1. (Att. w/c RAY) 
\ 

24- - 26 
27 - 28 

29 
30 - 31 

32 

33 
34-

35 

R.A,F. MCO Southern Command. (Attent\on W/C Fisher) 36 
R.A,F. MCO South Eastern Command. (Att'~ntion S/L Peters) 37 
G. Air, 21 Army \ 38 
Major Gen. i/c Administration, 21 Army Gfoup. 39 

DISTRIBUTION - INTERNAL 

D/A.O.A. 
P.M.O. 
s.E.s.o. 
S.Eng.O. 
vr/c. Org. 
Equip. 1A 
File 
Spare Copies 

\ 

\ 

40 
4-1 
42 
43 
4-4-
4-5 
4-6 

4-7 - 50 



Squadron 

68 

151 

1 

165 

1449 Flt 

276 (A/SR) 

406 

131 

j.61'"616 

126 

610 

263 

41 

125 (Newf) 

418 (RCAF) 

1320 Flt 

456 

501 

350 (Belg) 

345 (Ft) 

234 

64 

611 

130 

303 (Pol.) 

1µ)2 (RCAF) 

96 

33 

APPENDIX 4 

A. D. G, B, ORDER OF BA'.i'TLE - 6TH JUNE 1 1 944 

Sector Airfield 

Fairwood Common Fairwood Common 

Portreath Predannack 

Portreath Predannack 

Portreath Predannack 

Portreath St Mary's 

Portrea th Portrea th ( 1 A' ) 
and ilolt Head ( 1B1 ) 

Exeter Winkleigh 

Exeter Culmhead 

Exeter Culmhead 

Exeter Culmhead 

Exeter Harrowbeer 

Exeter Harrowbeer 

Exeter Bolt Head 

_No. 11 Group 

Nether Wallop Hurn 

Nether Wallop Holmesley South 

Nether Wallop Holmesley South 

Tangmere Ford 

Tangmere Friston 

Tangmcre Friston 

Tangmere Shoreham 

Tangmere Deo.nlund .A.LL G-. 

Tangrnere Deanland A,L.G, 

Tangmere Deanland A. L. G, 

Tangmere Horne A.L,G, 

Tangmere Horne A. L. G. 

Tangmere Horne A, L. G. 

Biggin Hill West Malling 

Biggin Hill Lympne 

Type of Aircr~ft 

Beaufighter VI 

Mosquito XII/VIII 

Spitfire IX(LF) 

Spitfire IX(LF) 

Hurricane IIB 

WarV1ick, Walrus and 
Spitfire V 

Beaufighter VI 

Spitfire VII 

Spitfire VII 

Spitfire IX (LF) 

Spitfire XIV 

Typhoon 

Spitfire XII 

Mosquito XVII 

"Mosquito VI (Int)· 

Typhoon (op. 'under 

Mosquito XVII 

2nd TAF) 

Spitfire V (LF) (LR) 

Spitfire V (LF) (LR) 

Spitfire V (LF) (LR) 

Spitfire V (LF) (LR) 

Spitfire V (LF) (LR) 

Spitfire V (LF) (LR) 

Spitfire V (LF) (LR) 

Spitfire V (LF) (LR) 

Spitfire V (LF) (LR) 

Mosquito XII/XIII 

Spitfire .IX F 



' .APPENDIX 4 

Squadron Sector 

No. 11 Group (Contd.) 
74 Biggin Hill 

127 

229 , 

274 

80 

137 

605 

Biggin Hill 

Biggin Hill 

Biggin Hill 

Biggin Hill 

North Weald 

North Weald 

219 North Weald 

278 (A/S.R) North Weald 

277 (A/S.R) Tang}llere 

275 (A/S.R) Nether Wallop 

25 Co].tishall 

.316 ◊Pol) Coltishall 

504 Digby 

307 (Pol) Church Fenton 

F.I. U. Digby 

.309 (Pol) Turnhouse 

118 Kirkwa.11 

488 (RNZAF) Nether Wallop 

604 Nether Wallop 

41)9 (RCAF) Biggin Hill 

29 Biggin Hill 

410 (RCAF) North Weald 

264 Tangmere 

322 (Dutch) Tangmere 

91 Biggin Hill 

2 

Airfield 

Lympne 

Lympne 

Detling 

Detling . 

Detling 

Manston 

Manston 

Bradwe 11 Bay 

Bradwell Bay ('A') 
Martlesham ( 'B') 
Shoreham ('A') 
Hawkinge ( 'B1 ) 

V/annwell 

No. 12 Grou;e_ 

Coltishall 

Coltishall 

Digby and 
Coltishall 

Church i<'enton 

Wittering 

No.· 13 Grol!£._ 

Drem and Hutton 
Cranswick (12 Group) 

Skaebrae 

Type of Aircraft 

Spitfire IX H.F. 

Spitfire IX H.F. 

Spitfire IX H.F. 

Spitfire IX F 

Spitfire IX F 

Typhoon 

Mosquito VI (Int) 

Mosquito XVII 

Warwick, Walrus and 
Spitfire V 
Walrus and 
Spi.t...4-ro 

Walrus and S::,itfire V 

Mosquito XVII 

Mustang III 

Spit:fire V (LF) (LR) 

Mosquito XII 

Beaufighter/Mosquito 

Hurricane IIc 

Sp:i tfire V (LF) (LR) 

No. 8,2 Group (under A.D.G.B. for Ops. only 

Zeals Mosquito XII/XIII 

Hurn Mosquito XII/XIII 

West Malling Mosquito XII/XIII 

West Malling Mosquito XII/XIII 

Hunsdon Mosquito XII/xIII 

Hartford Bridge Mosquito XII/XIII 

Har:tford Bridge Spitfire XIV 

West Malling Spitfire XIV 



3 

.AP.PENDIJ; !.: 
Squadron Sector Airfield Type of Aircraft 

~o., 82 Grou12 Contd. 

56 Biggin Hill Newchurch A,L,G. Spitfire IX (LF) 

3 Biggin Hill Newchurch A.L.G. 'l'empest V 

486 Biggin Hill Newchurch A,L,G. Tempest V 

· 124- North Weald Bradwell Bay Spitfire VII 

Squadrons.from other Commands operating f!'om A,D;G.B. Airfields 

·235 c.c. Portreath Portreath Beaufighter 

248 c.c. Portreath Portreath .Mosquito 

.311 c.c . Portreath Predannack Liberator 

179 c. c. Portreath Precl,annack Wellington 

i,.15 (RCAF) c.c. ~eter and Winkleigh and Albacore 
North Weald Manston 

8.38 (FAA) c.c. Exeter Harrowbeer Swordfish . 
14-, c.c. North Weald Manston Beaufighter 

819 (FAA) c.c. North Weald Manston Swordfish 

848 (FAA) c.c. North Weald hianston Avenger 

854, (FAA) c. c. Biggin Hill Hawkinge Avenger 

855 (FAA) c.c. Biggin Hill Hawkinge Avenger 

899 (FAA) Peterhead Peterhead Seafire 

801 (FAA) Kirkwall Skeabrae Seafire 

880 (FAA) Kirkwall Skeabrae Seafire 

784- (FAA) Turnhouse Dreru Fulmer 

887 (FAA) Turnhouse Ayr Seafire 

8994- (FAA) Turnhouse Ayr Seafire 

1770 (FAA) Turnhouse Ayr Firefly 

1840 (FAA) Stormont Ballyhalbe4 Hellcat 



Type Groups 
Authorised 

B-26 8 

A-20 3 

p..:38 3 

P-47 13 

P-51 2 

P..61 1 

F-6 
(P-51) 1 

F-5 
(P-38) 1 

C-47/53 14 

7 June 1944. 

1 

APPEi'IDIX 5( a) 

AVAILABILITY OF AIRCRAFT FOR NINTH AIR FORCE 
- --•-----· 

{.As of 1 June1 1 ~44) 

Group 
U.E. 

64 

64 

75 

75 

75 

36 

72 

64 

64 

Air Force Target Air Force Available 
U.E. Reserve Total for N,A.F. 

512 256 768 759 

1 Q') .,, ... 96 288 375 

225 114 339 276 

975 494 •iJ+69 1248 

150 76 226 200 

36 18 54 6 

72 36 108 125 

64 24 88 58 

896 126 1022 1326 

4362, 4373 

E. c. LANGMEAD, Col., G.s.c . 
. A.O.A. (u.s.) A.E.A.F. 

Indicated 
Surplus 

- 9 

:J),ff'1-f-'J7 

- 63 

-221 

- 26 

- 48 

+ 17 

-30 

+304 



ORDER OF BATTLE - NINTH AIR FORCE 
---------..-------;-

UNIT 10 CATION 

(i) 10th Photo Group (Reconnaissance) CHAI.GROVE 

30th Squadron 
31 at Squadron • 
33rd Squadron 
34th Squadron 

423rd. Squo.dr.on (Night Reooe). 

(ii) !N_IX TACTICAL AIR C011MAN!? 

_67th Reconnaissance Grou;e 

.1 2th Squadron 
15th Squadron 

107th Squadron 
109th Squadron 

71st FIGHTER WING 

366th Group. 

389th Squadron 
3 90th Squadron 
.391st Squadron 

368th Group 

395th Squadron 
396th Squadron 
397th Squadron 

370th Group 

401st Squadron 
l,02nd Squadron 
485th Squadron 

-~4 th FIGHTER WING 

404th Group 

506th Squadron 
507th Squadron 
508th Squadron 

50th Group 

10th Squadron 
31st Squadron 

313th Squadron 

365th Group 

386th Squadron 
387th Squadron 
388th Squadron 

405th Group 

509th Squadron 
510th Squadron 
511th Squadron 

CHAI.GROVE 
II 

II 

II 

" 

Tactical: UXBRIWE 
Admin: MidlUe Wallop 

MIDDLE WALLOP 

MIDDLE WALLOP 
" II 

" " 
" It 

ANDOVER 

THRUXTON 

THRUXTON 
" 
" 

CHILBOL'.l'ON 

CHILBOLTON 
II 

II 

ANDOVER 

ANDOVER 
II 

" 

BEAULIEU 

WINK'rON 

WINKTON 
II 

II 

LYMINGTON 

LYMINGTON 
" 
" 

BEAULIEU 

B¥ULIEU 
II 

II 

CHRISTCHURCH 

CHRISTCHURCH 
II 

" 

ARMAMENT 

F/5ll 
F/5B 
F/5B 
F/5B 
P 61/70 

p 51B 
P 51B 
P 51B • 
P 51B 

P 47 
P 47 
P 47 

P 47 
P 47 
P 47 

p .38 
p .38 
P 38 

P 47 
P 47 
P 47 

p 4-7 
P 47 
P 47 

P 47 
P 47 
P 47 

P 47 
P 47 
P 47 
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. .APPENDIX 5 (b) 

UNIT LOCATION ARMAMENT 
+------------------- ---------i---·---- --------,-------t 

---·· 

(iii) 

70th FIGHTER WING 

48th Group 

492nd Squadron 
4-93rd Squadron 
494-th Squadron 

371st Group 

404th Squadron 
405th Squadron 
406th Squadron 

367th Group 

392nd Squadron 
393rd Squadron 
394th Squadron 

4-74-th Group 

4-28th Squadron 
4-29th Squadron 
4-3Oth Squadron 

HQ XIX TACTICAL AIR COMMAND 

100th FIGHTER WING 

,2_54th Group 

353rd Squadron 
355th Squadron 
356th Squadron 

3'.i8th·Group 

365th Squadron 
366th Squadron 
367th Squadron 

362nd Group 

3 77 th Squadron 
378th Squadron 
379th Squadron 

363rd Group 

380th Squadron 
381st Squadron 
382nd Squadron 

303rd FIGHTER WING 

36th Group 

22nd Squadron 
23rd Squadron 
53rd Squadron 

. . ' . . •, • 

IBSLEY 

IBSLEY 

IBSLEY 
II 

II 

BISTEP.NE 

BISTERNE 
II 

II 

STONEY CROSS 

STONEY CROSS 
II II 

II It 

WARMWEIJ, 

WARMWEIJ, 
II 

II 

Tactical: .BIGGIN HIIJ, 
Admin: ALDERMASTON COURT 

LASHENDEN 

LASHENDEN 
II 

II 

HIGH HALDEN 

HIGH HALDEN 
It II 

tt II 

HEA:r:CORN 

HEADCORN 
It 

II 

STAPLEHURST 

STAPLEHURST 
II 

II 

ASHFORD 

KLNGSNORTH 

KINGSNORTH 

P 47 
P 47 
P 47 

P 47 
p 4-7 
P 47 

P 38 
P 38 
P 38 

P 38 
P 38 
P 38 

P 51 
P 51 
P 51 

P 47 
P 47 
P 47 

P 47 
p 4-7 
P 47 

P 51 
P 51 
P 51 

P 47 
P 47 
P 47 
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APPENDIX---2.lE) 

UNIT LOCATION ARMAMENT 
~---------- ------------ - - - - - ------i-------

I 
I I 

I 

)03rd FIGHTER WING (Contd.) 

373rd Group 

4-1 0 th Squadron 
4-11 th Squadron 
4-12th Squadron 

51 2th Squadron 
513 th Squadron 
514-th Squadron 

I (v) _NIGHT FIGHTER SQUADRO~S 

I 
li-~2nd Squadron :• 
4-25th Squadron 

f 
(-vi-. )_H_Q_IX--BO-MBER COMMAND 

1 st Pathfinder Sciuadron 

I 98th BOMB WING (Medium) 

I 
I 
i 

i 
I 
I 
i 
I 

596th Squadron 
597th Squadron 
598th Squadron 
599th Squadron 

387th Group 

556th Squadron 
557th Squadron 
558th Squadron 
559th Squadron 

323rd Group 

l;.53rd Squadron, 
454th Squadron 
455th Squadron 
4-56th Squadron 

394th Group 

584-th Squadron 
585th Squadron 
586th Squadron 
587th Squadron 

99th BOMB WING (Medium) 

322nd Group 

44-9th Squadron 
450th Squadron 
451 st Squadron 
452nd Squadron 

~•IOOOCHURCH 

WOODCHURCH 
II 

II 

ASHFORD 

ASHFORD 
" 
" 

. SCORTON 
COLEBY GRANGE 

MARKS HALL 

ANDREWS FIELD 

RIVENlii.LL 

RIVENH/J.L 
II 

II 

" 

CHIPPING ONGAR 

CHIPPING ONGAR 
II II 

II II 

II H . 

EARLS COLNE 

EARLS COLNE 

II II 

11 " 

BOREHAM 

BOREHAM 
" 
II 

II 

• GREAT DUNMOW 

.ANDREWS FIELD 

ANDREWS FIELD 
II II 

It II 

11 II 

, . .. 

p 4-7 
p 4-7 
P 47 

P 47 
p 4-7 
P 47 

·p 61170 
P 61/70 

B 26 

B 26 
B 26 
B 26 
B 26 

n 26 
B 26 
B 26 
B 26 

B 26 
B 26 
B 26 
B 26 

B 26 
B 26 
B 26 
B 26 

B 26 
B 26 
B 26 
B 26 



UNIT 

~9th BOMB WINGJM_edium) (Contd.) 

344th Group 

4-94-th Squadron 
4-95 th Squadron 
496th Squadron 
497th Squadron 

386th Gro~ 

552nd Squadron 
553rd Squadron 
554-th Squadron 
555th Squadron 

391st Group 

372nd Squadron 
373rd Squadron 
37 4 th Squadron 
375th Squadron 

97th BOMB WING (Light) 

i~6th Group 

668th Squadron 
669th Squadron 
670th Squadron 
671 s t Squadron 

409th Group 

640th Squadron 
641st Squadron 
642nd Squadron 
643rd Squadron 

410th Group 

641+-th Squadron 
645th Squadron 
646th Squadron 
647th Squadron 

HQ IX TROOP CARRIER COMMAND 

1st Pathfinder Group 

50th TROOP CARRIER WIN~ 

439th Group 

91st Squadron 
92nd Squadron 
93rd Squadron 
94th Squadron 

440th Group 

95 th Squadron 
96th Squadron 
97th Squadron 
98th Squadron 

5 

LOCATION 

STANSTED MOUNTFITCHET 

STANSTED MOUNTFITCHET 
II II 

II 

II 

GREAT DUNMOW 

GREAT DUNMOW 
II II 

tl If 

fl " 

MATCHING 

MATCHING 
II 

II 

II 

LITTLE WALDEN 

WETHERSFIELD 

WETHERSFIELD 
II 

II 

II 

LITTLE WALDEN 

LITTLE WALDEN 
II II 

It II 

II U 

GOSFIELD 

GOSFIELD 
II 

II 

II 

GRANTHAM LODGE 

NORTH WITHAM 

BOTTESFORD 

UPOTTERY 

UPOTTERY 
" 
II 

" 

EXETER 

EXETER 
II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

APPENDIX 5(b) 

ARMAMENT 

B 26 
B 26 
B 26 
B 26 

B 26 
B 26 
B 26 
B 26 

B 26 
B 26 
B 26 
B 26 

A 20 G 
A 20 G 
A 20 G 
A 20 G 

A 20 G 
A 20 G 
A 20 G 
A 20 G 

A 20 G 
A 20 G 
A 20 G 
A 20 G 

C 47/53 

C 47/53 
C 47/53 
C 4-7/53 
C 4-7/53 

C 4-7/53 
C.4-7/53 
C 4-7/53 
C 4-7/53 
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APPENDIX 5 {!>) 
·-

UNIT LOCATION ARMAMENT 

50th TROOP CARRIER WING (Contd.) 

~1 s~_ Group MERRYFIELD 

99th Squadron MERRYFIELD C 47/53 
100th Squadron II C 47/53 

\ 

301st Squadron tl C 47/53 
302nd Squadron II C 47/53 

442nd Group WESTON ZOYLAND 

303rd Squadron WESTON ZOYLAl'ill C 47/53 
304 th Squadron tl C 47/53 
305th Squadron II C 47/53 
306th Squadron II C 47/53 

52nd TROOP CARRIER WING COTTESMORE 

61st Group BARKS'l'ON HEATH 

14th Squadron BARKSTON HEATH C 47/53 
15th Squadron II II 

C 47/53 
53rd Squadron II tl 

C 47/53 
59th Squadron II II C 47/53 

313th Group FOLKINGHAM 

29th Squadron FOLKINGHAM C 47/53 
47 th Squadron II C 47/53 
48th Squadron II C 47/53 
49th Squadron II C 47/53 

314th GrouE_ SALTBY 

61 st Squadron SALTBY C 47/53 
62nd Squadron II C 47/53 
3 2nd Squadron It C 47/53 
50th Squadron II C 47/53 

315th Group SPANHOE 

34th Squadron SPANHOE C 47/53 
43rd Squadron II C 47/53 

316th Group COTTESMORE 

36th Squad!'on COT'l'ESMORE C 47/53 
37th Squadron tl C 47/53 
44 th Squadron tl C 47/53 
45 th Squadron II C 1+7/53 

53rd TROOP CARRIER WING GREENHAM COMMON 

434th GrouE ALDERMASTON 

71st Squadron ALDERt,ffiSTON C 47/53 
72nd Squadron 

, 
tl C 47/53 .. 73rd Squadron II C 47/53 

. 7 4 th Squadron tl C 47/53 

435th Group WELFORD 
• 75th Squadron WELFORD C 47/53 

76th Squadron It C 47/53 
77th Squadron II 

C 4713 78th Squadron II C 47 5.3 
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APPENDIX 5(b) 

UNIT LOCATION ARMAMENT 

53rd TROOP CARRIER WING (Contd.) 

436th Group MEMBURY 

79th Squadron MEMBURY C 47/53 
80th Squadron " C 47/53 
81st Squadron II C 47/53 
82nd Squadron II C 47/53 

437th Group RAMSBURY 

83rd Squadron RAMSBURY C 47/53 
84th Squadron " C 47/53 
85 th Squadron II C 47/53 
86th Squadron " C 47/53 

438th Group GREENHAM COlv!MON 

87th Squadron GREENHAM COMMON C 47/53 
88th Squadron II II 

C 47/53 
89th Squadron II II 

C 47/53 
90th Squadron II It 

C 47/53 



APPENDIX 6 

COASTAL COMMAND ORDER OF BATTLE FOR OVERLOR!2 
6th JUNEI 12.!a 

19 Grou:2 

Squadron Station Type of Primary Task Aircraft 

10 Mount Batten Sunderland ,vu. Operations in 
s.w. Approaches 

228 Pembroke Dock Sunderland II II 

461 Pembroke Dock Sunderland II II 

201 Pembroke Dock Sunderland II II 

58 St. Davids H,alifax II II 

502 St. Davids Halifax II II 

53 St. Eval Liberator L.L.* II II 

224 St. Eval Liberator L.L. II II 

547 st. Eval Liberator II II 

206 St. Eval Liberator II II 

103 USN Dunkeswell Liberator II II 

105 USN Dunkeswell Liberator II II 

110 USN Dunkeswell Liberator II II 

311 Predannack Liberator II II 

1-79 Predannack Wellington L.L, II II 

4JJ7 Chivenor Wellington L. L. II II 

172 Chivenor Wellington L. L. II II 

304 Chivenor Wellington L. L. II II 

612 Chivenor Wellington L.L. II II 

1iD4 Davidstow Moor Beauf'ighter .Anti-Shipping 

144 Davidstow Moor Beaufighter .Anti-Shipping 

282 Davistow Moor Warwick Air Sea Rescue 

524(Fl t) Davidstow Moor Wellington Night recce. in 
co-operation with . light Naval Forces • 

248 Portreath Mosquito G.R. Fighter 

235 Portreath Beaufighter G.R. Fighter 

415 (Flt) Winkleigh/ Albac.ore .Anti-Shipping 
Bolthead 

*NOTE: L.L. = Leigh Light. 
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Squadron Station 

849 FAA Perranporth 

850 FAA Perranparth 

816 FAA Perranporth 

517 Brawdy 

838 FAA Harrowbeer 

16 Group 

2 

Type of 
Aircraft ·----

Avenger 

Avenger 

Swordfish 

Halifax 

Swordfish 

143 

236 

2~4 

455 

489 

279 

521 

Mans ton Beaufighter 

North Coates Beaufighter 

North Coates Beaufighter 

Langham Beaufighter 

Langham Beaufighter 

Bircham Newton Hudson 

Bircham Newton Ventura/ 
Gladiator 

415(Flt) Docking Wellington 

280 Strubby 

415(Flt) Manston 

819 FAA Manston 

848 FAA Manston 

854 FAA Hawkinge 

855 FAA Hawkinge 

15 Group 

120 Ballykelly 

Ballykelly 

Warwick 

Albacore 

Swordfish 

Avenger 

Avenger 

Avenger 

Libera tor L. L. 

Liberator V.L. R. 59 

422 Castle Archdale Sunderland 

423 Castle Archdale Sunderland 

Primary ~ask 

Cover to Coastal 
Convoys in South 
Western Approaches 

II II 

II II 

Met. Flights 

Cover to Coastal 
Convoys in South 
Western Approaches 

Anti-Shipping 

Anti-Shipping 

Anti-Shipping 

Anti-Shipping 

Anti-Shipping 

Air Sea Rescue 

Met. Flights 

Night Reece. in 
co-operation, with 
Light Naval Force 

Air Sea Rescue 

Anti..;Shipping 

Anti-Shipping 

Cover to Coastal 
Convoys in English 
Channel 

II II 

II II 

Atlantic Convoy 
Cover 

" II 

A/N operations in 
s.w. Approaches 

II " 

(The above two Sunderland Squadrons allocated for operations 
in 19 Group.) 
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~..9_,uadron Station _Type of Primary Task Aircraft 

518 Tiree Halifax Met. Flights 

281 Tiree Warwick Air Sea Rescue 

18 GrouE 

210 Sullom Voe Catalina L.L. A/U. Northern 
Transit .Area a.nd 
Fleet 
Reconnaisa.nce 

330 Sullom Voe Sunderland 

S19 Wick Ventura/Spitfire Met. Flights 

333(Flt) Leuchars Mosquito Anti-Shipping 
Reconnaissance 

33.3(Flt) Woodhaven Catalina Reconna.issa.noe 

Iceland 

86 Reykjavik Liberator VLR Atlantic Convoy 
Cover 

162 Reykjavik Canso 

Gibraltar 

202 Gibraltar Catalina A/U Patrols Straits 
of Gibraltar 

500(Det) Gibraltar Ventura 

520 Gibraltar Halifax/ Met. Flights 
Spitfire 

Azores 

220 Lagens Fortress Atlantic Convoy 
Cover 

269 Lagens Hudson/ Met. Flights and 
Spitfire Air Sea Rescue 




